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Introduction 
 
The IAHR symposium on ice is a biannual conference covering engineering and research on 
ice in fresh and salt water. The conference was first arranged in Reykjavik, Iceland in 1970. 
The 25th conference was planned for Trondheim, Norway in June of 2020, but due to the 
Covid19 pandemic it was arranged as a virtual conference in November of 2020. The 
conference gathered 105 participants and 87 papers were submitted and peer reviewed for 
the technical sessions of the conference. In addition, two plenary key note lectures were 
given covering the challenges of hydropower operation in the arctic and the history of ice 
research in Norway. 
 
The technical sessions covered a range of topics within research on ice processes, utilisation 
of remote sensed data and engineering aspects related to ice jams, loads on structures and 
hydropower operation in fresh water and ships, floaters and fixed structures in coastal areas 
and on the ocean. All presentations and discussions were carried out live on a digital 
platform, and this fostered many interesting exchanges of information across countries and 
time zones. 
 
The IAHR Ice Symposium were arranged by financial support from the Norwegian Research 
Council and the Norwegian University of Science and Technology. We gratefully 
acknowledge the support received to arrange the conference. The organising committee 
also wishes to thank the NTNU Centre for Continuing Education and Professional 
Development for support with the administration and technical arrangement. The transition 
from a traditional conference to a virtual meeting could not have been done without this 
support. 
 
The organizing committee also want to thank the scientific committee for handling the peer 
review of the papers, the reviewers of the papers and not the least all authors and 
conference participants who made this event possible. 
 
 
Knut Alfredsen 
Chairman of the organizing committee. 
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Abstract 
The current paper gives a historical review of research on ice in Norway from an engineering 
perspective, both covering ice in rivers and lakes, as well as ice in the ocean.  
Pioneering work is mentioned for both categories. For river and lake ice formation Dr. Olaf 
Devik was a pioneer developing instrumentation that could measure supercooling of water in 
rivers and lakes. He was followed by Dr. Edvigs Kanavin and others. This part of the paper is 
followed by studies of atmospheric icing and sea spray icing. The rest of the paper has a 
focus on research related to ice in the ocean, both sea ice and glacial ice. Pioneering work on 
sea ice was done by meteorologist Torgny Vinje at the Norwegian Polar Institute. In the 
1980ies the oil and gas industry active on the Norwegian Continental started to pay attention 
to the Barents Sea. The information for engineering purposes related to design and operation 
of offshore structures in these icy waters was quite limited. Thus several companies realized 
that a proper design database on ice in the ocean for these waters should be established. The 
first well documented sea ice and iceberg study in the Barents Sea became the multi-sensor 
ice data acquisition programme ICEBASE. This programme was led by Dr. Sveinung Løset 
and later followed by the programme IDAP. This first wave of studies was followed by more 
dedicated surveys after the millennium of which the centre for research-based innovation 
SAMCoT (Sustainable Arctic Marine and Coastal Technology) hosted by NTNU was the 
major one.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

25th IAHR International Symposium on Ice  
Trondheim, November 23 to 25, 2020 



1. Ice in Rivers and Lakes – Pioneering Research 
 
Hydropower has a long tradition in Norway. Hydropower regularly accounts for more than 
95% of the total Norwegian power production, with a small remainder made up by thermal 
and, only recently, wind. At the end of 2020, Norway's inland waters powered 37 GW 
installed capacity, and a normal-year production of 151 TWh of clean power. 
 
In the very beginning of hydropower production, more than 120 years ago, it was soon 
discovered that water regulation was needed and behind that there is a long technology 
development leading to this achievement ranging from hydrological studies of water catch 
and drainage to construction of water intakes and dams, and effects on river discharge. Most 
of the terrestrial areas in Norway are exposed to freezing during winter. Frequently that leads 
to formation of ice that may cause ice pressure on dams, flooding during winter and spring 
discharge, ice jamming, and loads from river ice on bridge pillars and other structures. 
 
This caught the interest from the Norwegian  physicist and  meteorologist Olaf Devik, (1886–
1987). He received his education from the University in Oslo, Dr. philos. He was a lecturer at 
the Norwegian Institute of Technology (NTH; Trondheim) from 1923 to 1932.  
 

 

Dr. Devik was a pioneer in studying river and lake 
ice physics applicable to engineering. The lake 
Aursunden at the head of the Glomma river was 
regulated in 1924 causing increased winter 
discharge that lead to more sever ice runs than 
before (Asvall, 1994). A better understanding of the 
physics and mechanics behind these phenomena was 
needed. A commission was appointed to investigate 
the cause of the increased ice problems. Here Devik 
was a central member and saw the need of doing 
fundamental studies of heat exchange at the water 
surface, i.e. cooling of river water including 
supercooling. Further, he studied formation of frazil 
ice, formation of bottom ice (anchor ice), 
description of ice runs and jamming. 
He developed his own measurement technic to 
measured supercooling of water where he managed 
to capture a supercooling of -1.4°C at Festa, Oppdal 
around 1930.  
 

Figure 1. Physicist and meteorologist 
Olaf Devik, Dr. Philos (Photo, NVE). 
 
Later on, the pioneering work of Devik was followed by Dr. Edvigs Kanavin. He was born in 
Latvia and became a leading hydrologist at the Norwegian Water and Resources Energy 
Directorate (NVE)'s history, founder and head of NVE’s Ice Office from 1950 to 1973. His 
main topic was frazil ice formation and formation of ice in rivers in general. He did also 
study ice in rivers on Iceland. 
 
Another person working with river ice was Dr. Einar Tesaker. He started out at NVE’s Ice 
Office in Oslo, but moved to Trondheim after some years and started at the Watercourse and 
Harbour Laboratory (SINTEF/VHL). His research was focused on ice formation in steep 



rivers where anchoring ice could form causing water level rise leading to reduced water 
velocity and thereby ice formation. 
 
More or less at the same time Dr. Torkild Carstens had returned from the USA where he had 
obtained a PhD degree from Berkeley, California. His supervisor there was professor Hans 
Albert Einstein, the son of Albert Einstein. Carstens started at (SINTEF/VHL) and worked in 
parallel with Tesaker mainly on problems related to ice and hydraulics in rivers and 
powerplants. 
 
Another bauta in the sixties and later was Randi Pytte Asvall. She was a hydrologist and 
active at NVE’s Ice Office from 1962 and on. Among different scientific and engineering 
activities she did a lot of snow balance studies on the glaciers Jostedalsbreen and Folgefonna. 
 
 

   
 

Edvigs Kanavin  
 

Einar Tesaker Torkild Carstens Randi Pytte Asvall 

Figure 2. Photos of major of pioneers in river and lake ice engineering, Norway. 
 
 
2. Atmospheric Icing 
 
Atmospheric icing on structures such as antennas, masts and power lines typically occurs 
when snow and sleet hit members of these structures. The ice accreted in this manner is 
porous and has normally a low mechanical strength. However, it may also form from super-
cooled water droplets, with a temperature that can go down to –40°C (Makkonen, 1984), 
while the water is still liquid, freeze solid on contact with a cold surface. Super-cooled water 
droplets can exist in the form of frost smoke, super-cooled fog, freezing rain and drizzle.  
 
In Norway electric power lines are built and run through any type of terrain, from the 
maritime coast to the continental inland. Such power lines in Norway are frequently exposed 
to atmospheric icing that may lead to galloping in wind and following breakdown. Figure 3 
depicts such a situation. A leading person in Norway in this field has been Mr. Svein M. 
Fikke, meteorologist and consultant. 
 
 



 
 
Figure 3. Rime icing on a 22 kV electric power line in Norway April 1961, 1 400 m above 
sea level. The ice load was measured to 305 kg/m (Photo: O. Wist). 
 
 
3. Sea Spray Icing 
 
Sea spray icing may occur at temperatures below freezing on ships and structures at sea. The 
ice accretion is 1) either caused by sea spray that is generated by a structure/ship that is 
piercing the sea surface and the interaction at the sea surface generates droplets that hit the 
structure and may freeze to it, or 2) when the wind blows droplets of water off the wave crest. 
The latter phenomena is called spume and depends on the form and steepness of the waves 
and wind speed. 
 
There are two main scenarios of ice accretion in accordance with the factors limiting the 
growth rate. The first scenario is the “mass limited” (ML) scenario, in which the total water 
mass arriving on the cold surface can be frozen due to the cooling; the water mass is therefore 
the limiting factor for the accretion rate. The second scenario, the TL scenario, represents 
conditions when the water impingement on the surface is high and the heat fluxes are 
insufficient to freeze all of the water; as a result, some of the water runoff representing “wet” 
icing conditions.  
 
The first really study of icing offshore in Norway was the research programme “Offshore 
Icing”, 1982-85 (SINTEF/NHL). The programme was financed by Operator Committee 
North (OKN), a cluster of oil/gas companies active on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. 
Measurements of sea spray were performed on several structures offshore, a numerical model 
established and an outdoor wind tunnel with sea water spray injection constructed in 
Trondheim. Instrumental in these efforts were Dr. Torkild Carstens and Mr. Tore S. 
Jørgensen. The physical measurements both offshore and in the icing tunnel were used for 
calibration of a numerical icing prediction model. 
 
There are several examples of icing on vessels in the Barents Sea. However, there is probably 
just one that is documented properly, the voyage I had with K/V Nordkapp from Tromsø to 
Bjørnøya 25-26 February 1987. About 110 tons of sea spray ice accreted on this vessel in a 
period of 17 hours during storm and air temperatures of -15°C. The estimation of the accreted  



ice mass was enabled by reading of the ballast water in addition to volumetric measurements 
of accreted ice. 
 
Figure 4 depicts the effect of obstacles on the ice accretion. Ice accumulates more easily 
when it can adhere to non-plane objects. Stiffeners and horizontal surfaces act as anchors for 
the ice and huge accumulations may result.  In this case ice accreted on the railing to a 
thickness of 1 m. The relatively high porosity of the accreted ice led to a density of about 600 
kg/m3.  
 

   
Figure 4. Ice accretion on the foreship/lifeboat of K/V Nordkapp, 27th February 1987. 
(Løset et al., 2006). 
 
In the latest decade, numerical simulations combined with field experiments, see Figure 5, 
performed at Spitsbergen have increased the understanding of the processes behind sea spray 
icing (Kulyakhtin, 2014). 

 
 
Figure 5. Physical simulation of sea spray icing in Adventsdalen, Spitsbergen  
(Kulyakhtin, 2014). 
 
 
 



4. Ice in the Ocean 
 
4.1 Sea ice  
 
Learnings from sailings in the Arctic more than 100 years ago gave a practical understanding 
of the movement and behavior of sea ice under stress from wind and current. This is related 
to sailing voyages for sealing and hunting, but also commercial trading with Russians at the 
Siberian Coast. Then we had the voyages of Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, in particular the one with 
Fram towards the North Pole from 1893 to 1896. During this voyage he combined 
oceanographical and meteorological studies with observations of drift and deformation of sea 
ice. He experienced a lot of ridge building at Fram and how the hull shape prevented them 
from being screwed down by the ice. 
 
 

 

 
In more recent history I want to highlight Mr. Torgny 
Vinje (1929-2015, Figure 6). He obtained a cand. real 
degree in 1956 in meteorology from the University in 
Oslo. Soon after he travelled to Antarctica and 
overwintered there for three seasons at the Norway 
Station, Dronning Mauds Land. From 1964 he had 
almost annual surveys in the Arctic where he mainly 
studied sea ice drift, composition of ice fields and ice 
morphology. He was also a pioneer in using Upward 
Looking Sonars to detect ice ridges, both in the 
Western Barents Sea and the Fram Strait. 
 

Figure 6. Photo of Torgny Vinje  
(polarhistorie.no). 

 

 
With respect to assessment of loads from ice on structures offshore and operations in ice, the 
type of ice (first-year or multiyear ice), its frequency of occurrence, thickness and drift 
velocity is of importance.  
 
In the 1980ies the oil and gas industry active on the Norwegian Continental started to pay 
attention to the Barents Sea. The information for engineering purposes related to design and 
operation of offshore structures in these icy waters was quite limited. Thus the companies 
realized that a proper design database on ice in the ocean for these waters did not exist, and 
the first well documented sea ice and iceberg study in the Barents Sea became the multi-
sensor ice data acquisition programme ICEBASE (Sea Ice Investigations in the Barents Sea) 
established in 1987. The research programme was funded by BP Norway, Esso Norway and 
Mobil Exploration Norway. ICEBASE was executed during the mid-winter and fall 
campaigns of 1987 (Løset and Carstens, 1996). The programme was led by Dr. Sveinung 
Løset (SINTEF/NHL, Figure 7). 
 
 
 
 



  
The main purpose of the research programme was to obtain comprehensive information about 
sea ice and icebergs in the western Barents Sea. The specific elements of the mapping were 
satellite imaginary, precision stereo aerial photography, airborne synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR), helicopter-borne impulse radar and three ground truthing field campaigns. Field 
Survey 1 employed the Norwegian Coast Guard vessel K/V “Nordkapp” from 24th February 
to 10th March 1987, a second field survey (late March to early April 1987) used aircrafts and 
helicopters as platform from Longyearbyen Airport on Spitsbergen. Finally, Ship Survey 2, 
with the Norwegian Coast Guard vessel K/V “Senja”, was conducted in the period 13th 
October to 25 October 1987. 
 

 
 
Figure 7. Dr. Sveinung Løset in front of a huge pressure ridge in the Central Barents Sea. 
The top of the helideck of the expedition vessel is seen in the upper right part of the picture. 
 
 
4.2 Glacial Ice 
 
The programme of 1987 was the only viable source of much-needed data and was also seen 
as a model for future investigations in the Barents Sea. Thus, it was important to compare the 
various observation methods, both their field performance, data catch and the overlapping 
output.  
 
The different campaigns of ICEBASE aimed at mapping the population and characteristics of 
icebergs, and sightings were made as indicated in Figure 8. In total the programme observed 
180 icebergs, of which 105 were made from stereo photos made by a fixed wing aircraft. All 
pictures taken from the aircraft were stereographic with 60 % overlap. The advantage of the 
stereo photos is the high resolution (in the order of 0.1 m) and that it yields vertical 



dimensions. The stereo photos were acquired at two different scales, 1:2000 and 1:6000. The 
total areal coverage of these photos, excluding overlaps, was about 160 km2. 
 
The stereo technique was used to obtain above water volume, maximum sail height, 
maximum length, and other geometric parameters of 52 icebergs (43 in the 1:2000 scale 
photos and 9 in the 1:6000 scale photos). Of these icebergs, 37 were located in Storfjorden, 
14 icebergs around the northern tip of Hopen Island. A significant sighting of ICEBASE was 
a tabular iceberg in position 78°34’N 26°32’E, just south of Svenskøya. The estimated mass 
was 6.35 million tonnes with a maximum length of 499 m and width of 253 m.  
 

 
Figure 8. Location of iceberg sightings made of ICEBASE  

(Løset and Carstens, 1996). 
 
 

The estimation of iceberg mass from the 52 digitized iceberg pictures gave an average total 
mass of 847 000 tonnes. The total number of icebergs observed was 180, overlaps excluded. 
 
ICEBASE became a model for its successor IDAP (“Ice Data Acquisition Program”) 
conducted by OKN (“Operator Committee North of 62°N”) through the years 1988-1992 
(Spring, 1994). 
 



5. The Research Centre SAMCoT 
 
The centre for research-based innovation (CRI) SAMCoT (Sustainable Arctic Marine and 
Coastal Technology) was established at NTNU in 2011 and run to the end of 2019. It was a 
long term funding with the Research Council of Norway (RCN) as the main sponsor. All 
together SAMCoT had 23 partners (8 research partners, 13 industry partners and 2 public). 
From the very beginning the vision of the research programme was to be a leading national 
and international centre for the development of robust technology needed by the industry 
operating in the Arctic region.  
 
The aim of SAMCoT was to provide necessary research based knowledge as required by the 
industry to develop Arctic technology for the energy sector in particular and for society as a 
whole. In this way SAMCoT addressed the implications of the presence of ice and 
permafrost, and produce knowledge to ensure sustainable and safe exploration, exploitation 
and transport from and within the vulnerable Arctic region. SAMCoT became also the basis 
for the development of environmentally adapted coastal infrastructure (Kuiper and Løset, 
2015).  
 
The research strategy of SAMCoT is very much reflected in Figure 9. From a hypothesis or 
theory we search to understand the engineering problem by studying the phenomena at full- 
or lab scale.  
 

 
Figure 9. The research approach of SAMCoT. 

 
From these learnings theoretical approaches and numerical models were developed, 
calibrated and applied to the best for the society.  
 



In 2012, NTNU and the Swedish Polar Research Secretariat (SPRS) established a 
collaboration in polar research. A manifestation of the collaboration between NTNU and 
SPRS included a series of Arctic research cruises. In each of the autumns in 2012 and 2013 a 
research cruise with the Swedish icebreaker Oden was performed to the waters off the East 
Coast of Greenland (Oden Arctic Technology Research Cruise 2012 - OATRC2012 and 
OATRC2013). See the upper-left corner in Figure 9. The surveys were fully funded by 
Equinor.  
 
In the autumn of 2015, NTNU and SPRS performed a third research cruise named the 
OATRC2015, which involved the two Swedish icebreakers, Oden and Frej, in the 
international waters north of Spitsbergen. The survey was fully funded by ExxonMobil. The 
major purpose of the latter research cruise was to establish procedures for efficient ice 
management (IM). The IM operations are characterised by breaking the incoming ice features 
by one or several icebreakers, such that the downstream offshore structures are protected 
from dangerous ice features. 
 
A very important part of the efforts at SAMCoT has been contributions to relevant education 
of MSc and PhD students. By linking the education to field/lab attendance and working with 
real data, the students got first-hand knowledge of some of the challenges and solutions in 
e.g. an offshore field development. SAMCoT has delivered more than 30 PhDs and published 
more than 450 international papers.  
 
Development of numerical models had a strong position at SAMCoT. Three prominent 
software packages have been developed and matured after the SAMCoT years: 
 

x Simulator for Arctic Marine Structures (SAMS); a simulator for design and operation 
of floating structures and ships for ice-infested waters (NTNU spin-off company 
ArcISo - Arctic Integrated Solutions). 
 

x Software for assessment of ice-induced vibrations caused by ice actions on fixed 
offshore wind turbines. 

 
x Theory for frost heave and thawing settlement implement in the software package 

“Plaxis”. 

 
 
6. Remarks 
 
Cold climate research in Norway in the years after the 1920ies increased the understanding 
related to physical processes involving ice in rivers and lakes. Dr. Olaf Devik was leading the 
way and became a bauta in this area with theoretical work also applicable to engineering. 
 
In the 1980ies a new era started with the aim of establishing data bases on the physical 
environment in the Barents Sea – in particular for sea ice and glacial ice in the ocean. In some 
way this culminated lately by the emphasis of SAMCoT providing research based knowledge 
as required by the industry to develop Arctic technology for the energy sector in particular 
and for society as a whole. 
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A laboratory study was conducted to provide additional information on ice reinforcement and 
its field implementation to strengthen segments of floating ice (referred to as ice bridges, ice 
crossings or ice roads) that are commonly weak links in a winter road operation. In addition to 
preventing breakthroughs, this option would increase the predictability of the ice’s bearing 
capacity. Four-point beam bending tests were conducted on freshwater ice with and without 
reinforcement, for comparison purposes. A steel mesh, a polypropylene geogrid and threaded 
steel rods were used as reinforcement material. In all tests, the load and the loading rate 
increased with time up to a peak load. For the non-reinforced ice, there was a sudden drop in 
load at which point the tests ended. For the reinforced ice, a drop in load also followed the peak 
load, but the load climbed again up to another peak in a repetitive fashion. The ice reinforced 
with the threaded rods had the highest resistance (exceeding the load cell capacity). Thin 
section observations showed that the crystal structure was forming around the material. 
However, cleavage surfaces along the ice/material interface after beam failure indicate that the 
interface could be a strength reduction factor.  
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1. Introduction 
Most engineering materials used today (e.g. steel, metals and alloys, ceramics, concrete, 
asphalt) are ‘human-made’ and, consequently, their properties are relatively homogeneous. 
This makes their mechanical behavior predictable. In the context of a floating ice cover (ice 
bridges/roads/crossings), which are common components within a winter road infrastructure, 
ice is also considered an engineering material. But it is produced and controlled by nature, 
which does not promote uniformity or consistency. For instance, ice covers are typically made 
from layers of different densities and do not have a constant thickness across them. They also 
have an extensive, random network of internal cracks. Moreover, ice growth, natural or via 
artificial flooding and/or spray icing is only possible if the air temperature is low enough. At 
times, it is not.  
 
Incorporating an engineered material – an adequate geogrid, geotextile, geogrid, or any other 
types of reinforcement - into ice is not a new concept. It has been investigated in the past 
century, including in the early 1940’s, with the unlikely proposal to construct a floating anti-
submarine base out of ice and wood pulp – the Habbakuk project (Gold, 2004, Charlebois et 
al., 2019). Since then, a variety of reinforcing materials have been incorporated in ice to 
improve its ability to support a vertical load (e.g. Michel et al., 1974, Ohstrom and DenHartog, 
1976, Haynes et al., 1992) – a summary of that work is presented elsewhere (Charlebois and 
Barrette, 2019).  
 
2. Purpose 
This paper presents the outcome of a recent experimental program aimed at providing 
additional information on the response of reinforced ice beams subjected to a flexural load 
(Figure 1). More specifically, it was to investigate the effect of different reinforcement 
materials. It was also to see if and how they were incorporated into the ice, thereby addressing 
the question: to what extent can reinforcement weaken the ice, for instance, by introducing a 
plane of weakness. More information is provided elsewhere (Barrette, 2020).  
 

 
Figure 1: Four-point flexural test to assess the response of reinforced ice. 

 
3. Rationale for beam testing 
Ice cover response to a vertical load induces a flexural regime that induces a tensile stress along 
the bottom surface of the ice cover, leading to initial cracking. This may be followed by the 
formation of radial and circumferential crack networks and, eventually, breakthrough (e.g. 
Gold, 1971, CRREL, 2006). Given the scale difference and its two-dimensional nature, beam 
testing cannot hope to simulate the behavior of a real scenario. However, it can provide 
qualitative information on the initial ice response, and afford insights on the difference between 
reinforced and non-reinforced ice. In this paper, the term ‘resilience’ designates the ice’s 
endurance in achieving full breakthrough, which contrasts with ‘resistance’ to initial cracking. 
 
 



4. Reinforcement 
An overview of investigations on previous ice reinforcement material, and of the factors 
playing a role in the selection of a candidate material, is presented (Charlebois and Barrette, 
2019). On that basis, three materials were chosen for testing:  

x Tensar’s biaxial Type 2 geogrid, a polypropylene geogrid by Tensar International 
(Figure 2) 

x Stratagrid SG 150, a steel mesh by Strata Systems (Figure 3) 
x Standard off-the-shelf ¼ in. (6 mm) threaded rods (Figure 4) 

 

  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Sample of 
Tensar’s polypropylene 

geogrid. 

 
Figure 3: Sample of 
Stratagrid steel mesh. 

 
Figure 4: A 6 mm 

diameter threaded rod. 

 
5. Procedures 
All test were done using the cold room facilities of the National Research Council, in St. John’s, 
Canada. Tap water was used for the production of the test specimens. The ice was grown in a 
basin 1600 mm in length, 600 mm in width and 520 mm in depth (Figure 5 is a schematic 
diagram). The beams’ target width and thickness was set at 75 mm and 60 mm, respectively 
(Figure 6 and Figure 7). The test set-up is shown in Figure 8. All tests were done at an ice 
temperature of -5oC. Displacement rate was from 0.1 to 9 mm per second. Output from the load 
cell and from a displacement transducer (string potentiometer) was recorded at an interval of 
0.002 seconds (500 Hz). In the foregoing, tests without reinforcement and with reinforcement 
are referred to as the N-series and R-series, respectively.  
 
6. Beam response 
Load traces plotted against time 
In Figure 9, all the load traces are plotted as a function of time. The following observations can 
be made: 

x In all cases, the load increases with time up to a peak load. 
x For the N-series tests, only one peak is observed in most cases, at which point there is 

a sudden drop in load as the test ends. 
x For the R-series tests, a drop in load also follows the first peak load, but the load climbs 

again up to another peak in a repetitive fashion, so as to produce a saw tooth pattern, to 
a significant amount of time. 



 
Figure 5: Ice growth (with reinforcement in this illustration): a) The reinforcement is set at 

the desired depth; b) Downward growth of columnar-grained ice; c) Beam extraction. 
 

 
Figure 6: Beam testing configuration and target beam size. L: Beam length; W: Beam 

width; T: Beam thickness; D: Distance between upper and lower support; RL: Rod length. 
 
 

  
Figure 7: Beams machined to final 

dimensions, ready for testing. Scale partitions 
are 50 mm in width. Note on the left side, a 

dummy ice specimen with a temperature 
probe in it, to monitor ice temperature. 

Figure 8: The test frame about to apply the 
load on the ice beams (at the four points – 

the red arrows). 

 



x The N-series peak loads are relatively consistent, with one exception, where a test 
required 2 seconds to break, twice as much as the others, and incorporated two small 
load drops beforehand. A careful look at the video sequence suggests this could be 
due to local crushing at the load application points. The maximum load for that test is 
consistent with the others’.  

x In the R-series, deformation up to the first peak load is similar to that of the N-series. 
x The steel mesh material shows comparable initial loads but afterward, the beams did 

not carry as much load as those reinforced with the other materials. They show an 
initial peak load that is higher than the later peak loads. 

x The two R-series tests with a threaded rod as reinforcement showed the highest 
resistance, but we are not able to appreciate the load response, since it exceeded load 
cell capacity.  

 

 
Figure 9: Load traces as a function of time for all tests – note the difference in time scale 

between the three plots. Blue traces are N-series. Red traces are R-series with the propylene 
reinforcement; black traces are with the steel mesh material; green traces are with the 

threaded rods. 
 
Test parameters 
Several test parameters were of interest: maximum load, total test time to maximum load, 
displacement to failure, strength and work. The maximum load was the maximum recorded 
load value. The strength was obtained with the standard formula for a flexural loading regime: 
 

 σf =
3FD
WT2

          [1] 
where  

x Vf  is the flexural strength 
x F is the applied load 



x D, W and T are explained in Figure 6 
 
For the N-series, this formula provides a strength estimate. For the R-series, the load used in 
the formula is the maximum, which is reached later in the deformation. It provides a nominal 
value, for comparison purposes between tests. 
 
Work is a measure of the energy stored in the system, namely in the ice and in the way it 
accommodates that energy, mainly in the form of elastic distortion and the creation of free 
surfaces (cracks). Work is determined from 
 
 W = Fx          [2] 
 
where x is the distance traveled by the indentor while it is in contact with the beam’s surface. 
The unit for W is newton-meter, or joule. This equation is for a scenario where the load is 
constant. In our tests, however, the load is not constant but varies with displacement. 
Computationally, i.e. using the output of the data acquisition system, this can be dealt with by 
determining each work increment, and performing a summation of all: 
 
 W~∑ 𝐹(𝑥𝑖∗)𝑛

𝑖=0 ∆x         [3] 
 
where ∆x is the displacement increment between each reading, F(xi∗ ) is the load at each 
increment, from the point of contact (i = 0) to when the load vanishes (i = n). That equation 
allows addressing scenarios in which F is not necessarily constant, i.e. it can vary during the 
loading event, which is the case of the testing described in this report. It is the basis for the 
strain-energy criterion (Beltaos, 1978, 2001), stated as follows: 
 
 W = ∫ F(x)B

S dx         [4] 
 
Hence, W is the area under a load-time plot. In the above equation, it is determined between S, 
the time of load application, and B, the time when the load vanishes. The strain-energy criterion 
is very helpful in quantifying the effectiveness of the reinforcement in being able to resist 
ultimate failure, i.e. ice cover breakthrough. 
 
Effects of displacement rate 
A summary of test outcome is shown in Figure 10. Maximum load is the highest value in the 
force-time plot. Total test time is that required by the specimen to break (the load either 
vanishes or becomes negligible). Total displacement is that achieved at beam breakage. 
Strength and work are discussed above. The following two main observations may be drawn 
from that figure: 

x For the non-reinforced ice, no particular trend is observed, i.e. the displacement rate 
does not appear to affect the other test parameters, at least within the range of 
displacement rates used in this test series.  

x For the reinforced ice, the plots suggest a slight increase in displacement rate associated 
with an increase in all other parameters. Although the evidence is not strong, i.e. due to 
the data scatter, it is fairly consistent. This trend could have been more obvious had we 
used a wider range of displacement rates. 

   



  
Figure 10: The various parameters plotted 
against displacement rate. Blue squares are 

N-series; red circles are propylene-
reinforced; black circles are steel mesh-
reinforced; green circles are the threaded 

rods. 

Figure 11: The various parameters (for R-
series only) plotted the distance between the 
reinforcement and the bottom surface of the 
beam. Symbols are the same as in Figure 10. 

  
Effects of reinforcement location in the beam 
In Figure 11, a weak trend may be noticed:  the further away the reinforcement is from the 
bottom surface, the lower the value is for the parameters on the y axis. This is to be expected 
– tension is maximal along the beam’s lower surface. The closer the reinforcement is to that 
surface, the more effective it is at absorbing the energy associated with the loading event. 
 
7. How does the ice incorporate the reinforcement material during growth? 
Ice is notorious for not accepting anything inside its crystal structure. This is why the air 
contained in water does not get incorporated inside the crystal lattice, and instead occurs in the 
form of air bubbles. Although the incorporation of a geogrid into the ice is a different scenario 



altogether, it is an important question because in a flexural loading regime, shear action is 
expected to occur. Hence, if the presence of the ice-geogrid interface creates a weakness plane, 
this could conceivably defeat the purpose, at least to some extent, of ice reinforcement.  
 
Figure 12 provides evidence that the crystal structure grew around the reinforcement material. 
Figure 13 documents the production of cleavage surfaces during testing, whose existence could 
be due to a preferred accumulation of air entrapment. In that case, any new interface (such as 
that between the reinforcement material and the ice) would likely promote sliding along it. This 
is what appears to have happened, as shown by the cleavage cracks in Figure 13. 
 

 
Figure 12: Left) Thin section in cross-polarized light across the thickness of the ice sheet 
grown in the laboratory, with the enclosed Tensar geogrid. Right) Outline of crystal 
boundaries and geogrid. Note how the crystal are able to grow through the geogrid, i.e. the 
geogrid does not promote a discontinuity.  
 

 
Figure 13: Left) Three polypropylene-reinforced beams after breakage pointing to a 
cleavage surfaces (arrows). Right) Close-up (in thin section under plain light) of the 
interface between the geogrid and the ice. Note the presence of air bubbles – these could 
be responsible for the cleavage. 

 
Observations of the interface between the threaded rods and the ice were not obtained. From 
video observations, it could be seen that significant cracking initiated at the rod-ice interface. 
It is not known how much that could have played a role in making that material more effective 
(than the others) in strengthening the ice. If it did, however, it would have mobilized the elastic 
modulus of the metal, which is considerably higher than that of the ice. Without further 
evidence, that remains an assumption. 



8. Significance for an ice crossing 
In the context of a floating ice cover that is used for surface transportation, two concepts were 
retained for the purpose of these investigations: first crack and breakthrough. The above 
observations allow some preliminary appreciation of these concepts.  
 
Resistance to first crack 
When estimating the required ice thickness for a given ice crossing, first crack governs design. 
This concept is not new (Gold, 1967, Sinha, 1982, CRREL, 2006, Fransson, 2009). From an 
operational perspective, the consequence can be a ‘wet crack’, one that cuts across the ice full 
ice thickness, leading to local flooding of the ice cover (e.g. Government of the NWT, 2015). 
When and where this happens, traffic is no longer allowed, until the damage is repaired or an 
alternative routing is made available. If the reinforcement is stiffer than the ice, and well 
bonded to it, it can conceivably increase resistance to first crack. This would happen if its 
strength is mobilized as it absorbs the tensile stress at the bottom of the ice cover during vertical 
loading.  
 
In the work reported herein, if the first peak load is assumed to represent first crack, the mesh 
and the geogrid have not achieved that purpose. This is indicated by the fact that they led to 
initial ‘peak’ loads that were not higher than those recorded by the un-reinforced ice. The 
threaded rods, however, appear to have been effective in raising that resistance. Although we 
are unable to further appreciate its performance in the beams, this speaks to the relevance of 
using a reinforcement material that is stiffer than the ice. Note that the cross-sectional area 
occupied by the rods is about 0.6% (i.e. the area of the rods divided by beam cross-section), 
which is relatively high from a field deployment scenario.  
 
Resilience to breakthrough 
Risks of vehicles breaking through an ice cover is a day-to-day concern for winter road 
operators. A breakthrough follows up on the rapid development of crack networks, until 
vertical support either vanishes or becomes too low to keep the load from sinking into the ice 
cover and the water below it. Beam testing is not meant to simulate these complex, three-
dimensional scenarios. However, it can allow some insights on the difference between the 
response of un-reinforced and reinforced floating ice covers.  
 
The mesh and the geogrid allowed the loading episode to extend to a significant amount of 
time. During that time interval, the energy was absorbed by the reinforced ice, which 
underwent considerable cracking activity before the load vanished. This is what is meant by 
‘resilience’. The beam tests reported herein provide an indication that this could be how a 
reinforced ice cover would respond. Moreover, assuming the strength of this reinforcement is 
sufficient to withstand the weight of the vehicle, it could conceivably prevent breakthrough.  
 
9. Conclusion 
The following statements can be derived from the foregoing:  

x The polypropylene geogrid and the steel mesh did not increase the maximum peak load 
of the ice beams, but the threaded rods did. 

x Reinforced beams absorbed considerably more energy from the loading event than did 
the non-reinforced ice. 

x Reinforcement materials promote the development of air enclosures at their interface 
with the ice. This causes a cleavage to form at that interface – this may play a role in 
weakening the ice. 



 
A tentative link is made between 1) the peak load in a beam test and the resistance to first 
cracks in an ice cover, and 2) the ability of an ice beam to absorb the energy delivered by the 
load and resilience to breakthrough of an ice cover. The relevance of these relationship to a 
three-dimensional scenario is dealt with in a companion paper.  
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Winter road networks generally comprise segments that run over land and over floating ice 
(rivers and lakes). The latter commonly are weak links in these operations, especially in a 
warming climate, because they rely on cold temperatures to achieve a thickness that is safe 
enough for the intended traffic. A testing program was designed to investigate the performance 
of steel cables and a polypropylene geogrid as reinforcement materials. This paper reports on 
the first stage of the test program, which was to design and implement a procedure to generate 
that information. One ice sheet was grown from freshwater in the NRC ice tank facility in 
Ottawa, and was partitioned into a series of eight plates 100 mm in average thickness. Forces 
and displacements were recorded while a downward vertical load was exerted on the plate at a 
constant displacement rate. Cracking activity was monitored via an acoustic sensor system. All 
plates underwent radial cracking.  A good correlation existed between the response of the 
vertical load and cracking activity. Prospective follow-up on this preliminary testing is 
discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
In Canada, Northern communities rely on winter roads – seasonal roads that only exist in the 
winter – for their supply of fuel, construction supplies and other bulk goods. These networks 
relieve Northerners of isolation, and allow them to commute between communities or to access 
the all-weather road network in the south. Winter roads generally comprise segments that run 
over land and/or over floating ice expanses (rivers and lakes). The latter are commonly weak 
links in these operations, because they rely on cold temperatures to achieve a thickness that is 
safe enough for the intended traffic. A safe ice cover is one where the buoyancy of the ice and 
its mechanical resistance provide the necessary support without failing, that is, without crack 
development, since these can lead ultimately to breakthrough. The over-ice segments are thus 
commonly a limiting factor in a winter road operation. In the years during which the air 
temperatures are higher than normal, this has important implications, namely: 

1. The road will open later, delaying the delivery of critical supplies to northern 
communities.  

2. Some users will expect the ice to be trafficable and will be tempted to use the ice 
without being fully aware it is unsafe, thereby increasing the risks of breakthroughs. 

 
One solution to this challenge is to incorporate an engineered material into the ice cover (Figure 
1). This will achieve a number of goals:  

x It will increase the bearing capacity of the ice. 
x It will do so in a predictable fashion. 
x Even if the ice does fail, the reinforcement material inside the ice would support the 

load, thereby preventing breakthrough, and potential loss of life. 
x This solution would become a tool available to operators to strengthen known weak 

links and prevent these locations from shortening the road’s yearly operational lifespan. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Left) Stress regime inside an ice cover loaded vertically. Right) Incorporation of 
a reinforcement inside an ice cover, to increase its resistance to the extensional component. 

 
This solution has been used in the past in winter road operations (e.g. Gold, 1971, Michel et 
al., 1974). It has also been tested in the field and in the laboratory. Cederwall (1981), using 
steel bars, and Haynes et al. (1992), with a polymeric mesh, are examples of macro-
reinforcement. Kuehn and Nixon (1988), with sawdust, Nixon and Weber (1991), with 
alluvium, and Gold (1993), with wood pulp, offer examples of micro-reinforcement.  
 
2. Purpose of this paper 
Drawing from work done in the past by various research groups, a project was initiated with 
the aim of identifying candidate reinforcement materials suitable for field deployment and 
retrieval, and to generate enough information on their performance to guide prospective follow-
up work in the form of one or more pilot studies in a real ice cover. The purpose of this paper 
is to summarize the procedures that were used to generate that information, and to provide 
preliminary results, so as to guide follow-up testing (which will be reported elsewhere).  



3. Rationale 
Information on ice response due to loading can be investigated in various ways. Beam testing 
in a laboratory is a simple and very elementary approach to gaining insights into these scenarios 
(see companion paper). Plate testing is an extension of it, but it is not meant to reproduce the 
exact target scenario. For the present investigations, the ice plates were not floating, such that 
buoyancy was not factored in. Also, in floating ice, there is a temperature variation across the 
ice thickness (0oC at the ice water interface). That factor was not captured either, i.e. the 
temperature was uniform across the full plate thickness. Further, the thickness to diameter ratio 
is too high to capture the characteristic length of the ice plate. 
 
4. Reinforcement 
The choice of materials used for reinforcement was based on the outcome of an earlier inquiry 
(Charlebois and Barrette, 2019)(Figure 2): 

x Triaxial TX7 geogrid, by Tensar International, a punched polypropylene sheet, whose 
specifications are available on-line. 

x Several parallel strands of standard steel cables 3.2 mm and 6.4 mm in diameter. 
 

  
Figure 2: The two reinforcement material used for plate testing:  

Left) Geogrid. Right) Steel cables. 
 
5. Procedures 
All test were done in OCRE’s ice tank in Ottawa, a concrete basin 21 m in length, 7 m in width 
and 1.1 m in depth. It is equipped with a carriage, which is a structure spanning the full width 
of the tank, traveling on rails, and used for towing or for carrying instrumentation and actuators. 
A four-step procedure was adopted to conduct these tests (Figure 3): 

1. Installation of eight 2.5 m diameter load frames, and of the reinforcement above them 
(Figure 4). 

2. Tap water (freshwater) in tank cooled down and seeded ice (columnar-grained S2) was 
allowed to grow downward to enclose the reinforcement (Figure 5). 

3. Cutting ice plates from the ice sheet above each frame, and lowering the water level to 
allow the plate to rest on them (Figure 6). 

4. Removal of the remaining water and vertical loading (Figure 7).  
 
The aim was to have the ice plate resting freely on the frame below it before testing, i.e. without 
being bounded (ad-frozen to it) or otherwise restricted along the frame’s circumference. 
Available evidence shows that this was mostly achieved. However, for future testing, a plastic 
liner will be installed along the frames’ upper circumference, so as to mitigate that effect. 
 
  



 

 
Figure 3: Four-step procedures designed and implemented for plate testing of reinforced 

ice. In step 4, an actuator has been used to deliver the vertical force (Figure 8). 
 
 

  
Figure 4: Lay-out of circular frames in the 
OCRE ice tank, and of the reinforcement 
above them (person for scale at far end). 

Figure 5: Tap water brought into the tank 
was cooled down and seeded. The yellow 

frames can be seen through the ice. 

  
Figure 6: Once the ice above the test frames 

had achieved target thickness (thereby 
incorporating the reinforcement), it was cut 
around each test frame. This was done from 

the carriage. 

Figure 7: View of ice plates resting on the 
yellow frames, ready for testing (person at 

upper left for scale). 

 
6. Instrumentation 
The instrumentation included: 

x An actuator, consisting of a 95 kN capacity hydraulic piston and a 45 kN capacity load 
cell. The actuator, which also incorporated a transducer to monitor displacement, was 



used to apply the load onto the ice at a desired displacement rate (1.4 mm per second), 
via a circular platen 100 mm in diameter that was connected to the load cell (Figure 8). 

x Six spring-loaded linear variable inductance transducers (LVIT), with a 0-50 mm range 
and a 0-10 VDC output, and an accuracy of 0.01 mm. These were used to monitor ice 
deflection (Figure 8). 

x An acoustic emission system, consisting of two channels, but only one sensor. It was a 
wideband frequency sensor, with an operating frequency range of 200-850 kHz. This 
system was used to monitor cracking activity (Figure 8, Figure 9).  

x Data acquisition for load and displacement sensors was done at a rate of 500 Hz. 
x A temperature profiler to monitor the temperature of the water, the ice and air, at a 

given location in the ice tank. That location was away from all tests. The target ice 
temperatures for all tests was -5 deg. C.  

Figure 10 is a simplified depiction of the test set-up. 
 

  

Figure 8: Instrumentation set-up below the 
carriage, here for test done on ice reinforced with 

steel cables. Glove for scale. 

Figure 9: Close-up view of the 
acoustic sensor frozen onto the ice (no 
grease), here on ice reinforced with the 

geogrid. 

 
Figure 10: Schematics of instrumentation set-up (not to scale). 

 
7. Acoustic sensing 
Acoustic emission testing (AET) is key to understanding crack formation, an important aspect 
of structural health monitoring (SHM). This technique has been implemented on engineered 
material such as metals, asphalt and concrete (e.g. Sinha, 1996, Soulioti et al., 2009, Oh et al., 
2020). It has also been used on ice in experimental set-ups (e.g. Gold, 1960, St. Lawrence and 
Cole, 1982, Li and Du, 2016), and in the field (Langhorne and Haskell, 1996, Lishman et al., 



2020). Information was thereby generated on stress-induced cracking activity, the effects of 
temperature, and source location. 
 
AET is a type of non-destructive monitoring technique applied to a large number of engineering 
scenarios. The basic principle is that a crack emits an elastic wave that travels through the ice 
– an AE sensor is able to detect that activity. It contains a piezoelectric crystal, which upon 
responding to the pressure associated with such a wave, generates an electric signal. Hence, 
when a crack forms, two things happen (Figure 11):  

1) A permanent change inside the material, i.e. the existence of an additional crack, 
2) A wave travels in all directions – it is a short-lived (e.g. microseconds) pulse-like 

event, characterized by a duration and an amplitude.  
 
A simplified diagram of an AE event is shown in Figure 12, where the voltage generated by 
the sensor is plotted against time: 

x Threshold: Minimum voltage required to be considered a significant event, e.g. above 
background noise (this parameter was set to 40 dB in our tests).  

x Rise time: Time required to reach maximum amplitude. 
x Counts: A single event may have several counts, which are voltage peaks exceeding 

the threshold limit.  
x Duration: The time window that includes all counts – it may be in the order of 

microseconds.  
x MARSE: The area that includes all counts, including below the threshold.  

  

 

 

  
Figure 11: Top) A wave associated with the 
formation of a crack, the later expressed as 

a position/displacement as a function of 
time. Bottom) The wave is also associated 
with a transient, or recoverable, motion or 

stress in the material, which reaches a 
maximum before reversing to zero. 

Figure 12: AE event and the various parameters 
typically used to describe it. See text for 

explanations. 

 
These parameters were all recorded by the AE software. For the purpose of these preliminary 
investigations, only the counts were be monitored, as a preliminary step toward a more 
comprehensive assessment. 
 



8. Preliminary testing  
There was a drastic difference between un-reinforced and reinforced ice. The former underwent 
an instantaneous collapse, via a set of radial cracks (Figure 13). The reinforced ice showed 
considerable resilience to collapse. For a test done on the geogrid-reinforced ice, there was an 
instantaneous development of a set of radial cracks (within 2-3 seconds of load application), 
which was followed by additional radial cracking. Limited tangential cracks then occurred 
within 400 mm of the load application point, alongside progressive shearing along existing 
cracks. Near the end of the loading event, cracking was concentrated around the platen, to a 
point where it was driven through the ice surface (Figure 14). A similar scenario was observed 
with the cable-reinforced plates, with the difference that, as the loading event unfolded, 
shearing along the cables became a significant load-accommodating factor. Some of that 
shearing occurred preferentially at the intersection of a cable and a crack surface (Figure 15). 
 

  
Figure 13: Outcome of a test done with non-

reinforced ice. 
Figure 14: Outcome of a test done on 

an ice plate reinforced with the geogrid. 

 
Figure 15: Outcome of a test done on an ice plate reinforced with the steel cables. 

A: Three cables (out of seven for this test), B: point of load application, C: examples of 
radial cracks, D: example of shearing along the cables, here initiating at the intersection 

with a crack.  
 
The instrument response for one test is shown in Figure 16 as an example. A relatively good 
correlation between load and cracking activity can be observed, with the largest load drops 
often generating the more AE counts. Figure 17 shows the ice surface deflections recorded by 
the LVITs, at three time intervals very early in the loading event. The general downward 
deflection trends are seen, but it is uncertain as to why these trends are not smooth, as one 
might expect. A closer inspection of the load and AE responses (Figure 18) shows that no 
cracking activity occurred before the very first peak load, which occurred in this case about 4 
seconds after load application.  
 



 

 
Figure 16: Example of instrument response (steel cables): Top) Piston displacement, load 
response and deflection vs time - the rectangular inset lower left corresponds to Figure 18; 

Bottom) Synchronized AE emission.  
 

 
Figure 17: Ice deflection vs distance from the loading point at three different time interval 

for the same test. This example is also with steel cables. 
 
9. Way forward 
The exploratory nature of this preliminary testing points to a number of avenues that could be 
investigated in the follow-up testing. 

x Is reinforced ice stronger than non-reinforced ice: This is, of course, a fundamental 
question. Unfortunately, because of two failures in the refrigeration system and an 
oversight in the data acquisition procedures, no information was generated on 
unreinforced ice that could be compared with that from the reinforced ice. Follow-up 
testing will provide these data, along with a comparison between responses from all 
tests.  

 



 
Figure 18: Inset in Figure 16. 

 
x Correspondence between visual and instruments: A better understanding of the plate 

response could be gained via a close comparison between the visual information on the 
video sequence of each test and the instrumentation output for that test. Does all 
cracking activity lead to load drops? What are the extent and location of the cracks 
responsible for the most important load peaks and AE activity? Can reinforcement 
reduce cracking activity, or even induce it?  

x Numerical modeling: Numerical modeling of the ice behavior in the elastic domain 
could be validated against the outcome of the plate test series. The ultimate purpose of 
this endeavor would be to assess the capability of this tool to foresee ice failure of non-
reinforced and reinforced ice. Its ultimate aim is to develop a predictive tool for field 
scenarios. 

x AE response – further analyses: Elastic wave energy in deforming ice can be examined 
in a number of ways – this can generate instructive insights on ice response with and 
without reinforcement. It could be followed up with additional analyses, for instance 
addressing AE energy, as guidance into prospective SHM implementation for floating 
ice covers and other ice engineering scenarios.  

x Preliminary feasibility assessment: This task would include material certification and 
an investigation of further deployment options, which is an important consideration. 
The choice of reinforcement would also be discussed further. Material availability, 
density (whether if floats or not), ease of transportation (rolls, weight) are aspects that 
could be looked into further. 

x Field deployment and retrieval: This study focused on the performance of reinforced 
ice, as opposed to the practicality of field deployment and retrieval. The latter is a very 
important consideration, and would be addressed after confirming the validity of ice 
reinforcement. 
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Indentation testing at medium scale has been carried out on four occasions, between 1984 and
1990, in the Canadian Arctic. Iceberg ice and multi-year ice were tested. Forces up to 16 MN
were exerted on contact areas up to 3 m2 at rates up to 0.4 m/s. All testing was done with the
same servo-hydraulic controlled system. Results of the test programs have been previously
reported individually. Here the results have been compared in terms of force versus penetration,
global pressure versus nominal contact area and volumetric specific crushing energy versus
crushed volume of ice. Various geometries of indenter and ice face were used but the volumetric
specific crushing energy was relatively independent of geometry of ice or the indenter for the
cases examined. Specific energy is lower for lower penetration rates. There was a strong
numerical similarity between volumetric specific energy (MJ/m3) and pressure (MPa) for the
same test, whether plotted against crushed ice volume or nominal contact area. This paper
explores whether volumetric specific crushing energy can provide helpful insights to defining
global ice pressures on relatively small global areas, those less than 3 m2. While this linkage may
provide an additional data source for global pressure-area relations needed for structural design,
further understandings are needed before their application.
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1. Introduction
Information on ice loading is required to advance the safe design of structures placed in
environments where they may be exposed to drifting ice. Observations and measurements on
existing structures have been the basis for progress in definition of design ice loads.
Instrumented structures have played an important role, for example measurements on the
Molikpaq, Norstromsgrund Lighthouse, Bohai Bay jacket structures and the Confederation
Bridge. This approach requires first of all the structure to be built, instrumented, and then waiting
for nature to deliver a range of ice conditions. However when new structures or new conditions
are encountered, a more active approach may have to be taken. This is where field testing comes
into play. A loading scenario is envisioned and a test apparatus is design and built, and taken to
the field to collect test data for this scenario. An early example of this approach was the drop
tests carried out on lake ice in the late 1960s by the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute
(Likhomanov and Kheisin, 1971). Another example was the “Nutcracker” tests in the Beaufort
Sea (Croasdale, 1970). These tests provides some insights which helped define hull strength
requirements for ice breaking ship and guided approaches for design of offshore structures in the
Beaufort Sea. These tests were either limited by the mass of object dropped on the ice or the
capacity of the hydraulic system which loaded the ice. The Hibernia development off the east
coast of Canada, which proposed deployment of a fixed structure, would have to contend with
iceberg impact loading. This imposed a new set of requirements in terms of scale and loading
rate. Masterson et al, 1992, described an entirely new test system, which was developed for the
tests, and presented results from loading on iceberg ice at a scale heretofore not achieved. Forces
up to 12 MN, loading rates up to 100 mm/s and contact areas up to 3 m2 were attained. The
results were analysed and presented in terms an empirical ice pressure versus area relation. This
empirical approach has been used in design and is incorporated in offshore structures standards
((ISO, 2019).

There has also been parallel work looking for a more fundamental explanation of ice failure
which could explain the more empirical findings. Kim and Høyland (2014) examined
experimental data and conclude that for ”medium scale tests” the specific energy of the ice
crushing process is scale and size independent. Subsequently larger scale tests were analysed
(Kim and Gagnon, 2016) and again concluded there was scale and size independence and that
such results could be used in modeling ice crushing, but that it would be desirable to examine a
broader range of test results. Recently Kim and Tsuprik (2018) have questioned whether
examining field data in terms of specific energy might lead to a more fundamental understanding
of ice failure.

Design requires a pressure area relation, and while the units of volumetric specific crushing
energy are the same as pressure, one is left with the question of how to relate the crushed volume
of ice to a design area. This paper will explore how one might relate average global pressure and
volumetric specific energy. Indentation tests have used a shaped indenter against a flat ice
surface, in nature usually the structure/ship is relatively flat and the ice has a shape. Are both
loading cases analogous? This paper will present an analysis and discuss results of several
medium scale indentation test series to see what light can be shed on these questions.



2. Test Apparatus
A specialized test system was designed which could generate large forces and exert them at
relative high velocities. Details of the system can be found in Masterson et al (1992). The system
comprises a skid-mounted loading frame into which from one to four 4.5 MN capacity hydraulic
actuators can be fit. In order to allow the system to exert loads at a relatively high rate a
hydraulic accumulator with a power output of 1.8 MW for 3 s was the core of the system. A
servo control system allowed a predetermined process variable to be controlled, for most of the
tests this was the position of the actuator. Four field test campaigns were carried out with the
same basic equipment; Pond Inlet 1984, Byam Martin Channel 1985 and Hobson’s Choice Ice
Island 1989 and 1990. Because the system was deployed in 4 different configurations and
locations, each one will be described separately.

3. Test Results
A brief overview of the four test series is presented in the Table 1. Analysis of each series
follows.

Table 1. Indentation test series analysed in this paper.
Test Series Test ice Indenters and speed
Pond Inlet, May 1984 Iceberg, -10 C Spherical, decreasing from 100 mm/s
Byam Martin, May 1985 Multi-year, -10 C Spherical, decreasing and constant at

10 mm/s and 100 mm/s
Ice Island, April 1989 Multi-year, -14 C Flat, constant, 20 mm/s and 80 mm/s
Ice Island, May 1990 Multi-year, -10 C Flat and wedge, constant 100 mm/s and

400 mm/s

Pond Inlet: The Pond Inlet test system (Masterson et al, 1992) employed 4 actuators in parallel
for a capacity of 18 MN. Tests were carried out in three tunnels excavated into a grounded
iceberg. Each tunnel was approximately 3 m wide, 3 m high and 15 m long. The ice of the test
faces was shaved to be flat over an area 3 m by 3 m. Temperature of the ice faces was
about -10°C. Several sizes of spherical indenters were used, but only the results from the two
largest ones, which attained final contact areas of 1 m2 and 3 m2, will be reported here. The 1-m2

spherical indenter had a radius of 1280 mm and the 3-m2 spherical indenter a radius of 2300 mm.
The system was programmed to start with an initial rate of 100 mm/s decreasing according to a
cosine function to 0 mm/s after a displacement equivalent to 10% of the spherical radius. Normal
movement of the indenter with respect to the test face was the controlled parameter. All together
results of eight of the Pond Inlet tests are presented here, four (P3 t-n) for the 3-m2 indenter and
four (P1 t-n) for the for the 1-m2 indenter. The ‘t-n’ refer to test locations, t = tunnel number and
n = test number.

Basic results of test P3 1-5 with the -m2 indenter is presented in Figure 1. The test duration was
slightly longer than 3 s. The decreasing rate of the indenter is apparent and the saw-tooth force-
time record is typical of brittle ice failure and a decreasing frequency with decreasing rate. The
larger drops in load are when a larger piece of ice spalled off. Note that the indenter has to move
a few mm before it contacts the ice face and loading begins. This gap is taken into account in
calculating the nominal contact areas and crushed volumes from the indenter movement signal.



The maximum force in this test was 10 MN, well under the system capacity of 18 MN, as was
the case for all tests.

Given the geometry of the spherical indenter, the nominal contact area, A, and nominal crushed
volume, V, are given by

A(x) = π x (2R – x) [1]

V(x) = (π/3) x2 (3R – x) [2]

where x is penetration into the ice face and R is the radius of the spherical indenter. Note that
penetration x is a function of time, as discussed earlier and shown in Figure 1. With these
geometric relations for area and volume, global pressure, p, an average pressure over the nominal
area, and volumetric specific crushing energy, VSE, can be determined using the following
expressions

p = F(x) / A(x) [3]

VSE = Σ F(x) Δx / V(x) [4]

where F(x) is the indenter force at a penetration of x (a point in time), as is A(x) and V(x).
Nominal crushing energy, Σ F(x) Δx, is the area under the force-penetration curve up to a
particular amount of penetration, x, and is calculated here by a simple numerical integration with
small penetration steps of Δx. The original analysis of the Pond Inlet iceberg indentation tests
was in term of a cross plot of average pressure versus area from time-series records (Masterson
et al, 1992).

Figure 1. Iceberg ice with 3-m2 spherical indenter, test P3 1-5 at Pond Inlet.



The result of such an analysis of the data from the test illustrated in Figure 1 is presented in
terms of pressure and area in Figure 2 (a). A cross-plot of volumetric specific crushing energy
versus nominal crushed volume is presented in Figure 2 (b). Both of these plots represent a
process that progresses with time, as indicated by the arrows on the plots. The areas and volumes
are termed nominal, since they are determined from simple geometric relations and are not actual
values. The volumetric specific crushing energy (MJ/m3) has the same effective units as pressure
(MPa).

Figure 2. Analysis of results from Figure 1, (a) pressure-area, (b) volumetric specific energy-
crushed volume.

Pressure-area plots for the four tests performed with the large, 3 m2 spherical indenter are
presented in Figure 3. The corresponding rate at which the indenter is advancing is also
indicated. There are significant differences in the results for the first part of the indentation,
probably reflecting randomness in spalling in the earlier part of the indentation, but surprising
similarity in the later part of the indentation. The results combine the effects of an increasing
nominal area and a significantly decreasing indentation rate in the latter part of the tests.

Figure 3. Global pressure as a function of nominal contact area for 3 m3 indenter, Pond Inlet.



Results of the volumetric specific crushing energy for the tests that attained a nominal contact
areas of 1 m2 and 3 m3, eight in total, are plotted in Figure 4. Kim and Gagnon (2016) in their
analysis of the same data did not present any results for small indenters, to avoid possible scale
effects. Also they did not analyse results for small crushed volumes. With the 3-m2 indenter
crushed volumes up to 0.35 m3 were attained, and some size effect is noted for volumes less than
0.1 m3. There was also some consistency in specific energies for volumes greater than 0.15 m3.
The 1-m2 spherical indenter only attained crushed volumes of 0.05 m3. There was considerable
variability between the 1-m2 tests.

Figure 4. Volumetric specific crushing energy of the 1 m2 and 3 m3 indenters, Pond Inlet.

Byam Martin Channel: Indentation tests of multi-year ice were carried out in a floe in Byam
Martin Channel (Masterson et al, 1999). In this case the testing was done in a multi-year floe
about 5 m thick. Ice face temperatures were between -10°C and -9°C. Three trenches 2.5 m wide
by 3.5 m deep and about 50 m long were excavated in the floe. All but one of the tests were
conducted with the 1-m2 spherical indenter on a flat ice face, similar to Pond Inlet. The same
equations for relating contact area and crushed volume to penetration were employed. For these
tests three actuators in parallel were used to generate the loading force. The primary test
parameter was rate, with constant values from 0.1 mm/s to 100 mm/s, as well as decreasing rate
tests as done at Pond Inlet. Only the tests at velocities of 10 mm/s and 100 mm/s are considered
for analysis here. The maximum force was 9.2 MN, well under the system capacity of 13.5 MN.

Seven tests with higher rates were selected for analysis. The conditions for each test are
described in Table 2.

Table 2. Test conditions for Byam Martin Channel test series
Indenter Indenter speed Test designation
1 m2 spherical Constant, 100 mm/s BM 06, BM 09
1 m2 spherical Decreasing from 100 mm/s BM 07,  BM 08
1 m2 spherical Constant, 10 mm/s BM 05, BM 10
Flat on spherical ice Constant, 10 mm/s BM 14



Volumetric specific crushing energy of the selected tests is presented in Figure 5. The four tests
at velocities of 100 mm/s (solid lines in the plot) generally have higher specific energies than the
two tests at 10 mm/s (dashed lines), suggesting a speed effect. For one test (BM 14) the
geometry was reversed, a 1280 m radius spherical ice face, the same as the 1-m2 indenter, was
prepared and loaded with a flat indenter at a rate of 10 mm/s (heavier weight dashed line in
Figure 5). Note that with the reversed geometry of test BM 14 the specific crushing energy is
increasing in the latter part of the test.

Figure 5. Volumetric specific crushing energy of the 1 m2 indenter, Byam Martin

Ice Island 1989: Testing in multi-year ice was done at the Ice Island in 1989 (Frederking et al,
1990). A trench similar to Byam Martin was excavated. In this case loading was on specially
shaped ice faces by flat indenters, as well as on flat faces with the 1280 mm radius spherical
indenter. One of the flat indenters was deformable, representing ship structure, and the other one
was rigid. Only a single actuator was employed so the maximum force was 4.5 MN and the scale
of the testing was limited. Ice face temperatures were between -14°C and -13°C. All testing was
at a constant indentation rate. An overview of the test conditions of the five tests selected is
given in Table 3.

Table 3. Test conditions at the Ice Island in 1989
Indenter Ice face; width – slope Indenter speed Test designation
Flat deformable 120 mm – 1:3 Constant, 20 mm/s II89 06
Flat deformable 270 mm – 1:3 Constant, 70 mm/s II89 07
Flat rigid 200 mm – 1:5 Constant, 80 mm/s II89 08
Flat rigid 400 mm – 1:5 Constant, 10 mm/s II89 09
Flat rigid 200 mm – 1:5 Constant, 20 mm/s II89 10

Results of the five tests are plotted in Figure 6. The maximum nominal crushed volumes were
much smaller that for the Byam Martin tests since the penetration amounts were smaller.
Because of the variety of indenters, each test will be described, but details can also be found in
Frederking et al, (1990). Tests with the 1280 mm spherical indenter gave similar results to those
from Byam Martin, so were not presented here.



Tests 6 and 7 were with a flat deformable indenter, 1 m in diameter, on a shaped ice face. The
shape of the ice face was a vertically-oriented truncated shallow wedge. The flat face was 120
mm wide and the sides were a shallow slope of 1:3, so each mm of penetration into the ice
increased the width of loading by 6 mm. The geometry of the shaped ice face and the size of the
indenter was used to calculate nominal contact area and nominal crushed ice volume during
indenter penetration into the ice. Test 6 was at a nominal speed of 20 mm/s and Test 7 at a
nominal speed of 70 mm/s, so the specific energy appears to be greater at higher rates. Tests 8, 9
and 10 were done with a rigid indenter 500 mm high and 750 mm wide. The ice face was again a
vertically-oriented shallow wedge with face widths of 200 mm or 400 mm and side slopes of 1:5.
Tests 8 and 10 were on a 200 mm wide face and a nominal rate of 80 mm/s for Test 8 and an
effective rate of about 20 mm/s for Test 10. Test 9 was on a 400 mm wide face and while the
actuator force reached 4.4 MN, for a stress on the ice face of 22 MPa, the ice did not fail and the
loading system stalled out. Actually both Tests 9 and 7 reached the capacity of the actuator
loading system.

Figure 6. Volumetric specific crushing energy various indenters, Ice Island 1989.

Ice Island 1990: A more extensive test program was carried out at the Ice Island in 1990
(Masterson et al 1993). A trench similar to the one in 1989 was excavated in multi-year ice. All
testing was on shaped ice faces with flat indenters or with wedge-shaped indenters on a flat ice
face. The geometry of the shaped ice face and the size of the indenter was used to calculate
nominal contact area and nominal crushed ice volume during flat indenter penetration into the
ice. The inverse was done with the geometry of the wedged-shaped indenters for penetration of a
flat ice face. Two deformable and one rigid flat indenter were used. A three-actuator loading skid
with a capacity of 13.5 MN was used so larger contact areas and crushed volumes than in 1989
could be attained. Testing was at constant indentation rates of 100 mm/s and 400 mm/s. To
achieve a speed of 400 mm/s the oil in the pressure accumulator was fed through 3 servo-valves
in parallel to a single actuator. Ice face temperatures were between -9°C and -10°C for testing
with the 100 mm/s tests and had increased to about -5°C for the 400 mm/s testing, which was
conducted at the end of the test program..



Fourteen tests, with a variety of indenters and ice faces, are described in Table 4. Because of the
complexity of the tests, the results will be grouped for presentation purposes.

Table 4. Test conditions at the Ice Island in 1990
Indenter Ice face and shape Indenter speed Test designation
Flat Flexible Vertical wedge, 1500x300 mm 100 mm/s TFF 01
Flat Flexible Vertical wedge, 1500x300 mm 100 rum/s TFF 02
Flat Flexible Horizontal wedge, 1200x300 mm 100 mm/s TFF 03
Flat Flexible Vertical wedge, 1000x100 mm 400 mm/s SFF 01
Flat Flexible Vertical wedge, 1000x100 mm 400 mm/s SPF 02
Flat Flexible Vertical wedge, 1000x100 mm 100 mm/s SFF 03
Flat Rigid Pyramid, 100x100 mm 100 mm/s TFR 02
Flat Rigid Pyramid, 500x500 mm 100 mm/s TFR 03
Flat Rigid Pyramid, 100x100 mm 100 mm/s TFR 04
Flat Rigid Pyramid, 500x500 mm 100 mm/s TFR 05
Wedge 1:1 Flat 100 mm/s TW1 01
Wedge 1:1 Flat 100 mm/s TW1 02
Wedge 1:3 Flat 100 mm/s TW3 04
Wedge 1:3 Flat 100 mm/s TW3 05

The first group comprises the deformable indenters, the large one 1500 mm high by 1220 mm
wide and the small one 1000 mm high and 700 mm wide, each representing hull structure.
Results are presented in Figure 7. For the large indenter (TFF) the first two tests were on
vertically-oriented truncated wedges with a 300 wide ice face and 1:3 side slopes. The third test
was with the face of the wedge horizontally oriented. For the small indenter (SFF) the truncated
wedge was vertically-oriented and the flat front edge was 100 mm wide. Tests 1 and 2 were at
400 mm/s and 3 was at 100 mm/s. Permanent deformations of the indenters after each test were
noted and measured.

Figure 7. Volumetric specific crushing energy for flexible indenters, Ice Island 1990.



The second group of tests were with a rigid indenter (TFR). It was 1500 mm high and 1220 mm
wide. The ice shapes prepared were a truncated pyramid with 1:3 side slopes.  Results of these
tests ae presented in Figure 8. For tests TFR02 and TFR04 the top of the pyramid was 100 mm
by 100 mm and for tests TRF03 and TFR05 the top of the pyramid was 500 mm by 500 mm. The
two test starting with a small initial contact (TFR02 and TFR04) had consistently higher specific
energies.

Figure 8. Volumetric specific crushing energy for the rigid indenter, Ice Island 1990.

The third group of tests were with wedge-shaped indenters (TW), 1800 mm long, 100 wide flat
nose, and side slopes 1:1 or 1:3. They were oriented vertically and loaded a flat ice face. Results
of these tests ae presented in Figure 9. For larger crushed volumes the 1:1 sloped wedges,
TW101 and TW102 had consistently lower specific energies that the 1:3 sloped wedge, TW304
and TW305.

Figure 9. Volumetric specific crushing energy for wedge indenters, Ice Island 1990.



4. Discussion
The volumetric specific energy of iceberg ice in Pond Inlet and multi-year ice in Byam Martin
Channel were quite similar, taking into account the size of the crushed volume of ice. All testing
was done at ice temperatures within a couple degrees of -10°C. At this temperature there does
not appear to be any difference between the two types of ice. Reversing the geometry of a
spherical indenter into a flat ice face with a flat indenter impinging on a spherically-shaped ice
face (BM14) gave increasing specific energy with increasing crushed volume, in contrast to the
continuing shallow decrease in specific energy seen in all the other spherical indenter tests.
Confinement conditions in the latter part of this test may have been greater due to the proximity
of a ‘semi-infinite’ ice mass behind the spherical ice face.

At Byam Martin two tests at 10 mm/s had lower specific energies than the two 100 mm/s tests,
showing a speed effect. Tests at the Ice Island in 1989 with a flat flexible on shaped ice had
significantly lower specific energies at 20 mm/s compared to one at 70 mm/s. The 1990 Ice
Island tests revealed a greater specific energy at 400 mm/s compared to the 100 mm/s tests. The
specific energy from the Byam Martin spherical indenter and both Ice Island series indicated
lower specific energies at lower indentation rates, independent of indenter or ice face geometries.
At Byam Martin there was no significant difference between tests at a constant 100 mm/s and
100 mm/s decreasing with a cosine function.

At the Ice Island tests were performed with both rigid and deformable indenters. For deformable
indenters the volumetric specific energy determined from force and penetrate records is reflects
both the energy in crushing the ice and yielding the steel. The deformed shape of the indenter
was measured and conducting a rough order of magnitude calculation, the energy of the plastic
deformation of the steel indenter plate was two order of magnitude smaller than the total energy
of the corresponding indentation test.

With the spherical indenters and the pyramid-shaped ice faces the shape of the loaded volume or
area remains constant during the test, even as area and volume increase. Flat indenters on wedge-
shaped ice faces and wedge-shaped indenters had initially elongated contact shapes which
became less elongated as the indentation progressed. Kim and Gagnon (2016) observed that the
shape of a spherical or wedge indenter might promote high lateral loading due to spalling, which
would induce error in the specific energy determination. The truncated pyramid or wedge shaped
ice faces minimize this issue of energy dissipation in lateral movements.

Referring to Figure 2 it can be seen that there is some similarity in the shape of the two plots,
which is not surprising since they both are based on the same input data, only processed in
different manners. Kim (Personal Communication, 2019) suggested that specific energy might be
a more stable means of describing ice indentation test results. For a select number of test cases
both nominal global ice pressure and volumetric specific crushing energy have been plotted
against nominal contact area in Figure 10.



Figure 10. Volumetric specific crushing energy and global pressure versus nominal contact area
for medium-scale indentation tests.

It can be seen that in all cases the two calculated values are numerically similar, the volumetric
specific energy being much smoother due to the integrative process used in calculating it. There
is a significant size effect, with specific energy and pressure decreasing for areas up to 1 m2 in all
cases presented here and in this case for all 4 large area (3-m3 indenter) tests at Pond Inlet. For
the 2 selected Pond Inlet tests with 3 m2 and 1 m2 indenters, Figures 10 (a) and (b) respectively,
the specific energy curve is a reasonable upper limit on average pressure. In Figure 10 (c), a
lower rate test at Byam Martin, the pressure oscillations are much larger, even dropping to zero
and are lower frequency. Note the integrating effect of the specific energy, maintaining a higher
value between 0.5 and 0.7 m2. A similar effect was noted in Figure 10 (a) and (b). For the three



1990 Ice Island results in Figure 10 (d), (e) and (f) specific energy and pressure are quite similar,
except in (e) the integrating effect has the specific energy numerically greater than the pressure.
The results for the small initial area truncated pyramid, Figure 10 (f), are quite similar to those of
the spherical indenter, Figure 10 (a), at corresponding areas.

5. Applications to Design
As already discussed, the requirement for structural design is an average ice pressure which can
be applied to a specific area of the structure. In the indentation tests discussed here both the
geometry of the indenter and the ice face are known, so the crushed volume and nominal contact
area can be related to each other. Given a volumetric specific energy of ice, some knowledge of
the shape of the crushed volume is needed in order to determine a corresponding nominal contact
area. Until a workable volume-area relation is developed and understood, conventional pressure-
area relations will continue to be the basis used in design.

6. Conclusions
x Volumetric specific crushing energy is relatively independent of geometry of ice or

indenter for the cases examined here.
x For smaller crushed volumes there is a volume effect similar to the one seen in the

pressure-area relation (decreasing specific energy with increasing crushed volume).
x Indentation should be examined as a process that extends over a period of time.
x There is a rate effect; for comparable conditions specific energy is lower for lower

penetration rates.
x Volumetric specific crushing energy and nominal global ice pressure have the same units

and numerical magnitude whether compared on a basis of crushed volume or nominal
contact area, however there is a significant reduction in the information content of the
specific energy due to the integrating function used to generate it.

x Other sources of field tests from which data that provide force and penetration or crushed
volume of ice merit examination, e.g. ship impacts on ice, bergy bit or ice floe impacts on
instrumented structures

x Further insights into the relation between crushed volume and contact area and specific
energy are needed before they can applied in the aid of design.
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Complex bending deformation of L-shaped beams was previously investigated experimentally 

at several locations near the University Centre of Svalbard. The breaking force of the beam 

was related to the mechanical properties of ice by performing  nite element analysis and by 

deriving analytical  expressions for the state of stress  on the surface of the sample.  In the 

present work, we advance the analysis of the complex bending using the recently collected 

data.  New   eld  tests  were  performed  in  November  2019  on  fresh  water  lake  near 

Longyearbyen. Five extensometers were installed on the top surface of the beam to measure 

vertical displacements, which allow estimating the deformation of the sample. The collected 

data is compared with the results of numerical simulations with a particular interest in the 

de)ection pro le of the surface of the beam.
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1. Overview

Field tests  on uniform ice  covers  provide  an  a*ordable  way of  investigating  the  fracture 
properties on a medium scale. Because nature provides most of the essential components, such 
tests require minimal equipment and are easy to set up. Standard tests, such as cantilever beam 
bending, are performed regularly in many parts of the world for environmental observations,  
as a part of student research and other activities. Basic requirements for conducting such tests 
include the safe thickness of the cover, reasonable weather conditions, and accessibility of the 
test site by transport.

Utilizing natural  ice  formations for testing has a few downsides. If a test is performed on a 
)oating sample, then there is no control over its thickness, the submerged surface is uneven, 
and there is  limited access to the submerged portions. Properties  of natural  ice are highly 
variable, and the samples may have inclusions that cannot be visually identi ed. Seemingly 
intact ice covers may contain cracks that propagate across the whole water reservoir or parallel 
to the shore. The presence of surrounding water in the )oating beam tests excludes bending of 
the sample under its weight but adds to the mass of the sample, complicating the data analysis.

Tests on L-shaped beams were conceived as a way of studying fracture behavior with complex 
states of stress. The beams are loaded vertically by applying force to the )oating free end, and 
the bend creates the e*ect of torsion on the  xed portion of the beam. In addition to tensile 
and compressive stresses, the shear component is introduced, primarily at the  xed end. The 
fracture may occur either by shear or tension, depending on the dominating component.

The bending of a cantilever beam is described by straightforward analytical expressions, and 
its curvature can be related to the modulus of elasticity (Karulin et al. 2019). The curvature is 
constant along the length of the beam and is proportional to the applied bending moment. By 
placing several extensometers along the central axis, the curvature can be measured, and the 
modulus of elasticity can be inferred.  In theory, the readings of the extensometers for the 
isotropic beam are shown to be linearly dependent. In practice, the displacements are quite 
small (around 1mm before fracture), and the readings are a*ected by surrounding oscillations 
and by the bending of surrounding ice on which the equipment is mounted.

The bending of an L-shaped beam is more complex than that of a cantilever beam, and the 
relationship between its de)ection, modulus of elasticity, and the applied bending moment is 
not obvious. In this work, we investigate this relationship experimentally and numerically. In 
the experiment, extensometers are installed on the surface of the beam to measure its vertical 
de)ection at  several  selected locations.  Then, a  numerical  simulation is  conducted using a 
 nite element method with cohesive zones to generate the complete de)ection pro le of the 
surface.

2. Test description, location and ice conditions

Two tests that are described in this section were conducted as a part of a larger series of 
measurements that took place between October 26 and November 1, 2019. A large group of 
students and researchers participated in this project, so the test site was selected from the 
perspective of convenience and easy access. Coal mine #7 in Longyearbyen, Svalbard, is the 
last operating mine on the island and has a technical water reservoir that is well-suited for in-
situ )oating beam tests. In October and November, the thickness of its ice cover is su8cient 
for the presence of people and heavy equipment. The testing procedure was similar to the 
experiments that were performed previously, the details of which were described in earlier 
work (Karulina, Karulin, and Marchenko, 2013). Previous tests of L-shaped beams took place 



between 2014 and 2016 and focused on recording the loading force at the indenter and the 
location of the fracture (Murdza et al. 2016). Subsequent analysis of stress distribution showed 
how the dimensions  of  the beam in)uence the stress  distribution,  and the location of the 
fracture (Gribanov et al.  2019). The main interest in the L-shaped beam experiment is  to 
observe the behavior of ice under a complex state of stress. For that purpose, the dimensions 
of the sample must be properly selected to cause a fracture at the  xed end, which corresponds 
to a torsional load.

The thickness of the ice cover at the test site was 50±1 cm. Measurements at nearby locations, 
within several meters from the selected location, showed that the thickness varied between 40 
and 55 cm. Other dimensions of the beam are shown in Figure 1. The loading force was  
applied via a square indenter measuring 15×15 cm and recorded with a load cell.

Figure 1. Dimensions of the L-shaped beam and 
locations of the extensometers. Sizes are shown in 
centimeters.

Table 1. Coordinates of extensometer 
placements.  O*sets  are  measured 
relative to the top-right corner of the 
beam.
Extenso-
meter

Horizontal 
o*set, cm

Vertical 
o*set, cm

DS1 7 7

DS2 85.5 7.5

DS3 116 7

DS4 93 61

DS5 123 70

De)ection  of  the  beam  was  measured  by   ve  displacement  sensors  (DS1,  DS2,...,DS5), 
installed on the top surface. The following types of HBM sensors were used: 1WA/2MM-T, 1-
WA/10MM-T,  and  1-WA/50MM-T,  di*ering  by  their  measurement  range.  Larger  ranges 
were expected at DS1 and DS2, whereas smallest range was expected at DS5. Figures 1 and 2 
show the locations  of  the extensometers,  which were mounted on the wooden beams and 
attached to metal frames. Their exact positions are listed in Table 1. DS1 was mounted on the 
main loading frame near the indenter, while the other four sensors were placed on a separate 
frame,  which  was  re-purposed  from another  experiment.  The  frame  was  attached  to  the 
surrounding  ice  with  screws.  Measurements  were  taken  from  the  moment  the  hydraulic 
cylinder was activated until the fracture developed (Figure 2c). The average indentation rate, 
inferred from extensometer readings, was 0.57 mm/s.



(a) (b)
(c)

Figure 2. (a) Metal frame is holding the extensometers over the  xed portion of the L-shaped 
beam. (b) The extensometers are mounted on wooden beams; numbers on the plates do not 
correspond to sensor numbers. (c) Resulting fracture is visible to the left of the plate.

The force measured at the indenter is shown in Figure 3a. Extensometer readings are shown in 
Figure 3b. Normalized values (Figure 3c) were obtained by dividing all displacements by the 
readings of DS1 and indicate the displacements as proportions of the  rst extensometer. Such 
adjustment reveals the linear dependence of the readings.

In the measured forces  and displacements,  low-frequency oscillations  were identi ed.  The 
frequency of these oscillations was estimated to be 30Hz. The most likely source of these 
oscillations was the working hydraulic pump, which was a part of the experimental setup. The 
recorded  data  also  included  high-frequency  noise,  which  was  subsequently  removed  by 
feeding the data through a low-pass  lter. Force measurements before and after  ltering are 
shown in  Figure  3a.  Extensometer  readings  in  Figures  3b  and 3c  are  presented  after  the 
removal of high-frequency noise.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Measured  (a)  force  on the  indenter,  (b)  extensometer  readings  on the  top 
surface, (c) normalized extensometer readings vs. time. A low-pass  lter was applied to 
the recorded data to remove high-frequency noise.



The time range between 0.20 s and 0.75 s corresponds to a “steady regime,” during which the 
displacements  are  larger  than  extraneous  noises,  and  the  loading  force  increases  linearly. 
Readings of DS1, DS3, DS4, and DS5 are linearly dependent. The exception is DS2, whose 
relative reading smoothly decreases from 0.39 to 0.35. Note that this deviation is caused by a 
steady process and not by noise. The linear dependence coe8cients of DS1-DS5 are {1., 0.39-
0.35, 0.16, 0.19, 0.070}.

Measurements of Young’s modulus via de,ection of a cantilever beam
Young’s modulus of natural ice depends on the type of ice, its growing conditions, and may 
vary in a broad range. The modulus mainly determines the relationship between the beam’s 
de)ection and the applied force. Exact measurements of Young’s modulus are necessary for 
conducting computer simulations.

The de)ection of a regular cantilever beam can be related to its Young’s modulus (Karulin et 
al. 2019) using the expression E=M/(kJ), where M is the bending moment, k is the curvature of 
the  beam and J is  the  moment  of  inertia  of  the  cross-section.  The  moment  of  inertia  is 
computed as  J=bh3/12, where  b is  the width of the cross-section,  and  h is  its  height.  The 
bending moment M is calculated as a product of the applied force F and the position of force 
application  from  the  reference  point.  The  curvature  can  be  calculated  by  inspecting  the 
de)ection of the surface at three locations.

Figure 4. Cantilever beam setup with five extensometers.

Measurement of Young’s modulus was performed on a cantilever beam that was 301 cm long, 
53 cm wide, and 51.5 cm thick (Figure 4). Five displacement sensors were placed with o*sets  
{33cm, 103cm, 163cm, 223cm, 281cm} from the root of the beam. Only three points are 
needed  for  curvature  computation,  whereas  readings  from   ve  sensors  are  available.  The 
combinations of sensors for computing the curvatures are selected as {234, 125, 134, 135, 235, 
245, 345}. The applied force, extensometer readings, and computed Young’s moduli are shown 
in Figure 5. The average value of all readings in the time span [6.6s, 7s] was calculated to be 
3.7 GPa.



(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Measured (a) force on the indenter, (b) extensometer readings on the top surface, 
(c) calculated elastic moduli based on various combinations of sensors.

3. Numerical simulation

The simulation helps  to understand the distribution of stress  in  the beam, de)ection of its 
surface, and other properties that are di8cult to observe directly. Unwanted factors, such as 
vibrations of hydraulic pump and possible bending of the sensor array frame, are excluded from 
the model, which results in an idealized view of the process. Comparing the simulation results 
with the experiment may con rm the analysis of the  eld measurements or hint at possible 
issues with the experimental setup. Of particular interest is the linear dependence between the 
extensometer readings. If the readings are linearly dependent, the model can predict their ratios.

In the past, we used a  nite element method coupled with cohesive zones to investigate the 
formation  and  propagation  of  cracks  in  polycrystalline  samples  (Gribanov,  Taylor,  and 
Sarracino, 2018) and beams (Gribanov et al. 2019). The  rst version of the modeling code was 
a product of trial and error that used several programming languages for implementation. For 
simplicity,  the code was re-written in C++ and is freely available at  the GitHub repository 
(Gribanov, 2020). Ice is modeled as linearly elastic material, whereas fracture is represented by 
Park-Paulino-Roesler cohesive zones.

The dimensions of the beam were set identical to the  eld experiment, i.e., 50 cm thickness, 40 
cm width,  83 cm length of the  xed portion,  and 130 cm length of the free portion.  The 
tetrahedral mesh, generated by the Gmsh library, consists of 30123 elements, 18242 nodes, and 
6422 cohesive zones. The placement of cohesive zones is shown in Figure 6a. In comparison 
with  the   eld  test,  several  simpli cations  are  made.  The loading  frame is  replaced  with  a 
standalone indenter that is driven downward at constant velocity (17 mm/s). The interaction 
between the indenter and the deformable material is a penalty-based collision response, so the 
actual  displacement  velocity  of  the  beam is  0.67  mm/s  (Figure  7b).  The  anchors  are  not 
modeled in the simulation, which means that the surrounding mass does not participate in the 
motion. Neither water nor gravity is included in the model. The complete set of parameters is 



shown in Table 2; their e*ects on the modeled material are described in the previous work 
(Gribanov, Taylor, and Sarracino, 2018).

Table 2. Parameters of cohesive zones and elastic elements.

Notation Description Value

σmax, τmax Cohesive strength in normal and tangential directions 230 kPa

φn, φt Mode I and II fracture energies 3 J m-2

α, β Brittleness parameters for shapes of traction-separation curves 4

λn, λt Non-dimensional slope indicators in PPR model 0.015

k Penalty coe8cient for collision model 5000

Y Young’s modulus 3.7 GPa

ν Poisson’s ratio 0.3

ρ Density of the material 917 kg/m3

The typical  density  of  freshwater  ice,  917 kg/m3,  is  used in  the simulation,  but  this  value 
incorrectly  predicts  the  dynamic  of  the  system  after  development  of  the  fracture.  In  the 
experiment, the force decreases from its maximal value to zero in about 1/10th of a second 
after the fracture. Three factors a*ect this timing: the spring constant of the loading frame, the 
total mass involved in the motion, and the damping e*ect of the surrounding water. It is di8cult 
to estimate the spring constant of the frame and the damping e*ect because of their combined 
complexity. Another factor that a*ects timing is the total mass. In the model, only the geometry 
of the L-shaped beam is considered. Setting the density higher than the normal density of ice 
accounts for the in)uence of the surrounding material. The e*ect of selecting a larger density is 
shown in dashed force-time curve in Figure 7a.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. (a) Cohesive zones are shown as triangles on the surface. The fracture occurs at time 
0.77 s of the simulation. (b) Modeled vertical displacement of the top surface of the beam 
before fracture at time 0.755 s. (c) Locations of modeled extensometers are shown as vertical 
white lines.

The simulation begins with the indenter touching the surface and completes after the beam 
fractures (Figure 6a). The location and the shape of the fracture are nearly identical to the  eld 
observations (Figure 2c). The crack propagates diagonally from the lower-right corner of the 
channel across the  xed portion of the beam. Figure 6b shows the displacement of the top 
surface  in  the  form  of  discretized  colored  bands  before  the  fracture  occurs.  When  the 
displacements are small, the shapes of the bands remain unchanged, meaning that the beam 
behaves as a linear spring, and the surface displacement is proportional to the applied force. 



This  observation  is  consistent  with  the  experimental  measurements  where  extensometer 
readings were linearly dependent.

Modeled “extensometers” were introduced into the simulation at the same locations as the  eld 
test placements (Table 1, Figure 6c). They recorded vertical displacement at the surface, and 
the  readings  are  presented  in  Figures  7b  and  7c.  The  slopes  of  displacement  curves  are 
increasing until they reach the linear steady state after 0.3 seconds from the beginning. This 
period is consistent with the experimental observation and re)ects the initial transition in load 
application, i.e., settling the indenter on the ice surface. Once the loading process achieves a 
steady regime, the readings become linearly dependent with the following coe8cients {1., 0.38, 
0.19, 0.17, 0.029}. The simulation gives an idealized representation of the process; hence there 
is no noise in the displacements up until the point of fracture. After the fracture, the modeled 
extensometer readings do not present any interest as they no longer indicate any deformation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Modeled (a) force on the indenter; solid curve shows the simulation result with 
normal ice density; grey dashed curve shows the e*ect of added mass, (b) “extensometer” 
readings on the top surface, (c) normalized extensometer readings vs. time.

4. Discussion of the results and conclusion

Signi cant simpli cation in the numerical model is the absence of the loading frame with the 
hydraulic cylinder and the separate frame for sensor mounting. The model does not account for  
the de)ection of the surrounding ice, which may be the source of the discrepancies between the 
recorded and predicted readings.

The model  shows that  the  surface  de)ection pro le is  proportional  to  the  applied  bending 
moment, and the extensometer readings are linearly dependent. Experimental measurements 
from four sensors con rm this prediction, whereas the measurements from DS2 deviate from it.  
There are several possible explanations for the deviation. First, the behavior of ice may be non-



linear due to its anisotropy or due to the presence of imperfections. Another explanation is the 
displacement of the frame on which the sensors were installed.

Table 3 compares the extensometer ratios between the experiment and the modeled results. 
The values from DS2 are consistent by average magnitude. However, the readings of DS3 and 
DS4 seem to have switched places. This happens in the simulation if a di*erent thickness of 
the beam is selected. The current thickness is set to 50 cm, but at thickness 70 cm, readings of 
DS3 and DS4 do switch places, as the overall surface de)ection changes. Readings of these 
two  sensors  are  very  close,  and  slight  adjustments  of  their  positions  a*ect  the  results 
substantially. Finally, readings of DS5 are not consistent with the model. That sensor is located 
in the area that is least a*ected by the overall displacement, and the discrepancy between the 
predicted value and the experimental measurement should be investigated.

Table 3. Comparison between the extensometer readings in the experiment and in the 
numerical model.

DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5

Experiment 1.00 0.39-0.35 0.16 0.19 0.070

Model 1.00 0.38 0.19 0.17 0.029

In the experiment, the columnar grained S2 ice was used, which has orthotropic elasticity due 
to its structure. The orthotropy was not considered in the model, which may have added to the 
discrepancies with the experimental data. The analysis performed in this work leaves several 
unanswered questions, and more experimental data is needed to answer them de nitively. If 
the anisotropic  properties  could be  de nitively  related  to  the surface  de)ection  of  the L-
shaped beam, this type of test could become an in-situ method of measuring the horizontal and 
vertical Young’s moduli without physically extracting the samples. Further exploration of this 
concept is planned.
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The second edition of ISO 19906 Arctic Offshore structures was issued in 2019. In this paper, 
we describe the changes that were made to sections dealing with ice properties and discuss the 
relationship between them and ice actions. The changes can be divided into five groups: 
1) Physical properties (temperature, density and porosity), 2) modulus of elasticity, 3) ice 
friction, 4) mechanical properties in level ice (uniaxial and multi-axial compressive strength, 
flexural strength and borehole jack strength), and 5) the keel properties of first-year ridge 
(Mohr-Coulomb, macro-porosity). The standard is written in such a way so that simple 
approaches in design guidelines complement more elaborate models. Both currently face at 
least three challenges, namely, the lack of full-scale data, a complicated physical environment, 
and a lack of understanding of the deformation mechanisms taking place in the ice. 
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1. Introduction 
The first international standard for ice actions on Arctic offshore structures was issued in 2010 
and its second edition was published in 2019 (ISO 19906, 2019). Ice engineering and 
mechanics are important components of this standard. These are a relatively small niche in 
terms of expertise in science, technology, and engineering. Such that a stakeholder with an 
ocean engineering background, but without special ice competence, could find it challenging 
to use the standard if it is not adequately adapted for such users. Instead of developing simple 
engineering formulas to be used in design, there is a tendency in ice engineering to focus on 
complicated processes in the ice. The standard aims instead at a balance between presenting 
simple practical solutions and more elaborate theoretical and empirical solutions. The 
advantage of the simple formulas is that they can easily be used in probabilistic approach, and 
provide general guidance. Whereas the advantage of more advanced numerical and scaled 
models is that they include more physical phenomena and are often based upon well-
established physical laws. 

2. Purpose and scope of this paper 
In this paper, we summarize the salient changes that were made to ice properties that occurred 
from ISO 19906’s first edition (2011) to its second one (2019). We first describe general cases 
of ice action on structures, and briefly explain the importance of these properties. We then 
proceed with a summary of the changes in the properties themselves (temperature, density, 
porosity), followed those of level ice (strength properties) and rubble properties in the 
unconsolidated first-year ridge keels. We close off with a short discussion and a conclusion.   

3. Ice actions in ISO 19906 

ISO 19906 addresses ice actions on fixed and floating structures, global and local loads, and 
sloping and vertical waterlines. However, it has two basic cases: a) ice interaction with a 
vertical wall inducing crushing failure and b) ice interaction with a sloping wall or conical 
structure and corresponding flexural ice failure. The recommendations for these two cases 
illustrate diametrically opposite ways of dealing with ice actions and ice properties. In the first 
case, no ice properties are included, and in the second case, a number of physical processes 
and corresponding ice properties are identified.  

The discussion in the following paragraphs pertains specifically to limit-stress ice-structure 
interactions, which occurs when there is sufficient energy or driving force to envelop the 
structure and generate ice actions across its total width. The limit energy interactions such as 
ice/icebergs impacts are not addressed herein. 

For ice against vertical structures, the standard presents a simple empirical equation for the 
estimation of a deterministic design ice force (FG) on fixed vertical structures exposed to 
drifting level ice where the driving forces are high enough to keep the ice drift velocity almost 
constant so that limit stress scenario occurs: 
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In that equation, pG is the global average ice pressure [MPa], w is the projected width of the 
structure [m], hi is the thickness of the ice sheet [m], h* is a reference thickness of 1 m, m is an 
empirical coefficient equal to -0.16, n is an empirical coefficient equal to -0.50 + h/5 for 
h < 1.0 m, and equal to -0.30 for h ≥ 1.0 m, CR is the ice strength coefficient [MPa] (note that 



CR is not the same as the uniaxial compressive strength of ice!). Finally (new to the 2019 
edition),  fAR is an empirical term taken from Määttänen and Kärnä (2011) and given by: 
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Equation 1 acknowledges a size effect as the global pressure decreases for increasing ice 
thickness and increasing structure width. However, it does not try to express any of the physical 
and mechanical processes that take place and govern this process, nor any ice properties. 
For ice failing against a sloping wall or conical cross-section, the approach identifies a number 
of different physical mechanisms, such as bending and breaking of the ice cover, sliding against 
structure wall, ice-ice friction, etc. For this type of scenarios, unlike the previous one, specific 
ice properties such as the flexural strength, ice-ice friction coefficient and ice-structure friction 
coefficient are factored in. The equations are quite long and will not be reproduced here. For 
more information, the reader is referred to section A.8.2.4.4 in the standard. Interestingly, one 
of the most critical parameters is also one of the most difficult to quantify: pile-up height.  
Scale-model testing in basins is an important part of ice engineering. It requires identification 
of relevant full-scale (in-situ) ice properties, theoretical scaling (dimensionless ratios, etc.) and 
scaled-down ice properties in the basin. This is not trivial, and here we will only underline the 
difference between scaling of flexural and compressive ice failure. The flexural strength is an 
integrated property over the full ice thickness, and it is relatively easy to compare full-scale 
and basin scale values. Compressive failure is far more difficult because the same tests cannot 
(or only with great difficulties) be done in the field and in the basins.  

4. Changes in ice properties in the second edition 
In this section, we will summarize the changes that occurred in the new edition which relate 
with ice properties, both physical and mechanical. These are mostly dealt with in 8.2.4, 8.2.8, 
and 6.5.1, i.e. in the normative part of the standard, and in their corresponding clauses in the 
informative part. Some changes did occur in the normative part. For instance, in ‘Global ice 
actions’ (8.2.4), it is stated that ice-on-ice friction shall be considered. Also, for evaluation of 
local ice action (8.2.5), ice encroachment shall be considered. Otherwise, most of the changes 
are in the informative part. 

Physical properties – temperature, density, and porosity 
The ice temperature is by far the most important physical characterization of sea ice, and 
together with ice salinity and air fraction it largely governs the ice’s physico-mechanical 
properties. Sea ice is a multiphase material consisting of ice, brine, and air. The ice and brine 
are often assumed to be in thermal equilibrium so that any change in temperature causes some 
melting or freezing and a corresponding change in the brine (and corresponding ice) fraction. 
By measuring the salinity, temperature, and density of an ice sample the air and brine fractions 
can be estimated with the equations given by Cox and Weeks (1983) for ice colder than -2˚C, 
and by Leppäranta and Manninen (1988) in warmer ice. Both these equations are derived 
through first-order principles, but one may also find many empirically-derived relationships 
between brine fraction, ice salinity, and temperature that may fit over a limited range. 
The density is an important parameter, especially in scenarios where the ice buoyancy is vital, 
such as those involving a ship, floater interaction with ice and ridges and ice rubble interaction. 
In these cases, it is the difference between ice and water density that is important, and this 
magnifies any uncertainty in ice density determination. Ice is driven under the hull, creating 
buoyant forces and corresponding frictional resistance. In the case of an ice ridge, ice density, 



water density, and rubble porosity can be used to determine the effective buoyancy of its keel. 
If applying estimates for the ice density in ice action calculations, the uncertainty regarding 
density can have a significant impact on the results. As the rubble volume can change during a 
ridge-structure interaction event, the ice rubble density can also change. A particular care is 
needed for modelling of density in ice model basins, due to deviations between water density 
and ice rubble density from full-scale magnitudes. Validated numerical methods can be used 
to assess these sensitivities. 
There are several ways of measuring ice density – the most commonly used in the field is direct 
mass/volume determination. The ice mass is relatively easy to measure, but the volume is 
challenging. The second edition acknowledges there are alternative methods, but points out 
they are more difficult to perform in the field. It also raises the importance of this parameter in 
assessing rubble porosity, particularly in model-scale studies (numerical methods can be used 
to assess these sensitivities). An alternative approach, not mentioned in the standard, is the 
hydrostatic method, where the ice mass is measured in air and submerged in a fluid. This 
method avoids the uncertainty of a direct estimation of volume and achieves a much better 
accuracy and precision (Pustogvar and Kulyakhtin, 2016). The method takes more time, but 
should be considered in future editions of the standard.  

Modulus of elasticity 
The elastic modulus of ice can be either the 'true' (Young’s, E) or 'effective' (quasi-static, Ef) 
elastic moduli. Young’s modulus of ice is representative of deformation mechanisms of a 
purely elastic, time-independent nature, and is obtained from dynamic measurements 
(e.g. acoustic), involving very high deformation rates. However, ice naturally exists at a 
temperature that is very close to its melting point, which is why the concept of an effective 
modulus becomes relevant. It implies the deformation is not only elastic, but also comprises 
time-dependent recoverable strain, and non-elastic non-recoverable deformation (creep). The 
effective modulus is significantly lower at lower strain rates, in most scenarios of engineering 
relevance (Sinha, 1978, 1982). The 2019 edition of ISO 19906 explicitly acknowledges this 
challenge by recommending usage of an ‘effective’ modulus and ‘effective’ Poisson ratio. The 
2019 edition offers this equation for guidance, where b is the brine volume fraction and E is 
given as [GPa]: 
  

 𝐸𝑓 = 5.31 − 0.436𝜈𝑏0.5 [3] 
 
The standard also recommends a value of 0.42 for the effective Poisson ratio, and 0.33 for the 
true Poisson ratio.  

Ice friction  
The 2010 edition of the standard gave values for the friction of ice on concrete and of ice on 
steel, at three different sliding speeds. The new standard also includes a discussion of the 
friction of ice on ice, since this value is included in many models of ice-ice interactions, 
including discrete element models (see e.g. Ranta et al., 2018). The dependence on sliding 
speed was made explicit: "Ice-ice friction decreases with increasing sliding speed, from a 
maximum of  = 1 at vs = 10-6 m/s to  = 0,02 at vs = 1 m/s, with  = 0.1 at vs = 10-2 m/s" (ISO 
19906, 2019,  p. 260). This description is the standard’s attempt to concisely summarise the 
experiments discussed in Maeno et al. (2003). In many situations, either the sliding speed is 
not known or the sliding speed varies within the model, in which case a single friction 
coefficient is needed. For these situations, the standard recommends using  = 0.1. In models 
where it is possible to include more complexity, the standard notes that temperature and 



memory effects (i.e. previous sliding history) may be relevant, and directs users to Schulson 
and Fortt (2012) for further information. Understanding how these second-order friction effects 
(e.g. dependence on memory, temperature, sliding speed) affect models of ice dynamics is an 
ongoing research topic (see e.g. Lishman and Polojärvi, 2015).  

Two further changes have been made to the discussion of friction in the standard. First, a 
statement that "the static friction coefficient can be up to five times greater than the kinetic 
friction coefficient at 0.1 m/s" has been amended to read "the static friction coefficient has been 
measured to be up to five times greater than the kinetic friction coefficient at 0.1 m/s, and 
higher ratios are possible" (ISO 19906, 2019, p. 269). This reflects recent research showing 
that static friction can continue to increase until it approaches the shear strength of level ice 
(see e.g. Scourfield et al., 2015). When updating this change, it was felt that the original 
statement suggested an upper limit on the static friction of ice, and that this statement is 
contradicted by experiments and by intuition. Taken as originally written, the statement could 
have led users to underestimate potential ice forces due to friction. Second, a suggestion was 
added for users of the data on ice-concrete and ice-steel friction, that if sliding speed is not 
known, a value of 0.01 m/s should be used for this parameter. This sliding speed leads to the 
highest listed values of ice friction, which in turn should lead to conservative design in 
situations where sliding speeds are not known.  

The changes made, then, can be summarised as: 1) Inclusion of data on ice-ice friction; 
2) removal of a potentially misleading reference to an upper limit on static friction; and 
3) inclusion of a suggested single value for friction of ice on steel and ice on concrete. The rest 
of the discussion of friction, and the recommendations to users, have otherwise been left 
unchanged. 

Level ice  
The standard focusses mostly on properties that can be measured in-situ, i.e. in the field. The 
most commonly used approach is the small-scale uniaxial compressive strength (σc) test, the 
flexural strength (σf) test and the borehole jack (BHJ) strength test. These three different tests 
are a compromise between 1) testing something with a clear theoretical basis, which can be 
used effectively in mechanical modelling (σc), and 2) testing something that simulates the state 
of the ice in a real interaction scenario (BHJ or σf). 

The uniaxial compressive strength of ice is the most commonly measured mechanical property 
in the field, because it is manageable and it is readily applicable to scenarios involving a narrow 
structure, taking into account a relation to ice actions for limits stress crushing (Korzhavin, 
1962). When the structure gets wider, other effects related with the aspect ratio come into play 
and the relationship between ice action and σc is lost. A sufficient number of tests are 
performed, so as to be able to obtain trends of the uniaxial compressive strength versus ice 
porosity. The new edition of the standard includes the equations of Moslet (2007), which are 
based on porosities up to 0.38. In contrast, the equations of Timco and Frederking (1990) had 
data with porosities up to 0.19. The equations derived from Moslet (2007), for horizontally- 
and vertically-loaded sea ice uniaxial strength [MPa] respectively, are:  

 𝜎𝑐 = 8(1 − √
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0.7
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In these equations, t is the total porosity. Figure 1 is a corresponding plot. As this figure 
shows, the variability is large and the equation express some kind of upper limit. It would 
perhaps be more useful to define an average function and study the spread. 

 

Figure 1. Uniaxial compressive strength plotted as a function of total porosity (from Moslet, 
2007, Fig. 3). 

The flexural strength is usually defined by linear elastic beam theory with homogeneous 
material properties. Because it is an integrated property (averaged over the whole ice 
thickness), it should not be compared directly with the tensile strength, even though the values 
are similar and linked. The beam size requirements are such that the water foundation effect is 
accounted for. A possible size-effect was also examined, but could not be documented from 
the published literature, e.g. Parsons et al. (1992) were not able to clearly demonstrate its 
existence. 

The text about multi-axial behaviour was rewritten so as to explain that there is no such thing 
as multi-axial strength, and that a three‐dimensional failure envelope is necessary to analyse 
and use data from multi-axial tests. Figure 2 shows an example of a failure envelope, obtained 
from the yield stress for various confining conditions. These parameters typically have a large 
variability, such that a large number of tests in the field are required.  

Both tensile and shear strength can be used to establish failure envelopes. Direct testing of 
tensile strength has mostly been done in the laboratory, although an increasing number of these 
tests done in the field are also reported. The text is unchanged from the 2010 edition. As for 
shear strength, few results have since been published. One challenge with these tests is to be 
able to carry them out with zero normal stress on the sample. 

The borehole jack is used in-situ and the ice is multi-axial state of stress. This test is more 
representative of an ice crushing scenario than is a uniaxial test. However, it is difficult to use 
these data for mechanical modelling because the stresses spread and dissipate in the ice sheet. 
Several failure modes are typically observed, and the definition of the borehole strength, pu, 
depends on the failure mode (Sinha et al., 2012, Justad and Høyland, 2013, Johnston, 2014). 
When expressed over the full thickness of the ice, the depth-averaged borehole strength ranges 
from 3 MPa to 30 MPa for FY sea ice, and up to 34 MPa for MY sea ice over the range of ice 
temperatures tested. Strengths of 49 MPa have been measured in cold MY ice (Johnston, 2014, 
Johnston, 2016). 



Ice fractures frequently when interacting with structures, but so far neither of the ice action 
models in the standard requires fracture properties. The discussion around fracture properties 
was limited to fracture toughness. The text was modified to express the scientific disagreement 
on whether or not a one-parameter model (fracture toughness) can be useful. 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of a failure envelope for two ice types (from Timco and Weeks, 
2010, Fig. 13). Stresses () along x, y and z are taken into consideration. Positive 
and negative stresses are tensile and compressive, respectively. 

First-year ice ridge keels (rubble properties) 
In ISO 19906 (2019), the text on ice ridges, or ice rubble properties, has been extended and 
rewritten, focussing on friction angles, cohesion and macro-porosity through explaining some 
of large variability reported is due to systematic seasonal (temporal) and spatial variations. We 
have changed the title to reflect that it only deals with the properties of the unconsolidated part 
of first-year ridges. The section starts with describing the two approaches to describe the 
material; so-called continuous and discrete. Both have their advantages, but since the formulas 
describing the load (A.2.8.4.5.1, Eq. A.8.50) are based on the continuous approach and require 
the two material properties – cohesion and friction angle – as well as the macro-porosity, the 
text deals only with these three parameters. 
The two-parameter Mohr-Coulomb model does not include volumetric compressibility, but in 
reality, the friction angle depends on the volumetric compression. In experiments, one will find 
different friction angles for the same material if the boundary conditions give different 
volumetric compression (Kulyakhtin and Høyland, 2015). The range of suggested values are 
modified to 24-45 degrees. The cohesion decreases with depth, and is probably at maximum 
just below the consolidated layer. This is partly due to stronger freeze-bonds because of higher 
confining stress, perhaps also due to lower macro-porosity higher up in the keel. Finally, the 
reported values of cohesion from both laboratory and field tests seem to increase with 
increasing block thickness. It is not clear why, but the standard suggests that it might be the 
box size / block size ratio that actually gives the variability in reported cohesions.  
 
Macro-porosity values range from about 10% to 50% and the new text suggests that is mostly 
due to systematic variations. These are reported somewhat differently from the Baltic Sea (low 



salinity water) and other more saline waters. In saline ridges, it seems to increase from a 
minimum value just below the consolidated layer, while Baltic ridges are reported to have a 
mid-keel minimum. We do not know why. The melting also seems to be different as saline 
ridges are reported to have macro-porosities down to 10% in early summer, whereas no such 
values were measured in the Baltic. In summary, it looks like the differences between low-
saline Baltic and saline ridges occur in the melt season. This corresponds to the fact that the 
growth rate for freshwater ice and saline ice is approximately equal, but the melting rate is 
quite differently. 

5. Discussion 

As mentioned in the introductory section, the standard is written in a way that simple 
approaches in design guidelines complement more elaborate models. Both currently face at 
least three challenges: 

• A lack of full-scale data, particularly a combination of ice loads, structural response, 
ice properties, and failure modes. 

• A complicated physical environment – the ice field is neither stationary, nor ergodic, 
and the ice properties are many and uncertain (compared, for instance, to waves where 
water density and viscosity are well known). This is related with the first challenge.  

• A lack of understanding of how small-scale mechanical properties and failure 
mechanisms (cracking, pressure melting, solid-state recrystallization, etc.) scale-up and 
govern ice actions. Such an understanding of floating ice faces difficulties not 
encountered in other fields of structural and mechanical engineering, such as time-
independent parameters (Young’s modulus) which have de facto values (in these other 
fields). The reason is that ice is a high-temperature material, i.e. it naturally exists at 
very high homologous temperatures, such that, even at high engineering strain rates, 
time-dependent deformation processes occur alongside the pure elastic response 
(Sinha, 1978, 1984). To compensate, ‘effective’ values have to be resorted to, which at 
times may either be educated guesses or are used as a curve-fitting parameter.  

Nonetheless, significant progress has been achieved in this second edition. The new guidance 
provided in section A.8.2.8.2 on ice strength under multi-axial stress state is an example of 
such an improvement. A failure envelope is much better suited to describe ice strength under 
multi-axial loading conditions and to analyse and use data from multi-axial testing. Moreover, 
the new standard suggests a systematic seasonal variability in properties, and this can be useful 
when modelling the load for different times of the year. In a probabilistic modelling, this will 
reduce the uncertainty and help to estimate better ridge load distributions. 

There are gaps in information also. For instance, several properties that are discussed in the 
standard (e.g. the strength of granular ice) are not incorporated into ice load calculations using 
the analytical methods provided by the standard. This could mean that, if numerical approaches 
are used, the properties that are provided may be insufficient to model the constitutive response 
of ice. Moreover, the role of damage mechanics in ice failure and fracture is not discussed. 
Uniaxial testing requirements have been established, but what about those for biaxial and 
triaxial testing?  

6. Conclusions 
The second edition of ISO 19906 Arctic Offshore Structures was issued in 2019 and we have 
described the changes in the sections dealing with ice properties and discussed the relationship 
between these properties and ice actions – the ice properties combined with structural 
characteristics govern the ice actions. The ice environment is more complex to characterize 



than the corresponding ocean environment, i.e. wave, current and wind regimes. 
Fundamentally, ice is characterized by a much larger spatial and temporal variability, and ice 
properties are more challenging to measure, estimate or monitor, compared to human-made 
engineering materials. Any progress in the development of ISO 19906 for assessing ice actions 
will rely on a combination of: 

• More full-scale data on ice-structure interactions.  
• Better quantification and understanding of fundamental ice properties, both physico- 

and thermo-mechanical, as well as adequate statistical representations.  
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The compressive strength of sea ice is one of the primary mechanical ice properties. This 
parameter can be found by tests on small (10 to 20 cm) samples picked from different layers 
across the ice sheet thickness as well as full-scale tests where the compressive ice strength is 
referred to the full ice thickness. Full-scale tests with loading of floating ice across its full 
thickness are preferable for compressive ice strength evaluations but involve more technical 
challenges in the field compared to tests on small-scale samples. However the relationship 
between the ice compressive strength values obtained by small- and full-scale tests is not yet 
sufficiently understood and needs further investigations. Sea ice has inhomogeneous 
structure, temperature and brine content across its thickness. The problem with strength 
evaluation procedures based on small samples picked from different horizontal layers of ice 
is that these samples fail to keep the layer-specific temperature of ice. This paper describes a 
special-purpose experimental technology that has enabled researchers to maintain the 
temperature of small-scale ice samples as close as possible to the original temperature up to 
compressive ice strength tests. These tests provided compressive strength distribution curves 
across ice thickness, and thus obtained average integral values of ice compressive strength 
are compared with the data from full-scale tests. 
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1. Introduction 
Ice compressive strength is to be obtained to assess ice loads on offshore structures when a 
failure due to compression is the primary type thereof failure. One of two below methods is 
generally used for direct estimation of ice compressive strength in-situ: 
x uniaxial compressive strength test on ice specimen afloat over the whole ice thickness in 

horizontal direction (full-scale tests); 
x evaluation of ice strength based on uniaxial compression tests of small samples drilled off 

various horizontal ice layers (small-scale tests). 
 
Indirect evaluation methods for full-thickness ice compressive strength are based on the 
below tests: 
x Indentation tests of vertical cylinder into ice sheet (Karulina et al., 2013); 
x loading of beam with two fixed ends with horizontal force applied mid-length (Marchenko 

et al., 2015). 
 
Compression tests of ice sample over the whole ice thickness are labor-intensive and need 
powerful equipment. Application of small samples taken from various horizontal ice layers 
for the experiments makes the task technically easier. Alongside with that other issues are 
here: 
x how can we maintain temperature and salinity of samples obtained from different layers 

up to uniaxial compression tests? 
x what is the coincidence accuracy between ice compressive strength obtained with small 

samples and values thereof derived during direct measurements of strength over the whole 
ice thickness? 

 
As well as other ice characteristics ice compressive strength depends on a number of factors: 
ice temperature, salinity, porosity, strain rate, etc. The inhomogeneity of these parameters 
over the ice thickness causes a corresponding change in ice compressive strength through the 
thickness.  
 
The above dictated main purposes of this study: 

1) development and implementation of compression test procedure for small samples 
ensuring maintenance of temperature and salinity of ice layers they are taken from; 

2) experimental study of the ice compressive strength distribution over the ice thickness; 
3) comparison of full-thickness ice compressive strength obtained from the tests with small 

samples and one from the full-scale tests. 
 
This paper describes the offered procedure for uniaxial compressive strength test on small ice 
samples in-situ ensuring maintenance of samples’ temperature as close as possible to the 
temperature of relevant horizontal layer they were taken from. The experiments were carried 
out on fast sea ice of Van Mijen fjord, Svalbard, Norway, in March 2019 and 2020. Small 
samples’ strength averaged over ice thickness was compared with direct measurement results 
for ice strength over the whole ice thickness. The results of the performed tests revealed the 
discrepancy in ice compressive strength obtained with two above-mentioned methods. It’s 
safe to assume that one of the reasons thereof is the effect of the sample dimensions in the 
full-scale tests. 



2. Background 
The necessity to convert from strength values obtained in small-scale tests to ice strength 
over the whole thickness is primarily dictated by inclusion of this parameter into 
computational formulae to assess ice loads on vertical structures; secondly, this parameter is 
to be specified for simulation in case model tests in ice basin are carried out. For objective 
reasons, measurement methods for compressive strength of model ice offered in ISO 19906 
(2019) do not include compression tests on small samples. 
 
In passing to ice full-thickness compressive strength the results of small-scale tests may be 
used in a number of ways. As consistent with Russian regulatory document SP 38.13330 
(2018) root-mean-square value of ice compressive strength taken from various ice layers 
shall be defined to assess ice compressive strength using formula: 
 

𝜎 = ∑ 𝜎 _
/

      [1] 
 
where 𝜎 _  – uniaxial compressive strength of ice sample from 𝑖-th layer, 𝑛  – number of 
layers (𝑛 ≥ 3). 
 
Some other researchers use arithmetic mean values of the small-tests results to assess full-
thickness ice compressive strength. Major studies aimed at comparison of small samples’ 
strength and full-scale ice strength were carried out in 1980-1981 in Beaufort Sea by 
EXXON order (Timko and Frederking, 1990). The full-scale tests on uniaxial compressive 
strength were performed in field condition, while the small-scale tests were carried out in 
laboratory conditions. The small samples were cut from different horizontal layers, packed in 
dry ice and shipped to the cold laboratory. One day prior the testing, the small samples were 
placed in the test room of temperature of relevant ice layer. Fig. 1a presents the scheme of ice 
fragmentation by layers wherefrom ice samples were taken. Ice strength over the whole 
thickness 𝜎с was defined as arithmetic mean value of strength obtained for each layer 𝜎 _   : 
 

𝜎с = ∑ 𝜎 _ .       [2] 
 

 
 

a) b) 
Figure 1. a) Ice fragmentation by layers over thickness, and b) comparison of ice 
compressive strength obtained with small samples using formula (2) and measured during 
full-scale tests (from Timco and Frederking, 1990) 



Strength values computed with formula (2) were correlated with results of compression tests 
on large-scale ice samples afloat (Chen and Lee, 1986). At that ice thickness achieved 1.2 – 
1.8 m, samples were 3.05 m in width and 6.10 m in length. Strain rate ε̇ in full-scale tests 
varied within 10-7–5·10-5 s-1. As seen in Fig. 1b close correlation of strength values obtained 
with two methods was obtained. 
 
Small samples taken from different layers over ice thickness were repeatedly subjected to 
temperature variations during transportation to the laboratory, while the uniaxial compression 
tests were carried out at a significant time interval after the samples were taken from ice. This 
could affect the quality of the obtained results. This paper offers in-situ test procedure using 
small thermally balanced samples free from the above problems. 

3. Tests description 
Procedure of the uniaxial compression tests of small ice samples included several stages. 
First of all several holes were drilled in ice sheet. The depth of the holes was about 5 cm less 
than ice thickness. Round tubes with watertight bottom cap were inserted into the holes. The 
tubes with inner diameter of 110 mm and 90 mm were used in 2019 and 2020, respectively. 
The tubes were left for 24 hours to be frozen in ice. Cylindrical ice samples taken from 
various layers of ice sheet were used for tests. To obtain the samples block over the whole ice 
thickness was cut out in ice sheet and then it was extracted from water. Horizontal ice cores 
approximately 73 mm in diameter were drilled at four different levels over ice thickness (see 
Fig. 2). Ice thickness was in the range 0.75 – 0.82 м. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Preparation of thermally balanced ice samples 
 
Two series of the tests were carried out: 3 tubes were used in 2019 and 4 tubes in 2020. 
Depths of axes of drilled horizontal cores are given in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Location of layers small samples are taken from 

No. of horizontal 
layer 

Distance from ice top to the horizontal axis [mm] 
Year: 2019 Year: 2020 

1 115 100 
2 265 300 
3 415 500 
4 565 700 

 



After the samples of required dimensions (73 mm in diameter and 180 mm in height) were 
prepared they were placed in plastic bags. The bags were placed into the earlier prepared 
tubes to depth corresponding to that of layer they were taken from. Vertical spaces between 
samples were filled with thermal insulation material (see Fig. 2). Then the tubes with samples 
were left for several days in natural environmental conditions to ensure thermal balance for 
the whole system (see Fig. 3). Thus the samples maintained the temperature close to that of 
layer they were taken from. 
 

 
Figure 3. Workplace with tubes frozen into the ice cover. Next to the red stick is a thermistor 
string 
 
7 days later the samples were sequentially extracted from pipes and subjected to uniaxial 
tests. The tests were performed with the Kompis rig designed for the use in the field 
conditions (Moslet, 2007). Strain rate during all the tests was the same ε̇ = 10 s . The 
load and displacement in the small scale tests were recorded with sampling frequency of 10 
Hz in the field laptop connected to the Kompis rig. 
 
The tests with each sample were carried out as quickly as possible so that the temperature of 
sample remained stable. Ice temperature in the small scale tests was registered with 
temperature probe immediately after each test. For the measurement of salinity the ice 
samples were taken and delivered in a warm place in plastic boxes for the melting. Then 
salinity of melt water was measured with salinometer Toledo. 
 
Uniaxial compressive strength of a sample from 𝑖-th layer was calculated using formula 
𝜎 _ =  where 𝐹 is breaking force of the sample, 𝑑 is the sample diameter. 
 
The setup of full-scale uniaxial compression tests is shown in Fig. 4a. For these tests, a 
floating ice cantilever was cut over the whole ice thickness. The load 𝐹 is applied to the 
vertical face of the cantilever by flat plate of 60 cm width and 80 cm height. The equipment 
has been designed and manufactured under the support of SAMCoT project. The rig shown in 
Fig. 4b consists of flat plates connected by two horizontal hydraulic cylinders (Enerpack) 
equipped with displacement sensor and load cell. Upper cylinder A is visible in the Figure 
and another one is under water. The cylinders are connected to the electrical pump powered 
by three phase generator 400 V. The stroke of the hydraulic cylinder is 37 cm and it has a 
load capacity of 300 kN. Recorded after the test data included loads, stroke and oil pressure 
in each cylinder. The data were recorded with sampling frequency of 100 Hz on the hard disk 



of the field computer. The test rig ensured average strain rate ε̇  of the sample equal to 
~10 s . 
 
Ice temperature (temperature profile) was registered with thermistor string GeoPrecision 
placed into the hole drilled in the beam (Fig. 4b). The salinity profile was obtained by 
measurement of ice samples salinity taken from different vertical layers of ice sheet. 
 
Full-thickness ice compressive strength was calculated from these tests as σ =  where 𝐹 
is a breaking force of the ice cantilever (sample), 𝑤 is the sample width, ℎ is ice thickness. 
 

  
a) b) 

Figure 4. Full-scale compression test: a) layout, and b) set-up 
 
To study the ice structure through entire thickness, horizontal and vertical thin sections were 
made, which were then analyzed in polarized light. 

4. Test results and analysis 
Table 2 gives uniaxial compression test results for small thermally balanced samples. 
 
Fig. 5 shows temperature distributions of samples in tubes, as well as temperature profile 
over ice thickness, as measured by a thermistor string near frozen-in tubes (see Fig. 3). In 
2019 some samples in tubes were somewhat above their parental ice layers, so the 
temperature profiles in Fig. 5 (left) are above ice surface. It can be seen that temperature 
distribution over small samples has rather good correspondence with temperature profile over 
ice thickness measured by a thermistor string, which confirms the applicability of suggested 
technology for sample temperature preservation till the moment of compression tests. 
 
The profiles of ice salinity over the ice thickness are given in Fig. 6. It must be noted that, 
unlike the relatively stable temperature profile, salinity distribution varied from one test site 
to another. Still, average salinities of ice within the testing area in spring period belong to 
rather a narrow range of 5–6 ppt. Fig. 6 shows a trend towards a certain decrease in salinity 
of small samples, which might suggest partial outflow of brine during sample preparation. 
 
The thin section analysis, carried out in the same field studies and given in Marchenko et al. 
(2020), showed that the upper layer of ice about 20 cm thick had a granular structure, and 
below it was columnar one. Thus, the top ice samples in each tube had a granular structure, 
whereas the other three samples below were columnar. 



Table 2. Uniaxial compression test results for small thermally balanced samples 
Sample 

Year_No. of tube_ No. of layer (from top) 
Salinity 

[ppt] 
Temperature 
[degree C] 

Sigma, 
[MPa] 

2019_1_1 2.82 -12.2 6.88 
2019_1_2 5.00 -7.9 4.23 
2019_1_3 5.13 -6.0 3.23 
2019_1_4 7.45 -3.8 1.94 
2019_2_1 2.32 -15.8 7.63 
2019_2_2 2.87 -8.8 4.45 
2019_2_3 5.08 -6.4 3.68 
2019_2_4 3.87 -4.0 2.99 
2019_3_1 3.17 -16.9 8.06 
2019_3_2 4.70 -12.1 5.24 
2019_3_3 6.07 -7.5 3.68 
2019_3_4 4.53 -5.1 3.20 
2020_1_1 5.82 -17.8 6.08 
2020_1_2 3.63 -14.0 5.13 
2020_1_3 2.77 -10.4 5.04 
2020_1_4 4.16 -6.8 3.95 
2020_2_1 5.24 -17.6 5.09 
2020_2_2 3.39 -14.9 5.64 
2020_2_3 2.79 -10.4 3.78 
2020_2_4 3.88 -6.6 2.81 
2020_3_1 6.63 -15.5 2.58 
2020_3_2 3.73 -11.9 4.63 
2020_3_3 3.80 -9.3 5.06 
2020_3_4 3.81 -5.9 4.48 
2020_4_1 5.54 -15.0 5.48 
2020_4_2 4.01 -12.0 4.17 
2020_4_3 4.02 -9.3 5.90 
2020_4_4 2.62 -6.0 3.33 

 
 

  
Year 2019 Year 2020 

Figure 5. Temperature profiles over ice thickness, as measured on small ice samples and in 
ice cover using a thermistor string 

 



  
Year 2019 Year 2020 

Figure 6. Salinity profiles over ice thickness, as measured on small ice samples and on ice 
cores drilled from ice cover next to full-scale tests 
 
Fig. 7 shows test results for thermally balanced samples as distribution of uniaxial 
compression strengths over ice thickness. Some of the samples in tubes were above the 
surface of ice sheet, so these results only include the data for the samples within the ice sheet. 
Linear approximations of test data are given as follows: 
 
Year 2019  𝜎 (𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ) = 5.114 − 0.0565 ∙ 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ, 𝑅 = 0.8728  [3] 
Year 2020  𝜎 (𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ) = 6.645 − 0.0518 ∙ 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑅 = 0.5815  [4] 
 
Here, 𝜎 (𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ) is in megapascals (MPa), and 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ is in centimeters (cm). Both test series 
have shown a trend towards weakening of deeper ice layers. The year 2020 as a whole and its 
winter and spring time in particular were considerably colder than 2019, which was reflected 
in ice strength. 
 

  
Year 2019 Year 2020 

 
Figure 7. Distribution of uniaxial compressive strength of ice over its thickness as per the 
test data for thermally balanced samples 
 
It might be interesting to compare the test results for uniaxial compression strength of small 
ice samples with the estimates obtained as per the expressions recommended by ISO 19906 
(2019). For calculations the following expressions suggested by Timco and Frederking 
(1990) were applied: 
 



for columnar ice    𝜎 = 37𝜀̇ . 1 − Q
.

   [5] 

for granular ice    𝜎 = 49𝜀̇ . 1 − Q
.

   [6] 

 
where Q  is total porosity defined as the sum of the brine and gas fractions. Knowing the 
salinity, temperature and density of sea ice, the brine and gas fractions were calculated as 
given in Cox and Weeks (1983) for ice temperatures less than −2°C. Ice density was 
900 kg/m3. 
 
Additional calculations have been performed for columnar ice using a formula suggested by 
Moslet (2007) and given in ISO 19906 (2019). The formula is based on results of field work 
on Svalbard in 2004 and 2005 when the same Kompis rig for small-scale compression tests 
was used. Strain rate during those tests was the same ε̇ = 10 s . The formula provides an 
upper limit of the compressive strength for horizontally loaded ice samples: 
 

𝜎 = 8 1 − Q
.

.    [7] 

 
The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 8. Calculated estimates mostly demonstrate 
a good correlation with experimental results obtained in presented research. Considerable 
discrepancies were found on rather cold (below -10°С) samples. 
 

  
a) Calculation as per formulas [5] and [6] 

(Timco and Frederking, 1990) 
b) Calculation as per formula [7] 

(Moslet, 2007) 

Figure 8. Comparison of small-tests results аnd calculations based on ISO 19906  
 
Expressions [5], [6] and [7] make it possible to estimate uniaxial compression strength of ice 
samples in the assumption that their properties, like structure, temperature, salinity, are 
uniform. As mentioned in Løset et al. (2006), these expressions do not yield ice compression 
strength over its entire thickness, so they are not suitable for ice load estimates. Two main 
factors must be taken into account when processing results of full-thickness uniaxial 
compression tests of ice samples: on one hand, growing pressure inside the sample due to 



constrained compression and, on the other hand, non-uniform thickness-wise distribution of 
ice properties and the presence of lower layers with rather high temperatures. 
In this study, full-thickness ice strength obtained through a certain averaging of the small-test 
results with samples from different layers was compared with compressive strength 
(pressure) measured directly in full-scale tests. The distribution of compression strength over 
ice thickness was calculated as per formulas [3] and [4]. The next step was the calculation of 
mean arithmetical, as per Timco & Frederking (1990), and root-mean-square (RMS), as per 
SP 38.13330.2018, full-thickness ice compressive strength. It must be taken into account that 
RMS calculation depends on the number of layers used to split the ice sheet. These 
calculations were performed for 4 ice layers of equal thickness. The results are given in 
Table 3 below. 
 
Table 3. Full-thickness ice compressive strength [MPa] based both on small-scale and 
full-scale tests 

Year Calculations based on small-scale tests Full-scale tests 
Arithmetical mean RMS 

2019 3.00 3.25 1.29 

2020 4.18 4.43 1.95 
 
In contrast with similar field tests undertaken in 1981 under EXXON program (Petrie and 
Poplin, 1986), see Fig. 1b, these tests have not shown any close correspondence in full-
thickness compressive strength based on small-scale tests and measurements in full-scale 
tests. The latter gave compressive strength more than 2 times less than averaged results for 
small samples. 
 
Probable reasons for this discrepancy could be as follows. In the full-scale tests of 1981 
performed under EXXON program (Lee et al., 1986), the proportions in size of large ice 
sample (thickness u width u length) were approximately 1u2.5u5, whereas in the presented 
studies these proportions were approximately 1u0.8u1. Such dimensions of full-scale sample 
in our tests were adopted so as to suit the capabilities of the test rig (plate size and maximum 
achievable load). Larger samples are likely to have stronger effect of constrained 
compression (see above) and, accordingly, exert greater pressure on the loading plate, and it 
is the key criterion in determination of ice strength during full-scale tests. So, the full-scale 
tests of 1981 demonstrated high values of compressive strength, which was close to the 
values in small-scale tests. This outcome means that dimensions of ice sample in the full-
scale compression tests is an important factor. 
 
Another reason is a non-uniformity of ice properties, which leads to the differences in 
strength over the thickness. In addition to temperature and salinity, the presence of defects in 
the ice that reduce its strength should be considered. In our study, we assumed a uniform 
distribution of defects in the ice structure over its thickness. In this case, the uniform 
arrangement of the small ice samples over the ice thickness made it possible to take into 
account the presence of defects to some extent. However, the total thickness of ice layer 
subjected to the small-scale tests is determined by the sum of the sample diameters, and it is 
approximately 35% of total ice thickness. If the distribution of defects over the ice thickness 
is uneven, then the presence of larger defects in other layers of ice can lead to a decrease in 
compression strength related to entire ice thickness. When the full-thickness sample is 
loaded, the contribution of specific layers to the total load is hard to estimate unambiguously. 



5. Conclusion 
This paper studies methods for determination of ice full-thickness compressive strength based 
on small ice samples and full-scale tests. One of the challenges in conducting small-scale 
tests in field condition is preserving the ice sample properties for a long time. The paper 
suggests a method which can be used for this: preparation of thermally balanced ice samples. 
The described field tests on sea ice have demonstrated the feasibility of this method and 
showed a good correlation in the temperature of ice samples immediately before the tests and 
the temperature profile over the ice thickness. However, the salinity of samples was slightly 
less than in their respective parental layers, which might mean that the samples lost some of 
their brine. 
 
The tests with thermally balanced samples made it possible to obtain the distribution of 
uniaxial compression strength over ice thickness. Strength results for small samples were 
averaged by thickness and compared with the results of compression strength measurements 
performed on full-scale specimens over their entire length. In contrast to EXXON 1980-1981 
experiments, these studies have shown the discrepancies in averaged compression strengths 
of small samples and the results of full-scale measurements. Apart from thickness-wise 
variations in strength and other properties of ice, these discrepancies could also be due to the 
size and proportions of the ice sample tested afloat in full-scale test. 
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The effective elastic modulus of ice is an important physical parameter for the calculation of 
ice stresses in different situations when ice deformations are small. In the present paper the 
review of methods used for the calculation of the elastic modulus of ice is performed, new tests 
for the calculation of the elastic modulus are described, and their results are discussed. Field 
experiments with floating vibrating ice beams with fixed ends were performed in March and 
November 2019 on sea ice of the Van Mijen Fjord and fresh-water ice of a lake near 
Longyearbyen. Laboratory experiments with vibrating cantilever beams were performed in the 
cold laboratory of UNIS in November 2019. The results are compared with the values of the 
effective elastic modulus obtained in quasi-static tests with floating cantilever beams, and with 
in-situ dynamic tests where the effective elastic modulus was measured by the speed of sound 
waves.             
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1. Introduction 
Elastic moduli of ice are important characteristics used for the formulation of rheological 
models of ice. Measurements of elastic constants of ice crystal were performed by Jona and 
Scherrer (1952) using ultrasonic waves with frequencies of 15-18 MHz, and by Zarembovitch 
and Kahane (1964) using the same method with wave frequencies of 6-14 MHz. Green and 
Mackinnon (1956), Bogorodskii (1964) and Dantl (1969) used the direct ultrasonic pulse 
propagation method. Gammon et al (1980) and Gagnon et al (1988) determined the elastic 
constants of ice by Brillouin spectroscopy. It was discovered that elastic constant 
characterizing propagation of longitudinal waves increases with the temperature decrease and 
changes in the range from 9.8 GPa to above 13 GPa. Dantl (1969) determined the frequency 
dependence of elastic constant of ice in the range of 4-190 MHz and the temperature 
dependence in the range from 0o C  to -140o C.  
 
Sinha (1989) derived the practical elastic moduli for polycrystalline ice using the data of Dantl 
(1969) and averaging procedure applied to a polycrystalline mass having randomly oriented 
grains (Voight, 1910). For the columnar-grained ice with horizontal and randomly oriented c-
axes Sinha (1989) derived the formula describing temperature dependence of the longitudinal 
elastic modulus in the vertical and horizontal directions 𝐸𝑣 = 𝐸𝑣,0 − 𝑐𝑣𝑇 and 𝐸ℎ = 𝐸ℎ,0 − 𝑐ℎ𝑇,                                                                                            
where 𝐸𝑣,0 = 9.61, 𝐸ℎ,0 = 9.39 GPa, 𝑐𝑣 = 0.011  GPa/C, 𝑐ℎ = 0.013  GPa/C, and 𝑇  is the 
temperature (oC). According to formula (1) the vertical and horizontal elastic moduli increases 
respectively from 9.61 GPa to 9.72 GPa and from 9.39 GPa to 9.52 GPa when the ice 
temperature decreases from 0oC to -10oC. Dependencies of 𝐸𝑣 and 𝐸ℎ from the temperature are 
shown in Fig. 1.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. Elastic moduli of fresh ice versus the temperature. 
 
Elastic modulus of sea ice was measured by Langleben and Pounder (1963) by seismic 
resonance experiments. Their data are approximated by the formula 𝐸 = 10 − 0.0351 𝜈𝑏 ,                                                                                                   
where 𝜈𝑏  is the liquid brine content (ppt). Their measurements were performed for 0 < 𝜈𝑏 <
90 ppt. Slesarenko and Frolov (1972) measured elastic modulus of sea ice by the ultrasonic 
pulse method in the range 0 < 𝜈𝑏 < 220 ppt. Vaundrey (1977) calculated apparent elastic 
modulus from the results of laboratory and field tests on flexural strength. His empirical 
equation was included in ISO19906 as 𝐸 = 5.31 − 0.436 √𝜈𝑏. Assur (1971) recommended 
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for practical use the formula 𝐸 = 𝐸𝑓(1 − 0.001𝜈𝑏)4, where 𝐸𝑓  is the elastic modulus for fresh 
ice assumed equal to 9.5 GPa. All above mentioned results are shown in Fig. 2.  
 

 
 
Figure 2. Elastic modulus of sea ice versus the liquid brine content.    
 
In the present paper we perform the elastic modulus of fresh-water lake ice and sea ice 
calculated from the field tests with floating cantilever beams, floating fixed-ends beams, and 
laboratory tests with fixed end beams. All field tests were performed on sea ice in the Van 
Mijen fjord, and fresh ice in the lake near Longyearbyen in Spitsbergen. Laboratory tests were 
performed with ice beams sawn from sea ice in the places of the field works. 

2. Tests with floating cantilever beams 
Tests with floating cantilever beams (FCB tests) of sea ice were performed in the Vallunden 
lake (lagoon) near Svea in the Van Mijen fjord in March of 2019. Tests with floating cantilever 
beams of fresh ice were performed on the lake near Longyearbyen in November 2019. Figure 
3 shows schematic of the test with downward bending of floating cantilever beam. Hydraulic 
equipment used in the tests is described in (Karulina et al., 2019). In 2019 measurements of 
vertical displacements was performed at several points located in the middle of the beam 
surface with LVDT displacement sensors (HBM). Data of the load cell and displacement 
sensors were collected by the amplifier SomatXR MX840B-R. Locations of the displacement 
measurements in the four tests are shown in Fig. 3c. The hydraulic cylinder and the 
displacement sensors were mounted on different metal frames R1 and R2 (Fig. 3b). The frames 
were fastened on the ice with ice screws. Figure 6 shows similar frame with the displacement 
sensors mounted near the beam with fixed ends. Further three tests (1,2,3) with sea ice beams 
and one test (4) with fresh ice beam are described.     
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Figure 3. Schematic of the test with floating cantilever beam (FCB test) (a). Rig R1 is equipped 
with hydraulic cylinder (HC) and load cell (LC), rig R2 is equipped with displacement sensors 
(DS) (b).  Locations of the measurements of vertical displacements at the beam axis in tests 1-
4 (c). Dimensions of the computational domain (d). 
 
Lengths and widths of the cantilever beams, ice thickness and locations of displacement sensors 
in the frame reference (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) shown in Fig. 3a are given below 

 
1: 𝐿1 = 3.4 m, 𝑤1 = 0.7 m, ℎ1 = 0.72 m, 𝑥11 = 0.0 m;                                                    [1]      
2: 𝐿2 = 3.36 m, 𝑤2 = 0.68 m, ℎ2 = 0.73 m, 𝑥21 = 0.67 m, 𝑥21 = 0.67 m, 
𝑥22 = 1.28 m, 𝑥23 = 1.88 m, 𝑥24 = 2.44 m; 
3: 𝐿3 = 3.94 m, 𝑤3 = 0.74 m, ℎ3 = 0.75 m, 𝑥31 = 0.0 m; 
4: 𝐿4 = 3.0 m, 𝑤4 = 0.53 m, ℎ4 = 0.515 m, 𝑥41 = 0.0 m, 𝑥42 = 0.70 m, 
𝑥43 = 1.30 m, 𝑥44 = 1.90 m, 𝑥45 = 2.48 m. 

 
The mean values of the ice temperatures and salinities measured during the tests near the beams 
are 𝑇1 = −6.14oC, 𝑆1 = 4.93 ppt, 𝑇2 = −6.11oC, 𝑆2 = 4.93 ppt, 𝑇3 = −5.86oC,  𝑆3 = 5.74 
ppt, 𝑇4 = −4.39 oC, 𝑆4 = 0.0  ppt. For the calculation of the elastic modulus numerical 
simulations were performed by the finite element method in the program COMSOL 
Multiphysics 5.4. The simulations are performed to model the beam deformations near the root 
(Karulin et al., 2019). Figure 3d shows the computational domain including a half of the 
cantilever beam. Symmetry boundary condition was used along the axis 𝑥 and on the right 
boundary of the computational domain parallel to the axis 𝑦. Other boundaries on the plane 
(𝑥, 𝑦)  and the upper surface at 𝑧 = 0  were free. At the ice bottom the elastic foundation 
imitating buoyancy force was used as a boundary condition. Sea density was equal to 920 
kg/m3, and fresh ice density was set to 916 kg/m3. The Poisson’s ratio was taken to be equal 
to 0.33. Linear elastic analysis was used for the modeling.  
 
Measured forces were used directly in the simulations of each test. Elastic modulus was chosen 
by iteration to minimize the difference between calculated and measured displacements. Forces 
versus measured and computed displacements are shown in Fig. 4 for each of the tests. The 
values of adjusted elastic moduli are 𝐸1 = 2.2GPa,𝐸2 = 1.83GPa,𝐸3 = 2.2GPa,𝐸4 = 5.7GPa.                                       
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Figure 4. Forces versus displacements in tests 1-4. Solid straight lines correspond to the results 
of numerical simulations, curved lines correspond to the experimental data. 

3. Tests with floating vibrating fixed-ends beams 
Floating fixed-ends beam is shown in Fig. 5a. Natural frequencies of bending oscillations of 
the beam depend on the elastic modulus. In the test the beam oscillations are excited by a 
mechanic pulse and the beam motion is registered with accelerometers deployed on the beam 
surface. In the test on sea ice the beam was lifted in the middle by a chain connected to a winch, 
and then the chain was released by a release-hook (Fig. 6). This test is further named VFEB 
test. Two accelerometers are visible in the figure at the beam axis in the middle of the beam 
and to the left from the middle. In the test on fresh-water lake ice the pulse was applied by a 
jump of a person on the beam in the middle. Accelerometers Bruel & Kjær DeltaTron Type 
8344 designed for the measurements of vibrations in the frequency range from 0.2 Hz to 3 kHz 
were used. The data of accelerometers were collected by the amplifier.   
 
It is assumed that oscillations of an ice beam on hydraulic foundation are described by the 
equation 
 

(𝜌𝑖ℎ + 𝑚𝑎𝑑) 𝜕2𝜂
𝜕𝑡2 + 𝐸ℎ3

12
𝜕4𝜂
𝜕𝑥4 + 𝜌𝑤𝑔𝜂 = 0,                                                                             [2] 

  
where 𝜂 is the beam elevation, 𝜌𝑖  and 𝜌𝑤  are the ice and water densities, ℎ is the ice thickness,  
𝑚𝑎𝑑  is the added mass per unit area of the beam surface, 𝐸 is the elastic modulus of ice, 𝑔 is 
the gravitational acceleration, 𝑡 and 𝑥 are the time and the coordinate directed along the beam 
axis.  
 

 
 
Figure 5. Schematic of the test with floating vibrating fixed-ends beam (VFEB test) (a). 
Photograph of in-situ VFEB test. Svea, March 2019 (b). 
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Boundary conditions for the fixed ends beam are 
 
 𝜂 = 0, 𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑥
= 0, 𝑥 = ±𝑎,                                                                                                            [3] 

 
where 2𝑎 is the beam length. Periodical solution of [2] is expressed by formulas 
 

𝜂 = 𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡 ∑ 𝐶𝑗𝑒𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑥4
𝑗=1 + 𝐶. 𝐶.,                                                                                               [4] 

  
where 𝜔 is the frequency, 𝐶𝑗 are constants and 𝑘𝑗 are the roots of the equation 
 

𝜔2 − 𝜔𝑏
2 = 𝐸ℎ3𝑘4

12(𝜌𝑖ℎ+𝑚𝑎𝑑)
, 𝜔𝑏

2 = 𝜌𝑤𝑔
𝜌𝑖ℎ+𝑚𝑎𝑑

.                                                                               [5] 
 
Here 𝜔𝑏  is the frequency of the natural oscillations of the floating ice due to the balance 
between the gravity and buoyancy forces.  
 
The roots of equation (5) are determined by the formulas 
 

𝑘1,2 = ±𝛼, 𝑘3,4 = ±𝑖𝛼, 𝛼 = √12(𝜔2−𝜔𝑏
2)(𝜌𝑖ℎ+𝑚𝑎𝑑)
𝐸ℎ𝑖

3
4 , 𝜔2 > 𝜔𝑏

2,                                          [6] 

 𝑘1,2 = ±𝛼𝑒𝑖𝜋/4, 𝑘3,4 = ±𝛼𝑒−𝑖𝜋/4, 𝛼 = √12|𝜔2−𝜔𝑏
2|(𝜌𝑖ℎ+𝑚𝑎𝑑)
𝐸ℎ3

4
, 𝜔2 < 𝜔𝑏

2,                       [7] 
 
Substituting formulas [4] and [6] or [4] and [7] in boundary conditions [3] we find a system of 
linear homogeneous equations for the calculation of constants 𝐶𝑗 . The determinant of the 
system should be zero for the existence of nonzero solution. It is known that there is no nonzero 
solution in static case by 𝜔 = 0. Therefore, nonzero solution is also absent in case 𝜔2 < 𝜔𝑏

2, 
since the solution is expressed through the same eigen function as in the static case. Thus, the 
natural modes have frequencies greater 𝜔𝑏.  
 
The characteristic equation for symmetric mode by 𝜔2 < 𝜔𝑏

2 has the form 
 

tan(𝛼𝑎) + tanh(𝛼𝑎) = 0.                                                                                                      [8] 
 
Since the first root is equal to 𝛼 = 2.365/𝑎 then the first natural frequency is expressed by the 
formula 
 

𝜔1 = √𝜔𝑏
2 + 𝐸ℎ3

12(𝜌𝑖ℎ+𝑚𝑎𝑑)
(2.365

𝑎
)

4
.                                                                                         [9] 

 
The shape of the first mode is described by the equation 
  
 𝜂/𝜂0 ≈ 0.883 cos(2.365𝑥/𝑎) + 0.117 cosh(2.365𝑥/𝑎); 𝜂 = 𝜂0, 𝑥 = 0.                  [10] 
 
Formula (9) could be used for the calculation of the elastic modulus 𝐸 as follows 
 

 𝐸 = 12(𝜔1
2−𝜔𝑏

2)(𝜌𝑖ℎ+𝑚𝑎𝑑)
ℎ3 ( 𝑎

2.365
)

4
.                                                                                [11] 



 
The added mass effect was estimated from the consideration of potential motion of the water 
in the region 𝑧 < −ℎ (Fig. 4a). Normal water velocity at the boundary 𝑧 = −ℎ is specified by 
the formulas 
 

𝑉𝑛 = 𝑉, |𝑥| < 𝑎, |𝑦| < 𝑏; 𝑉𝑛 = 0, |𝑥| > 𝑎 or |𝑦| > 𝑏,                                                 [12] 
 
where the vertical velocity of the ice beam 𝑉 = 𝑉(𝑡) is a function of the time. The velocity 
potential was constructed in analytical form with using of Fourier transform (Grue, 2017). The 
mean added mass per unit area of the beam surface equals 
 
 〈𝑚𝑎𝑑〉 = 4𝜌𝑤𝑏

𝜋2 ∫ ∫ (sin 𝑢)2 (sin 𝑣)2

𝑢𝑣√(𝑢𝑏/𝑎)2+𝑣2 𝑑𝑢∞
0 𝑑𝑣∞

0 .                                                                 [13] 

 
The characteristics of ice beams used in the experiments are 𝑎1 = 5 m, 𝑏1 = 0.2 m, ℎ1 = 0.72 
m, 𝑇1 = −6.5oC,  𝑆1 = 4.94  ppt; 𝑎2 = 2.4  m, 𝑏2 = 0.25  m, ℎ2 = 0.515  m, 𝑇2 = −4.2oC,  
𝑆2 = 0.0 ppt. The calculated added masses in the experiments are 〈𝑚𝑎𝑑〉1 = 0.561𝜌𝑤(kg/m2) 
(𝜌𝑤 = 1020 kg/m3) and 〈𝑚𝑎𝑑〉2 = 0.554𝜌𝑤(kg/m2) (𝜌𝑤 = 1000 kg/m3). 
   

 
Figure 7. Examples of the vertical accelerations of the beams recorded in the test 1 in sea ice 
(a) and in the test 2 in lake ice (b). 
 
Examples of the acceleration records are shown in Fig. 7. The frequencies of the beam 
oscillations in the test 1 and 2 are estimated as 𝜔1 ≈ 16𝜋 rad/s (8 Hz) and 𝜔2 ≈ 80𝜋 rad/s (40 
Hz). The elastic moduli calculated with formula [11] are 𝐸1 = 2 GPa annd 𝐸2 = 6 GPa.  
 
Numerical simulations in Comsol Multiphysics 5.4 were performed to calculate natural 
frequency of the plates on elastic foundation. The goal of numerical simulations was to account 
displacements of the fixed-ends beams near their roots. Boundary conditions [3] don’t 
correspond to real situation because the ice near the beam roots may have vertical 
displacements excited by the beam oscillations. Numerical simulations were performed in the 
plate mode, where the thickness of the plate was equal to the beam thickness. The added mass 
was programmed as a property of the beams, while the added mass of the other parts of the 
plate in the computational domain were equal to zero. We adjusted the elastic modulus of the 
frequency of a natural mode with big amplitude of the beam and relatively small amplitudes in 
the rest of the computational domain to the measured frequencies by iterations. Obtained values 
of the elastic moduli in the test 1 and 2 are 𝐸1,𝑓𝑒 = 2.8 GPa and 𝐸2,𝑓𝑒 = 11.0 GPa.    
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4. Tests with vibrating cantilever beams 
Two horizontal beams were made from sea ice collected in the Vallunden lake (lagoon) in the 
Van Mijen fjord in March 2019 and from fresh-water ice in the lake near Longyearbyen in 
November 2019. Their dimensions were 𝑎1 = 8.0 cm,  𝑏1 = 7.25 cm,  𝑙1 = 48 cm and 𝑎2 =
7.0 cm,  𝑏2 = 6.0 cm, 𝑙2 = 50 cm. In the experiments the beams temperature was -12oC. The 
subscripts 1 and 2 are related to sea ice beams and fresh ice beams. The beam shape is shown 
in Fig. 8 (right panel). Two accelerometers Bruel & Kjær DeltaTron Type 8344 are also visible 
in the photograph. The beam oscillations were excited by a finger. The accelerometers 
measured vertical accelerations directed along the axis 𝑧 (left panel in Fig. 8). The optical axes 
of ice were perpendicular the axis 𝑧. This test is further named VCB test.  

       
 
 
Figure 8. Schematic of the test with vibrating cantilever beam (left panel) (VCB test). 
Photograph of the test, the accelerometers are mounted on the top surface of the beam (right 
panel). 
 
The first natural frequency of cantilever beam is calculated with formula (Landau and Lifshitz, 
1965) 
  

𝐸 = 𝜔2𝑙4

3.522
𝜌𝑖𝑆
𝐼𝑦

,  𝑆 = 𝑎𝑏, 𝐼𝑦 = 𝑎𝑏3

12
,                                                                                  [14] 

 
where 𝑙 is the beam length, and 𝑎 and 𝑏 are dimensions of the beam in the transversal direction 
to the axis (left panel in Fig. 8).  
 

 
Figure 9. Example of the acceleration record (a) and spectra of the vertical accelerations (b) in 
the tests with sea ice beam.  
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Figure 10. Example of the acceleration record (left panel) and spectra of the vertical 
accelerations (right panel) in the tests with fresh ice beam.  
 
The example of the accelerometer record in the test with sea ice and fresh ice beams are shown 
in the left panel of Fig. 9, and Fig.10. The right panels on the same figures show the Fourier-
spectrum of the acceleration signal. The values of the frequencies in the spectral maxima were  
𝜔1 = 230 𝜋 rad/s (115 Hz) for the sea ice beam, and 𝜔2 = 218 𝜋 rad/s (109 Hz) for the lake 
ice beam. The elastic moduli calculated with formula (25) were 𝐸1 = 4.7 GPa and 𝐸2 = 7.2 
GPa respectively.  
 
Numerical simulations in Comsol Multiphysics 5.4 were performed to calculate natural 
frequencies of the oscillations of the beams with the shapes similar the shapes of the beams 
used in the experiment. The right panel in Fig. 8 shows that the fixed ends of the beams were 
wider than their main body. Simulations were performed in the 3D elastic mode of the program. 
The elastic moduli were adjusted by the iterations approaching the measured natural frequency 
to the calculated natural frequency. Obtained values of the elastic moduli were 𝐸1,𝑓𝑒 = 5.55 
GPa for the sea ice beam and 𝐸2,𝑓𝑒 = 8.25 GPa for the lake ice beam.  

5. Acoustic measurements 
Acoustic measurements were performed on March 9, 2016, in the same location (Van Mijen 
fjord, Vallunden lake). The air temperature was of around -4oC, the surface ice temperature 
was -3oC, and the bottom ice temperature was at the freezing point of around -1.87oC. The ice 
thickness was 60 cm. Sea ice salinity varied from 6 ppt near the bottom to 2 ppt near the surface. 
The mean salinity averaged over the ice thickness was 4.38 ppt. We used a Vallen AMSY-5 to 
send and receive acoustic pulses with peak frequency of 150 kHz through PZT-5H 
compressional crystal transducers. The transducers were frozen onto the surface of an ice core 
taken from the naturally formed sea ice cover. Experiments were conducted within one hour of 
coring. Some brine drainage occurred. The core was 600mm long, covering the full vertical 
extent of the ice, with fragile and mushy ice removed from the bottom. The core was 140mm 
in diameter. The Vallen acoustic processing unit has a calibration setting which allows us to 
send out pulses at one transducer and then detect them at other transducers (AT test). Pulsing 
from transducer 1 to transducer 4, and vice versa, we found travel times of 197µs over a 
distance 600 mm, which corresponds to a speed of sound of 3040ms-1. The elastic modulus 
calculated with the formula 𝐸 = 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑝

2(1 + 𝜈)(1 − 2𝜈)/(1 − 𝜈) is equal to 5.7 GPa when the 
ice density is 𝜌𝑖 = 917 kg/m3, the speed of p-wave is 𝑐𝑝 = 3040 m/s, and the Poisson’s ratio 
is 𝜈 = 0.33.     
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Figure 11. Dimensions of the ice core and locations of acoustic transducers in AT test (left). 
Photograph of the AT test on acoustic measurement of p-waves speed (right).  
 
Any errors are most likely to occur in measurement of distance, since the measurements in time 
are software-controlled and highly repeatable. We tried to be careful measuring the distance 
between transducers 1 and 4, but the measurement could be out by as much as 20mm either 
way. This gives a range of 2940ms-1-3140ms-1. Transducers 5 and 6 give results which are 
difficult to interpret, and we suspect they may have had loose wiring. This means we’re not 
able to compare vertical and horizontal sound speeds in the ice. 

6. Conclusions and discussion 
Results of the calculation of the elastic moduli from the experimental data are shown in Fig. 1 
for the tests with fresh-water ice and in Fig. 2 for the tests with sea ice. The liquid brine content 
is calculated according to formula of Frankenstein and Garner (1967).  Most of elastic moduli 
of fresh ice are lower than it is predicted by Sinha’s formulas (1). The value of the elastic 
modulus of 11 GPa obtained by the numerical simulations of the natural frequency of fixed-
ends beam is higher than it is predicted by formula (1). This result can’t be considered as 
reliable because the model of water was simplified to the elastic foundation below the main 
part of the computational domain, and only below the beam the water effect was accounted by 
the added mass. VCB tests showed higher values of the elastic modulus than FCB and VFEB 
tests in the experiments with sea ice and fresh ice. Higher frequencies in VCB tests in 
comparison with VFEB tests may explain higher elastic modulus measured in VCB test.  
 
Frequency response of effective elastic modulus was investigated by Sinha (1978) for 
polycrystalline fresh ice. He explained a reduction of the elastic modulus with frequency 
decrease by the influence of viscous-elastic rheology. The reduction exceeded 50% when the 
frequency changed from 10 Hz to 0.001 Hz, i.e. in the range of very low frequencies. The 
redaction was less than 10% when the frequency changed from 1 MHz to 1 Hz. For fresh 
columnar ice we obtained the reduction of elastic modulus from 7.2 GPa in VCB tests 
performed with the frequency of 109 Hz, to 6 GPa in VFEB tests performed with the frequency 
of 40 Hz, and to 5.7 Hz in FCB tests which frequency is around 1 Hz. It means 20%-reduction 
when frequency changes from 109 Hz to 1 Hz. The ice temperature in VFEB and FCB tests 
was -4oC, and VCB test was performed with ice temperature -12oC. According to formula (1) 
temperature effect on elastic modulus can’t explain this difference.  
 
The frequencies of oscillations of sea ice beams in VCB tests were 115 Hz, and in VFEB tests 
– 8 Hz. Elastic moduli obtained from FCB and VFEB tests on sea ice are well approximated 
by the ISO19906 line described by formula (3). Elastic moduli obtained from VCB tests 
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showed higher values of the elastic modulus than it is predicted by formula (3), The ice 
temperature in the tests was -12oC. Therefore, the liquid brine content of ice and ice porosity 
in VCB tests are lower than in FCB and VFEB tests performed on sea ice with mean 
temperature of -6oC. The elastic moduli were found similar and of around 2 GPa in FCB and 
VFEB tests. Acoustic measurements performed on similar ice with the frequency of 150 kHz 
showed the elastic modulus of 5.7 GPa. This result fits well to the measurements of Slesarenko 
and Frolov (1972) performed by ultrasonic method. Seismic measurements performed in 
March 2019 in the same place (Vallunden lake, Van Mijen fjord) in the frequency range of 1-
200 Hz show the elastic modulus of 4.5 GPa (Moreau et al, 2020). The frequency dependence 
of elastic modulus of sea ice seems very significant: it increases from 2 GPa to 5.7 GPa when 
the frequency increases from 1 Hz to 150 kHz.      
 
Strong damping of beams oscillations was observed in VCB and VFEB tests both. In VFEB 
tests damping in the test with fresh ice was stronger than in the test with sea ice, and the 
frequency of beam oscillations in the tests with fresh ice (40 Hz) was higher in 5 times than in 
the test with sea ice (8 Hz). The source of the damping can be related to the viscous processes 
in ice, with vorticity production in the water, and with water-ice friction. The damping time 
was about 5 periods of the beam oscillations in the tests. Damping of the beam oscillations in 
VCB tests was smaller, and the damping time is estimated about 40 periods of the beam 
oscillations. Damping is these tests is related mainly to viscous properties of ice, but the 
interaction of the beam with the air also could be important over relatively long time. Further 
estimates should be performed to quantify physical nature of the damping observed in the tests.    
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Indentation and compression strengths of floating sea ice subjected to vibrations is discussed.  
The experiments were performed on the land-fast ice of Van-Mijen Fjord in March of 2018 
and 2019. The ice thickness was around 70 cm, and the ice salinity was 4-5 ppt.  Vibratory 
loading was applied to the ice surface by a 400-kg commercial compactor used for compacting 
road fills.  The vibration was applied for 10 to 15 minutes at a fixed location. The spectrum of 
vibrations was analyzed from accelerometer signals. Analysis of thin sections of ice was 
performed onsite.  Indentation tests were performed on natural ice and ice subjected to the 
action of vibrating plate using the same hydraulic loading apparatus previously employed at 
the field site. It was found that indentation stroke rates were higher in the tests performed on 
the ice subjected to vibrations. Uniaxial compression tests were also performed on ice cores 
taken from the natural ice and from the ice subjected to the vibrations. Uniaxial compression 
strength of ice cores taken from the ice subjected to vibrations was higher than in the tests with 
natural ice. 
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1. Introduction 
Vibrations can penetrate and influence ice properties due to the motions of aicrafts on ice 
runways, motions of cars or trains by ice roads, work of drilling rigs mounted on floating ice 
etc. A large group of inventions deal with vibration devices mounted on vessels or ice near 
vessels. It could be rotating unbalanced masses or power cylinders with a freely moving mass 
(Bogorodsky et al., 1987). An icebreaker attachment with a vibratory system has been 
developed and patented in few countries (Lezin, 1977). 
 
Vibrations can influence ice properties in the vicinity of offshore structures due to the 
interaction of ice and structures. Frequency lock-in effect influence resonance interaction 
between structure and ice at natural frequencies of the structure (ISOPE 19906). Penetration of 
vibrations in the ice can change ice properties near the structure. For example, vibrations can 
influence micro-cracking of ice, make ice more “viscous” and influence synchronization of ice 
failure events along the contact surface with the structure.  
 
In this paper we present results of field experiments performed on sea ice in 2018 and 2019. 
Vibrations were introduced in the ice by the vibrating plate (VP) designed for road works. Full 
scale indentation tests and uniaxial compression tests of ice cores were performed on natural 
sea ice and on sea ice subjected by VP action. The paper is organized as follows: first the action 
of VP on ice is described followed by results of full-scale indentation tests are formulated and 
then results on uniaxial compression tests are formulated. Finally, conclusions and discussions 
are given.          

2. Action of vibrating plate on sea ice 
The field works were performed on land fast ice in the Van Mijen Fjord near mining settlement 
Svea in March 2018 and 2019. In 2018, March 8-14, the ice thickness varied from 60 cm to 65 
cm. The air temperature changed from -16 C to -22 C, and the mean ice temperature averaged 
over the ice thickness changed from -8.4 C to -11.35 C. The mean ice salinity was in the range 
of 5-7 ppt.  

     
 
Figure 1. Vibrating plate on ice (left). Pulverization of ice surface by vibrating plate (right). 
 
 



a)   b)   

c)   d)   

e)   f)    

g)   h)  
 
Figure 2. Horizontal sections of ice layer at 20 cm from the ice surface before VP action (a), 
and at 5 cm from the ice surface after VP action (b). Vertical sections of top layer of ice (10 
cm from the surface) before (c) and after VP action (d). Vertical sections of ice layer at 20 cm 
from the ice surface before (e) and after VP action (f). Vertical sections of ice layer at 30 cm 
from the ice surface before (g) and after VP action (h). March 2018. 



 
 
Vibrating plate with weight of 400 kg was used during the field works (Fig. 1, left panel). VP 
can move forward or back and the intensity of vertical vibration of VP is regulated. Standing 
on a spot VP pulverizes ice below and gradually submerges into the ice (Fig. 1, right panel). 
Spectrum of accelerations of VP was measured with vibration recorder VibraCorder™ 4400A 
with the sampling frequency of 3.2 kHz. Maximum energy of vibrations was released at the 
frequency of about 80 Hz. VP was working on the ice during 10-15 min with maximal intensity 
of vibrations in each test, and then tests on the ice subjected by VP action were performed.   
 
The ice cores taken from natural ice and from the ice subjected to the VP action, and thin 
sections were made from these ice cores with Microtom machine. Photos of thin sections in 
polarized light were made in Rigsby stage. All equipment for thin section analysis was installed 
in the tent on the place of the field works. Figure 2 shows the horizontal thin sections taken 
from the top layer of ice with thickness of 20 cm before (a) and after (b) of VP action on the 
ice. Since top layer of ice with thickness 8-10 cm was pulverized, we prepared thin section 
from the ice at 5 cm distance from the new surface. Thus, both sections shown in Figs. 2a and 
2b were prepared from the same ice.  Fig. 2b shows very fine grain structure of ice immediately 
below VP.  Figures 2c-h show vertical thin sections taken from the ice before (c, e, g) and after 
(d, f, h) VP action. The ice columns are damaged up to 20 cm depth, and don’t have significant 
changes at the depth of 30 cm below the ice surface.  
 
3. Indentation tests 
Full-scale indentation tests were performed with the original rig equipped with hydraulic 
cylinders A (upper cylinder) and B (lower cylinder) (Fig. 3). The capacity of each cylinder is 
30 t. Each cylinder is equipped with stroke sensor and load cell. The principles of the 
functioning of the hydraulic system are described in (Marchenko et al, 2019). The indenter is 
vertical semi-circular cylinder of 15 cm diameter made from reinforced steel. Results of 
indentation tests were described in (Karulin et al., 2014; Marchenko et al., 2018). Lishman et 
al (2020) investigated acoustic emission in the indentation tests. The data of indentation tests 
includes records of strokes and loads on the cylinders A and B with sampling frequency 50 Hz.   
 

 
 

Figure 3. Hydraulic rig for indentation tests. 
 



It was visible during the indentation tests performed in March 2018 that the speed of 
indentation was higher in the tests performed in ice subjected to VP action. Figure 4 shows 
interaction of the indenter with ice subjected to VP action (left panel) and with natural ice (right 
panel). The indenter practically didn’t move in natural ice. Ice subjected to VP action failed by 
the formation of broken ice blocks or spoils on the surface. One can see in the left panel of Fig. 
4 that top layer of ice with thickness of 7-8 cm is worn away due to VP action. 
 

    
 
Figure 4. Indentation tests in the ice subjected to VP action (left) and in natural ice (right). 
 

 
Figure 5. Records of strokes and loads in four indentation tests performed after VP action on 
natural ice. Blue, yellow, green and red colors correspond to the tests 1, 2, 3 and 4. March 
2018. 
 
Figure 5 shows records of strokes and loads on cylinders A and B recorded in four indentation 
tests performed after VP action on natural ice. The dependencies of strokes versus the time are 
similar for the cylinders A and B. Note that during the first 75 mm of penetration into the ice, 
the contact area of the circular-shaped indenter is increasing. This explains why the stroke 
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speed is initially faster (tests 2, 3 and 4) and then slows down. The load on the cylinder A 
becomes smaller than the load on the cylinder B with the time because top layer of the ice was 
damaged by VP action and was, thus, ‘softer’. The load oscillations on the cylinder A 
corresponds to events of ice break up in the surface layer similar shown in Fig. 4 (left panel).   
 

 
Figure 6. Records of strokes and loads in two indentation tests performed on natural ice. Blue 
and yellow lines correspond to the tests 5 and 6. March 2018.  
 
Table 1. Mean stroke rates in the cylinders A (SRA) and B(SR) in Tests 1-6 
 

Test number 1 2 3 4 5 6 

SRA, mm/s 0.277 0.240 0.271 0.132 0.076 0.102 

SRB, mm/s 0.276 0.255 0.276 0.125 0.065 0.085 

 
Figure 6 shows the records of strokes and loads in the indentation tests performed on natural 
ice. One can see that in contrast to Fig. 5 the load on the cylinder A is stable, and the load on 
cylinder B oscillates. It is explained by the failure of bottom layer of the ice which strength is 
smaller than the strength of surface ice layers because of the temperature effect.  
 
Figure 7 shows the dependencies of stroke rates of the cylinders A and B in the tests 1-4 where 
ice was subjected to VP action, and Fig. 8 shows the dependencies of stroke rates of the 
cylinders A and B in the tests 5,6 in natural ice. Table 1 shows the mean values of the stroke 
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rates averaged over the time intervals in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. It is obvious that the stroke rates are 
greater in the tests 1-4 then in the tests 5, 6. 

 
Figure 7. Stroke rates versus the time in four indentation tests performed after VP action on 
natural ice.  

 
Figure 8. Stroke rates versus the time in two indentation tests performed on natural ice.  

4. Uniaxial compression tests 
Uniaxial compression tests were performed with vertical ice cores taken from the ice subjected 
to VP action on March 15 and from natural ice on March 10, 2019. All ice cores have the air 
temperature during the tests. The air temperature was -18C on March 10, and -14C on March 
15. A representative temperature profile of ice cores is shown in Table 2. The salinity of ice 
cores varied within 5-7 ppt. The ice thickness was 70-75 cm. Tests were performed by the 
Kompis Rig (Moslet, 2007). Some of the tests were performed with cores (new cores) drilled 
soon after the ice was subjected by VP action. The other tests were performed with cores (old 
cores) drilled a few hours later after the ice was subjected by the action of the vibrating plate. 
Depth from which the new and old cores were taken was documented. We designate ‘top layer’ 
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of ice extended from the ice surface to the depth of 20 cm, ‘middle layer’ of ice extended from 
the depth 20 cm to the depth 50 cm, and ‘bottom layer’ of ice located below 50 cm depth. 
Depth of the cores of natural ice was not written. All tests were performed at similar strain rate 
of 2 ∙ 10−4 s-1. The length of all ice cores was 16 cm, and their diameter was 7.25 cm. 
 
Table 2. Example of core temperature profile from March 10th 

Depth (cm) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Temperature -18.9 -18.3 -18.1 -17.7 -17.6 -17 -18 

 

 
Figure 9. Stress versus the time in uniaxial compression tests with vertical ice cores. Solid, 
dashed and dotted lines correspond to the ice cores taken from ‘top’, ‘middle’ and ‘bottom’ 
layers of ice.  

 
Figure 9 shows records of ice stress versus the time for all performed tests. One can see that 
most of the ice cores had brittle failure. Maximal stress in each test was interpreted as ice 
strength in uniaxial compression. Table 3 shows the ice strengths calculated from the tests 
performed with ice cores taken from the ice subjected to VP action. One can see that the 
strength of ice cores taken from the top layer of ice is smaller than the strength of ice cores 
taken from the middle and bottom layers. Figure 10 shows the ice strengths of ice cores taken 
from natural ice. The mean strengths of the new and old cores are 10.8 MPa and 12.5 MPa. 
The mean strength of the ice samples from natural ice is 10.2 MPa.     
 
The mean values and standard deviations of compression strength are shown in Table 4. We 
excluded the value 16.8 MPa (marked by gray color in Tab. 3) of the strength of old ice core 
taken from the top layer because this core demonstrated very different behavior from the other 
cores. Table 4 shows that the mean strength of old ice cores taken from the top layer of ice is 
smaller the mean strength of new ice cores after vibrations. Standard deviation of the strength 
of ice cores after vibrations is lower than ice cores from natural ice.  
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Figure 10. Ice strength after the uniaxial compression tests with vertical ice cores taken from 
natural ice.  
 
Table 3. Uniaxial compression strength of new and old cores taken from ‘top’, ‘middle’ and 
‘bottom’ layers of ice (MPa). D and B means ductile and brittle failure. 
 

New Top 9.63, D 10.69, D 10.5, D   
Middle 18.19, B 5.1, B    

Old Top 6.62, D 7.03, D 4.97, D 16.8, B  
Middle 11.47, B 19.21, B 14.12, B 12.66, B 16.59, B 
Bottom 15.85, B     

 
Table 4. Uniaxial The mean values and standard deviation of compression strength. 

 New, Top Old, Top Old, Middle Natural ice 
Mean 10.27 6.2 14.81 10.18 
St. Dev. 0.56 1.09 3.11 4.29 

 
We assume that VP influenced the top ice layer stronger than the middle and the bottom layers. 
Experiments showed higher strength in the middle (14.81 MPa) and bottom (15.85 MPa) layers 
than in the top layer (10.27 MPa) of ice subjected to VP action. The averaged strength of natural 
ice (10.18 MPa) was almost the same as in the top layer ice (10.27 MPa). If the strength of top 
layer natural ice would be 6.2 MPa, and the strengths of middle and bottom layers of natural 
ice would be respectively 14.81 MPa and 15.85 MPa then the mean strength of natural ice 
would be 12.29 MPa. It indicates strengthening of the top ice layer immediately after the VP 
action and decreasing of the ice strength in the top layer after several hours.            
 
5. Discussion and Conclusions 
 
The influence of cyclic deformation on ice properties was discussed in several papers. Usually 
cyclic deformations of materials lead to fatigue failure after certain number of cycles. Haynes 
et al (1993) investigated the influence of pulsating load on bearing capacity of floating fresh 
ice. The pulsation frequencies of 21.5 Hz and 15 Hz were applied in the experiments. After ice 
failure was not observed in the experiments, they were turned to investigate the influence of 
pulsating load on bearing capacity of ice. Test results showed lowering the bearing capacity 
due to the oscillations. Haskell et al (1996) performed in-situ tests on cyclic deformations of 
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floating cantilever beams made of sea ice in the Antarctic. The periods of bending deformations 
were ~10 s. The dependence of bending stress at the beam failure from the number of cycles 
was investigated. It was disсovered that ice doesn’t fail if maximal stress is lower a half of the 
flexural strength.  
 
In contrast to above mentioned effect of ice weakening under cyclic loading the ice 
strengthening was also discovered mainly for laboratory made ice. The ice strengthening due 
to uniaxial cyclic deformations tension-compression was described by Cole (1990). The 
experiments were performed in the frequency range of 0.001-10 Hz. Limited observations 
indicated an increase of brittle tensile strength of specimens after cycling loading.  Increase of 
the flexural strength of laboratory made ice beams after their cyclic bending was discussed in 
the papers (Iliescu et al, 2017; Murdza et al, 2020a). Most of the bending cycles were performed 
with period of 10 s. It was discovered that flexural strength may increase even when the stress 
amplitude during cycling exceeds a half of flexural strength of not cycled samples. Similar 
experiments on cyclic 3-ponts bending of beams made from fresh-water lake ice also 
demonstrated small strengthening in comparison with tests with laboratory made ice beams 
(Murdza et al, 2020b).         
 
In the present paper we investigated the influence of vibrations with higher frequency (80 Hz) 
on the strength of natural columnar sea ice. Vibrations were introduced in the ice in parallel 
direction to ice columns by vibrating plate working on the ice during 15 min. Vibrating plate 
pulverized surface layer of ice with thickness smaller 10 cm and caused strongest influence on 
the property of ice layer below the pulverized ice. Two types of in-situ tests were performed: 
full scale indentation tests on floating ice and uniaxial compression tests with ice cores. The 
indentation tests showed weakening of ice in the horizontal directions after the action of 
vibrating plate. The uniaxial compression tests indicated an increase of ice strength in the 
vertical direction in the top layer immediately after the action of vibrating plate on ice, and 
further reduction of this strength with the time.  
 
Obtained results demonstrate the influence of the direction of applied vibrations on the 
strengthening of columnar sea ice. In combination with results from (Haynes et al, 1993) it is 
possible to conclude that vertical vibrations increase compression strength in the vertical 
direction and reduce ice strength in the horizontal directions. For the further studies we plan to 
perform more uniaxial compression tests with vertical and horizontal ice cores taken from 
natural ice and ice subjected to the action of vibrating plate. It is of interest to investigate the 
influence of vibrations applied in perpendicular directions to ice columns.    
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Abstract 
 
This paper describes preliminary results of laboratory non-reversed 3-point flexural cyclic loading 
experiments under displacement control on natural S2 columnar lake and sea ice harvested on 
Svalbard. Freshwater ice was loaded normal to the columns; sea ice was loaded along the columns. 
The experiments were conducted at -12ºC, 0.1 Hz frequency and outer-fiber stress in the range 
from ~ 0.1 to ~ 0.7 MPa. The results show that the flexural strength of the lake ice increases 
linearly as average cycled stress amplitude increases, similar to the behavior of laboratory-grown 
ice (Murdza and others, 2020). Acoustic emissions detected in sea ice during cycling show a 
significant reduction of amplitude over 12 hrs, while acoustic emissions in lake ice look similar at 
the beginning and at the end of cycling. 
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1. Introduction 
  
There is now an evidence that the propagation of ocean swells into a floating ice cover results in 
the instantaneous breakup of the parent ice cover into smaller ice floes (e.g., Asplin and others, 
2012; Collins and others, 2015). These observations raise a question about how cyclic loading 
affects the flexural strength of ice, i.e., is the sudden breakup a result of fatigue failure under wave-
driven cyclic loading, as discussed earlier (Haskell and others, 1996; Langhorne and Haskell, 
1996; Bond and Langhorne, 1997; Langhorne and others, 1998, 1999)? 
 
Cyclic loading of ice was recently studied in a systematic manner (Iliescu and others, 2017; 
Murdza and others, 2018, 2019, 2020). There, columnar-grained S2 freshwater ice was produced 
in the laboratory and, upon cyclic loading across the columns in a 4-point manner, was observed 
to strengthen significantly (by about a factor of 2 or more). This observation is reminiscent of an 
effect firstly reported by Cole (1990) who noted that upon alternating tension/compression uniaxial 
loading (Cole and Gould, 1990)  freshwater, granular ice, also produced in the laboratory, could 
be cycled at stress amplitudes about twice as great as the tensile strength of non-cycled ice. 
 
The question addressed in this paper is whether ice produced under natural conditions also exhibits 
cyclic strengthening.  

 
2. Procedure 

  
We conducted a series of non-reversed, cyclic flexural tests in the laboratory on both freshwater 
lake ice and natural sea ice. Lake ice was harvested from the ~50 cm thick cover on a lake in the 
Arctic, located near Mine 7 in Longyearbyen, Svalbard. Sea ice was harvested from landfast ice 
near Svea on Svalbard in March 2019. Figure 1 shows the microstructure of both lake and sea ice. 
The ice was columnar-grained with the S2 growth texture, as defined by Michel and Ramseier 
(1971). Thin-section analyses showed that c-axes were randomly oriented within the horizontal 
plane of the ice and confined more or less to that plane; no preferred orientation within the 
horizontal plane was evident. The average column diameter of lake ice was 17±3 mm and of sea 
ice 9±4 mm. The salinity of sea ice was 4 psu. 

 
From large (~120 x 70 x 50 cm) blocks cut from the covers of both the sea ice and the lake ice and 
then transported to and stored at UNIS, plate-shaped specimens were first roughly cut to 
dimensions of ~600 mm x 120 mm x 100 mm using a chain and band saw. Later, using massive 
metal plates of room temperature (~20 oC), the specimens were melted to the final dimensions of 
h ~ 45 mm in thickness (parallel to the long axis of the grains), b ~ 100 mm in width and 
l ~ 600 mm in length. The long axis of the grains was parallel to the specimen thickness in the case 
of lake ice and parallel to the specimen length in the case of sea ice. To prevent thermal cracking 
while processing, the specimens were slowly warmed up to about -3 °C before contact with the 
warmer metal plates. The procedure ensured the top and bottom surfaces of the samples to be 
reasonably parallel at ±0.5 mm accuracy. Following this procedure, we prepared seven lake ice 
samples and one sea ice sample.  
 
The lake specimens were non-reversed loaded across the columns. A single specimen of  sea ice 
was  loaded along the columns at -12ºC and at 0.1 Hz frequency and at outer-fiber stress in the 
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range from ~ 0.1 to ~ 0.7 MPa, using a custom-built 3-point rig, Figure 2, attached to a uniaxial 
loading system termed “Knekkis” (for details see Nanetti and others (2008); Sukhorukov and 
Marchenko (2014)). Although free from cracks, at least of a size detectable by the unaided eye, 
the lake ice specimens contained narrow (< 1 mm dia.) air channels oriented parallel to the long 
axis of the grain columns (one sample had about 3-8 air channels over 600 mm x 100 mm surface 
area).  

 

 
Figure 1. Photographs showing the vertical (a) and horizontal (b) microstructure of lake ice and 
vertical (c) and horizontal (d) microstructure of sea ice. 

The distance L between the outer pair of loading cylinders was 460 mm; the diameter of the 
cylinders was 40 mm. The middle loading span had a square cross-section with rounded edges to 
reduce stress concentrations and had an edge length of ~18.5 mm. To minimize contact stresses 
the loading spans were warmed up before placing an ice plate so the ice was slightly melted at the 
contact.  

 
During cyclic loading, the mechanical actuator of “Knekkis” was driven up and down under 
displacement control with the displacement limited in both directions. In addition to a built-in load 
cell, an external more accurate calibrated HBM load cell was placed between the middle loading 
span and press (Figure 2). As the results showed, there was no significant difference in 
measurements made using the two load cells.  The displacement of the top surface of the ice plate 
(or outer-fiber strain) was measured using three calibrated HBM LVDT gauges placed at different 
positions along the length of the specimen (see Figure 2). The major outer-fiber stress 𝜎  was 
calculated from the relationship: 
 

 𝜎 =
3𝑃𝐿
2𝑏ℎ

, [1] 
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where P is the applied load.  

 
 
Figure 2. Sketch of the three-point bending apparatus connected to a “Knekkis” mechanical 
testing system: 1 – immobile steel plate; 2 – HBM load cell; 3 – mid-loading span; 4 – ice 
specimen; 5 – outer loading span; 6 – loading press; 7 – steel plate; 8 – schematics of columns 
within the ice specimen; 9 – AE sensor; 10 – LVDT. The upper immobile part 1 is attached to the 
frame of the machine while the mobile lower part 6 is attached through a fatigue-rated load cell 
to the piston. 

 
3. Result and Observations 

 
Firstly, we conducted three tests where the flexural strength of non-cycled lake ice was measured. 
Table 1 lists the results. The average and standard deviation of the measured flexural strength are 
1.52±0.04 MPa which indicates good reproducibility. These values compare favorably with the 
values of 1.73±0.25 MPa reported by Timco and O’Brien (1994) for S2 freshwater ice at 
temperatures below -4.5°C and with the values of 1.67±0.22 MPa reported by Murdza and others 
(2020) for S2 freshwater ice at -10°C. 

 
Subsequently, we cycled four lake ice specimens in a non-reversed manner for a certain number 
of cycles (up to 12000) and then brought the ice to a forced monotonic failure by bending in the 
same sense as cycled. Table 1 lists the stress amplitude during cycling, the number of cycles 
imposed and the flexural strength after cycling.  Figure 3 plots the flexural strength of lake ice 
versus average amplitude of outer-fiber stress and compares the present results with those obtained 
earlier (Murdza and others, 2020) from laboratory-grown ice. Despite different loading conditions 
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and a different origin of ice (Table 2), the lake ice behaves similarly to the laboratory-grown 
freshwater ice under cycling, i.e. flexural strength increases in an apparent linear manner as stress 
amplitude (and outer-fiber stress) increases. In other words, the answer to our question is yes: lake 
ice produced under natural conditions, like that produced in the laboratory, exhibits cyclic 
strengthening when cycled in the laboratory. 

 
Figure 3. Flexural strength of freshwater ice as a function of stress amplitude/average amplitude 
of outer-fiber stress. The solid pink line indicates the average flexural strength of non-cycled 
freshwater ice plus and minus one standard deviation, i.e. 1.73±0.25 MPa (Timco and O’Brien, 
1994). Black points represent laboratory tests presented in Murdza and others (2020) which 
were conducted on laboratory-grown freshwater ice at -10ºC and 0.1 mm s-1 outer-fiber center-
point displacement rate in a reversed manner. Green points represent new tests on the lake ice. 
During all depicted tests the ice did not fail during cycling, but was broken by applying one 
unidirectional displacement until failure occurred. 

In contrast to experiments reported by Iliescu and others (2017) and Murdza and others (2020), 
where samples were cycled between two specified load limits, in the present experiments 
specimens were cycled between two specified displacement limits. We observed inelastic 
deformation during cycling and, as a result, both mean load and maximum load per cycle gradually 
decreased during cycling. Therefore, stresses in Figure 3 and Table 1 are the average amplitudes 
of outer-fiber stresses. 
 
One sea ice specimen was cycled and then brought to a forced monotonic failure in bending in the 
same sense as cycled. As mentioned earlier, the sea ice specimen was loaded parallel to the 
columns, i.e. columns were oriented along the length of the sample. The flexural strength after 
cycling resulted in 2.72 MPa. Interestingly, the sample was cycled for ~15 hrs and no significant 
inelastic deformation of the specimen was detected as well as a maximum load during a cycle was 
constant throughout the test, unlike the lake ice specimens. This observation is consistent with ice 
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anisotropy where creep rate of S2 ice is greater when loaded perpendicular to the long axis of the 
ice grains. 
 
Table 1. Flexural strength of both non-cycled and cycled lake ice samples. 

TEST 
# 

Flex. 
Strength 

non-cycled 
[MPa] 

TEST 
# 

Flex strength 
cycled [MPa] Type of Ice 

Average 
amplitude 
of outer-

fiber 
stress 
[MPa] 

Number 
of cycles 

1 1.48 4 1.49 Lake ice 0.1 11961 
2 1.52 5 1.66 Lake ice 0.23 3909 
3 1.56 6 2.14 Lake ice 0.66 2860 
  7 1.74 Lake ice 0.37 4182 
  8 2.72 Sea ice 0.2 5263 

 
Table 2. Comparison of the test setup and ice parameters between laboratory-grown ice (Murdza 
and others, 2020) and present lake ice. 

 Lab-grown ice (Murdza and 
others, 2020) 

Lake ice (present 
study) 

Type of Ice Freshwater Freshwater 
Type of loading 4-point 3-point 
Texture of ice S2 S2 

Grain size [mm] 5.5±1.3 17±3 
Density [kg/m3] 914.1±1.6 a 915 

Sample dimensions (L x w x h) 300 x 75 x 13 mm 600 x 100 x 45 mm 
Loading direction across-column across-column 
Temperature [°C] -3, -10, -25 -12 

Frequency [Hz] 0.03 – 2 0.1b 
Outer-fiber strain rate [s-1] 1.4 x 10-5, 1.4 x 10-4, 1.4 x 10-3 2.5 x 10-5 

Outer-fiber stress rate [MPa s-1] 0.1 – 5 0.05 – 0.2 
Average amplitude of outer-fiber 

stress during test [MPa] 0.1 – 2.6 0.1 – 0.66 

Maximum amplitude of outer-
fiber stress during test [MPa] 0.1 – 2.6 0.25 – 1.4 

Cycling type Reversed; non-reversed Non-reversed 
Type of control Load control Displacement control 

 
a Density of ice grown in the same manner is taken from (Golding and others, 2010). 
b In the non-reversed experiments frequency is lower by a factor of two than in the reversed 
experiments at the same conditions. 
 
 We measured acoustic emissions (AE) during cycling for both lake and sea ice in a similar way 
as previously by other researchers (Langhorne and Haskell, 1996; Cole and Dempsey, 2004, 2006; 
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Lishman and others, 2020). Figure 4 shows the results. A few comments should be made based on 
these data: 

1. The amplitude spectrum of lake ice at the beginning and at the end of cycling (~11 hrs) 
shifted to its higher values, though the width of the spectrum is about the same. 

2. The hit rate of lake ice did not change significantly during testing. 
3. Sea ice after ~14 hrs of cycling showed a significant reduction in hit amplitudes, i.e. the 

range of hit amplitudes decreased from ~35-70 dB to ~35-50 dB. 
4. Upon cycling of sea ice the number of hits that are generated increased during the 

experiment by about a factor of 2.  
5. The amplitude spectrum of lake ice at the end of the cycling looks very similar to the 

amplitude spectrum of sea ice at the end of cycling, although the number of hits generated 
in lake ice is twice the number in sea ice. 

 
When comparing AE of lake ice (specimen #5) with sea ice (specimen #8) one should remember 
that the lake ice was cycled at ~0.2 MPa which is ~14% of its strength while the sea ice specimen 
was also cycled at ~ 0.2 MPa which appeared to be only 7% of its strength. Moreover, major stress 
in the sea ice sample during cycling was along its columns while in the lake ice specimen it was 
perpendicular to the columns.  
 
Based on AE data presented in Figure 4, no acoustic emissions were detected upon cycling of the 
lake ice specimen above AE amplitude of ~45-50 dB until the ice broke into two pieces, similar to 
the earlier experiments on freshwater laboratory-grown ice (Murdza and others, 2020). In addition, 
the remnant pieces contained no cracks large enough to be detected by eye. This means that the 
flexural strength of both the lake ice and the freshwater laboratory-grown ice was governed by the 
tensile stress to nucleate the first crack. Once nucleated, the crack propagated. 
 
It is worth pointing out that Murdza and other (2020) and Iliescu and others (2017) observed 
decohesions along grain boundaries upon cycling, which were taken to be evidence of grain 
boundary sliding. In our experiments on the natural ice we did not find any evidence of 
decohesions. Why is there a difference? Perhaps, type of loading, i.e. 4-point vs 3-point, has an 
effect. Indeed, the highest stress produced in the 3-point bending test is located at the specimen 
mid-point with reduced stress elsewhere. The 4-point bending test, however, results in a stress 
state where the highest stress is distributed uniformly over the entire mid-section of a specimen 
surface. Therefore, since the area at the highest stress under 3-point loading is relatively small, 
there could be no grain boundaries that are favorably oriented for grain boundary sliding. Indeed, 
Figure 10 in Murdza and others (2020) shows that not all the boundaries are favorably oriented for 
decohesion development. 
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Figure 4. Acoustic emissions: hits as a function of amplitude and time for a) lake ice at the 
beginning of the test #5; b) lake ice at the end of the test #5 before the forced failure; c) sea ice 
at the beginning of the test #8; d)sea ice at the end of the test #8 before the forced failure. 

 
4. Discussion 

 
On the process responsible for strengthening the lake ice, our sense is that it is probably the same 
as the one discussed in Murdza and others (2020) for laboratory-grown ice; namely the 
development of an internal back stress that opposes the applied stress in nucleating cracks. It may 
be significant that of the two possible mechanisms proposed earlier (Murdza and others, 2020) for 
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generating back stress, namely dislocation pileups and grain boundary sliding, the latter may be 
the less likely, given that the strengthening measured in the present experiments is very close to 
that measured earlier, but that decohesions were not detected within the fractured ice. Further work 
is required. 

 
The reduction of “loud” AE during cycling of sea ice may indicate either the effect of loading 
supports, i.e. specimen is adapting to the stress concentrators from the rigid steel cylinders, or 
initial greater cracking of small weak defects within the sample. 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
Although few in number, the new results show that ice produced under natural conditions on an 
Arctic lake, when flexed cyclically in the laboratory in a non-reversed manner under 3-point 
loading at -12 oC and 0.1 Hz,  is strengthened. In other words, although different in origin from 
ice produced in the laboratory and although loaded somewhat differently from lab ice, albeit 
cyclically, the natural material exhibits essentially the same behavior as its laboratory analogue. 
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Three-dimensional numerical modelling of an intact ice sheet can be performed using 
different techniques. Models aiming for computational efficiency often rely on lattices of 
beams or different types of springs, that is, ice sheet is modelled using a network of beams or 
springs, which connect rigid bodies to each other. This technique is often used in the context 
of discrete element method, combined finite-discrete element method, and bonded particle 
models. Often the use of lattices introduces scale effects, which show in the response of a 
modeled ice sheet to external loading. Another source of scale effects can be the used 
material model. This paper discusses the scale effects of a model, which is based on a 
network of Timoshenko beams that fracture through a cohesive softening process. The results 
appear to scale as would be expected for quasi-brittle materials. 
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1. Introduction
In an ice-structure interaction process, ice sheet collides with a structure, deforms and breaks into
a myriad of ice fragments. The fragments form a rubble pile and affect the subsequent failure
process. Detailed understanding of the interaction process is important as it may lead to safer and
more sustainable Arctic structures related to, for example, marine transportation and offshore wind
energy. Numerical models have a central role in the studies on ice-structure interaction processes,
even if the modeling still remains a computationally demanding task.

One technique for modeling an ice sheet in a three-dimensional simulation is to use lattices of
beams or springs, that is, to model the ice sheet using a network of beams or springs connecting
rigid bodies (Figure 1). This technique is often used in the context of combined finite-discrete
element method (FEM-DEM) and bonded particle models (Cundall and Strack, 1979; Munjiza,
2004; Potyondo and Cundall, 2004). Lattice-based models introduce scale effects, which show in
the mechanical response of the modeled ice sheet. Here this effect appears to be related to the
quasi-brittle material model used.

This paper presents results from hundreds of numerical experiments performed by using a lattice-
based model. The quantities studied are the tensile strength and the breakthrough strength of an ice
sheet. The work is based on a 3D FEM-DEM model, where the ice sheet comprises of polyhedron-
shaped rigid discrete elements connected by a network of Timoshenko beams (Figure 1). The
examples presented demonstrate how the scale and the discretation of the sheet affect the model
behavior. The paper is a short summary of our recent work (Lilja et al., 2019a,b, 2020).

Figure 1. Ice sheet modeled using 3D FEM-DEM and a lattice of Timoshenko beams. In this
example, an ice sheet having dimensions 200 m ⇥ 100 m ⇥ 0.5 m has been discretized into 600
rigid discrete elements. The centroids of the discrete elements are connected by the beams shown
with red lines. Cross-sectional area of each beam was equal to that of the common face of the pair
of the discrete elements it connected.



2. Simulations
The in-house 3D FEM-DEM simulation tool of Aalto University Group of Arctic Marine Tech-
nology and Ice Mechanics was used in this work. Discrete element shapes and, consequently, the
beam networks result from a tessellation routine called centroidal Voronoi tesselation, used to dis-
cretize the sheets. The mechanics of the simulations are described in detail by Lilja et al. (2020),
but in principle, the tool is a 3D extension of that introduced by Paavilainen et al. (2009).

The beam elements used are elastic-viscous and they were implemented following Crisfield (1990,
1997). The ice sheet failure occurs at locations, where the beams meet a predefined failure cri-
terion. The failure criterion used is a mixed mode failure criterion presented by Schreyer et al.
(2006). 2D implementation of the failure model is described in detail by Paavilainen et al. (2009).
Upon failure, the beams go through a cohesive softening process (Hillerborg et al., 1976). The co-
hesive softening is implemented as described in Lilja et al. (2020) by using initially rigid cohesive
elements (Sam et al., 2005). Normal contact forces between the discrete elements are solved using
a viscous-elastic contact force model, which is here based on the overlap volume of the elements
in contact (Feng et al., 2012). Tangential contact forces were solved using an incremental contact
force model with Coulomb friction (Hopkins, 1992).

Figures 2a and b describe the numerical tests performed in this paper. Simple uniaxial tensile
tests were used to investigate how the scale affects on the tensile strength of the modeled sheet
(Figure 2a). Tests were performed by pulling two opposing sides of the sheet with a constant
velocity. No other boundary conditions were applied on the sheet and there were no external loads
acting on it. Post-fracture contacts were not considered in these tests. Tensile strength of the sheet
was defined from the internal forces applied by the beams on the particles on one of the moving
boundaries as follows. The loads were first summed into a force resultant, of which component
into the direction opposite to the motion of the boundary was monitored. The maximum value of
this component was divided by the cross sectional area of the sheet to arrive to the tensile strength.
In the vertical breakthrough tests, a rigid cylindrical indentor moved upwards from under a freely
floating ice sheet and penetrated it (Figure 2b). In addition to the contact forces due to the indentor,
gravitational and buoyant forces were applied on the sheet. The ice sheet fragments forming during
the breakthrough test could interact with each other through contacts.

Table 1 gives the main parameters, the sheet side lengths, and the sheet thicknesses used in the
simulations. Both test types were performed on square ice sheets of five different sizes and three
different thicknesses: The side lengths, L, of the sheet varied from 10 m to 160 m and thicknesses,
h, from 0.5 m to 1.5 m. In addition, two different element sizes, beams with average lengths
l = 2h and 3h, were used. Simulations with each set-up were repeated ten times with different
tessellations of the sheet, excluding the uniaxial tensile tests with largest sheets, for which six
different tessellations were used; about 650 simulations were performed in total. With the element
and sheet sizes used, the number of discrete elements in the simulations varied from about 10 up
to about 25000.

3. Results and discussion
Figures 3a and b show typical load, F , records from the uniaxial tensile tests and the vertical
breakthrough tests, respectively. In the tensile strength tests, F was calculated by using the sum of
the internal nodal force vectors of the beams having nodes on the boundary of the sheet; F is the



(a) (b)

Figure 2. Numerical experiments of this paper: (a) the uniaxial tensile tests had two opposing
sides of an ice sheet moving with horizontal velocity and stretching the sheet and (b) vertical
breakthrough tests a rigid cylindrical indentor penetrating a floating ice sheet. L and h, respec-
tively, are the side length and the thickness of the sheet, D is the indentor diameter and g the
gravitational acceleration. Figure reproduced from Lilja et al. (2020).

Table 1. Main simulation parameters.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value or range

General Gravitational acceleration g m/s2 9.81

Drag coefficient 1.0

Coefficient of friction 0.05

Contact stiffness GPa 4

Contact damping ratio 0.95

Indentor diameter m 3h

Time step s 1.0 . . . 5.0⇥ 10�5

Ice sheet Side length L m 10, 20, 40, 80, 160

Thickness h m 0.5, 1.0, 1.5

Density kg/m3 920

Beams Effective modulus GPa 4

Damping ratio 1.0

Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Critical axial stress �b
cr kPa 125

Critical shear stress kPa 125

Specific fracture energy J/m2 15

Water Density kg/m3 1010



L = 20 m L = 160 m

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Typical load, F , histories from (a) uniaxial tensile tests and (b) vertical breakthrough
tests from simulations having sheet side length L = 10 m and L = 160 m in left and right column,
respectively. Sheets thickness h = 0.5 m and the element size l = 2h. F is normalized by it
maximum value, max(F ), and time, t, by the time at the end of the simulation, tend. Figures
reproduced from Lilja et al. (2020).

load component parallel to the direction of the motion on the boundary (Figure 2a). In the vertical
breakthrough tests, F refers to sum of the vertical contact forces acting on the indentor penetrating
the sheet (Figure 2b). Figure 3 shows the F -records for the smallest and largest ice sheets tested,
and in each graph of the figure, F has been normalized by its maximum value, max(F ).

As Figure 3a shows, in the uniaxial tensile tests F first increased approximately linearly up to the
onset of the sheet failure. Then F abruptly dropped towards zero and momentarily reached negative
values due to the inertia of discrete elements. In the vertical breakthrough tests, F initially started
to increase, but with larger plates, the increase was not linear as illustrated by Figure 3b. After
the sheet failure, F either dropped to zero or to a value equal to the weight of the ice fragments
remaining on top the moving indentor and slowly sliding away from it.

Figure 4 shows the mean values and the standard deviations for the tensile strength, �cr, of the



Figure 4. Mean values and standard deviations of the tensile strengths, �cr, for the ice sheets of
all side lengths and thicknesses, L and h, respectively. The results are normalized by the critical
tensile strength, �b

cr, of the beams connecting the discrete elements. Figure reproduced from Lilja
et al. (2020).

sheets. Results are shown for the sheets with all side lengths, L, and thicknesses, h, tested. The
values of �cr are normalized by the tensile strength used for the Timoshenko beam elements, �b

cr

(Table 1). For each parameterization, the mean value of �cr was calculated using the data from the
simulations with both element sizes, l = 2h and 3h, as it was observed that l had no significant
effect the results. This means that each mean value for �cr is based on 20 simulations, excluding
the results for sheets with L = 160 m, in which case 16 simulations were used to calculate each of
them.

Figure 4 shows how the model scale affects the values of �cr: Thick and small sheets appear to have
higher �cr than thin and large sheets. (Simulation with two discrete elements connected by a beam
aligning with the direction of the pull would, however, yield the strength of the beam.) Further,
the scale effect shows most clearly in the case of the thickest sheets, since for them �cr shows the
strongest decrease with increasing L. The thinnest sheets have �cr ⇡ �b

cr for all L > 10 m. For two
largest sheet sizes, �cr ⇡ �b

cr for all h. Since every sheet was pulled with an equal velocity from its
two opposing boundaries (Figure 2a), the strain rate decreased with increasing L; increase in �cr

with decreasing L is at least partly explained by the increase in strain rate. It should be noticed, that
�cr changes with scale as would be expected for an ice sheet modeled as quasi-brittle material. It is
important to notice that, in general, the scatter in the results for each parameterization is negligible;
tessellation does not affect the tensile strength of the modeled sheet.

Figure 5 gives the mean values and the standard deviations for the breakthrough force Fcr, for all



Figure 5. Mean values and standard deviations of the breakthrough loads, Fcr, for the ice sheets of
all side lengths and thicknesses, L and h, respectively. The results are normalized by an analytic
solution for the breakthrough load of an infinite ice sheet, F1 (Wyman, 1950). Figure reproduced
from Lilja et al. (2020).

sheet sizes and thicknesses tested. The data in this case has been normalized by analytic solution
for the breakthrough force of an infinite ice sheet, F1 (Wyman, 1950). Data from the simulations
with l = 2h and 3h was, again, combined to calculate each mean value of Fcr, since the effect of l
on the results was small. Thus, each data point is based on the results from 20 simulations.

As Figure 5 shows, the breakthrough force, Fcr, increased and approached F1 with increasing L,
when L > 20 m. With L = 10 m, there was significant upwards rigid body motion of the sheet
before its failure, and thus, the static load due to the sheet weight shows in the results. For all L,
the thinnest sheets appeared to result into Fcr values, which compare better with F1 than those
yielded by the thick sheets. In this case the tessellation has a moderate effect on the results with
the relative standard deviations having values up to about 20 % at maximum. With the largest ice
sheet, Fcr appears to scale with h as would be expected for quasi-brittle materials. Scatter in the
results appears to increase with the sheet size.

Figure 6 shows how the ice sheets typically failed in a breakthrough test. The snapshot at simu-
lation time t = 4 s shows four radial cracks. Since the boundaries of the ice sheets were free, the
radial cracks often reached the sheet boundaries. With more constrained boundary conditions, the
advancement of the radial cracks would have been arrested close to the indentor (Lilja et al., 2020).
Further, at t = 8 s, the radial cracks have been accompanied by the circumferential ones, and fi-
nally by t = 12 s, the sheet fragments are floating and interacting with each other. The smaller
fragments in the middle of the sheet are still moved by the indentor.



t
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s

t
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t
=

8
s

t
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12
s

Figure 6. Freely floating square ice sheet of side length L = 20 m and thickness h = 0.5 m failing
due to an upwards moving indentor breaking through it (indentor not visible). The snapshots show
how the radial cracks form first and are followed by the circumferential ones as the simulation
time, t, increases.



4. Conclusions
This paper presented a short summary on our work on the scale effects in lattice-based modeling
of ice sheets Lilja et al. (2019a,b, 2020). The studied quantities were the tensile strength and the
vertical breakthrough strength of an ice sheet. The side lengths of the sheets varied from 10 m
to 160 m, and the thicknesses form 0.5 m to 1.5 m. The tensile strength of the modeled sheets
decreased with the sheet size, while the breakthrough strength increased with it, and approached
a value given by an analytical formula. Both quantities showed scaling that would be expected
for quasi-brittle materials. Importantly, both test types indicated that the effect of tessellation on
the measured quantities was either moderate or even negligible, and further, that the element size,
within the variation used here, did not have a significant effect on the studied quantities. The
failure patterns from the vertical breakthrough tests resembled those observed in nature, as the
radial cracks appeared first and were followed by the circumferential ones.
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Abstract: The purpose of this work is to improve the understanding of the adhesion of ice to 
concrete. This study is a part of the ICEWEAR* program to determine the effects of ice- 
concrete bonding on concrete abrasion. Experiments have been carried out in which fresh 
water ice samples have been placed in contact with mid strength concrete surfaces at varying 
pressures and for varying durations, after which they are pulled apart. A lever arm machine 
was designed so that the action of gravity provided steady long term compressive loads, and a 
controlled-rate scissor jack was used to gently reverse the loading direction to break the 
adhesive bonds. The result of the experiment confirmed the growth of the adhesive bond 
strength with time and pressure and provided sufficient data to fully characterize the non-
linearity of the relationships. 

 
*ICEWEAR “Ice Wear and Abrasion Effects on Concrete Surfaces” MUN, Kvaerner, NLIC, 
NSERC(CRD)2017-2022. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Ice interaction is a significant factor that structures in colder regions deal with. Concrete 
structures can be abraded due to continuous or intermittent ice interaction. The wear rate can 
be influenced by different parameters such as origin, feature, thickness or strength of the ice. 
Other environmental factors such as temperature, current, or wind may also influence the 
abrasion process. The adhesive property of ice is a possible significant factor for concrete 
abrasion as ice can generate pressure in the concrete pores even in a submerged 
condition(Shamsutdinova, Hendriks and Jacobsen, 2015), (Jacobsen et al., 2015). This 
surface material abrasion repeatedly causes serious damage for marine and hydraulic 
structures (Hiroshi Saeki, 2011). Often times, severe concrete wear occurs from ice 
movement of sea ice or fresh water ice for marine structures or river structures. 

 
Previous studies have addressed the concrete abrasion mechanism causes due to sea ice in 
different temperatures by conducting sliding friction tests between sea ice and several 
materials with different surface roughness (H. Saeki et al., 1984). it was found that ice 
abrasion is dependent on the surface roughness, and temperature. This observation leads to 
another set of experiments where sliding friction tests were done under varying pressure and 
temperature by using various concrete samples with different aggregate as the surface 
roughness and compressive strength highly depend on the type of aggregate used in mix 
design (Itoh et al., 1988). A later, experiment was conducted under a fixed temperature of -
10ᵒC, to determine the ice load effect on a concrete surface from a biaxial collision loads for 
dry conditions (Tijsen et al., 2015). This paper describes the conduct and results of an 
experiment to measure pure tensile adhesion of fresh water ice and mid strength concrete 
under a controlled temperature of -1ᵒC. A series of tests were conducted under varying 
pressure and duration for both dry and underwater conditions. The adhesion pressure was 
measured and the failure of the bond interface was observed for ice damage and concrete 
degradation. 

 
 

2. Experimental Setup 
 

Ice loads have complex impact on vertical structures which can be static or dynamic 
(Jacobsen et al., 2015)Besides several factors the abrasion rate depends on the normal stress 
or contact pressure and a previous report has already documented structure failure due to 
vertical forces (Hiroshi Saeki, 2011)Generally in cold regions, temperatures are defined by 
the 0ᵒC isotherm for engineering purpose (Saeki et al. 2010). This background information 
indicates the impact of temperature and contact pressure that directs the current study to an 
experiment under a fixed temperature of -1ᵒC with varying contact duration and pressure. 

 
The instrument setup and mechanism of the experiment are illustrated in Figures 2.A and 2.B 
respectively. The contact pressure was varied by changing the weight hanging from the end 
of the lever arm. Contact and adhesion pressure were recorded using a 1000lb load cell 
attached to the lever arm and the concrete cylinder resting on the ice. Fresh water ice and a 
mid-strength concrete cylinder were used as samples, both produced in the laboratory using 
standardized methods to ensure uniform and constant physical properties. A supporting plate 
was used to keep the ice sample stable while a test was ongoing. The concrete sample was 
clamped in an aluminum holder and attached to the load cell without affecting the sample. 
Prior to the test (Fig 2.B) the concrete cylinder was not in contact with the ice surface. At the 
start of an experiment, the concrete was brought into contact and maintained for 0 – full 
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duration by the weight-applied pressure. At the end of the contact duration time the two were 
pulled apart by reverse loading to obtain the adhesive bond strength resulting from the 
contact pressure. A controlled rate scissor jack was used with a rate of approximately 
4mm/second to gently reverse the loading direction to break the adhesive bond. The entire 
setup was located inside a cold room for 24 hours prior to and during the experiment, while 
contact pressure and adhesive strength were recorded from outside the cold room, using a 
computer data acquisition system attached to the load cell. 

 
 

 
Figure 2.A: Instrumental Setup of Experiment Figure 2.B: Mechanism of Experiment 

 

Figure 2.A illustrates the instrumental setup where a 
lever arm was designed so the action of gravity 
provided steady long term compressive pressures. The 
hanging weight bar was used to produce contact 
pressure on the concrete cylinder attached to the load 
cell for ascertain duration of time and pulled apart by 
reverse loading using the scissor jack. The entire setup 
was done inside a cold room at a controlled temperature 
of -1ᵒC 

 
 

2.1 Ice Sample 
 

Figure 2.B illustrates the mechanism of the experiment 
conducted to measure ice-concrete adhesion with varying 
contact pressure and duration. Prior to the test, the 
concrete cylinder in a holder was attached to load cell and 
not in contact to the ice. The cylinder then came in contact 
with the ice surface by applying pressure for 0-full 
duration and was finally pulled apart by reverse loading 
after the stated time. The adhesion pressure was measured 
by the attached load  cell without affecting the concrete 
sample

 

Several ice features, such as origin, strength, thickness have significant impact on concrete 
abrasion (Jacobsen et al., 2015),and the water salinity and impurities are responsible for 
varying the strength of ice. To obtain the pure adhesive strength and corresponding abrasion, 
this experimental study was designed with non variable samples. The ice samples were 
produced in the laboratory by following a method, documented in earlier work (Bruneau et 
al., 2012; Dillenburg, 2012). This relatively simple preparation method has established a 
standardized procedure for producing ice samples with consistent mechanical properties and 
internal structures which can be reasonably considered as a replica of natural ice that is 
polycrystalline and anisotropic. The ice was prepared with seeded ice and water using a 
unidirectional freezing method. Commercial ice cubes were crushed mechanically to obtain 
the ice seeds which are then mixed well with deaerated, deionized, distilled water in 
cylindrical mould and support frame. Freezing occurs unidirectionaly from the bottom up due 
to thick insulation covering the other surfaces at -15 to -20ᵒC temperature. This method 
avoids the internal cracks and trapped air inside the freezing sample which occurs due to 
multi directional freezing method. The frozen samples were de-moulded, turned upside down 
and rubbed over an aluminum plate to get a smooth and flat contact surface of the ice sample. 
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The dimension of the ice sample was constant at 228.6 mm diameter and 101.6 mm height. A 
metal frame was used to clamp the sample during the experiment to reduce the chance of 
displacement, as illustrated in figure 2.1.1. The crystal structure of the ice was observed using 
a technique documented in Bruneau, Dillenburg and Ritter, 2013. A thin section of the 
laboratory made ice sample was cut and observed under a polarized microscope (Figure 
2.1.1). The ice was found to be polycrystalline with no preferred orientation and the crystal 
sizes were 1-6 mm in width. Each sample was pre-prepared and wrapped in plastic cover 
before storing in the freezer to avoid frost. For each test, a new ice sample was used and no 
ice sample was reused for any dry and submerged experiment. 
 
 

 

Figure 2.1.1: Fresh water Ice Sample 
Top left: Seeded and de-aerated, de-ionized, distilled water were mixed in a mould with metal 
frame and ready to freeze in an unidirectional method  ; Top right: the ice sample was 
demoulded and flattened with an aluminium plate; Bottom left: The schematic diagram of ice 
sample with dimension; Bottom right: Thin section of ice sample under  polarized 
microscope. 
 
Figure 2.1.1 Illustrates the fresh water ice sample with228.6 mm diameter and 101.6 mm height, prepared in 
laboratory with seeded ice and deaerated, deionized, distilled water by freezing the mixture in unidirectional 
method. The attached metal clamp used to clamp the sample during the experiment. The crystal structure of this 
sample was observed under polarized microscope. The ice was found polycrystalline and the crystal sizes were 
1-6mm in width 

 
 

2.2 Concrete Sample 
 

The main purpose of designing the concrete mix was to standardize a consistent sample that 
can be easily compared with the other concrete mixes used for ice interaction experiments. 
Such mid strength concrete mixes are generally used in marina and harbor constructions. 
Samples were 50.8 mm in diameter and 101.6 mm in height cylinders. This mix was designed 
according to an ASTM standard and the compressive strength was found to be 45 and 47  
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MPa after 14 and 28 days respectively. 
 
Table 1: Concrete Mix Design for m  

 

Table 1 describes the mid-strength concrete mix in details 
design for 1 m3.The compressive strength for this mix was 
found 45Mpa (approximately). 
 
 
 

Figure 2.2.1 shows the 50.8 mm diameter, 
101.6mm height concrete cylinder made 
from mid-strength concrete mix listed in 
table 2.2. The aluminum clamp is used to 
hold the concrete and attach it to load cell 
during the experiment  

 
2.3. Test Plan 

 
In past studies push-out, pullout and friction tests were done between sea ice and different 
materials under varying temperature to find the adhesion strength of ice where the adfreeze 
bond strength was found to be both material dependent and contact pressure dependent 
(Hiroshi Saeki, 2011).  

 
Table 2: Test Matrix Plan of Ice-Concrete Adhesion Test with Varying Contact 
Pressure and Duration Under fixed Temperature and Other Non-Changing Variables 

 

 
Table 2 describes the 7x7 matrix test-plan with variable contact pressure to duration under constant 
temperature of -1◦ C. Other non changing parameters: surface area of concrete sample, mechanical property of 
ice and loading rates, are listed as well. 

 
This experiment was designed with variable contact pressure and temperature using the 
replicated freshwater ice and concrete samples under constant temperature. A series of 

Ingredients Amount 
Cement 400 kg 

Coarse aggregate 112.8 kg 
Fine Aggregate 94 kg 

Water 19.2 kg 
Plasticizer 50 ml 

Ratios 
Water Content W/C 0.4 
Cement Factor C/F 1.2 

Contact 
Pressure 

(kPa) 

 
Contact Duration (Minute) 

 

112 1 5 15 30 60 90 120 90  
177 1 5 15 30 60 90 120   
264 1 5 15 30 60 90 120   
321 1 5 15 30 60 90 120   
427 1 5 15 30 60 90 120   
585 1 5 15 30 60 90 120   
826 1 5 15 30 60 90 120   

 

Non Changing Variables 

Temperature -1◦ C 

Surface area of 
concrete sample 

2027 
Area sq 

mm 
Mechanical 

property of Ice 
sample 

Replica of 
natural 

ice 
Loading Rate 4 mm/s 
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experiments were designed for varying contact pressure and duration using a 7x7 matrix in 
ranges from 1-120 minutes and 112.49-126.41 kPa under the controlled temperature of -1C 
(table 2). The corresponding adhesion pressure was measured and is listed in table 3.. 
 
Three replications were taken for each of the tests and the average result was considered as 
final output. Photographs were taken prior to and after testing for both samples, and the 
weight of the concrete sample was recorded prior to and after the test as well. This 
experiment was done for both dry and wet cases in order to compare the adhesion bond for 
the two different case scenarios. The dry test was conducted by resting the concrete over the 
ice in a controlled temperature whereas the submerged test was conducted in a water bath.  
 
2.4 Submerged Test 
 
In reality, marine structures are partially submerged in water and exposed to ice collision 
for both dry and submerged state. To observe the adhesion bond for both conditions, the test 
was conducted for both dry and underwater conditions. The experiment was initially 
designed under controlled temperature (at 1ᵒC) inside the coldroom. However the 
temperature for the submerged tests was slightly higher than the dry test to prevent the 
water from freezing. The equipment was stored inside the coldroom 12 hours prior to the 
experiment, the ice sample was stored separately to avoid from melting and distilled water 
was used in this experiment.  
 

 
 

Figure 2.4.1: Methodology and Experimental Setup of Submerged Experiment 
 

Figure 2.4.1illustrates the methodology and experimental setup of the submerged experiment. The ice sample 
was bolted inside a leakage resistant box that  box was filled with distilled water near 0 ᵒC temperature and 
distilled water made ice cubes were added to maintain the water temperature. The experiment was conducted 
under the controlled temperature of 1ᵒC . 

 
The water temperature was near 0ᵒC and some distilled water made ice cubes were added to 
maintain the temperature during the experiment.  The ice sample was bolted inside a 
leakage-resistant metal box (figure 2.4.1) and the concrete cylinder was attached to the load 
cell and lever arm but was not in contact with the water prior to the experiment.  Once the 
box was filled with water, the concrete cylinder was placed using the same methodology 
and loading rate (4mm/s) as the dry test. After the contact duration, the concrete cylinder 
was pulled away from the ice using the scissor jack in the reverse loading direction. The ice 
cylinder was observed before and after the experiment and the water was drained after the 
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experiment. The average of three replications was considered as final data for each test. 
 

3. Results 
 

The series of tests was conducted with multiple replications; the adhesion bond was recorded, 
and abrasion or surface damage was observed for each of the tests. Three replications was 
taken for each test and the average was considered as the final output, listed in table 3 and 
plotted in figure 3.1.  

 
    Table 3: Adhesion Strength between Ice and Concrete with Varying Pressure and 

 Duration Under -1C temperature 
 

SL No.         Contact 
Pressure 

(kPa) 

Contact Duration(Min) 

1 5 15 30 60 90 120 

1 112 0 0 1.21 1.32 1.36 1.38 2.62 
2 177 0.6 0.64 1.29 1.37 1.44 1.51 3.01 
3 264 0.79 0.69 1.35 1.46 1.61 1.73 3.29 
4 321 0.64 0.74 1.46 1.58 1.76 2.48 4.0 
5 427 0.61 0.77 1.97 2.07 3 5.66 8.79 
6 585 0.66 0.89 3.89 4.01 5.54 7.15 9.28 
7 826 00.82 0.91 5.49 5.55 7.29 9.13 11.84 

 
Table 3 shows the results obtained (average of three replications) from ice concrete adhesion under varying 
contact pressure and duration where adhesive strength increased with increasing contact pressure and duration.  
A parallel relationship was obtained for adhesion strength after the full series of experiments. The maximum 
adhesion pressure was observed for 826 kPa contact pressure and 120 minutes duration 

 

       

Figure 3.1: Ice-Concrete Adhesion Pressure versus Contact Duration at Various Normal 
Stresses 

 
Figure 3.1 illustrates the ice- concrete adhesion strength for varying contact pressure and duration with contact 
duration in x axis and the adhesion pressure in y axis. Each of the series represents the nonlinear trend of 
adhesion pressure, where that adhesion pressure induced for stronger contact pressure and duration in a non 
linear way. 
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In each of the seven series, adhesive pressure was found to be directly proportional to the 
contact pressure and duration. The maximum adhesion pressure was observed to be 11.8 
kPpa for the 826 kPa contact pressure at 120 minutes duration. A parallel relationship was 
obtained from the recorded data set and nonlinearity was observed from the data plotted in 
figure 3.1. The adhesion strength moderately increases for 15-30 minutes and in some cases 
up to 60 minutes and then more rapidly increases after that time point. On the other hand at 
weaker contact pressures 112.49, 176.63, 263.95, 320.69 kPa the adhesion was also 
comparatively weaker. It also increased after 5 minutes of contact duration but tended to 
remain linear up to 15-90 minutes of duration followed by a more significant increase at 120 
minutes of duration. 
 
The adhesion bond was observed to be significantly higher for the submerged experiment, 
compared to the dry test. For 265.9 kPa contact pressure with 60 minutes of contact duration 
under the water, the adhesion strength was observed to be 18.8 kPa, whereas for the 
comparable dry test, the bond strength was found 1.61 kpa 

 
 

4. Observation 
 

Photographs were taken after every experiment to observe the changes for both the ice and 
concrete samples.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                       Before Experiment                    After Experiment  

                       Figure 4.1: Ice Surface Before and After Experiment 
 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the ice surface before and after experiment. Though the abrasion rate is minimal, the 
abraded concrete particles are clearly observed over the ice surface after experiment. 
An indentation was found in the ice almost after every test, it was deeper when the applied 
pressures and times were higher. For some lower applied loads with short time duration, the 
indentation was negligible but a thin layer of ice was found sticking on the concrete surface. 
In some of the experiments that showed strong bond breaking forces, a piece of ice was 
observed to come out with the concrete surface after the pull-up and concrete particles were 
found around the ice surface. Figure 4.1 illustrates the difference in the ice surface before and 
after an experiment where concrete particles can clearly be observed on the ice surface after 
the experiment. The abrasion of concrete was found to be very small after each single 
experiment, so the same concrete sample was used repeatedly for the series of experiments in 
order to determine the cumulative abrasion of the concrete by regular observation. The 
abrasion was observed after the series of tests. 
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The submerged experiment was conducted at a small scale and thus it was not possible to 
measure the material loss of concrete because the 
abraded particles were dissipated in the water. The 
experiment was conducted at 1ᵒC temperature so the ice 
sample also started to melt after a certain time, so the 
changes in the ice surface due purely to the applied 
pressure were also not possible to obtain. The concrete 
cylinder was submerged in the water and there is a good 
chance of water absorption. Thus measuring the concrete 
sample before and after the experiment was also not an 
appropriate way to measure the material loss. However, 
the material loss was evident from the amount of ice 
piece sticking to the concrete (figure 4.2) 
 
5. Conclusion    
      
This paper describes an experiment that has been       
performed to determine a basic ice concrete bonding 
interaction and any corresponding abrasion. The dry pull 
up test was performed to measure the pure adhesion bond 
between ice and concrete under varying pressures and load 
durations . Based on the results and analysis, the adhesion 
of ice to concrete is quite dependent on the applied forces 
and time duration. The abrasion on the other hand could 
only be measured as a cumulative process due to the small 
amount of damage associated with each test. Thus a                                                                                  
clear link between wear and load or duration could not be established although overall wear 
was evident. 

 
In real life cases, ice concrete collisions occur both above and under the water. Some of the 
tests were also performed under-water and the bond strength was found to be significantly 
stronger than the dry tests. The concrete can causes a significant indentation on ice surface 
under medium ranges of applied force within a very short time duration compared to the dry 
tests. 

 
The dry and underwater tests were conducted in a controlled temperature of -1 and 1 degree 
Celsius which can be considered as the most sensitive parameters this experiment. As the 
tests were conducted at a relatively small scale, and with a little bit of variation in 
temperature, the test results can have some variation or error. The laboratory was not able to 
provide a controlled temperature for more than 120 minutes. For further studies, the duration 
ranges should be extended up to 24 hours or even more to observe the maximum ice concrete 
adhesion bond under a constant applied force. 
 
The water temperature was near 0 ᵒC temperature during the submerged test so the ice sample 
started to melt after a certain contact duration and  it was found difficult to hold the ice 
sample inside the metal ring during the experiment. Future submerged test are suggested to 
be conducted  at a larger scale to observe the effect of longer contact duration.  

  
 
  
 

Figure 4.2: Ice Chunk Sticking 
on Concrete Surface after 
Submerged Experiment 

 
Figure 4.2 illustrates the ice chunk 
sticking on the concrete surface after 
the submerged experiment. As the ice 
sample was started to  melted due to the 
submerged condition, this was found as 
the most evident way to observe  the 
material loss. 
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The project work included experiments in the cold laboratory of the University Centre in Sval
bard and insitu observations of land fast ice in the Van Mijen Fjord, Spitsbergen. The laboratory
experiments were performed in 20182019 to investigate thermal response of ice samples due to
cyclic changes of the room temperature and due to the freezing of water in the preliminary made ice
cuts. The samples of natural lake ice and sea ice were used for the experiments. Duration of each
laboratory experiment with lake ice and sea ice was of about one month. Granular structure of ice
formed inside the cracks was investigated by thin section analysis in the laboratory and in the field
conditions. Fiber optics sensors AOS GmbH were used to measure ice strains and temperatures in
the laboratory. It was discovered that ice deformations are mostly related to the release of the la
tent heat during the water freezing in the cracks. Numerical simulations in COMSOLMultiphysics
were performed to calculate the ice stresses near the crack caused by the heat transfer from the
freezing water.
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1. Introduction

Investigation of ice action on coastal zone of Arctic seas is important for designing engineering
structures to protect shorelines from erosion, as well as for development of coastal infrastructure
(ISO 19906). Tidal variations of water level cause cyclic deformations of coastal ice and regular
formation of tidal cracks and floods on the ice surface in the hinge zone. We define here coastal
ice as the part of the ice cover that is attached to the shore, which forbids largescale horizontal
movements and limits vertical movements with the sea surface. The hinge zone is located between
coastal ice and land fast ice, where the latter moves up and down together with water according to
tidal phase. The movements of coastal ice and floods, in turn, influence mechanical ice stresses
and variations of ice temperature that result in thermally induced stresses.

Mechanical actions of sea ice on coastal zones of the Arctic were discussed in numerous papers
(Prinsenberg et al. 1997; Caline 2010; Bogorodskiy et al. 2010; Ogorodov et al. 2013; Blæsterdalen
et al. 2016; Wranborg et al. 2016). Thermal actions of sea ice are less known. ISO 19906 states
that “in sheltered areas and areas near the shore, ice actions can occur due to rising temperatures
when ice expansion is restricted by fixed structures or other obstructions”, and “in Russian and
Canadian sea areas, sea ice does not expand appreciably for ice temperatures above 10 oC for
salinities greater than 3 ppt or above 7 oC for salinities greater than 1 ppt”. Thermal stresses in sea
ice of the Van Mijen fjord in Spitsbergen were investigated by Teigen et al. 2005. They measured
largest stresses up to 0.2 MPa and discovered that tidal phase may influence thermal stresses in ice
due to the confinement, and the boundaries and cracks are also vital. Marchenko 2018 measured
cyclic ice pressures with semidiurnal period on the cofferdam of coal quay in Kapp Amsterdam
in the Van Mijen fjord with maximal amplitude up to 0.5 MPa which were accompanied by cyclic
changes of the ice temperature and sea water migration through the ice. Maximal pressures were
registered in ice when its temperature was above 10 oC.

Thermal expansion of saline ice is different from that of fresh ice because of the phase changes
that dominate over thermal expansion of brine and ice in the range of relatively high temperatures
depending on the ice salinity. Malmgren 1927 derived the coefficient of thermal expansion assum
ing that permeability of the ice is low. This simplification was criticized by Cox 1983 and Johnson
et al. 1990, who proposed that all the brine existed in permeable channels. Golden et al. 2007 in
vestigated the permeability of sea ice and showed that it is not permeable when the ice temperature
is below 5 oC, and the ice salinity is lower than 5 ppt. Marchenko and Lishman 2017 measured the
coefficient of thermal expansion of saline ice between the values determined by Malmgren’s for
mula and the coefficient of thermal expansion of freshwater ice. Renshaw et al. 2018 discovered
that ice compression reduces sea ice permeability.

In the present paper we describe laboratory experiments on thermal deformations of natural sea
ice and lake ice caused by cyclic changes of the air temperature and water freezing in the ice cracks.
In addition, we present preliminary results of numerical simulations of ice stresses on shore line
caused by water freezing in tidal cracks. Experimental setup and the results are described in the
second and in the third sections of the paper, respectively. Results of numerical simulations are
given in the fourth section. Main results of the investigations and conclusions are formulated in the
last section of the paper.
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2. Experiment description

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) FBG (Fiber Bragg Grating) strain sensors (on the left) and an FBG thermistor string
(on the right, sticking out of the ice); the red sticks are holding the plastic covering of the sample
(b) Typical temperature curve in thermal expansion experiments

Thermal expansion experiments (20182020)

Experiments on thermal expansion were conducted in 2018 (fresh ice), 2019 (sea ice) and 2020
(both). Although thermal expansion of ice itself has been studied multiple times since 1920s, it
mostly focused on artificially grown ice, both fresh and saline. However, in these experiments we
used samples cut of natural ice. Ice blocks had horizontal dimensions of about 50 cm and thick
ness of about 30 cm; they were placed on the side so that the deformations both parallel to the
original surface and perpendicular to it could be investigated. Deformations were measured with
FBG (Fiber Bragg Grating) strain sensors (see Marchenko, Thiel, et al. 2015) fixed on the ice block
surface with brackets screwed to the ice. On a fresh ice block in 2018 two strain sensors were in
stalled, matching the two directions mentioned above. On a sea ice block in 2019 we used three
strain sensors in a form of a triangle (Figure 2), which was supposed to allow for calculation of
the whole surface strain tensor. In both experiments temperature of the ice was logged using an
other type of FBGbased sensors, namely, thermistor strings of 12 temperature sensors each, which
were installed into predrilled holes next to each strain sensor. Temperature in the laboratory was
changed in cycles between approximately 15 and 5 oC, making the samples expand and contract
accordingly. However, the cold lab equipment only allowed for setting the room temperature to
a certain value, so that the cooling system brought the temperature down quite rapidly and then
maintained it oscillating around this value with a period of 12 minutes. The typical temperature
curve for one updown cycle is showed in Figure 1b.

The experiments of 2018 and 2019 were aimed to estimate anisotropy of natural ice, i.e. how
big the difference is between the CTEs (Coefficients of Thermal Expansion) if measured along the
caxis of the ice grains (horizontally) or perpendicular to them (vertically). After it was found that
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this anisotropy, if existent, could not be captured within experiments of this kind (see below), we
moved to another factor that was assumed to be affecting the measurements. It was seen possible
that, since the temperature was not changing uniformly across the cross section of the ice blocks,
the length of the screws in relation to the thickness of ice may play a significant role. Therefore,
the experiments in 2020 were not designed to measure anisotropy but involved sensors fixed with
screws of different length instead.

Experiments on water freezing in artificial cracks (2019)

The main configuration and the equipment used for these experiments were exactly the same as for
the ones in 2019, except that there was sawed a slot of approximately 10 cm of length, 6 mm of
width and 13 cm of depth in the ice block (Figure 2). This slot was then filled with preliminary
cooled water, and subsequent changes in ice temperature and deformations were recorded with the
same sensors. The experiment was performed on both freshwater and sea ice samples, and the
layout of the sensors was essentially the same.

Figure 2: Sketch of the experimental setup for the experiments on water freezing in cracks

3. Results

Thermal expansion experiments: fresh ice 2018

Figure 3, top graph, shows an example of the results obtained in fresh ice experiments in 2018. A
certain hysteresis loop appears for each updown pair. Temperature was raised in three steps and
after that decreased symmetrically, with the ”nodes” of the graphs corresponding to the change of
the room temperature settings. Therefore, it must be assumed that the reasons for such patterns are
strongly linked to uneven temperature changing rate. The possible linking factor can be the delay
in heat transfer from the surface to the inner layers of the ice block.

Still, temperaturestrain curves for horizontal and vertical deformations go parallel and quite
close to each other compared to the difference due to hysteresis issues, which makes the phe
nomenon of anisotropy of freshwater ice negligible in these experiments compared to other effects.

Despite the loops, it is possible to perform a linear approximation of the temperaturestrain
curves for long multiplesteps cycles. This approximation gives a value between 6.3·10!5 and
6.5·10!5 1/K, which is relatively close to the CTE values of about 5.05.3·10!5 found in literature
[Butkovich 1959].
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Figure 3: Straintemperature curves for fresh ice (top graph) and sea ice (bottom graph), one up
down cycle (example); negative strain means contraction and positive strain means expansion

Thermal expansion experiments: sea ice 2019

Temperaturestrain curves for sea ice showed hysteresis cycles similar to the ones observed for
freshwater ice, but they are not closed anymore. When the temperature drops to its initial value,
some residual strain is recorded by the sensors. It might be due to different reasons. On one
hand, negative coefficients of thermal expansion of sea ice were observed several times by different
scientists, and it is well known that cyclic heating and cooling of a saline ice sample causes the brine
to drain down through the brine channel network, resulting in a certain decrease of the salinity of
the sample. However, it seems more likely that the main cause of this effect is the screws creeping
through the ice, being loaded by the strain sensors. This hypothesis is supported by the following
idea: as shown before, the technical conditions in the cold lab are such that the ambient temperature
change is rapid during the first several hours of the experiment and slows down as the time goes.
In the first part of the experiment (warmingup) the temperature is raised and the strain sensor,
which is essentially a thin cable, becomes more and more tensioned, loading the screws that fix the
brackets. The screws we used in this experiment were rather short (about 3 cm), which means that
they did not reach down to the colder inner layers of the ice blocks. This creep phenomenon may
release the tension of the sensor, resulting in lower strain values, and since a decrease in tension
that follows the coolingdown part would not “push” the brackets back, this residual negative strain
will remain in place.

As for the obvious anisotropy in this case, we believe that it is mostly due to the fact that while
the “horizontal” strain measurements were taken as they were from a single sensor, the “vertical”
strains were calculated from all three sensors (see Figure 2) as if all of them showed ideal strains.
The creep effects described above may have overlapped, increasing nonlinearities of the curve.

However, the curves for sea ice within the same temperature range have a slightly less steep
angle compared to the ones of fresh ice (Figure 3), although obtaining an accurate value is somewhat
difficult due to the asymmetric effects discussed above.
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Thermal expansion experiments: fresh ice & sea ice 2020

Figure 4: Timestrain curves and the air temperature for a coupled thermal expansion test in 2020

In 2020, it was decided to investigate closer the effect of screws on strain measurements in both
freshwater and saline ice.

During these experiments, after each temperature switch both samples were left to stay at con
stant temperature for some time (about 20 hours). It had been assumed that using longer screws
to fix the sensors on the ice surface could reduce the strain relaxation effect that was observed in
the sea ice experiments of 2019. But in reality, on the sea ice block it was actually the longscrew
sensor that showed a more significant curve decline in the first part of the experiment (Figure 4),
while the opposite was expected. The reasons for this were not completely understood. However,
the strain curve for the freshwater ice block has a clear downward tendency as well, which indicates
that salinity issues are not the reason for this decline. In the second part of the experiment (cooling
down) the strain curves remained flat together with the air temperature curve, which is in a good
agreement with the “creeping screws” hypothesis.

The role of the fixating screws was confirmed in the experiments of 2020, but it cannot be
concluded that using longer screws instead of short ones improves the quality of the experiment in
any way. Therefore, it must be admitted that using FBG strain sensors in this configuration allows
for obtaining data of acceptable quality only for relatively rapid temperature changes, and possible
creep effects around the screws must be taken into account.

Water freezing experiments

This experiment, as mentioned above, was performed for natural freshwater and sea ice. The two
experiments were not conducted simultaneously, but in Figure 5 they are aligned in time for com
parison purposes. Although in both cases the temperature anomalies had a comparable time scale,
the curve for freshwater ice shows steeper slopes for both warming up and for cooling down. Such
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Figure 5: Temperature and strain curves in water freezing experiments

behavior is predictable, as specific heat of sea ice is known [Schwerdtfeger 1963] to grow signifi
cantly with temperature at high enough temperatures due to phase change in brine pockets. Similar
patterns can be noticed when the strain curves for both types of ice are compared. It must be noted
that although the water solidifies quite fast, the strains remain significant for several hours, which
means that the main cause of the strains in the surrounding ice (and the stresses, should the ice be
constrained) is the release of latent heat during water solidification.

4. Fieldworks: insitu observations of tidal cracks

During the fieldworks of spring 2019, natural tidal cracks were observed on Vallunden lake (Sve
abukta, Van Mijen Fjord, Svalbard). No quantitative investigations were performed, but ice cores
were taken from one of the cracks, and the structure of ice inside the crack was examined through
thin sections (Figure 6b).

Even on a simple slice of an ice core the boundary between the original ice of the crack side and
the ice that formed from the penetrating water can be clearly seen. The newly formed ice tends to
be less bubbly, which probably indicates its relatively slow and undisturbed process of formation
as compared to the surrounding ice. In the thin section it is also visible that grains of the new ice
are bigger in size and oriented from one side of the crack to the opposite one, exactly how it could
be expected and similar to what was seen in laboratory experiments (Figure 6a).

5. Numerical simulations

Numerical simulations were performed in COMSOL Multiphysics to estimate stresses in a rectan
gular sample of confined fresh ice caused by the freezing of water in a crack. The computational
domain was extended in the horizontal and vertical directions on 2 m and 1 m respectively. The
crack of triangular shape (0.5 m deep and 10 cm wide at the surface) was placed at the left bound
ary of the domain. Boundary conditions were symmetric at the left and fixed at the right face of
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(a) Freshwater ice, laboratory (b) Sea ice, natural crack

Figure 6: Thin section investigations

(a)Model (b) Xcomponent of the strain tensor along the right
edge, kPa (10 cm wide crack)

Figure 7: Numerical modeling

the domain, and free surface boundary conditions were applied on the top and the bottom of the
domain.

The right boundary of the computational domain was associated with a shoreline, and the left
boundary was associated with the middle of a crack in land fast ice at a 2 m distance from the
shoreline. The top and the bottom surface temperatures of ice were set to 20oC and 0oC (freezing
point), respectively. Such boundary conditions assume a linear temperature profile through the ice
until the crack is filled with water. A linear temperature profile was set as the boundary condition
at the right boundary of the domain and as the initial condition for the whole domain, while the
symmetric condition (in terms of heat transfer) was set at the left boundary.

We used the model of linear elastic solid with creep (Norton model) to describe temporal evo
lution of thermally induced deformations in ice. The COMSOL module Heat transfer with phase
changes was used to describe the temperature evolution. Time dependent simulations were per
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formed starting from the moment when the crack was filled with water at 0oC. The creep rate coef
ficient, the reference stress and the stress exponent were set to 106 1/s, 1 MPa and 3 respectively.
The thermodynamic characteristics of ice were taken from [Schwerdtfeger 1963].

The simulations aimed to describe time evolution of stresses, strains and temperature inside the
ice caused by water freezing in the crack. Colours in Figure 7a show the distribution of the stress
component !xx (x is the horizontal coordinate) at 12 h after the crack was filled with water. The
lines show the vertical profiles of !xx at the shoreline in different times pointed out in Figure 7b.
The local increase of the stresses near the ice surface and the ice bottom is deemed to be due to the
influence of the corner points. Ice compression is caused by the increase of ice temperature due to
the latent heat release in the crack. The stress averaged over the ice thickness is about 12 kPa. The
vertical profile of the stress changed significantly over time. Maximal stresses are observed near
the ice bottom at 4 h, and near the ice surface at 12 h after the crack was filled with water.

6. Conclusion

Laboratory experiments and numerical investigations have been performed on the role that thermal
expansion of ice due to water freezing in tidal cracks plays in development of stresses in the coastal
zone. The main conclusions are as follows:

• Mounting method of strain sensors on the ice is important for long term measurements. Even
small tension of 23 N of FBG sensors causes creep of the screws that fix the sensor.

• Thermal expansion coefficients of sea ice were found to be slightly lower than those of fresh
ice within the temperature range between 15oC and 5oC.

• It was discovered that whenwater freezes in ice cracks, themain stresses are due to the release
of latent heat that causes heating and consequent thermal expansion of the surrounding ice.

• After water freezing in the crack temperature stabilization takes much longer time in sea ice
than in fresh ice. In the experiments the difference reached 1012 hours.

• Through numerical simulations for fresh ice it was found that onshore stresses averaged over
the ice thickness related to the aforesaid water freezing can reach values of 12 kPa. This
value can be significantly higher for sea ice, as its thermal properties (mostly specific heat
capacity) are larger than that for fresh ice and strongly depend on temperature. Other factors
that may increase the stresses are the size (in terms of volume of the freezing water) and the
number of cracks.
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This research focuses on the development of a novel approach for monitoring and classifying 
different kinds of sea ice interacting with bridge piers in Northumberland Strait. Different ice 
types can have a varying impact on the navigability of a vessel or the loads on a structure. As 
such, the ability to monitor and classify different ice types automatically is an added strength 
to the existing ice load monitoring system present at the Confederation Bridge since 1997 and 
should allow for further automation. A deep learning algorithm based on Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNN) has been utilized for training an algorithm to classify four different 
types of sea ice interacting with the bridge pier. Despite the fact that classification of 
different ice types from images is sometimes very challenging even when performed 
manually by experts, the developed algorithm is able to identify different classes accurately 
and on a real-time basis. The accuracy of the results demonstrates high practical utility of the 
method for similar applications. 
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1. Introduction 
Ice loading on the Confederation Bridge has been monitored by the University of Calgary 
(Brown, 2001, Brown et al., 2010, Shrestha and Brown, 2018) and the NRC (Kubat et al., 
2000, and Poirier et al., 2015) since its construction in 1997. This long term data record is the 
only one of its kind that provides ice loads on structures. The next longest comparable dataset 
is LOLEIF/STRICE which acquired 4 seasons of ice interactions against the Norströmsgrund 
lighthouse (Li et al., 2016).  
Visual examination of video data from the Confederation Bridge has provided researchers 
valuable information on the volume and type of ice interacting with the instrumented bridge 
piers, as well as the ice failure mechanisms. Visual observation is currently the most reliable 
means of ice characterization. However, this task is challenging, expensive and requires 
specialized training. New technologies in image processing and computer vision can be 
applied for this purpose. These would improve automation and reduce the time and effort 
required to collect these data. Attempts have previously been made for river ice detection and 
characterization using computer vision algorithms (Ansari et al., 2017); machine learning 
methods (Kalke and Loewen, 2018) and deep learning techniques (Singh et al., 2019) and 
(Ansari et al., in prep.). In this study, an automated sea ice characterization algorithm was 
developed to detect and characterize the sea ice interacting with a bridge pier. 

2. Study area and data 
Confederation Bridge is the longest structure in the world constructed in ice-covered waters. 
The Confederation Bridge as part of the Trans-Canada Highway is the 13-kilometre linkage 
between the provinces of Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick across the 
Northumberland Strait. This bridge has 45 main spans, each 250 m long, that rest on a total of 
44 piers (Poirier, Babaei and Frederking, 2015). Figure 1 illustrates the bridge and its 
location. As part of a comprehensive ice load monitoring program, two Sony SNC-EB632R 
cameras are installed to examine ice failures on two of the bridge piers. Cameras are 
connected to the network, and they are programmed to collect an image every 3 seconds. 
According to the Canadian Ice Service (CIS) Gulf of St. Lawrence, the ice season in this 
location is between December 31st to April 15 (Johnston M.E. and Timco, G.W. 2008). 



 
Figure 1. Project location, Confederation Bridge, and the SONY, SNC-EB632R 

The vast number of images not only helps in the monitoring task but also provides the 
possibility of developing data-driven approaches for sea ice characterization. In this study, 
four different classes of sea ice have been defined for automatic recognition. These classes 
include Icefloe, Broken, Ridge, and Flex. The majority of the ice in any given image is ice 
floe (Icefloe). Icefloe is generally a piece of level ice that is at least half as large as the pier 
base, i.e., ≥ 5 m in diameter (Figure 2a). An Icefloe can also include deformed (ridged or 
rafted) ice. Broken sea ice is considered as the least imposing ice on a vessel or a structure. 
These are pieces of ice no larger than half of the pier base; in this dataset they are usually 
broken as a result of interacting with the bridge pier (Figure 2b). Deformed ice (ridged or 
rafted) is identified as Ridge (Figure 2c). Rafted ice occurs when two level ice sheets collide 
with each other and one is pushed over the other one leading to thickening of ice. Ridged ice, 
on the other hand, is when levelled ice interacts with an object, causing broken ice pieces to 
accumulate above or under the ice sheet. Finally, due to the conical shape of the bridge pier, 
ice interaction with the bridge leads to flexural failure; this is characterized as Flex in the 
presented algorithm (Figure 2d). 
 

 



 
Figure 2. Different ice type classes; a) Floe; b) Broken ice; c) Ridged; d) Flex  

 
 

3. Methodology 
An instance image segmentation and object detection algorithm was employed to develop a 
real-time sea ice detection and classification algorithm. Mask RCNN model (He et al., 2017) 
is the base model to establish the sea ice recognition algorithm. The Mask RCNN model used 
in this study was built on the Faster RCNN (Ren et al., 2017) model. In the Mask RCNN a 
convolutional neural network first is used to generate object proposals within the image. An 
object proposal is essentially a rectangular area within the image that is identified to have a 
classifiable sea ice object within it. Then the Mask RCNN classifies the bounding boxes and 
adds an extra mask over the region of interest (RoI) (He et al., 2017) to specify the polygon 
of the classified sea ice object. The architecture of the used model consists of a feature 
extraction model using a 101 layer Residual Neural Network (ResNet) (He et al., 2006). 
After the feature extraction, the Region Proposal Network (RPN) is used to generate the 
correct RoI. The generated RoIs are then classified using the RoI classification algorithm. In 
the next step, a bounding box regressor is used for refining the bounding boxes of the classes 
and another methodology named as RoIAlign based on a bilinear interpolation is used for 
pixel-wise prediction of the masks (He et al., 2017). Figure 3 illustrates the developed 
algorithm used for automated classification of the sea ice interacting with the bridge pier.  
 



 
Figure 3. Architecture of the utilized improved version of the Mask RCNN   

 

3.1. Implementation 
The developed algorithm utilizes the Mask RCNN model on TensorFlow (Abadi et al. 2015). 
The training of the model was conducted on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) equipped 
machine. Parallel GPU computing was utilized to accelerate the training process of the 
model. The training was performed on the backbone structure of ResNet101 (101 layers), 
with a batch size of 2 images with a training rate of 0.0015 and learning momentum of 0.88 
and weight decay of 0.0002. The trained Mask RCNN model was performed on the pre-
trained weights of the COCO data (Common Objects in Context) set (Lin et al., 2014). 120 
images with the size of 1920 × 1080 were annotated to be used in the training procedure. The 
image data set was split into 80 percent for training and 20 percent for validation. Moreover, 
in order to increase the generalization of the algorithm, simple data augmentation techniques 
such as random flips, left zoom, right zoom were employed in the model. The inference 
process was also conducted with a detection confidence of 70%.  
The utilized model was optimized during the training process to evaluate the accuracy of the 
model and the sufficient number of the annotated images for the training process. The 
training process was performed with 100 epochs.  

4. Results and discussion 
After the investigation of the loss and validation parameters, the results indicate that 
validation loss values quickly reach their lowest after a few ephochs and then continue to 
fluctuate. However, training loss values continue to decend. This suggests that the model 
memorizes before the 20th epoch. Thus running the model for the 100 epochs does not give 
any advantage. Based on the validation loss increase no more than 20 epochs should be 
utilized, because otherwise the model is overfit to the training data-set. The reason for this is 
that the training process has been conducted on a weighted data set as a result of pertaining 
COCO dataset. Moreover, this is an indication of the insufficiency of the labelled images for 
the training process. 
 
Figure 4 shows some results of the sea ice characterization algorithm. Four different classes 
of floe, broken, flex, and ridge have been detected. The detected ice types have been 
segmented with masks and their associated colors. The results show that the developed 
algorithm was able to detect, identify and characterize the four different classes accurately 
and with acceptable pixel-wise accuracy. While the results are promising, two sets of errors 



were discovered. Although the classification and detection tasks were conducted correctly the 
mask prediction has some errors. The errors include the marginal error in the boundaries of 
the masks and some overlaps in the mask prediction pixels. As this was predictable from the 
loss graphs in the optimization process, there is still a need to perform the manual labelling 
task on a greater number of images to ensure the reliability of the system.   
 
 

 
Figure 4. Sample results of the sea ice segmentation algorithm 

 

5. Conclusion 
As part of a comprehensive and automated monitoring network a sea ice characterization 
algorithm was developed to detect and recognize different classes of ice interacting with a 
bridge pier. With a changing climate, results of such a study are crucial, since monitoring, 
and specifically automated smart monitoring, is vital in providing the public with high-
standard safe and reliable infrastructure. The developed algorithm employed an improved 
version of the Mask RCNN to improve sea ice characterization. The results indicated an 
acceptable outcome with some minor shortcomings, which should be investigated in future 
studies. Annotation of more images is a key factor in the generalization of the developed 
algorithm, which should be conducted in future work. 
 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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A new SAR inversion scheme to estimate the thickness of sea ice in the marginal ice zone 
through observation of wave decay from SAR imaging is proposed. This scheme applies to 
sea ice composed by mixtures of sea ice prevalently composed by grease and pancake ice 
(GPI) and thin ice floes. A close packing (CP) model (De Santi & Olla 2017) is adopted 
where GPI is treated as a three-layer model, with an infinitely thin top layer accounting for 
the effect of the pancakes, an infinite depth inviscid layer representing the ice-free ocean on 
the bottom and a viscous layer in the between accounting for the effect of grease ice. 
Predicted waves attenuation depends on GPI thickness and the grease ice viscosity. 
Comparison between waves decay observed from SAR imaging and waves decay predicted 
by the CP model is the bedrock of the proposed scheme (De Carolis 2001). Unfortunately, as 
it happens for any viscous layer model, infinite combinations of thickness and viscosity 
predict a same value for attenuation. The resulting SAR inversion problem results therefore 
undetermined (De Santi et al. 2018). Removal of such inconsistency is performed by 
calibrating the SAR inversion scheme with modeled GPI thicknesses in the Odden Sea 
(Pedersen & Coon 2004). A physically consistent GPI viscosity-thickness relationship is 
obtained. Two examples of application for the proposed scheme will be presented: a Sentinel-
1 C band, HH polarized SAR image taken in the Beaufort Sea on 1 November 2015 and a 
COSMOSkyMed X band, VV polarized SAR image taken in the Weddell Sea on 30 March 
2019. The estimated GPI thicknesses are consistent with SMOS measurements with 
somewhat higher variability due to the higher spatial resolution of the estimates. 
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1. Introduction 
The effects of global climate change on the Arctic seas have been detrimental due to the 
dramatic reduction in the extent and thickness of sea ice. This results in progressively higher 
waves that affect sea ice formation during the freezing season. The region of sea ice 
extensively affected by the wave action is called the marginal ice zone (MIZ). In the outer 
part of the MIZ, a chief role is played by the massive production of grease and pancake ice 
(GPI) whose role in the global cryosphere is not yet fully studied. To face up this problem, 
there is the need of effective monitoring of the GPI’s properties, with particular concern of its 
thickness. This task cannot be entrusted to in situ activities because of the vast extent and the 
intrinsic dynamic nature of GPI fields. Remote sensing technology can help by exploiting the 
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging capability to measure the full wave directional 
spectrum in open sea and sea ice. 
In the literature there are a series of papers since 1997 where various SAR wave spectral 
inversion methodologies aimed at estimate the GPI thickness are described. In the earlier 
papers (Wadhams et al. 1997; 1999; 2002; De Carolis 2001) the GPI thickness was estimated 
by assuming a mass-loading ice rheology. Following the SAR observed ocean wave peak 
from open sea throughout the GPI cover, the estimated ice thickness resulted too high to be 
credible. In the latest papers (De Carolis 2003; Wadhams et al. 2004; 2018) the mass-loading 
approach was abandoned and the viscous wave propagation model (Keller 1998) was 
adopted. Furthermore, instead of the SAR dominant wave, the whole directional ocean wave 
spectrum in open sea was considered and SAR-tracked into the GPI field. 
By analyzing a set of wave buoy data gathered in the advancing MIZ of the Weddell Sea, 
Antarctica, Doble et al. (2015) found that the GPI wave attenuation rates scaled with the 
“equivalent solid ice thickness”, which is defined as: 
 

݄ = ݄ܿ + ݄ܿ,         [1] 
 
where ܿ and ݄ are respectively the concentration and thickness of grease (݃ݎ) and pancake 
 ice. This outcome physically sounds as it states a relationship between wave decay and ()
ice volume per unit area of the sea surface traveled by the waves. As a result, the SAR 
inferred GPI thickness should be related to the average thickness per unit area, i.e. the 
“effective ice thickness”, rather than the thickness of pancakes. The effective ice thickness is 
the quantity most relevant to the overall changes in ice volume and is used in numerical 
dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice models (Holland et al. 2014). 
In this paper we have considered a new viscous wave propagation model, called “close-
packing” (CP) (De Santi & Olla 2017). Unlike the Keller model, the CP model parametrically 
accounts for the presence of disk-like impurities embedded in a viscous matrix to represent 
pancakes of given average radius. However, the CP model includes the Keller model as 
limiting case to describe pure grease ice layer or matrix of grease with dilute pancake ice. 
The CP model was successful in analyzing wave attenuation data collected by SWIFT buoys 
in GPI fields during the research cruise carried on the R/V Sikuliaq in the autumn 2015 (De 
Santi et al. 2018). The results obtained from in situ wave instruments led us to investigate the 
structure of the SAR-wave cost function over several orders of magnitude for the ice 
viscosity and up to 50 cm for the thickness, that is for a range of values much higher than 
those expected. It was found that the condition of minimum for the SAR cost function was 
not fulfilled for spotted values of the ice parameters to be inverted. 
 
 
 
 



3. The SAR-wave inversion procedure in sea ice 
The approach considers the ocean waves generated in open sea that cross the ice edge and 
finally propagate in the GP icefield. A SAR cost function is defined for measuring the 
distance between the observed SAR image spectrum and the one simulated as a function of 
the CP model parameterization, i.e., thickness and viscosity. 
In sea ice, a series of adjacent SAR tiles of 256x256 pixels centered at the position ݔԦ in the 
SAR reference frame and running from the ice edge along a straight line parallel to the 
direction of the incoming dominant wave are selected through the GPI field. For each of 
them, the SAR image spectrum is then computed. For the SAR images analyzed in this paper, 
the pixel sizes were 12.5 m for ERS2, 10 m for Sentinel-1A (S1A) and 15 m for COSMO-
SkyMed (CSK) SAR images. Thus, the spatial resolution of the final GPI thickness and 
viscosity estimates is of the order of a10 Km2. It is assumed that the GPI cover alters the 
incoming ocean wave spectrum ܵ௪൫ሬ݇Ԧ൯ according to the following expression (Wadhams et 
al. 2004; Sutherland & Gascard 2016): 
 

ܵ൫ݔԦ; ሬ݇Ԧ൯ = ܵ௪൫ሬ݇Ԧ൯exp[െߙȟ(ݔԦ;߮)],       [2] 
 
where ȟ(ݔԦ;߮) is the distance traveled from the ice edge to the position ݔԦ by the wave of 
wavenumber ݇  heading the direction ߮ , and ߙ  is the wavenumber dependent energy 
attenuation rate. The latter is predicted by the CP model (De Santi & Olla 2017), which is 
parametric with respect to the effective ice thickness, ݄, and the ice layer viscosity ߥ. For 
each window located at position ݔԦ into the SAR image, the SAR inversion scheme computes 
the waves-in-ice spectrum that minimizes the cost function defined as the global difference 
between the observed SAR spectrum, పܲ෩൫ݔԦ; ሬ݇Ԧ൯, and the simulated one ௦ܲ൫ݔԦ; ሬ݇Ԧ;݄, ,ߥ  :൯ߛ
 

Ȳ(݄, ;ߥ (ߛ = ൫Ըൣ పܲ෩൫ݔԦ; ሬ݇Ԧ൯ െ ௦ܲ൫ݔԦ; ሬ݇Ԧ;݄, ;ߥ ൯൧൯ଶߛ ݀ሬ݇Ԧ,    [3] 
 
where Ը(ή) stands for the real part of the argument. 
 
4. Which GPI thickness for the SAR inverted waves 
Figure 1 shows the typical contoured cost functions obtained with the CP model under the 
assumption of compact GPI field where pancakes’ horizontal motion is hampered (peristaltic 
motion). The absolute minimum of the cost functions was marked with a green star; red 
points mark those locations (݄, (ߥ  where the cost function values are within 1% of the 
corresponding absolute minimum. These points were fitted with a power-law curve of the 
type: 
 

݄ =  ఈ.          [4]ߥߚ
 
The parameters ߚ and ߙ were estimated through a straight line fit in the log-log 2D viscosity-
thickness domain (blue straight line in figure 1) for all the analyzed SAR image tiles. It 
resulted that the values of the exponent were on average equal to ߙ  1 3Τ  (cubic) with very 
small variability within a few percent. A similar structure of the cost functions was reported 
in De Santi et al. (2018) where wave attenuation rates in GPI fields measured by wave buoys 
were compared with the CP model. It is, therefore, to be expected that this is a property of the 
employed viscous model. In contrast, the values assumed by the parameters ߚ were markedly 
variable, apparently featuring the physical characteristics of the SAR imaged portion of the 



actual GPI field. We assume that ߚ depends on the GPI thickness, according to the following 
expression: 

ߥ =  (݄)ඥ݄݃ଷ         [5]ߜ 
 
where ݃ is the acceleration due to gravity; ߜ collect the dependency of ߚ on the ice layer 
thickness ݄. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Example of contoured SAR cost function in GPI field with the CP model. 

 
 
After performing a dimensional analysis, it is straightforward to show that ߜ~݄ିଵ.ହ, so that 
the following relationship holds for the CP model: 
 

ߥ =  ඥ݄݃ଵ.ହ,         [6]ߟ
 
where ߟ  is an unknown dimensionless parameter to be estimated by using external ice 
thickness information. The value to be assigned to ߟ can be determined by using a calibration 
procedure that fixes the relationship between the known GPI layer thickness ݄  and the 
corresponding ice viscosity ߥ  estimated after applying the inversion method from a co-
located SAR image. 
 
 
5. SAR sea ice thickness calibration procedure 
A reliable representation of the GPI thickness distribution in a given area was given by the 
salt-flux model developed specifically to describe the formation, transport and desalinization 
of GPI in the Odden region of the Greenland Sea (Pedersen & Coon 2004). The Odden is a 
large sea ice feature, largely consisting of GPI fields, that appeared almost regularly in winter 
seasons till the early years 2000, typically between 8°W and 5°E and between 73°and 77°N 
(Rogers & Hung 2008; Shuchman et al. 1998). The salt-flux model provided daily 
concentration, thickness and salinity of frazil and pancakes for the autumn/winter 1996/1997 
(Pedersen & Coon 2004). 
As the Odden sea ice was almost all composed by GPI, salt-flux model’s predictions were 
used here to form the equivalent sea ice thickness, according to expression [1]. The field 
measurements carried by the oceanographic campaign into the Odden from March 3 to March 
13 1997 permitted to test salt-flux results against measured values, thus leading to estimate 
the relative error of the equivalent GPI thickness ȟ݄ ݄Τ  0.26  (Wadhams & Wilkinson 



1999; Pedersen & Coon 2004). The Odden locations visited during the cruise operations were 
imaged by a couple of ERS2 SAR images gathered on March 9 and 11, 1997 in coincidence 
with several sea ice data takes (Wadhams et al. 1997), thus allowing us to establish the 
quantitative relationship and dependence between GPI viscosity and thickness. 
SAR inversions were carried out for a total of 24 instances to study the ice viscosity-GPI 
equivalent thickness relationship. Figure 2 shows the ERS-2 retrieved viscosities as a 
function of the GPI thicknesses for the two dates. The linear regression was performed using 
a Bayesian approach with errors in both thickness and viscosity (Kelly 2007). As expected, 
the retrieved GPI viscosity values were monotonically increasing with thickness and also 
compatible with the Newyear & Martin (1999) results. Therefore, a consistent ice viscosity-
thickness relationship was found, which allowed to estimate the parameter ߟ  in [6] after 
imposing the least square fit with slope 1.5 as: 
 

ߟ = 0.963 ± 0.093.         [7] 
 
Finally, by combining [4], [6] and [7], the best SAR measurement of GPI thickness can be 
expressed as follows: 
 

݄ = (0.975 ± 0.064)ඥ݃య  ଶ,        [8]ߚ
 
where the value of the parameter ߚ can be measured directly from the cost function of the 
actual SAR inverted tile. In [8] it was assumed negligible the uncertainty associated to ߚ 
when compared to the one associated to the determination of ߟ. 
  
 
6. Examples of SAR inverted GPI thicknesses 
The SAR-wave inversion procedure was applied to map the GPI distribution thickness from a 
couple of SAR images gathered by the S1A in Arctic, Beaufort Sea, and by the CSK in 
Antarctica, Weddell Sea, respectively. 
 
6.1 Arctic – Beaufort Sea 
On 1 November 2015, an IW-mode S1A SAR image was collected in the advancing MIZ of 
the Beaufort Sea (Figure 3). At the time of the SAR acquisition, the R/V Sikuliaq was in 
operation to carry out a field cruise as part of a large collaborative program to study the 
coupled air-ice-ocean-wave processes occurring in the Arctic during the autumn ice advance 
(Thomson et al. 2018). 
A sharp ice edge can be detected on the SAR image separating the open sea (bottom part) to 
the ice field. GPI mainly compos the areas of icefield directly exposed to open sea. A number 
of directional wave buoys were deployed from the R/V Sikuliaq in proximity of the ice edge 
either in open sea and inside the GPI in proximity of the ice edge. At the time of SAR 
acquisition, a SWIFT wave buoy was floating in the area around the ice edge close to the 
ship, where an incoming wave spectrum was measured with ܪௌ  1.2݉. The application of 
the SAR inversion procedure returned a consistent wave directional spectrum, only slightly 
higher in wave height ܪௌ  1.5݉. Following the dominant wave direction, three transects 
were selected, each formed by 7 SAR image tiles of size 256x256 pixels. The retrieved ice 
thicknesses are shown in Figure 4 along with SMOS thicknesses (Huntemann et al. 2014) and 
ASSIST estimates (http://www.iarc.uaf.edu/icewatch). The overall trend shows increasing 
thicknesses going from the ice edge (0.43 cm) up to values close to 25 cm deep inside the 
GPI field. Close to the ship, the average thickness of 8.9±0.6 cm was estimated by SAR on 
the first three locations of T1 compares well with the 5.3±0.7 cm reported from visual 



observations and 9.6±3.8 cm from pancake measurements collected in six recovery locations 
(Wadhams et al. 2018). SMOS thicknesses are bounded in the range 5.2-9.7 cm throughout 
the transects, thus failing in gather the overall trend of increasing thicknesses up to 25 cm for 
the points belonging to transect T2. In situ observations carried out 15-20 Km in the ice 
confirmed the increase in the retrieved thickness as a function of distance from the ice edge. 
These measurements reported thicknesses up to 30 cm, with pancake values in the range 10-
18 cm and ASSIST observations ranging from 5 to 15 cm (Wadhams et al 2018). 
 
 

 
Figure 2. GPI viscosity vs equivalent thickness using the CP model for the instances selected 
on the ERS2 SAR images in the Odden region. The two red points represent the pure grease 

ice viscosity grown in laboratory (Newyear & Martin 1999). 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Portion of the S1A IW-mode SAR image acquired on 1 November 2015 in the 
Beaufort Sea. T1 (red), T2 (blue), and T3 (green) are the three transects selected for ice 

thickness estimation. The yellow ring encloses the imaged R/V Sikuliaq. The blue arrow 
represents the propagation direction of the dominant waves. 

 



 
 
6.2 Antarctica – Weddell Sea 
In the context of the Year of Polar Prediction (YOPP) initiative of the World Meteorological 
Program (Jung et al., 2016), a survey of the advancing ice edge of the Weddell Sea was 
performed during March-May 2019 by exploiting the fourth SAR satellite of the CSK 
constellation. The SAR inversion technique was applied on the SAR WIDEREGION image 
acquired by the CSK4 on 30 March 2019 at 10:00 UTC. Figure 5 represents a portion of the 
CSK4 image, where the interface separating the open sea with a developed GPI field was 
imaged. The dark areas adjacent to the ice edge and at direct contact with the open ocean are 
bands of pure frazil/grease ice from which pancakes originate. The selected SAR image was 
suitable to estimate the GPI thickness as an open ocean wave field of ܪௌ  1.9݉  and 
dominant wavelength ߣ  168݉ traveled across the icefield with inclination 234 deg from 
the azimuth direction. A couple of transects was selected approximately following the 
propagation of the dominant wave. For each location of the transect the estimated thicknesses 
are plotted in Figure 6 according to the distance inside the icefield. 
The SMOS thicknesses over the area covered by the transects are also reported as band of 
variability. Compared to the Beaufort Sea case study, thinner thicknesses much closer to the 
SMOS estimations resulted from the SAR inversion. In contrast, the region closer to the ice 
edge showed thicker ice up to about 3 cm higher the extremal SMOS value with a trend to 
decrease when running towards inside of the icefield. We cannot explain this, but it could be 
caused the action of the wave field that tends to compact the GPI in the region immediately 
surrounding the ice edge. 
 
7. Discussion and Conclusions 
A new technique aimed at the estimation of GPI thickness from the inversion of SAR wave 
image spectra has been described. The technique exploits the close-packing (CP) viscous 
model to approximate wave propagation in GPI. The CP model accounts for the presence of 
pancakes as circular floes of given radius whose compactness is parametric through a 
parameter J  0. For ߛ ് 0 the overall ice viscosity is the one relevant to the grease ice 
matrix. In the limit of compact pancakes (ߛ = 10)  a relationship between ice viscosity and 
thickness was found in the form ߥ =  ඥ݄݃ଷ by analyzing the SAR cost function that(݄)ߜ 
penalizes the differences between the observed and simulated SAR image spectra. The 
unknown parameter ߜ as a function of the GPI ice layer thickness was estimated through the 
application of an external SAR calibration procedure. To achieve the task, external thickness 
information provided by the salt-flux model, which ran for the 1997 Odden Ice Tongue 
collocated with ERS2 SAR imagery were used as reference data. The ice viscosity values 
were comparable with the one found for grease ice grown in wave tank at the corresponding 
thicknesses. This is a pretty new result that needs to be confirmed through extensive 
validation over selected cases study. 
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Figure 4. Estimated ice thicknesses over the three transects selected on the S1A SAR image. 
The cyan band represents the variability of the SMOS thicknesses in the area covered by the 
transects; the yellow band represents the variability of the in situ estimated ice thicknesses 

with the ASSIST protocol. 

 
Figure 5. Portion of the CSK SAR image acquired on 30 March 2019 in the Weddell Sea. T1 

(red) and T4b (blue) are the transects selected for ice thickness estimation. The blue arrow 
represents the propagation direction of the dominant waves. 

 
 

 
Figure 6. As for Figure 4, relevant to the two transects selected on the CSK SAR image of 

figure 5. 
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To understand the state of the atmosphere, ocean and sea ice in the Chukchi Sea and Beaufort 
Sea of the Arctic Ocean, a Japanese research vessel (RV) MIRAI entered the Arctic water 
from 7 to 29 October 2019. The Arctic sea ice conditions, which is very critical for this ice-
strengthen ship, can change over short timescales due to dynamics and thermodynamics 
during the cruise periods. Leads may open and close in a very short time, and heavy ice 
pressure may build up in the compression of compact ice. These short-time and small-scale 
processes have a strong influence on shipping on the ice infested water. Therefore, precise ice 
distribution and ice edge predictions in the medium range (10–day scale) are one of the key 
issues to keep safe and efficient navigation. In this study, a high-resolution (about 2.5 km) 
ice-ocean coupled model is developed for forecasting the medium range sea ice distribution 
in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas. European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast 
atmospheric high-resolution 10-day forecasted forcing data is used for the sea ice prediction 
simulations. Initial sea ice distribution is given by observational AMSR2 sea ice 
concentration. Temperature and salinity boundary conditions at the Bering Strait is supplied 
using the RIOPS model data. Since MIRAI is an ice-strengthened ship that has to avoid the 
thick sea ice with high ice cover as much as possible. Forecast skill is measured by ice edge 
error, which is the average distance between forecast and observed ice edges. Using a 
threshold of 15% sea ice concentration to indicate the ice edge, the maximum ice edge error 
in the ice–ocean coupled model in the Chukchi Sea is 40 km. 
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1. Introduction 
Since 1998 Japanese RV MIRAI has been conducted the research expedition cruise in the 
Arctic ocean for sea ice and ocean conditions observations. All the past expeditions in the 
Arctic were conducted in the summer and autumn. However, in 2018 they have conducted 
the Arctic research expedition in early winter for the first time and 2019 in the autumn. The 
MIRAI ship track and the sample collection locations of 2019 are shown in Fig.1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Ship track and sample collection locations of RV MIRAI in 2019 
 
 
The Arctic sea ice conditions can change over short timescales due to dynamics and 
thermodynamics in autumn. Lead may open and close in a very short time, and heavy 
pressure may build up in the compression of compact ice. These short timescale processes 
have a strong influence on shipping on the ice infested water. The MIRAI ship is not an ice 
class  vessel and thus, it navigates to avoid the sea ice as much as possible. Therefore, precise 
ice distribution prediction in the short-term (10–days scale) is one of the key issues to realize 
safe and efficient navigation. 
 
Global climate models and regional models have been employed to assess the predictability 
of Arctic sea ice on seasonal and decadal time scale (Kubat et al. (2010); Turnbull and Taylor 
(2017)), and a few others focused on short time scales (Inoue et al. (2015); Ono et al. (2016); 
De Silva et al. (2015) Schweiger and Zhang (2015)). 
 
Most of the available numerical models (Preller and Posey (1989); Schweiger and Zhang 
(2015)) have shown high uncertainties in the short-term (about 5-days) and narrow-area 
predictions. Nakanowatari et al. (2018) discussed the 10-day sea ice thickness distribution in 
the East Siberian Sea with the TOPAZ4 ice-ocean data assimilation system. They have found 
the TOPAZ4 system accurately predict the sea ice distribution in the summer up to the 3 days 
lead time. However, IcePOM model sea ice forecast shows a better agreement with the 
satellite observations (De Silva et al. (2015)) in Laptev Sea. 
 
The purpose of this study is to predict the medium range (10-day) sea ice conditions in the 
Chukchi Sea using mesoscale eddy resolving ice-ocean coupled model within the ice edge 
error of ±20 km, which can meet MIRAI ship crew requirement. The correlation score of ice 
edge error and sea ice concentration distribution compared to the satellite observation of 



Advanced Microwave Radiometer2 (AMSR2) quantifies the forecast skill. Skill scores are 
computed from 10-day forecasts which initialized from 01 October 2019 to 30 October 2019 
during the MIRAI research expedition. 

2. Model description and experimental design 
Ice–ocean coupled model used in this study is based on the model developed by De Silva et 
al. (2015). The ocean model is based on generalized coordinates, the Message Passing 
Interface version of the Princeton Ocean Model (POM; Mellor et al. (2002)). The level-2.5 
turbulence closure scheme of Mellor and Yamada (1982) is used for the vertical eddy 
viscosity and diffusivity. The horizontal eddy viscosity and diffusivity are calculated using a 
formula proportional to the horizontal grid size and velocity gradients (Smagorinsky 1963); 
the proportionality coefficient chosen is 0.2. The ice thermodynamics model is based on the 
zero-layer thermodynamic model proposed by Semtner (1976). Surface fluxes; shortwave 
radiation, longwave radiation, sensible heat flux, and latent heat flux are calculated according 
to the bulk formulation proposed by Parkinson and Washington (1979). The snow effect is 
parameterized according to Zhang and Zhang (2001). The ice rheological model is based on 
the elastic–viscous–plastic (EVP) rheology proposed by Hunke and Dukowicz (2002) and is 
modified to take ice floe collisions into account, following Sagawa and Yamaguchi (2006), 
Fujisaki et al. (2010), and De Silva et al. (2015). Model domains are constructed using Earth 
Topography 1 arc-minute Gridded Elevation Dataset (ETOPO1) as shown in Fig. 2. The 
zonal and meridional grid spacing are approximately 2.5 × 2.5 km for the high-resolution 
regional model (Fig. 2(b)) and 25× 25 km for the whole Arctic model(Fig 2(a)). To resolve 
the surface and bottom ocean dynamics, we use the logarithmic distribution of the vertical 33 
z-sigma layers near the top and bottom surfaces. Satellite observation of sea ice concentration 
is assimilated into the IcePOM model with nudging method described by Mudunkotuwa et al. 
(2016). They claimed that assimilating sea ice concentration improved the ocean and ice 
conditions in the numerical model. Bering strait temperature and salinity boundary conditions 
are given by the Canadian Regional Ice Ocean Prediction System (RIOPS) model outputs. 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2. Model bathymetries (m). (a) Whole-Arctic model. (b) High-resolution regional 
4model domain, consisting of the Chukchi Sea and Bering Strait. Red rectangle box in the 

whole-Arctic model shows the regional model domain. 
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Series of computations are performed in this study as described below. Firstly, we have run 
the whole Arctic model (Fig. 2(a)) with 6 hourly atmospheric reanalysis data from the 
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis Interim (ERA-Interim) 
and monthly mean river-runoff data from the Arctic Ocean Model Intercomparison Project 
[http://www.whoi.edu/page.do?pid=30587] from 01 January 2004 to 01 January 2019.  Sea 
ice concentration data of Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing 
System (AMSR-E) and AMSR2 data are assimilated into the whole Arctic model with 
nudging method. 
 
Secondly, we have run the hindcast simulation of high-resolution regional model (Fig 2(b)) 
from 01 January 2018 to 01 October 2019. Hindcast computation is initialized using 
interpolated whole Arctic model results (sea ice concentration, thickness, ocean temperature 
and salinity). For the regional hindcast computation we also used the 6 hourly reanalysis data 
from ERA-Interim. Please note that ERA-Interim data has 2 months delay period and 
therefore, we used ECMWF forecasted data from 01 August 2019 to 01 October 2019. 
ECMWF atmospheric forecast data with 0.5 degree spatial resolution derived from 
THORPEX Interactive Grand Global Ensemble through its data portal 
[http://tigge.ecmwf.int]. AMSR2 sea ice concentration data is assimilated using nudging 
method. The main reason for preforming the hindcast high-resolution computation is, as 
described in De Silva and Yamaguchi (2017), high-resolution (2.5km) hindcast computation 
gives better initial conditions for future forecast computations than the medium-resolution 
(25km) whole Arctic computation. 
 
Finally, high-resolution 10-day forecasting computations are initialized using high-resolution 
hindcast model ocean output data from 01 October 2019. Note that the hindcast model run 
sea-ice concentration  and thickness are not used for high-resolution forecast computations; 
rather, AMSR2 derived concentration and thickness are used. When the initial AMSR2 sea 
ice concentration is not zero in the open water areas of the hindcast simulation, we 
interpolated the sea-ice thickness from neighboring grid cells. In this case, water surface 
temperature under those cells was set to the freezing temperature to avoid the rapid melting 
of sea ice. Moreover, when the initial AMSR2 observed concentration is zero and the 
hindcast regional simulation concentration is not zero, we set the sea-ice thickness to zero in 
those cells. For those cells, the temperature under the ocean surface was assigned by 
interpolating the open water neighboring grid cells. Note that, in both situations, ocean 
salinity is unchanged and the same as the hindcast model output value. For the forecast 
computation we have used the ECMWF atmospheric forecast data with 0.1 degree spatial 
resolution derived from Set I - Atmospheric Model high-resolution 10-day forecast (HRES) 
through Arctic Data Archive System (ADS) data portal [https://ads.nipr.ac.jp/]. 
 

3. Results and discussion 
MIRAI ship cruise requesting following forecasted sea ice and ocean variables every day at 
00:00UTC; sea ice concentration distribution, ice edge location at 5% and 15% threshold 
concentrations, sea ice thickness distribution, sea ice pressure distribution, and sea surface 
temperature distribution for safe navigation. 
 
The icePOM model take about 55minutes to compute the 1 computational day. Every day 
icePOM download the AMSR2 data at 05:00UTC and ECMWF forecasted data at 05:45UTC 
from ADS server. After interpolating the AMSR2 and ECMWF data into the computational 
grid icePOM start the forecast computation at 06:30UTC. Results of forecasted computations, 



1st-day is uploaded into the ADS server at 07:45UTC and 10th-day uploaded into the ADS 
server at 14:45UTC.  
 
Preliminary analysis results are summarized as follows. We have investigated the 10-day sea 
ice prediction accuracy of icePOM model in the Chukchi Sea area. Since MIRAI ship 
navigates to avoid the sea ice as much as possible, a factor to score the forecast skill is 
considered to be ice edge error and bias which is an averaged distance between forecasted 
and observed ice edges.  
 
Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of predicted (blue) and observational (red) ice edges. 
Yellow areas indicate model overestimation (O), which is the spatial integral of all sea ice 
extents where predicted ice concentration is above 15% but observed sea ice concentration is 
below 15%. Green areas indicate model underestimation (U), which is the spatial integral of 
all sea ice extents where predicted ice concentration is below 15% but observed ice 
concentration is above 15%. Light blue and white areas indicate ocean extent that has been 
correctly predicted and sea ice extent that has been correctly predicted, respectively. Ice edge 
error and bias are defined in Eq. 1 and 2, respectively: 

 

          [1] 

  
          [2] 

 
where Lm and Lo are length of predicted ice edge and length of observational ice edge, 
respectively. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of predicted (blue) and observational (red) ice edges. Yellow 
areas indicate model overestimation (O), which is the spatial integral of all sea ice extents 
where predicted ice concentration is above 15% but observed ice concentration is below 
15%. Green areas indicate model underestimation (U), which is the spatial integral of all sea 
ice extents where predicted ice concentration is below 15% but observed ice concentration is 
above 15%. Light blue and white areas indicate ocean extent that has been correctly predicted 
and sea ice extent that has been correctly predicted, respectively. 
 
 
Time series of 10-day forecasted ice edge errors and bias of IcePOM, ECMWF, TOPAZ4 
and Persistence are shown in Fig 4. The computations stared from 01 to 30 October 2019 are 

  

Ice edge error = O+U
1
2

Lm + Lo( )

  

Bias = O−U
1
2

Lm + Lo( )



used as the analyzed period. The maximum ice edge error of IcePOM model is about 40 km 
during the analyzed period. All computational results show similar ice edge error variations 
in the 10-day forecast. On the other hand ECMWF and TOPAZ4 shows the negative bias and 
IcePOM shows the positive bias. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Evolution of ice edge errors and bias for 1 to 30 October 2019 from 10-day 
IcePOM forecast, TOPAZ4 forecast, ECMWF forecast and Persistence. Errors and biases 
were calculated with respect to Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) ((a) 
and (b)). Ice edge was defined by thresholds of 15% ice concentrations for comparison with 
AMSR2. 
 
 
To further understand model bias, we plotted time–depth cross sections of ocean temperature 
(figure 5) and salinity (figure 6) at the marginal ice zone (MIZ) for 10 to 20 November 2018. 
Data sources include CTD observations from MIRAI (figures 5(a) and 6(a)), initial field from 
RIOPS forecast (figures 5(b) and 6(b)), and initial field from IcePOM forecast (figures 5(c) 
and 6(c)). Locations of CTD observations are shown in figures 5(d) and 6 (e). Temporal 
variation of salinity in all models is lower than that in MIRAIS observations at the MIZ. 
Variability of the upper mixed layer temperature in IcePOM and RIOPS are of the same 
magnitude as that from MIRAI observations. 
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Figure 5. Time–depth cross section of ocean temperature for 17 to 25 October 2019 at the 
marginal ice zone. (a) results from conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) observations 
from MIRAI, (b) RIOPS forecast, (c) IcePOM forecast, and (e) locations of CTD 
observations. 

(d) 
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(b) 

(a) 



 
 
Figure 6. Time–depth cross section of ocean salinity for 17 to 25 October 2019 at the 
marginal ice zone. (a) results from conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) observations 
from MIRAI, (b) RIOPS forecast, (c) IcePOM forecast, and (e) locations of CTD 
observations. 

 

4. Conclusion 
This paper has explained the detailed plan of real time sea ice prediction for the MIRAI 
research expedition. The location of sea ice edge, sea ice concentration, sea ice thickness and 
sea ice pressure distributions maps are important for operational planning of maritime 
activities. This study suggests that icePOM model can predict the maximum sea ice edge 
error within 40 km for 10-day computation in October 2019 that is in good agreement with 
the requirement of MIRAI ship crew. 
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In ice infested regions drift ice can cause serious damage to offshore structures and ships. The 
origin of the drifting ice is the winds and the currents. However, it is known that the Gulf of 
Bothnia does not have strong currents; therefore, it is the wind conditions and wind force that 
drive large ice sheets. In this study, we analyze the met-ocean data including measured wind 
speeds, wind directions, ice speeds, ice directions and ice concentrations on the 
Norströmsgrund lighthouse for the years of 2001-2003. We also examine the met-ocean 
conditions at the neighboring structures to understand how ocean environments differ in the 
region. For example, we find that the northern part of the Gulf of Bothnia has a typical crescent 
shaped wind profile and it is possible for ice floes to change their direction suddenly, depending 
on the stable wind directions both in early and late seasons where large ice sheets are not 
present. However, structural vibration can occur in any direction depending on the ice 
concentration near the structure, severity of the winter and the sea ice extent in the Bay. 
Because all met-ocean data are eventually coupled with the structural motions, it is important 
to understand how these parameters interact with each other and how they vary when large 
vibrations are observed so that one could use them for forecasting. In the end, we also present 
the results of the updated version of the met-ocean based FLI prediction method (Bjerkås and 
Gedikli, 2019) and discuss the results. 

1. Introduction 
Ice induced vibration (IIV) is an inherent problem seen in offshore structures in ice infested 
regions (i.e., Arctic and Subarctic regions) where coupled ice-structure interaction may lead to 
significant structural motions. These motions can influence structural fatigue and offshore 
operations. During such interactions, offshore structures may also experience resonance, 
oscillating at a frequency that is close to one of the natural frequencies of the structure. This 
extreme vibration case is referred to as frequency lock-in or FLI (Nord et al., 2018). In their 
study, Nord et al. (2018) identified 61 significant FLI events on the Norströmsgrund (referred 
as NSG from now on) lighthouse between the years of 2001 and 2003. Therefore, 
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understanding the conditions leading to IIV is of utmost importance for the offshore industry 
to operate safely in ice infested regions.  
 
ISO (2019) classifies IIV regimes as intermittent crushing, frequency lock-in (FLI) and 
continuous brittle crushing based on ice speeds; intermittent crushing occurs when the ice 
speeds are low, FLI occurs at intermediate ice speeds and  continuous brittle crushing occurs 
when  ice speeds are high (Yue and Bi, 2000). Although this classification gives a general idea 
of IIV, it does not give any information regarding the onset conditions of such vibrations. For 
example, the coupled effect of the met-ocean conditions on the offshore structures are far from 
being understood.   
 
The main goal of this study is to get an in depth understanding of the met-ocean conditions at 
a given site and discuss how these conditions are and might be related with the observed ice 
loading on the structures.  The data that we analyze comes from the projects “Measurements 
of Structures in Ice” (STRICE) and “Validation of Low Level Ice Forces” (LOLEIF). In this 
work, we first compare the wind and ice drift directions with the logbook readings from NSG. 
This type of exercise shows us how reliable the measured data are. In addition, because these 

test campaigns only include three 
years of data, we further extend 
the data by including the 
environmental readings from the 
Rødkallen Meteorological Station 
(See Figure 1). Comparing the 
wind conditions between NSG and 
Rødkallen, we 1) identify the 
directional relationship between 
those structures, and 2) extend our 
dataset beyond the three-year 
period. Since we are using 
historical data, any data fitting/ 
post-processing is subject to error 
which is easily quantifiable.  

As a result of this exercise, we 
make some unique observations 
where the results help to further 
improve the met-ocean data based 
IIV prediction method that has 
been introduced by  Bjerkås and 
Gedikli (2019). For example, we 

identify that there is a crescent type of wind distribution in the region where the dominant wind 
direction tends to be more in the north-east direction (around 30 degrees) for NSG lighthouse 
when compared with Rødkallen. This is important because Bjerkås and Gedikli (2019) 
previously used the wind data from Rødkallen directly without any correction, with the 
assumption that the wind direction does not vary much for such close locations (apparently not 
true).  In this study we also update the IIV prediction method and present the results. Therefore, 

Figure 1. Locations of Rødkallen Meteorological Station 
and Norströmsgrund Lighthouse. Right image is the 
close-up version of the left image showing the region of 
interest. Distance between Rødkallen and 
Norströmsgrund is close to 15km. 
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we provide new insights on the conditions of IIVs using dominant wind directions and circular 
mean wind profiles. 

2. Methods  
2.1. Data Description 
In this paper, three different datasets are studied: 1) LOLEIF and STRICE test campaigns 2001 
– 2003 (both force measurements and logbook readings of local environmental conditions on 
the Norströmsgrund lighthouse); 2) EUMETSAT OSI SAF1 (OSI SAF, 2017) for the ice 
concentration data, and; 3) Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) for air 
temperatures, wind speeds and directions for the Rødkallen meteorological station  and Luleå 
airport for the time interval of 1952-2015 (SMHI, 2020), where the third dataset is used for the 
update of the prediction method (Bjerkås and Gedikli, 2019). However, because sea ice 
concentration data obtained from EUTMETSAT OSI SAF was only available for the time 
period of 1972 and 2015, the final database was limited to this time period.   
 
2.2 Norströmsgrund Lighthouse (NSG) 
NSG is a bottom founded gravity-based structure with a diameter of 7.52m at mean water level 
(MWL) (Jochmann and Schwarz, 2000). It is located in the northern part of Gulf of Bothnia in 
the south of Luleå archipelago in Sweden (N65°6.6´ E22° 19.3´, see Fig. 1). The north-east and 
east-south portion of the lighthouse (covering 162o of the outer perimeter) is covered with nine 
load panels measuring the local ice loads at the MWL of 14.5m as illustrated in Fig. 2a.  
 

(a) Sideview of the lighthouse showing the 
locations of the accelerometers and force 
panels at MWL. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) Illustrative top view of the lighthouse showing an 
example ice sheet interacting with the structure. 

 
 

(c) Load panel orientation and sign convention (+Fy is 
the east – west Direction, +Fx is the north – south 
direction). 

Figure 2. Sketch of the Norströmsgrund lighthouse. (a) sideview of NSG, (b) top view with 
moving ice sheet, and (c) cross-section of NSG with load panel orientation and sign convention. 

 
1 EUMETSAT stands for European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites and OSI SAF 
stands for Satellite Application Facility on Ocean and Sea Ice 
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The lighthouse was instrumented so that ice thickness, met-ocean data, ice loads and structural 
responses were measured. Parts of the lighthouse was also equipped with cameras to record the 
ice motion for some of the events. Other met-ocean data such as wind directions and ice drift 
directions at the lighthouse were also recorded in the logbooks for validation purposes.  Fig. 
2b shows an example ice sheet moving towards to NSG and Fig. 2c illustrates the cross-section 
of the lighthouse with force panels on it. 
 
2.3 Wind and ice data 
Wind data (speed and direction) was obtained from NSG logbooks and validated against the 
SMHI database. In the SMHI database two locations are considered: Luleå airport (because it 
gives us a complete met-ocean dataset covering the years between 1972 and 2015) and 
Rødkallen Metrological Station (because this location is close to the Norströmsgrund 
lighthouse, see Fig.1).  In the SMHI (2020) dataset, the wind speed is measured at 10 m above 
the ground level and it is scaled down to 0.1 m (Bjerkås and Gedikli, 2019). After that, the 
ground level wind speed is multiplied with the Nansen number to find the theoretical ice drift 
speeds (Weiss, 2013). Here, it should be remembered that theoretical ice drift assumes the free 
drift of thin ice. These values are validated against the values presented in Nord et al. (2018). 
For completeness, we use the following numerical values based on Leppäranta and Omstedt 
(1990) and Leppäranta (2011)’s work on Gulf of Bothnia, some of which were chosen 
incorrectly in Bjerkås and Gedikli (2019) : ra = 1.23 kg/m3, rw = 1005 kg/m3, Ca ≈ 1.5 ´ 10-

3 and Cw ≈ 3.5 ´ 10-3 (new values do not affect the results much).  
 
It is important to note that Leppäranta (2011) uses hydrodynamic coefficients for 10 m level 
assuming they represent the wind speeds at the surface. However, using 10 m level wind speeds 
give significantly higher ice speed estimates compared to measured ice speeds. Therefore, we 
continue to use scaled down wind speeds in this work simply because the results match well 
with the observed wind speeds on NSG. That being said, regardless of the measured height of 
the wind speed, this only changes the ice drift speed condition in the prediction method, hence 
the ice speed interval in the model should be adjusted so that the specific criterion in Sec. 3.2 
is met (in other words, we should include more physics in it).  
 
As a result, the data matrix that we construct consists of daily mean values (wind direction, ice 
direction, wind speed), ice thickness, air temperature values (both Rødkallen and Luleå) and 
four-day average air temperature values as described in Bjerkås and Gedikli (2019). Mean wind 
and ice directions are estimated using the circular mean method due to the circular nature of 
the data (Berens, 2009). Consider a wind that is blowing towards 355° and another wind that 
is blowing towards 5°. Those two winds essentially represent a similar path (say north), yet 
their arithmetic mean is 180° (south) which is wrong and misleading.  
 
The circular mean method is simple and straightforward. In the method, the directions are first 
transformed to unit vectors in the two-dimensional plane, and then vector averaged.  
 

Ψ! = &cos *!sin *!- 						→ 						Ψ"000 =
#
$∑ Ψ!!         [1] 

 
where	* represents mean of a sample,  Ψ! represents the transformed vectors and Ψ%000 represents 
the mean resultant vector.  Finally, Ψ2  is transformed using the four-quadrant inverse tangent 
function to find the mean angular direction *0. For more information regarding the circular 
means, readers of this work are encouraged to read Berens (2009). 



 
In addition, ice speed values were calculated using the Nansen number (Bjerkås and Gedikli, 
2019) and compared with the previously reported ice speed values (Nord et al., 2018) and NSG 
logbook readings (not shown). 

3. Results 
Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the distribution of wind and ice directions on NSG lighthouse 
where direction represents the coming direction of ice and wind, and it is counted clockwise 
from 0& in the North. The black circles show the measured wind direction values on NSG, red 
squares show the reported ice directions (from logbook) on NSG, the black dashed line shows 
the circular mean values of measured wind directions on NSG, and purple plus-signs illustrates 
the circular mean (daily) of wind directions for Rødkallen Meteorological Station. The specific 
dates on the x-axis represent the observed IIV days that are available in the logbooks as in Nord 
et al. (2018). One common observation is that all three figures show a large variability in the 
resulting wind and ice directions.  Figure 3 shows that ice and wind directions generally follow 
the same path where mean wind direction on NSG generally matches with the ice drift 
directions. Note that in some cases there are fewer red squares than black circles illustrating 
that there are fewer ice direction values. This is because the logbook is not complete i.e. where 
we have wind direction values but not the ice directions. Another important point is that these 
values represent different times of the days and they may sometimes be misleading when not 
read carefully. For example, the wind direction is either close to 350 degrees or around 5 
degrees between March 23 and March 26, 2001, which results an arithmetic mean of 180 
degrees which is incorrect and misleading. But, when the circular mean of the data is computed, 
the resulting values generally resemble the ice directions that are reported in the logbooks.  
 

 
Figure 3. Measured wind and observed ice directions (logbook) for NSG and circular daily 
mean wind directions for Rødkallen Meteorological Station for the winter of 2001.  
 
In addition to great variability in the wind, there is sometimes a large variability in the ice drift 
direction in a given day. For example, Figure 4 shows the ice direction for an April 9, 2001 
event where ice is drifting in the east-west direction early in the day, then it changes its 
direction and moves in the south-north direction in the morning, and then drifts in the south-
east direction in the night of the same day, at which point large IIVs are observed (Nord et al., 
2018). In other words, although there is a large variability in the ice drift directions that align 
with the wind directions on NSG, large vibrations only occurred when ice moved in the South-
East direction.  
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Figure 4. Ice drift directions at the NSG at different times on April 9, 2001. 
 
Similar to Figure 3, Figure 5 also shows that there is a large variability both in wind and ice 
drift directions at NSG. One interesting observation here is that, even though there is a 
persistent wind direction between March 24 and March 30, 2002, the structure does not 
undergo resonance during these days, although they have comparable wind speeds when 
compared with other resonant events.  
 

 
Figure 5. Measured wind and observed ice directions (logbook) for NSG and circular daily 
mean of wind directions for Rødkallen Meteorological Station for the winter of 2002. 
 
Figure 6 shows the measured wind and ice directions on NSG. As one can clearly see there is 
less variability in the mean wind directions than the two previous years (especially in February 
and March), which resulted in more resonant events. One common observation in all three 
years is that large vibrations mostly occur when the structure is subjected to the winds in the 
north-south/south-north direction pairs (with some wind angle variations as described in Sec. 
3.2 when determining the wind angle criterion), which forms a kind of wind channel system. 

 
Figure 6. Measured wind and observed ice directions (logbook) for NSG and circular daily 
mean of wind directions for Rødkallen Meteorological Station for the winter of 2003. 
 
In addition to the aforementioned data, the wind and ice readings also agree well with the 
Finnish Meteorological Institute’s (FMI) reports which provide additional insights on the 
weather parameters. According to FMI, the ice season 2000/2001 was mild and shorter than 
average and “late in February the wind direction changed and the ensuing northerly winds 
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pushed the deformed ice field out to sea, whereby a wide lead opened up along the fast ice 
boundary on the Finnish coast of the Bay of Bothnia” (FMI, 2020). This is also when NSG 
started to witness large IIVs which lasted until early April, when the weather was warmer than 
average and ice was thinner than usual, as mentioned in FMI report (in the Sea of Bothnia there 
was no ice left by the end of April). For the ice season of 2001/2002, FMI reported that the 
entire Bay of Bothnia was ice covered as early as January 24 in 2002, and the ice season was 
reported as mild. This year winter weather was variable which is also apparent in Figure 5. 
Finally, FMI reported that the ice conditions in winter of 2002/2003 were average when 
classified by the extent of the ice cover. Interestingly, this is also the year where 1) the 
directional wind and ice variations are lower than the previous two winter seasons as apparent 
in Figure 6, and 2) NSG experienced more events (Nord et al., 2018). One additional interesting 
observation that was reported by FMI is that weather became mild later in March and there 
were winds blowing from south-west which drove the ice against the Finnish coast of Gulf of 
Bothnia. This observation also matches with the ice and wind directions reported in NSG 
logbook (see Fig. 5) where a great variability in the wind directions started in late March, 2003 
(in fact, NSG experienced several resonant vibration events in March 30, 2003). Later, in early 
April, the FMI reports that the ice in the Gulf of Bothnia drifted to the open sea changing its 
dominant direction from north towards south. Ervik et al. (2019) also show satellite images of 
the ice movement during this period which aligns with the FMI reports. 
 
3.1 On the angles between wind and ice drift directions at NSG 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 7. (a) Top image: Angle difference between NSG and Rødkallen Meteorological Station 
covering all winter days similar to Figures 3,5,6. Bottom image: Corresponding normal 
distribution of the angle difference with mean (4 = 56. 85) and standard deviation (9 =
:8. 5:). (b-c) Wind and ice directional variations on NSG and Rødkallen on March 6, 2002 
and March 9, 2003, respectively.  
 
The circular mean method is applied to the dataset that includes wind data from Rødkallen 
Meteorological Station and ice and wind data from NSG logbooks. The left image in Figure 7 
illustrates the wind angle variations between NSG logbooks and Rødkallen and the normal 
distribution of the comparison between 2001 and 2003. Figure 7b and 7c are example 
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illustrations of daily wind - ice direction comparison at NSG for March 6, 2002 and March 9, 
2003, respectively. Red and blue points illustrate the data readings from NSG logbooks, their 
color matching lines represent the circular mean of those values. Similarly, black points 
represent the wind directions measured on Rødkallen Meteorological Station and the matching 
black colored line represent the circular mean of the wind data. Also see that the resultant 
vector lengths in Figure 7b and 7c are different. This is because the circles showing the 
distributions represent unit circles, and within the circles the closer the quantity is to one, the 
more concentrated the data sample around the mean direction as described in Berens (2009). 
 
Analysis of all data covering winter seasons between 2001-2003 show that wind directions at 
NSG are generally greater (in the clockwise direction) than wind directions at the Rødkallen 
Meteorological Station. In fact, although there are sometimes large variations between the two 
data sources on different days, this seems to be a trend as apparent in Figure 7a, where the 
mean angle difference between the two datasets is around 32 degrees. In addition, ice and wind 
directions at NSG are generally close to each other since both of them are taken from the NSG 
logbooks, however there are also some discrepancies which was illustrated earlier in Figure 4 
showing that it is possible to have multiple ice drift directions in a given day.  

These new insights regarding the wind and ice directions are important since some of which 
were completely ignored earlier in Bjerkås and Gedikli (2019). For example, 1) wind directions 
on Rødkallen and NSG were assumed to be very close, and 2) ice and wind directions were 
assumed to be highly correlated (but not all the time). Regarding the first point, we see that 
there is a persistent angle difference between the wind angles of NSG and Rødkallen data, and 
wind and ice are not highly correlated all the time. They seemed to be correlated more in mid-
season where ice extent was large, but later and earlier in the season (i.e. when the Gulf of 
Bothnia is not fully covered), the correlation is subject to directional effects of winds. 
 
3.2 Updated results to find intervals with probability of harsh IIV 
Previously, Bjerkås and Gedikli (2019) introduced a met-ocean data based prediction method 
to estimate the number of days that a structure experiences harsh ice induced vibrations. In 
short, the method analyzes five environmental parameters for the NSG lighthouse (ice 
thickness, ice concentration, air temperature, ice drift speed and wind direction), and if all the 
parameters simultaneously exceed a threshold value or they fall into a specified range, we say 
that the structure is prone to IIV (or “harsh IIV” which is a term which contains both resonant 
events and large vibrations). In this study, we present the updated results given the 
aforementioned new insights on the environmental data for NSG. 
 

Year 
Feb Mar Apr Total 

OBS EST OBS EST OBS EST OBS EST 

2001 0 0 1 1 3 14 4 15 

2002 1 0 2 12 3 18 6 30 

2003 0 4 6 14 0 18 6 36 
  

Figure 8. Left: Table showing the observed (OBS) and estimated (EST) number of days with 
harsh IIV at NSG, Right: Example model results for 2002-2003 where FLI stands for frequency 
lock-in (green color indicates that the specific criterion is met for the highlighted parameter; 
red color indicates that specific criterion fails for the same parameter and grey color indicates 
that there is no data available for that period). 
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We redefine the five criteria as follows: 1) Ice thickness should be greater than 0.2 m (Bjerkås 
and Skiple, 2005), 2) Ice drift speed should be within 0.02 – 0.08 m/s (2 day average), 3) Wind 
should be blowing between 350-50 degrees from the north or between 100-260 degrees from 
the south, 4) Air temperature should be large enough so that it makes the ice edge ductile, and 
5) ice concentration should be greater than 65%.  
 
The left table in Figure 8 illustrates the total number of days that the structure is experiencing 
harsh IIVs in a given month and year when the model prediction is used. This calibration test 
clearly shows that the model overestimates the total number of days the structure is prone to 
harsh IIV. This is an important result, because from an engineering perspective, it is always 
better to overestimate the vibrations than to underestimate them. In addition, the right image in 
Figure 8 illustrates the example model result for 2003.  As clearly seen, it is generally the wind 
direction parameter that decides whether the structure is prone to harsh IIV or not. When 
compared with the STRICE measurements, the proposed method successfully finds the time 
intervals that may have high probability of IIV (years 2001, 2002 not shown because of the 
space limitations). This updated version of the method estimates the individual lock-in events 
with 70-100% accuracy over the three years of period (similar to Bjerkås and Gedikli (2019)). 
But the difference is that the total estimated number of the days in each year is significantly 
reduced increasing the overall accuracy in this updated version. 
 

 
Figure 9. Total number of days with Harsh-IIV (H-IIV) between 1979 and 2015. 

 
Figure 9 illustrates the total number of days with H-IIV predicted by the method (this can be 
thought of as hindcasting and forecasting since we estimate the total number of days before 
and after 2001-2003 period). It is important to note that the year 2003 is one of the winters 
where the structure experienced one of the largest number of days with H-IIV, and the results 
illustrated in Figure 9 also agree with this fact. Figure 9 also suggests that there is a great 
variability in the total number of days with a peak in 1989 with 40 days and with a single day 
in 2012. It seems that a typical year may include between 15 to 25 days with high probability 
of H-IIVs. 

4. Concluding remarks 
As a result of this exercise we make some unique observations and also further improve the 
met-ocean data based IIV prediction method using the insights obtained in this study. Some 
observations and results can be summarized as: 
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• Daily ice direction values may be highly variable in the late and early seasons, but they 
do not necessarily cause resonant events. This is mainly because the ice is not strong 
enough. 

• There is a crescent type of wind profile in the northern part of Gulf of Bothnia where 
wind directions at NSG is around 32 degrees in the clockwise direction compared to 
the measurements obtained at the Rødkallen Meteorological Institution (although there 
are some instances where this is not true as shown in Figure 7).  

• Stable strong wind speeds do not necessarily result in resonant vibrations (i.e. 24-30 
March 2002).  

• Ice directions are highly dependent on wind directions. This is important because field 
data shows discrepancies between wind and ice drift directions near the structure. 

• The IIV prediction method introduced by Bjerkås and Gedikli (2019) is improved 
significantly with the new insights (see Fig. 8) and the following discussion. 

 
It is important to note that these results are true for a given location, in particular the northern 
Gulf of Bothnia and NSG lighthouse. And it is not possible to extend this method to other 
locations with this version of the method, and there is still a gap between met-ocean conditions 
and structural responses. But, understanding the onset met-ocean conditions of IIVs is 
extremely important for the design of offshore structures in all ice infested regions. It is 
believed that the model can be improved further by including advanced geophysical models 
into the decision tools. Therefore, the next steps in the improvement process would be 1) 
development of a physical ice-drift model, 2) generalization of the criteria that are applied, 3) 
looking the effect of some other met-ocean parameters such as current, ice extent and strength 
etc. on IIV 4) calibrate the results with other datasets, 5) estimate the number of vibration 
cycles using a method to estimate fatigue life similar to Bjerkås et al. (2014), and 6) use reduced 
order modeling techniques to identify the dominant parameters that are hidden in these 
complex ice-structure interactions, and connect structural motions to met-ocean data which 
also helps improving second point (Gedikli et al., 2020, 2019; Li et al., 2020).  
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During winter and spring, parts of Svalbard fjords are covered with land-fast sea ice. The extent 
of fast ice areas has decreased during the last two decades, and seasons with fjord ice cover 
have on average become shorter. However, the different settings (e.g. size and shape of 
coastline, islands, connection to ocean water masses) of Svalbard fjords still give the 
opportunity to find fast ice with a variety of thicknesses, snow cover and physical properties. 
The variety of fast ice that is reasonably accessible, the fact that it is not moving and laterally 
relatively homogenous (“1-dimensional”) gives unique opportunities for climate research, 
monitoring, remote sensing calibration and validation, and dedicated process studies. Here, we 
present examples of such studies within sea-ice physics and biogeochemistry, satellite remote 
sensing, and ice mechanics from three Svalbard fjords: Kongsfjorden, Storfjorden, and van 
Mijenfjorden. These three fjords have different settings, with different width, length and 
connections to the sea. Kongsfjorden and van Mijenfjorden in the west of Svalbard are more 
exposed to warmer water masses and have a thinner snow cover, while Storfjorden is exposed 
to colder water masses and has a larger amount of snow covering the fast ice. Different to 
Kongsfjorden and Storfjorden, van Mijenfjorden is protected by the island Akseløya at the 
fjord mouth restricting influence of swell, and to some extent also reducing warm Atlantic 
water inflow. 
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1. Introduction 
Svalbard fjords give unique opportunities for climate research, monitoring, remote sensing 
calibration and validation, and controlled process studies on young and first-year sea-ice 
surfaces with a variety of physical properties. While many Svalbard fjords are located quite far 
from settlements and infrastructures, some fjords are closer or within reasonable distance to 
those and can be reached within a few hours by snow machine or boat. In the following we 
first introduce three such Svalbard fjords; Kongsfjorden, Storfjorden, and van Mijenfjorden 
(section 2), with focus on fjord ice. These three fjords (Fig. 1) have different settings, including 
different width, length, coastlines, atmospheric and oceanic conditions, and infrastructures that 
can be used for research. Then we briefly describe some examples of sea-ice studies and 
observations in those fjords (section 3). Several of the processes and changes observed have 
also relevance and implications for other polar regions. 
 

Why a specific fjord is picked for a study 
can have several reasons: First one often 
evaluates whether the so far known 
conditions of a fjord fit well to a planned 
study. Then, especially for long-term 
monitoring, access conditions play an 
important role, as well as the local 
infrastructure. Some studies require 
presence of tidewater glaciers in a fjord, 
while other experiments might be 
interested in certain oceanic or atmosphere 
conditions, leading to specific timing of 
onset of freezing and melt, freezing and 
melt rates, and the desired amount of 
snow. Especially for interdisciplinary 
studies it can be important what other 
variables are overserved at a fjord. Since 
Svalbard fjords have different conditions, 
often one can find a fjord suitable for a 
planned study. 
This contribution is only discussing three 
examples of more work happening; a full 
overview and review on Svalbard fjord 
sea-ice environments and related research 
infrastructures would be beyond the 
limitations of such an article, therefore this 
cannot be given here. 

Other Svalbard fjords than those three detailed here, with both infrastructures and research and 
monitoring going on, include Isfjorden (see, e.g. Muckenhuber et al. 2016) and its side fjords 
with the settlements Longyearbyen (at Adventfjorden) and Barentsburg (at Grønfjorden, see, 
e.g. Zhuravskiy et al. 2012), as well as in the southwest of Svalbard Hornsund (see, e.g. 
Muckenhuber et al. 2016) with its Polish research station, and in the northeast Rijpfjorden 
(Wang et al. 2013; Johansson et al. 2020). 
 
2. Three Svalbard fjords 
Differences in local and regional climatic conditions across Svalbard lead to different sea-ice 
scenarios (see, e.g. Dahlke et al. 2020). Kongsfjorden and van Mijenfjorden in the west of 

 
 
Figure 1. Map of Svalbard, with the three fjord 
locations discussed in the text (KF for 
Kongsfjorden; VMF for Van Mijenfjorden; SF 
for Inglefieldbukta, Storfjorden). 



Svalbard are exposed to relatively warm Atlantic water masses. The thickness of both sea ice 
and snow cover here has been observed to be smaller than in Storfjorden, east of Spitsbergen 
(Gerland et al. 2008), which is exposed to colder Arctic water masses. These differences in the 
settings are also clearly visible in the ice conditions in each of the fjords. In the following, 
some more information on each of the three fjords is given. 
 
Kongsfjorden 
Kongsfjorden is located on the west coast of Spitsbergen, at 78° 55' N, 12° E. The fjord is 
hydrographically connected by the Kongsfjordenrenna to the North Atlantic, and receive warm 
Atlantic water masses from the West Spitsbergen Current, a main cause of the late onset of ice 
formation each winter. Atlantic water enters Kongsfjorden along the southern coast and mixes 
with meltwater and runoff water in the inner part, before it exits the fjord on the northern edge. 

The wide mouth of the fjord enables 
ocean swells from storms to reach the 
central part of the fjord, and this can 
break up the fast ice. Further details on 
the physical fjord system of Kongs-
fjorden can be found in Svendsen et al. 
(2002). Land-fast ice is forming during 
winter/spring in inner and the central part 
of the fjord, but in recent years this was 
often restricted to the innermost parts of 
the fjord (Pavlova et al. 2019; Gerland et 
al. 2020). Infrastructures can be found in 
Ny-Ålesund at the Ny-Ålesund Research 
Station (Fig. 2). 

The station has activities from institutions from many countries. Out from the Sverdrup unit of 
the Norwegian Polar Institute, sea ice in Kongsfjorden has been monitored since 2003 (Gerland 
and Renner 2007; Pavlova et al. 2019). Kongsfjorden fast ice has been the stage for numerous 
process studies within sea-ice physics and biogeochemistry, which are more detailed below. 
Ny-Ålesund can be reached by flights from Longyearbyen several times a week. 
 
Van Mijenfjorden 
Van Mijenfjorden is located on the west coast of Spitsbergen, at 77° 45' N, 16° E, and seasonal 
fast ice is forming during winter in its inner part, or over the entire fjord (see, e.g. Gerland and 
Hall 2006). As Kongsfjorden, it is exposed to Atlantic water from the West Spitsbergen 
Current, but for van Mijenfjorden the island Akseløya at the mouth of the fjord limits water 
mass exchange, it hinders swell from the ocean reaching the inner parts of the fjord, and it 
prevents ice from drifting out of the fjord. The (previous) coal-mining site Sveagruva was used 
frequently by scientists and student groups from UNIS and other institutes to perform studies 
in the inner fjord (Fig. 3). 
 
Storfjorden 
Storfjorden, a larger and wider fjord southeast of Spitsbergen, can be reached from 
Longyearbyen by snow machine. The surface water of Storfjorden is not exposed to Atlantic 
water as it is the case for the two other fjords. Only little infrastructure exists at Storfjorden; 
Norwegian Polar Institute has two light huts placed at the western shore of the fjord, giving 
space for personnel when monitoring fast ice in Inglefieldbukta (77° 53' N, 18° 15' E) in spring, 
as well as for instrumentation, consisting of an automatic weather station and an automatic 
camera (Fig. 4). While at Inglefieldbukta level, land-fast sea ice is common in winter and 

 
 
Figure 2: Ny-Ålesund Research Station and 
Kongsfjorden (Photo: S. Gerland). 



spring, other parts of Storfjorden can have ice types and features related to dynamical processes 
(ridging and rafting), which are more typical for pack ice environments than for (smaller) 
fjords. Storfjorden is also characterized in winter by a recurring polynya that forms offshore of 
the fast ice, with implications for ice formation and water masses (Haarpaintner et al. 2001; 
Skogseth et al. 2004). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Examples of studies 
Sea-ice-related climate research in Kongsfjorden and Storfjorden 
Monitoring of the Kongsfjorden area has been carried out by the Norwegian Polar Institute 
systematically since 2003, and sporadic observations were made since 1997 (Gerland and 
Renner 2007; Pavlova et al. 2019; Gerland et al. 2020). Concept and methodology of the 
systematic fast-ice monitoring in Kongsfjorden are described in Gerland and Hall (2006), 
Gerland and Renner (2007), and Pavlova et al. (2019) and include visual sea-ice extent 
observations from the mountain Zeppelinfjellet (mapping) as well as in situ measurements of 
snow and ice thickness, and freeboard (Gerland and Renner 2007; Pavlova et al. 2019). The 
monitoring was designed to be relatively inexpensive, robust, and consistent over time. The 
permanent presence of staff at the Sverdrup unit and daily visits to the observatory on the 
mountain Zeppelinfjellet just south of Ny-Ålesund enable regular in situ thickness 
measurements and ice observations. During annual field campaigns, typically conducted in a 
week late April/early May when land-fast ice reaches its maximum extent, some 4-6 locations 
on fast ice in different parts of Kongsfjorden are visited to study the physical properties of sea 
ice and snow cover. In some years, the same sites were opportunistically revisited later in the 
melt season to measure ice thickness before the final break up of fast ice. The collected dataset 
demonstrated a consistent reduction of a maximum seasonal fast ice extent over the last two 
decades in Kongsfjorden, occurring in parallel with the ice thinning and decreasing snow 
thickness (Pavlova et al. 2019). The observed changes were attributed to the overall warming 
in the area, both oceanic and atmospheric, driving the associated shortening of the ice and on-
ice snow accumulation seasons. 
Kongsfjorden has also been a location for several process studies of the optical sea ice and 
snow properties, and snow-to-ice transformation processes (Gerland et al. 1999; Nicolaus et 
al. 2003; Hamre et al. 2004; Taskjelle et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2015). The proximity and 
infrastructures of Ny-Ålesund gives the possibility of repeated visits in order to follow snow 
and sea-ice changes during different stages of the seasonal development closely. 

 
 
Figure 3: Inner van Mijenfjorden and 
infrastructures from the (former) coal-
mining site Sveagruva (Photo: S. Gerland). 

 
 

Figure 4: Light hut with automatic weather 
station in Inglefieldbukta, Storfjorden 
(Photo: R. Krapp). 



Storfjorden, without larger infrastructures, is usually visited once a year in spring for 
monitoring the fast ice conditions in Inglefieldbukta. A sea-ice thickness intercomparison done 
in winter 2006/07 (Gerland et al. 2008) showed that annual maximum fast ice thickness was in 
that specific winter with 90 cm larger than in Kongsfjorden (40 cm) and van Mijenfjorden (66 
cm). Regional sea-ice surveys with transects across the fjord done in several years (Hendricks 
et al. 2011) illustrate the spatial and inter-annual variability of sea ice in Storfjorden. 
Substantial amounts of snow on sea ice observed in Inglefieldbukta make the site attractive for 
studies as a “look-alike” for sea ice north of Svalbard, where also thick snow was observed 
(Rösel et al. 2018). 
 
Sea-ice related biogeochemical studies in Kongsfjorden 
Various biogeochemistry studies have been conducted in Kongsfjorden over more than a 
decade. Sea-ice samples for biogeochemistry monitoring have been collected/analyzed since 
2012 by the Norwegian Polar Institute, in collaboration with the Institute of Marine Research. 
Sea-ice parameters for biogeochemistry include total alkalinity (AT), total inorganic carbon 
(DIC), nutrients and dissolved oxygen isotopic ratio (δ18O). In addition, snow, frost flowers, 
brine and water samples have been collected and analyzed for biogeochemistry (Fransson et 
al. 2016). A specific study on the development of the biogeochemistry in Kongsfjorden land-
fast sea ice was carried out for one month in March-April (Fransson et al. 2015). It was found 
that brine and frost flowers contributed to the change in sea-ice chemistry and CO2 exchange 
in the air-ice-water interfaces. Within a process study back-to-back with Norwegian Polar 
Institute’s long-term sea-ice monitoring, in spring 2008 ikaite (calcium carbonate crystals, 
CaCO3·6H2O) was discovered, showing that precipitation of calcium carbonate during 
freezing of sea ice can occur in the Arctic (Dieckmann et al. 2010). Ikaite crystals observed in 
sea ice, brine and frost flowers during the field studies in Svalbard fjords were largely 
responsible for the observed alkalinity and CO2 changes (Fransson et al. 2015 2020). Another 
study on sea ice in Kongsfjorden aimed at finding out more about ion fractionation in young 
sea ice; Maus et al. (2011) found that the role of coupled diffusive–convective salt transport 
through complex pore networks is important in this context. 
 
Validation of satellite sea-ice observations in Kongsfjorden 
The long-term monitoring with in situ and visual observations of sea ice in Kongsfjorden 
(Pavlova et al. 2019) makes it a suitable study site for validating remote sensing sea-ice 
classification, sea-ice extent and sea ice versus open water algorithms (e.g. Negrel et al. 2018; 
Johansson et al. 2020). During the polar night, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors are 
essential to monitor sea ice, and they are routinely used for sea-ice charts by e.g. the Norwegian 
Ice Service. ESA’s Sentinel-1 satellites offers twice daily images over most areas around 
Svalbard, and are continuing a long record of C-band SAR satellites used for operational sea-
ice monitoring e.g. ERS-1/2, Envisat ASAR and RADARSAT-2. Johansson et al. (2020) 
presented a record of fjord-ice area from 2002-2019 using a range of previous and current 
operational C-band SAR sensors starting with the ERS-1/2 and ending with the newest, 
Sentinel-1A/B. They used the method outlined in Cristea et al. (2020) as it is transferable 
between different SAR sensors and therefore can produce a consistent fjord-ice record essential 
for long-term climate studies (Eisenman et al. 2014). Furthermore, Johansson et al. (2020) 
compared SAR-based Kongsfjorden ice extent estimates with near-coincident visual 
observations from the mountain Zeppelinfjellet (see above; Pavlova et al. 2019) for a 5-year 
period, 2014-2018. The visual observations represent manually registered ice edges based on 
known reference landmarks. The two different records showed good agreement (R=0.7), where 
some differences between the two records were attributed to the time laps between the 
observations and the satellite passage and the associated ice drift in and out of the fjord.  The 



largest discrepancies between the two area estimate data records were found when observing 
newly formed sea ice, as the SAR sensor typically observes a lower radar energy return from 
this ice type making separation from open water areas difficult, especially under conditions 
with little wind. In general, Johansson et al. (2020) results from 2002-2019 have confirmed the 
observation of a trend towards a reduced surface areal coverage, shorter ice seasons and later 
seasonal sea-ice formation than at the start of the century. A study by Muckenhuber et al. 
(2016) showed similar result for the fjord ice in the Svalbard fjords Isfjorden and Hornsund for 
2000-2014.  
 
Ice mechanical studies in van Mijenfjorden 
The stable ice cover in van Mijenfjorden, the relative easy access from Longyearbyen and the 
Sveagruva settlement have made it a good place to study in situ thermo-mechanical properties 
of ridges and level ice. Numerous studies have been carried out by UNIS students and 
employees. Both the thermo-mechanical properties and the processes in ridges, level ice and 
coastal ice were studied. Ridge consolidation was first studied in natural ridges (Høyland 
2002), and later in medium-scale man-made ridges (Liferov and Høyland 2004; Salganik et al. 
in press). Level ice thickness, growth and salinity were studied by Høyland (2009). The coastal 
ice is different from the free-floating ice as it hangs on the coast so that it bends and is partly 
flooded due to tidal processes. This induces stresses in the ice, makes it thicker and more saline 
that the free-floating level ice (Caline 2010; Blæsterdalen et al. 2016; Wrangborg et al. 2016). 
Similar processes influence ice loads on the coal quay in Kapp Amsterdam (Løset and 
Marchenko 2008; Marchenko 2018). In situ or field measurements of ice mechanical properties 
need to be combined with measurements of essential physical properties, at least temperature, 
salinity and density, so that gas and brine fractions can be estimated. This was started by Moslet 
(2007), who did uni-axial compressive tests and examined how it varies with gas and brine 
fractions. Beam tests, both with free and fixed ends, were carried out to study flexural, 
compressive, tensile and indentation strengths of the entire ice cover (Chistyakov et al. 2016; 
Marchenko et al. 2018; Karulina et al. 2019). A larger hydraulic setup has also allowed for 
compression of the full ice cover, but only up level ice thicknesses of about 80 cm. The large-
scale test setup was used to investigate acoustic emission caused by ice failure (Lishman et al. 
2020) and the influence of ice compression on its permeability by seawater (Renshaw et al. 
2018). In situ fracture tests of the full ice thickness were carried out while carefully measuring 
the applied forces and the displacement field around the crack tip (Lu et al. 2015, 2019). 
Finally, also medium-scale ice structure interaction tests were carried out (Moslet 2008). 
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In the new millennium, sea ice research has become a hot topic in the Earth observation 
disciplines, due to its importance for the climate and polar ecosystem. At the same time, it 
strongly affects a vast amount of anthropogenic activities, including shipping and navigation, 
oil and gas industry, fisheries, tourism and lifestyle of the indigenous population of Arctic. 
Therefore, sea ice monitoring becomes a key interest in protecting the Arctic and ensuring safe 
and efficient activities and polar navigation.  
 
Currently, the most commonly used source of information about sea ice is remote sensing data, 
especially obtained from synthetic aperture radar (SAR), due to its independence of weather 
conditions. Nevertheless, sea ice can be monitored by various sensors, using different spectral, 
temporal, or spatial resolutions. Advanced characterization of sea ice can be achieved by 
combining relevant information from different sensors in order to obtain useful details about 
various aspects of sea ice properties. However, it is also true that the additional information 
may be redundant, corrupted, or unnecessary for the given task, hence increasing the 
computational complexity of the analysis framework. Thus, we propose a new method to select 
relevant information from multimodal remote sensing datasets.  
 
Compared to existing dimensionality reduction methods, our algorithm has several 
fundamental advantages: 1 – It is unsupervised, which means that it is application-independent. 
2 – It can be applied to several types of data, at different levels of data fusion. 3 – Since it is 
applied patch-wise, it emphasizes the particularity and diversity of homogeneous regions. 4 – 
It exploits a new reversible representation of data that enables a powerful separability without 
loss of physical meaning. 5 – It employs two similarity measures that account for local and 
global particularities of the dataset and in turn improves the accuracy of sea ice classification. 
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1. Introduction 
Sea ice research has become one of the key areas in Earth observation disciplines, due to its 
fluctuations in the last few decades. It plays an essential role in the polar environment and 
climate, however, it also affects anthropogenic activities, such as shipping or oil and gas 
industry, therefore, information about sea ice conditions is extremely important for many 
countries and companies that operate in the Arctic (Funder et al., 2010). 
 
Currently, the universal source of information about sea ice is remote sensing data, especially 
synthetic aperture radar (SAR), due to its independence of atmospheric conditions (clouds, 
daylight), which is particularly significant when operating in polar regions. It is challenging to 
interpret remote sensing data and usually requires expert’s knowledge; however, it is necessary 
to have an automatic sea ice analysis method to conduct operational monitoring on a global 
scale (Sandven et al., 2006). 
 
Multimodal remote sensing refers to the use of various sensors of similar or several types, using 
different spectral, temporal, or spatial resolutions. The information provided by multiple 
sensors reflects on different aspects of the area of interest, thus, combining information from 
multiple datasets is mandatory to achieve the best characterization for the region of interest 
(Dalla Mura et al., 2015). However, not all the complementary information is relevant, it can 
be redundant, corrupted or simply unnecessary for the particular task. Consequently, the use of 
these data can significantly deteriorate the performance of the algorithm in terms of accuracy 
and time complexity. Thus, the selection of relevant information is a crucial step in multimodal 
data fusion (Longbotham et al., 2012). 
 
Information selection can be performed using dimensionality reduction methods, such as 
feature extraction (or transformation) and feature selection (Theodoridis et al., 2008). Feature 
extraction consists of projecting the data into a lower-dimensional space, while feature 
selection picks a relevant subset of features according to specific criteria. In contrast to feature 
selection, feature extraction increases the separability of the features but at the expense of data 
interpretability, which is essential in remote sensing analysis.  
 
The aforementioned methods can be divided into two approaches, supervised (require training 
labels) and unsupervised. In the sea ice case, there are limited training sets, therefore, 
supervised methods can be hardly used to conduct an accurate performance. 
 
In this paper, we introduced an unsupervised, flexible, accurate, and efficient method for 
attribute selection. It retains the main benefits of feature extraction and feature selection 
algorithms (increasing the separability and preserving the physical interpretability of original 
feature set). The fundamental advantages of the proposed method which fully distinguish it 
from the existing ones are: 
 

1. Unsupervision: it does not require any primary information about the data, which makes 
it application-independent. 
 

2. Flexibility: it is adequate for several types of data and valid at different levels of data 
fusion, data-level, and feature level. 

 
3. Accuracy: it employs two similarity measures that account for global and local 

particularities of the original dataset. 
 



4. Efficiency: the method is performed patch-wise, therefore it selects the relevant features 
for each patch. 
 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 demonstrates details of the proposed 
method. Section 3 represents the experimental results of our method on sea ice dataset. Finally, 
the conclusion is presented in Section 4. 
 
For notational convenience, random scalars are denoted by lower case letters, e.g., z. Random 
vectors are designated by bold lower case letters, e.g., z. Bold upper case letters refer to 
matrices, e.g., A. |A| denotes the determinant of the matrix A. diag{d1, … , dN} refers to a 
diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are d1, … , dN starting from upper left. The ddiag (A) 
operator set to zero the off-diagonal entries of A. 
 

2. Method 
 
We propose to implement the attribute selection on the superpixel level, i.e., homogeneous 
patches, to preserve the particularity of each patch. This superpixels of an image can be 
obtained using different segmentation methods. In our work, we use the Watershed superpixel 
segmentation algorithm (Neubert et al., 2014, Beucher, 1992).  
 
Let M be the number of available images, including bands and polarizations, and L the number 
of superpixels in each image. We denote by X = (𝑥𝑙𝑘)lk  ℝLK the matrix of attributes (bands, 
polarizations, extracted features, etc.). Where K is the total number of attributes. At data-level 
fusion K = M. We denote the k-th column of X, that corresponds to the k-th attribute by x∗𝑘, X 
= [x∗1, …, x∗𝐾]. Analogously, we denote the l-th row of X, that details the values of attributes 
at the l-th superpixel, by x𝑙∗., X = [x1∗

𝑇 , …, x𝐿∗
𝑇 ]T.  

 

 
Figure 1. The attributes of the l-th pixel are stacked in one vector x𝑙∗ 
 
The main goal of this paper is to find, for a given superpixel l, the smallest subset of attributes, 
{𝑥𝑙1, …, 𝑥𝑙𝐾}, that preserves the structure and information content of the original set. We 
perform such selection at a local scale and global scale, in order to maintain the particularity 
of each superpixel, while accounting for the global content of the scene. 
 
In the proposed method we use two similarity measures: Gaussian kernel (GK) and Mututal 
information (MI). GK used at the local level selection and preserves the structure of the 



attributes set. MI is performed image-wise and maintains the global information content of the 
attribute set. To increase the relevance of the selected attributes (improve accuracy), 
we propose to use both similarity measures. 
 
The K attributes compose the vertices of the graph 𝐺𝑙(𝑉𝑙, 𝐸𝑙), and to the k-th vertex we assign 
the vector 𝑥∗𝑘. However, instead of a single edge, we use two edges to connect vertices, as 
shown in Figure 2. Gaussian kernel determines the weight of one edge and it is introduced as 
follows: 

 𝜔𝑙𝑖𝑔
𝐺𝐾 = exp (− (𝑥𝑙𝑖−𝑥𝑙𝑗)2

2𝜎
),      [1] 

where σ controls the width of the neighborhood in the graph, i.e., the number of connected 
vertices. The width of the neighborhood increases with σ. In this work, we set σ to 1. Due to 
the fact that the Gaussian kernel is applied at the local level, the weights are particular to each 
superpixel.  

The weight of the second edge connecting two attributes, k1 and k2, is defined using mutual 
information,  

             𝜔𝑘1𝑘2 
𝑀𝐼 = 𝐼 (x∗𝑘1, x∗𝑘2) =  ∑ ∑ 𝑃 (𝑥𝑖𝑘1, 𝑥𝑗𝑘2)𝐿

𝑗=1
𝐿
𝑖=1 log (  𝑃(𝑥𝑖𝑘1,𝑥𝑗𝑘2)

𝑃((𝑥𝑖𝑘1)𝑃(𝑥𝑗𝑘2)
),  [2] 

 
where P (xi, xj) is the joint density function of xi and xj, and P(xi) and P(xj) are the marginals. 
Mutual information quantifies the shared information between two random variables (Vergara 
et al., 2014). Mutual information is applied image-wise, therefore, the weights are the same for 
all superpixels.  
 

 

Figure 2. Graph of four attributes with two similarity functions at the l-th pixel. 

The graph 𝐺𝑙 can be represented and analyzed by a symmetric semi-definite matrix 𝑳, known 
as the Graph Laplacian matrix. 𝑳 can be defined in multiple ways. In this work, we use the 
symmetric normalized Laplacian (Ng et al., 2001).  
To select the relevant subset of features based on both measures, we would like to partition the 
graph 𝐺𝑙 into subgraphs, such that two vertices of the same subgraph have strong connections 



via both links. Two vertices from different subgraphs show at least one weak connection, either 
GK or MI. 
To this aim, we associate two graph Laplacians with the graph 𝐺𝑙, one based on gaussian kernel 
metric, 𝑳𝑙

𝐺𝐾  defined by equation [1], while the other one is based on mutual information, 
𝑳𝑀𝐼 defined by equation [2]. Each of the similarities carries different unique information, 
therefore, in order to apply them in the same space simultaneously and to increase the 
separability of the data, we map them to another common space by using joint eigen 
decomposition. We embed the original set of attributes into a lower-dimensional manifold 
using the joint null eigenvectors of 𝑳𝑙

𝐺𝐾 and 𝑳𝑀𝐼. Then, we perform the clustering on the new 
Manifold using k-means. Finally, the centroids of the clusters will form the set of selected 
attributes.  

The joint eigenvectors of the graph Laplacians, 𝑳𝑙
𝐺𝐾  and 𝑳𝑀𝐼 , are defined such as, 

𝑳𝑙
𝐺𝐾 = 𝐕𝑙𝚲𝑙

𝐺𝐾𝐕𝑙
𝑇 ,      [3] 

𝑳𝑀𝐼 =  𝐕𝑙𝚲𝑙
𝑀𝐼𝐕𝑙

𝑇 ,       [4] 

Where 𝚲𝑙
𝐺𝐾 = diag (λ𝑙1

𝐺𝐾, … , λ𝑙K
𝐺𝐾) , 𝚲𝑙

𝑀𝐼 = diag (λ𝑙1
𝑀𝐼, … , λ𝑙K

𝑀𝐼) , are diagonal matrices of the 
corresponding eignevalues, and 𝐕𝑙 is the matrix of eigenvectors. 𝐕𝑙 can be determined us- ing 
joint diagonalization (JD) algorithms, which minimize a criteria of diagonality of 𝐕𝑙

𝑇𝑳𝑙
𝐺𝐾𝐕𝑙 and 

𝐕𝑙
𝑇𝑳𝑀𝐼𝐕𝑙. Different diagonalization constraints and distances can be used leading to a multitude 

of algorithms. In this work, we perform the joint diagonalization using the Quasi-Newton 
algorithm (Ablin et al., 2018), which minimizes the log-likelihood measure (D.-T. Pham et al., 
2001), 

 ℒ(𝐕) = 1
4

 (log |ddiag(𝐕𝑙
𝑇𝑳𝑙

𝐺𝐾𝐕𝑙)|
|𝐕𝑙

𝑇𝑳𝑙
𝐺𝐾𝐕𝑙|

+ log |ddiag(𝐕𝑙
𝑇𝑳𝑀𝐼𝐕𝑙)|

|𝐕𝑙
𝑇𝑳𝑀𝐼𝐕𝑙|

).   [5]

        
 

In comparison to other methods that use two similarities, we apply them simultaneously. We 
strongly believe that mutual use of both similarities allows selecting the most relevant 
attributes, due to the fact that they preserve global and local information about the data. 
Throughout the next sections, we refer to our method as GKMI. 
 

3. Experimental Results 
 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed attribute selection method we used a multisensor 
dataset acquired from two satellite platforms: Radarsat-2 (SAR) and Landsat-8 (optical). The 
datasets were resampled to the same resolution, geolocated and labeled by Centre for Integrated 
Remote Sensing and Forecasting for Arctic Operations (CIRFA). Figure 3 illustrates the 
overlapping area of SAR and optical data along with the example of superpixel segmentation, 
where yellow lines indicate the superpixel boundaries. 
 
Along with original attributes (optical bands and SAR polarizations), we extracted Gray-Level 
Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) textural features for each of the attribute (Haralick et al., 1973; 
Kandaswamy et al., 2005;  Albregtsen, 1974). Table 1 illustrates the extracted features as well 
as their mathematical definitions. Specifically,  𝑔𝑖,𝑗   denotes the element of the GLCM matrix 
G. Q is the number of gray levels used, and 𝜇 = ∑ ∑ 𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑔

𝑄−1
𝑗=0

𝑄−1
𝑖=0  and 𝜎2 = ∑ ∑ (𝑖 −𝑄−1

𝑗=0
𝑄−1
𝑖=0



𝜇)𝑔𝑖,𝑔
2  are, respectively, the GLCM mean and variance. ASM refers to angular second 

momentum. Finally, the dataset consists of 91 attributes (14 SAR and 77 optical).  
 

 
Figure 3. Overlapping area of multisensor dataset. Top: Natural color composite (RGB) of 
Landsat-8. Middle: HH polarisation of Radarsat-2. Bottom: HH polarization after superpixel 
segmentation. 
 
Table 1. GLCM Texture Features. 
 

Features Definition Features Definition 
 
Contrast ∑ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗 (𝑖 − 𝑗)

𝑄−1

𝑖,𝑗=0

 
 
ASM ∑ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗

2

𝑄−1

𝑖,𝑗=0

 

 
Dissimilarity ∑ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗 |𝑖 − 𝑗|

𝑄−1

𝑖,𝑗=0

 
 
Energy 

 
√𝐴𝑆𝑀 

 
 
Homogeneity ∑

𝑔𝑖,𝑗

1 + (𝑖 − 𝑗)2

𝑄−1

𝑖,𝑗=0

 
 
Correlation ∑ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗  [

(𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖)(𝑖 − 𝜇𝑗)
𝜎𝑖𝜎𝑗

]
𝑄−1

𝑖,𝑗=0

 

 



Dimensionality reduction methods can be implemented as a preprocessing step of several 
remote sensing applications, in our case we use it to improve classification accuracy. For the 
experiment, we randomly choose 20% of the samples from each label as the training set, while 
remaining 80% are used as test set. To estimate the accuracy of our algorithm, we use two 
commonly applied classifiers, support vector machine (SVM) and random forest (RF). 
SVM is a classification method that determines a set of hyperplanes that separate the dataset 
into different classes (Gunn, 1998; Theodoridis et al., 2008). To perform a non-linear 
classification, we choose as a kernel the radial basis function (RBF). 
Random Forest generates an ensemble of individual decision trees and combines their outputs 
to get an accurate prediction of the class (Liaw et al., 2001). In other words, RF is a classifier 
consisting of a collection of tree-structured classifiers. 
 
Two main parameters of the proposed method that can potentially affect the classification 
performance are the number/size of superpixels and the number of selected attributes. 
Figure 4 shows the overall accuracy (OA) as a function of the number of selected attributes 
for both classifiers. It is clear that using the whole attributes set does not lead to the best 
accuracy, moreover, maximum classification accuracy achieved with less than half of the 
original attribute set. However, the optimal number of attributes, after which there was no 
significant increase in accuracy, was reached even earlier with 20 attributes. 

 
Figure 4. Overall accuracies of GKMI over a different number of selected attributes for two 
classifiers. 
 
GKMI method is performed on a superpixel level, therefore it can be potentially affected by 
the size of superpixels, that can hold different information depending on the size. Figure 5 
illustrates overall accuracy with respect to the number of superpixels. It is evident from the 
curve that there are no significant fluctuations in overall accuracy. Consequently, the number 
of superpixels does not strongly affect classification accuracy. 



 
Figure 5. Overall accuracies of GKMI over a different number of superpixels using SVM 
classifier. 
 
Figure 6 demonstrates the classification result obtained from optimal number of attributes by 
GKMI attribute selection method. It is complicated to precisely set the same labels that will 
simultaneously correspond both to WMO Sea Ice Nomenclature (Bushuyev, 1970) and radar 
classes since multisensor data can provide different information about the same region. 
Therefore, in our case Open Water corresponds to ice-free area, Thin Ice corresponds to any of 
young ice types, either grey or grey-white ice, Thick Ice 1 corresponds to thin first year 
ice/white ice, Thick Ice 2 corresponds to medium first-year ice, and Nilas remains the same 
according to nomenclature. 
 

 
Figure 6. Classified map obtained from optimal number of attributes by means of the 
proposed method. 
 

5. Conclusions 
We designed an automatic framework for information selection that is: 

• Flexible: can be applied for datasets obtained from various sensors.  

• Interpretable: preserves the physical meaning of the original datasets. 

• Efficient: produces high classification accuracy with less number of attributes. 

The experimental results based on the multimodal sea ice dataset illustrated the accuracy and 
precision of the proposed information selection method. Our future work will be focused on 
studying the relevance of the attributes for different water and sea ice types, as well as testing 
the proposed method on various data combinations for diverse sea ice conditions. 
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Knowledge of sea ice state (distribution, characteristics and movement) is interesting both from 
a practical point of view and for fundamental science. The western part of the Barents Sea is a 
region of increasing activity – oil and gas exploration may grow in addition to traditional 
fishing and transport. So, the information is requested by industry and safety authorities. 
Three last years (2017-19) the University Centre in Svalbard (UNIS) Arctic Technology 
Department performed expeditions on MS Polarsyssel in April in the sea ice marginal zone of 
the Western Barents Sea, as a part of teaching and research program. In (Marchenko 2018b), 
sea ice maps were compared with observed conditions. The distinguishing feature of ice in this 
region is the existence of relatively small ice floes (15-30 m wide) up to 5 m in thickness, 
containing consolidated ice ridges. In (Marchenko 2019) we described several such floes 
investigated by drilling, laser scanning and ice mechanical tests, on a testing station in the place 
with very shallow water (20 m) where ice concentrated. In this article, we summarize three 
years results with more attention for level ice floes and ice floe composition, continuing to 
feature ice condition in comparison with sea ice maps and satellite images. 
These investigations provided a realistic characterization of sea ice in the region and are a 
valuable addition to the long-term studies of sea ice in the area performed by various 
institutions. 
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1. Introduction 
The ice edge in the western part of the Barents Sea became the subject of much discussion in 
the Norwegian government in 2017 and 2020. Its position is associated with the possible 
expansion of hydrocarbon production in the region to the north of Bear Island, new licensed 
areas and therefore became the subject of heated political disputes (Rommetveit and Topdahl 
2020). 
Indeed, the position of the ice edge also changes throughout the year, with a maximum usually 
at the end of April and from year to year, reflecting climatic trends and the peculiarities of 
water circulation associated with currents. For the historical past, the ice boundary was 
reconstructed using seafarers' reports (Vinje 1985, 2001). In the era of the aerospace 
information, the ice boundary is determined by an ice concentration of 15%. 15% is the so-
called threshold value, which is the detection limit for ice remote sensing. Based on this 
definition, the Norwegian Polar Institute has summarized the available information and various 
options for drawing the border on its website (Norwegian Polar Institute 2020). The so called 
“Plan 2015 boundary”, announced in the report to the Norwegian Parliament (Ministry of 
Climate and Environment 2015), defines the ice boundary “Where there is ice for 30 per cent 
of the days in April, measured over the preceding 30 years (ice concentration greater than 15 
per cent”. This line goes far north of Bear Island and close to our study area, that was inspired 
by industry request for knowledge on sea ice as potential risk factor here. The expedition tracks, 
places of ice floe investigations and various versions of ice edge are shown in Fig. 1.  
 

  
 
Figure 1. Study area. Place of fieldwork on the globe (left side) and detail map (right side). 
Three track lines show the trajectories of the vessel by years (the years are signed): 2017 – 
purple , 2018 – yellow, 2019 – green. Dashed lines show various options for drawing the ice 
boundary according to (Norwegian Polar Institute 2020 ; Bay-Larsen, Bjørndal, and 
Hermansen 2020). Dark blue spots show Russian deposits. Red spots with red number show 
investigated ice floes with ridges. These floes are presented in the table 2.  
 

2. Natural conditions and previous research 
The sea ice regime in the Barents Sea has been extensively studied by various institutions 
(Vinje and Kvambekk 1991; Zubakin 2006; Buzin 2009; Årthun, Eldevik, and Smedsrud 2019; 
Koenigk et al. 2009), both to ensure the development of regional industry and to understand 
global processes. As shown in (Lind, Ingvaldsen, and Furevik 2018), a significant increase in 
temperature has been observed in the Arctic in recent decades, especially in the northern part 



of the Barents Sea, which is associated with a decrease in sea ice imports. The Barents Sea, 
locating on the route of Atlantic water entering the Arctic, is the site of conjugate interaction 
processes that affect the variability of the entire Arctic air-ice-ocean system. When the waters 
of the Atlantic flow through the Barents Sea, they lose heat, giving it back to the atmosphere. 
Warm periods, including those observed now, are associated with high heat transfer to the 
north, a decrease in the Arctic sea ice cover, and high surface air temperatures (Smedsrud et 
al. 2013). Particular attention was paid to the western and central part of the Barents Sea in 
connection with the possible hydrocarbons exploration: the western region between the Bear 
and Hopen islands (Norwegian license areas) and the Shtokman fields in the east. Fishing and 
transport are actively developing here.  
The study area is an extremely dynamic and interesting region both in an economical and in a 
natural sense, where the behaviour of sea ice affects both industry and understanding of global 
climate processes. In the west, where the Atlantic and Arctic waters meet and interact, an 
interesting natural phenomenon is observed - the tongue of ice, extending southward to 75°N 
and sometimes the surrounding Bear Island. This tongue appears in March-April and is visible 
on satellite images and ice maps even in the current warm season. T. Vinje estimated the 
possibility of observing multiyear ice near Bear Island as 1% of the total number of ice 
observations in 1970-1981 (Vinje 1985). According to Russian ice reconnaissance data from 
the archives of air and ice charts, the spread of old ice along Spitsbergen to more southern 
regions (Bear Island) is more frequent (Buzin 2009). 
S. Gerland et al. (Gerland et al. 2008), based on more than 40 years of monitoring of land-fast 
ice in the area of Hopen Island, found a tendency to anomalies in ice thickness - 0.11 m per 
decade, coinciding with a decrease in the seasonal maximum of ice thickness and an increase 
at local surface air temperatures and water. 
Measurement of ice thickness using an electromagnetic field antenna east of Svalbard (King et 
al. 2017) showed a range of possible ice thickness distributions. In colder years, like 2003, the 
dominant ice was over two years old; and its thickness varied within the region from 0.6 to 1.4 
m, and the thinner ice was either one-year or multiyear ice that came into contact with warm 
Atlantic water. In 2014, the ice cover was predominantly local, less than a month old and 0.5–
0.8 m thick. 
Calculations based on the analysis of space information show that ice from the Arctic basin 
(from the area west of Franz Josef Land) can reach Bear Island, as it was the case in 2003 and 
may include multiyear ice and icebergs (Marchenko 2018a). At the end of May 2020, Bear 
Island was densely surrounded by ice as seen on ice maps and photographs (Norwegian 
Meteorological Institute 2020) 
 

3. Organization of the expeditions 
The Arctic Technology Department of the University Centre in Svalbard (AT UNIS) has been 
conducting field studies of sea ice in the western Barents Sea by the expeditions and drifting 
buoys installed on ice since 2003 (Marchenko and Marchenko 2015; Marchenko 2019). The 
cruises in the frame of AT-211 UNIS Bachelor's Course "Ice Mechanics, Structural Loads and 
Instrumentation" at the end of April provide valuable scientific data for this rarely visited part 
of the Barents Sea (Marchenko and Marchenko 2017). The participation of scientists from 
various institutes and countries (NTNU, C-Core, UCL, Cambridge University, Shirshov 
Institute of Oceanology) contributes to the setting of new experiments, enlivened scientific 
discussions. During the cruises, sea ice properties are investigated, and oceanographic 
measurements are taken. 
Until 2017, the research vessel Lance was mainly used for the cruises, and it was possible to 
go to the solid ice (red) zone. For the last three years, cruises have been carried out on the MS 
Polarsyssel in the edge ice zone between Hopen and Bear islands (Fig. 1). Polarsyssel is a fire 



fighting vessel built-in 2014, IMO: 9690949, gross tonnage: 4324 t, deadweight: 3,700 t, length 
88.5 m, width 18.3 m. The Governor of Spitsbergen uses the vessel for rescue operations and 
daily needs. Polarsyssel has ice class 1B, but due to the need to be constantly ready for an 
emergency situation, she usually does not work in ice. 
Of the 8-10 days allocated for the expedition, several days are spent on the sailing from 
Longyearbyen to the research area and searching for a suitable site. In the marginal zone, it is 
necessary to find a suitable ice floe - sufficiently thick (at least 50 cm) and large (at least 20 
m). In 2017-2018, the vessel was moored to the ice floe (Fig.2a). In 2019, groups landed on 
the ice from small motorboats (Fig. 2b). When working on ice floes, drilling is carried out to 
identify the thickness of the ice, laser scanning helps to determine the size and shape of the 
surface, mechanical tests reveal ice properties, and drifting buoys are installed to follow ice 
movement. Over the years, this "standard set" has been supplemented with studies of ice 
permeability, wave penetration and attenuation in an ice field, the effect of tides on the drift, 
etc. In 2017, a kind of new expedition motive was the crossing of the ice tongue and comparison 
with ice maps. In 2018 - the study of ice at the shallows and the southern limit was the 
speciality, in 2019 - the study of flat ice floes was the main feature. 
 

  
Figure 2. Carrying out research on ice floes. 2а - mooring to the ice floe, 2b - "landing" from 
the boat. Drilling sites for measuring ice thickness are marked with red poles 

 

4. Results 

Three expeditions to the marginal zone have revealed the features of sea ice in the study area. 

Comparison with ice charts 
 
During the expedition at the end of April 2017, we crossed twice the ice tongue extending to 
Bear Island and monitored the sea ice to find out how the real situation was reflected on the ice 
map (Fig. 3). Such maps are published daily (except weekends and holidays) at 15:00 on the 
portal of the Norwegian Meteorological Institute. We have described the appearance of sea ice 
in different zones of the ice map, corresponding to the colour categories determined by ice 
concentration, in the marginal ice zone of the western Barents Sea (Marchenko 2018b).  
Observations in April 2018 and 2019 confirmed the findings and made it possible to 
characterize the corresponding zones as follows (see Table 1). 
 



 
Figure 3. Ice map on 27 April 2017 and photographs of the actually observed situation when 
crossing the tongue of ice stretching towards Bear Island. The ship track is shown with a dark 
purple line. Explanations of colours on the map are given in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Correspondence between ice categories shown on the map and observed situation. 
Colour / category on the map Ice conditions 

 
Red zone. 
 Ice concentration 9-10/10ths  

a dense ice field, consisting of small (5-10 m) angular flat 
ice floes; repeating larger ice floes (20-30 m) with 
hummocks rising above the water surface up to 2 m and keel 
up to 4 m) and rounded fragments (less than 1 m) between 
them; 

 
Orange zone 
Ice concentration 7-9/10ths  

in the northern part of the ice tongue (IT), there are round 
ice floes (2-4 m) with frequent intersperses of ice floes (10-
15 m, up to 25 m), containing hummocks (with a sail up to 
2 m and a keel up to 4 m);  
in the southern part of the ice tongue - dense and thick 
pancake ice, of a rather uniform oval shape (25-30 cm wide 
and 35-45 cm long) with occasional splashes of shaved ice; 

 
Yellow zone 
Ice concentration 4-7/10ths 

in the northern part of IT - similar to the orange zone in 
terms of content, but with a lower concentration and fewer 
ice ridges;  
in the southern part of IT - thin pancake ice (20 cm in 
diameter) among the nilas; 



 
Green periphery 
Ice concentration 1-4/10ths 

consist of ice strips from tens to hundreds of meters wide of 
the same composition as the yellow zone, located in ice-free 
water. 

 
Icebergs 
All categories mentioned above can include icebergs. In 2017, we observed an iceberg (up to 
10 m high) in ice-free water (blue colour on the ice map – see Figure 3) at 76°N. In 2018, we 
saw and measured (using laser scanning of the topside) an iceberg in the orange zone between 
75.11 and 75.26°N. During the observation, the ice field, together with our ship and the iceberg, 
made oval-shaped tidal loops 10x14 km in size (Fig. 4). The iceberg had a bizarre shape with 
five hills up to 4.2 m high, a pond in the middle and a significant visible underwater part. 
 

   
a. Ice map b. Photo of the iceberg from the 

bridge 
c. 3D point cloud, coloured in height 
above the water. 

Figure 4. Observation and measurement of the iceberg 28 April 2018 
 
Icebergs included in the solid ice field in the red zone were observed to the northeast of Edge 
Island in 2016, they are described in (Marchenko and Marchenko 2017). 
In 2019, on the border of the yellow and orange zones at 75.11°N, an iceberg was observed. It 
had a complex shape, size of 23x23 m, rising up to 3.4 m. It was densely surrounded by ice 
floes of the most diverse shapes. Fig. 5 shows a photograph and a point cloud obtained by laser 
scanning, giving an idea of the geometry. 
 

  
Figure 5. Observation and measurement of the iceberg 27 April 2019 
 
Large ice floes with hummocks 
Large ice floes with hummocks are a key feature of the marginal zone of the Barents Sea and 
are obviously a hazard to both navigation and industrial structures/platforms. Therefore, they 
represented the main object of research. Fig. 6 shows the progress of work and a three-
dimensional model of the ice floe investigated in 2018 (ice floe number 3 in the table 1). Table 
2 shows the main parameters of the studied typical ice floes. 



 

а 

 
b 

 
                                     c                                           d 

 
                  e                             f 

Figure 6. Study and modelling of ice floe (example of ice floe 2 - 2018). 
6а - Three-dimensional cloud of points, coloured by photographs obtained during scanning. 
The ice floe is moored to the ship. 6b is a top view of the work process. Some of red poles, 
marking the regular drilling grid are visible on 6a and 6b. 
6c - perspective view of the surface and sidewall (3D model), 6d - side view with the waterline, 
6e - top view, 6f - underwater survey. 
 
The RIEGL VZ1000 laser scanner was used to obtain a three-dimensional offset of points on 
the ice floe's surface (an example of the resulting cloud is shown in Fig.6a - the distance 
between points is a few millimetres), drilling on a regular grid gave information about the 
profile of the underwater part. In 2018 and 2019, underwater videos were taken to confirm the 
estimate. Inspired by the large keel measured by drilling in 2018, we attached the GoPro to a 
long pole and lowered it into the drilled hole to see the underwater part of the ice floe (Fig. 6f). 
In 2019, colleagues from the University of Oslo used an autonomous underwater vehicle. 
We utilize three-dimensional modelling software (Rhinoceros 3D) to combine measurements 
from scans and drills and determine the numerical characteristics of floes presented in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Characteristics of ice floes  
Explanations for the rows in the table: 1 - ice floe number and year of observation, 2 - 
coordinates, 3 - sea depth in situ, 4 - average air temperature / average ice salinity, 5 - horizontal 
size, m, 6 - maximum sail/draft, m., 7 - underwater volume / total ice volume, m3, 8 - area, m2, 
9 - Ice volume above the water surface, m3 
1 Floe 1_2017 Floe 2_2018 Floe 3_2018 Floe 4_2019 
2 76.39oN 22.86oE  75.58oN 21.57oE 75.18oN 19.20oE 76.20oN 25.94oE 
3 90 m 45 m 22 m 120 m 
4 - 7o C/ 7.7 ppt - 8o C/ 4.5 ppt - 5o C/ 4.5 ppt - 2o C/ 3.1 ppt 
5 43x30  26.9x26.5 22.6x22.8 35.5x31.3 
6 2.16/3.82 2.2 /2.94 1.6/4.56 2.2/7.85 
7 2655/3270 942/1469 752/1000 Not defined 
8 934 613 343 730 
9 615 527 247 1066 



 
Flat ice floes 
Ice in the marginal zone of the Barents Sea is a combination of relatively large flat ice floes, 
ice hummocks described in the previous section, and debris filling the space between these two 
types of ice floes (Fig. 2, 3, 7). Ice concentration is reasonably well reflected by ice maps, and 
the ratio of different types of ice changes when moving south. In 2017-2018, we focused on 
ice floes with hummocks, as the most remarkable and most dangerous ones. In 2019, at the 
request of the captain of the vessel, we examined the flat ice floes that were chosen by him, 
based on his considerations for the safety of navigation. It should be noted that in 2017 the 
captain was initially very sceptical about the idea of approaching the area shown on the map in 
orange colour and was quite surprised at how easily the tongue of ice was crossed. At the same 
time, the results of the drilling of ridged ice floes aroused obvious concern and the question of 
flat floes thickness. That’s why we investigated the flat floes, which were of great interest. A 
group of three people was transported on the ice floes in a motorboat, disembarked and drilled 
at three points (Fig. 7a) measuring the ice thickness, freeboard and the thickness of the snow 
cover (Fig. 7b). To ensure the safety of the work, relatively large ice floes were selected. 
Simultaneously, laser scanning (Fig. 7c) and drone surveying with marking of places of grilling 
(Fig. 7d) were carried out.  
 

  
a 

Letter 
Thickness 
[m] Freeboard [m] Snow [cm] 

A 2.0 0.2 4-8 

B 2.4 0.25 5-10 

C 1.5 0.2 4-9 
b 

  
c 

                          d 

Figure 7. Study of flat ice floes on 26 April 2019 
7a is a view from the helipad of the drilling process on ice floe 1 (ABC). 7b - measurement 
results, 7c - three-dimensional point cloud obtained during scanning. The composition of ice 
floes and ice floes 1 and 2 are visible, 7d - a photograph from a drone. Drilling sites are marked. 
 
The results averaged over three points for seven ice floes are presented in Table 3. The average 
thickness of flat ice floes was 1.5 m, freeboard – 0.14 m, snow thickness – 0.05 m and size 
18.3x12.7 m. 
 
 
 
 



Table 3. Measurement of flat ice floes (readings in meters) 

Floe Ice thickness Freeboard Snow thickness Length Width 
1 2.0 0.22 0.06 27 20 
2 1.6 0.11 0.05 11 11 
3 0.8 0.05 0.05 16 9 
4 1.5 0.15 0.05 14 10 
5 1.8 0.20 0.07 23 12 
6 1.8 0.15 0.06 17 11 
7 1.3 0.07 0.04 20 16 

Average 1.5 0.14 0.05 18.3 12.7 
 
CONCLUSION 
Expeditions aboard the MS Polarsissel in April 2017–2019 made it possible to characterize the 
state of ice at the southernmost limit of its distribution in the Barents Sea in the area between 
the islands of Bear and Hopen. The sea ice is shown here on the map as a tongue extending 
from northeast to southwest and characterized by a dynamic combination of all ice categories 
from green to red with a concentration of 1 to 10 points. A distinctive ice feature in the area is 
the presence of small icebergs, ridged ice floe and hummocks up to 30 m in diameter and 5 m 
thickness in all these categories of ice. As you move southward, the frequency and size of such 
ice formation decrease. Such floes and icebergs can be potentially hazardous to navigation and 
offshore construction and must be taken into account and controlled. 
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Safe navigation in Arctic seas requires qualified judgement of the ice conditions of ice around 
the vessel, a skill that takes years of training to master. At the same time, melting of the polar 
ice is allowing for more traffic, leading to less experienced operators navigating in the area. To 
ensure safe passage, the development of new systems for aiding ship operators in the Arctic is 
needed. 
 
This work is a step towards computer-vision assisted navigation for the Arctic, by 
benchmarking the ability of human experts and novices on the task of classifying ice-objects 
in images and comparing them to an off-the-shelf computer vision model. This task can be seen 
as a lower bound on the difficulty of ice object recognition (compared to, say, instance 
segmentation), and gives an idea of how well computer vision fares in the Arctic in the best 
case. 
 
Our method gives a good indication of the ability of both humans and computers trained on 
clean images to generalize to the difficult conditions often found in the Arctic. By applying 
realistic distortions, such as synthetic fog, to the images at test time, we can assess the ability 
of the human participants to generalize. These results are then compared to measurements from 
the computer vision system, to evaluate the models' ability to work in previously unseen, 
difficult conditions. 
 
The main contribution of the work is to give a realistic benchmark of how well current 
computer vision models perform when classifying ice objects compared to humans. 
Furthermore, we discover which types of images and distortions pose challenges to both 
humans and computers. Together, these form a knowledge base that can help create new and 
improved computer vision models tailored for sea ice imaging, towards the goal of computer-
aided navigation. 
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1. Introduction 
The amount of optical data captured from vessels operating in icy environments is growing 
quickly. If these images could be analyzed automatically, they would give much information 
about the ice conditions in different parts of the world at different times, as well as providing 
decision-support for navigators in real-time. However, the visual conditions in these 
environments are often suboptimal, meaning an analysis system would need to generalize to a 
large variety of conditions. The purpose of this paper is to gauge the ability of a current state-
of-the-art computer vision system to perform such generalization, and to compare them with 
humans performing the same task. 
 
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a class of artificial neural networks shown to 
perform exceptionally well on tasks like image analysis (He et al., 2016; Russakovsky et al., 
2015) and generation (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Karras, Laine, Aittala, et al., 2019; Karras, 
Laine, and Aila, 2019), as well as non-image tasks such as audio analysis (Hershey et al., 2017).  
They work by stacking many convolution operations, together with non-linear functions and 
special functions that improve training (such as dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) and batch 
normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015)). All or most of the functions are parameterized, whith 
parameters updated by gradient descent or a similar procedure (Kingma and Ba, 2015; 
Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019; Tieleman and Hinton, 2012) on a loss function measuring the 
distance from the output of the function to the desired output. A thorough description of neural 
networks can be found in most books on deep learning, such as Goodfellow et al., (2016). 
 
Some previous work has compared human and computer performance on image classification. 
Dodge and Karam (2019) and Geirhos, Schütt et al. (2018) both compare the performance on 
classifying images with varying levels of distortion. Both found that neural networks do not 
generalize as well to most types of distortions as humans do. Geirhos, Schütt, et al. (2018) 
show that training networks on distorted images makes them robust to that exact type of 
distortion, but does not help the performance on other kinds of distortions. Dogde and Karam 
(2019) found that tuning a network trained on clean images with some distorted samples still 
left the network at a lower level than humans. 
 
This work differentiates itself from the two above on two major points: First, the above works 
use images that are familiar to all participants, such as animals, while this work uses images of 
ice objects, a domain most people are very unfamiliar with. Second, both aforementioned 
works try to compare humans and computers on as fair a basis as possible, to find theoretical 
differences in how they operate. In the current work, the focus is to benchmark the best possible 
performance for humans and computers, without regard to the “fairness” of the experiment. A 
consequence of this is that images are shown for an unlimited amount of time for the human 
participants, without regard for firing off recurrent connections in the brain (Lamme et al., 
1998). Furthermore, the image distortions used are chosen to imitate real visual conditions in 
the Arctic, to give a better representation of the real-world performance. 
 
While much work has been done to analyze ice using other types of data, such as synthetic-
aperture radar (SAR) images (e.g., Banfield and Raftery, 1992; Wang et al., 2016), the 
automatic classification of ice objects in optical images using deep learning has seen little 
focus. Kim et al. (2019) presented the first work in this area, where they compare several 
models on ice-object classification. This work extends upon their results by introducing image 
distortions and comparing the computer vision model to humans. 



1.1. Limits of this study 
While this study aims to compare humans and computers on the task of ice classification, it 
does not provide a completely accurate view of the best human performance in the real world. 
This is because human navigators use a variety of information sources when gauging the ice, 
including visual data, SAR-imaging, on-board radar images, infrared images, and the sound 
and feel of collision with the ice. Furthermore, the navigators may have a pre-learned 
classification bias that does not completely agree with the classification scheme used in this 
work, putting them at a disadvantage compared to computers and novices. 

3. Methods 
Two sets of experiments were conducted, one with human participants and one with a computer 
vision model. Following is a description of the dataset and image distortions used in this work, 
before the two experimental procedures are described. 

3.1. Dataset 
The dataset used for all our experiments consist of 738 unique images of ice cover. The images 
are taken either from cameras mounted on Arctic vessels or manually from onboard the ship. 
Most of the images are taken in high-visibility conditions, and each contains at least one (but 
possibly several) classes of ice objects. The images do not contain any major objects except 
for ice (such as other vessels or constructions), although some include minor distractions like

 

Table 1. Classes used in this work, and their definitions. Most of the classes are taken or 
adapted from the WMO Sea-Ice Nomenclature (2014) 

Class Description 

Brash Ice Accumulations of floating ice made up of fragments not more than 2 m 
across, the wreckage of other forms of ice. 

Broken Ice Predominantly flat ice cover broken by gravity waves or due to melting 
decay. 

Deformed 
Ice 

A general term for ice that has been squeezed together and, in places, 
forced upwards (and downwards). Subdivisions are rafted ice, ridged ice 
and hummocked ice. 

Floeberg A large piece of sea ice composed of a hummock, or a group of 
hummocks frozen together, and separated from any ice surroundings. It 
typically protrudes up to 5 m above sea level. 

Floebit A relatively small piece of sea ice, normally not more than 10 m across, 
composed of a hummock (or more than one hummock) or part of a ridge 
(or more than one ridge) frozen together and separated from any 
surroundings.  It typically protrudes up to 2 m above sea level. 

Iceberg A piece of glacier origin, floating at sea. 

Ice Floe Any contiguous piece of sea ice. 

Level Ice Sea ice that has not been affected by deformation. 

Pancake Ice Predominantly circular pieces of ice from 30 cm - 3 m in diameter, and 
up to approximately 10 cm in thickness, with raised rims due to the pieces 
striking against one another. 

 



animals. The goal of a classification system is to select all appropriate and no inappropriate 
classes for an image. The classes used in this work, along with their definitions, are shown in 
Table 1. The distributions of the classes in the datasets are shown in Figure 1.  
 
To obtain data on the generalization ability of humans and computers, four kinds of semi-
realistic image distortions have been used in this project: 

- Synthetic fog 
- Darkening of the image, simulating night 
- Blur, simulating low visibility due to rain or snow 
- Gaussian noise, simulating the effect of a high ISO on the cameras. 

During the testing, we use three levels of each distortion, illustrations of which can be seen in 
Figure 2. 
 
The data was split between training and test sets. 689 of the images were used for training (and 
validation for the computer system), and 49 were used for testing. Of the testing images, 16 
were used as clean images as a baseline for the human trials, while the rest were distorted with 

Figure 1. Distributions of the classes in the datasets. The data is very imbalanced, making 
training challenging. 

Figure 2. Different levels of the distortions used in this work.  
Copyright of original image: Knut Vilhelm Høyland 



one of the above distortions. To keep the setting equal in the different experiments, the data 
split was calculated only once. 

3.2. Human Experiments 
Two sets of experiments with humans were conducted: One with 8 novices with no previous 
experience with sea ice, and one with 6 experts experienced in recognizing ice features. All 
participants reported good or corrected to good vision, or slightly nearsightedness, which 
should not be a problem when working on a computer. 
 
The experiments with human participants were performed after the following scheme: First, 
the participants went through a training phase, where they inspected images from all classes to 
become familiar with their definitions. They were free to go back and forth between classes for 
as long as they wished, and were also presented with the textual descriptions from Table 1. 
Following the training, they continued to a clean test phase, where they were asked to classify 
all 16 images in the non-distorted set. Finally, a distorted test was performed with the remaining 
33 images. The two test phases were presented as a single phase to the participants. 
 
During the distorted test, participants were first asked to classify an image at its highest level 
of distortion. If the participant failed to classify it correctly, the image was put back in the 
queue of images (at a random position), to be showed again at a later stage with a lower level 
of distortion. If correctly classified, it was assumed the participant would also be able to classify 
the image at a lower level of distortion, so no further tests were performed with that image. For 
an image to be correctly classified, the participant had to choose all correct and no incorrect 
classes for it. If the participants failed to classify the image at all levels of distortion (including 
the clean version of the image), the image was registered as a failed image, and not shown 
again. This general procedure is adapted from Dodge and Karam (2019). 
 
During both test phases, each image was shown for an unlimited amount of time, and the 
participant was asked to choose any number of classes of ice objects in the image. Once they 
had submitted their answer, they were not allowed to change it. 

3.3. Computer Vision Experiment 
The neural network used for the computer vision experiment was implemented in PyTorch1. 
First, a pre-trained model was loaded, before the final fully connected layer was changed for a 
subnetwork that fit’s the data. The subnetwork consists of a BatchNorm layer (Ioffe and 
Szegedy, 2015), followed by a Dropout layer (Srivastava et al., 2014), a fully connected layer 
with 512 output nodes, and a ReLU activation (Nair and Hinton, 2010), before another block 
of BatchNorm, Dropout and a fully connected layer with 9 outputs. The procedure is shown in 
Figure 3. The network chosen for this work after some preliminary experiments was the 
ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016), pretrained on the ImageNet dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015). 

 
Training of the network was done in two stages: First, the pretrained network was frozen and 
only the final subnet was trained. After the first stage, the rest of the network was unfrozen and 
fine-tuned. For both stages, the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with the improvements 
from Loshchilov & Hutter (2019) was used with the one-cycle policy from Smith (2018). 
Training parameters are shown in Table 2. Where the training parameters are not listed, the 
PyTorch default values were used. Five networks were trained using the same procedure, to 

 
1 https://pytorch.org 



get the mean, minimum, and maximum values reported in Section 4.  

3.3.1. Data Preprocessing 
Figure 1 makes it obvious that the dataset is very imbalanced. Training directly on such datasets 
will typically lead to a classifier very biased towards the majority classes. To avoid this, the 
datasets were oversampled before use in the computer vision experiments. The oversampling 
consisted of copying images with minority classes (the images were chosen randomly weighted 
by the mean frequency of their classes). This oversampling led to the class distributions of 
Figure 4. The test set was not oversampled, to keep comparisons between experiments fair. 

 
 
85 % of the training images were used for training, while the remaining 15 % were used as a 
validation set. This split was randomized each run, and oversampling was performed after the 
split. Images were resized to 512 × 384  pixels, and random augmentation of horizontal 
flipping, rotation, zoom, brightness, contrast, saturation and hue was applied during training. 

Figure 3. Reshaping of ResNet-50. The final 1000-class classifier was disconnected and 
replaced by a custom subnetwork. 

Table 2. Hyperparameters used for training the ResNet-50. α is the learning rate, β , β  and 
weight decay are parameters of the Adam optimizer, and 𝑓 , 𝑓  are initial and final 
division factors for the one-cycle policy, so the learning rate starts at  and ends at 

( / ). The range in learning rate for stage 2 signifies the use of different rates in this 
range for the different layers (with the lowest for the first layer and highest for the last). 

Parameter Stage 1 Stage 2 
𝛼  2 × 10( ) 10( ), 10( )  
𝑓  25 25 
𝑓  1000 1000 
𝛽( , ) 0.80 0.80 
𝛽( , ) 0.95 0.95 
𝛽  0.99 0.99 
Weight decay 10( ) 10( ) 
Batch Size 32 32 

 



Images were normalized in the same manner as the ones used to pretrain the model 2 .

 

4. Results 
The current section presents confusion matrices for the classification of clean images by 
humans and computer, and shows a selection of performance metrics. The chosen metrics are 
accuracy, balanced accuracy and 𝐹 -score, defined as  
 
 𝑎𝑐𝑐 =

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

 [1] 

 𝑎𝑐𝑐 =
1
2

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

+
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 [2] 

 𝐹 =
2𝑇𝑃

2𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 [3] 

 
where 𝑇𝑃, 𝑇𝑁, 𝐹𝑃, 𝐹𝑁 are the number of true and false positives 
and negatives, as defined in Figure 5. Balanced accuracy and the 
𝐹 -score account for imbalanced datasets to a larger degree than 
plain accuracy, so comparing them will show the effect of class 
imbalance. We also report the Correct Fraction, i.e. the fraction of 
images where all correct and no incorrect classes were chosen. 
 
Figure 6 shows the performance of humans and computer on 
varying levels of distortion. First, it is worth noting that some 
datasets seem more difficult than others, and that the difficulty 
depends on the person or model classifying. This is evident from 
the fact that the performance at distortion level 0 (i.e. no distortion) 
varies significantly from dataset to dataset in all experiments. For 

this reason, comparison of the absolute performance between different datasets makes little 
sense. Instead, this and the next section focuses on how the performance on the same data 
changes with higher levels of distortions. 
 
Figure 6 shows how humans generally handle the distortions very well, with a relatively small 
decrease in the performance at higher levels of distortion. Even so, for the experts, we see that 
such a decline is present, especially for noise and blur. For novices, the performance seems 

 
2 https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html 

Figure 4. Distribution of classes in the datasets after oversampling was performed. 

Figure 5. Definition of 
true and false positives 
and negatives, as used 
when calculating the 
metrics of a classifier.  



more random, with performance at higher levels of distortion sometimes better than at lower 
levels. The effects of distortions are clearer in the computer vision trials, where there is a large 
decline in performance on higher levels of distortion. The effect of blurring is largest, followed 
by noise. Fog has a smaller, but still noticeable effect, while darkening of the images seem to 
have only a minor effect on the performance. When comparing humans and computers, it is 
obvious that there’s a larger variety in the human performance than the computer performance. 
This is especially true when looking at the foggy images. In general, human novices have a 
larger variation than experts for all distortions except fog. The fraction of correctly classified 

Figure 6. Mean metrics for the different experiments. The x-axis is the distortion level, and y-
axis is the metric value. Minimum and maximum values in the data series are indicated by the 
colored bars. 

Figure 7. Confusion matrices for the best person/network in each experiment, based on their 
accuracy. All confusion matrices are from the experiments with clean images. 



images declines with higher levels of distortion, which is expected due to the way correctly 
classified images are handled (see Section 3.2). 
 
Figure 7 shows the confusion matrices for the best person or model in all experiments on the 
clean images. In the ideal case, only the main diagonal of each matrix should be larger than 
zero, as the secondary diagonal counts mistakes. However, we see that for all experiments and 
classes this is not the case.  

5. Discussion  
The fact that computers handle dark images so well is unsurprising, as images are normalized 
before being run through the networks, counteracting this effect. However, in the real world, 
the dark images are not uniformly darkened across the frame, but includes light spots and color 
shifts, possibly making them more difficult for the neural networks. For humans, we 
hypothesize that the darker images make people use more time to carefully inspect the image, 
thereby counteracting the effect of this distortion. We did not record the time used for each 
image, so this requires further testing to validate. 
 
It is possible that the results with fog gains from the normalization as well, even though it is 
less effective as the distortion is not uniform over the entire frame. Regarding the foggy images, 
it should also be noted that the synthetic fog used here is less random than real fog tends to be. 
This could be a factor contributing to the good performance, and experiments with real fog 
must be performed to evaluate the effect of this. 
 
Blur and noise have previously been noted to be challenging for neural networks (Karahan et 
al., 2016), while human vision is relatively robust to them. Furthermore, Geirhos et al. (2019) 
found that ImageNet-trained networks are biased towards recognizing texture over shape. As 
these distortions alter the textures of images, it is unsurprising that the network struggles with 
them. In other words, our results agree with previous work, indicating that these areas need 
improvement. 
 
Comparing human experts and novices, the experts perform better at distortion level 0 except 
for the noise dataset, with an accuracy score of 0.85 compared to 0.80 on the clean test images. 
This difference increases when looking at the metrics accounting for class imbalance, with a 
balanced accuracy of 0.78 compared to 0.70. This indicates that novices tend to see that one 
class is common, and therefore choose it more often. Although experts also have a bias about 
which classes are more common, this bias is learned through years of experience and is 
therefore more correct, and less dependent on the exact training images used. The difference 
in performance between the two groups is smaller than expected, but this could be due to other 
parts of the demographics of the groups, such as age (novices have an average age of 20.5 
years, and experts 48 years) or education. 
 
In general, if we look at accuracy, computers perform at around the same or better level as 
human experts on clean images. However, looking at balanced accuracy and the 𝐹  score, the 
picture is more balanced, with the relative performance varying with the specific dataset 
inspected. We can still conclude that for clean images, the performance in general is at least 
around equal for the training and test sets used here. However, it deteriorates to much worse 
levels with some distortions. This shows that with the current technology, off-the-shelf 
solutions are not able to generalize to the difficult conditions often found in the Arctic, so as 
of now, this is not a dependable solution. It does, however, give a reason for further work in 



making networks more robust to distortions in the future, and indicates that if such work is 
successful, computer vision is indeed a relevant technology for such conditions. 
 
It is also worth noting that computers are much better on the clean image test than humans, 
with balanced accuracy scores of 0.85 compared to 0.78 and 0.70 for experts and novices, 
respectively. The large gap here compared to the other trials can likely be explained by the way 
humans and computers work. For computers, the fact that images are undistorted seem most 
important for performance, while humans gain more from having several tries at the same 
image with different levels of distortions. In other words, it seems humans gain more from the 
way the experiment was designed, while computers are better at classifying correctly on the 
first try. In addition to this, it is likely the clean test set is easier for computers, perhaps due to 
the class balance of the images in that dataset. 
 
Looking at the confusion matrices in Figure 7, a few interesting patterns can be noted. First, 
we can see that the best human expert and novice share some difficult classes not shared by the 
best computer. Specifically, brash ice, broken ice and floebits are classes where humans 
struggle slightly more than computers. We can hypothesize some reasons for this: For broken 
ice, it is often difficult to see if the ice is broken or not, due to snow cover and sometimes 
unclear images. Similarly for brash ice, it can sometimes be difficult to see if there actually is 
brash ice in an image, due to snow or waves. Floebits are difficult to distinguish from floebergs 
as the only difference is size, which is hard to measure in images. Furthermore, the novice and 
computer have problems spotting deformed ice, while the expert manage this very well. This 
is likely because deformed ice, and specifically ice ridges, is an important feature in icy waters, 
as they are often much harder to break than surrounding ice. Therefore, experts are trained to 
recognize such features. Finally, we see that all three have trouble recognizing level ice (where 
the novice and computer tend to label more images as level than true, and the expert opposite). 
A reason for this difficulty could be that the difference between level ice and broken ice is 
difficult to spot (as described above), and similarly the difference between an ice floe and level 
ice is not always obvious. 

6. Conclusion 
Based on the data, it is reasonable to conclude that neural networks perform at least on the level 
of, if not better than, human experts when classifying ice objects based only on clean image 
data. This is not the same as saying they could outperform human navigators, as there are a lot 
more factors to process in the real world. It does however encourage further research into this 
area. 
 
The main challenge for neural networks observed in this work was with images distorted by 
noise and blur. With these images, computer vision proved far inferior to humans, and 
significant work must be done to improve this performance if computer vision is to become a 
viable help in Arctic navigation. Our result agree with those from Dodge and Karam (2019) 
and Geirhos et al. (2018). 
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Digital temperature sensors provide an attractive means to conveniently record ice and water 
temperatures in remote locations. Unlike conventional analogue techniques, a digital sensor 
performs a physical measurement, interprets its result in terms of temperature and transmits 
that result to a logger or display system in digital form. Processing of digital signals is 
comparatively robust and cheap. Custom calibration may be applied to increase measurement 
accuracy. A popular example of a digital temperature sensor is the Maxim Integrated 
DS18B20, which is readily available as a bare sensor in a standard transistor casing, or from 
third-part providers as a probe with the sensor encased in a waterproofed metal sleeve. We 
found that the quality of water protection of the probes varies widely, and that bare sensors 
and sensors in probes offered by most third-party providers (i.e. not by official distributors) 
are almost always clones, i.e. not produced by Maxim Integrated. We summarize in this 
paper the spectrum of counterfeit sensors currently available and how they differ from 
authentic parts and specifications in the Maxim Integrated data sheet. Currently sold sensors 
are grouped into 7 families, 6 of them representing counterfeits. Awareness of the prevalence 
and characteristics of counterfeit sensors will help avoid surprises during costly experimental 
field work. 
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1. Introduction 
Digital sensors are attractive peripherals in environmental data acquisition systems as they 
remove the challenge of temperature compensation from the logger design. By allowing all-
digital logging solutions, logger designs become comparatively cheap and simple. In many 
cases it is also possible to connect several sensors to the same data bus, thereby greatly 
reducing the number of wires required for strings of sensors (e.g., I2C, 1-Wire, SDI-12 
protocols). One popular digital temperature sensor is Maxim Integrated DS18B20, which is 
the successor of the DS1820 (Maxim 2009), both of which had been developed and produced 
by Dallas Semiconductor prior to its acquisition by Maxim Integrated. The DS18B20 has 
been produced for approximately 20 years and is used in commercially available sea ice 
buoys and individual research projects (e.g., Cui et al., 2015; Hills et al., 2018; Planck et al., 
2019). Our group has used DS18B20 temperature sensors in an ice-borne temperature string 
since 2013 (Petrich et al., 2014), and at a much larger scale in ocean applications and 
construction projects since 2018 (e.g., Petrich et al., 2019). The prevalence of counterfeit 
DS18B20 sensors became apparent to us in the context of the most recent measurement series 
when we started to reject probes for their poor signal-to-noise performance. Following our 
initial suspicion, a systematic attempt was made with the support of Ice Mate AS to survey 
the state of counterfeit DS18B20 as of 2019. The main result of this study is a list of 
characteristics that is backed up by observations on large numbers of sensors. 
 
Maxim Integrated temperature sensors DS18B20 integrate a bandgap-based thermal circuit 
with an analogue-to-digital converter, temperature calibration unit, and digital 
communication circuitry (Maxim, 2019). The manufacturer states an absolute temperature 
accuracy of ±0.5 °C over the temperature range from -10 to +85 °C while the operating range 
extends from -55 to +125 °C with ±2 °C accuracy. The temperature resolution is 0.0625 °C. 
The remaining temperature error vs. temperature relationship is parabolic (Maxim, 2013). 
This characteristic of all bandgap-based sensors allows for higher order correction in post-
processing to increase the temperature accuracy. The sensors expose three pins: ground, 
supply voltage, and bi-directional data transfer. The low power requirements and integrated 
capacitor allows them to operate in “parasitic power mode” where the supply voltage pin is 
tied to the ground pin and the chip derives its power from the data line. Each sensor contains 
a unique 64-bit address (called ROM by the manufacturer) which allows communication with 
multiple sensors on the same data bus. The sensors are available in a TO-92 case among other 
options. The TO-92 case is a flattened cylinder of approximately 5 mm height and diameter. 
There are many third-party suppliers that will produce waterproof probes by soldering wires 
to the sensor, placing the sensor in a 6 mm outer diameter metal sleeve and waterproofing the 
connection with epoxy, glue, heat shrink, or a combination of those. Those waterproof probes 
can be bought on eBay often for less than the costs of a sensor from a Maxim-authorized 
retailer (based on prices for individual sensors). 
 
DS18B20 sensors communicate through the 1-Wire protocol that allows multiple sensors to 
share the same data bus. Communication is always initiated by a bus controller (e.g., Dallas, 
2019). The bus controller begins by sending a 0.5 ms reset pulse followed by the “Match 
ROM” command byte and the ROM code of the sensor it wants to communicate with. 
Subsequent communication will be between the bus controller and the sensor addressed until 
another ROM command is sent. Each interaction with the sensor begins with a reset pulse, 
followed by a function code, followed either by additional data from the bus controller or by 
clock signals from the bus controller and data from the sensor in response. A peculiarity of 
the protocol is that sending clock signals is indistinguishable from sending hexadecimal data 



0xFF, and receiving no response is indistinguishable from receiving a 0xFF response. While 
this is not a limitation when communications follow documented protocol, it does affect 
attempts to reverse engineer sensor behavior. The 1-Wire protocol also includes a mechanism 
for the bus controller to discover the ROM codes of all sensors attached to the bus. 
 
To receive a temperature measurement, the bus controller sends a function code that makes 
the sensor initiate measurement and data conversion. Following this, the bus controller can 
either query the sensor for completion of the data conversion or wait the maximum time for 
data conversion specified in the datasheet (i.e., 750 ms; Maxim, 2019). Temperature data are 
retrieved by sending a “Read Scratchpad” function code and receiving 9 bytes of data: the 
temperature measurement (bytes 0 and 1), two alarm registers (bytes 2 and 3), a configuration 
register (byte 4), three reserved bytes (bytes 5, 6, and 7), and a checksum (byte 8). The 
configuration register specifies whether the sensor operates with 9-bit (fastest), 10, 11, or 12-
bit (slowest) resolution. The reserved bytes are useful to identify counterfeit sensors. Bytes 2, 
3, and 4 can be overwritten by the user and stored in an EEPROM on the DS18B20. The 
temperature stored in bytes 0 and 1 between power-up and the first successful temperature 
conversation is 85 °C (Maxim, 2019). 
 
There is no uniform definition of counterfeit parts across engineering and legal domains (cf. 
AIR6273). According to the definition of AIR6273 (2019), a counterfeit electrical part is “an 
unauthorized (a) copy, (b) imitation, (c) substitute, or (d) modified materiel or [electronic] 
part, which is knowingly, recklessly, or negligently misrepresented as a specified genuine 
item from an authorized manufacturer; or a previously used materiel or [electronic] part 
which has been modified and is knowingly, recklessly, or negligently misrepresented as new 
without disclosure to the customer that it has been previously used.”. According to our survey 
in this study, the main problem affecting DS18B20 sensors are imitations (clones) that are 
misrepresented as genuine parts. 
 
Throughout this paper we will distinguish between DS18B20 sensors (Figure 1a) and 
waterproof probes that contain DS18B20 sensors (Figure 1b). With the exception of one 
subsection in the Discussion, this manuscript is about DS18B20 sensors, whether sold 
separately or encased in a probe.  

2. Methods 
Over 1000 waterproof probes and sensors were purchased from over 70 different vendors on 
eBay, AliExpress, Amazon, or Alibaba, in addition to Maxim-authorized international 
retailers including Digikey, Mouser, Farnell, and RS-Electronics, regionally-focused retailers 
including Reichelt and Conrad Electronics, Elfa Distrelec, or Elektroimportøren, an 
authorized retailer for DS18B20 clones, LCSC, independent stores such as Kjell & Co, 
TELMAL, DROK, YourDuino, SparkFun, Adafruit and Banggood, and speciality vendor 
Quest Components.  
 
To characterize sensor performance and calibration, an Arduino Uno was used to 
communicate with the sensor using the 1-Wire library “OneWire”, Version 2.3, maintained 
by Jim Studt and Paul Stoffregen. Sensors were powered at 5 V, and a 1.2 kOhm pull-up 
resistor was used on the data line. Sensors were powered through the sensor supply voltage 
pin except while testing the performance in parasitic power mode. 
 
We performed temperature calibration measurements in an ice–water bath in a thermos flask 
at nominally 0 °C on hundreds of sensors. The data were automatically evaluated for average, 



and standard deviation (i.e., discretization noise), and drift was checked for quality control. 
We followed Mangum (1995) for the preparation of the ice–water bath. Temperatures were 
polled every 10 seconds during sensor calibration, which avoided signs of self-heating (based 
on our tests, polling every second resulted in measurable self-heating of one discretization 
step of up to 0.06 °C). Measurements were repeatable to within the measurement resolution 
of the sensors. 
 
The following had been recorded systematically for the classification of sensors: the ROM 
code, scratchpad register start-up values and content of reserved bytes, time required for 
temperature measurement, response to undocumented function codes, response to power 
cycling, and performance in parasite power mode. In addition, a small subsample was used to 
assess electrical performance (skipped here due to space), and to photograph the die (i.e., the 
electronic circuit). In order to prepare a die, we broke the TO-92 case open with pliers and 
detached the die from the plastic case by boiling in colophony, removed the colophony with 
acetone, and cleaned the die in acetone ultrasonically. Photos were taken with a USB camera. 

3. Results 
The sensors tested fall naturally into seven groups, henceforth referred to as families. In our 
naming convention, the family letter indicates the pattern of undocumented function codes. 

3.1 Sensor Families 

3.1.1 Family A1: Authentic Maxim 
• ROM pattern: 28-xx-xx-xx-xx-00-00-xx 
• Package label lasered. 
• Indent mark: “P” or “THAI <letter>”. All current sensors are marked “P”. 
• At 0 °C, the average temperature error is smaller and of different sign and the spread 

between devices is less than suggested by the datasheet. 
• Startup value of reserved byte 6 of the scratchpad register is 0x0C. 
• Following a successful temperature conversion, reserved byte 6 of the scratchpad 

register is: <byte 6> = 0x10 – (<byte 0> & 0x0F) 
• Two calibration parameters (Trim1, Trim2) can be read with undocumented function 

codes 0x93 and 0x68, respectively (Maxim, undated). Parameter spreads over 
approximately 20 units within a batch. 

• Default alarm register setting: 0x4B, 0x46 
• Time for temperature conversion (Figure 3c): 584 to 615 ms at 12 bits. 

 
There are also authentic chips being sold by unauthorized sources that have their calibration 
parameters (and alarm and configuration registers) set to 0x00. Until set to reasonable values, 
those sensors report temperatures around -39 °C at room temperature, and too low 
conversation times even at 12-bit resolution (cf. Figure 3c, section A1). 

3.1.2 Family A2 
• ROM pattern: 28-00-xx-00-xx-xx-xx-xx, 28-xx-00-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx, 28-xx-00-00-xx-

xx-00-xx 
• Package label is printed, indent is unmarked. 
• <byte 6> behavior as Family A1 
• Two calibration parameters (Trim1, Trim2) can be read with undocumented function 

codes 0x93 and 0x68, respectively. Parameter spreads over approximately 200 units. 



• Random content of alarm registers. 
• Some samples retain scratchpad content over a 100 ms power cycle. 
• Default alarm register setting: 0x4B, 0x46 
• Time for temperature conversion (Figure 3c): 325 to 502 ms at 12 bits. 

3.1.3 Family B1 
• ROM pattern: 28-AA-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx (GXCAS), 28-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx 

(UMW) 
• Package label is printed, indent is unmarked. Some chips are marked GXCAS or 

UMW rather than DALLAS (cf. Figure 1a). 
• <byte 6> and <byte 7> can be overwritten with the “Write Scratchpad” function 

(UMW, undated) 
• Does not return data on function code 0x68. Does return data following function 

codes 0x90, 0x91, 0x92, 0x93, 0x95, and 0x97. Response to 0x97 is 0x22. 
• Last 7 bytes of ROM code can be overwritten with command sequence “96-Cx-Dx-

94” 
• Default alarm register setting: 0x4B, 0x46 
• Time for temperature conversion (Figure 3c): 589 to 728 ms at 12 bits. 

 

3.1.4 Family B2 
• ROM pattern: 28-FF-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx 
• Package label is printed, indent is unmarked. Some chips are marked 7Q-Tek rather 

than DALLAS (cf. Figure 1a). 
• <byte 6> and <byte 7> can be overwritten with the “Write Scratchpad” function (7Q-

Tek, undated) 
• Does not return data on function code 0x68. Does return data following function 

codes 0x90, 0x91, 0x92, 0x93, 0x95, and 0x97. Response to 0x97 is 0x31. 
• ROM code cannot be overwritten with command sequence “96-Cx-Dx-94” 
• Default alarm register setting: 0x4B, 0x46 
• Time for temperature conversion (Figure 3c): 587 to 697 ms at 12 bits. 

 

3.1.5 Family C 
• ROM pattern: 28-FF-64-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx 
• Package label is printed, indent is unmarked. 
• <byte 6> is fixed at 0x0C. 
• Configuration byte <byte 4> is fixed at 0x7F, i.e., 12-bit resolution. 
• EEPROM endures only approximately 8 write cycles. 
• Does not return data on any undocumented function code. 
• Default alarm register setting: 0x55, 0x00 
• Time for temperature conversion (Figure 3c): 28 to 30 ms. 

 

3.1.6 Family D1 
• ROM pattern: 28-xx-xx-77-91-xx-xx-xx, 28-xx-xx-46-92-xx-xx-xx 
• Package label is printed, indent is unmarked. 
• <byte 7> defaults to 0x66 (vs. 0x10 according to Maxim (2019)) 



• Does not return data on function code 0x68. Does return data or shows reaction 
following function codes  

o 0x4D, 0x8B (8 bytes), 0xBA, 0xBB, 0xDD (5 bytes), 0xEE (5 bytes), or 
o 0x4D, 0x8B (8 bytes), 0xBA, 0xBB. 

• First byte following undocumented function code 0x8B is 
o 0x06: Sensors do not work with Parasitic Power. Sensors leave data line 

floating when powered parasitically. 
o 0x02: Sensors do work in parasitic power mode (and report correctly whether 

they are parasitically powered). 
• ROM code can be overwritten following undocumented function code 0xA3. The 

family code (0x28) can also be changed. 
• Reserved <byte 5>, <byte 6>, and <byte 7> can be overwritten following 

undocumented function code 0x66. 
• Chips contain a supercapacitor rather than an EEPROM to hold alarm and 

configuration settings. I.e., the last temperature measurement and updates to the alarm 
registers are retained between power cycles for seconds to minutes. 

• Default alarm register setting: 0x55, 0x05 
• Default temperature reading: 25 °C (rather than 85 °C) 
• Time for temperature conversion (Figure 3c): 11 ms regardless of specified 

resolution. 
• Poor calibration accuracy at 0 °C (Figure 3a). 
• Temperature readings fluctuate significantly (Figure 3b). 

 

3.1.6 Family D2 
• ROM pattern: 28-xx-xx-79-97-xx-xx-xx, 28-xx-xx-94-97-xx-xx-xx, 28-xx-xx-97-A2-

xx-xx-xx, 28-xx-xx-16-A8-xx-xx-xx 
• Package label is printed, indent is unmarked. 
• <byte 7> defaults to 0x66 (vs. 0x10 according to Maxim (2019)) 
• Does not return data on function code 0x68. Does return data or shows reaction 

following function codes  
o 0x4D, 0x8B (9 bytes), 0xBA, 0xBB, 0xDD (3 bytes), 0xEE (3 bytes), or 
o 0x4D, 0x8B (8 bytes), 0xBA, 0xBB. 

• First byte following undocumented function code 0x8B is 0x00. 
• Sensors do not work with Parasitic Power. Sensors pull the data line low when 

powered parasitically. 
• Default alarm register setting: 0x55, 0x05 
• Default temperature reading: 25 °C (rather than 85 °C) 
• Time for temperature conversion (Figure 3c) is independent of specified resolution: 

o “-79-97-“ and “-94-97-“ ROM codes: 494-523 ms, and 
o “-97-A2-“ and “-16-A8-“ ROM codes: 462-486 ms 

• Poor calibration accuracy at 0 °C (Figure 3a). 

3.2 Dies and Manufacturers 
According to the markings on the die (Figure 4), Family B1 and B2 are produced by GXCAS 
(Beijing Zhongke Galaxy Core Technology Co., Ltd.) and 7Q-Tek (Beijing 7Q Technology 
Inc.), respectively. Some sensors obtained were marked on the case GXCAS or UMW 
(Family B1), or 7Q-Tek (Family B2) instead of DALLAS. While the origin of the die of 
Family A2 is unknown, we note the visual resemblance with the style of families A1 and B2, 



and that the measured conversion time is compatible with the specifications on the 7Q-Tek 
QS18B20 datasheet (7Q-Tek, undated). The dies of Families D1 and D2 resemble each other, 
indicating the same origin (Figure 4). The die of Family C is not related to any of the other 
design efforts shown in Figure 4. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Temperature Performance 
Figure 3a shows that most sensors available in 2019 gave reasonable readings at 0 °C, 
although not necessarily within the specified error limit of 0.5 °C. The most notable 
exceptions are in Families A2 and D1. Noise level in Figure 3b is at the discretization limit 
except for Families D1 and D2, i.e. the usable resolution of those sensors is below 12 bits. 
The time for temperature conversion in Figure 3c differs between Families but was below the 
datasheet-specified 750 ms for all sensors. 
 
Families A2 and D1 are practically obsolete while Family D2 is very common and thus of 
potential concern. Notable are high temperature offsets of +0.8 °C seen in some sensors of 
Family A1. Those measurements are reproducible and come from sensors that were bought 
from third-party vendors with uncertain handling history. The comparatively low conversion 
times of some Family A1 sensors were third-party supplied sensors with invalid calibration 
constants (Trim1 and Trim2), which are unlikely to be encountered. 

4.2 Power-up Reading vs. Valid Measurement 
After power-up and before the first valid temperature conversion, Maxim-produced DS18B20 
and many counterfeits will return a temperature of 85 °C (Maxim, 2019), which is well 
within the operating range of the sensor. In chips of Family A, the power-up temperature 
reading can be distinguished from a valid temperature reading in a simple and undocumented 
manner. Upon power-up, <byte 6> of the scratchpad register is initialized to 0x0C. After a 
successful temperature measurement of 85 °C it is 0x10. 

4.3 Quality of Waterproofing of Probes 
Waterproofing is tangential to this study and not related to the question of whether or not a 
sensor is counterfeit. However, it is highly relevant for operation in saltwater environments. 
Figure 2 shows examples of the content of the metal cylinders used to provide waterproofing. 
We found that the spectrum includes a wide range from no waterproofing apart from heat 
shrink on the outside of the cylinder, to the use of a glue gun, and solid epoxy fill of the 
cylinder. Also, the quality of the outer heat shrink varied considerably. We submerged a 
small sample of 8 probes purchased from different vendors in 10 cm of saltwater for 2 
months. 3 probes failed after 10 hours, 2 more probes failed after 10 days, the remaining 
probes operated through the end of the test. Also, we have successfully operated 
waterproofed probes in a fjord environment for 10 months (cf. Petrich et al., 2019). These 
observations highlight the importance of testing the quality of the waterproofing of those 
probes that are to operate in saltwater environment. 

4.4 Obsolete Counterfeits 
Based on web searches we are aware of counterfeit DS18B20 with the following ROM 
patterns: 

• 28-61-64-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx, and 
• 28-xx-xx-xx-00-00-80-xx. 



However, in spite of a large number of purchases, we were not able to obtain sensors with 
these ROM patterns in 2019, leading us to believe that they are obsolete. 

5. Conclusion 
The results of a market survey of counterfeit DS18B20 sensors and waterproof probes 
containing DS18B20 sensors are presented. We found that counterfeit sensors are easy to 
identify and to classify by performance. A significant fraction of counterfeit sensors (i.e., 
Families D1 and D2) had temperature calibration problems and a signal-to-noise ratio that 
exceeded that of authentic Maxim Integrated-produced DS18B20 sensors. Those should be 
avoided in a research setting.  
 
As of 2019, the simplest (and apparently sufficient) test questions for authenticity of a 
recently produced DS18B20 sensor are: does the indent on the case show the letter “P”? And 
does the ROM code follow the pattern 28-xx-xx-xx-xx-00-00-xx? However, other metrices 
should be tested (e.g., the value of <byte 6> of the scratchpad register (Section 3.1.1)) since 
some sensors allow the ROM code to be changed. Test software is available from the 
repository at https://github.com/cpetrich/counterfeit_DS18B20. 
 
As a side-effect of our investigations we identified an undocumented mechanism to 
distinguish the power-up temperature reading from successful temperature measurements. 
 
We suggest that, until tested, one should assume that every sensor bought from a third-part 
retailer is counterfeit, and that every waterproof probe contains a counterfeit sensor. There 
are few exceptions to this rule. The quality of waterproofing of probes also varies widely. 
Acquisition of waterproof probes that are epoxy-filled and use authentic, Maxim-produced 
DS18B20 sensors requires time and money to identify sources and test the products. 
 
Producing integrated circuits involves high up-front costs. The existence of several 
manufacturers that currently produce DS18B20 clones (i.e., counterfeits) is evidence of the 
relevance of digital temperature sensors for industrial applications, research, and hobby. 
Since the performance of the counterfeits varies widely, awareness of their prevalence is 
needed to avoid unpleasant surprises. 
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Figures 

(a)  (b)  
 
Figure 1. (a) Maxim-produced DS18B20 sensor in TO-92 case (approx. 5 mm high), and (b) 
waterproof probe with 6 mm o.d. metal cylinder containing a DS18B20 sensor and cable 
attached. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Example fill used inside the metal cylinders of waterproof DS18B20 probes: (a) 
air-fill, (b) glue gun-fill, and (c) epoxy-fill. All sensors are counterfeit, and (c) had been 
nicked during the opening of the cylinder. 
 
 



 
Figure 3. (a) Average temperature reading at 0 °C, (b) standard deviation of temperature 
readings at 0 °C (typically N=15 samples), and (c) reported time required for temperature 
conversion. Dashed lines indicate (a) allowable range according to data sheet, (b) expected 
standard deviation for fluctuations 1:14 and 1:2, (c) maximum time according to datasheet. 
 
 



 
Figure 4. Photos of dies of Families A1, A2, B1, B2, C, D1, and D2. The width of each 
photo is approximately 1.4 mm. 
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Here, we aim to extend the full-scale data measurements of ice conditions and the resulting 
structure behaviour at the Norströmsgrund lighthouse to other locations in the Baltic Sea via 
comparison to the met-ocean conditions from Copernicus reanalysis products. The sea ice 
velocity produced by the global reanalysis product of the Copernicus Marine Environment 
Monitoring Service compares favourably to the measurements taken at Norströmsgrund, 
producing a skewed lognormal similar to the distribution observed during the measurement 
campaigns. The sea ice thickness from the reanalysis is less applicable; the inspected model 
produces estimates of level ice thickness near Norströmsgrund over an area of approximately 
9.3 km x 3.9 km, averaging out the effect of ridges and leads. A transformation from level ice 
statistics to first year ice statistics is thus required for application to other locations in the Baltic 
Sea. Atmospheric reanalysis of air temperature, barometric pressure, wind speed, and wind 
direction match perfectly over a much larger area (approximately 83 km x 35 km near the 
Norströmsgrund lighthouse). Comparison to met-ocean conditions both on-site and via 
Copernicus reanalysis products show some evidence that frequency lock-in events are 
connected to changes in local conditions; further analysis is required for confirmation. 
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1. Introduction 
The effective design of offshore structures in ice-infested waters requires detailed knowledge 
of both the met-ocean conditions in the region and the expected loading response produced by 
such conditions. Design estimates are generally based on full-scale data previously gathered 
during ice-structure interactions (ISIs). This is both costly and of limited use; data gathered in 
such a way is only technically accurate for the specific structure and met-ocean conditions 
observed. Extending these limited data sets to other locations and structure designs is not 
without difficulty; the first step alone requires understanding how the met-ocean conditions at 
a given site produce the observed loading conditions, an as-yet unsolved problem. 
 
Particular attention must be paid to the occurrence of ice-induced vibrations (IIVs). These 
vibrations make standard operations more dangerous for on-site personal and, in extreme cases 
such as the KEMI-1 lighthouse in the Gulf of Bothnia, can lead to the complete failure of the 
structure (Määttänen, 1975). ISO 19906 (2019) separates IIVs into three regimes of interest: 
intermittent crushing (IC) at low ice speeds; frequency lock-in (FLI) at intermediate ones; and 
continuous brittle crushing (CBC) during high speed interactions (Yue et al., 2009). FLI events 
are the most extreme form of ice-structure interaction. During FLI the structure vibrates at or 
near one of its natural frequencies and undergoes high-amplitude, periodic oscillations far in 
excess of what the loading conditions would normally indicate. This induces significantly more 
fatigue stress in structural members than would otherwise be expected. Predicting FLI events 
is therefore of great concern to the design of offshore structures.  
 
Full scale measurements of ice-structure interactions are limited in space and time. Met-ocean 
model data covers oceans world-wide, dating back to the 1900s in some cases. Correlations 
between model data and in-situ ice measurements that could be applied to other locations of 
interest would be highly useful to the design of offshore structures. The “Measurements on 
Structures in Ice” (STRICE) measurement campaign at the Norströmsgrund (NSG) lighthouse 
was chosen as the basis for this investigation due to its extensive data collection and the noted 
occurrence of IIV events. The time period of the campaign (2000-2003) coincides with the 
period modelled by the marine and atmospheric reanalysis products of Copernicus (1993-2018 
and 1979-2019, respectively), allowing for a direct comparison of model results and in-situ 
measurements.  

 
a)                                           b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Map of the Baltic Sea with location of NSG lighthouse noted, and (b) NSG 
lighthouse after ice-structure interaction. 
 
 
 



2. Data Description 
2.1. In-situ Measurements 
Extensive full-scale field measurements were gathered at the NSG lighthouse from 1999-2003 
during the “Validation of Low Level Ice Forces” (LOLEIF) and STRICE projects (Schwarz, 
2001). The site itself is described in Jochmann and Schwarz (2000a). In short: the lighthouse 
is located within the Bay of Bothnia at 65°6.6’ N and 22°19.3’ E at the edge of the landfast ice 
zone off the coast of Luleå, Sweden, approximately 20 km from the nearest shoreline, as shown 
in Figure 1a). The lighthouse stands at 42.3 m, with the waterline at approximately 13 m. The 
diameter at the waterline, including load panels, is 7.52 m (Note that later sources consistently 
state that the diameter at the water line is 7.58 m. See Bjerkås et al., 2003 for an example). 
 
The exact location and specifications of the instrumentation, and the measurements taken with 
said instrumentation, changed from year-to-year. Li (2015) provides the complete history of 
the measurement campaign, as well as a discussion of the difficulties these changes present to 
the analysis of the NSG measurements. Of particular note is the method with which ice drift 
was measured; cameras were used to manually measure ice velocity by tracking conspicuous 
ice features across a 10 m x 10 m grid displayed on a screen (Jochmann and Schwarz, 2000b). 
Measurements were sporadic and heavily biased; see Hornnes et al. (2020) for further 
discussion and a detailed description of the steps necessary to prepare the sea ice velocity and 
thickness data for analysis. Ice loads were measured directly by nine panels covering 162 deg 
of the perimeter. An electromagnetic (EM) ice thickness sounding device was installed during 
the LOLEIF project. The device was suspended by a horizontal scaffold boom and extended 
10 m from the lighthouse minimize disturbances from the existence of said lighthouse. The EM 
device was suspended approximately 2 m above the sea ice, out of consideration for the 
measurement resolution as well as to avoid collisions with ridges. The EM device was replaced 
by a sonic distance meter for the winter of 2003 (Haas and Jochmann, 2003). Wind speed and 
air temperature were measured approximately 28 m and 20 m above sea level, respectively, 
during the winters of 2002 and 2003. 
 
The data gathered during the LOLEIF and STRICE projects has been thoroughly investigated 
in the nearly two decades since. Focus was on analyzing FLI events. Bjerkås et al. (2013) 
analyzed the FLI event of March 30, 2003, one of the longest and harshest events observed 
during the measurement campaign. Spatial synchronization of high-pressure zones (hpzs) was 
found to trigger the lock-in event, consistent with the laboratory results of O’Rourke et al. 
(2016). Bjerkås et al. (2014) showcased a method to estimate the number of vibration cycles 
during a FLI event, a necessary component of fatigue evaluations.  
 
Nord et al. (2018) documented the occurrence of 61 resonant vibrations that match the criteria 
for FLI events postulated by ISO 19906 except they seldom reach a steady state, indicating that 
a sinusoidal response may not be a necessary condition for FLI. Therefore, to highlight the 
strict formulation of the ISO, Nord et al. (2018) called these resonant events, without any 
constraint put on the underlying mechanical system. Here these resonant events will also be 
referred to as FLI events, for ease of discussion. Events were selected based on the existence 
of a dominant response frequency, generally between 2.2 and 2.4 Hz. FLI was found to occur 
under a wide range of conditions, for all types of ice (level, rafted, ridged) observed at NSG. 
Bjerkås and Gedikli (2019) used the met-ocean conditions during these events to predict days 
where FLI events were more probable. The method was found to over-predict, perhaps 
indicating that the met-ocean conditions alone are a necessary but insufficient indicator of FLI 
events. 
 



2.2. Model Data 
The European Union’s (E.U.) Copernicus program consists of six services. Here only two are 
relevant: 1) the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS), which 
provides regular and systematic reference info on the world’s oceans and regional seas, and; 2) 
the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS), which provides continuous data on 
atmospheric composition worldwide.  
 
Together, these two services provide hundreds of different products which fill a wide range of 
needs. Linking these model outputs to full-scale observations would be useful for design 
worldwide. Products examined here are the Global Reanalysis data of CMEMS (E.U., 2020b) 
and the ERA-Interim data of CAMS (ECMWF, 2019). The global reanalysis product outputs 
data at noon daily every 1/12° of latitude and longitude. Higher resolution is available through 
the Baltic Reanalysis product (E.U., 2020a), but difficulties with the ice thickness output and 
lack of ice drift data led to the adoption of the global model. The ERA-Interim model outputs 
every 3/4° with a period of six hours. For a more detailed description of the respective models 
please refer to Garric et al., 2017 and Dee et al., 2011. 
 
The two models provide numerous output parameters. We are interested in parameters that can 
be directly compared to those measured at NSG, namely sea ice (thickness and velocity) and 
some atmospheric (temperature, velocity, and pressure) parameters. Sea ice thickness and 
velocity were output at the grid cells sea surface height. Model wind speed and air temperature 
were output at heights of 10 m and 2 m, respectively. 
 
3. Results 
3.1. The Baltic Sea 
To provide a baseline for comparison, statistics for the relevant parameters were examined 
across the entire Baltic Sea and its various sub-regions. Several restrictions were placed on the 
examined data. First, grid cells with a sea ice thickness less than 0.1 m were ignored, as at this 
thickness sea ice can be safely differentiated from open ocean and becomes strong enough to 
be relevant to ISIs (Leppäranta, 2005). Secondly, a lower limit of 5 mm/s (Oikkonen et al., 
2016) was applied to total sea ice velocity to remove grid cells containing landfast ice, which 
is expected to play little role in the fatigue life of a structure. Sea ice conditions that meet these 
criteria will be referred to as drift ice throughout the text. Figures 1a) and b) illustrate the 
probability distribution functions for ice concentration (C) and thickness (h) within various 
regions of the Baltic Sea. Some regions show multipeak behavior characteristic of seasonal and 
regional variations. The secondary peak in sea ice concentration at 0.2 seems to be related to 
the restriction placed on ice thickness; 0.1 m thick ice appears to be normally distributed around 
a sea ice concentration of 0.2. Some grid cells erroneously report ice concentrations greater 
than 1. They are corrected to 1 during further analysis.  



 
    a)                                           b) 
Fig. 1. Model sea ice concentration (a) and thickness (b) within regions of the Baltic Sea. Bin 

counts are normalized such that the sum of the area under all histograms equals one. 
 
Figure 2a) illustrates the regional composition of ice drift direction. Ice in the Gulf of Finland 
travels predominantly towards the east, as expected due to the geography of its coastline. Ice 
in the rest of the Baltic travels mostly in the north-northeast and south-southwest directions. 
Little to no ice drift is observed heading west due to the prevailing wind conditions in the Baltic 
Sea, which proceed predominantly towards the northeast and south-southwest. Ice velocity 
distributions are best presented via polar probability distribution functions (pdfs) of the type 
shown in Figure 2b). Quintile-based speed bands are used to capture the lognormal nature of 
the ice speed distribution. Notable changes in trends occur with increasing speed; high-speed 
ice is found to drift predominantly to the south-southwest and north-northeast. The Bothnian 
Bay, in which the NSG lighthouse is located, contains the highest concentrations of ice in the 
Baltic Sea, the thickest ice sheets, and ice speeds second only to the Bothnian Sea. Together, 
these factors combine to produce the harshest ice conditions, significantly increasing the 
probability of IIVs in the region. 
 

 
  a)                                            b) 

Fig. 2. Model sea ice (a) drift direction pdfs for each region and (b) velocity pdfs for each 
speed quintile within the entire Baltic Sea. 

 
3.2. Norströmsgrund 
Once general trends in the Baltic were understood, data from the grid cell containing the NSG 
lighthouse was compared to measurements obtained during the STRICE project via time-series 
plots. Before comparing atmospheric data, corrections must be applied to account for 



differences in elevation. Air temperature decreases at a rate of 6.5 C per kilometer increase in 
elevation on average, for a difference of 0.117 C between measured and modelled data at NSG. 
The logarithmic wind profile is valid at the elevations of interest here, providing a method to 
compare the measured and modelled data. The simplified equation is given by: 
 

𝑢 = 𝑢
ln(ℎ 𝑧⁄ )
ln(ℎ 𝑧⁄ ) 

 
where 𝑢  and 𝑢  are the wind speeds at elevations ℎ  and ℎ , respectively, and 𝑧  is the 
roughness length, which accounts for differences in terrain. Note that zero-plane displacement 
has been ignored and neutral stability has been assumed. After corrections, the atmospheric 
parameters were generally found to correspond well to those measured on-site, as seen in Fig. 
3. The measured air temperature (not shown) was found to be consistently higher than the 
model output, likely due to the lighthouse heating the surrounding air. Dates where FLI events 
occurred are denoted by a vertical line; notably, all events appear to occur at or near local 
extrema. Similar results are obtained from the 2003 data (not shown). Further research is 
necessary to determine if local extrema are a necessary component of FLI events. 

 
 a)                                           b) 

Fig. 3. Time series of Copernicus and NSG a) barometric pressure and b) wind speed data. 
Vertical lines note dates where FLI was observed. NSG data has been resampled to match 

Copernicus output frequency. 
 
Comparisons of sea ice data were less successful, for two main reasons: 1) sea ice simply has 
a much larger spatial and temporal variability than either ocean or atmospheric parameters, 
and; 2) the STRICE project only measured sea ice parameters during loading events. The 
recorded sea ice parameters are thus only a subset of the total sea ice parameters in the region 
near NSG. Sea ice concentration is an important factor in ISIs that was unfortunately not 
recorded during the STRICE project. Sea ice velocity measurements were highly biased to 
round numbers, as seen in Figure 4a). Both model and field data follow underlying lognormal 
distributions from which useful information can be obtained, though the fit to measured data 
is skewed by human rounding bias. The thickness pdfs differ greatly. This can be attributed to 
a combination of three factors: 1) the nearby shipping channel increases the prevalence of thin 
ice near NSG, which is either averaged out of or ignored in the model results; 2) the calibration 
of the EM device used to measure ice thickness at NSG drifted by up to 0.05 m, producing 
cases where open water was mistaken for ice up to 0.15 m thick, and; 3) they simply measure 
different quantities; Copernicus provides an areal average which smoothes out the effect of 
ridged ice, producing a pdf that better represents level ice. The thickness distribution will thus 
include components for level, rafted, and ridged ice. A transform from level ice thickness to 



first-year ice statistics is required if Copernicus thickness output is to be used at other locations 
of interest. 

  
a)                                            b) 

Fig. 4. Modeled and observed empirical probability density functions for sea ice a) speed and 
b) thickness at NSG. Lognormal fit shown corresponds to data measured at NSG. Skewed 

nature of Copernicus speed data (which drops to zero at 0.00001 m/s) likely due to an artifact 
of the model. 

 
3.3. Farstugrunden 
A brief inspection of the model output at Farstugrunden (FSG) during the years of the LOLEIF 
and STRICE projects was also undertaken. The FSG lighthouse is a slightly stiffer structure 
(Nord et al., 2018), located in water that is 0.5 m deeper than the NSG location. It is 
approximately 6 km closer to the nearest shoreline and approximately 24 km further north. 
Little to no IIVs have been observed at FSG, and no structural fatigue has been noted. This is 
generally attributed to the higher proportion of landfast ice in this location, which does not 
induce vibrations. Sea ice statistics near FSG were checked for any other peculiarities, given 
that the predominance of landfast ice may not continue into the coming years due to the effects 
of climate change. The ice at FSG was found to be slightly thicker with a slightly lower 
concentration, as seen in the CDFs presented in Fig. 5. Drift velocity statistics (not shown) at 
both locations do not differ significantly, though drift direction shifts slightly to the east at 
FSG, due simply to the geography of the nearby coastline. Note that the two lighthouses share 
a grid cell in the model data, so no comparison can be made. 
 

 
  a)                                           b) 

Fig. 5. Empirical cumulative distribution functions for sea ice a) thickness and b) 
concentration within grid cells containing NSG and FSG lighthouses. 



 
4. Discussion 
The long-term goal of this study is to provide a systematic method to apply full-scale 
measurement results to locations where met-ocean conditions are available. As an initial test 
case the Baltic Sea region was examined using the met-ocean and atmospheric models of 
Copernicus. Significant differences in sea ice parameters (thickness, concentration, velocity) 
and wind velocity are observed between regions, indicating that forcing conditions on a 
structure will differ considerably from region-to-region. 
 
The model output was then compared to observations at the NSG lighthouse. They were found 
to be sufficiently similar to be used as an initial estimate of forcing input for an ISI at other 
locations via methods such as those discussed in Nord et al. (2016) or Hendrikse and Nord 
(2019). Some difficulties are encountered; atmospheric model output more closely resembles 
the measured data than the sea ice output, due simply to the increased difficultly encountered 
when modelling sea ice. Drift ice thickness statistics of model output show a similar mode to 
the helicopter-towed EM measurements analyzed by Ronkainen et al., (2018). Rafted and 
ridged ice is underrepresented in the Copernicus data, producing a significantly lower mean 
ice thickness. A transform is necessary to produce true ice thickness statistics from model 
output; a preliminary analysis of the relationship between ridge ice and level ice statistics can 
be found in Samardžija and Høyland (2019). The model sea ice velocity data shares the same 
underlying lognormal distribution with the NSG data, but little else can currently be said due 
to human rounding bias during the measurement of ice drift at NSG. Methods with which to 
account for this human rounding bias are currently being investigated. 
 
Copernicus model output near dates of FLI events discussed in Nord et al. (2018) was also 
examined during this study. No clear trend was observed, though events all appear to occur 
around local extrema in parameters. Combined with the FLI prediction method of Bjerkås and 
Gedikli (2019) this may provide sufficient conditions with which to predict FLI events. Further 
investigation is underway. 
 
Model output at the two sister lighthouses was examined due to the noted lack of IIVs at FSG. 
Though generally assumed to be due to higher probability of landfast ice at its location, a more 
thorough analysis is warranted due to the changing climate in the Baltic Sea; regions of landfast 
ice may not remain so in the future. The lack of IIVs cannot be explained by the Copernicus 
models examined during the time period of interest; the overall statistics are practically 
identical at the two locations during the LOLEIF and STRICE projects. Misunderstanding of 
the necessary conditions for IIV may play a part; as previously presented in this study, there is 
some evidence that rates play an important role in triggering FLI. This may also be due to the 
model resolution; statistical downscaling in the region may provide better insight into met-
ocean conditions at the FSG location. An analysis of statistically downscaled model output in 
the region is planned for the near future.  
 
5. Conclusions 
This study examines the sea ice and atmospheric model output in the Baltic Sea of two 
Copernicus products. These models are then compared against the full-scale data obtained 
during the STRICE project, particularly near FLI events. The study concludes that: 

x There are significant differences in met-ocean conditions throughout the Baltic Sea 
which will affect fatigue and limit testing conditions for structures from region-to-
region. 



x Model output compares favourably to full-scale observations, with atmospheric 
parameters being a better fit than sea ice ones. 

x FLI events appear to occur during local extrema in both model and full-scale 
measurements. 
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As a part of Chinese National Arctic Research Expedition program, the physical properties of 
sea ice were investigated in the Pacific sector of the Arctic during the summers of 2008−2018. 
Sea ice salinity, density, and temperature were measured in field at 21 first-year ice (FYI) 
sites and 20 multi-year ice (MYI) sites. Results show that the bulk salinity ranged from 0.4 to 
3.2 PSU for FYI and 0.4–2.4 PSU for MYI. The bulk density of FYI was 600−900 kg/m3, 
and of MYI was 686−903 kg/m3. Both the measured salinity and density were less than the 
previously reported values, and their earlier parameterization formulae were not appropriate 
for the current summer Arctic sea ice. Therefore, several modifications were proposed based 
on our measurements. Furthermore, the contents of brine and gas within sea ice were 
evaluated according to the volume fractions calculated using sea ice temperature, salinity, 
and density. The bulk brine volume fraction ranged from 3.0 to 25.9% for FYI and from 2.2 
to 21.4% for MYI. The bulk gas volume fraction ranges were 2.7−35.4% and 3.6−26.1% for 
FYI and MYI, respectively. The typical variations of brine and gas volume fractions along 
ice depth were parameterized using quadratic polynomials. Large changes have been 
observed in the physical states of current Arctic sea ice compared with earlier observations, 
and the results can be helpful to improve the accuracy of existing sea ice models. 
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1. Introduction 
A large number of variations have been seen in Arctic sea ice because of Arctic amplification 
occurred in the Arctic region in recent decades. Increased interior melt has been observed in 
the summer ice (Huang et al., 2016). The physical characteristics of sea ice are likely to be 
changing as well with the development of Arctic warming. Some of the parameterization 
formulae for sea ice physical parameters based on earlier observations may not be appropriate 
for current Arctic sea-ice state. Therefore, our knowledge on the physical properties of 
summer Arctic sea ice needs to be updated. While the measurements on the sea ice physics of 
high quality have been much sparser after the year 2000.  
 
Sea ice temperature, salinity, and density are fundamental physical parameters influencing 
the thermal, optical, and mechanical properties of sea ice, and thus, attracted much focus in 
the previous work. The annual cycle of Arctic sea ice temperature has been investigated using 
thermistor strings (Perovich and Elder, 2001), and the temperature profile of Arctic sea ice 
with depth has also been observed using ice-core measurements (Carnat et al., 2013). The 
characteristics of salinity profile of first-year ice (FYI) and multi-year ice (MYI) were 
different due to desalination process (Tucker III et al., 1987; Vancoppenolle et al., 2006), and 
a parameterization formula was established for MYI salinity profile (Schwarzacher, 1959) 
which has been used in several existing sea ice models (e.g., Hunke and Lipscomb, 2008). 
Sea ice shows lower density in the part above the waterline than below in summer. Several 
sea ice density ranges have been reported using various methods (e.g., Timco and Frederking, 
1996), and a mathematic equation has been established to describe the MYI density profile 
along ice depth (Eicken et al., 1995).  
 
The Arctic sea ice is transiting from a predominantly MYI system to a FYI system, but there 
are limited studies on parameterizing the vertical profiles of FYI physical properties, 
especially salinity and density. Sea ice is a multicomponent medium consisting of ice crystals, 
brine pockets, gas, and other inclusions. The phases of sea ice change largely as it warms in 
melt season, and brine and gas can account for large proportions. While there have been only 
limited studies on the sea ice brine distribution and even fewer on the gas. Eicken et al. (1995) 
reported the distribution characteristics of brine and gas content within summer sea ice in the 
Eurasian sector of the Arctic, and Cannat et al. (2013) investigated the evolution of brine 
volume fraction of sea ice during a growth cycle in the Canadian Arctic.  
 
Sea ice physical data has been collected from the Pacific sector of the Arctic Ocean during 
the past 10 years through the Chinese National Arctic Research Expedition (CHINARE) 
programs. In this paper, we presented the salinity and density of current summer Arctic sea 
ice and compared them with the previous parameterization formulae. Based on the field 
observations, the brine and gas contents within sea ice were evaluated and then parameterized. 
Finally, several potential improvements were suggested to promote existing sea ice models. 

2. Study Area and Measurements 
A total of 41 ice sites were set up on the floes with diameters of several kilometers in the 
CHINARE programs conducted mostly in the Pacific sector of the Arctic during the summers 
of 2008−2018 (Figure 1). Most of the ice sites were located within 76.3−88.4ºN and 
147.1−179.6ºW, except the sites in 2012 that were located further west from 83.4−87.4ºN and 
120.2−161.4ºE. Based on the division of the Arctic Ocean by the National Snow and Ice Data 
Center, most of the ice sites were located in the Central Arctic, and some were located in the 
Chukchi and Beaufort seas. The ice thickness ranged between 49.3 and 205.3 cm, and the 



snow thickness was 3−20 cm. The ice sampling was carried out mainly in August, and the air 
temperature at the time of sampling ranged between −4.2 and 3.6ºC. Ice sampling was 
conducted on wide and level areas at each site, and at least four vertical ice cores were 
extracted using a drilling auger. 

 
Figure 1. Maps of ice sites in the CHINARE programs during 2008‒2018. The green part 
represents land and islands, and the white part represents seas. 
 
Sea ice temperature  
Once an ice core was extracted, ice temperature was measured immediately. Holes were 
drilled at 10-cm intervals along the length of the ice core, and a temperature probe sensor 
with an accuracy of ±0.1ºC inserted in the holes to measure the ice temperature.  
 
Sea ice salinity  
Ice salinity was measured using another ice core, which was cut into 10-cm-long segments 
from top to bottom with a handsaw immediately after extraction. These ice sections were then 
preserved in plastic bottles and taken back to the ship. A salinometer with an accuracy of 
±0.1 PSU was used to measure salinity after the ice sections melted.  
 
Sea ice density  
Ice density was determined using the mass-volume method in the on-board cold laboratory. 
An ice core was cut into 10-cm-long sections. Each section was then machined into cubes 
with side length of 4 cm carefully using the band saw and weighed using a balance (±0.1 g), 
and the volume was calculated based on the dimensions measured with a caliper (±0.02 mm). 
An ice cube typically had a mass of 40‒70 g, and thus, the uncertainty due to the 
measurement error was approximately 5% according to error propagation analysis. 
 
Sea ice crystal structure  
The observations of crystal texture were conducted by preparing vertical sections with size of 
5−10 cm in length and 1 cm in thickness using the band saw in the cold laboratory. These 
sections were then attached to glass sheets and shaved to a thickness of less than 1 mm using 
a planer. These slices were then placed on a universal stage to observe the crystal texture 
under crossed polarizing light. 



3. Results 
The ice sites were classified into FYI and MYI according to the measured salinity profile and 
crystal texture. MYI generally shows a fresh layer in the uppermost of salinity profile and 
discontinuities in crystal structure along the depth due to the changes in the crystal size and 
shape. Based on the criteria, a total of 21 FYI and 20 MYI sites were finally identified. 
 
3.1. Sea ice salinity  
The salinity of both FYI and MYI samples mainly ranged between 0 and 5 PSU (grey points 
in Figure 2). A nearly fresh (< 0.5 PSU) layer existed in the upper of most MYI ice sheets, 
and this layer accounted on average for 30±9% of the ice thickness. A top layer with low 
salinity (< 1.0 PSU) was also found in the majority of FYI sheets due to the flushing of 
surface meltwater, accounting for 25±12% of the total thickness averagely. To better depict 
the salinity profiles of both ice types, the ice depth was normalized to the interval of [0, 1] 
and then divided into 10 even layers. The salinity of each layer at an ice site was averaged 
taking the measured section length as weight: 
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where Si is the salinity of a layer, L is the layer length, n is the number of measured sections 
located within the layer, Si,j is the salinity of a measured section, and lj is the measured 
section length. The profiles of all MYI and FYI sites were averaged finally as shown in the 
black lines in Figure 2. It could be clearly seen that the ice salinity of both ice types increased 
from top to bottom, and the salinity in the upper layer of FYI was a bit higher than that of 
MYI. 

 
Figure 2. The measured sea ice salinity against normalized depth for FYI (a) and MYI (b). 
The error bar represents the standard deviations. 
 
The most commonly used parameterization of the summer MYI salinity profile in sea ice 
models, such as in Hunke and Lipscomb (2008), is: 
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where S is sea ice salinity, z is the normalized ice depth, and a and b are fitted coefficients. In 
Hunke and Lipscomb (2008), Smax = 3.2 PSU, a = 0.407, and b = 0.573. The profile fitted by 
Eq. (2) was shown as the blue dashed line in Figure 2b. It could be seen that the previous 
parameterization showed much higher salinity than our data. Therefore, modifications were 
applied to this parameterization, and the fitted parameters were Smax = 2.2 PSU, a = 2.32, and 
b = 2.67. The coefficient of determination (R2) was 0.99 and the significance level (p) was 
0.01. The modified profile was shown as the red dashed line in Figure 2b. 
 
Furthermore, we adopted a similar form as Eq. (2) to depict the FYI salinity profile, but a 
slight modification was added to give a positive value S(0) at the ice surface. 
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where S(0) = 0.41 PSU, Smax = 2.5 PSU, a = 0.76, and b = 0.58. The goodness of fit was R2 = 
1.00 at p = 0.01. The profile was shown in the Figure 2a. 
 
The bulk salinity of an ice sheet was determined by averaging the salinity of all measured 
sections taking the length as weight. Results showed that the bulk salinity ranged from 
0.4‒3.2 PSU for FYI with an average of 1.9±0.6 PSU, and for MYI, the salinity range and 
average were 0.4‒2.4 PSU and 1.3±0.5 PSU, respectively.  
 
3.2. Sea ice density  
Sea ice density of our samples were 491‒907 kg/m3 for FYI and 521‒906 kg/m3 for MYI 
(gray points in Figure 3). The density in the freeboard (the ice section above the sea level) of 
the ice cores was less than in the draft (the ice section below the sea level) due to the heavy 
deterioration and large gas pores in the upper of ice sheet. The mean density in the freeboard 
was 718±87 kg/m3 for FYI and 701±86 kg/m3 for MYI; and the mean density in the draft was 
804±80 kg/m3 and 825±52 kg/m3 for FYI and MYI, respectively. To describe the density 
profile in a quantitative way, the ice core was divided into 10 even layers, and a similar 
method as Eq. (1) was used to calculated the density of each layer. Finally, general depth 
profiles of sea ice density were obtained by averaging all FYI and MYI profiles (black lines 
in Figure 3). The density of both ice types decreased from top to bottom. 
 
Eicken et al. (1995) has adopted a logarithm equation to describe the variation of MYI 
density along depth: 
 

ρ(zi) = 35.7 ¯ln(zi) + 881.8        [4] 
 
where ρ is sea ice density in kg/m3, and zi is the real ice depth (in meters). As the blue dashed 
line in Figure 3b, this parameterization cannot follow the density variation of current Arctic 
sea ice. Furthermore, this equation cannot guarantee reasonable mathematical behavior when 
zi = 0. Therefore, a quadratic polynomial is used in this paper to parameterize the sea ice 
density profile: 
 

FYI: ρ(z) = ‒103.4z2 + 231.5z + 710.1, R2 = 0.99, p < 0.01    [5]  
MYI: ρ(z) = ‒218.1z2 + 423.1z + 672.5, R2 = 0.98, p < 0.01    [6] 



The bulk density ranged from 600‒900 kg/m3 for FYI with an average of 793±74 kg/m3, and 
for MYI, the density range and average were 686‒903 kg/m3 and 810±49 kg/m3, respectively. 
Compared with the earlier reported value in Timco and Frederking (1996), our measured 
density ranges were less and wider for both ice types. 
 

 
Figure 3. The measured sea ice density against normalized depth for FYI (a) and MYI (b). 
The error bar represents the standard deviations. 
 
3.3. Sea ice brine and gas volume fractions  
The contents of liquid brine and gas change as sea ice warms. The brine and gas are two 
important factors affecting sea ice thermal and optical properties. They are difficult to 
measure in field, but there are mathematical formulae to calculate their volume fractions 
using Cox and Weeks (1983) as well as Leppäranta and Manninen (1988).  
 
Since each ice core has been divided into 10 layers within the normalized ice depth, and the 
salinity and density of each layer were obtained. We then calculated the ice temperature of 
corresponding layer assuming the ice temperature varies linearly between two adjacent 
measurement points and taking the length between adjacent measurement points as weight. 
Finally, the brine and gas volume fractions in each layer could be determined.  
 
The brine volume fraction range of FYI samples was 0‒61.8%, and of MYI samples was 
0‒37.3%. The bulk brine volume fraction of an individual ice core was taken as the mean 
value of the brine volume fractions of 10 layers, and the bulk value for FYI was between 3.0 
and 25.9% with an average of 11.3±6.2%, and for MYI was between 2.2 and 21.4% with an 
average of 9.5±11.0%. To parameterize the general variation of brine volume fraction along 
depth, the profiles of FYI and MYI were averaged, respectively. As shown in Figure 4, the 
general profiles of both ice types showed a reversed “C-shape” with a maximum in the 
middle. Therefore, we used the quadratic polynomials to fit the profiles: 
 

FYI: vb = ‒32.9z2 + 43.9z, R2 = 0.91, p < 0.01     [7]  
MYI: vb = ‒34.2z2 + 42.1z, R2 = 0.90, p < 0.01     [8] 

 



 
Figure 4. The mean brine volume fraction profiles for FYI (a) and MYI (b). The error bar 
represents the standard deviations. 
 
The calculated gas volume fraction ranged between 0 and 65.4% for FYI, and between 0 and 
34.4% for MYI. The bulk gas volume fraction was 2.7‒35.4% with an average of 14.9±7.9% 
for FYI, and the bulk value was 3.6‒26.1% with a mean value of 13.5±12.7% for MYI. 
Similarly, the general profiles of gas volume fractions were plotted for both ice types. As 
shown in Figure 5, both profiles showed that the gas volume fraction decreased from top to 
bottom against normalized ice depth. The profiles were also parameterized using the 
quadratic polynomials: 
 

FYI: va = 8.6z2 ‒21.3z + 22.7, R2 = 0.99, p < 0.01       [9]  
MYI: va = 14.1z2 ‒31.0z + 24.3, R2 = 0.98, p < 0.01     [10] 

 

 
Figure 5. The mean gas volume fraction profiles for FYI (a) and MYI (b). The error bar 
represents the standard deviations. 



The mean values of bulk gas volume fraction were greater than those of bulk brine volume 
fraction for both FYI and MYI, indicating that gas occupied more than brine of the summer 
Arctic sea ice. Especially, comparisons of the general profiles of brine and gas showed that 
the gas content was more than brine in the upper of ice sheet for both ice types. Permeability 
is the key factor affecting the hydrological evolution of summer sea ice. The percolation 
threshold  ≈ 5% depends on the crystal structure; at  > , brine or sea water can move 
through the ice (Golden et al., 1998, 2007). As shown in Figure 4 and 5, the lower sections 
were permeable with vb > 5%, and  in the top low-brine layers was higher than 5% because 
of drained-out brine. These sections had been permeable through the brine channels and were 
probably still permeable via the gas pores. In other words, both FYI and MYI were 
completely permeable through the whole thickness. 
 

4. Conclusion  
The physical properties of sea ice were collected during summers of 2008‒2018 in the Pacific 
sector of the Arctic. We analyzed the sea ice salinity and density and calculated gas and brine 
volume fractions. The results could be used to improve the existing sea ice numerical models.  
y�Sea ice is less saline in the current Arctic, and thus the parameterization based on the 
earlier observations should be updated.  
y�Sea ice density is less than decades ago, and should not be regarded as a constant but a 
variable.  
y�Gas and brine occupy a large fraction of summer Arctic sea ice, and thus the variations of 
gas and brine should be fully considered in the future sea ice models.  
y�Gas occupies more than brine of summer sea ice, which could further affect the liquid 
transport within sea ice as well as the thermal and optical properties of sea ice.  
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Abstract: With the change of global climate, sea ice conditions in the Arctic have changed 15 
significantly in the past decades, which brings opportunities for Arctic navigation and resource 16 
exploitation. In the present study, four different parts of the Arctic Northeast Passage (NEP) 17 
were selected as the research targets, two of them were routes from Sabetta port of Yamal 18 
Peninsula to the direction of Europe, and the others were to the direction of Asia. Seasonal and 19 
spatial changes of sea ice conditions and navigable period (NP) in the past decade were 20 
analyzed using multisource remote sensing data. Results of sea ice concentration (SIC) reveal 21 
that ice conditions of two Asian routes were more severe than the European routes, and the 22 
annual mean SIC was ~0.62 for the former and 0.2~0.3 for the latter, respectively. NP analyses 23 
indicate that the mean open days of two European routes were almost same, from mid-July to 24 
mid-October, lasting about 125 days for a threshold of SIC<0.7 and 110 days for a threshold of 25 
SIC<0.3. Concurrently, Asian routes only lasted for 78 days (SIC<0.7) and 64 days (SIC<0.3), 26 
from mid-August to mid-October. Results of ice thickness show that the mean value of two 27 
European routes was almost the same too, about open water in October and 1.16m in April. 28 
Thicker ice appears in the two Asian routes, achieving 0.3m and 0.54m in October, 1.2m and 29 
1.55m in April, respectively. 30 
 31 
Keywords: Arctic navigation, sea ice concentration, ice thickness 32 
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1 Introduction 34 

Global air temperature has continued to rise in recent decades, which leads to the 35 
dramatically retreat of Arctic sea ice. Sea ice extent, thickness, and proportion of multiyear ice 36 
have changed a lot as a result. In 2007 and 2012, the ice extent had reached valleys of 4.1×106 37 
km2 and 3×106 km2 respectively (Comiso and Parkinson et al., 2008; Parkinson and Comiso, 38 
2013). The ice extent declined at a trend of -12.2% decade-1 between 1979 to 2012 (Comiso, 39 
2012).The maximum ice thickness of winter decreased from 3.64m to 1.89m from 1980 to 40 
2008 (Kwok and Rothrock, 2009). The decline trend of annual mean ice thickness was -41 
0.58±0.07m decade-1 from 2000 to 2012 (Lindsay and Schweiger, 2015). Multiyear ice, 42 
represents the component of sea ice surviving from melt in summer, has suffered an inevitable 43 
change. The multiyear ice has been replaced by thinner first-year ice gradually, and the extent 44 
of multiyear ice remained negative at more than -15.1% decade-1 from 1979 to 2011 (Comiso, 45 
2012). 46 

 47 
As climate models predict, the Arctic sea ice will continue to lose in future decades, which 48 

makes it possible to navigate in Arctic (Stroeve and Kattsov et al., 2012). Model results show 49 
that navigable periods for open water vessels will be double, and the shipping time between 50 
Europe and Asia will be 10 days faster than the traditional routes nowadays by midcentury 51 
(Melia and Haines et al., 2016). The Northeast Passage (NEP) connects Asia and Europe 52 
through the Chukchi Sea, East Siberian Sea, Laptev Sea, Kara Sea, and the Barents Sea, which 53 
shows noteworthy opportunity for Arctic shipping (Laliberté and Howell et al., 2016). NEP has 54 
immense economic potential, not only because it can save about 40% sailing distance than the 55 
conventional routes from Europe to Asia (Liu and Kronbak, 2010), but also the resource-rich 56 
Yamal peninsula is located in the Kara Sea. It is undoubtedly that the NEP will play a more and 57 
more crucial role in resource exploitation and intercontinental transport. But because of the 58 
complicated ice condition, only 9.3% of vessels travel in the Arctic are world’s shipping traffic 59 
in 2014, the other shipping activities are almost confined in Norwegian and Barents Seas 60 
(Eguíluz and Fernández-Gracia et al., 2016).  61 

 62 
Sea ice conditions, including sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea ice thickness (SIT), are 63 

the most significant factors that affect navigations in the Arctic Ocean. Therefore, it’s necessary 64 
to understand the seasonal and spatial changes of sea ice clearly. The potential interest can 65 
benefit many industries such as fishing, cargo transport, tourism and research activity. For 66 
different industries, choosing different vessels according to the state of sea ice will be more 67 
safe and economical. So far, remote sensing is the only method to detect the up-to-date changes 68 
of sea ice on a large scale. Both SIC from passive microwave and SIT from altimeter sensors 69 
onboard satellites have mature databases published, and most of the previous studies on ice 70 
conditions were based on them (Comiso and Parkinson et al., 2008; Comiso, 2012; Parkinson 71 
and Comiso, 2013). However, these studies pay more attention to the influences of sea ice 72 
retreat on the global climate than navigation in the Arctic. In the present work, sea ice data 73 
from satellite remote sensing are employed to explain the seasonal variability of sea ice 74 
conditions and the navigable period along the NEP. 75 

 76 



2 Study region and Data 77 

2.1 Study region 78 

The NEP connects several sea areas along the Siberian coast. There are many detail 79 
differences among these seas, although sea ice conditions in all regions show a negative trend 80 
(Comiso and Meier et al., 2017). Because of the warm flow from the Atlantic, the Barents Sea 81 
becomes nearly open in recent years even in winter (Smedsrud and Esau et al., 2013; Onarheim 82 
and Eldevik et al., 2015). Consequently, the retreat speed of sea ice in the Kara and Barents 83 
Sea is the greatest (Comiso and Meier et al., 2017), and the decline rate of SIC near New 84 
Siberian Islands is lowest among all (Comiso and Meier et al., 2017).  85 

 86 
In the following study, the whole NEP is divided into four parts, as shown in Figure 1, 87 

which are common routes of Arctic shipping according to the information published on the 88 
website of Northern Sea Route Information Office (https://arctic-lio.com/). Sabetta port of 89 
Yamal peninsula is defined as the starting point, and routes 1 and 2 (R1, R2) are the European 90 
lines and routes 3 and 4 (R3, R4) are the Asian lines. R1 has shorter distance through Kara 91 
strait and R2 takes a detour to Novaya Zemlya for less ice area. R3 locates in the east Kara Sea, 92 
from the Yamal peninsula to Vilkitskoyo Strait (include strait), and the rest belongs to R4. The 93 
route R4 did not pass through the Sannikov strait (74.5°N, 142°E) or Dmitry Laptev strait 94 
(73°N, 142°E) because Dmitry Laptev strait cannot afford regular merchant ship pass due to 95 
its shallow depth, and Sannikov strait have shorter navigable period due to complicated ice 96 
condition and fickle wind there (Qin, 2014). The detailed information of these four routes are 97 
summarized in Table 1.  98 

 99 

 100 
Figure 1 Four study routes with the red arrows indicate the navigation direction 101 

 102 



Table 1 Information of study routes 103 

Route Start End Distance 

1 Yamal peninsula Barents Sea 1300km 
2 Yamal peninsula Barents Sea 1600km 
3 Yamal peninsula Vilkitskoyo Strait 1450km 
4 Vilkitskoyo Strait Bering Strait 3100km 

 104 
2.2 Sea ice data 105 

Sea ice in the Arctic Ocean has been continuously observed by satellite sensors since 1979. 106 
As summarized in Table 2, sea ice data from satellite remote sensing in the past 10 years were 107 
employed in the present study. SIC data were provided by the University of Bremen (Spreen 108 
and Kaleschke et al., 2008) and National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) (Cavalieri and 109 
Parkinson et al., 1996), covering every day from 2010 to 2019. SIC data from the University 110 
of Bremen were determined by the ARTIST Sea Ice (ASI) algorithm using the brightness 111 
temperature date from Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for EOS (AMSR-E) 112 
between 2003 and September 2011, and from Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 113 
(AMSR-2) after July 2012. The spatial resolution of this SIC data was 3.125km. The gap period 114 
between AMSR-E and AMSR-2 was fed by SIC data from NSIDC. This data were determine 115 
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Team 2 algorithm using the 116 
passive microwave data of Special Sensor Microwave Imager Sounders (SSMIS) with a spatial 117 
resolution of 25km. In the following study, time series SIC date will be employed to depict the 118 
ice conditions along the navigation routes. 119 

 120 
Ice thickness data were derived from CryoSat-2 Synthetic Aperture Interferometric Radar 121 

Altimeter. There are two major steps to convert the radar signals into ice thickness: estimation 122 
of freeboard from radar waveforms, and calculation of thickness depending on the Archimedes 123 
principle (Laxon and Giles et al., 2013). Ice thickness data used in this study were published 124 
monthly and cover January to April and October to December by NSIDC with a spatial 125 
resolution of 25km. No date are available in summer because it is difficult to ascertain the 126 
freeboard of sea ice by discriminating seawater and melting ice (Peacock, 2004). 127 

 128 
Table 2 Summary of satellite remote sensing data employed in this study 129 

Product Time period Data source Spatial resolution 

Sea ice concentration 
2010.01-2011.09 AMSR-E 3.125km 
2011.10-2012.06 SSMIS 25km 

2012.07-2019 AMSR-2 3.125km 
Sea ice thickness 2010-2019 Radar Altimeter 25km 
 130 



3 Results 131 

3.1  Sea ice concentration 132 

Daily variations in SIC along routes R1-R4 are shown in Figure 1, on which the horizontal 133 
axes represent the date and vertical axes represent the distance from the start point of the routes. 134 
In general, days with lower SIC (blue part in Figure 1) appear more in recent years, which 135 
demonstrates the feasibility of navigation. As mentioned above, the sea ice retreat speed in 136 
Kara Sea and Barents Sea was the greatest among all. So SIC along R1 and R2 were much 137 
lower than others. Just like Figure 1a and b shows, R1 and R2 have a steady low SIC period 138 
(blue part in figure) every year since 2010. The annual mean SIC of R1 was in the range from 139 
0.49 to 0.27 and the decadal mean was 0.36. The largest annual mean SIC occurred in 2014,  140 
and the smallest one took place in 2012, corresponding to the recorded lowest Arctic sea ice 141 
cover in that year. Annual mean SIC of R2 changed less than R1, range from about 0.31 to 0.16 142 
with a decadal mean of 0.24. The maximal annual mean SIC took place in 2010 and reached a 143 
minimum in 2012.  144 

 145 

 146 
Figure 2 Sea ice concentration of four routes from 2010 to 2019. Section a-d represent R1-R4 147 

respectively. 148 
 149 

Obvious change in SIC along R1 occurred at about 1000km from the start point, where 150 
was the Kara Strait. Because of the warm flow from the Barents Sea, the low SIC period of the 151 
first 3/4 route was much less than that of the latter 1/4. That means, R1 was almost navigable 152 
once vessels passed the Kara Strait. A similar phenomenon was more obvious on R2. Sea ice 153 
decreased sharply after the first 1/3 distance from the start, where was the northwest corner of 154 
the Yamal peninsula. The Kara Strait is not only a separation of the Kara Sea and the Barents 155 
Sea, but also plays an important role in increasing the opportunity of navigation along the NEP.  156 

 157 
Ice conditions of R3 and R4 were more severe than those of R1 and R2. It is obvious that 158 

the regions with SIC close to 1 is predominant in Figure 1c and d. The annual mean SIC was 159 



in the range of 0.73 and 0.54, and the decadal mean was 0.62. The largest and smallest annual 160 
mean SIC occurred in 2013 and 2011 respectively. Annual mean SIC of R4 changed within a 161 
relative narrow range from about 0.69 to 0.6, with the decadal mean of 0.64. The maximal 162 
value of the annual mean SIC took place in 2014, and the minimum was achieved in 2018.  163 

 164 
There was a special area on R3 between 2013 and 2019, owing to the Vilkitskoyo Strait. 165 

In fact, the Vilkitskoyo Strait located in the distance of 1100-1300km from the start, but high 166 
SIC parts took place in the region from 600km to 1300km. It was because of the accumulated 167 
sea ice around the strait, and the degrees of sea ice accumulation were different year to year. 168 
There were two high SIC sections on R4, one was the Delong strait (at the distance of about 169 
2600-2700km) and the other was floating ice of the East Siberian Sea (about 1200-2200km). 170 
These influences of two areas on SIC were similar in recent years. 171 

 172 
3.2  Navigable period 173 

There are different classification societies, such as Finnish-Swedish Ice Class Rules 174 
(FSICR) designed by Finnish Marine Agency and Swedish Marine Agency (FMA&SMA) and 175 
Polar Class (PC) designed by International Association of Classification Societies (IACS), that 176 
have designed the rules for icebreakers according to the ice conditions. Among which, the Polar 177 
Class (PC) takes several factors into account, including ice type, thickness and cruise speed 178 
(IACS, 2019) . This rule becomes more and more widely accepted by shipping companies. 179 
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has also linked the ice concentration with the 180 
difficulty of navigation in ice. In the following study, we defined two SIC thresholds, namely 181 
0.7 and 0.3, to calculate the navigable period of a route, which are based on Lei et al. (2015) 182 
and Shibata et al. (2013) . The SIC threshold of 0.7 means that PC4 icebreakers can navigate, 183 
and 0.3 means open-water vessels can pass with difficulty and icebreakers can navigate easily. 184 

 185 
The navigable period (NP) and navigable days (ND) on the basis of the SIC thresholds 186 

are denoted by green dots and red lines on Figure 3. The light green dots and red dotted lines 187 
represent the NP and ND depending on the threshold of 0.7, and dark green dots and solid red 188 
lines stand for corresponding values under the threshold of 0.3. In consideration of the vessels 189 
can avoid sea ice by human intervention. SIC of more than 95% test points are lesser than the 190 
threshold are regarded as navigable.  191 

 192 
As shown in Figure 3a, the mean ND of R1 with SIC<0.7 was 125 days, with the shortest 193 

ND of 100 days occurred in 2014, and the longest ND was 147 days occurred in 2016. 194 
Corresponding NP of R1 was from early July to early November. The mean ND defined by 195 
SIC<0.3 of R1 was 110, with the shortest ND of 92 days in 2014, and the longest ND was 138 196 
days in 2016. An interesting phenomenon is that NP and ND defined by different thresholds 197 
were only about 10 days apart, which reveals that the melting speed was fast. A similar situation 198 
took place in R2. ND and NP were similar with R1 under different SIC thresholds. The mean 199 
ND defined by different SIC thresholds were 125 days and 111 days respectively. The 200 
corresponding NP is similar to R1(Figure 3b). 201 

 202 



 203 

Figure 3 Navigable period (green dots) and navigable days (red lines) of four routes using ice 204 
concentration thresholds of 0.7 and 0.3. Section a-d represent R1-R4 respectively. 205 

 206 
Comparing with R1 and R2, the navigability of R3 and R4 were different and more 207 

irregular. The mean ND of R3 defined by different SIC thresholds were 78 and 64 days 208 
respectively, corresponding maximum ND was 121 days (SIC<0.7) in 2011 and 91 days 209 
(SIC<0.3) in 2015 (Figure 3c). The SIC in 2013 is an exception because sea area around the 210 
west of Vilkitskoyo Strait was covered by floating ice, which had a strong impact on the ND 211 
and NP of R3. Similar to R1 and R2, ND and NP of R3 and R4 using different thresholds were 212 
only about 10 days apart. ND of R4 was less and NP was more regular than R3. The mean ND 213 
defined by SIC<0.7 of R4 was 77 days, with the shortest ND of 57 days in 2019, and the longest 214 
ND was 101 days in 2013. Defined by SIC<0.3, the mean ND of R4 was 62 days and reaches 215 
its maximum of 88 days in 2019 and the minimum of 45 days in 2013. The range of NP was 216 
about early August to mid-October (Figure 3d). 217 

 218 
3.3 Ice thickness 219 

The monthly ice thickness data of CryoSat-2 cover the period from January to April and 220 
October to December in 2010-2019. The mean ice thickness along the four routes in the recent 221 
decade are illustrated in Figure 4. Obviously, sea ice thickness (SIT) in different routes shows 222 
different status but obvious tendency is not clear. The SIT on R3 and R4 were higher than that 223 
on R1 and R2. In every month, mean SIT of R4 was the highest among all, up to 1.55m in April 224 
and reached about 0.54m in October. The second thickest ice existed on R3. The mean thickness 225 
of R3 was 1.2m in March and April, and that in October was 0.3m. Sea ice on R1 and R2 had 226 
a similar mean thickness. In October, R1 and R2 were nearly open water, so mean SIT were 227 
almost 0 m. And the ice grew to 1.16m in April. Ice got thicker gradually from October to April 228 



of next year on all routes, with an increase of 1.11m, 1.11m, 0.9m and 1.01m, respectively. 229 
 230 

 231 
Figure 4 Ice thickness of four routes in Oct.-Apr.. 232 

 233 

4 Conclusion 234 

Sea ice data of satellite remote sensing were analyzed to characterize seasonal and spatial 235 
changes in ice conditions along the NEP from 2010 to 2019. In this study, the NEP was divided 236 
into four parts, which are common routes of Arctic navigation. According to the SIC and 237 
thickness from multisource remote sensing data, the following results are obtained. In general, 238 
the ice conditions of the two Asian routes are more severe than that of the European routes. 239 
The SIT of two Asian routes is thicker from October to April and SIC are higher in the other 240 
months than those of European routes. So navigation from Yamal peninsula to Europe along 241 
the NEP is much easier than that to Asia. It is possibly navigable for two European routes from 242 
July to October. For the Asian routes, navigable periods are shorter, about August to September. 243 
In July or October, a powerful icebreaker is necessary along the Asian route when pass the East 244 
Siberian Sea. 245 
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A full-scale numerical simulation model of ice-induced vibration of structures has been 
developed (using LS-DynaTM) and applied to the Molikpaq facility for an ice-encroachment 
event similar to that which occurred on May 12, 1986 in the Beaufort Sea. The bulk ice sheet 
used for the simulations had elastic properties, and its dimensions were 6 km x 6 km x 2.5 m. 
Where ice crushing occurred at the structure-ice interface the ice model used was a crushable 
foam that incorporated regular spallation events. Typical characteristics of ice-crushing in the 
brittle regime were manifested by the model. That is, a narrow horizontal hard zone (relatively-
intact high-interface-pressure ice) was present in the mid-height region of the ice-edge contact 
area. Soft-zone material (shattered spall debris from the hard zone) was also represented. 
Evolution of the hard-zone contact area involved rapid reductions in size during spallation 
events, immediately followed by fast growth during consequent elastic surging of the near-field 
ice sheet and structure towards each other, and then some slower growth (due to the bulk ice-
sheet velocity) until the next spalling event.  The specified  ‘thickness’ of the spalls was 5.4 cm, 
as previously determined from Molikpaq records of the frequency of the spalling events as a 
function of ice-sheet speed.  Spallation (and associated rapid drops in load) occurred at regular 
intervals whenever a critical amount of hard-zone stress was reached at the ice-structure 
interface. The amplitude of the Molikpaq repetitive movements in response to the sawtooth 
loading from the spalling events depended on whether the resonant frequency of the structure/ice 
system was higher (for a strong response) or lower (for a weak response) than the spalling 
frequency, where the spalling frequency is directly proportional to the ice-sheet speed. The 
continuously variable resonant frequency of the structure/ice system had a maximal limiting 
value (~ 2.1 Hz), designated as the At-Spallation-Resonant-Frequency (ASRF), that was 
essentially determined by the time duration of load drops at spallation events. The simulations 
inherently accounted for the variable effective mass and effective spring constant of the ice 
sheet. 
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1. Introduction 
Ice crushing induced vibration has been the subject of interest in many investigations since 
problems were first encountered for some structures when ice sheets moved against them. 
Examples are structures in Cook Inlet, Alaska (Blenkarn, 1970), the Baltic Sea (Määttänen, 
1978) and in Bohai Bay, China (Yue and Bi, 2000). The most widely known and studied events 
are those associated with the Gulf Canada Resources Ltd. Molikpaq caisson facility that occurred 
in 1986 during operations at the Amauligak I-65 site in the Canadian Beaufort Sea. Various 
analytical and numerical approaches (e.g. Määttänen, 1978; Kärnä et al., 1999; Hendrikse and 
Nord, 2019; Gagnon, 2012) have been applied to explain ice crushing induced vibration. Gagnon 
(2012) analytically showed that new understandings of ice crushing, with emphasis on spalling 
behavior, can be applied to the problem when large-scale aspects of the ice are sufficiently taken 
into account and that this can explain ice-induced vibrations, including so called ‘lock-in’ 
behavior. Here we present  a full-scale numerical model of ice-induced vibration (IIV) that is 
fundamentally based on ice spallation at the structure-ice interface. The model is applied to a 
well-documented test case of ice-induced vibration of the Molikpaq structure that occurred  on 
the May 12, 1986 in the Canadian Beaufort Sea (Jefferies et al., 2011). The Molikpaq structure, 
and the ice sheet that encroached on it on May 12, have been described before (e.g. Gagnon, 
2012).  

2.0. Spallation and Ice Induced Vibration – A  Brief Review 
In order to understand the makeup of the numerical simulation model, particularly the spallation 
components and the physical processes represented therein, it will be helpful to review some 
earlier work on ice-induced vibration of structures. As a convenience to the reader, a few aspects 
are included here that are taken directly from Gagnon (2012). Various studies have shown that 
ice crushing, at least at rates in the brittle regime, is highly geometrical (e.g. Daley, 1991; Evans 
et al., 1984; Gagnon, 1999; Spencer and Masterson, 1993). That is, spalling events are 
determined for the most part by the geometry of the ice formation and the depth of penetration, 
where both can influence the level of confinement. If the rate of penetration varies then the 
spalling frequency varies accordingly since spalls depend on depth of penetration. This has been 
discussed by Gagnon (2011) in the context of the development of an ice crushing numerical 
model that incorporates spalling. The process surface is the actual surface of the ice during the 
crushing interaction. The geometry of the process surface is determined by the spalling 
geometry, the hard-zone geometry and the presence of shattered spall debris, i.e. crushed ice. 
There have been many direct visual observations using normal and high-speed video cameras of 
regular spalling behavior, both in laboratory and field experiments, that coordinates with regular 
intervals of penetration as determined from displacement sensors and load sensors used in 
conjunction with known equipment compliances (Gagnon, 1999). Hence, it is not unreasonable 
to think that regular spalling events were happening in the case of the 12 May, 1986 Molikpaq 
event. We may represent the ice sheet and its ice process surface during crushing as in Figure 1 
where the sequence of spalls and their occurrence according to depth of penetration is illustrated. 
The type of spalling event that ties in closely with the ice sheet speed involves a pair of spalls 
breaking away at approximately the same time, one from the lower and one from the upper edge 
portion of the ice sheet. As the sheet moves towards the structure there is elastic stress buildup in 
the ice and structure in between spalling events. For example, this is evident in Figure 2 where 
the portion of the load record shown occurred at the end of the 12 May 1986 event when the ice 
was moving slowly. The mechanisms that enable the rapid penetration of ice during a spalling 
event are complex (Gagnon, 1999). Referring again to the Molikpaq event we can see the rapid 
ice penetrations that occur, that are enabled by these processes, at the spalling-induced sharp load 
drops where sudden associated strain releases (surges) occur (Figure 3, from Gagnon (2012)).  
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3.0. Numerical Model Components and Properties 
All simulations were run using LS-DynaTM  commercial software. These were conducted on a HP 
Z840 Workstation using 38 CPU’s. Depending on the initial ice-sheet speed (i.e. slower speeds 
took longer to run) and the number of spallation events included in a given simulation, the 
runtimes varied substantially and all but one were in the range (18 – 237 hours). One simulation, 
at the slowest ice-sheet speed, was deliberately left to run considerably past the point where 
spallations had stopped. Its runtime was ~ 336 hours.  Characteristics of all model components 
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Here we are presenting results from one simulation primarily.  

3.1. ‘Molikpaq’ Structure and Ice Sheet 
The most efficient way to describe the model in a manner that gives the reader an appreciation 
for the large  range of  scales and element  size is through a series of zoom-views from that of the 
full ice sheet down to the size of individual spalls at the ice/structure interface. Figure 4 shows 
the full model, i.e. using the 6 km x 6 km x 2.5 m ice sheet. Barely visible at this scale is the 
structure at the left edge mid position of the ice sheet that essentially represents a facility such as 
the Molikpaq. Figure 5 is a closer view at the scale of the structure. The model structure had a 
large Body-Block (22 m x 22 x 22 m) that represented the bulk effective mass of the Molikpaq. 
This was attached to a smaller Spring-Block (22 m x 22 m x 4 m) that had elastic properties and 
that served as the ‘spring’ component of the structure. The Spring-Block was in turn attached to 
a fixed rigid Base-Block (22 m x 22 m x 4 m).  The three component structure system had a 
resonant frequency of 1.72 Hz, that is close enough to that of 1.80 Hz for the Molikpaq for our 
purposes. Figure 6 is a closer view of a stack of ridge-shaped entities called Hard-Zone-Spalls 
(HZS’s) prior to their sequential crushing against the Crushing-Plate. Figure 7 shows details of a 
single HZS and its associated Support-Plate. 

Another component, known as the Edge-Plate (Figure 5), is attached to the edge of the Ice-Sheet. 
The Edge-Plate has a length dimension along the edge of the Ice-Sheet of 60 m, that is, it spans 
the full width of the actual Molikpaq structure and transmits load to the Ice-Sheet associated with 
the crushing activity. In Figure 6 the Crushing-Plate is actually attached to the structure Body-
Block. LS-Dyna enables one to attach one rigid body to another even if they are not in physical 
contact. In Figure 6, each HZS is supported underneath it by a thin rigid ‘Support-Plate’ (not 
visible) consisting of shell elements with rigid properties. This is illustrated in Figure 7 for one 
of the HZS’s and a Support-Plate. In Figure 7 the two objects are separated for illustrative 
purposes, however, generally each HZS is in contact with the corresponding Support-Plate that 
supports it.  All seven of the HZS Support-Plates are attached to the ice sheet Edge-Plate. Hence, 
when the ice sheet moves towards the structure the Support-Plates move with it and thereby push 
each HZS sequentially against the Crushing-Plate. This seemingly complicated arrangement is 
necessary to enable the Ice-Sheet and structure Body-Block (that both consist of large elements) 
to ‘crush’ against each other via the HZS’s (that are part of the Ice-Sheet) and the Crushing-Plate 
(that is part of the structure Body-Block), where both have necessarily small elements. Note that 
the mesh nodes that comprise the HZS’s, Support-Plate’s and the Crushing-Plate are constrained 
to movement only in the Y-direction, i.e. the direction of the ice-sheet movement. 

Here we note that in actual crushing of an ice sheet against a structure, such as the Molikpaq, the 
ice contact zone (that includes hard-zone spallation events) spans the full width of the structure, 
i.e. ~ 60 m in the Molikpaq case. In principle, we could have created HZS’s that were 60 m in 
length, but the requirement of having small elements for the HZS’s would necessitate an 
unwieldy large number of elements, roughly 60 times the number of elements we presently have 
for the HZS’s. This would lead to memory issues and impractically long runtimes for the 
simulations. But one can achieve the intended behaviors in the simulation by enabling HZS’s of 
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reasonable length dimension (~ 0.9 m, in our case) to exert forces that are the same as what 60 
meter long HZS’s would generate. This is done simply by applying crushable-foam interface 
pressures that are sixty-six times the pressure values that would be assigned to a 60 m HZS. 
Hence, we can apply realistic loads to the structure face using HZS’s of short length (and far 
fewer elements) that still provide all the characteristics of 60 m HZS’s. This strategy provides 
high computational efficiency while maintaining the overall integrity of the spallation 
mechanisms and hard-zone evolution. The specific shape of the ends of the HZS’s (Figures 6-7) 
is required so that when a HZS is crushing against the Crushing-Plate, no ‘naked edges’ (nodes 
without neighbors at the edge) interact with the Crushing-Plate. Such neighbor-less nodes would 
penetrate the crushing plate in an unrealistic manner that leads to error in interfacial forces. 

4.0. Numerical Simulation Strategy 
The load and displacement data from a simulation are shown below in Figures 8-10. At the 
beginning of any simulation (such as in Figure 8) the first thing that happens is that a uniform 
load of 100 MN is quickly applied to the surfaces of both the Crushing-Plate (associated with the 
structure) and the Edge-Plate (associated with the ice sheet). As discussed below, this load 
represents the ‘ambient’ load that is present throughout the simulation due to crushed ice that 
resides at the sides of the hard-zone contact area. Then the ice sheet is given an initial velocity 
(0.06 m/s in this case) towards the structure so that contact of the first HZS with the Crushing-
Plate occurs and hard-zone load begins to accumulate. The load and HZS contact area continue 
to increase until the critical stress/strain is attained at the middle of the elongated ice-contact 
patch, at which point the HZS contact definition with the Crushing-Plate is automatically turned 
off by a switch that senses that the critical stress/strain has been attained. This results in an 
abrupt drop in load and onset of contact with the next HZS. Consequently load starts to increase 
again and the pattern repeats itself as the ice sheet continues its forward movement. Up to seven 
spallation events may be simulated in this fashion since the model presently contains seven 
stacked HZS’s. Note that we did not include water in these simulations because the water-related 
shear force on the moving ice sheet is negligible compared to the inertial force of the sheet.  

5.0. Description of a Spallation Event 
The ice sheet is 2.5 m thick, however the process surface of the ice contact consists of hard-zone 
relatively intact ice and soft-zone crushed ice. The thickness of the horizontal band of hard-zone 
contact area is much less than the ice sheet thickness, roughly 1/10 (from ice crushing 
experiments) at load peaks, and it expands from an initial value (zero in this case) to its 
maximum value during the time between the load peaks as load increases.  The force generated 
by actual crushed ice in this type of scenario is fairly constant because the change in contact area 
of the crushed ice is small whenever a new spallation occurs and shatters to become crushed ice. 
So it is convenient, justifiable and computationally efficient to forgo creating an object to apply 
the crushed-ice load. Instead, we need only use LS-Dyna to apply the appropriate force on the 
structure and the ice sheet (i.e. 100 MN in this case, in rough correspondence with the May 12, 
1986 Molikpaq event) to adequately represent the ‘constant’ background force field that the 
crushed ice would have created. To be more specific, that force was numerically applied to the 
elements of the Edge-Plate and the Crushing-Plate. The images of the model components 
therefore do not show an object representing the crushed ice because it was not necessary. In the 
simulation hard-zone contact areas originate from the interaction of the ridge-shaped model 
entities (HZS’s) consisting of intact ice that flatten against the Crushing-Plate as load is applied. 
The flattening is enabled by the crushable-foam property of these ‘Hard-Zone-Spalls’.  Each 
Hard-Zone-Spall plays two important roles in the simulation: 1. When the peaked ridge of the 
HZS is pressed against the Crushing-Plate it flattens by an amount proportional to the applied 
load, thereby creating a hard-zone area in direct contact with the plate where the interface 
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pressure is high. 2. When the stress at the hard zone / Crushing-Plate interface reaches a critical 
prescribed value the simulation will switch off the contact definition of the Hard-Zone-Spall so 
that it no longer supports load, i.e. essentially taking it out of play. This corresponds to a 
spallation event where a portion of the hard-zone contact (in our case, all of it) separates and 
shatters to become crushed ice. There is consequently an abrupt drop in load at the ice / 
Crushing-Plate interface that is proportional to the size of the hard-zone contact area that was 
taken out of play. In the present case we have set up the simulation so that the spallation event 
happens when the next Hard-Zone-Spall entity in the sequential stack is about to make contact 
with the Crushing-Plate. This is achieved in LS-Dyna by using ON/OFF contact-definition 
switches that are triggered by a prescribed stress or strain in the Hard-Zone-Spall at the center of 
the flattened area 

For elements of the HZS’s that are undergoing volumetric compression in the flattening region at 
the HZS/Crushing-Plate interface the curve describing the pressure vs fractional volume change 
had a shape qualitatively similar to that used by Gagnon (2011). The actual quantitative x and y 
coordinate pairs for the four points defining the curve in the present case are: 0.0, 0.0; 0.015, 
450; 0.5, 900; and 1.0, 900, where each pair corresponds to Fractional Volumetric Strain and 
Yield Stress (MPa) respectively. If the contact patch actually spanned the whole width of the 
structure face (~ 60 m), then the x and y coordinate pairs for the four points defining the curve 
would be: 0.0, 0.0; 0.015, 6.75; 0.5, 13.5; and 1.0, 13.5, where each pair corresponds to 
Fractional Volumetric Strain and Yield Stress (MPa) respectively. The former values were 
suitably chosen to generate the desired change in load (about 127 MN) that maximal 
compression of the HZS’s, described above, would generate. With this strategy a reasonable 
facsimile of the magnitudes of the sawtooth load pattern generated near the end of the May 12, 
1986  Molikpaq ice encroachment event could be obtained.  

Figure 11 shows a sequence of 16 images from Simulation-2 depicting the behavior of two 
adjacent stacked HZS’s during a time interval that spans portions of two sequential sawteeth in 
the sawtooth load pattern (Figure 8).  Figure 8 has markers that correspond to the images in  
Figure 11. The far-field speed of the ice sheet (0.06 m/s) is near constant for this relatively short 
period of time. The sequence starts at the midpoint in time between two spallation events (sharp 
load drops).  At this point a certain amount of load has accumulated, above and beyond the 
‘background load’ associated with the crushed ice that is ‘present’ at the sides of the hard-zone 
contact areas, but not shown. The corresponding interfacial pressure distributions within the 
contact zones are also shown in Figure 11.  We remind the reader that pressure indicated in the 
contact zone (that in the simulation is about 0.9 m in length) appear high because they need to be 
adjusted  to represent the actual pressure that would be applied to the structure surface across its 
full 60 meter face length. That is, the actual pressure across the whole face of the structure is the 
pressure indicated in Figure 11 multiplied by 0.9/60. On the other hand, the maximal vertical 
extent of the pressure patch is the same in the images (~ 0.20 m) as it would be across the whole 
face of the structure. The hard-zone horizontal contact band, where the crushable foam has 
flattened against the Crushing-Plate, continues to gradually grow in thickness with the 
continuing ice-sheet movement up to the point where the load peaks and a spallation abruptly 
occurs between images 6 and 7.  Image 7 shows only the second HZS since the first one has been 
‘switched off’. Note that Images 7 and 8 indicate a very rapid forward movement and flattening 
of the HZS compared to the earlier images. This is due to the rapid surge (Figure 10) of the 
Crushing-Plate (associated with the structure) and the HZS (associated with the Ice-Sheet) 
towards each other resulting from the release of elastic energy at the load drop.  Following the 
rapid surge, the contact area of the HZS with the Crushing-Plate (as shown in images 9-16) 
continues to increase gradually as in images 1-6. 
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6. The Role of Resonance of the Structure / Ice System 
We note that the simulation presented here is part of a larger set that we conducted for various 
ice-sheet speeds. The full set of results showed that the displacement amplitude response of the 
structure (e.g. Figure 9) to the sawtooth loading patterns (e.g. Figure 8) depended on whether the 
resonant frequency of the structure/ice system was higher (for a strong response) or lower (for a 
weak response) than the spalling frequency, where the spalling frequency is directly proportional 
to the ice-sheet speed. Furthermore, a maximal limiting resonant frequency (~ 2.1 Hz) of the 
structure/ice system was identified, designated as the At-Spallation-Resonant-Frequency 
(ASRF), as in Figure 9, and its value agreed reasonably well with the corresponding value (~ 2.0 
Hz) identified in the Molikpaq May 12, 1986 event (Figure 3). The continuously variable 
resonant frequency of the structure/ice system partly depends on the effective mass and effective 
spring constant of the ice sheet, where both in turn depend on the cyclic loading frequency (i.e. 
spalling rate). Finally, amongst the simple simulations we conducted to obtain the effective mass 
and effective spring of the ice sheet using the method of Gagnon (2012), one involved directly 
applying a very fast cyclic load of 100 MN, with a half-cycle comparable to the duration of a 
load drop during spallation. The system resonant frequency determined for that case was ~ 2.1 
Hz. This corroborates with the previously-identified ASRF. 

7. Conclusions 
We have presented a full 3D numerical model for ice induced vibration of structures that is based 
on documented aspects of ice crushing in the brittle regime.  The model incorporates regular 
spallation events, and high-pressure and low-pressure zones. The simulation results agree quite 
well with the load and displacement data from a May 12, 1986 Molikpaq ice-induced vibration 
event. Furthermore, the results emphasized the important role that the resonant frequency of the 
structure/ice system plays.  
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Figures and Tables 

   

Figure 1. Schematic illustrating the sequence of spalls that will 
occur as the ice sheet moves to the left and crushes against the 
Molikpaq structure. Regions of relatively soft crushed ice, located 
above and below a central region of relatively intact hard ice, are 
also indicated. Note that experimental studies have observed higher 
pressures in the middle of ice sheets during crushing (e.g. 
Määttänen et al., 2011; Frederking, 2004). Taken from Gagnon 
(2012).  

 

Figure 4.  Full model components. 
The 6 km x 6 km x 2.5 m ice sheet is 
the main object visible at this scale. 
The other components are barely 
visible at the left edge of the ice 
sheet. Zoom-level 1. 

 

Ice sheet 

Other model components 
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Table 1. Characteristics of  Model Components.                                                            
Note: The ice modulus values are within the range given by Vaudrey (1977). 

 

 

 

Object Dimensions 
 

(m) 

Element Type/Size 
(m) 

Modulus  
 

(GPa) 

Density  
 

(kg/m3) 

Strain 
Property 

Mass 
 

(kg) 

Ice-Sheet 1 6000 x 6000  
x 2.5  

Solid 
15 x 15 x 0.625 

3.0 900 Elastic 81 x109 

Ice-Sheet 2 6000 x 6000  
x 2.5 

Solid 
15 x 15 x 0.625 

1.5 900 Elastic 81 x109 

Ice-Sheet 3 7000 x 15000 
x 2.5 

Solid 
          15 x 15 x 0.625 

3.0 900 Elastic 236.3 x109 

Ice-Sheet 
‘Edge-Plate’ 

60 x 2.5 x 1.0 Solid 
15 x .625 x .5 

9.0 900 Rigid 150 

Structure  
‘Body-Block’ 

    22 x 22 x 22  Solid 
.5  x .5  x .5  

5.0 8000 Rigid 85.2 x106 

Structure 
‘Spring-Block’ 

22 x 22 x 4 Solid 
.5  x .5  x (.051-.759)  

0.0826 2000 Elastic 3.87 x106 

Structure  
‘Base-Block’ 

22 x 22 x 4 Solid 
.5 m x .5 m x .5 m 

5.0 8000 Rigid 15.5 x106 

Structure 
‘Crushing-Plate’ 

2.024 x 0.998 
 x 0.2 

Shell 
.038 x .025 

1000.0 8000 Rigid Negligible 
~ 3.2 x103  

Hard-Zone-Spall 
(a.k.a ‘HZS’)  

See Table 2 Solid 
Top view, .038 x .025 x .027 

160.0 900 Crushable 
Foam 

Negligible 
~ 14.1 

Hard-Zone-Spall 
‘Support-Plate’ 

Same as lower 
surface of spall 

Shell 
Top view, .038 x .025 

1000.0 8000 Rigid Negligible 
~ 554 

Figure 2. A portion of the load record 
acquired during the third ‘burst file’ data trace 
where the ice sheet was moving slowly against 
the Molikpaq structure. A spalling event is 
associated with each abrupt drop in load in the 
sawtooth pattern and these relieve the stress 
that builds up between the spalling episodes. 
Taken from Gagnon (2012).  

 

Fig. 6. Load time series for the simulated 
impact with the 524 tonne ice mass.  The 
secondary ‘peak’ corresponds to the ice-knob 
contacting the hull plating that was supported 
by a frame. The oscillations in load at the top 
of the secondary peak correspond to elastic 
oscillations of the meshed hull segment due to 
the ice-knob impacting the frame.  

Figure 3. Movement of the north face of the 
Molikpaq in the north–south direction as the ice 
sheet crushes against it. The record corresponds 
to the same time period as shown in the load 
record in Figure 2. A rapid movement of the 
structure (about 10 mm) is evident at each 
spalling event. Taken from Gagnon (2012). Note: 
The ‘ASRF oscillations’ are explained below. 

Fig. 6. Load time series for the simulated impact 
with the 524 tonne ice mass.  The secondary 
‘peak’ corresponds to the ice-knob contacting the 
hull plating that was supported by a frame. The 
oscillations in load at the top of the secondary 
peak correspond to elastic oscillations of the 
meshed hull segment due to the ice-knob 
impacting the frame.  
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Table 2. Characteristics of Model Components: Hard-Zone-Spall Dimensions - Particulars.                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full Length 
(m) 

Ridge Length 
(m) 

Width 
(m) 

Base-to-Top Height 
(m) 

Ridge Base-to-Top Height 
(m) 

Thickness 
(m) 

1.163 0.863 0.250 0.214 0.126 0.054 

Figure 5. Various components of the model shown at a much smaller scale than that of Figure 4. 
Zoom-level 2.  

 

Structure ‘Base-Block’ 

Ice sheet ‘Edge-Plate’ 

Structure ‘Body-Block’ 

Structure ‘Spring-Block’ 

Small portion of the Ice-Sheet edge 

Other smaller components 
             (See Figure 6) 

Figure 6. Various components of the model. Note that some objects are attached to other objects 
even though they may not be in physical contact. For example, the Crushing-Plate is attached to 
the structure Body-Block.   Zoom-level 3. 

 

Portion of the ice sheet ‘Edge-Plate’ 

Portion of the structure ‘Body-Block’ edge 

Crushing-Plate 

Stack of ‘Hard-Zone-Spalls’ (HZS’s) 

Portion of the ‘ice-Sheet’ edge 
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Figure 7. One of the Hard-Zone-Spalls 
(HZS’s) with its associated Support-Plate 
underneath it. Note that the two objects are 
separated in this graphic for illustrative 
purposes, where normally during crushing in 
the simulation they are in contact.   Zoom-
level 4.  

 

Figure 8. Load time series plot for Simulation-2.   On the plot there are dark-circle markers that 
span portions of two of the load sawteeth. The markers correspond with simulation images 
shown in Figure 11 below.  

Simulation-2 

Figure 9. Structure displacement time series plot for Simulation-2. 

Ice Sheet Edge-Plate 

Figure 10. Displacement time series of the ice sheet Edge-Plate and the structure 
Body-Block for Simulation-2. Note that the structure and ice sheet edge surge towards 
each other at the spallation-induced load drops. 
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Fig. 4.  Full model components. 
The 6 km x 6 km x 2.5 m ice 
sheet is the main object visible at 
this scale. The other components 
are barely visible at the left edge 
of the ice sheet. Zoom-level 1. 

 

 

Figure 11. Sequence of 16 numbered pairs of images, from top left to bottom right. A pair consists of a 
sectional-view image of HZS’s flattening against the Crushing-Plate and a corresponding image of the 
interfacial contact pressure pattern. The pairs correspond to the 16 dark-circle markers indicated on the load 
time series for Simulation-2 (Figure 8). The color-coded pressure scale for the pressure pattern images is at 
the right.  Note that continuous horizontal contact area/pressure patterns have been observed in experimental 
studies involving structures interacting with ice sheets (e.g. Määttänen et al., 2011). The maximal vertical 
width of the contact patches is ~ 0.2 m. 
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Fatigue caused by ice-induced vibrations (IIV) is an important design consideration for 
offshore structures exposed to drifting sea ice. The occurrence of IIV is promoted by, but not 
limited to, certain combinations of ice thickness and ice drift speed, which makes them 
fundamental input parameters for structure fatigue life estimation. To that end, this work 
identifies and analyses the frequency of combined ice thicknesses and ice drift speeds during 
all recorded ice-structure interaction events at the Norströmsgrund lighthouse during 2000 – 
2003. The ice drift speed measurements were performed manually at the lighthouse, leading to 
bias towards multiples of 0.05 m/s. The ice thickness measurements by EM antenna 
underestimates ridge keel depth. The current approach gave a total of above 25 days of ice 
condition measurements. The cumulative distributions for ice thickness and speed were 
estimated. Given drifting ice conditions, the probability of encountering ice thicker than 0.8 m 
was 0.34, i.e. the probability of encountering thicker ice than most of the level ice in the area. 
A relatively frequent combination of ice conditions was ice thickness between 0.1 and 0.6 m 
and ice drift speed between 0.05 and 0.15 m/s, occurring with a probability of 0.29. 
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1. Introduction 
Drifting sea ice can cause severe IIVs of offshore structures. One example is the Kemi-I 
lighthouse situated in the Bay of Bothnia, which eventually collapsed after a period of heavy 
vibrations caused by ice actions during the winter of 1973/74 (Määttänen, 1975). To ensure 
safe and reliable structures, the potential IIVs caused by ice conditions in an area must therefore 
be considered during design (ISO, 2019). IIVs can be divided into three regimes: intermittent 
crushing, frequency lock-in and continuous brittle crushing (ISO, 2019). The occurrence of 
each type of IIV will depend on the local ice conditions as well as parameters such as the 
structural flexibility (Hendrikse and Nord, 2019). Notably, frequency lock-in can lead to 
significant vibrations close to the natural frequencies of the structure and is therefore a concern 
when it comes to structural fatigue (Hendrikse and Koot, 2019). 
 
For offshore wind turbines, fatigue load caused by wind and waves is a major design concern 
(Igwemezie et al., 2019), making it important to consider the addition of possible fatigue loads 
from ice. Different models have been developed to understand the impact of IIVs on structural 
fatigue, such as by Hendrikse and Nord (2019). The application of the model for an offshore 
wind project is described by Hendrikse and Koot (2019). In short, the model attempts to find 
the combinations of ice drift speed and ice thickness that lead to frequency lock-in for a 
structure. Then, the probability of occurrence of the relevant ice conditions can be used to 
determine the vibration cycles and the contribution to fatigue. A parallel can be drawn to 
structural reliability analyses based on wave conditions, which rely on simultaneous 
distributions of significant wave height and wave period (Vanem, 2016). Consequently, 
accurate statistics of local ice conditions in an area are necessary in order to determine the 
fatigue contribution from ice interactions. 
 
A relevant source of statistics on local ice conditions were recorded through the ‘Low Level 
Ice Forces’ (LOLEIF) and the ‘Measurements on Structures in Ice’ (STRICE) projects. During 
the years 2000 – 2003, extensive full-scale measurements of ice thickness and ice drift speed 
were carried out at the Norströmsgrund lighthouse (Haas and Jochmann, 2003). 
Norströmsgrund is located in the Bay of Bothnia in the Northern Baltic sea (N65°6.6′ 
E22°19.3′), in a transition zone between land-fast and drift ice (Bjerkås, 2006, Ervik et al., 
2019). The ice condition measurements at Norströmsgrund are advantageous in that they 
provide a temporal distribution of the conditions experienced by the structure, and that possible 
influences from the structure on the ice speed are included. The probability of occurrence of 
ice conditions at Norströmsgrund can thus be used as input for fatigue modelling. In addition, 
the statistics can provide a starting point for connecting local ice conditions and met-ocean 
data, in order to predict local ice conditions in other areas (Bjerkås and Gedikli, 2019, Turner 
et al., 2020). 

2. Data and data analysis 
The following outlines how the local measurements of ice thickness and speed were carried 
out during the LOLEIF/STRICE projects. 
 
2.1. Ice drift speed 
The ice drift velocity was estimated manually by the personnel stationed on the lighthouse 
during ice-structure interactions (Fransson, 2008). A video screen showing the ice was marked 
corresponding to a 10x10 m2 grid, and the ice speed and direction was estimated by tracking 
distinct ice features through the grid. The manual measurement method resulted in a discrete 
distribution of speed values with at most two significant digits per value. The measurements 
were performed infrequently and irregularly, with gaps in time between measurements ranging 



from minutes to hours. No clear pattern in the timing of the measurements was observed. A 
measurement was often made when the load recording started and after significant shifts in 
speed, but this was not always the case, see Samardžija (2018) and Ervik et al. (2019). 
 
2.2. Ice thickness 
The ice thickness measurements at the Norströmsgrund lighthouse were carried out with 
several different combination of instruments during the four-year period (Haas and Jochmann, 
2003). An upward-looking sonar (ULS) as well as a Geonics EM31 electromagnetic ice 
thickness sensor (EM) was employed in 2000 to measure the subsurface profile of the ice, while 
a laser distance meter measured the elevation above the surface. The laser distance meter was 
replaced by a sonic distance meter in 2003. The ULS was placed 6 – 7 m below mean water 
level, about 5 m southeast of the lighthouse. The EM sensor and laser distance meter were 
mounted on a rig extending 10 m away from the lighthouse, approximately 2 m above the mean 
water level. The ice thickness measurement frequency varied between 0.1 – 1 Hz. Note that the 
ice thickness was not always recorded due to instrument issues. 
 
The EM measurements averaged the ice thickness over a certain footprint of some metres in 
diameter (Haas and Jochmann, 2003). For ridges, the EM most probably measured the 
thickness of the consolidated layer and some part of the rubble depending on their 
conductivities, which is affected by their salinities and the macroporosity (Ervik et al., 2019). 
As a result, the EM measurements underestimated the ridge keel depth. In contrast, the ULS 
always measured the deepest point on the ice keel, making it more accurate for ridge thickness. 
Haas and Jochmann (2003) found that EM measurements underestimated the keel depth by as 
much as 50%, but that EM and ULS measurements agreed well for level ice. Bjerkås (2006) 
multiplied the EM keel depths with 3.16 in order to reach similar values as measured by ULS. 
In what follows, no correction will be made for possible underestimation of keel depth by EM. 
In order to maintain a consistent measurement method between 2000 – 2003, this work focuses 
on the ice thickness measured through EM only. 
 
2.3. Data structure 
Measurements of loads, ice thickness, speed and other parameters were recorded and saved in 
a total of 519 time series known as events, with durations ranging from 10 minutes to 24 hours. 
Importantly, the measurements of ice speed were only recorded simultaneously with load 
measurements, primarily during ice-structure interactions. The loads were recorded when 
observers noticed interesting ice interactions with the lighthouse (Bjerkås et al., 2003). That is, 
the ice-structure interactions governed the collection of ice condition data. As such, the 
selection of recorded ice conditions during events will be inherently skewed towards conditions 
which produce ice-structure interactions. 

2.4. Data analysis 
A MATLAB routine was used to search through and extract recorded measurements from the 
519 events. Errors in the dataset were removed. Subsequently, the collected data were 
processed as outlined in the following. 
 
2.4.1. Stepwise interpolation 
Because of variations in the measurement frequency of ice thickness and speed and the poor 
temporal resolution of the speed measurements, the parameters were interpolated as illustrated 
in Figure 1 within each event. The interpolation was not carried out outside the duration of the 
events. Stepwise interpolation schemes were preferred over alternatives like linear 
interpolation in order to avoid generating thickness and speed values that did not necessarily 



occur. The values were interpolated every second, effectively standardizing the measurement 
frequency to 1 Hz. Additionally, a comparison between the previous neighbour interpolation 
and nearest neighbour interpolation was carried out in order to investigate the resulting speed 
frequency distributions. 

 
Figure 1. Example of a speed time series, showing measured speeds (crosses) along with 
stepwise interpolation methods (lines) between measurements. 

 
2.4.2. Parameter constraints 
To focus the analysis on conditions which may contribute to structural fatigue, only drifting 
ice with a certain ice thickness is considered. Static ice with a drift speed of 0 m/s is removed, 
as well as ice thinner than 0.1 m. The purpose of setting an ice thickness criterion is to eliminate 
false positives from open water, which restricts the analysis to conditions where sea ice has 
been confirmed to occur. Only common measurements that fulfil both parameter constraints 
simultaneously are considered for the analysis. 

3. Results 
Figure 2 shows the frequency of all local ice thickness and ice speed values that were recorded 
during the interaction events of the LOLEIF/STRICE campaigns, without interpolation and 
parameter constraints. A mean thickness of 0.86 m was measured during events, with a 
standard deviation of 0.77 m and where the most frequently measured thicknesses were in the 
interval 0.05 – 0.10 m. The frequency distribution shows a decreasing trend for thicknesses 
above 0.4 m, with the exception of local peaks at 0.7 m, 1.4 m and 1.9 m. The measurements 
contained fluctuations on the order of ± 0.05 m for level ice, giving a baseline uncertainty. 
 
The measured speed shown in Figure 2 has a mean of 0.12 ± 0.09 m/s, with a mode of 0.1 m/s. 
The values contain at most two significant digits, and only 48 unique speed values were 
recorded in total. The frequency distribution contains prominent peaks for multiples of 0.1 m/s, 
with less prominent peaks at values such as 0.15 and 0.25 m/s. These peaks point to a 
significant underlying bias in the speed measurements towards multiples of 0.05 m/s. Although 
they follow the underlying trend of decreasing frequency with increasing speed, the 
prominence of the peaks are large outliers from the apparent underlying distribution. 
 



 
Figure 2. The frequency of measured ice thickness values (left, bin width 0.05 m) and non-
zero ice speed values (right, bin width 0.01 m/s) recorded during the events of the 
LOLEIF/STRICE campaigns. 

The previous neighbour and nearest neighbour interpolation methods result in similar speed 
frequency distributions. The relative difference between the two interpolation methods is below 
± 0.1 for the most frequently occurring intervals. Because of the overall small difference in the 
resulting distribution for speed, the previous neighbour interpolation was utilized for the 
combined distribution for consistency. 
 
Implementing previous neighbour interpolation and the parameter constraints results in the 
frequency distributions of ice thickness and speed shown in Figure 3. The mean thickness is 
0.76 ± 0.70 m with a mode in the interval 0.10 – 0.15 m. Compared to the frequency distribution 
of the measured results (cf. Figure 2), the ice thickness has notably less prominent peaks at 
higher thicknesses, and the distribution is more evenly decreasing. 
 

 
Figure 3. The frequency of interpolated ice thickness values (left, bin width 0.05 m) and ice 
speed values (right, bin width 0.01 m/s) that simultaneously fulfil the parameter constraints. 

The mean speed after interpolation is 0.10 ± 0.08 m/s, and the mode is in the interval 0.10 – 
0.11 m/s. The bias in the speed data is still present, although occurrences of 0.15 m/s and 0.25 
m/s are relatively less frequent. 
 
After interpolation, the frequency distribution of thickness and speed can be considered an 
estimate of the occurrence of each parameter in seconds, as the measurement frequency is 
standardized to 1 Hz. The result is thickness and speed data within the parameter constraints 
for a total of about 25 days and 5 hours between 2000 – 2003. In comparison, the total event 



duration is about 94 days and 16 hours across the four years. Most of the removed data was 
static ice, making up a total duration of above 52 days. Interpolation results in about 79 days 
of ice thickness measurements during events, where the ice was thicker than 0.1 m for roughly 
67 days and 18 hours. 
 
Figure 4 shows the interpolated thickness distribution per year, while Table 1 summarizes the 
mean, standard deviation and mode per year. 2003 is an outlier, with a large mean thickness 
and a frequency distribution skewed towards thicker ice compared to other years. This is, 
however, not reflected in the modes, as 2003 also contains a significant number of 
measurements between 0.10 – 0.15 m. These measurements were primarily recorded during 
the final weeks of the measurement campaign in April. If the final full week of measurements 
is not included, the mean thickness for 2003 is 1.23 ± 0.85 m with a mode between 0.45 – 0.50 
m. 
  

 
Figure 4. Interpolated ice thickness distributions per year for drifting ice, with bin widths 0.1 
m. The bin heights are normalized by probability, summing to 1. 

 
Table 1. Ice thickness means, standard deviations, and modes in total and per year for measured 
and interpolated ice thickness distributions with parameter constraints. The modes are the most 
frequent interval with interval widths of 0.05 m. 

Year Measured ice thickness Interpolated ice thickness 
 Mean ± st. dev. [m] Mode [m] Mean ± st. dev. [m] Mode [m]  
Total 0.86 ± 0.77  0.05-0.10 0.76 ± 0.70  0.10-0.15 

2000 0.69 ± 0.57  0.25-0.30 0.84 ± 0.62  0.25-0.30  
2001 0.57 ± 0.51  0.20-0.25 0.46 ± 0.45  0.15-0.20 
2002 0.67 ± 0.62  0.30-0.35 0.70 ± 0.59  0.30-0.35  
2003 1.03 ± 0.85  0.05-0.10 1.06 ± 0.87  0.10-0.15  

 



3.1. Combined distribution 
The combined distribution of drifting ice thickness and speed is illustrated in Figure 5. The 
biased speed distribution affects the combined distribution, resulting in separate thickness 
distributions for certain speed values. The most frequently occurring combination is between 
0.15 – 0.20 m and 0.03 – 0.04 m/s. The joint cumulative histogram of the ice thickness and 
speed is shown in Figure 5c, and can be used to estimate the probability of certain ice 
conditions. The most frequent combinations occurred for ice thicknesses in the interval 0.1 – 
0.6 m and speeds in the interval 0.05 – 0.15 m/s with a total probability of 0.29. The thickness 
distribution had a long tail, resulting in a 0.34 probability of encountering ice thicker than 0.8 
m. Multiplying the probabilities from the cumulative histogram with the total duration of 25 
days and 5 hours gives approximate time durations that the conditions in question were 
encountered at the lighthouse. For example, drifting ice thicker than 0.8 m was encountered an 
estimated total duration of 8 days and 20 hours between 2000 – 2003. 
 

 
(a) 

 
         (b)                               (c) 
Figure 5. Figures showing the combined distribution of ice thickness and ice drift speed. (a) 
shows a bivariate frequency distribution of the two parameters with bin widths of 0.05 m x 
0.01 m/s. (b) shows a heatmap of the frequency distribution in (a), where the colour of each 
field shows the probability of each combination of parameters, normalized over the visible 
bins. The heatmap has bin widths of 0.2 m x 0.02 m/s. (c) shows the same distribution as a joint 
cumulative histogram, with bin widths of 0.1 m x 0.02 m/s. 



4. Discussion 
After interpolation, the frequency distributions of ice thickness and speed can be interpreted as 
temporal distributions of ice conditions at the lighthouse, because the parameters are 
interpolated to every second. The frequency of a given combination of ice thickness and speed 
will equal an estimate of its total duration. The duration can then be divided by the total 
measurement time over four years to find the probability of occurrence of the conditions in 
question. Note that the durations will be a lower bound estimate, as the measurements and 
interpolation are limited only to the recorded events, with a total duration of 94 days and 16 
hours over the four years. Despite this, much of the drifting ice encountered during the 
campaign periods are likely recorded in events. Drifting ice often caused ice-structure 
interactions, and recording these interactions was the focus of the campaign. 
 
The significant bias in the speed data towards multiples of 0.05 m/s is likely caused by rounding 
to one or two significant figures, as the speed was manually estimated. Some information is 
lost when the values are rounded, which makes it difficult to recover the underlying 
distribution. The bias makes the combined distribution less accurate for small speed intervals, 
effectively reducing the resolution from which useful data can be extracted. 
 
Some relevant ice thickness measurements by EM of drifting ice in the Bay of Bothnia are 
summarized by Ronkainen et al. (2018) and can be used for comparison to the measurements 
at Norströmsgrund. In 2003, several ice thickness measurement campaigns were carried out by 
using a helicopter-borne EM instrument (HEM), described by Haas (2004). The analysis of the 
dataset done by Ronkainen et al. (2018) focused on drifting ice, where they found a mean ice 
thickness of 1.39 m and a mode of 0.5 – 0.6 m on the 21st of February, east in the Bay of 
Bothnia. They also found that 63.1% of the drift ice was deformed. Haas et al. (2009) found a 
generally good agreement between HEM measurements and ground-based measurements 
using a Geonics EM31 instrument, which was also used at Norströmsgrund. 
 
Except for the large mode at 0.1 – 0.2 m, the ice thickness distribution at Norströmsgrund 
follows a similar trend as the HEM measurements in 2003, with a local peak at 0.5 – 0.6 m and 
a gradual decline with a very long tail in the distribution. Importantly, the seasonal 
development of ice thickness will impact the Norströmsgrund statistics, as these were recorded 
over more than two months, while the HEM data is from a single day. Excluding the thin ice 
during the last week of measurements in April, the mean thickness at Norströmsgrund (1.23 
m) is close to the mean thickness through HEM (1.39 m). Additionally, Ronkainen et al. (2018) 
writes that there was less ice in the west side of the Bay and a greater presence of coastal leads, 
which will reduce the mean ice thickness at Norströmsgrund compared to the helicopter 
measurements. Note that the frequency distribution of ice thickness at Norströmsgrund will 
depend on the ice speed, while the ice can be assumed static relative to the helicopter during 
HEM measurements. 
 
Drift ice thicker than 0.8 m was encountered 35% of the time during events at Norströmsgrund, 
much of which was deformed ice. According to Määttänen and Kärnä (2011), the level ice 
thickness was less than 0.6 m in the area during the measurement years. Li et al. (2016) found 
a mean annual maximum ice thickness of 0.61 m between 2000 – 2003 based on Freezing 
Degree Days calculations, with 2003 being the most severe year with 0.71 m. The severity of 
the winter in 2003 is reflected in the long tail of the thickness distribution that year (see Figure 
4d). Ronkainen et al. (2018) points out that 2003 was very windy, which likely contributed to 
the large amount of ridging. 
 



Note that the temporal distribution of ice thickness at Norströmsgrund may be affected by the 
structure itself, but the magnitude of this effect is unknown. For example, when the driving 
forces on an ice floe are insufficient for limit stress failure to occur, the floe may get stuck on 
the lighthouse. The thickness of the stuck floe will continue to be measured for some time, 
increasing its relative frequency in the data. 

5. Conclusions 
The recorded ice thicknesses and ice drift speeds at Norströmsgrund during the 
LOLEIF/STRICE campaigns in the years 2000 – 2003 were extracted and analysed. By 
interpolating per second, the varying measurement frequencies were corrected, and a joint 
temporal frequency distribution of drift ice at the lighthouse was estimated. The joint 
distribution can provide input to fatigue modelling and as a basis for transferring local ice 
conditions to other areas. However, ridge keel depth was underestimated by EM measurements. 
In addition, the accuracy of the combined distribution was affected by significant underlying 
bias in the ice speed data. Establishing a more accurate local speed distribution is a target for 
further research. 
 
The drift ice thickness distribution in 2003 followed a similar trend to helicopter EM 
measurements that year, with the addition of a large mode for thin ice measured late in the 
season. A significant fraction of the drift ice encountered was thicker than level ice, which is 
important to consider for distributions of local ice thickness. The influence of the structure on 
the local ice drift and resulting thickness distribution was not quantified but is highly relevant 
for fatigue simulations based on local ice conditions and should be investigated further. 
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Abstract 
An experimental campaign to investigate sea ice ridge interaction with bottom-fixed 
structures was carried out in the Aalto ice basin. Ice ridges were produced, their consolidation 
was monitored, the properties of level ice and ridges were tested. Finally, a structure was 
pulled through the level ice and ridges while measuring the loads and monitoring the 
deformation pattern. Two different structures were tested, one with cylindrical and one with a 
conical waterline shape. We investigated a) the scaled ridge properties, b) how structures 
broke level ice and ice ridge, and c) the scaling of ridge forces with respect to a cylindrical 
and a conical structure at the waterline. Full-scale ridge structure interaction data are 
available for the Norströmsgrund lighthouse, so we used its size in scaling the tests. We 
assumed that gravity/buoyancy forces contribute and combined Froude and Strength scaling 
with a geometric scale-factor of 15. The initial ice temperature and accumulated air 
temperatures (FDD) during consolidation were varied to investigate how reasonably scaled 
ridge properties can be achieved. The campaign covered three different ice sheets and ridges. 
Punch tests, flexural strength, compressive strength tests were carried out. The main 
preliminary observations are that loads from level ice on vertical structure (FV

li) gave the 
highest load. Next, in decreasing order of magnitude, followed the load from a ridge on 
vertical structure (FV

ri), load from a ridge on sloping structure (FS
ri), and finally, the load 

from level ice on sloping structure (FS
li). 
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1. Introduction 
Ice ridges are often key features when designing structures in ice-covered waters. In the case 
of only first-year ice and that icebergs do not exist or can be managed, first-year ice ridges 
give the quasi-static design load. In the Baltic, there are plans to expand electricity 
production from Offshore wind, and one of the essential questions concerning structure 
design is if a cylindrical or conical structure shape at the waterline should be used. A conical 
structure reduces the ice load as long as it provokes bending failure instead of crushing. 
However, there are several disadvantages. It is more expensive to produce. It gives higher 
hydrodynamic loads than the cylindrical structure. It makes ship access (for maintenance) 
more difficult, and the cone may become very large in waters with a high tidal difference. To 
estimate ridge loads, ISO19906 (2019) gives models for the ice rubble and recommends 
using level ice formulas for the consolidated layer. There are several problems with this. The 
formula for ice rubble action does not include surcharge even though it is included in the 
original paper (Dolgopolov et al., 1975), and Serré and Liferov (2010) argue that this is 
important. Further, the level ice action on sloping structures includes the effects of ice rubble 
accumulation. However, in a ridge, there are already large amounts of rubble. We think that 
the level ice interaction with accumulating rubble is not directly transferable to how the 
consolidated layer produces accumulating rubble and interacts with it. Finally, the effect of 
steep cones is not apparent even for level ice. It has not been shown which cone angles 
ensure bending failure. 
 
Experiments in the Aalto ice basin were planned and conducted with ridge action on fixed 
vertical and steep-cone structures. There were two somewhat different, but connected topics: 
a)     The production and scaling of ice ridges in model-scale 
b)     The effect of the steep cone on the total load from ridges and surrounding level ice  
 
The Norströmsgrund lighthouse offshore Luleå was instrumented in the LOLEIF and 
STRICE project and is still the best dataset for full-scale ice interaction with vertical 
structures. We will use a scaled version of this lighthouse as the vertical model-scale 
structure. An angle of 75˚ was chosen because it is steeper than normally being built, but no 
so steep that crushing is expected. 
 
The is no accepted method for the production of ice ridges in model-scale; it applies both to 
the theoretical foundation and the practical procedures (Repetto-Llamazares, 2010). 
Complete thermo-mechanical testing is practically almost impossible (Høyland, 2010), and 
compromises must be made. In the project, we will investigate how the initial conditions and 
the consolidation after ridge production govern the thickness of the consolidated layer and the 
mechanical properties of the rubble and the consolidated layer. 
 

2. Scaling 
We assume that gravity and water and ice densities are similar in full-scale (prototype) and 
basin-scale (model). Further, inertia, gravity/buoyancy, ice strength, and ice elasticity may 
govern the process. One may attempt to scale the forces and/or the deformation patterns. In 
the latter case, the ice’s elastic behavior is vital, but the elastic contribution to the total ice 
load on a rigid structure is probably not vital. When considering the full dynamic ice-
structure interaction, the elasticity may be important. Let us concentrate on the scaling of the 
ice load, identify force contributions from inertia, gravity/buoyancy, and ice breaking 
(strength) so that the total force F can be expressed: 



 � �, ,in g isF f F F F  [1] 

where Fin is the inertia, Fg is the gravity/buoyancy, and Fis is the ice strength contribution. 
And they scale as follows: 
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where v is a vital velocity, L a vital length, and σ an ice strength. From these, we may identify 
two dimensionless ratios, the Froude number Fr and an Ice strength or Strength of Materials 
number SOM: 
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Note that the Cauchy number does not directly come into play unless 
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which is 

challenging to obtain. 
 
In our case, we tested both a conical and a vertical structure shape so that we should consider 
both ice ride-up and bending failure as well as crushing. If ride-up (or down) and bending 
failure is vital, we assume Fin, Fg, and Fis are all vital, and further that ice strength is 
dominated by flexural strength (σf). It is then well known that the geometric, kinetic, strength, 
and dynamic scaling factors become: 
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where hi is the ice thickness, w the structure width, and the indices p and m refer to 
respectively prototype (full-scale) and model (basin-scale). 
 
In the case of crushing, one may imagine that gravity/ buoyancy does not play a vital role so 
that the total force can be expressed: 
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where the ice breaking is dominated by crushing and expressed through a compressive 
strength (σcr). Now the Froude number is irrelevant, and only the strength number governs 
the process so that there are no conditions on how to determine the ice strength (except that it 
should be proportional to velocity squared). The ice force is a function of length squared and 
the ice strength, and one may use any ice strength! In our case, we tested the two structure 
shapes with the same ice, and we had the ridge keels, so it is evident that we need to consider 
gravity/buoyancy contributions and use Fr so that the ice should be weakened ( VO O ). 
 
The next question that may come up is, what is the ice strength? How can one carry out a test 
in full-scale and basin-scale and compare them? When ice fails in bending, the flexural 
strength is used, and it is tested (more or less) the same way in full-scale and basin-scale. The 
full ice thickness is tested, and flexural strength is derived, often based on linear elastic beam 
theory, so that it is a force with units of stress. The ice compressive strength is more 
complicated, it is not a well-defined property, and in the field, there are three tests: a) Uni-
axial compressive strength, with often cylindrical samples of diameter/length of 



70mm/175mm; b) Borehole-Jack indentation tests, where the piston head is roughly 50mm; 
and c) a few compressive tests of full ice thickness have been done, but only for relatively 
thin ice or low loading-rate. Testing full ice thickness (e.g.1m) compressive strength in the 
field requires very large and heavy equipment and is practically difficult to carry out. In a 
basin, the compressive strength is tested either by a) Making short beams (width and length 
approximately equal) and compressing full thickness or b) Making indentation with a small 
cylinder into a strait ice edge. In other words, the compressive strength is not a well-defined 
property, and different tests are done in the field and in model-scale. A comparison between 
full-scale and model-scale is difficult. We also need thermal scaling as the consolidated layer 
is the result of thermal processes; the state-of-the-art, including challenges, are given in 
Høyland (2007), Høyland (2010), and Repetto-Llamazares (2010) and will not be repeated 
here. 
 

3. Experimental set-up and procedures 

3.1 Level ice and ridge production 
The water in the Aalto basin is doped with ethanol, resulting in a concentration of ethanol 
0.3%. The level ice was created in the standard, for this basin, procedure by spraying and 
letting the ice grow upwards. The air temperature during spraying was -10C, while the ice 
was isothermal at the freezing point. When the target ice thickness of 40 mm was reached, 
the spraying stopped, but the cooling continued to cool the ice and create a proper internal ice 
matrix and strength. Finally, the ice was tempered to achieve target strength. The ridges were 
produced in two steps. Firstly, by breaking the ice with the pushing plates on the main 
carriage, and secondly, by pushing it together with the carriage. When the ridge was formed, 
it had to be kept in place by a confining level ice floe (Figure 1). The campaign resulted in 
ten tests, varying shape of the structure, ridge consolidation degree, and level ice properties 
(Table 1). If the testing matrix required the run through the unconsolidated keel (Tests 2, 7, 
and 8), the experiment was conducted at once after ridge production. Otherwise (Tests 1, 5, 6, 
9, and 10), cooling was applied overnight to run the ridge consolidation process; it followed 
by warming to maintain target level ice strength properties. During the test campaign, three 
cycles of ice level sheet production followed by ice ridge creation and consolidation were 
carried out; air temperature courses during these cycles were registered with regular basin 
sensor and thermistor string placed in the ice (Figure 2). Moments of structure-ice interaction 
tests and level ice strength tests are indicated on the temperature course plots. 
 
Table 1. Testing matrix with varied structure shape, keel consolidation, and ice properties. 
Note that Tests 3 and 4 failed and their results are not used further in the discussion. 
Ice sheet Test # Structure 

waterline Structure Interactions with Level ice flexural 
strength (MPa) 

Level ice 
before 

Ridge Level ice 
after 

 

1 1 Vertical No consolidated No 73 

2 
2 Vertical Yes unconsolidated Yes 60 
5 Sloping No consolidated Yes 235 
6 Sloping Yes consolidated Yes - 

3 

7 Sloping Yes unconsolidated Yes 51 
8 Sloping Yes unconsolidated Yes - 
9 Sloping Yes consolidated Yes 78 

10 Vertical No consolidated No - 



 

 
Figure 1. Ridge production. Cutting level ice (a), cutting completed (b), forming the ridge by 
pushing broken level ice (c), ridge production completed (d). 
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Figure 2. The air temperature history measured by the Aalto sensor and one of the thermistor 
strings. 
 

3.2 Mechanical characterization level ice and ridges 
Mechanical parameters were tested for both level ice and the ice ridges. For level ice, flexural 
and compressive strengths were measured, and for the ridges, punch tests were carried out 
using regular Aalto ice basin tests’ procedures. The flexural strength was tested on cantilever 
beams 25 cm long and 8 cm wide (Figure 3). The compressive strength was tested by 
compressing short cantilever beams. 
 

 
Figure 3. Testing level ice flexural strength 



3.3 Structure, loads, and cameras 
The structure with vertical and sloping walls was tested (Figure 4). The structure’s position 
was adjusted for different scenarios: cylindrical shape at the waterline and conical shape at 
the waterline. The structure was assumed to be rigid, even though, in reality, neither the 
fixing of the structure to the wagon nor the wagon itself were completely rigid. We did not 
measure any structural response. The cylindrical structure diameter was 54.2 cm, and this 
was also the cone bottom’s diameter on the conical structure. The cone angle was 74.8˚and 
the cone height was 35.8 cm. The global load was measured with a three-dimensional load 
cell between the carriage and the structure. Also, local pressure distribution was registered 
with tactile sensors installed both at the cylindrical and conical structures. However, due to 
damage to the tactile sensors in the tests, data were only gathered from tests 1, 2, and 3. A 
system of cameras below and above water surface was installed. Cameras below water were 
intended to provide the view and depth measurement of rubble pile accumulation in front of 
the structure and the side view of the rubble pile passing the structure. The camera in the air 
was set to provide the top view covering structure-ice interaction and the zone ahead of that, 
such that if there is visible crack propagation, it was registered. GoPro cameras powered by 
power banks were packed in waterproof cases, which were mounted on a steel frame with 
long arms. The frame itself was mounted on the carrier behind the structure to avoid causing 
any interaction with ice or disturbances into load measurements. In turn, long arms below the 
structure were reaching out to provide the requested view of the process. Power banks kept 
cameras recording throughout the working day. This allowed us to mount and dismount the 
camera’s frame only once per day, which helped for the tests program’s efficiency. 
 

 
Figure 4. Front view cross-section sketch and photo of the structure used in the experiment. 
Dimensions and location of three-dimensional load cell and tactile sensors on the structure’s 
vertical and sloping wall. 



4. Some observations and preliminary results 

4.1 Level ice and ridge - geometry and morphology 
Three ice sheets were produced, and three ice ridges were built, resulting in ten structure test 
runs (Table 1). Some transverse profiles (cross-sections) of the ridge made in ice sheet three 
are shown in Figure 5. The maximum depth of keel was approximate 0.4 m. The width of the 
ridge was generally 4 m and started from the side close to the structure. One can see that the 
keel profile was roughly in the shape of a trapezoid, which is similar to the geometry of a 
natural ridge keel. 

 
Figure 5. Cross-section profiles of the ridge made from ice sheet number three. 
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Figure 6. Horizontal ice load in the towing direction. In grey – raw signal, in blue – 
smoothed signal. a) Test 2, vertical structure, unconsolidated; b) Test 7, sloping structure, 
unconsolidated; c) Test 8, sloping structure, unconsolidated; d) Test 9, sloping structure, 
consolidated. 
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Figure 7. Peak loads from level ice and ridges in all tests. 
 
The loads from level ice and ridges are given as time-series (Figure 6) and as peak loads 
(Figure 7). Let us compare loads of a) vertical and sloping structures, b) consolidated and un-
consolidated ridges, and c) level ice and ridges.  
 
The load on the vertical structure was generally higher than on the sloping structure (Tests 1, 
2 versus Tests 7, 8; and Test 10 versus Test 9), and the load from consolidated ridges was 
higher than from unconsolidated ridges. Both these observations are as expected. The 
findings from the comparison of level ice and ridge loads are more interesting. For the 
vertical structure, the load from level ice was higher than from the ridge (Test 2), whereas it 
was the opposite of the sloping structure. 
 
The difference between the raw signal and the smoothed signal (Figure 6) indicates 
significant dynamic amplification, but a proper dynamic analysis is outside the paper’s scope 
and motivation. We neither measured the structural accelerations nor its dynamic properties. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the frequency domain of the load-time series for the level ice and ridge 
and allows for some observations. All the loads on the sloping structure contained a low-
frequency component that could not be seen in the vertical structure’s signals. This 
corresponds to the visual observations of ice ridging-up on and releasing from the cone. 
Further, it seems to be a difference between consolidated (Test 9) and unconsolidated (Tests 
7 and 8) ridge action on the cone (Figure 9). In the consolidated ridge, the low-frequency 
component was smaller, indicating that the cone was less effective in avoiding crushing.  
 
The differences between ice actions on vertical and conical structures for level ice and ridges 
indicate that the cone is less effective in reducing loads from ridges, and especially 
consolidated ridges, than from level ice. In level ice, the pile-up height mostly did not exceed 
the cone, while in ridge interaction, it often did. This argues that the ISO approach to treating 
the consolidated layer as thick level ice is questionable. Earlier observations from HSVA 
(Jensen et al., 2001) confirm that the ridge load on a ship-shaped vessel (sloping) was higher 
than from level ice. 
 



(b)  Test 7 Level ice(a)  Test 2

(c)  Test 8 (d)  Test 9

Level ice

Level ice Level ice

 
Figure 8. Frequency domain analysis of horizontal load signal during structure advancing 
through level ice. Note, the vertical scale is different both for load signal and FFT analysis. 
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Figure 9. Frequency domain analysis of horizontal load signal during structure advancing 

through the ridge. Note, the vertical scale is different both for load signal and FFT analysis. 
 
The main preliminary observations are that horizontal load from level ice on vertical structure 
(FV

li) gave the highest level; the load from a ridge on vertical structure (FV
ri) was higher than 

load from the ridge on sloping structure (FS
ri); and, finally, the load from level ice on sloping 

structure gave the lowest level (Equation 6). 
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5. Conclusions 
A set of experiments were carried out in the Aalto ice basin to investigate the scaling of first-
year ridges and the effect of cone angle on the ridge load on fixed structures. The ridges were 
produced by breaking the level ice and pushing the broken pieces together. The ridges were 
40 m long, about 4 m wide, and approximately 0.4 m deep. After formation, half of the ridge 
was tested mechanically, and ridge-structure interaction testing was done. Then the ridge 
consolidated overnight, and the procedure of testing mechanical properties and interaction 
with structures repeated the next day. The load analysis’s main preliminary results are that 
horizontal load from level ice on vertical structure (FV

li) gave the highest level. Next, in 
decreasing order of magnitude, followed the loads from a ridge on vertical structure (FV

ri), 
from a ridge on sloping structure (FS

ri), and finally, from level ice on sloping structure (FS
li).  
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Abstract 
Dynamic ice-structure interaction is a major issue for bottom founded offshore structures 
subjected to drifting sea ice. The interaction can magnify the ice loads the structure has to 
withstand, and severe vibrations may occur which can lead to fatigue damage. However, 
today’s understanding of dynamic ice-structure interaction is still insufficient, and available 
prediction tools and methods suffer from several uncertainties. One reason is the lack of data 
of sufficient quality which could be used for model validation. Full-scale data typically suffer 
from missing ice parameters and insufficiently defined ice conditions. Model scale data are 
usually obtained from tests with a single degree of freedom (SDOF) structure, thus neglecting 
the influence of higher structural modes on the interaction, although it was already pointed 
out in the 1970s that the second mode may have a considerable impact. In order to fill this 
gap, a new experimental setup was developed at HSVA as part of the FATICE project. This 
setup enables testing with a structure whose configuration could be changed from SDOF to 
multi-degree of freedom (MDOF, 2 natural frequencies) to compare the developing dynamic 
ice-structure interaction modes. 
The paper describes the development of the experimental setup, its practical implementation, 
and its applicability and limitations for ice model tests. Basic results from the comparison of 
SDOF and MDOF conditions are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
Ice-covered waters such as the Baltic Sea stand out for excellent wind conditions or until now 
unused resource fields. The increasing energy demand worldwide shifted the focus on such 
unexploited areas. However, the occurrence of ice limits the accessibility and could harm the 
offshore structures, like wind turbines or exploration platforms.  
Regarding bottom founded and pile shaped offshore structures, dynamic ice-structure 
interactions may lead to a magnification of the ice loads. By actuating one of the structure's 
natural frequencies severe vibrations and large loads and displacements may occur, leading to 
fatigue damages in the long run (Battisti et al., 2006; Høyland, 2017). Consequently, a safe 
offshore structure design requires a full understanding of occurring ice loads and the resulting 
dynamic ice-structure interaction. However, nowadays there is still a considerable variation 
in predicted ice loads even in static load scenarios (Timco and Croasdale, 2006). 
Considerable effort has been spent on investigating dynamic ice-structure interaction over the 
past decades and understanding has grown (Hendrikse, 2017), but the physics behind remains 
not yet fully deciphered (Nord et al., 2015). Consequently, dynamic model tests and dynamic 
ice-structure simulations are still subject to major uncertainties.  
Both approaches were dominated by single degree of freedom (SDOF) configurations; see 
e.g. Barker et al. (2005), Ziemer (Ziemer and Evers, 2016; Ziemer and Hinse, 2017), Huang 
and Liu (2009) and Wu and Qiu (2019). The few attempts made with multi-degree of 
freedom (MDOF, two or more natural frequencies) configurations were not fully successful 
in reproducing the dynamic ice-structure interaction modes, in particular frequency lock-in, 
see e.g. Määttänen et al. (2015).  
Accordingly, the influence of higher structural modes is largely unknown, despite the fact 
that Määttänen already measured in 1975 a great impact of the second mode in full-scale 
observations (Määttänen, 1975). In 2008 Kärnä also reported a critical impact of higher 
structural modes on the dynamic ice-structure interaction (Kärnä, 2008). In order to 
determine this impact in model-scale, a new experimental setup was developed at the HSVA, 
which provides a tunable second natural frequency. The contrast between a SDOF 
configuration containing only one low natural frequency and a MDOF configuration 
containing two low natural frequencies visualizes this impact.  
The development of such an experimental setup, or more general the improvement of model-
scale testing technologies, is one of HSVA's objectives in the on-going research project 
“Fatigue damage from dynamic ice action (FATICE)”.  
 
This paper describes the setup of the physical model including calculations and modeling that 
led to the experimental setup. This setup is then used in ice model tests and the measured 
excited frequencies are presented together with the ice failure modes.  

2. Theoretical model 
Basic principle 
The main feature of the new experimental setup is the option to switch between a single 
degree of freedom (SDOF) and a multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) configuration. The switch 
between both configurations shall be executed with a low operating expense. This feature 
shall enable the comparability between a SDOF and MDOF configuration. The influence of 
the second low natural frequency with respect to dynamic ice-structure interaction has not yet 
been adequately deciphered. This setup shall give new insights into the influence of higher 
modes on dynamic ice-structure interaction. Herein, SDOF refers to a configuration with one 
dominant natural frequency, contrary to the MDOF configuration where two modes are 
examined. Nonetheless, both SDOF and MDOF setups naturally contain further eigenmodes, 



which are supposed to be insignificant for the dynamic interaction due to low modal 
amplitudes. 
The first two natural frequencies shall be adjustable in a range that is comparable to full-scale 
with adjustable stiffness and mass. Frequency lock-in (FLI) is considered as the most critical 
dynamic ice-structure interaction regime and it occurs mainly in a range up to 10 Hz (ISO, 
2010). Ziemer and Hinse (2017) successfully created FLI in laboratory conditions with a first 
natural frequency varying between 5.4 up to 7.6 Hz. Therewith, the experimental setup is 
aiming for a first and second natural frequency below 10 Hz, to examine FLI. Furthermore, 
the second natural frequency should not be a whole multiple of the first natural frequency, to 
clearly differentiate between them during the excitation. Higher natural frequencies should be 
clearly above 10 Hz and have significantly lower amplitudes. 
 
The theoretical setup providing the possibility to switch between SDOF and MDOF 
configuration with either one or two adjustable natural frequencies is shown in Figure 1. The 
two masses m1 and m2 are connected by a beam element, which serves as a spring element. 
The beam is divided into three lengths LA, LB, and LC and supported by two dynamic leaf 
springs k1 and k2. This dynamic support enables a close to free vibration behavior of the 
setup. By changing the upper dynamic leaf spring support towards fixed support and remove 
the upper mass, the MDOF setup transforms into a SDOF setup. Thus a simple and fast 
switch between SDOF and MDOF configuration is possible. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the MDOF 
setup (left) and SDOF setup (right) 

 
Figure 2. MDOF setup discretized 
by Euler-Bernoulli beam elements 

 
The dynamic behavior of these two setups can be described by the equation of motion: 
 

 ̅ ̈   ̅ ̇   ̅       [1] 
 
With  ̅ being the oscillating mass matrix,  ̅ the damping matrix and  ̅ the stiffness matrix.   
being the deflection vector with its first and second time derivatives  ̇ and  ̈ .      is an 
external force acting on the structure. The natural frequencies of such a system are 
determined with a free vibration analysis whereby damping and external forces are set to zero 
(Wu, 2013). This leads to the eigenvalue problem, see Equation [2], where ω is the natural 
circular frequency and Φ the column mode shape matrix. 
 

  ̅     ̅     [2] 
 
The eigenvalues      are the solution of the characteristic polynomial, see Equation [2]. 
The natural frequency can be determined by: 
 



   
 
  

 
√ 
  

 [3] 

 
with   being the natural frequency. Equation [2] demonstrates the adjustability of natural 
frequencies for such a system by changing the stiffness properties, the mass properties or 
both. 
 
Finite Element validation 
In order to identify and validate feasible combinations of structural properties for the 
experimental setup, a finite element analysis (FEA) is executed. Both setups are discretized 
by Euler-Bernoulli beam elements. Those elements are capable to display the deflection and 
thereby the vibration in load direction. The discretization of the MDOF setup is shown in 
Figure 2. The dynamic leaf springs were treated as simply supported beams subjected to a 
center point load. Thus, the equivalent spring constant is set to: 
 

     
      
     
  [4] 

 
With   being the Young’s Modulus,    being the leaf springs moment of inertia and       the 
free leaf spring length. The resultant stiffness (k1 and k2) and the point masses (m1 and m2) 
are added to the global stiffness and mass matrices, according to their global position.  
To find the best possible combination of structural dimensions the FE model is implemented 
into a brute-force analysis. The following structural criteria and boundary conditions were 
used for the brute-force search: 
 

x Strength capacity to withstand a 
design ice load of at least 5 kN 

x The global stiffness shall be greater 
than 450 N/mm 

x The height and width of the leaf 
springs can be varied  freely 

x The free leaf spring length  (LLeaf1/2 ) 
can be varied between 0 to 0.5m 
 

x The initial weight of m1 is 340 kg and 
limited to 1500 kg 

x The initial weight of m2 is 50 kg and 
limited to 500 kg 

x The length LA shall be fixed to 0.5m 
x The length LB shall be fixed to 0.4m 
x The length LC can be varied between 

0 and 0.8m 

Consequently, the masses m1 and m2, the length LC as well as the dimensions of the leaf 
springs were varied sequentially to find the best possible configuration for the MDOF and 
SDOF setup while accounting for basin limitation. 
 
Results 
Five feasible configurations for the MDOF setup were selected, which are shown in Table 1 
along with the resulting properties, the natural frequencies    and   , the maximum static 
deflection      and the total global stiffness KGlobal. Note that the best possible height with 
50mm and width with 10mm of the leaf springs is found for all configurations and thereby 
fixed to those values. Configuration No. 1 is chosen for a detailed analysis. Figure 3 shows 
the corresponding theoretical mode shapes including mode one and mode two. Figure 1 
shows the corresponding response amplitude. Emphasis was put on the magnitude of the 
second response amplitude, which should be as large as possible to facilitate noticeable 
impact on the structure-ice interaction. It should be noted that damping was not considered. 



Damping should be as low as possible in the practical implementation to facilitate lock-in 
vibrations. 
 

Table 1. Properties and results of selected configurations for the MDOF setup 

No. m1 
[kg] 

m2 
[kg] 

LC 
[m] 

LLeaf1 
[m] 

LLeaf2 
[m] 

   
[Hz] 

   
[Hz] 

     
[mm] 

KGlobal 
[N/mm] 

1 1500 500 0.70 0.40 0.50 2.81 3.77 9.37 533 
2 1460 450 0.70 0.45 0.45 2.81 4.00 10.77 464 
3 1500 500 0.60 0.40 0.50 2.89 4.33 9.37 533 
4 1165 500 0.60 0.50 0.50 2.84 4.42 11.78 424 
5 1435 500 0.55 0.45 0.50 2.80 4.70 10.44 479 

 
To transform the configuration into the SDOF configuration the free length of the upper leaf 
spring LLeaf2 is reduced to 0m, forming a fixed support, as it is shown in Figure 1. The free 
length of the lower leaf spring LLeaf1 is increased to 0.5m. The additional upper weight m2 is 
reduced to 0kg. Only the fixed mass of the upper basis with 50kg remains. At last, the length 
LC is reduced to 0m. In order to reach the first natural frequency of        Hz for the 
SDOF configuration, the lower mass m1 is increased by 50kg. All properties of the SDOF 
configuration are listed in Table 2. The results for this SDOF configuration are listed in  
Table 3. As one can see a first natural frequency of        Hz is reached and thereby in 
range of the first natural frequency of the MDOF setup. The second natural frequency is high 
enough to define this configuration as a SDOF setup.  
 

 
Figure 3. Mass normalized mode shapes 
from MDOF setup 

 

 
Figure 4. Response amplitude from MDOF 
setup 

 
Table 2. Properties of selected configurations for the SDOF setup 

No. m1   m2 LC LLeaf1 LLeaf2 
1 1550 kg 50 kg 0 m 0.5 m 0 m 

 
Table 3. Results of the selected configurations for the SDOF setup 

No.            KGlobal 
1 2.82 Hz 213.4 Hz 10.3 mm 485 N/mm 

 



3. Physical modeling and testing  
The physical model is a further development of the one introduced by Ziemer and Hinse 
(2017). Figure 5 shows the resulting new experimental setup. Compared to the theoretical 
approach, instead of one beam element connecting the upper and lower mass, four beam 
elements are now used. Each beam element is supported by two dynamic leaf springs (green 
in Figure 5). On top of the beams a moveable platform, containing the mass m2, is installed. 
The lower mass m1 is located on the lower platform (yellow in Figure 5) at which the 6-
component-scale (grey in Figure 5) and the actual model to be tested (red in Figure 5) are 
mounted. Assuming a symmetric setup the theoretical validation beforehand is still valid. It 
has to be noted that the 6-component-scale and the model to be tested are located off-centered 
in ice drift direction. But, in relation to the whole setup, the weight of those two components 
is rather small. Therefore, the resulting error of the first theoretical estimate can be neglected. 
Furthermore, the 6-component-scale, as well as the leaf spring clamping, show a different 
stiffness compared to the theoretical estimate due to additional softness. Besides this 
variation to the theoretical approach, all components are designed according to the presented 
requirements. As beam elements, a square hollow structural section with a 40x40 mm² profile 
and 2.5mm wall thickness is used. In the back part of Figure 5, the connection to the towing 
carriage by aluminum frames is hinted. 
 

 
Figure 5. ISO view of the new experimental 
setup (MDOF configuration) 

 
Figure 6. FPull point of attack 

 
Pre-tests 
Based on the theoretical design two dominant frequencies (       Hz and        Hz) 
regarding the MDOF configuration and one dominant frequency (       Hz) regarding the 
SDOF configuration should be found in the actual setup. The translational stiffness of the 
model should be linear. To examine the dynamic characteristics pullout and plucking tests are 
conducted. Therefore, the structure is deflected by a steadily increasing external force FPull. 
This external force is applied at a specified point on the setup, see point A in Figure 6.  
To identify the setup’s global stiffness pullout tests are conducted. After reaching a 
maximum pull force (FPull      N) the force is steadily released. During the release, the 
hysteresis of deflection can be examined. The averaged results of all pullout tests for both 
configurations resulted in a stiffness of 830 N/mm for the SDOF configurations compared to 
885 N/mm for the MDOF configuration. The noticeable higher global stiffness compared to 
the theoretical estimation can be explained primarily by the simplified structural FE model. 
Because of the different supports, the SDOF configuration shows a slightly lower global 
stiffness compared to the MDOF configuration.  



To identify the setup’s natural frequencies plucking tests were conducted. After reaching a maximum 
pull force of FPull      N the force was kept on a constant level for around 10 seconds. Following, the 

setup was released instantly via a release-shackle and could oscillate freely. The oscillations were 
recorded and by applying a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) the natural frequencies of the setup can 

be determined.  
Table 4 shows the measured and theoretical estimated natural frequencies. FFTs are 
presented in Figure 7. Based on the higher global stiffness the estimated natural frequencies 
are lower compared to the measured ones. Although natural frequencies were higher than 
estimated they remain constant during all test runs and fulfill the initial criteria. Note that 
both, pullout and plucking tests were conducted with the model surrounded by water. 

 
Table 4. Difference between estimated and measured natural frequencies (MDOF) 

       Ratio       
Theoretical estimate 2.86 Hz 3.77 Hz 0.76 
Measured properties 3.4 Hz 4.7 Hz 0.72 

Difference 18.9 % 24.7 % 5.3 % 
 

 
Figure 7. FFT of plucking tests in MDOF (left) and SDOF (right) configuration. 
 
Model tests 
The model tests were conducted in the large ice tank at HSVA. Four different series 
containing two runs each were conducted. Thereby, during each series the MDOF and the 
SDOF configuration were tested. Throughout all tests, two different types of ice, two 
different ice thicknesses and a speed range of 4-150 mm/s were applied. The detailed test 
matrix is given in Table 5. See Evers and Jochmann (1993) for further specifications on “Ice 
1”, which is HSVA’s standard model ice, and Ziemer (2019) on “Ice 2”, which is a current 
development of a model ice without fresh water top layer to improve the model ice’ behavior 
in crushing. Though comparison of the standard and newly developed model ice was part of 
the FATICE project as well, it is beyond the scope of this paper. 
 

Table 5. Test matrix 
Run 11010 15010 21010 25010 31010 32010 42010 44010 46010 
Configuration MDOF SDOF SDOF MDOF SDOF MDOF SDOF SDOF MDOF 
Ice type 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 
Ice thickness 19 mm 19mm 23mm 23 mm 41mm 41mm 43mm 43mm 43mm 
 
 
Results 



All dynamic ice-structure interaction modes of interest, namely intermittent crushing (IC), 
frequency lock-in (FLI), and continuous brittle crushign (CBR) could be reproduced 
throughout the test series with the new experimental setup. Note that during Series 30000 the 
interaction modes of interest could not be reproduced due to unforeseen flexural failure of the 
ice. Therefore, Series 30000 is not taken into account for the overall comparison. For the 
MDOF configuration, an earlier transition towards FLI can be observed, which is shown 
exemplarily for Series 20000 in Table 6. This shift might be explained by the larger stiffness 
of the MDOF configuration. Huang et al. (2007) found that for increasing structure stiffness 
the FLI range shifts to lower ice sheet velocities. However, the difference in stiffness is 
small, and so is the difference in transition velocities. It cannot be concluded whether the 
change from SDOF to MDOF system might have an impact on the transitional velocities as 
well. 
 
Table 6. Occurrence of IC, FLI and the transition in dependence of ice drift velocity during 

Series 20000. 
Velocity [mm/s] 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 

Run 21010 IC IC IC IC-FLI IC-FLI IC-FLI IC-FLI FLI FLI FLI 

Run 25010 IC IC IC-FLI IC-FLI IC-FLI IC-FLI FLI FLI FLI FLI 

 
The change from SDOF to MDOF setup has a noticeable impact on the global ice load acting 
on the structure just as on the deflection of the structure. In terms of global ice load, this 
impact is shown exemplarily for Series 20000 in Figure 8. In terms of structural deflection, it 
is shown exemplarily for Series 20000 in Figure 9. As it is clearly visible the change between 
configurations reduces the global ice load and consequently the structural deflection. The 
same observations can be made for Series 10000 and 40000. 
 

 
Figure 8. The moving load average of SDOF 
and MDOF configuration during Series 
20000 

 

 
Figure 9. The moving deflection average of 
SDOF and MDOF configuration during 
Series 20000 

 
 
The presented time series show full test runs 21010 and 25010 which were conducted wit the 
same automated speed control sequence for the main carriage pushing the setup through the 
level ice sheet. Thus, the ice drift speed changes throughout the time series, and failure type 
changes accordingly. The velocity was stepwise increased, meaning that the failure changes 
from IC over FLI to CBR. Differences are largest in IC, but time series of moving mean are 
also least steady, which is somewhat expected due to the nature of IC with global load build-



up followed by load drop to zero after failure. The moving load and displacement average is 
most steady during the FLI range from about 200s to 310s.  
 
The combined percentage differences between SDOF and MDOF configuration of the 
averaged global ice load and deflection are shown in Table 7, illustrating a significant load 
reduction for the MDOF setup compared to the SDOF configuration. The results in Table 7 
also show that the differences between SDOF and MDOF in terms of deflection and load for 
IC and CBR are similar, while for FLI there is a clear difference between load and deflection 
reduction. This difference in the dynamic response amplification agrees to the close to 
resonant behavior of FLI (Huang and Liu, 2009). 
 
Table 7. Averaged difference for Series 10000, 20000 and 40000 between SDOF and MDOF 

configuration in terms of load and deflection for IC, FLI, and CBR. 
 IC FLI CBR 

Load 14.9 % 15.3 % 22.0 % 
Deflection 13.4 % 9.0 % 22.2 % 

4. Conclusion 
To provide new insights into the impact of higher modes on dynamic ice-structure 
interaction, in particular the second mode, a new physical test setup is developed. This new 
setup provides a tunable second low dominant natural frequency. Thereby the setup can serve 
as a SDOF or MDOF oscillator. The model’s natural frequencies are adjustable in a wide 
range by varying the additional masses or the stiffness by varying the length of beams and the 
free length of leaf springs. The switch between the SDOF and MDOF configuration is easy to 
achieve. The desired properties of the model could be kept on a constant level during all 
series, as the pre-tests have shown.  
All dynamic ice-structure interaction modes of interest, namely IC, FLI, and CBR could be 
reproduced during the tests with a SDOF and a MDOF system, thus the prototype 
development and model test campaign were successful and provide the first full set of 
experimental data with a MDOF setup oscillating in all relevant types of ice-induced 
vibrations. Furthermore, the second natural frequency may have reduced the magnitude of the 
global ice load and structure deflection. A difference between SDOF and MDOF in terms of 
load and deflection of 22% is remarkable regarding the design process and costs for offshore 
structures in ice-covered waters. These results show the importance of deciphering the 
influence of higher structural modes on dynamic ice-structure interaction. However, further 
analysis of the measured data is required to understand what causes the load reduction.  
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Aiming at the problem of low cost-effectiveness ratio in ice-breaking of traditional polar 
ships, this paper proposes a method of resonance ice-breaking based on resonance theory, and 
studies the mechanism of resonance ice-breaking. Firstly, a simplified model of infinite sea 
ice in the typical sea area is established. The analysis of vibration modals of the sea ice is 
carried out, and the relationship between the failure mode and the vibration modal is 
discussed. On this basis, the resonance effect of the sea ice is stimulated by the designed 
periodic excitation load, and its stress response and fracture process are analyzed. The effects 
of parameters such as the amplitude of exciting force and the excitation frequency on 
resonance ice-breaking effect are investigated. Finally, the method is applied to the structural 
design of ships, and its ability in ice-breaking is analyzed by a test, which provides a 
reference for the application and the related research in resonance ice-breaking of polar ships. 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of polar resources, the significance of polar military strategic is 
highlighted, The polar region ships such as heavy icebreaker and high-icebreaker class ships 
are increasingly becoming the focus of the competition among the maritime powers, while 
the ice-breaking ability is crucial to the survival and operation ability of polar ships, which 
has attracted the close attention of scholars in related fields. 
 
In this respect, Su et al. (2011) established a three-degree-of-freedom coupling equation 
between ice load and hull motion, and studied the ice-breaking load and ice-breaking 
capacity of the icebreaker. Choi et al. (2015) proposed a method for estimating the ice-
breaking capacity required for polar ships with dynamic and uncertain conditions. Jordaan 
(2011) established a mathematical model of the interaction between sea ice and ocean 
structures, studied the damage mechanism of sea ice under different ballast actions, and 
proved that the force between ice and structures plays an important role in the damage form 
of sea ice. Shi et al. (2016) conducted numerical simulation studies on the collision of 
different bow shapes and ice floes, the results showed that the ice-breaking ability of forward 
bow and flying shear bow was stronger than that of upright bow and bulbous bow. Liu (2014) 
carried out numerical simulation of ice load of icebreaker and proposed a new type of double-
pile structure of icebreaker to enhance ice-breaking ability. These research shows that the 
existing icebreaker mainly realizes ice-breaking function based on its own gravity, and ice-
breaking ability is limited by ship displacement, main engine power and other parameters, so 
greatly improving ice-breaking ability will seriously affect the ship's performance. 
 
While in the field of road ice-breaking, Chen et al. (2012) concluded that vibration ice-
breaking is more efficient than static ice-breaking and the optimal vibration frequency should 
be selected according to the thickness of ice through experiments and finite element analysis 
of ice-breaking with a tool. Inspired, the method of vibration ice-breaking is used in the field 
of ship ice-breaking, puts forward a new technology of resonance ice-breaking. This paper 
carries out research on the mechanism of resonance ice-breaking, analyzes the stress response 
and the rupture process of ice during resonance ice-breaking, explores influence parameters 
of ice-breaking ability and applies it into the design of ship structures, aiming to significantly 
improve the ice-breaking ability of polar ships. 

2. Ship - ice resonance principle 
2.1. Model of ship-ice vibration system 
 
During the operation of ice-breaking, sea ice bears the periodic force from the ship in the ice 
zone. Due to the elastic effect of ship and sea ice, a complex master-slave vibration system 
will be constituted. In order to explain the general principle and facilitate derivation, it is 
abstracted as a single-degree-of-freedom vibration system, as shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Simplified model of ship - ice vibration system. 



Assuming that the center of gravity coincides with the geometrical center of the sea ice, and 
the sea ice moved only in the x direction. The static equilibrium position is taken as the origin 
of coordinates. Where, m is the mass of the sea ice, k is the sea ice stiffness coefficient, c is 
the sea ice damping coefficient, F(t) is the simple harmonic excitation force, let F(t) = F0 
sinwt, and w is the circular frequency of the excitation load. 
 
2.2. Resonance principle of ship-ice vibration system 
 
According to the knowledge related to structural dynamics, the dynamic amplification factor 
β of the vibration system under sinusoidal excitation force is (Ji, 1985): 
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Where, γ and ζ are the frequency ratio and the damping ratio of the vibration system 
respectively. 
 
Figure 2 shows the amplitude-frequency characteristic curve of the vibration system by 
MATLAB. In Figure 2, when γ approaches 1, β increases significantly, and the forced 
vibration response of the sea ice will reach the maximum value. At this point, the only 
limiting factor is the damping of the vibration system. The smaller ζ is, the lager the forced 
vibration response is. In the actual ice-breaking operation, the ship's excitation force is 
mostly non-harmonic periodic loads, which can be expanded into Fourier series and treated 
as infinite harmonic loads. Therefore, the above resonance theory is still applicable (Yao, 
2004). 
 
Wang et al. (2015) obtained the force when moves slowly and moves the tool under the 
specified vibration frequency and amplitude to chop the ice, and drew the relation curve 
between the static ice-breaking force, the vibration ice-breaking force and the ice thickness, 
as shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that, when the same thickness of ice is broken, the 
vibration ice-breaking force is much less than the static ice-breaking force, which is basically 
0.1 times that of the static ice-breaking force. In other words, the effect of vibration ice-
breaking is 10 times higher than that of the static ice-breaking force. This illustrates the 
excellent effect of vibration ice-breaking, 
 

  
 

Figure 2. Amplitude-frequency 
characteristic curve of vibration system. 

Figure 3. Curves of static and vibration ice-
breaking force. 



Based on the resonance principle and combined with the above analysis, it can be seen that if 
the low coordinated vibration of the hull can be effectively utilized to stimulate the resonance 
effect of sea ice, the stress inside sea ice can be significantly enhanced, leading to crushing, 
and then the ice-breaking ability of the ship can be greatly improved. 

3. Analysis of vibration characteristics of ice at contact area 
3.1. Computational model of ice at contact area 
 
In this paper, the sea ice was regarded as an ideal elastic material, and its failure criterion 
used the von Mises criterion. Combining elastic mechanics and the elastic sheet bending 
theory in structural mechanics, the sea ice at contact area was simplified into an elastic 
rectangular sheet with uniform thickness in Figure 4, its length and width were set as a and b. 
It is assumed that the contact side between sea ice and the icebreaker is free, the other three 
sides are subject to fixed constraints, and the acting position of ice-breaking excitation load is 
the midpoint of the free side (Wang et al., 2015). 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Calculation model diagram of the ice at contact area. 
 
3.2. Vibration modals analysis of ice at contact area 
 
The vibration of the structure has infinite inherent frequencies, only when the excitation 
frequency is the inherent frequency, the amplitude is larger. But amplitudes generated by 
different natural frequency are different, and vibration modes are also different. Therefore, 
the proper frequency and vibration modes can be selected by analyzing inherent modals of 
the structure to obtain the excitation conditions satisfying the amplitude requirements.  
 
In this paper, the influence of fluid load was taken into account to establish the ice sound-
solid coupling model, and vibration modals analysis of ice was carried out by ABAQUS. The 
parameters of ice were set as: ice size a × b × h = 36 × 20 × 1.5 m3, elastic modulus E = 5.4 
GPa, poisson ratio μ = 0.33, sea ice density ρ1 = 915 kg/m3, seawater density ρ2 = 1024 
kg/m3, failure stress σ0 = 2 MPa. Figure 5 exhibits results of typical modes and inherent 
frequencies (m and n are the longitudinal and the transverse wave number respectively). 
 

    
a) The first 

vibration mode 
1.4 Hz 

b) The second 
vibration mode 

(m=2, n=1) 4.2 Hz 

c) The third 
vibration mode 

(m=1, n=2) 5.6 Hz 

d) The fourth 
vibration mode 

(m=3, n=1) 8.4 Hz 
 

Figure 5. Typical vibration modes of ice. 
 



Since the higher the frequency, the more complex the sea ice mode is. The energy attenuation 
is very serious at this time, the ice-breaking effect is not obvious, so this paper mainly 
analyzes the first four order vibration modes. For the overall structure mode, when the 
excitation position is located at the crest/ trough of the mode, a better excitation effect will be 
generated (Miao et al., 2016). It is clear from Figure 5 that only the first, third and fourth 
modals meet requirements, so the next step is to observe the stress of sea ice under these 
modals to analyze the relationship between vibration modal and failure mode of sea ice. 
 
3.3. Preliminary study on the relationship between failure mode and vibration mode of ice 
 
When the excitation frequency is close to the inherent frequency, the structure produces 
resonance effect, and the frequency is called resonance frequency. In this paper, the first, 
second and fourth resonance modals of sea ice were excited by unit force respectively to 
observe the sea ice stress. Figure 6 and Table 1 exhibit the stress cloud diagram of sea ice 
and the stress value at the typical position. 
 

   
a) The first stress response b) The third stress response c) The fourth stress response 

 
Figure 6. Stress response cloud diagram of sea ice. 

 
Table 1. Stress values at typical locations of sea ice. 

 
Location Stress (Pa) Location Stress (Pa) 

A 15.3 A'' 4.0 
A' 4.6 B'' 5.3 
B' 13.5 C'' 4.0 

 
It can be seen from Figure 6 and Table 1 that under the unit excitation force of single 
frequency, the sea ice stress at the crest/ trough of the mode is larger. When the frequency is 
1.4 Hz, only the sea ice stress at A (trough) is large, which is 15.3 Pa. When the amplitude of 
excitation force is large enough, the sea ice here reaches the failure stress and begins to break 
firstly. When the frequency is 5.6 Hz, the sea ice stress at A' (trough) and B' (crest) are 13.5 
Pa and 4.6 Pa, the stress at B' is larger than A'. When the amplitude of excitation stress is 
large enough, B' reaches the failure stress and cracks firstly, it can be used to rescue 
icebreaker trapped in B'. When the frequency is 8.4 Hz, the sea ice stress at A'' (crest), B'' 
(trough) and C'' (crest) has little difference, which is 4.0 Pa, 5.3 Pa and 4.0 Pa respectively. 
When the amplitude of excitation force is large enough, failure stresses of the sea ice at these 
three places are almost simultaneously reached and crack, causing the sea ice to break up in a 
large area. To sum up, the resonance ice-breaking directionally can be realized by stimulating 
the corresponding resonance modals of sea ice. 
 
In addition, according to the excitation position, when the excitation frequency is 1.4 Hz, the 
sea ice stress is significantly larger than that at 5.6 Hz and 8.4 Hz, which corresponds to the 
first vibration modal of sea ice, that is, the ice-breaking effect is best when the excitation 
force stimulates the first vibration modal of sea ice. 



4. Analysis of ice-breaking effect 
4.1. Vibration ice-breaking load setting 
 
In order to compare the failure effect of sea ice under static load and dynamic load, the 
vibration ice-breaking load was set as a sinusoidal periodic load with time variation, which is 
the superposition of gravity of the ice-breaking contact area of bow and simple harmonic 
excitation force. The load function is 0( ) sint G F wt �F , where G is the gravity of the ice-
breaking contact area of bow, F0 is amplitude of the vibration load, w is the vibration load 
frequency, let F0 = 80 KN, w= 1.4 Hz (first resonance frequency of sea ice) (Yang et al., 
2014). 
 
4.2. Comparative analysis of gravity and resonance ice-breaking effects 
 
In this paper, the unit failure method was adopted to simulate the damage of ice, the element 
will fail when the stress reaches the failure stress. Through finite element simulation analysis, 
It could not make the ice broken when the amplitude of static ice-breaking load is 500 KN 
(gravity of the ice-breaking contact area of bow is 500 KN), the stress at excitation position 
of the sea ice is 0.96 MPa, While when the amplitude of static ice-breaking load is  900 KN 
(gravity of the ice-breaking contact area of bow is 900 KN) can make the stress at excitation 
position reaches 2 MPa and break up, the damage effects are shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7, 
the blue area indicates that the ice has not been damaged, and as the color deepens, the extent 
of damage increases, while the gray area indicates that the sea ice has failed (Cheng et al., 
2019). 
 

  
500 KN 900 KN 

 
Figure 7. Cloud diagram of gravity ice-breaking. 

 
According to the test, G = 500 KN is enough to break the ice during the progress of 
resonance ice-breaking. Compared with gravity ice-breaking method, the mass of the ice-
breaking contact area of bow required by resonance ice-breaking method is significantly 
reduced. The calculation time was set as 12s and the calculation step was 0.02s to simulate 
the process of ice rupture under the resonance ice-breaking load. Figure 8 shows the degree 
of rupture of sea ice through stress diagrams at typical moments. Figure 9 shows the stress 
response curve of the region near the excitation position. 
 

  
a˅0.26s b˅1s 



  
c˅1.74 s d˅2.48 s 

  

  
e˅3.22 s f˅5.44 s 

 
Figure 8. Cloud diagram of response ice-breaking. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Stress response curve of the region near the excitation location. 
 
Form Figure 8 and Figure 9, the closer to the excitation position, the greater the stress 
response of the ice. Over time, the affected area increases, and the damage degree deepen. 
But resonance is not a periodic vibration of equal amplitude, its amplitude increases with 
time, so it takes time to break. After 2.48 s (about 3.5 cycles), the ice at the excitation 
position reached the failure stress, and it broke up in an annular direction around the 
excitation, it can reach 6.8 m2 at 5.44 s. 
 
4.3. Analysis of influencing factors and law of resonance ice-breaking ability 
 
In order to explore the influence law of various parameters of vibration ice-breaking load on 
ice-breaking effect, the comparison conditions of the amplitude of excitation force and 
vibration frequency were respectively set as follows: F0 = 60 KN, 80 KN, 100 KN; w = 0.4 
Hz, 1.4 Hz, 2.4 Hz, where w = 1.4 Hz is the first resonance frequency of sea ice, and w = 0.4 
Hz and 2.4 Hz both avoid the resonance frequency. 
 
Figure 10 shows the curve of ice stress under the condition that the vibration frequency 
remains unchanged, while the amplitude of excitation force is changed. In Figure 10, when 
the vibration frequency is unchanged, with the increase of the amplitude of excitation load, 



the ice stress near the excitation position gradually increases, and the increasing trend is 
basically consistent. When F0 = 60 KN, 80 KN and 100 KN, the time required for ice 
breakage are 1.72 s, 2.48 s and 4.62 s respectively, indicating that the failure time decreases 
with the increase of the amplitude of excitation load. Figure 11 shows the curve of ice stress 
under the condition that the amplitude of excitation load remains unchanged, while the 
excitation frequency is changed. In Figure 11, when w = 1.4 Hz, the first resonance modal of 
sea ice was excited, and the stress response of ice increased with the increase of time, and the 
ice was broken at 2.48 s. However, when w = 0.4 Hz and 2.4 Hz, the stress response of the 
ice still presents approximate periodic changes, but the failure stress cannot be achieved, so 
the ice will not break up. So when the ice-breaking load causes the resonance of ice, the 
damage effect is most significant. 
 

  
  

Figure 10. Relationship between ice stress 
and amplitude of excitation force. 

Figure 11. Relationship between ice stress 
and excitation frequency. 

5. Structure design of the resonance ice-breaking bow 
In this chapter, based on the resonance principle, the resonance ice-breaking bow was 
designed. The ice-breaking contact structure of bow was improved and the additional 
stiffener was added on the basis of the original bow, as shown in Figure 12. The ice-breaking 
contact area of bow was designed as a concave and convex wave-like structure, which was 
used to provide the excitation force for ice-breaking. The stiffener was installed inside the 
contact area, so that the stiffness of the area could meet the ice-breaking requirements. The 
specific structure is shown in Figure 13. 
 

  
  

Figure 12. Diagram of resonance ice-
breaking bow Figure 13. Diagram of stiffness 

 
According to the speed v of the icebreaker and the resonance frequency w of the sea ice at 
contact area, the unit wavelength l of the wave-shaped structure was determined by w = v / l. 



The modal mass m was obtained by modal analysis of the ice-breaking contact area of bow, 
and the stiffness k of the ice-breaking contact area of bow was determined by w2 = k / m, 
which was guaranteed by the internal stiffener. 
 
In order to verify the ice-breaking ability of resonance ice-breaking bow, Figure 14 exhibits 
tests were conducted in the inflatable tank. In Figure 14, the thin paraffin was used to replace 
ice, and ships sailed to the paraffin at a steady speed and finally acted on the edge of one end 
of the paraffin. As shown in Figure 15, the bow is designed into two types: ordinary type and 
wave type, their weights were basically kept the same. It was found that the ordinary bow did 
not break the paraffin, while the wavy bow breaks a crack in the paraffin from the edge. 
 

  
  

Figure 14. Diagram of ice-breaking test in 
inflatable tank 

Figure 15. Contrast figure between a normal 
bow and a wavy bow 

6. Conclusion 
A resonance ice-breaking method based on resonance principle was proposed in this paper. 
The relationship between the failure mode and the vibration modal of sea ice was 
investigated, and the resonance ice-breaking process was simulated by ABAQUS. Finally, 
the resonance ice-breaking bow was designed and ice-breaking tests were carried out. The 
results show: 
 
 (1) Corresponding vibration modals of sea ice can be excited to achieve resonance 
directional ice-breaking. The ice-breaking effect is the best when the excitation force 
excitations the first vibration modal of sea ice. 
 
(2) Compared with the gravity ice-breaking method, the mass of the bow required for 
resonance ice-breaking is significantly reduced, and the ice-breaking effect is significant. 
With the increase of the applied time of vibration ice-breaking load, the ice will be broken in 
an annular manner around the exciting position, and the failure area of will increase gradually. 
 
(3) When the excitation frequency is fixed, the damage time of ice decreases with the 
increase of the force amplitude; Under the condition of certain force amplitude, the ice-
breaking effect is remarkable when the vibration frequency is the resonance frequency of ice. 
 
(4) The wavy bow has better ice-breaking effect than the ordinary bow. However, the 
quantitative analysis of the ice-breaking effect has not been achieved in the current test, so 
further tests can be carried out with the help of force sensors. 
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Numerical simulations (using LS-DynaTM) were initially conducted to show two scenarios for a 
naval vessel, one where little-to-no-damage occurs during an ice collision and the other where 
substantial damage occurs. NRC’s crushable-foam ice model was used for all simulations. One 
instance of the first scenario corresponded to the vessel moving at a given vessel speed of 1.5 
m/s and experiencing a bow-side collision with a block-shaped ice mass of approximately 181 
tonnes that caused a relatively small amount of plastic damage to the vessel’s hull (i.e. a wide-
area shallow-depth plating dent with depth of ~ 11 mm). In contrast, the second scenario 
corresponded to the vessel colliding at the same speed with a 524 tonne similar-shaped ice mass 
at the same hull location that caused extensive, non-holing, plastic damage to the vessel grillage.  
That is, the hull plating experienced substantial plastic indentation (~ 60 mm) and the stiffener 
and frame in the region of impact underwent bending and buckling. Following those simulations, 
others were performed using progressively smaller ice masses in order to determine what the size 
of an ice mass would be that would cause no damage at all to the vessel. The results indicated 
that some level of damage, albeit diminishingly small, occurred (in a linear trend) as the ice 
masses and associated peak loads get smaller until eventually an ice mass of 8 tonnes produced 
no damage at all, where the peak load was 25 kN. The next ice-mass size up from that was 17 
tonnes, that produced a tiny amount of damage during a simulation. An important observation 
from all the simulations concerns where the ice impact occurs with respect to supporting 
stiffeners and frames behind the plating. This can influence the peak loads and pressures that 
occur, and the extent of local damage. The 524 tonne ice mass collision simulation yielded 
average and peak contact pressures that were in reasonable agreement with average and hard-
zone pressure values obtained in large double pendulum ice impact lab tests. This, and favorable 
comparisons with other lab and field data, bolster confidence in the ice model used. 
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1. Introduction and Background 
Marine transportation in Arctic regions is seriously affected by the presence of glacial and sea 
ice masses.  Of concern for ships (including naval vessels) are bergy bits and growlers (house-
sized and car-sized glacial ice masses) and sea ice masses (e.g. a chunk of multi-year sea ice, a 
chunk from a dense sea ice rubble field or from a consolidated ridge, individual floes or smaller 
portions broken from floes). Detection of ice masses is sometimes difficult using marine radar in 
rough sea states.  Should ice make contact with a ship's hull, the impact forces will depend on the 
masses of the vessel and ice, the hydrodynamics of the interaction, the ship structure, the shape 
of the ice mass and its local crushing properties.  

Numerical simulations of a naval vessel colliding with ice were conducted. The simulations 
involved collisions with ice masses of varying size at the side of the vessel’s bow. Some 
scenarios entailed relatively mild collisions (≤ 514 kN peak impact load) with a single ice mass 
(in the range of 8-181 tonnes) where moderate to little damage (or no damage in one case) to the 
vessel occurred. The other scenarios involved damaging, but non-holing, collisions with ice 
masses (in the range 98-524 tonnes) where greater permanent indentation of the vessel’s grillage 
occurred and where peak loads were in the range 200-769 kN. Hit location, with respect to 
stiffeners and frames, was a factor. The simulations were run at NRC/OCRE STJ using NRC 
hardware (HP Z840 Workstation) and licensed LS-DynaTM software. NRC’s validated ice model 
was used for the simulations. The results are presented below. 

2.0. Numerical Simulations of a Naval Vessel Colliding with Ice Masses 
As mentioned above, the purpose of the simulations was to show various cases of a naval vessel 
colliding with ice, some cases where mild damage (or no damage) occurred and the others where 
significant permanent non-holing damage was done to the grillage. The strategy used to 
accomplish this was to utilize similar-shaped ice masses, of various sizes, to perform the 
collision simulations.  The initial masses of the ice objects needed to fit these requirements had 
to be determined from a few trial-and-error simulations so that for the chosen vessel speed of 1.5 
m/s the largest ice mass (~ 524 tonnes) caused obvious damage to the grillage and a smaller ice 
mass (~ 181 tonnes) caused substantially less damage. The trial-and-error tactic was necessary 
because the shape of the slender naval vessel, where the bow expanded at about 10o from the 
vessel’s length axis, was radically different from other vessels and structures for which ice-
impact simulations had been conducted before by the NRC/OCRE simulation team. The initial 
trial runs were ‘dry’ runs that did not involve hydrodynamic effects. 

2.1. Naval Vessel and Impacted Hull Segment Description 
Figure 1 shows the full meshed volume used in the simulations. The front half portion of the 
vessel that was generated by NRC from the IGES file that was supplied by DRDC is visible. 
DRDC also supplied a report which contained all relevant information necessary to describe the 
properties of the hull portion which NRC had decided that ice impacts would most appropriately 
occur in the simulations.  Table 1 gives information on the vessel and Table 2 gives properties of 
the target hull segment. Figure 2 shows the vessel body plan.  

2.2. Bulk-Ice Mass and Target Ice-Knob 
An ice mass is shown in Figure 3.  In this instance the bulk-ice mass represents a block-shaped 
ice feature such as a glacial ice growler, a chunk of multi-year sea ice or a chunk from a dense 
sea ice rubble field or from a consolidated ridge. The hemispherical ice mass (a.k.a. the ‘ice-
knob’) is attached at one of the corners of the ice mass feature. A validated ‘crushable foam’ 
material model (Gagnon and Derradji-Aouat, 2006) was used to characterize the ice-knob. To do 
this, LS-Dyna’s material model MAT_63 was used with the following inputs:  Density = 870 
kg/m3, Young’s Modulus = 9 GPa, Poisson’s Ratio = 0.003, Tensile Stress Cutoff = 800 MPa, 
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and the Yield Strength versus Volumetric Strain curve the same as that used by Gagnon and 
Derradji-Aouat (2006). Table 3 gives information on the characteristics of the initial ice masses 
used for the simulations. 

2.3. Meshing Considerations and Simulation Strategy  
Following the methods of Gagnon and Wang (2012), the main large objects that do not interact 
with anything other than water and air, i.e. the vessel and the bulk-ice mass, are given a large, 
but adequately refined, mesh size that matches the mesh size of the water and air domains. On 
the other hand, the ice-knob and deformable grillage must be finely meshed, since their 
interaction volume is much smaller, in order to capture the appropriate behaviors during the 
impacts. These relatively small and finely meshed objects do not have to interact with the water 
and air because the main hydrodynamic effects are captured by the interactions of the vessel and 
the bulk-ice mass with the water and air. Furthermore, the deformable properties of the ice-knob 
and grillage do not have to be active until they come into contact with one another, that is, they 
can be treated as rigid objects until the impacts occur. This is computationally very efficient, and 
LS-Dyna provides the user with the convenient option to run a simulation and control the 
properties of objects by setting precise times when their deformable properties become active 
during a simulation. Consequently, a few trial simulations are conducted where the grillage and 
ice-knob are treated as rigid bodies in order to determine the precise time when contact occurs at 
the initiation of impact. This time is then used to control when the grillage and ice-knob 
properties are switched from rigid to deformable during the full simulations.  

In order to run the full simulations in an efficient manner a simple strategy was used to reduce 
the run time by reducing the effective number of elements in the meshed volumes of the air and 
water. By cutting the vessel in half, and only using the bow half, a substantial number of 
superfluous water and air elements could be removed without affecting the simulated impact 
results. Note that the back half of the vessel would not have contributed to the bow wave that is 
created by the front half of the vessel. The full air and water domains encompassing the half-ship 
and ice mass for a typical impact simulation are shown in Figure 1. 

During the simulated impacts with ice the ship moved at a constant speed and was assumed to be 
constrained from roll, yaw and sway movement. This is a valid assumption because the loads 
exerted on the  vessel (25-769 kN, as  seen in the results below) were not capable of influencing 
the ship movement in any substantive manner during the course of the brief (~ 1.0 s) ice/grillage 
primary interaction. Recall that the vessel has a displacement of 7600 tonnes, with an additional 
hydrodynamic added mass, so that the applied impact force could only influence the ship 
movement by a negligible amount during the impact. Indeed, even during a ‘dry-case’ HITS 
simulation (Gagnon and Quinton, 2017), the surge movement of the striking object, with a 
relatively tiny mass of 74 tonnes compared to the vessel in the present case, was shown to have a 
small influence (~ 15 %) on the forward speed of the striking object during impacts where the 
impact load was roughly 300 kN. 

With these aspects in mind the ‘wet-case’ simulations involving the grillage were conducted by 
letting the vessel accelerate to the target speed of 1.5 m/s and then move through an adequate 
length of the water/air domain to create a realistic bow wave before actually making contact with 
the ice-knob on the bulk-ice mass. During this time the ice-knob and the grillage were assigned 
rigid properties. Then, just before contact, the deformable properties of the ice-knob and the 
grillage were switched on. This strategy ensured that the hydrodynamics of the interaction were 
adequately accounted for and that run times were only as long as necessary (up to 58 hours using 
30 CPU’s on a HP Z840 Workstation). 
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2.4. Simulation Results   
Figure 4 shows the force time series for the case of the 524 tonne ice mass initially impacting the 
grillage segment at a stiffener location and near a frame. The secondary ‘peak’ corresponds to 
the sliding ice-knob contacting the hull plating that was supported by a frame. The oscillations in 
load at the top of the secondary peak correspond to elastic oscillations of the meshed hull 
segment due to the ice-knob impacting the frame. Further evidence (not shown here) of the 
elastic oscillations  was observed in  the  normal-to-the-surface   displacement  of  the  hull  at  a 
particular location outside of the region of plastic damage. The resonant frequency is ~ 48 Hz. 
Figure 5 shows an image sequence from the simulation illustrating the progressive damage to the 
grillage structure during the sliding impact. The damage involves indentation of the plating, and 
bending/buckling of the stiffener and frame. Figure 6 shows the maximum deformable plate 
deflection associated with the impact. We note that the maximum load generated by the collision 
(~ 769 kN) was greater than the damaging load generated during the HITS simulation study 
conducted in 2017 where ice impacts occurred on a similar ship grillage. The load differences are 
associated with the generally larger impacted ice masses in the present study. As expected, some 
bow-wave induced surge and sway of the ice mass occurred prior to the impact (data not shown 
here). 
 
Figure 7 shows the force time series for the case of the grillage segment impacting the 181 tonne 
ice mass. The maximum first-peak load value (~ 171 kN) induced significantly less plastic 
damage to the grillage than the larger ice-mass case. In contrast to Figure 5, that showed 
considerable plastic damage, relatively little  damage  was evident on  the hull segment for the 
181 tonne ice mass impact at the time of first-peak load. The sliding impact caused a wide-area 
shallow dent of ~ 11 mm depth, whereas the former heavier impact created a dent with a depth of 
~ 59 mm.   
 
Towards the end of this study we wished to determine what the size of an ice mass would be that 
caused no damage at all to the vessel. Consequently, a wet-case simulation was run using a 
smaller  ice   mass  of   98  tonnes.   This  also  showed    some  grillage  damage.    So  
additional simulations were conducted using progressively smaller ice masses until no damage 
was produced. The results for the additional cases, where the impacts for most occurred roughly 
at the midpoint between two vertical frames, are shown in Table 4 and Figures 8 and 9, along 
with the results from the former heavier ice mass cases. Note that due to time constraints most of 
these simulations were run in ‘dry’ conditions, that is, hydrodynamics associated with water 
were not included since these simulations took far less time to run than ‘wet’ ALE simulations (1 
hour versus more than 25 hours). However, we did conduct two simulations (one ‘wet’ and one 
‘dry’) using the 98 tonne ice mass, where the impact initiated at a frame, to confirm that the 
impact loads were in reasonable agreement (see Table 4). 
 
The results in Table 4 and Figures 8 and 9 are illuminating. They indicate that some level of 
damage, albeit diminishingly small, occurred as the ice masses and associated peak loads  get 
smaller until eventually an ice mass of 8 tonnes produced no damage at all, where the peak load 
was 25 kN. Not surprisingly, this ice mass is less than the hybrid structure/ice mass used in the 
study by Gagnon and Quinton (2017) where grillage damage was evident. Also noteworthy is 
that the data indicate a fairly linear trend in the degree of damage associated with peak loads and 
ice masses. Note that in these results we are using ‘residual displacement’, the maximum non-
recoverable indentation of the hull plating, as an index of ‘damage’. Using the fit equation in 
Figure 8, and the peak load value (260 kN) from Gagnon and Quinton (2017) for an ice impact 
on a similar grillage, we obtain a residual displacement of 18.4 mm, where those authors 
reported a value of 24 mm. These values corroborate when one considers that the similar 
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grillages did have some structural differences, and in the present case the impacts were nearer to 
a stiffener than in the former case (leading to less displacement). 
 
There have been many numerical simulation studies of ship interactions with ice. An extensive 
review has been provided by Xue et al. (2020). Much of the work has related to ship 
performance in broken ice and through ice sheets. Due to the particular focus of most of the 
studies, damage to the vessel was not considered and hydrodynamic aspects were treated in a 
simplified manner, or not included. The first ship-ice collision simulation to include damage to 
the vessel and full hydrodynamics was by Gagnon and Wang (2012), using a validated ice 
model. 
 
A somewhat similar study to the present one, involving simulations of a ship collision with a 
bergy bit, has been conducted by Liu et al., 2011. It is difficult to compare our results with those 
results because the scenarios in both studies are very different. The grillage in the other study 
had a different configuration and was much stronger than the present case. Furthermore, that 
work did not incorporate water (i.e. hydrodynamics), while some of ours did, so the ice mass was 
not a free floating object and its velocity against the vessel was fixed. Also the collision was not 
a sliding load scenario. Perhaps the most important difference was the ice model used that had 
mesh elements that eroded in response to a critical stress.  That led to the formation of gaps in 
places in the ice contact zone where elements disappeared. That may explain why the simulation 
did not appear to reflect the structure of the grillage in the pressure distribution patterns it 
produced. On the other hand, the damage to the grillage had some similarities with the present 
results, and those of Gagnon and Wang (2012), such as the apparent bending and buckling of 
structural members behind the plating.  
 
For the case of the 524 tonne ice mass we performed further analysis to determine the average 
pressure and ice contact area as the impact progressed. Table 5 shows the contact area, average 
pressure and peak pressure at seven equally-spaced instances in time for a time span similar to 
that spanning the second to the seventh images in Figure 5.  The average pressure was obtained 
by first determining what the contact area was, following the method of Gagnon and Wang 
(2012). This was done by viewing the grillage at specific instants in time where at each instant 
the interface pressure was shown for the grillage elements. By choosing an appropriate scale for 
the colored pressure display, in our case using the range 0.001–2 MPa, the contact area could be 
obtained by summing the individual areas of all elements showing any indication of interface 
pressure. The average pressure was determined for the set of elements that were in contact with 
ice at that particular instant in time by dividing the total force on the grillage by the contact area.  
Excluding the first and last data points, that correspond to the onset of plate contact and the 
collision with a supporting frame, the pressure is fairly constant (6.6 MPa), as was that of 
Gagnon and Wang (2012) at a value of ~ 3.8 MPa. The difference in the two pressure values is 
due to the fact that the load and contact area were much greater in the earlier work, even though 
the grillage segments were similar. This meant that in the former study the contact area fairly 
evenly spanned the plating in both unsupported areas and areas where there were 
stiffeners/frames, resulting in a representative average pressure. However, in the present case the 
loads and contact areas are much lower and consequently the contact zone does not span multiple 
stiffened and unstiffened regions of the plate. Hence, if the contact happens to occur in the 
proximity of a frame/stiffener, as was the case depicted in Figure 5, where the contact is at the 
location of a horizontal stiffener and is also in close proximity to a frame that it eventually 
collides with, the average pressure will consequently be higher. This point is further illustrated 
by the observation that both the average and peak pressures decrease between rows 3 and 6 in 
Table 5. This is due to the downward movement (on the impacted hull segment) of the contact 
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area away from the horizontal stiffener as the ice rotates slightly downwards on the damaged 
sloping plating during the course of the sliding impact. This is discernible in Figure 5, but more 
clearly visible in other graphics that could not be included here due to paper-length limitations. 
 
Another aspect of the pressure results from the simulation is the impressive degree of agreement 
with results of large double pendulum ice impact tests (Gagnon et al., 2020). These lab 
experiments involved fairly large (1 m base diameter) conically-shaped ice samples impacting a 
hard surface that was covered with high spatial and temporal resolution pressure-sensing 
technology. The highest loads from the impact tests (416-622 kN) were in approximately the 
same range of the load for the 524 tonne ice mass impact after the onset of contact (303-656 kN). 
The average pressure from the tests was about 7.4 MPa that compares reasonably well with 6.6 
MPa from the simulation.  The average hard-zone pressures from the tests were very consistent 
(~ 21.5 MPa), and compare with the peak pressures of the simulation (~ 20.4 MPa) quite well. 
One may ask how a ‘peak’ pressure value can match an ‘average’ hard-zone pressure. We 
conclude that this is due to the size of a unit pressure sensor (≤ 3 cm2) on the impact apparatus 
compared to the larger typical element size of the impacted hull segment in the simulation (~ 12 
cm2). The unit pressure sensor is small enough to resolve pressure distribution within a given 
hard-zone region, that may range from 15 MPa to 52 MPa (Gagnon et al., 2020), whereas the 
much larger size of an element in the simulation gives a pressure value more representative of 
the average pressure of hard zones. Recall that actual peak local interface pressures during ice 
crushing in the brittle regime almost invariably are associated with regions of hard-zone contact, 
where the ice is relatively intact and the pressure is high, as opposed to soft-zone regions 
consisting of crushed ice (shattered spall debris) where local pressure is low (Gagnon, 1999). 

3. Conclusions  
The simulation results indicated that some level of damage, albeit diminishingly small, occurred 
(in a linear trend) as the ice masses and associated peak loads  get smaller until eventually an ice 
mass of 8 tonnes produced no damage at all, where the peak load was 25 kN. The next ice-mass 
size up from that was 17 tonnes, that did produce a tiny amount of damage during a simulation. 

The simulations show the effect of where the ice impact occurs with respect to supporting 
stiffeners and frames behind the plating and how this can influence the peak loads and pressures 
that occur, and the extent of local damage. 

Impressive agreement of average and hard-zone pressures from the 524 tonne ice mass collision 
simulation with those from large-scale ice impact lab tests on a rigid surface was noted.  While 
this may bolster confidence in the ice model that was used in the simulation, the fact that the 
grillage plating was deforming during the collision in the simulation, whereas the lab impact 
tests were on a flat rigid surface, suggests the need for further study of impacts on rigid and 
deformable surfaces (e.g. ship grillages). 
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Figures and Tables 

Figure 2. Notional Destroyer body plan. 
(From Pearson and Abbott (2016)) 

 

Figure 2. Notional Destroyer body plan. 
(From Pearson and Abbott (2016)) 

Figure 1. The full meshed volume used in the simulations: 
half-ship (red); air (green); water (blue); bulk-ice mass 
(yellow). The portion of the vessel hull that was given a high 
mesh density and deformable properties during ice impacts is 
visible. Note that the ice-knob (discussed below) is at the far 
corner of the bulk-ice mass and is not visible in this image. 

 

Figure 5. The full meshed volume used in the simulations: 
half-ship (red); air (green); water (blue); bulk ice mass 
(yellow). The portion of the vessel hull that was given a high 
mesh density and deformable properties during ice impacts is 
visible. Note that the ice knob is at the far corner of the bulk 
ice mass and is not visible in this image. 
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Primary 
Structure 

Thickness 
(mm) 

Material 

Shell Plate 8.5 DH36 Steel* 

Frame 10.0 DH36 Steel 
Frame Flange 8.0 DH36 Steel 
Longitudinal 

Stiffener 
5.0 DH36 Steel 

Longitudinal 
Flange 

6.0 DH36 Steel 

Ice Mass Name Shape/Dimensions Mass 
(tonne) 

Element Property During 
Impacts 

Ice-knob (attached to all 
bulk-ice masses) 

Hemisphere (1 m diameter) 0.24 Deformable 

Medium Bulk-Ice Block Brick (7.1 m x 7.1 m x 4 m) 181 Rigid 
Large Bulk-Ice Block Brick (12 m x 12 m x 4 m) 524 Rigid 

Loa  150.5 m 
Lwl  142.6 m 
B  18.9 m 
Bwl  16.9 m 
T  6.7 m 
H (to 1 Deck)  14.0 m 
Displacement  7600.0 tonne 
Cruising Speed 18.0 kt 
Sprint Speed 28.0 kt 
Max Speed 29.0 kt 

Figure 3. (Left) Bulk-ice mass with ice-knob attached at a corner. (Right) An expanded view 
of the ice-knob showing its refined mesh that suites the mesh size of the target hull segment 
(Figure 1). 

*350 MPa yield strength; based on Gagnon and 
Quinton (2017) the Young’s Modulus is 200 GPa 
and the Tangent Modulus is 1.04 GPa 

 

 

*350 MPa yield strength; based on the 2017 
study the Young’s Modulus is 200 GPa and the 
Tangent Modulus is 1.04 GPa 

 

Table 3. Characteristics of the ice-knob and the initial bulk-ice masses. 

 

Table 3. Characteristics of the ice-knob and the initial bulk ice masses. 

Table 2. NSR Primary shell scantling 
dimensions Frame 18 – 11. (From Pearson 
and Abbott (2016)) 

 

Table 2. NSR Primary shell scantling 
dimensions Frame 18 – 11. (From Pearson 
and Abbott (2016)) 

Table 1. Notional Destroyer principal 
particulars. (From Pearson and Abbott 
(2016)) 

 

Loa  150.5 m 
Lwl  142.6 m 
B  18.9 m 
Bwl  16.9 m 
T  6.7 m 
H (to 1 Deck)  14.0 m 
Displacement  7600.0 tonne 
Cruising Speed 18.0 kt 
Sprint Speed 28.0 kt 
Max Speed 29.0 kt 
 Table 1. Notional Destroyer 
principal particulars. (From Pearson 
and Abbott (2016)) 

Figure 4. Load time series for the simulated impact 
with the 524 tonne ice mass.  The secondary ‘peak’ 
corresponds to the ice-knob contacting the hull 
plating that was supported by a frame. The 
oscillations in load at the top of the secondary peak 
correspond to elastic oscillations of the meshed hull 
segment due to the sliding ice-knob impacting the 
frame.  

 

Figure 6. Load time series for the simulated impact 
with the 524 tonne ice mass.  The secondary ‘peak’ 
corresponds to the ice-knob contacting the hull 
plating that was supported by a frame. The 
oscillations in load at the top of the secondary peak 
correspond to elastic oscillations of the meshed hull 
segment due to the ice-knob impacting the frame.  
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Figure 5. Sequence of images (top left to bottom right) from the simulation illustrating the progressive plastic 
damage to the grillage that developed during the sliding impact. The impact occurred on the lower portion of 
the meshed deformable segment of the vessel hull. The bottom edge of the hull segment is attached to a deck 
on the actual vessel and is therefore treated as a rigid boundary. As the ice-knob (white object) progresses to 
the left, and somewhat downwards, bending and buckling of the lowest horizontal stiffener and flange is 
evident. Crumpling of the flange on the stiffener is evident on the outsides of the two vertical frames where 
there is substantial compression of the flange due to the two vertical frames ‘leaning away’ from the 
prominent upward bending of the stiffener. Similarly, when the ice-knob reaches the vertical frame at the left, 
bending and buckling of the frame occurs. The flanges on the two vertical frames were given transparent 
characteristics to facilitate viewing of the local deformations.  Time stamps are included on the images, where 
the real-time interval between successive images is 0.12 s.  

 

Figure 8. Sequence of images (top left to bottom right) from the simulation illustrating the progressive plastic 
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Simulation  
Designation 

Bulk-Ice 
Dimensions 

Bulk-Ice  
Mass 

Peak  
Load 

Residual 
Displacement 

 (m x m x m) (tonne) (kN) (mm) 
     
524 Tonne - ALE 12 x 12 x 4 524 769  58.8 
181 Tonne - ALE 7.08 x 7.08 x 4 181 171 (first peak) 10.9 
98 Tonne - Frame - ALE 6 x 6 x 3 98 550 16 
98 Tonne - Frame - DRY 6 x 6 x 3 98 514 12.3 
98 Tonne - Center - DRY 6 x 6 x 3 98 200 15.1 
37 Tonne - Center - DRY 4.5 x 4.5 x 2 37 65 2.2 
37 Tonne - Frame - DRY 4.5 x 4.5 x 2 37 149 2.2 
17 Tonne - Center - DRY 3.5 x 3.5 x 1.5 17 40.7 0.42 
8 Tonne - Center - DRY 3 x 3 x 1 8 25 0 

Table 4. Simulations summary: ice dimensions/mass; peak load; hull residual indentation depth. 

 

Table 4. Simulations summary: ice dimensions/mass; peak load; hull residual indentation depth. 
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Figure 6. Maximum plating indentation time 
series for the simulated impact with the 524 
tonne ice mass.  The secondary ‘peak’ 
corresponds to the ice-knob sliding onto hull 
plating that was partially supported by a frame. 
The small oscillations in displacement at the 
top of the secondary peak correspond to 
resonant elastic oscillations of the meshed hull 
segment due to the ice-knob impacting the 
frame.  

 

Figure 11. Maximum plating indentation time 
series for the simulated impact with the 524 
tonne ice mass.  The secondary ‘peak’ 
corresponds to the ice-knob sliding onto hull 
plating that was partially supported by a frame. 
The small oscillations in displacement at the 
top of the secondary peak correspond to 
resonant elastic oscillations of the meshed hull 
segment due to the ice-knob impacting the 
frame.  

Figure 7. Load time series for the simulated ship 
impact with the 181 tonne ice mass.  The initial 
impact peak at ~ 30.2 s is followed by a trough at ~ 
30.5 s that corresponds to the ice mass bouncing 
off of, and almost losing contact with, the hull 
segment during the sliding collision. 
Hydrodynamic forces prevent the ice from fully 
rebounding away from the hull at the load trough 
and consequently load rises again towards a 
secondary peak as the ship and hull segment 
continue to move forward against the ice mass, as 
the ice-knob approaches a frame. 

 

Figure 12. Load time series for the simulated ship 
impact with the 181 tonne ice mass.  The initial 
impact peak at ~ 30. 2 s is followed by a trough at 
~ 30.5 s that corresponds to the ice-knob and bulk-
ice mass bouncing off of, and almost losing contact 
with, the hull segment during the sliding collision. 
Hydrodynamic forces prevent the ice from fully 
rebounding away from the hull at the load trough 
and consequently load rapidly rises again towards a 
secondary peak as the ship and hull segment 
continue to move forward against the ice mass.  
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Table 5. Contact Area, Load and Pressure Data for the 524 Tonne Ice Mass Simulation. 

 

Table 3. Characteristics of the ice-knob and the initial bulk ice masses. 

 

 

 

 

Time 
(s) 

Number of 
Elements 

Contact Area 
(sq. cm) 

Load 
(kN) 

Average Pressure 
(MPa) 

Peak Pressure 
(MPa) 

26.81 20 244.5 79.1 3.23 9.89 
26.94 41 493.6 303.2 6.14 21.53 
27.07 52 636.3 502.9 7.90 27.25 
27.20 72 881.5 579.8 6.58 22.67 
27.34 70 845.2 533.2 6.31 17.81 
27.47 71 861.9 502.0 5.82 12.84 
27.60 28 337.4 656.3 19.45 42.68 

      
Averages (red data) 61.2 743.7 484.2 6.55 20.42 

Figure 9. Residual displacement versus ice mass for 
simulations covering a wide range of ice masses. 
Red-circle data points correspond to ‘wet-case’ ALE 
simulations, whereas the blue-circle data points relate 
to ‘dry-case’ simulations that did not include 
hydrodynamics. For all of the ‘dry’ simulations the 
ice impacts occurred between two vertical frames. 
Note that ‘residual displacement’ refers to the 
maximum non-recoverable indentation of the hull 
plating.  

 

 

Figure 16. Residual displacement versus ice mass for 
simulations covering a wide range of ice masses. 
Red-circle data points correspond to ‘wet-case’ ALE 
simulations, whereas the blue-circle data points relate 
to ‘dry-case’ simulations that did not include 
hydrodynamics. For all of the ‘dry’ simulations the 
ice impacts occurred between two vertical frames. 
Note that ‘residual displacement’ refers to the 
maximum non-recoverable indentation of the hull 
plating.  

 

Figure 8. Residual displacement versus peak load 
for simulations covering a wide range of peak 
loads. Red-circle data points correspond to ‘wet-
case’ ALE simulations, whereas the blue-circle data 
points relate to ‘dry-case’ simulations that did not 
include hydrodynamics. For all of the ‘dry’ 
simulations the ice impacts occurred between two 
vertical frames. Note that ‘residual displacement’ 
refers to the maximum non-recoverable indentation 
of the hull plating.  

 

 

Figure 15. Residual displacement versus peak load 
for simulations covering a wide range of peak 
loads. Red-circle data points correspond to ‘wet-
case’ ALE simulations, whereas the blue-circle data 
points relate to ‘dry-case’ simulations that did not 
include hydrodynamics. For all of the ‘dry’ 
simulations the ice impacts occurred between two 
vertical frames. Note that ‘residual displacement’ 
refers to the maximum non-recoverable indentation 
of the hull plating.  
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In planning and performance of marine operations it may well be required to assess the 
icebreaking capabilities of icebreaking ships involved in these operations. The icebreaking 
capability of a ship is defined by the maximum thickness of solid level ice that the ship in 
question can negotiate at the minimum steady speed (2-3 knots) under full power. This 
characteristic depends on the ship hull form and propulsion system details as well as power 
output. This paper presents an approach intended to derive a simple criterion to assess such 
capability for icebreakers. The formula for icebreaking capability criterion is structured based 
on simple physical considerations: icebreaking capability is proportional to the total shaft 
power of propellers and inversely proportional to the ship beam on waterline. The formula 
coefficients are found using the least-square treatment of actual data collected from known 
icebreakers. Icebreaking capability assessments are done for vessels not included in the 
reference data samples. Specific aspects related to extension of the formula from icebreakers 
to commercial ice-class carriers and supply vessels are considered. It is shown that the said 
criterion is useful in prompt icebreaking capability evaluations for practical decision-making 
tasks like choice of suitable vessels for certain icebreaker operations related to convoy 
assistance, towage or ice-management operations. 
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1. Introduction 
Icebreaking capability that is ultimate ice thickness to be negotiated by ship by keeping 
moving at full engine power is one of characteristics of practical importance for ice-going 
ship. This parameter is obviously dependent on a number of factors: ship hull and 
displacement, propulsion system and propulsive output, as well as hull plating condition – 
ice/ship hull friction coefficient. Several formulae considering the effect of the above factors 
to a greater or lesser degree are offered to evaluate ship icebreaking capability. The formulae 
are generally focused on a specific type of vessels featuring common hullforms. In particular, 
Choi (2003) formula enables evaluating icebreaking capability of icebreakers in case detailed 
data on lines drawing are available. Another evaluation method for icebreaking capability 
offered by Kashtelyan et al. (1981) is based on quite a simple formula, at that it covers not 
only icebreakers but ice-class commercial vessels, as well. As per the current investigation 
results the Kashtelyan formula significantly underestimates icebreaking capability of up-to-
date ice-class ships. 
 
The necessity to formulate the fairly simple criterion for prompt icebreaking capability 
evaluations for practical decision-making tasks like choice of suitable vessels for certain 
icebreaker operations related to convoy assistance, towage or ice-management operations, on 
the one hand, and availability of collected data on ice-going capability of existing and active 
ice-class ships to be analyzed and used for criterion development, on the other hand, served 
the background for this investigation. 
 
Icebreaking criterion was developed based on analysis of sample list including more than 20 
icebreakers. The obtained formula was thereafter used for icebreaking capability evaluations 
of modern ice-class ships not covered by the initial sample list. The available individual data 
on icebreaking capability of these ships validate feasibility and expedience of the developed 
criterion to be used for addressing practical icebreaking tasks. 

2. Structure of Criterion Formula  
For the sake of analysis the ship is assumed to move in solid level ice at a steady average 
speed, thus, ship motion is affected by a constant average ice resistance force and a constant 
average thrust from propulsor supplied with a constant average power. Also, the analysis 
assumes ship movement in conditions close to ultimate ice-going capability. It means the ship 
speed is 2-3 knots (1.0-1.5 m/sec) under almost full power. At that water resistance may be 
neglected due to low motion speed. 
 
In accordance with Ionov and Gramuzov (2013) ice resistance/speed relationship may be 
presented by two components: purely ice resistance defined by resistance value at zero speed, 
and speed component supplementing purely ice component up to overall ice resistance 
growing together with the increasing speed. Considering the above assumption on ship speed 
smallness in ice it may be assumed that overall ice resistance does not depend on speed 
within the examined range. 
 
Ultimate ice-going capability is traditionally defined at certain standardized values of 
physical and mechanical ice properties (for instance, ice bending strength is assumed to be 
500 kPa). Consequently relationship between ultimate icebreaking capability and ice strength 
is not addressed here. 
 



For further analysis, the Table 1 with key characteristics of several icebreakers offered in 
Ionov et al. (2014) is used. It’s worth noting that this table contains data on icebreakers with 
both “conventional” and “innovative” hull shapes like bows of "Fennica", "Oden" and stern 
rimmers of "Oden". As per the analysis these ships may not be classified as conventional 
icebreakers in terms of their icebreaking capabilities. The data on the above ships will be 
neglected in the analysis on a regular basis. 

Table 1. Main parameters of icebreakers 

Ship Year 
built 

Design 
waterline 
length, m 

Design 
waterline 

breadth, m 

Shaft 
power, 

kW 

Icebreaking 
capability, m 

Power/ 
breadth 

Lenin, Project 92  1959 124.0 26.8 28800 1.65 1.0746 
Moskva 1960-1969 112.4 23.5 16200 1.45 0.6894 
Ermak 1974-1976 130.0 25.6 26500 1.80 1.0352 
Arktika, Project 1052  1974-2007 136.0 28.0 49000 2.25 1.7500 
Kapitan Dranitsyn 1977-1981 121.0 25.6 16200 1.30 0.6328 
Taimyr, Project 10580  1989-1990 140.6 28.0 32500 1.95 1.1607 
Moskva, Project 21900  2008 97.2 26.5 16000 1.20 0.6038 
Kapitan Belousov 1954-1956 77.5 18.7 7700 1.00 0.4118 
Project 97 1962, 1971 62.0 17.5 3450 0.70 0.1971 
Kapitan Izmaylov 1976 52.2 15.6 2500 0.60 0.1603 
Dikson 1982-1983 78.5 20.0 7000 0.95 0.3500 
Louis S. St. Laurent 1969 101.9 23.8 10900 1.20 0.4580 
Atle 1974-1977 96.0 22.5 16240 1.40 0.7218 
Polar Star 1976, 1977 107.3 23.8 13400 1.20 0.5630 
Polar Star* 1976, 1977 107.3 23.8 44100 1.80 1.8529 
Almirante Irizar 1978 113.4 24.8 11900 1.00 0.4798 
Pierre Radisson 1978, 1982 88.0 19.2 10140 1.10 0.5281 
Shirase 1982 124.0 27.8 22080 1.50 0.7942 
Otso 1986, 1987 90.0 23.4 15000 1.40 0.6410 
Henry Larsen 1987 94.0 19.5 12000 1.20 0.6154 
Botnica 1998 77.9 23.1 10000 1.20 0.4329 
Healy 1999 120.9 24.4 22400 1.40 0.9180 
Oden** 1988 93.2 25.0 17600 1.80 0.7040 
Fennica** 1993, 1994 96.7 25.2 15000 1.80 0.5952 

Notes: 
* "Polar Star" being operated under gas turbine unit (GTU) mode will be addressed individually. 
** "Fennica" and "Oden" featuring “unconventional” hull lines with rimmers and will be addressed 
individually. 
 
 
Propeller is the main type of icebreaker propulsors. The below notions are used in ship 
propulsor theory (Rusetzkiy et al., 1971): 
 

𝐾 =           [1] 
 

𝐾 =            [2] 
 
where 𝐾   is thrust coefficient, 𝐾  is torque coefficient, T is propeller thrust, Q is propeller 
torque, 𝑛 is number of propeller revolutions, 𝐷 is propeller diameter, 𝜌 is water density. 
 
Efficient propeller thrust 𝑇  and power consumed therewith may be expressed as: 
 



𝑇 = 𝐾 𝜌𝑛 𝐷 (1 − 𝑡)        [3] 
 
𝑃 = 2𝜋𝐾 𝜌𝑛 𝐷 /𝜂          [4] 

 
where 𝐾  – propeller thrust coefficient behind ship hull, 𝐾  – propeller torque coefficient 
behind ship hull, 𝑡 – thrust deduction coefficient (under modes close to bollard pull ones in 
this case), 𝜂  – mechanical efficiency. After certain transformations by assuming water 
density as 𝜌 = 1025 kg/m3 the below relation may be obtained (Basin and Miniovich, 1963): 
 

 / = 2.96 ∙ / ∙ 𝐷 / ∙ (1 − 𝑡) ∙ 𝜂 /       [5] 
or 

𝑇 = 2.96 ∙ / ∙ 𝐷 / ∙ 𝑃 / ∙ (1 − 𝑡) ∙ 𝜂 /      [6] 

 
Formula [6] gives the below expression for the specific ship under close to bollard pull mode 
which is important for our problem: 
 

𝑇 ~𝑃 /           [7] 
 
By assuming that the mean value of propeller thrust ET  at continuous ship motion in solid 
level ice is equal to the mean value of ice resistance force ICER  we obtain: 
 

𝑅 = 𝑇 ~𝑃 /          [8] 
 
Analysis of available computational methods for ice resistance demonstrates (Ionov and 
Gramuzov, 2014; Kashtelyan et al., 1968] that ice resistance force is assumed to be 
proportional to ship breadth 𝐵, i.e.: 
 

 𝑅 ~𝐵          [9] 
 
To complete the logical chain ice resistance force is assumed to be proportional to ice 
thickness raised to a certain power. Taking into account formula [9] we have: 
 

 𝑅 ~𝐵 ∙ ℎ           [10] 
 
And, by shifting to evaluation of ultimate icebreaking capability – maximum ice thickness 
ℎ  that may be negotiated by ship moving continuously, it may be written as: 
 

 𝑅 ~𝐵 ∙ ℎ           [11] 
 
By assuming 𝑥 = 1, the formula [11] can be written as ℎ ~ , and finally the below 
expression is obtained: 

ℎ ~           [12] 
 
Another relation for more general criterion is to be considered as well: 

 



ℎ ~           [13] 
 
For descriptive reasons equation (12) is hereinafter referred to as the “physical”, while (13) – 
as “formal” one. 

3. Evaluation of Correlation Relationship between Criterion Components and 
Icebreaking capability 
Formula [7] offers relationship between propeller thrust and power supplied thereto. Certain 
assumptions were used to obtain it. Statistical analysis of two types is carried out to precise 
the type of relationship between these values: 
 
� correlation analysis to assess the extent these values are close to linear dependency; 
� regression analysis to define numerical values of relationship parameters under 

consideration. 
 
Let us consider procedure to establish correlation relationship (Ventzel, 2005). Let there be 
two random variables 𝑋 and 𝑌. Correlation coefficient concept is used here: 𝑟 . Correlation 
coefficient characterizes the extent random values’ relationship is close to linear one. If 
random values 𝑋  and 𝑌  are correlated with linear functional relationship, then 𝑟 = ±1 . 
Correlation coefficient sign depends on whether this linear dependency is increasing or 
decreasing. In general case when random values 𝑋  and 𝑌  are correlated with arbitrary 
probability relationship, correlation coefficient lies within -1 to +1 range. 
 
Data on icebreakers given in Table 1 were used for correlation analysis (Fig. 1). Here we use 
the concept of “total specific power on the shaft”, which represents the total power on the 
shaft, referred to the width of the ship waterline. 
 

 
Figure 1. Relationship between ultimate icebreaking capability and overall specific shaft 
power. 
 
As seen in the Fig. 1: 
 
� the relationship is close to linear one if we consider conventional icebreakers; 
� points indicating "Oden" and "Fennica" icebreakers do not follow the general trend and are 

little bit higher than imaginary straight line (unconventional hull lines not typical for classic 
icebreakers prevent from using their data when analyzing homogeneous data); 

� as may be supposed, "Polar Star" point is significantly below the general trend line  due to 
peculiarities in combining propulsive output involving gas-turbine plant and propulsor 
system; 



� point corresponding to Arktika icebreaker, Project 1052 (the right point in the diagram), 
slightly deviates the general trend and rests just below the imaginary straight line. 

 
Computation of correlation coefficients results in the correlation matrix shown in Table 2 and 
Table 3. Analysis of the Table 2 reveals that ship icebreaking capability/power relationship is 
the closest to linear one, while icebreaking capability/specific power (power per breadth unit) 
relationship is the second one. Relevant correlation coefficients are higher for correlation 
analysis of truncated sampling (Table 3 – ignoring "Fennica", "Oden" and "Polar Star" under 
special mode), at that correlation between icebreaking capability and specific power prevails. 

Table 2. Correlation coefficients’ matrix based on full analysis. 

 
Shaft power, 

MW 
Design waterline 

breadth, m 
Power/Breadth, 

MW/m 
Icebreaking 

capability, m 
Shaft power, kW 1.0   0.867 
Design waterline breadth, m  1.0  0.785 
Power/Breadth, MW/m   1.0 0.838 
Icebreaking capability, m 0.867 0.785 0.838 1.0 

Table 3. Correlation coefficients’ matrix ignoring "Fennica", "Oden" and "Polar 
Star". 

 
Shaft power, 

MW 
Design waterline 

breadth, m 
Power/Breadth, 

MW/m 
Icebreaking 

capability, m 
Shaft power, kW 1.0   0.955 
Design waterline breadth, m  1.0  0.809 
Power/Breadth, MW/m   1.0 0.961 
Icebreaking capability, m 0.955 0.809 0.961 1.0 

4. Establishing Regressional Relationship between Propeller Power, Design Waterline 
Breadth and Icebreaking Capability 
The above evaluation method for random values’ relationship enables assessing relationship 
type proximity to linear dependency. Correlation analysis method is not applicable for 
determination of relationship of some specific type. Regressional analysis method is used to 
solve the stipulated problem. Basic principles thereof are given in Ermakov and Zhiglyavskiy 
(1987), for example. Brief description of the method used is offered below. 
 
Regressional relationship between two random values 𝑋 and 𝑌 may be expressed as: 
 

𝑦 = ∑ 𝜃 ∙ 𝑓 𝑥 + 𝜀 = 𝜃 ∙ 𝑓 𝑥 + 𝜀       [14] 
 
where 𝑦 - ultimate ice-going capability for  j-th ship; 𝜃 = (𝜃 , … 𝜃 ) - vector of unknown 

coefficients of regressional relationship; 𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑓 𝑥 , … 𝑓 𝑥  - vector of basis 
functions; 𝑥  - j-th point of factor space (i.e. parameters’ value for j-th ship); 𝜀  – random 
error for j-th ship (for the sake of simplicity errors are considered to be uncorrelated  and of 
equal dispersion V). The model is linear with respect to unknown coefficients 𝜃 . 
 
The best linear unbiased estimate of these coefficients may be obtained as: 
 

𝜃 = (𝐹 ∙ 𝐹) ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝑌        [15] 



 
By defining evaluation vector 𝜃 regressional model may be used to obtain value prediction 
vector 𝑌 for the experimental design points. Difference between vectors 𝑌 and 𝑌 is residual 
vector 𝑒. Vectors 𝑌 and 𝑒 are used for evaluation of regressional model quality. 
 
Relationship between ultimate icebreaking capability and ship breadth and power of interest 
is to be examined in greater details (formulae 12 and 13). The offered structures of the above 
relationships may be written as follows: 
 

ℎ = 𝑎 ∙           [16] 

ℎ = 𝑏 ∙            [17] 
 
where 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑞 of certain real numbers are unknown coefficients and regression indices. 
 
The diagram in Fig. 3 is plotted to evaluate 𝑎 value using truncated sampling of icebreakers. 
Straight line approximation results in the below expression for “physical” model [12]: 
 

ℎ = 4.984 ∙          [18] 
 

At that 8 points of 21 are below the obtained line, 13 – above it (Fig. 2). Consequently, 
greater deviations are attributable to points below the straight line (featuring lower actual 
icebreaking capability as against prediction). 
 

 
Figure 2. Relationship between icebreaking capability and  
 
Let us now consider “formal” format of the criterion (formula 17). “Formal” interpretation is 
not applicable for mathematical tool of the above-mentioned least-square method due to its 
nonlinearity with respect to unknown regression coefficients 𝑝 and 𝑞. Both parts of formula 
[17] are to be presented in logarithmic form to make it linear: 
 

ln ℎ = ln 𝑏 + 𝑝 ∙ ln 𝑃 − 𝑞 ∙ ln 𝐵       [19] 
 
where ln 𝑏, 𝑝 and 𝑞 are unknown values. This formula is identical to: 
 

𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑎 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝑎 ∙ 𝑥         [20] 



 
Evaluation of regression coefficients with least-square method using formula [15] finally 
results in: 
 

ℎ = 0.87720 ∙
.

.         [21] 
 
It should be noted that the effect of the ship's breadth in this expression is significantly less 
than in the formula [18]. 
 
In case power is raised to 2/3 degree, the below expression is obtained: 
 

ℎ . = 0.8384 ∙ .         [22] 
 
Taking expression [7] into account, it can be seen from formula [22] that ice resistance is 
proportional to ice thickness to the power of about 1.35. 
 
The difference between actual icebreaking capability value and criterion value is called 
residual. The analysis into the above results (Fig. 3, Table 4) reveals that missing trend in 
residuals’ distribution evidences arbitrary nature of this relationship that validates 
unbiasedness and, consequently, the accuracy in selecting the structure of relationship 
between ultimate ice-going capability and breadth and power. 
 

  
a) b) 

Figure 3. Comparison of actual icebreaking capability and elaborated criteria: a) relationship 
between actual icebreaking capability and criteria-predicted one; b) relationship between 
residuals and icebreaking capability for “physical” and “formal” criteria 
 
At that regression coefficient between actual value of icebreaking capability and its value 
obtained with “physical” method [18] is 0.844, while the same value for “formal” one is 
0.976 that is significantly closer to 1. Thus, icebreaking criterion defined with the truncated 
sampling (ignoring "Fennica" and "Oden") is as follows: 

for "physical" model  ℎ = 4.984 ∙      [23] 

for “formal” model  ℎ = 0.87720 ∙
.

.     [24] 
 
where 𝑃  – power of engines’ propeller shafts [MW], 𝐵– ship waterline breadth [m]. 
 



Analysis into deviation of ice-going capability from the obtained regressional relationships 
seems to be interesting. Computation results for deviations (residuals) are given below 
(Table 4). Deviations of ultimate icebreaking capability downside as to criterion value are 
marked with blue colour; the same upside as to criterion value are marked with red colour. 

Table 4. Residual values for truncated sampling of icebreakers 
Icebreaker Deviation of 

“physical” model from  
actual values  

Deviation of formal 
model from actual 

values  

Concurrent 
deviations 

Lenin, Project 92 -0.10 -0.08 + 
Moskva 0.09 0.09 + 
Ermak 0.07 0.11 + 
Kapitan Dranitsyn 0.05 -0.02 - 
Taimyr, Project 10580  0.14 0.13 + 
Moskva, Project 21900  0.01 -0.10 - 
Kapitan Belousov -0.04 0.00 + 
Project 97 0.05 0.01 + 
Kapitan Izmaylov 0.01 -0.01 - 
Dikson 0.04 0.01 + 
Louis S. St. Laurent 0.17 0.09 + 
Atle -0.02 0.02 - 
Polar Star* 0.02 -0.03 - 
Almirante Irizar -0.05 -0.15 + 
Pierre Radisson -0.12 -0.04 + 
Shirase 0.09 0.00 - 
Otso 0.10 0.09 + 
Henry Larsen -0.14 -0.04 + 
Botnica 0.20 0.13 + 
Healy -0.22 -0.18 + 
Arktika, Project 1052  -0.13 0.02 - 

 
Fig. 4 presents correlation of the developed icebreaking “physical” criterion and “formal” 
criterion. The same figure gives the ships icebreaking capabilities obtained using formula of 
Kashtelyan et al. (1981). It can be seen that these points are significantly lower: the 
explanation here is probable consideration of transport vessels by the authors, as well. 
 

 
Figure 4. Correlation with criterion as per [8] 
 
It can be seen from the Table 4: 



� Icebreaking capability lower than “average” one (lower than criterion value) is observed for 
8 icebreakers as per the “physical” format and 11 icebreakers as per the “formal” format. 

 
� Above-“average” icebreaking capability is typical for 13 icebreakers as per “physical” 

format and 10 icebreakers as per the formal one. "Healy" features the most serious lack of 
icebreaking capability under both criterion formats. "Botnica" has the biggest excess for 
criterion of “physical” format. “Formal” criterion smooths these deviations significantly. 

 
� The below points are within ∓0.05m deviation: 9 points of “physical” format criterion; 11 

points of “formal” criterion. 
 
The computed values of icebreaking criterion for ships not initially included in criterion 
development are offered in Table 5. Some of these ships are still under construction. 
Unfortunately, there are very few published reliable data on the actual icebreaking capability 
of these ships. The results of full-scale ice trials of icebreaker Tor Viking II (Riska et al., 
2001) and of icebreaker Araon (Kim et al., 2011) indicated that the icebreaking capabilities 
of them were 1.20 m and 1.10 m, respectively. These values are in good agreement with the 
values of the “formal” icebreaking criteria given in the table for these ships: 1.34 m and 
1.14 m, respectively. 

Table 5. Evaluation of ships not included in the sampling using icebreaking criterion 

Ship Shaft 
power, MW 

Waterline 
breadth, m 

Icebreaking criterion, m 

“physical” “formal” 
Vladislav Strizhov (Moss 828) 15.0 19.00 1.60 1.39 
Vladivostok (21900М) 18.0 26.50 1.29 1.38 
Christophe de Margerie 45.0 50.00 1.26 1.80 
LK-60 60.0 33.00 2.31 2.34 
Aker ARC 123 40.0 31.40 1.86 1.95 
Shturman Skuratov 22.0 34.00 1.15 1.41 
Kirill Lavrov 13.6 34.00 0.84 1.11 
Kapitan Gotskiy 20.0 34.00 1.08 1.35 
Aleut 14.0 19.50 1.48 1.33 
Alexander Sannikov 21.5 25.00 1.54 1.53 
Polaris 19.0 24.00 1.48 1.46 
Kigoriak 12.3 17.25 1.54 1.30 
Varandey 16.8 21.70 1.51 1.41 
LK-25 25.0 29.00 1.47 1.58 
Mackinaw 6.8 17.70 1.01 0.96 
Xue Long 2 15.0 23.30 1.30 1.31 
Araon 10.0 19.00 1.22 1.14 
Tor Viking II 13.4 18.00 1.57 1.34 
 

Conclusions 
The offered simple criterion ensures quite a reliable evaluation of icebreaking capability for 
icebreakers. Attention shall be paid to the below important issues: 
 
- the criterion parameters were obtained based on the data of icebreakers with conventional 

hullforms, fitted with stern propeller and moving ahead; 
 
- based on the above assumption the criterion shall be prudently used in evaluating 

icebreaking capability of ships which hullforms are different from those of conventional 



icebreakers. Thus, icebreaking capability of transport vessels with extended dead flat 
assessed with the criterion will be within the computed limits, not higher, while that of 
ships moving astern will be most probably underestimated; 

 
- “formal” criterion is notably higher affected by ship waterline breadth – decrease in 

icebreaking capability with breadth increase is not so obvious here as against to “physical” 
criterion; 

 
- the criterion is useful in prompt icebreaking capability evaluations for practical decision-

making tasks like choice of suitable vessels for certain icebreaker operations related to 
convoy assistance, towage or ice-management operations. 
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Icebreaking pattern has been recognized as an important factor in ship ice resistance 
prediction for decades. It involves the shape and size of ice pieces broken from an intact ice 
sheet when a ship is going through. For the estimation of icebreaking pattern, various 
methods were proposed, which could be divided into semi-empirical and mechanics-based 
theoretical methods. Due to limited availability of data, the validity of these methods has not 
been systematically evaluated. In order to understand the accuracy of these methods in 
predicting model-scale icebreaking pattern and find the most applicable ones, a set of model 
tests was conducted in Aalto Ice Tank. Two Gopro cameras were instrumented at two 
positions at bow and took videos of the icebreaking process. Image analysis tools are 
implemented to measure the ice pieces size and shape from the photos extracted from the 
videos. The measurement results are then compared with selected methods. The accuracy is 
analysed and discussions on the advantages and shortcomings of each method are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
For the estimation of ship performance in level ice, icebreaking pattern has been recognized 
as one of the main factors influencing the prediction of ice breaking resistance (Li et al. 
2018). Icebreaking pattern in this paper refers to the size and shape of ice pieces after 
bending failure. There are several methods available in the literature to estimate the 
icebreaking pattern, which can be divided into semi-empirical (e.g. Wang 2001) and 
mechanics-based theoretical methods (e.g. Li et al. 2019). Although some of these methods 
have been widely adopted by other models, the validations of these icebreaking pattern 
models are still insufficient. This paper is based on Tam (2019), which investigates the 
applicability of these models in model-scale ice test. For this aim, photos extracted from 
video record of a model ship MT Uikku going through level ice at Aalto Ice Tank are 
analysed and compared with the predictions by several methods. The results indicate that 
semi-empirical formulae and mechanics-based theoretical methods can give reasonable 
estimations of icebreaking pattern in single-contact scenario for model-scale ice. Finally, 
suggestions on further development of icebreaking pattern methods are given. 
 

2. Review of icebreaking pattern estimation methods 
Measures used to characterize an ice piece differ among different methods. According to the 
measurement of full-scale ice pieces by Li et al. (2019), and to enable the comparison with 
data and comparison between methods, we firstly characterize the geometry of an ice piece 
with parameters as illustrated in Figure 1. Here W and L are termed as the width and length of 
the arc; Ledge the breaking lengths at the edges and Lcenter the breaking length at the center; θ 
the wedge opening angle. 
 

 
Figure 1. Ice pieces geometry 

2.1. Semi-empirical methods 
Semi-empirical methods combine measurement information with theoretical inference. This 
usually involves non-dimensionalized parameters such as describing the breaking length as a 
fraction of characteristic length. Measurements are obtained either from full-scale or model-
scale tests. 
 
One of the earliest studies on icebreaking pattern is McKindra and Lutton (1981), where the 
authors performed tests with the USCG 140’ Bay-class tugboats and use lognormal distribution to 
fit the measured length of broken ice pieces. The results were for full-scale test in the Great Lake 
river fresh waters in the St. Mary’s River. The tests cover varying speed ranging from 0.98 knots 



to 11.6 knots. However, the tests are conduct only with ice thickness 0.33m, therefore no 
thickness dependency can be obtained from the measurement. Based on this work, Tatinclaux 
(1985) conducted a series of model-scale tests with simple wedges, which confirmed lognormal 
fit to describe the distribution of ice piece size. Using dimensionless linear fitting, Tatinclaux 
(1985) established the following formulae to estimate the area and length of ice pieces for urea 
ice: 
 

A/h2=0.105(σf/γh)0.5 [1] 
L/h=0.540(σf/γh)0.5 [2] 

 
with σf being the flexural strength; h the thickness of ice and γ the specific weight of water. 
 
Izumiyama et al. (1992) conducted model scale test on conical structures interaction with 
level ice sheet, and use normal distribution to fit into the measured breaking length, i.e. Lcenter 
in Figure 1. The distribution is combined with non-dimensional parameters to generalize the 
results for different ice thicknesses. The results can be expressed as 
 

Z ~ Normal(0.937, 0.268), where Z = Lcenter/lbr; lbr=(σfh/γ)0.5 [3] 
 
Kotras et al. (1983) proposed a semi-empirical formula to describe L and W as functions of 
ice characteristic length and the Froude number, by which ice thickness and ship speed are 
both taken into account. The formula takes ship hull angles into account as well, which 
accounts for the hull angle influence on bending failure. The empirical factors are obtained 
based on five icebreaking ships, resulting in the following formulae 
 

L= η3lc[1.7153+4.2653(sin(α)/tan(β)(v/(glc)0.5)]-1;  [4] 
W=L(10 meters/h)0.5 [5] 

 
where η3 is the directional cosine of the forward 20 percent of the ship; α and β the waterline 
angle and normal flare angle of the ship; v the ship speed; g the gravity constant and lc the 
characteristic length of ice. 
 
Wang (2001) proposed a semi-empirical formula to estimate the icebreaking length Lcenter 
assuming the crack as an arc, expressed as 
 

R = Cl(1+Cvvn)lc, where Cv=Betanβcosα [6] 
 
Here 𝐶𝑙 and 𝐵𝑒 are constants of value 0.320 and -0.144 respectively. It is worth noting that 𝐶𝑙 
is an empirical coefficient obtained from regression of data, while Be is a parameter obtained 
through regression of numerical simulation results from Varsta (1983). It should be noted that 
Be is dimensional, therefore should be scaled while used for model-scale calculation. 
 

2.2. Mechanics-based theoretical methods 
Mechanics-based theoretical methods are based on the calculation of stress in the ice field 
and searching for the location of the maximum stress. Ice failure is commonly defined as the 
instant when the maximum stress exceeds a threshold value. Ice is often assumed as pure 
elastic to enable analytical derivation or fast numerical computation. 
 



Nevel (1961) derived a closed-form solution for a narrow wedge resting on elastic 
foundation. The solution is adopted by Lubbad and Løset (2011) for the calculation of ice 
bending failure. The deflection of a wedge at a position with distance x from the wedge tip 
can be written as 
 

y=A*du2(x)+B*du3(x) [7] 
where du2(x) and du3(x) are derived functions of x; A and B the coefficients solved from 
boundary conditions with regards to loading. The stress σ(x) can be calculated by the section 
modulus dividing the moment, which is obtained through second derivative of Eq. [7]. The 
breaking length of an ice piece is then 
 

x=xm, where σ(xm)=max(σ(x)) and σ(xm)= σf [8] 
 
Li et al. (2019) presented an expanded version of Nevel (1961) into three-dimensional wedge, 
thereby improving the fidelity of numerical simulation models. The solution is derived with 
discretized narrow wedges, each governed by Nevel’s solution and interacting with 
neighboring wedges. This results in a one-dimensional differential equation which could be 
solved easily with Finite Difference Method. The size of an ice piece can be found with Eq. 
[8] as well. The main difference is that according to this method, Ledge differs from Lcenter. The 
ice pieces are therefore sections of elliptical, instead of being sections of circular as assumed 
by most other methods. 
 
A revision is made to Li et al. (2019) model by Li et al. (2020) through combining the speed 
dependency part of Wang (2001) (see Eq. [6]) with Li et al. (2019) model. This overcomes 
the deficiency of Li et al. (2019) model that hydrodynamic effect is not considered. Denote 
the estimated breaking length by Li et al. (2019) as l19, the revised breaking length, denoted 
by l20, is expressed as 
 

l20= (1+Cvvn)l19 [9] 
 

3. Measurement of ice pieces geometry 

3.1. Test arrangement 
Model-scale tests of ship going through a level ice field were conducted at Aalto Ice Tank in 
2019 after its renovation. The model used in the test is MT Uikku, which is the model of a 
16000 DWT tanker which has been extensively instrumented for scientific research. In order 
to measure the size of ice pieces, two Gopro Black 7 cameras were mounted at station 9 and 
10 at ship bow region (see Figure 2(a)), which looked down to the level ice sheet with the 
scope of vision illustrated in Figure 2(b). The hull flare angle, which is the angle between the 
normal vector and the vertical direction, is 50 degrees. The outer ship profile in Figure 2(b) 
shows the upper deck of the model and the inner ship profile illustrates waterline at the test 
draft (also the design draft). In this way the interaction between ship and ice at waterline is 
captured. The scopes of visions are set to overlap so that the scopes of the two cameras can 
be combined. The Gopros were controlled remotely to capture videos of the ice pieces at 60 
FPS. 
 
The tests were performed on May 15th, 2019. Ice properties including compressive strength σc, 
flexural strength σf, and Young’s modulus E are measured prior to the tests. The model ship 
was towed by the carriage through the level ice sheet with two set speeds, 0.162m/s and 



0.270m/s, corresponding to full-scale speeds of 0.9m/s and 1.5m/s. Table 1 summarizes the 
ice parameters and test conditions. 
 

Table 1. Test parameters and ice properties 
Test No. v (m/s) hi (m) σf (kPa) σc (kPa) E (MPa) 

1 0.162 0.028 45 108 14.8 2 0.270 
 

   
                                   (a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 2. Installed Gopro cameras; (a) photo of ship bow region; (b) Gopro scopes of vision 

3.2. Digital processing 
The videos from the two cameras during the two tests were extracted for processing. The 
videos were then rotated and positioned into the appropriate positions and orientations so that 
the videos overlapped as the scope of cameras did in Figure 2. Then the brightness is adjusted 
for clear observation and the camera positions, station 9 and station 10, are marked in the 
video, see Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Overlapping videos with adjusted brightness and added markers 

 
Each frame of the overlapped video was then extracted, resulting around 10000 frames from 
each test. The frames are manually examined to find the ones where cracks are clearly seen 
and have propagated through the top surface of ice sheet. This results in about 500-600 
frames from each test, which are valid for measurements. After that, a Matlab script is written 
to manually locate points on the photos and automatically analyze the size and shape of the 
ice pieces. Each ice piece is measured with six points among which one is on ship waterline 
and others around the crack. Two examples are shown in Figure 4. The left one shows an 
example of a single contact case, where there is one contact point between ship and ice. The 



right one shows an example of a multiple contact case, where there are more than one contact 
points simultaneously. A clearer example of multiple contact case is given later in Figure 7. 
 

  
                                   (a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 4. Examples of ice piece measurement, (a) single contact case; (b) multiple contact 
case 

 

4. Measurement results and comparisons with estimations 

4.1. Statistics of measurement results 
Figure 5 shows the icebreaking pattern at the end of the tests after reversing a small distance. 
It can be roughly seen that ice pieces size with 0.27m/s is smaller than with 0.162m/s. 
However, the ice pieces in the figure have gone through extensive re-breaking after being 
broken by ship hull, therefore do not reflect the real statistics of ice breaking by ship hull. 
 

   
Figure 5. Icebreaking pattern at the end of the tests after reversing; left: v=0.162m/s, right: 

v=0.270m/s 
 
The photos obtained from the videos can be easily divided into single contact and multiple 
contact groups (see Figure 4), which is clearly reflected from the histograms in Figure 6. In 
the former case the crack is formed as the result of one ship-ice contact while in the latter 
case the crack covers multiple contacts. Another example of multiple contact is shown in 
Figure 7, where it is clearly seen that there are two separate contact areas simultaneously, 
together contributing to the crack formation, resulting in a large ice piece. The distinction 
between single contact and multiple contact cases gives a reasonable explanation to the 



observation of Daley (1992), who measured the ice pieces areas from full-scale test of MS 
Kemira, and identified clearly two groups of ice pieces from the cumulative probability plot.  
 
Table 2 summarizes the mean values of the measured quantities. The mean ice piece area of 
multiple contact cases is about one order higher than that of single contact. The numbers also 
clearly indicate the speed effect in the size of ice pieces. When ship speed increases from 
0.162m/s to 0.270m/s, area of ice pieces decrease by 25.7% and 29.3% in single contact and 
multiple contact cases. As the result, the number of icebreaking cases increases from 507 to 
557 for the same distance. The number of multiple contact cases is approximately half of the 
number of single contact cases. 
 

 
Figure 6. Histograms of ice pieces area 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Example of an ice piece formed by multiple contact, (a) before crack 
formation and (b) after crack formation 



Table 2. Mean values of the measured quantifies 
 All cases Single contact Multiple contact 
v  

(m/s) 
A  

(m2) 

Lcenter 
(m) 

Ledge 
(m) 

A  
(m2) 

Lcenter 
(m) 

Ledge 
(m) 

A  
(m2) 

Lcenter 
(m) 

Ledge 
(m) 

0.0162 0.0208 0.0858 0.141 0.0074 0.0623 0.0893 0.0543 0.145 0.269 
0.0270 0.0171 0.0779 0.132 0.0055 0.0593 0.0769 0.0384 0.112 0.234 

 W (m) L (m) Number W (m) L (m) Number W (m) L (m) Number 
0.0162 0.0858 0.276 507 0.0623 0.171 362 0.145 0.536 145 
0.0270 0.0779 0.258 557 0.0593 0.145 360 0.112 0.465 197 
 

4.2. Comparison with estimations 
 
The mean prediction errors by the reviewed methods are summarized in Table 3. The indices 
L and W are used for Tatinclaux (1985) and Kotras et al. (1983) methods, while Ledge and 
Lcenter are applied for the rest, so that we compare the quantities which the methods predict. In 
terms of ice pieces from single contact cases, methods of Tatinclaux (1985) and Izumiyama 
et al. (1992) significantly overestimate the size of ice pieces, while other methods manage to 
predict to the same order mostly within 50% deviation. The pure mechanics-based theoretical 
models by Nevel (1961) and Li et al. (2019) show similar performance and especially the 
same drawback, which is the lack of speed dependency. This enlarges the deviation when 
ship speed increase from 0.162m/s to 0.270m/s. It seems that the by introducing the speed 
dependence correction term with Li et al. (2020) model, the estimations becomes much 
better. None of the methods demonstrate distinctive performance over others, but overall, the 
semi-empirical formula of Wang (2001) and the Li et al. (2020) model gives the least 
prediction error.  
 
In terms of ice pieces as results of multiple contact, none of the methods give very 
satisfactory predictions, but the predictions of Tatinclaux (1985) and Izumiyama et al. (1992) 
methods become rather reasonable and give better results than others. It is possible that the 
empirical data used by Tatinclaux (1985) and Izumiyama et al. (1992) contains mainly 
multiple contact cases where ice pieces are rather large, while those used by Kotras et al. 
(1983) and Wang (2001) contains mainly single contact cases. The mechanics-based 
theoretical methods are derived for single contact cases thus not applicable for multiple 
contact cases. 
 

 
Figure 8. Comparison of predicted and measured ice piece shape 



Table 3. Summary of mean prediction errors by different methods 
 Single contact Multiple contact 
v=0.162m/s L or Ledge 

(m) 
W or 

Lcenter (m) 
A (m2) L or Ledge 

(m) 
W or 

Lcenter (m) 
A 

(m2) 
Tatinclaux (1985) NA* +211% +82% NA +34% -75% 
Izumiyama et al. (1992) +141% +246% NA -20% +49% NA 
Kotras et al. (1983) +41% +16% NA -57% -52% NA 
Wang (2001) -31% -0.64% NA -77% -57% NA 
Nevel (1961) +1.1% +45% NA NA NA NA 
Li et al. (2019) +33% +24% NA NA NA NA 
Li et al. (2020) +15% +7% NA NA NA NA 
v=0.270m/s       
Tatinclaux (1985) NA +226% +145% NA +73% -65% 
Izumiyama et al. (1992) +180% +263% NA -8% +92% NA 
Kotras et al. (1983) +58% +15% NA -54% -43% NA 
Wang (2001) -20% +4% NA -74% -45% NA 
Nevel (1961) +17% +52% NA NA NA NA 
Li et al. (2019) +51% +30% NA NA NA NA 
Li et al. (2020) -1% -15% NA NA NA NA 

*NA: not applicable 
 
Another important characteristic of ice pieces is the shape, which can be described by the 
ratio L/W or Ledge/Lcenter. The mean measured value of L/W with 0.162m/s and 0.270m/s are 
2.80 and 2.56 for single contact cases. With Kotras et al. (1983) method, the ratios are 3.36. 
The comparisons of Ledge/Lcenter are summarized in Figure 8. Here only predictions of single 
contact cases are averaged and plotted. Methods which assume the ice piece as a part of a 
circular give a constant Ledge/Lcenter as 1, while Li et al. (2019, 2020) method predicts elliptical 
ice pieces with Ledge/Lcenter over 1. The measurement confirms the elliptical shape with 
Ledge/Lcenter close to the prediction of Li et al. (2019, 2020) method. Another observation from 
the figure is that ice pieces of multiple contact cases are more elliptical than single contact 
cases. 
 

5. Discussions and conclusions 
The data used to develop the comparison are obtained with model-scale ice, therefore the 
findings should be limited to the scope of ship-ice interaction in model scale, especially fine-
grained granular ice with ethanol solution. In full-scale the conclusions obtained here may 
not be valid. Based on the analysis, the following should be addressed. 
 
The first important finding is the distinction between single contact and multiple contact 
cases. The size and shape differ a lot between the cases. Existing research regarding 
icebreaking pattern has been mostly devoted to single contact scenario. However, multiple 
contact clearly plays an important role and may affect the resistance and channel width 
estimation. The apparent existence of multiple contact cases indicates that the assumption of 
independence between ship-ice contacts may not always be valid. This assumption, however, 
is commonly adopted in numerical simulation models of ship going through level ice. The 
occurrence of multiple contact may be due to ship hull with small curvature or locally strong 
ice with high flexural strength. 
 



The comparisons indicate that Li et al. (2020) method, which is a combination of Li et al. 
(2019) and Wang (2001) methods, gives the best overall estimations performance both on the 
size and the shape of ice pieces. This method overcome the deficiency of Li et al. (2019) that 
hydrodynamic effect is missing. The semi-empirical formula by Wang (2001) shows 
reasonable estimation in terms of size but not the shape. This implies the value of empirical 
approaches, where the value of empirical information can be utilized to reflect reality. The 
overestimation of ice pieces size by pure mechanics-based theoretical methods address the 
importance of hydrodynamic effect to be taken into account.  
 
The data utilized in this paper were obtained from one ice sheet with the same ice thickness. 
Another test series has been conducted after this one with another ice thickness, but the 
results are still under processing. This will give a more comprehensive comparison as a 
supplement to this paper.  
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1. Introduction 
The Japanese Antarctic research icebreaker Shirase II has transferred cargoes and scientists 
to the Japanese Antarctic research station (Syowa station) since 2009. Syowa station is 
located in Lützow–Holm Bay, where is often covered with the multi–year ice. Shirase II is 
frequently compelled to a ramming icebreaking during her Antarctic voyage. The ramming 
performance affects her Antarctic voyage schedules and safe operations. Ramming 
icebreaking needs different ship handling from continuous icebreaking. During ship ramming, 
the icebreaker collides with the ice edge and slides up onto the ice plate. The ice is broken by 
the ship–ice collision and gravitational force of the ship's sliding. The large impact loads 
occurs when the ship rams the ice edge. The ship penetrates into the ice using the repetition 
of the ship ramming operation, which includes the ship backward move, ship acceleration, 
ship–ice collision and ship slide–up. For the safe and efficient ramming operation, it is 
necessary to understand the ship response during ship ramming and to predict the ship 
ramming performance.  
 

A difficulty of the studies for ship ramming is the difficulty of obtaining the reliable data 
from ice basin and real sea ice. The icebreaker Shirase II has recorded the ship motion data 
during her voyage since her first voyage in 2009 (Yamauch et al., 2011). Takahashi et al 
(2019) analyzed the measured impact velocity, penetration distance, and turning angle of the 
icebreaker Shirase II. They predicted the time of ship turning in ramming icebreaking. Earlier 
studies related to calculation of ship ramming was conducted by Popov et al., (Dalay et al., 
1990). They assumed the ship–ice interactions during ship ramming to be the ship–ice impact 
problem and applied the energy conservation to derive a simple formula of ramming force. 
Vaughan (1986) included the flexural response of ship longitudinal motion during ship 
ramming. They analyzed the effect of the ship flexure using the maximum bending moment. 
Ringsberg et al. (2014) analyzed the relation between measured ship motions and ice loads. 
They proposed the computational model to identify ramming force during ship–ice events in 
the heavy ice conditions. A number of papers related to ship ramming have been published. 
The present researches of ship ramming is limited in the available ship and ice conditions. 
The more reliable ramming data and analysis is necessary to predict the ramming 
performance. 
 
This paper analyzed the ship motion data when the Japanese icebreaker Shirase II rams in 
multi–year ice. The relation between the ship response and ice condition during ship 
ramming are realized. The calculation of ship ramming in multi–year ice based on energy 
conservation is proposed. The method includes the ship–ice collision, ship slide–up onto ice 
and ice failure. The calculated penetration distance are compared with measured ones. The 
icebreaking of ship ramming are discussed using measured and calculated results.  
 
2. Ship ramming in multi–year ice 
Ship monitoring system  
Japanese icebreaker Shirase II is equipped with a ship–monitoring system that records ship 
motion data during her voyage. The ship–monitoring system records the ship speed, motion 
(head, pitch and roll angle), shaft power, thrust, steering, frame stress etc. with the time 
interval of 0.01 s (Yamauch and others, 2011). The ice thickness was measured by electro–
magnetic induction sensor (EM sensor) installed at the starboard shoulder. EM sensor 
measures the total sea ice thickness (snow + ice). The time interval of the EM sensor is 1.0 s. 
The ship locations are recorded by GPS whose time interval is 1.0 s. For the measurement of 
the structural response, the strain gauges were installing on the side frames in the starboard 
shoulder and on the main deck plating. The strain measured by two (upper and lower) gauges 



equipped on the vertical frame of the outer hull at the starboard shoulder. The strain data 
transferred to the shear stress acting on the frame. The strain on the deck recorded at 3 
locations. The shear stress on the frames recorded at 10 flames. This paper used ship speed, 
ship power, ice thickness, deck strain, flame shear stress and GPS locations recorded when 
Shirase II penetrates in multi–year ice with ramming breaking. Table 1 shows the principal 
dimension of Japanese icebreaker Shirase II. Fig. 1 shows the outline of the ship–monitoring 
system installed Shirase II. 
 
Table 1. The principal dimension of Japanese icebreaker Shirase II. 
Length of water line 126.0 m 
Maximum breadth 28.0 m 
Design draft 9.2 m 
Bow angle 19 deg. 
Maximum displacement abt. 20,000 t 
Continuous icebreaking (at 3kt.) 1.5 m level ice 
Maximum speed 19.5 kt. 
Propulsion power abt. 22,000 kW 
Number of propeller 2 
Number of rudder 2 
 

 
Fig. 1 The ship-monitoring system. 
 
Ice thickness 
Shirase II conducted her operations in the Antarctic sea ice for the 55th Japanese Antarctic 
Research Expedition (JARE 55) during December 2013 through March 2014. During the 
outbound voyage to Showa station, Shirase II started her ramming operations from December 
18, 2013, when she entered the multi–year ice (69°00’N, 39°05’E), and continued until 
January 4, 2014 when she berthed at Showa station (69°00’N, 39°38’E). This paper selected 
two areas for analyzing the ship responses in the multi–year ice. One is during 2013/12/18-23 
(Area 01) that is the beginning of the ramming operation in the outbound voyage of Antarctic 
sea ice. Another is 2014/01/01-04 (Area 02) that is ending of the ramming operation. Fig. 2 
shows the ship route of the Shirase II in the multi–year ice and the analyzed sea ice area. 
Table 2 shows the average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of ice thickness in 
Area 01 and Area 02. The average and standard deviation of the thickness in Area 01 and 
Area02 were 5.08 ± 0.58 m and 3.78 ± 0.79 m, respectively. The thickness of multi-year ice 
in the Lützow–Holm Bay gradually decreases with approaching to Showa station. The sea ice 
conditions in the early period of ramming operations were extremely heavy (thick sea ice). 
Those in the end period close to Showa station were moderate. 
 
Table 2 Measured sea ice thickness (ice + snow). 
 Area 01 (2013/12/18 - 23) 

69°00’N,39°08’E - 69°02’N,39°13’E 
Area 02 (2014/01/01 - 04) 
69°06’N,39°30’E - 69°00’N,39°62’E 

Avg. [m] 5.08 3.78 
SD [m] 0.58 0.79 
RSD [%] 16.69 20.82 

CCD cameras

GPS

Steering�angle�meter Shaft�power/
����thrust�meter

AccelerationAccelerationAcceleration

Gyro Strain gaugesEM�sensor



  
Fig. 2 The ship route in multi–year ice and the analyzed sea ice area. 
 

 
Fig. 3 The history of the ship response during ramming (Area 01: 69°017’N, 39°117’E). 
 
Ship response 
The ramming in multi–year ice during the outbound voyage to Showa station was done 1952 
times. The ramming in Area 01 was 451 times, and in Area 02 was 497 times. Fig 3 shows 
time history of the ship response during ones cycle of the ship ramming. The ship speed 
shows on an absolute value. The pitch motion in the bow up direction expresses negative 
value. The ship moves backward to make the accelerating distance (around 300 m). The ship 
accelerates at around 10 kt of ship speed and collies with the plate ice edge at 210 s of the 
time in Fig. 3. The ship speed is decreased quickly by the collision with ice edge. At the same 
time, the pitch angle increases quickly by the sliding–up onto the ice after the ship–ice 
collision. The roll angle fluctuates with not only during the ship–ice collision but also the 
ship acceleration. The strain on the deck increases quickly at the ship–ice collision of the ship 
ramming and decreases with decreasing the pitch angle. The shear stresses of the hull frame 
dese not increase at the ship–ice collision, but the spiked–shape stress is shown during the 
ship acceleration. The deck strain is concerned with the longitudinal response of the ship hull 
structure. The longitudinal bending of the ship occurs by the decreasing of the bow draft 
during the ship slide–up onto the ice. The strong correlation between the deck strain and pitch 
angle are shown. The shear stresses of the hull frames are concerned with the structural 
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response of the ship local structure of starboard shoulder. The deformation of the hull frames 
occurs when the ship starboard shoulder hull collide with not only the plate ice during the 
ship ramming but also with the broken ice floes during the ship acceleration. 
 
Relation between ship response and ice thickness 
Table 3 shows the average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the maximum 
speed, thrust and pitch angle during one cycle of ship ramming. The maximum speed and 
thrust in Area 01 are 10.87 ± 0.58 [kt] and 1309.97 ± 117.76 [kN]. The maximum speed and 
thrust in Area 02 are 10.67 ± 0.80 [kt] and 1268.08 ± 107.68 [kN]. The maximum speed and 
thrust of one cycle of the ship ramming are almost unchanged between Area 01 and Area 02, 
which reveals that ship operates with same condition during her ramming operation. The 
maximum pitch angle in Area 01 is -2.81 ± 0.48 [deg.] (the coefficient of variation, 17.01 %), 
and in Area 02 is -1.97 ± 0.73 [deg.] (the coefficient of variation, 36.91 %), respectively. The 
pitch angle between Area 01 and 02 shown relative large difference, which depends on the 
sea ice thickness (See Table 2). The large coefficient of variation of the pitching motion in 
Area 02 concerned with the large variation of the sea ice thickness in Area 02.  
 
Table 3 Average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the maximum speed, 
thrust and pitch angle during one cycle of ship ramming. 
 Speed [kt] Thrust [kN] Pitch angle [deg.] 
Area 01 Avg.  10.87 1309.97 -2.81 

SD  0.58 117.76 0.48 
RSD [%] 5.35 8.99 17.01 

Area 02 Avg.  10.67 1268.08 -1.97 
SD  0.80 107.68 0.73 
RSD [%] 7.51 8.49 36.91 

 
Fig. 4 shows the relation between the ice thickness and the maximum pitch angle during one 
cycle of the ship ramming. The strong correlation between the ice thickness and the pitch 
motion are shown (correlation coefficient = 0.63). The pitch angles proportionally increase 
with the sea ice thickness. The linear relation between the maximum pitch angle and the ice 
thickness can be obtained as;  
 
h = 2.0927T + 0.97563,  [1] 
 
where h represented ice thickness and T is the maximum pitch angle of the one cycle of ship 
ramming. This proportional relation between ice thickness and the pitch angle implies that 
the maximum pitch angle can estimate the ice thickness during ship icebreaking operation. 
Fig. 5 shows the relation between the penetration distance and the maximum pitch angle. The 
penetration distance of ramming is defined as the distance between arrival points of the 
present and preceding ram. The penetration distance rapidly increases below the maximum 
pitch angle 1.5°. The penetration distance becomes below about 25 m when the maximum 
pitch angle becomes larger than about 1.5°. The ice thickness 4.11 m is obtained using the 
liner relation described by Eq. (1), when the pitch angle equals to 1.5°. Consequently, Shirase 
II ramming performance is approximately assumed that the penetration distance becomes 
below about 25 m when the ice thickness is larger than 4 m. These relations between ice 
thickness and the ship responses show possibility that the ship response to the icebreaking 
can estimate the ice conditions along the ship route. However, further investigations are 
necessary to identify above estimations. 



                    
Fig. 4 Relation between pitch angle and ice thickness (left).  
Fig. 5 Relation between pitch angle and penetration distance (right). 
 

                 
Fig. 6 Relation between pitch angle and deck strain (left).  
Fig. 7 Relation between sway speed and shear stress differences of the hull frame (right). 
 
Table 4 Average, standard deviation and correlation coefficient of the deck strain and share 
stress differences of the hull frame during one cycle of ship ramming.  
 Strain [Ps] Stress [N/mm2] 
Area 01 Avg.  59.07 16.92 

SD  11.21 23.31 
Correlation coefficient 0.4156 (with pitch) 

0.0609 (with sway) 
0.0611 (with pitch) 
0.2322 (with sway) 

Area 02 Avg.  61.93 35.72 
SD  15.12 30.12 
Correlation coefficient 0.3748 (with pitch) 

0.0586 (with sway) 
0.3337 (with pitch) 
0.1553 (with sway) 

 
Relation between ship structural response and ship motion 
Fig. 6 shows the relation between the maximum deck strain and the maximum pitch angle 
during one cycle of the ship ramming. Fig. 7 shows the relation between the maximum shear 
stress differences of the hull frame and the maximum speed in sway during one cycle of the 
ship ramming. The shear stress differences is obtained by subtracting the lower shear stress 
from the upper shear stress of the frame. Table 4 shows the average, standard deviation and 
correlation coefficient of the deck strain and shear stress differences during the ship ramming. 
The proportional relation between the deck strain and the pitch motion are shown (correlation 
coefficient = 0.42 in Area 01 and 0.38 in Area 02). The maximum deck strain in Area 01 is 
59.07 ± 11.21 [Ps], and Area 02 is 61.93 ± 15.12 [Ps]. The maximum deck strain in Area 01 
is smaller than those Area 02. The snow thickness which observed by the eye observation and 
the image data from the CCD camera in Area 01 was thicker than in Area 02. The snow gives 
negative effect to the ship longitudinal response which is called cushioning effect. 
Furthermore, the water flushing system has been operated during Area 01. The water flushing 
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reduces the friction between hull and sea ice, and elongates the penetration distance to the sea 
ice. The water flushing may affect to the ship longitudinal response. However, further 
investigations are needed to identify the effect of the water flushing to the ship longitudinal 
response. No correlation can been seen between the sway motion and the share stress 
differences of the hull frame (correlation coefficient = 0.23 in Area 01 and 0.16 in Area 02). 
The average value of the maximum shear stress 16.93 ± 23.31 [N/mm2] was measured in 
Area 01, and 35.72 ± 30.12 [N/mm2] in Area 02. The average speeds in sway was 1.135 ± 
0.826 [kt] in Area 01 and 0.876 ± 0.628 [kt] in Area 02. The average value of the maximum 
shear stress during ramming does not depend on the sway speed. It is shown that the shear 
stress of the hull frame is affected by not only the sway motion but also other ship motions. 
The correlation between the structural response of the hull frames and the ship motions was 
not been found in this investigation. 
 
3. Calculation of ship ramming 
Energy conservation model 
This paper applied the energy conservation model proposed by Vinogradov (Nozawa, 2006) 
to the calculation of penetration distance during the ship ramming. His formula is to predict 
the maximum ice force during ship ramming. Vinogradov’s approach is as follows;  
 
– The ship strikes the ice, and slides up on the ice using the kinetic energy and thrust energy. 
– The ice downward force increases with increase of gravitational force during the ship slide–

up on ice. 
– The kinetic energy and propeller thrust energy is expended in the ship–ice collision, 

potential energy and friction during the ship slide–up on ice. 
– The ship breaks the ice when the ice downward force exceeds the ice breaking force before 

all available kinetic energy is expended. 
 
The energy balance during ship ramming is expressed as;  
 
(E0 – E1) + E2 = E3 + E4 + E5,  [2] 
 
in which the following variables are defined.  
E0 = kinetic energy before ship ram 
E1 = kinetic energy after ramming icebreaking 
E2 = propulsive thrust energy 
E3 = energy dissipation of ship–ice collision 
E4 = potential energy of ship slide–up on ice 
E5 = energy dissipation of ship-ice friction. 

 
E0 ~E5 are expressed as shown below.  
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In those equations, v0 represents the ship velocity before the ship ramming, v1 denotes the 
ship velocity after ramming icebreaking, W stands for ship displacement, g is the 
gravitational constant, T denotes the mean propulsive thrust during ship ramming, S 
expresses the penetration distance into the ice, I signifies the stem angle, and e is the 
coefficient of restitution of the ship–ice collision. Z1 represents the reduction of the average 
draft. Also, T1 is the change of trim angle during the ship ramming. P1 stands for the vertical 
force at the ship–ice collision surface. F expresses the friction force on the collision surface. 
Eq. (3) are substituted into Eq. (2), with the vertical ice force, P1, expressed by Eq. (4). 
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In those equations, q denotes the distance between the ship–ice collision point and the center 
of floatation,�E�is the cosine of the frame angle, fi is the coefficient of ship–ice friction, Aw 
represents the area of waterline, KML represents the height of longitudinal metacenter, U 
denotes the seawater density. The ice is broken by ship ramming when P1 is greater than the 
ice bearing force Pice. 
 
Modeling of ship ramming 
Failure mechanisms by ship ramming include the local and global failure of bending, 
crushing, splitting, and flaking. Because few data have been collected on the behavior of 
icebreaking during ship ramming, the mechanism of the failure in ship ram has not been 
understood precisely. The analysis of this paper relied upon the simple assumption that 
icebreaking by ship ram occurs by local crushing on the ice edge and the bending failure of 
the plate ice. A ship ramming scenario is idealized using the Vinogradov’s approach. The 
ship ramming scenario is portrayed in Fig. 8. The penetration distance is calculated as 
described below. 
 
– The ship strikes the ice edge with initial velocity v0, and slides up on the sea ice. 
– The ice edge is broken by ice crushing during ship slide–up, and ice downward force 

increases by the increase of the ice crushing area and ship slide–up.  
– Ice bending failure occurs when the ice downward force P1 exceeds the ice bearing force 

Pice. The ship velocity decreases vi (i = 1 ~ n) by the ship slide–up and ice failure.  
– The penetration distance Si is calculated by the distance between arrival (ice breaking) 

points of the present and preceding ram. The total penetration distance Stotal is calculated as 
the sum of each penetration distance Si (i = 1 ~ n). 

 
 



Bending failure of the plate ice occurs when the bending stress in the plate ice, Vb, increases 
as the ship advances and exceeds the flexural strength of the ice, Vf. Vb is calculated using 
fluid–structure interaction (FSI) in which the dynamic effect of fluid underneath the plate ice 
is included along with plate ice bending (Sawamura et al., 2008). Ice bending in various 
ship–ice conditions (e.g. ice edge angle, thickness, and ship speed) have been calculated 
using FSI. A database of the icebreaking force Pice and icebreaking length was prepared. In 
the ship ramming calculations for different ship–ice conditions, the icebreaking force and 
icebreaking length is obtainable from this database (Sawamura et al., 2009). The detailed 
description of the ship ram modeling are shown in Sawamura et al., 2020. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8 Ship ramming scenario. 
 
Calculation conditions 
The measured ship speed, thrust, and the ice thickness were used for ramming distance 
calculations. The maximum speed when the ship collides with the ice edge and the mean 
thrust during the ship ram was used as the input data for calculations. The ice thickness 
measured by the EM sensor at zero speed when the ship ramming has ended is used. The 
mechanical properties of sea ice were not measured in JARE 55. The flexural strength 
estimated using the empirical formula based on the brine volume of sea ice which were 
measured in JARE 51 (Dec. 2009 – Mar. 2010) was used. The coefficient of restitution 
obtained from the collision tests with pure ice block and ice sphere are available (Araoka and 
other, 1978). Young’s modulus, compression strength, and coefficient of friction of ice used 
in the model test of ship in level ice (Sawamura et al., 2017) are selected, because the flexural 
strength used in the motel test are similar values of those in JARE 51. The principal 
dimensions of the icebreaker Shirase II and the mechanical properties of the sea ice are 
presented respectively in Tables 1 and 5.  
 
Table 5 Mechanical properties of sea ice.  
Young’s modulus E 300 MPa 
Flexural strength VI� 0.5 MPa 
Compression strength Vc 0.7 MPa 
Coefficient of friction  0.1 
Coefficient of restitution  0.7 
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Comparison of penetration distance 
The calculated penetration distance of ship ramming were compared with measured ones. 
Fig. 9 portrays the measured penetration distance and measured sea ice thickness for Area 02. 
Fig. 10 shows the calculated penetration distance and measured sea ice thickness for Area 02. 
The measured penetration distance gradually increases with the decreasing the sea ice 
thickness. The calculated ones show stable penetration distance within 20 m during the ice 
thickness above 3 m. The calculated distance rapidly increases below 3 m. The calculation is 
significantly sensitive to the ice thickness. Table 6 shows the total, average and standard 
deviation of the penetration distance in Area 01 and Area 02. In the calculation, the more than 
10 times consecutive ice failure during one ship ram calculation assumes to be a continuous 
icebreaking. The iterative calculation of ship ramming is ended when 10 consecutive ice 
failures are continued, that is n equals 10 in Fig. 8. For that reason, the penetration distance 
obtained from 10 consecutive ice failures (continuous icebreaking) was excluded from the 
results of Table 6. 444 times ramming in Area 01 and 375 rams in Area 02 were used for the 
calculations of the penetration distance of Table 6. The calculated total and average 
penetration distance in Area 01 (in heavy ice conditions) moderately agrees with the 
measured values. The standard deviation of the calculation in Area 01 is larger than that of 
measured one. The calculated penetration distance in Area 01 fluctuates more than that of the 
measured one. The calculated total and average penetration distance in Area 02 (in light ice 
conditions) are less than the measured values. The standard deviation of the calculation in 
Area 02 are smaller than those of measured one. The calculated penetration distance in Area 
02 was more stable than the measured one. 
 
Table 6 Measured and calculated penetration distance.  
 Measured [m] Calculated [m] 
Area 01 
(444 rams) 

Total  3663 3516 
Avg.  8.268 7.936 
SD  5.385 9.104 

Area 02 
(375 rams) 

Total  6484 5250 
Avg.  17.38 14.04 
SD  7.51 6.67 

 

 
Fig. 9 Measured penetration distance and ice thickness on Jan.1 and 4, 2014 (Area 02).  
 

 
Fig. 10 Calculated penetration distance and ice thickness on Jan.1 and 4, 2014 (Area 02).  
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The penetration distance is strongly affected by the snow and water flushing. The snow 
thickness negatively affects the penetration distance. Water flushing elongates the ramming 
distance. The measured penetration distance in Area 01 includes both effect of snow 
thickness and water flashing. Ice melted ponds were frequently distributed in Area 02. The 
ice melted water reduces the friction between hull and ice, and elongates the penetration 
distance. The calculations did not include effects of snow, water flushing and ice melted 
water. Additionally, in the calculations, the ice thickness and the mechanical properties of sea 
ice were assumed to be constant. Only local ice crushing and bending failure are included as 
the icebreaking phenomena of the ship ramming. The propeller–ice interactions occurs 
normally in actual ship ramming, which reduces the propeller thrust. The flexural response of 
the ship longitudinal hull during the ship–ice conditions and slide–up on the ice consumes the 
kinematic energy of the ship, which reduces the penetration distance. Those problems are 
anticipated as reasons for the discrepancy between the calculated and measured values. They 
must be investigated and include in the calculation.  
 
4. Conclusion 
 This paper described the distributions of ice thickness and ship motion when the Japanese 
icebreaker Shirase II rams in multi–year ice. The relation between ship response and ice 
thickness were analyzed. The maximum pitch angles during ship ram proportionally increase 
with the sea ice thickness. The penetration distance rapidly increases less than the ice 
thickness 4 m. The strong correlation between the ice thickness and the penetration distance 
were shown. These relations between ice thickness and the ship responses have possibility 
that the ship response to the icebreaking can estimate the ice conditions along the ship route. 
The calculation method to predict the penetration distance of ship ramming in multi–year ice 
is proposed. The calculated penetration distance is compared with measured ones. The 
calculated distance in the heavy ice conditions moderately agreed with the measured ones, 
but in the light ice condition showed less penetration distance. The penetration distance 
during ship ramming is affected from the sea ice conditions (snow thickness, ice melted water 
and ice strength) and the ship operational conditions (water flushing, steering and cargo 
conditions) The ice breaking criterion, propeller–ice interactions and ship flexural response 
also affect the penetration distance. Those effects must be included in calculations. 
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Winter navigation in the North Sea is expanding with respect to vessel size and traffic 
volume. Icebreakers create routes for ice-going vessels by breaking the level ice cover. 
Repeated vessel passages in the fairways and harbors initiate the formation of brash ice. The 
brash ice has the ability to refreeze quickly. In the current work, a field study was conducted 
on a refrozen brash ice ship channel located in Marjaniemi harbor in Bay of Bothnia. Aim of 
this study is to evaluate the structure and the strength of ice in the fully refrozen ship channel. 
Ship channel geometry, ice temperature and salinity were assessed in the field. The ice 
thickness was in average 45 cm covered by a snow layer with an average of 20 cm. The 
temperature profiles showed approximately -15ᴼC at the ice surface and close to 0ᴼC in the 
depths above 10 cm. Salinity varied from 0 to 1.5 ppt. Ice texture, density and compressive 
strength of refrozen brash ice were measured in the laboratory on 200 mm diameter cores. 
The behavior of refrozen brash ice with random ice texture was more ductile and stronger in 
uniaxial compression compared to the adjacent level ice.  
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1. Introduction 
Bay of Bothnia located in the northern basin of Gulf of Bothnia is subjected to sea ice 
formation during winter season. The ice layer reaches its maximum thickness from February 
till early March (Kujala and Arughadhoss, 2012). Navigation in fairways and harbors break 
and erode the initial ice layer into ice pieces known as brash ice. Accumulation and growth of 
brash ice in frequently navigated channels occur faster than the growth of undisturbed ice 
layer. Heavy brash ice accumulation makes the navigation harder and unsafe (Mellor, 1980). 
 
After each vessel passage the cold brash ice pieces submerges in the warmer water that 
causes heat loss and subsequently ice growth (Sandkvist, 1980). The brash ice regain strength 
between two vessel passages due to refreezing process. Thus, when a ship channel is 
subjected to very low temperatures for a long time, the full consolidation of the brash ice can 
occur and its breaking becomes harder (Greisman, 1981). The sailing resistance in a brash ice 
channel was found to be proportional with the brash ice thickness (Kitazawa and Ettema, 
1985). Field measurements from a brash ice channel located in Bay of Bothnia, Luleå coast 
conducted by (Sandkvist, 1986) showed that the thickness of brash ice after 33 ship passages 
was 2.5 m.  
 
The physical and mechanical properties of the refrozen brash ice are not well known and their 
study can give insight in the history of brash ice development. The detailed evaluation of 
properties and behavior of brash ice are necessary to develop accurate models (Riska et al., 
2019). On the other hand, accurate models can assist the establishment of ice management 
strategies in ports and fairways (Bridges et al., 2020). The current work present results 
obtained from specimens sampled in a refrozen ship channel in Bay of Bothnia. The term 
refrozen ship channel refers to a brash ice filled channel that was consolidated prior to 
sampling due to navigation ban. The aim of this study was to characterize the physical and 
the mechanical properties of refrozen brash ice from the material perspective and compare 
these properties with the adjacent level ice. The investigation of refrozen brash ice properties 
can give a better understanding for brash ice formation and accumulation in the ship 
channels. 
 
 
2. Measurements 
 
2.1 Field measurements 
Fully consolidated brash ice and sea level ice located at Marjaniemi Harbor in Bay of Bothnia 
were investigated during February 2019. Nine ice cores with 200 mm diameter were drilled 
along the consolidated ship track and seven cores were drilled along adjacent level ice. The 
distance between measuring points was 2 m. The top part of ice cores and the position in the 
profile were marked and the ice cores were placed in plastic bags and were transported 
quickly from the field to a freeze box. The samples were stored in -20ᴼC until laboratory tests 
were conducted in December 2019. The thickness and structure of the channel was measured 
by mechanical drilling with a 50 mm auger. A measuring stick with a horizontal protrusion at 
one end was used to measure the ice thickness in each hole and the gaps between the ice 
blocks. Vertical ice salinity and ice temperature profiles were measured at 2 points along the 
measured channel cross-section. Measurements of ice salinity and temperature profiles were 
done on 70 mm ice cores. For salinity measurements, the ice core was cut into 5 cm thick 
slices, stored in plastic bags and melted in room temperature. Mettler Toledo pH meter 
apparatus was used to measure the salinity of the melted sea ice based on conductive 
properties of the dissociated salts in water. 



2.2 Laboratory tests  
Ice cores were stored for 10 months in the laboratory at -20ᴼC, until the sample preparation 
was conducted. Unconfined compressive strength was measured for 26 samples of refrozen 
brash ice and for 20 sample of level ice.  The ice cores were removed from the freezing box 2 
hours before the sample preparation started and were stored during this time in a refrigerator 
room that maintained a constant temperature of -10ᴼC. Cylinders with an approximate 
diameter of 70 mm and height of 170 mm were drilled horizontally along the 200 mm ice 
cores. The depth of sampling was determined for each cylinder. Specimens were sawed to 
level the surface and were smoothed with fine sandpaper to reduce the radial restraint that can 
be caused from the steel plates applied at the top and bottom of the ice samples during 
compressive tests. Diameter, height and weight of samples were measured to determine the 
ice density. Thin slices were cut using a band saw from the cores to study the ice texture. Ice 
slices were stored in the refrigerator for one day in order to achieve clearer texture results. 
Pictures of ice texture were recorded under crossed polarized light. The test set up for the 
unconfined uniaxial compression and calibration of system deformation for different load 
levels are shown in Figure 1 and were described in details by (Bonath et al., 2019). During 
the compression tests, the temperature of the ice samples varied from -6ᴼC to a minimum of -
13ᴼC. The ice samples where compressed at strain rates from 10-1 to 10-4 s-1. After the 
horizontal uniaxial compression tests, specimens were stored in plastic bags and melted in the 
room temperature. Salinity measurement were done for each sample. The total porosity was 
calculated as the sum of air and brine relative volume (Cox and Weeks, 1983).  The brine, 
pure ice and solid content were expressed as a function of temperature valid for temperatures 
within the range of -2ᴼC to -22.9ᴼC. The relative brine volume was computed as the ratio 
between the measured sea ice density and salinity with the empirical temperature function 
and the relative air volume were computed as the difference of the total sea ice bulk fraction 
with brine, ice and solid salt relative volumes.  
 
 
3. Results and discussion  
 
3.1 Properties and texture of sea ice 
The sea ice salinity measured in field was relatively low, between 0 and 1.5 ppt (Figure 2). 
One reason is that the Bay of Bothnia generally consists of brackish water with low salinity 
that varies within the range of 2.5 to 4.5 ppt (Marmefelt and Omstedt, 1992). Despite that, a 
high amount of snow ice was observed on top of the ice cover contributing to sea ice with 
low salinity. Salinity measured in the laboratory after samples were stored for 10 months 
were even lower between 0 to 0.7 ppt. The observed difference indicated a brine loss due to 
brine drainage. Possibly occurred in the field due to physical transportation of the cores from 
the sampling area to the freezing box where samples were stored. The distance was 
approximately 500 m. Brine drainage does not change the total porosity of the sea ice but 
affects it by increasing the air volume and decreasing the brine volume. No significant 
correlation was observed between the salinity and the depth. The ice temperature was 
generally close to zero, due to a warm period with air temperatures constantly above zero 
during the week before the measurements. The air temperature during sampling was 
approximately -15°C, thus the uppermost ice layer had the ice temperatures colder than 0°C, 
Figure 2. 
 
Refrozen brash ice (RBI) and level ice (LI) texture was investigated by recording images of 
thin ice sections under cross-polarized light. In both studied sea ice types RBI and LI, it was 
observed a mixed ice structure of granular and columnar ice. Figure 3 shows representative 



images of horizontal and vertical profiles for both refrozen brash ice and level ice. The 
microstructure of 8 RBI cores were investigated from the 9 cores sampled in total. Two 
different types of mixed ice were noticed in the RBI samples. The first type contained mainly 
randomly orientated fragments of columnar ice crystals with sizes varying from 1 up to 10 
cm, mixed with granular crystals of sizes smaller than 1 cm. The second type of the observed 
ice mainly contained granular ice crystals of sizes smaller than 1 cm mixed with some 
crystals bigger than 1 cm. The second type containing mainly granular crystals was recorded 
in five from the 8 cores investigated while in the three other cores both microstructure types 
were observed. The high amount of granular ice maybe subjected to snow ice imply the 
possibility of the RBI thicknesses increase due to snowfall. The hypothesis that a significant 
increase in RBI thickness occurs due to snowfall agitation with brash ice during vessel 
passages should be further investigated. In addition, the snow-ice effect in the brine change 
due to agitation and refreezing process in channels should be further studied. Six cores of LI 
were observed under cross-polarized light. Level ice contained vertically orientated crystals 
of columnar ice that were interrupted from possible frazil ice entrapped beneath the ice cover. 
In all six cores investigated, the frazil ice layers were present. Columnar ice regrowth 
occurred after these interruptions. Based on the level ice and ridges texture classification 
presented elsewhere (Bonath et al., 2019) the refrozen brash ice can be classified as IIIB1 and 
IIIB2 ice types that are described respectively as refrozen ice fragments containing small and 
big random crystals. Grain size of ice crystal for refrozen brash ice and level ice in the 
horizontal direction of viewing varied from few mm up to 10 cm. (Bridges et al., 2019) 
recently recorded the microstructure of the laboratory produced refrozen brash ice. The 
crystals had random orientation and size variation.  
 
 
3.2 Uniaxial compression and stress strain curves 
Deformation history of compression test and crack propagation within ice samples were 
observed to have a high impact on the maximum strength (Sinha, 1982). The loading history 
during uniaxial compression test was studied and representative stress-strain curves are 
presented in Figure 4. Refrozen brash ice and level ice showed a brittle behavior at high 
strain rates equal to 10-2s-1. Brittle behavior could be related to the immediate loss of the 
loading capacity after reaching the maximum compressive strength (Moslet, 2007). The level 
ice showed both brittle and ductile behaviors for strain rates equal to 10-3 and 10-4 s-1. Ductile 
behavior can be described as the ability of ice to bear the load after the maximum strength is 
achieved and was observed in the stress-strain curves as the softening branch occurring after 
the maximum compressive strength. The refrozen brash ice showed a ductile behavior for 
strain rates of 10-4 s-1 and 10-3s-1. In addition, a clear transition zone between brittle and 
ductile behavior was present. The studied RBI samples showed a ductile behavior in a bigger 
number of samples compare to level ice. The intrinsic properties of ice like the grain size, 
temperature and porosity could affect the behavior variation of LI and RBI samples. Earlier 
study indicated that the ice fracture under the uniaxial compression was affected by the stress 
state at the ice-platen interface (Schulson et al., 1989). In the current work to reduce this 
effect, the ice surface was smoothened. The splitting failure was common for all the samples 
with brittle behavior leading to a uniform internal damage. In the case of the ductile failure, 
the cracking nucleated and scattered to random sites in the sample leading to a failure without 
splitting. The uniaxial compression strength results for different loading rates and the 
standard deviation are presented in Table 1. The average compressive strength for 16 LI 
samples was 4.05 MPa. The refrozen brash ice had an average compressive strength of 5.04 
MPa for 23 samples. Three samples of refrozen brash ice and for samples of level ice were 
not evaluated due to possible measurement errors. The uniaxial compression in the horizontal 



loading direction showed higher average strength values for the refrozen brash ice with 
granular and randomly oriented columnar grains compare to the level ice. Earlier studies by 
(Schulson, 1990) showed that decreasing the strain rate up to 10-3s-1, the grain size and the 
temperature tended to increase the maximum compressive strength for fresh water granular 
ice with a brittle behavior. The compressive strength of the sea ice decreased with decreasing 
the strain rate below 10-3s-1 (Timco and Frederking, 1990). In the present work, the same 
trend was observed for RBI samples that had higher ultimate compressive strength for strain 
rate equal to 10-3s-1 and a lower ultimate compressive strength for higher and lower strain 
rates, Table 1 and Figure 4. On the other hand, the LI samples had a higher compressive 
strength for strain rates equal to 10-4s-1. A possible explanation could be that the number of 
samples tested is small for a representative stress-stain rate trend.    
 
Another engineering property of ice that is very commonly determined from the stress-strain 
curves is the elastic modulus that was determined by dividing the maximum compressive 
strength by the corresponding measured strain. Both level ice and refrozen brash ice showed 
an increase in modulus of elasticity at higher strain rate, 10-2s-1. Others observed similar 
trends (Sinha, 1982). 
 
 
3.3 Compressive strength vs physical properties  
Ice physical properties have a major influence on the compressive strength. (Shafrova and 
Høyland, 2008) studied the compressive strength of ridges and level ice and their results for 
the level ice showed that the compressive strength increase with depth. The strongest ice 
layer was in the bottom of the ice cover. Independently of the applied strain rate the 
compressive strength of level ice sheet tended to increase with depth due to lower salinity in 
the bottom part (Timco and Frederking, 1990). Recently the compressive strength for 
laboratory grown refrozen brash ice was reported to be higher in the top layer compare to the 
bottom layer (Bridges et al., 2019). The variation of uniaxial compressive strength of 
refrozen brash ice and level ice with depth and different strain rates is shown in Figure 5. The 
compressive strength appeared to be higher for samples taken from depths between 15 and 40 
cm. In the present case, the compressive strength was probably lower in the top due to snow 
ice presence.  
 
No clear dependency between the ice porosity and the depth was observed in any of the ice 
types in this study, Figure 5. All the samples of the refrozen brash ice taken from the depth 
between 15 and 40 cm had very low porosity. Similar trends were observed in the case of the 
level ice. The calculated average density of the studied level ice samples was 0.893 g/cm3 and 
for the refrozen brash ice was 0.897 g/cm3. The refrozen brash ice samples had a higher 
slightly calculated average density. Average porosity, average density and density standard 
deviations for a certain number of samples are shown in Table 1. The relation of maximum 
compressive strength with total porosity, air and brine relative volume is shown in Figure 6. 
The total porosity was computed as the sum of brine and air relative volume (Cox and 
Weeks, 1983). The results showed that the effect of those parameters on the measured 
compressive strength were in the same trend as the results presented by others (eg, Moslet, 
2007; Shafrova and Høyland, 2008; Timco and Frederking, 1990), where the sea ice 
compressive strength increased with decreasing porosity. In the current work, the brine 
volume did not had the main influence in the total porosity. The air volume was the main 
contributor to the total porosity of refrozen brash and level ice, Table 1. The correlation 
between the maximum strength and the total porosity was evaluated by using the equation 1 
for the horizontal loading direction (Moslet, 2007). Equation 2 was used previously to 



evaluate the compression strength of granular ice for strain rate equal to10-3s-1 (Timco and 
Frederking, 1990):  
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A and B are empirical coefficients. (Timco and Frederking, 1990) described B as the total ice 
porosity that causes the ice maximum strength to approach zero. For the granular ice, B was 
0.28 and for columnar ice, B was held constant at 0.7 (Moslet, 2007). Coefficient A was 
introduced as a constant that depends on loading direction and ice temperature (Bonath et al., 
2019). Fitting curves for the maximum compressive strength for the refrozen brash ice and 
level ice are shown in Figure 7. The maximum compressive strength of ice samples decreased 
with increasing the total porosity. On the present fitting curves for level ice the best fit had an 
A equal to 8 and for the refrozen brash ice the best fit had an A equal to 12.5.  
 
 
4. Conclusions  
Refrozen brash ice and level ice properties were studied for cores sampled during winter 
2019 in Marjaniemi harbor in Bay of Bothnia. Horizontal uniaxial compression were 
evaluated for 23 samples of RBI and 16 samples of LI. Sea ice density was computed from 
the mass - volume method. Total porosity was computed as the sum of brine and air relative e 
volume. Sea ice texture was assessed from pictures of ice yielded under cross-polarized light. 
  
1. Two types of microstructure were recorded in refrozen brash ice samples. The first type 
with higher amount of big randomly orientated crystals was in a smaller proportion compare 
to the second type with a higher amount of small random crystals. Level ice microstructure 
contained mainly elongated ice crystals with a vertical crystal growth. RBI structures were 
similar to the IIIB1 and IIIB2 ice structures observed by (Bonath et al., 2019).  
 
2. Refrozen brash ice samples were stronger in horizontal direction compare to the adjacent 
level ice and showed a higher ductility than level ice. LI maximum compressive strength 
increased with decreasing strain rate. RBI maximum compressive strength was higher for 
strain rates of 10-3s-1, where the transition from brittle to ductile occurred. Both ice types 
exhibit a brittle behavior in strain rates equal to 10-2s-1. Refrozen brash ice samples showed 
only ductile behavior for strain rates equal to 10-3s-1. Level ice for strain rates from 10-3 to 10-

4s-1 showed both brittle and ductile behavior. 
 
3. For both level ice and refrozen brash ice sampled in Bay of Bothnia the maximum 
compression strength decreased with increasing porosity. Brine volume was very low and its 
influence in total porosity and maximum strength was probably lower than air volume.    
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Table 1. Summary of test results for refrozen brash ice and level ice under different strain 
rates, number of samples tested, avarage maximum compressive strength, standard deviation 
for the maximum compressive strength, avarage measured salinity, avarage relative air and 
brine volume, total porosity, avarage ice density and the standard deviation for the ice 
density. 

Nr.Samples Strain 
Rate (s-1) 

σmax 
(Mpa) 

σstd 
(Mpa) 

S 
(ppt) 

νa  
(-) 

νb 
   (-) 

νt 
   (-) 

ρavg 
(g/cm³)  

ρstd 

(g/cm³) 

RBI 
4 1.1·10-2 4.89 1.26 0.35 0.008 0.002 0.010 0.912 0.004 
4 1.1·10-3 6.29 0.67 0.37 0.037 0.002 0.039 0.884 0.019 
5 1.1·10-4 4.16 1.61 0.36 0.010 0.019 0.012 0.910 0.006 

LI 
3 5.3·10-2 2.90 0.71 0.39 0.048 0.002 0.050 0.874 0.084 
3 1.1·10-3 4.47 1.19 0.26 0.034 0.001 0.035 0.888 0.020 
3 5.3·10-4 5.09 0.74 0.32 0.023 0.002 0.025 0.897 0.013 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Unconfined uniaxial test set up and deformation calibration curve.  
 
 

 
Figure 2. Salinity and temperature profile for refrozen brash ice sampled at two different 
positions.    



 
              Vertical section, RBI                              Horizontal section, RBI 

 
               Vertical section, LI                                Horizontal section, LI 
Figure 3. Texture of refrozen brash ice (RBI) and level ice (LI) observed under cross-
polarized light in vertical and horizontal direction. Appeared scale represents a 
microstructure equal to 6x6 cm. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 4. Stress-strain curves for the refrozen brash ice (RBI) and level ice (LI) in different 
strain rates and sampled in different depths in cm, indicated from numbers in the legends, i.e 
RBI10 was refrozen brash ice specimen sampled in the depth of 10 cm. 
 



 
Figure 5.  Maximum compressive strength and total porosity variation of refrozen brash ice 
and level ice with the depth.  
 
 

 
Figure 6. Compressive strength vs total porosity, relative brine volume and relative air 
volume for refrozen brash ice and level ice. 
 
 

 
Figure 7. Maximum compressive strength presented as function of total porosity. 
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LQWHQGHG WR RSHUDWH LQ WKH DUFWLF UHJLRQ� 7KH 6(0, ZDV GHVLJQHG WR EH DEOH WR RSHUDWH LQ RSHQ
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SURYLGH D VWDWLRQ�NHHSLQJ FDSDFLW\ DJDLQVW ZDYH ORDG DQG LFH ORDG� 7KH 6(0, ZDV DOVR
GHVLJQHG WR KDYH WKH VWDWLRQ�NHHSLQJ FDSDFLW\ LQ ��� PHWHU WKLFN OHYHO LFH DV VXUYLYDO
FRQGLWLRQ� 7KH DQDO\VLV VKRZV WKDW WKH 6(0, ZLWK LQFOLQHG FROXPQV LV DEOH WR RSHUDWH LQ WKH
DUFWLF ZDYH FRQGLWLRQ DQG LFH FRQGLWLRQ�

�� ,QWURGXFWLRQ
$FFRUGLQJ WR WKH 86 1DWLRQDO 3HWUROHXP &RXQFLO �13&� LQYHVWLJDWLRQ� WKH $UFWLF KDV DERXW
��� RI XQGLVFRYHUHG UHVHUYHV RI ZRUOG RLO DQG JDV ������� 7KH 13& VWXG\ VKRZV WKDW WKH
JOREDO $UFWLF KDV ��� %%2( RI UHVRXUFH SRWHQWLDO ZLWK ��� ���� %%2(� H[SHFWHG WR EH JDV�
$QG JOREDOO\� ��� ���� %%2(� RI WKH $UFWLF UHVRXUFH SRWHQWLDO LV H[SHFWHG WR EH RIIVKRUH�
:LWK WKH LQFUHDVLQJ RI WKH JOREDO GHPDQGV DQG OLPLWHG XQGLVFRYHUHG FRQYHQWLRQDO UHVHUYRLU�
GHYHORSPHQW RI WKH $UFWLF ZLOO EH DQ LQHYLWDEOH RSWLRQ IRU WKH KXPDQ EHLQJ WR PHHW WKH QHHGV
DOWKRXJK WKH SURFHVV KDV EHHQ SRVWSRQHG E\ WKH ERRP RI VKDOH RLO DQG JDV�

7HFKQLFDOO\ VSHDNLQJ H[SORUDWLRQ RI WKH DUFWLF RIIVKRUH RLO DQG JDV LV QRW DQ LPSRVVLEOH
PLVVLRQ� ,Q WKH %HDXIRUW 6HD RYHU ��� ZHOOV ZHUH GULOOHG IURP WKH ����V WR HDUO\ ����V� >*�:�
7LPFR DQG 5� )UHGHUNLQJ� ����@� 6HYHUDO GLIIHUHQW DSSURDFKHV� LQFOXGLQJ WKH IORDWLQJ

��WK ,$+5 ,QWHUQDWLRQDO 6\PSRVLXP RQ ,FH
7URQGKHLP� 1RUZD\ 1RY �� WR ��� ����



GULOOVKLSV� FRQLFDO IORDWLQJ GULOO SODWIRUP� FDLVVRQ VWUXFWXUHV� KDG EHHQ XVHG IRU RLO H[SORUDWLRQ�
$IWHU ����� VHYHUDO DUFWLF GULOOLQJ DFWLYLWLHV ZHUH FDUULHG RXW LQ WKH 5XVVLDQ RIIVKRUH ILOHG DQG
86 &KXNFKL VHD� 6HYHUDO VHPL�VXEPHUVLEOH GULOOLQJ ULJV KDYH EHHQ VHOHFWHG E\ WKH RSHUDWRUV
WR GULOO WKH ZHOOV� ([[RQ0RELO FRQWUDFWHG WKH :HVW $OSKD VHPL�VXEPHUVLEOH ULJ WR GULOO LQ WKH
.DUD VHD IRU WKH (DVW 3ULQRYR]HPHOVN\��ZHOO >([[RQ� ����@� 6KHOO XVHG 3RODU 3LRQHHU WR GULOO
LQ WKH &KXNFKL VHD�>6KHOO 7HUPLQDWHV &RQWUDFW IRU 3RODU 3LRQHHU 'ULOOLQJ 5LJ� ����@ *D]SURP
1HIW XVHG 1DQKDL�9,,, DQG 1DQKDL�,; WR GULOO LQ /HQLQJUDGVNR\H ILHOG� 1\DUPH\VNR\H ILHOG
DQG 6NXUDWRYVNR\H ILHOG RI .DUD VHD� $QG GLVFRYHUHG WZR PDMRU GLVFRYHULHV� 'LQNRY DQG
1\DUPH\VNR\�>.HYLQ +HZLWW� 7(.1$ &RQIHUHQFH� ����@
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)LJXUH � 6HPL�VXEPHUVLEOH GULOOLQJ SODWIRUPV XVHG IRU $UFWLF RIIVKRUH GULOOLQJ RSHUDWLRQV
DIWHU ����

,W VKRXOG EH PHQWLRQHG WKDW DOO WKRVH VHPL�VXEPHUVLEOHV FRQWUDFWHG WR GULOO LQ WKH $UFWLF ZHUH
RUGLQDU\ ULJV MXVW ZLWK ZLQWHUL]HG XSJUDGDWLRQ DQG VWUXFWXUDO VWUHQJWKHQ PRGLILFDWLRQ� 7KHVH
GULOO ULJV ZHUH RQO\ DEOH WR RSHUDWH LQ WKH RSHQ ZDWHU VHDVRQ DW WKH ILOHG� 7KH WRWDO ZHOO FRVWV
ZHUH KLJKO\ DIIHFWHG E\ WKH OHQJWK RI WKH GULOOLQJ VHDVRQ �,I D GULOOLQJ FDPSDLJQ FDQ QRW EH
DFFRPSOLVKHG LQ RQH VHDVRQ� WKH PRELOL]DWLRQ� VWDUW�XS DQG DEDQGRQPHQW FRVW ZLOO DOO DGG WR
WKH FRVW RI WKH ZHOO�V��>/L =KRX� %LDR 6X� .DM 5LVND� 7RUJHLU 0RDQ� ����@ 7KHUHIRUH�
H[WHQGLQJ WKH GULOOLQJ ZLQGRZ E\ HQKDQFLQJ WKH GULOO ULJ FDSDFLW\ LV D NH\ IDFWRU WR PDNH
PRUH DUFWLF RIIVKRUH H[SORUDWLRQ HFRQRPLFDOO\ DSSOLFDEOH�

$ODLQ :DVVLQN DQG 5HPFR YDQ GHU /LVW ������ LQGLFDWHG WKDW LQ RUGHU WR UHGXFH WKH GULOOLQJ
FRVW� WKH ULJ LV QHHGHG WR EH DEOH WR ZRUN LQ VHD LFH FRQGLWLRQV� 7KLV FRXOG HQDEOH DQ HDUOLHU
VWDUW RI WKH RSHUDWLRQ DV WKH ULJ FDQ EH WRZHG LQ ZKHQ WKH VHD LFH LV GHWHULRUDWLQJ� 7KH ULJ FDQ
FRQWLQXH WR ZRUN LQ DXWXPQ ZKHQ WKH VHD LFH LV IRUPLQJ� 7KDW ZLOO IXUWKHU H[WHQG WKH
RSHUDWLRQ SHULRG LQWR DXWXPQ RU HYHQ HDUO\ ZLQWHU�



,Q RUGHU WR ZRUN LQ VHD LFH FRQGLWLRQV� WKH 6(0, VXEPHUVLEOH GULOO ULJ VKRXOG EH GHVLJQHG ZLWK
LFH UHVLVWDQW FDSDFLW\� 7KH LFH UHVLVWDQW FDSDFLW\ LV FRPSRVHG RI DW OHDVW WKH IROORZLQJ IHDWXUHV�

z 7KH 6(0, QHHGV WR PHHW WKH VWDWLRQ NHHSLQJ UHTXHVW LQ PRYLQJ LFH�
z 7KH KXOO KDV HQRXJK VWUHQJWK XQGHU WKH PRYLQJ LFH DFWLRQ�
z 7KH ULVHUV VKRXOG EH NHSW DZD\ IURP GLUHFW OHYHO LFH DFWLRQ� DQG VKRXOG EH DEOH WR

ZRUN LQ WKH EURNHQ LFH IORHV�
z 7KH VWDWLRQ�NHHSLQJ V\VWHP VKRXOG EH DEOH WR ZRUN LQ WKH PRYLQJ LFH�

,Q WKLV SDSHU� D QHZ LFH UHVLVWDQW GULOOLQJ 6(0, FRQFHSW ZDV SUHVHQWHG DQG WKH VWDWLRQ�NHHSLQJ
FDSDFLW\ RI WKH 6(0, ZDV YHULILHG DJDLQVW WKH LFH ORDG LQ WKH H[WHQGHG VHDVRQ DQG GHVLJQ
ZDYH ORDG LQ WKH VXPPHU�

�� *OREDO SHUIRUPDQFH UHTXLUHPHQW RI WKH QHZ DUFWLF GULOOLQJ 6(0, FRQFHSW

7KH RIIVHW RI WKH 6(0, VXEPHUVLEOH LV RQH RI WKH PRVW FRQFHUQHG IDFWRUV IRU WKH GULOOLQJ ULJV
GHVLJQ� $Q RIIVHW H[FHHGLQJ OLPLW YDOXH ZLOO FUHDWH D ODUJH WLOW DQJHO RQ WKH GULOOLQJ ULVHU�
ZKLFK FDQ FDXVH IDLOXUH RI WKH ULVHU� 7\SLFDOO\ �� DQG ��� RI WKH ZDWHU GHSWK KDG EHHQ XVHG
DV WKH OLPLW RIIVHW LQ WKH RSHUDWLRQDO DQG H[WUHPH ZDYH FRQGLWLRQ >$ODLQ :DVVLQN DQG 5HPFR
YDQ GHU /LVW� ����@� 7KXV LQ WKH VKDOORZ ZDWHU� WKH RIIVHW OLPLW SURSRVHG D FKDOOHQJH IRU WKH
IORDWLQJ GULOOLQJ V\VWHP� )RU WKH ULJ LQWHQGHG WR EH XVHG LQ WKH H[WHQGHG LFH VHDVRQ� WKH VDPH
RIIVHW OLPLW FDQ EH VHW IRU WKH RSHUDWLRQDO DQG H[WUHPH LFH FRQGLWLRQ� ,Q WKLV SDSHU� D GULOOLQJ
VLWH RI �� P ZDWHU GHSWK LV FRQVLGHUHG WR YHULI\ WKH IHDVLELOLW\ RI DQ DUFWLF GULOOLQJ 6(0,� 7KH
OHYHO LFH � P DQG ��� P WKLFN ZHUH GHILQHG DV WKH RSHUDWLRQDO DQG H[WUHPH LFH FRQGLWLRQ�
(QYLURQPHQWDO SDUDPHWHUV IRU WKH RSHUDWLRQDO DQG H[WUHPH FRQGLWLRQ LQ ZDYH DQG LFH ZHUH
GHILQHG LQ 7DEOH ��

7DEOH � (QYLURQPHQWDO SDUDPHWHUV IRU WKH DUFWLF RSHUDWLRQ DQG H[WUHPH FRQGLWLRQ

3DUDPHWHUV 2SHUDWLQJ ([WUHPH
:DWHU GHSWK >P@ �� ��
:DYH +HLJKW +V >P@ � �
:DYH SHULRG 7S >V@ ���� ��
*DPD ��� ���
:LQG >P�V@ ���� ��
6XUIDFH FXUUHQW >P�V@ ���� ���
'HSWK DYHUDJH FXUUHQW >P�V@ ���� ���
,FH WKLFNQHVV >P@ � ���

�� 7KH QHZ LFH UHVLVWDQW GULOOLQJ 6(0, FRQFHSW

7KH QHZ 6(0, VXEPHUVLEOH ZDV D KXOO VWUXFWXUH ZLWK � FROXPQV DQG � SRQWRRQV� $ VNHWFK RI
WKH QHZ LFH UHVLVWDQW 6(0, VXEPHUVLEOH FRQFHSW ZDV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH � 6NHWFK RI WKH LFH
UHVLVWDQW 6(0, VXEPHUVLEOH GULOOLQJ ULJ��



)LJXUH � 6NHWFK RI WKH LFH UHVLVWDQW 6(0, VXEPHUVLEOH GULOOLQJ ULJ�

7R PLWLJDWH WKH LFH ORDG RQ WKH GULOO ULJ� WKH FROXPQV ZHUH GHVLJQHG ZLWK DQ LQFOLQHG VHFWLRQ
RYHU WKH YHUWLFDO VHFWLRQ DV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH �� :KHQ GULOOLQJ LQ WKH LFH� WKH GUDIW ZLOO EH
ORZHUHG WR WKH LQFOLQHG FROXPQ HOHYDWLRQ� 7KH PRYLQJ LFH ZLOO DFW RQ D VORSHG VXUIDFH� ZKLFK
ZLOO IRUFH WKH LFH WR IDLO LQ EHQGLQJ DQG UHGXFH WKH JOREDO LFH ORDG RQ WKH ULJ� :KHQ GULOOLQJ LQ
WKH RSHQ ZDWHU� WKH ULJ ZLOO EH GH�EDOODVWHG DQG FKDQJH WKH GUDIW WR WKH YHUWLFDO FROXPQ
HOHYDWLRQ� ZKLFK ZLOO LPSURYH WKH JOREDO SHUIRUPDQFH RI WKH 6(0,� ,W VKRXOG EH PHQWLRQHG
WKDW WKH FROXPQV DUH LQFOLQHG WRZDUGV FHQWHU RI WKH GHFN� 7KH � FROXPQV DW WKH ERZ DQG VWHUQ
KDYH D WLOW DQJOH ERWK DW WKH ; �ERZ� DQG < �VWDUERDUG� GLUHFWLRQ� 7KH RWKHU � FROXPQV RQO\
KDYH WKH WLOH DQJOH DW ; GLUHFWLRQ� 7KDW DOORZV WKH LFH IURP HYHU\ GLUHFWLRQ WR DFW RQ D VORSHG
VXUIDFH RI WKH KXOO�
0RRULQJ V\VWHP RI WKH SODWIRUP LV FRPSRVHG E\ � JURXSV RI DQFKRU FKDLQV� )RU IORDWLQJ
VWUXFWXUHV LQ LFH FRYHUHG VHD� WKH VHD LFH PD\ FDXVH DEUDVLRQ RI WKH PRRULQJ FKDLQ LI LFH
GLUHFWO\ DFWV RQ LW� 7KH LFH IORH PD\ DOVR DIIHFW RSHUDWLRQ RI WKH DQFKRU FKDLQ� 7KHUHIRUH� LW
ZDV VXJJHVWHG WKDW WKH PRRULQJ FKDLQ VKRXOG EH SURWHFWHG IURP GLUHFW LFH DFWLRQ� $ VWHHO SODWH
FRYHU ZDV SURSRVHG WR EH XVHG DV D PRRULQJ OLQH SURWHFWRU DJDLQVW WKH LFH DFWLRQ DV VKRZQ LQ
)LJXUH �� %HVLGHV WKH PRRULQJ OLQHV� GULOOLQJ ULVHU LV DOVR IUDJLOH WR WKH LFH DFWLRQ� ,W ZDV
VXJJHVWHG WKDW WKH GULOOLQJ ULVHU VKRXOG EH SURWHFWHG IURP OHYHO LFH DQG ODUJH LFH IORH DFWLRQ DV
ZHOO� )LJXUH � DOVR VKRZV D ULVHU SURWHFWLRQ IHQFH IRU WKH DUFWLF GULOOLQJ SODWIRUP IRU WKLV
SURSRVH� 7KH ULVHU SURWHFWLRQ IHQFH ZDV FRPSRVHG E\ KRUL]RQWDO EHDPV EHORZ WKH PRRQ SRRO
DUHD EHWZHHQ WKH SRQWRRQ SDLUV LQ WKH PLGGOH RI WKH ULJ� 7KH KRUL]RQWDO EHDPV ZDV
VWUHQJWKHQHG E\ WKH 9 RU ; VKDSH EUDFHV� 7KH LFH IHQFH ZLOO EORFN WKH OHYHO LFH DQG ODUJH LFH
IORH DFW RQ WKH ULVHUV GLUHFWO\�

)LJXUH � ,FH UHVLVWDQW IHDWXUHV RI WKH QHZ 6(0, VXEPHUVLEOH GULOOLQJ ULJ�



7KH PDLQ GLPHQVLRQV RI WKH QHZ 6(0, DUH JLYHQ LQ 7DEOH �0DLQ GLPHQVLRQV RI WKH LFH
UHVLVWDQW 6(0,� 7\SLFDO GLPHQVLRQV IRU D FRQYHQWLRQDO VHPL�VXEPHUVLEOH ZLWK � FROXPQV DQG
� SRQWRRQV ZDV XVHG IRU WKH QHZ 6(0,� ,Q WKLV FDVH� WKH 6(0, KDV D JOREDO SHUIRUPDQFH
VLPLODU WR WKH H[LVWLQJ ULJV�

7DEOH �0DLQ GLPHQVLRQV RI WKH LFH UHVLVWDQW 6(0,

/HQJWK
�P�

:LGWK
�P�

+HLJKW
�P�

'LVS�
�P��

6SDFLQJ
�P�

,QFOLQHG $QJOH
�GHJ�
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+XOO ��� �� �� � � �
3RQWRRQ ��� �� �� ����� �� �
&ROXPQ�YHUWLFDO� �� �� ��
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&ROXPQ�LQFOLQHG� �� �� �� ��ė�� ��
'UDIW�P�

2SHQ ZDWHU ��
,FH ��

�� 0RRULQJ V\VWHP RI WKH GULOOLQJ 6(0,�

$ODLQ :DVVLQN DQG 5HPFR YDQ GHU /LVW ������ LQGLFDWHG WKDW IRU WKH DUFWLF GULOOLQJ� D SUDFWLFDO
ZDWHU GHSWK RI �� WR �� PHWHUV LV WKH XSSHU OLPLW IRU MDFN�XS ULJV� ��� WR ��� PHWHU IRU
PRRULQJ V\VWHP� '\QDPLF 3RVLWLRQ V\VWHP LV XVHG IRU ZDWHU GHSWK KLJKHU WKDQ ��� WR ���
PHWHUV� $W SUHVHQW� WKH H[SORUDWLRQ IURQWLHU RI WKH DUFWLF RLO DQG JDV LV VWLOO DW VKDOORZ ZDWHU
DUHDV� 7KHUHIRUH� WKH DUFWLF 6(0, LV H[SHFWHG WR EH DEOH WR RSHUDWH LQ WKH VKDOORZ ZDWHU� 7R
SURYLGH WKH SRVLWLRQLQJ FDSDFLW\ DJDLQVW WKH LFH ORDG� PRRULQJ OLQHV OLVWHG LQ 7DEOH � DUH XVHG
IRU WKH QHZ 6(0,�

7DEOH �0RRULQJ V\VWHP SDUDPHWHUV

/LQH 3URSHUWLHV /LQH 6HJPHQW
3ODWIRUP FKDLQ 5LVHU :LUH *URXQG &KDLQ

*UDGH 5� 6SLUDO VWUDQG 5�
/HQJWK �P� �� ��� ���
'LDPHWHU �PP� ��� ��� ���
:HLJKW �07�P�
$LU ����� ����� �����
:DWHU ����� ����� �����
($ (ODVWLFLW\ �07� �����(� �����(� �����(�
%UHDNLQJ 6WUHQJWK �07� ���� ���� ����

�� (QYLURQPHQWDO ORDGV

2SHUDWLRQ RI WKH DUFWLF 6(0, UHTXHVWV WKH ULJ KDV D OLPLWHG RIIVHW XQGHU WKH DFWLRQ RI
HQYLURQPHQWDO ORDGV� )RU WKH 6(0, RSHUDWHG LQ WKH DUFWLF� WKH HQYLURQPHQWDO ORDG
FRPELQDWLRQ DUH GLIIHUHQW EHWZHHQ RSHQ ZDWHU DQG LFH� :KHQ RSHUDWLQJ LQ WKH RSHQ ZDWHU� WKH



HQYLURQPHQWDO ORDG LV D FRPELQDWLRQ RI ZLQG� ZDYH DQG FXUUHQW� ZKLOH LQ LFH� WKH ORDG LV D
FRPELQDWLRQ RI ZLQG� LFH DQG FXUUHQW� 7KH HQYLURQPHQWDO ORDGV FDQ EH HVWLPDWHG XVLQJ WKH
PHWKRGV UHFRPPHQGHG LQ UHJXODWLRQ DQG FRGH� 7KH IROORZLQJ PHWKRGV DUH XVHG LQ WKLV SDSHU
E\ XVLQJ WKH HQYLURQPHQWDO SDUDPHWHUV LQ 7DEOH � DV LQSXW�

z 7KH LFH ORDGV DUH FDOFXODWHG XVLQJ WKH PHWKRG SUHVHQWHG LQ ,62�����>,62� ����@� 7KH
VORSHG FROXPQ LV FRQVLGHUHG DV D FRQLFDO VWUXFWXUH ZLWK ZDWHUOLQH GLDPHWHU HTXDO WR ZLGWK
RI WKH FROXPQ� 7KH LFH ORDG IURP ERZ DQG VWDUERDUG GLUHFWLRQ ZLOO EH YHULILHG� ,W VKRXOG
EH FRQVLGHUHG WKDW LQ WKH ERZ GLUHFWLRQ� WZR FROXPQV ZLOO EH H[SRVHG WR WKH LFH DFWLRQ�
DQG LQ WKH VWDUERDUG GLUHFWLRQ� WKH LFH ZLOO DFW RQ � FROXPQV� 7KH LFH IDLOXUH RQ HDFK
FROXPQ LV FRQVLGHUHG DV LQGHSHQGHQW� )RU WKH RIIVHW YHULILFDWLRQ� WKH LFH ORDG JHQHUDWHG
E\ WKH OHYHO LFH DFWLRQ LV FDOFXODWHG� 7KH LFH DFWLRQ IURP D OHYHO LFH RI � P WKLFNQHVV LV
FRQVLGHUHG DV RSHUDWLRQDO FRQGLWLRQ DQG ��� P WKLFN LFH LV FRQVLGHUHG DV H[WUHPH
FRQGLWLRQ� 7KDW LPSOLHV WKDW WKH ULJ ZLOO NHHS GULOOLQJ RSHUDWLRQ XQGHU LFH DFWLRQ OHVV WKDQ
��� P WKLFNQHVV� $QG WKH PRRULQJ V\VWHP LV DEOH WR NHHS SRVLWLRQLQJ FDSDFLW\ ZKHQ LFH
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Loads from broken ice may be regarded as the governing design load for structures supported 
by ice management. Ice-tank tests are often used in the assessment of loads from broken ice. 
This study uses measurements from an ice tank in combination with results from numerical 
simulations in order to assess the uncertainty in results from ice-tank tests with broken ice. The 
numerical simulations are performed with the Simulator for Arctic Marine Structures (SAMS). 
The ice-tank measurements belong to a test that was performed at Hamburg Ship Model Basin 
(HSVA) in 2012. The test involved a multi-leg structure in 60% (initial) ice concentration. The 
test was part of a test campaign supported by the HYDRALAB-IV European research grant. In 
this study, the ice-tank test is reproduced numerically for 300 times. Each time, a different 
initial floe position is used. The results show a strong dependency of the simulated ice loads 
and the governing interaction mechanisms on the initial conditions (i.e., the initial floe 
positions herein). A strong dependency of ice tank test results on uncontrolled initial 
conditions, such as the initial floe positions, leads to a high random uncertainty in the test 
results. This random uncertainty should be considered in the statistical interpretation of test 
results from ice tank tests with broken ice.  
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1. Introduction 
Ice tank tests are often used in the analysis of broken-ice loads on structures. Test campaigns 
involving broken-ice conditions generally perform a single test for each specific condition to 
be tested. It is often unclear to what extent the test results could vary if the test would be 
repeated. The repeatability of a test is important in the interpretation of the test results. A test 
with pour repeatability (i.e., a test where the results are strongly influenced by uncontrolled 
conditions) has a high random uncertainty and thus a practically limited value. 
 
A method to investigate the random uncertainty in ice tank test results is proposed in the 
Procedure for assessing the experimental uncertainty in ship resistance testing in ice (ITTC, 
2005). The procedure describes the assessment of random uncertainty for a test case of a ship 
in level ice, but it is also applicable to other conditions as it is based on general principles of 
uncertainty assessment. The procedure is based on the division of the time series of a measured 
parameter of interest, such as the ice load, into statistically independent segments with (close 
to) identical properties.  
 
This study uses numerical simulations to analyse the repeatability of ice tank tests in broken 
ice. It builds on the study described in van den Berg et al. (2020), in which the repeatability of 
ice tank tests in broken ice was studied for a multi-leg structure and a ship in a range of broken- 
ice conditions. In van den Berg et al. (2020), 20 numerical simulations were performed for 
each ice-tank test run (in total 15 different ice tank test runs, each with a different structure 
type and/or ice conditions). The main conclusion drawn by van den Berg et al. (2020) was that 
a high random uncertainty exists in the results of ice tank tests with broken ice; and that the 
results of a test with the same ice properties (ice concentration, thickness, mechanical 
properties) can be significantly different if the test is initiated with different initial floe 
positions. Although 20 numerical simulations for each ice-tank test run were sufficient to 
support the conclusions in the study described in van den Berg et al. (2020), they may be 
insufficient for a reliable statistical analysis of the simulation results.  
 
This study selects a single ice-tank test run from van den Berg et al. (2020), and simulates this 
test run 300 times. Only the initial position of ice floes is changed in each simulation. The 
larger simulation batch enables a more thorough statistical analysis of the variability in results 
that may occur due to uncontrolled initial conditions such as the initial positions of ice floes. 
The simulation results are used to define certainty bounds of the mean ice loads. In addition, 
differences in the ice accumulation and clearing processes are studied. 
 
2. Numerical model characteristics 
The numerical simulations were performed with the Simulator for Arctic Marine Structures 
(SAMS). SAMS is a numerical simulator designed for the modelling of ice-structure and ice-
ship interaction. SAMS uses the non-smooth discrete element method. In each time step, 
contact forces are calculated implicitly by solving a mixed linear complementarity problem. 
The method allows for relatively large time step sizes, but the resolution of forces within each 
time step is more demanding than in explicit methods. The method is described in detail in van 
den Berg et al. (2018). Bending and splitting failure of ice floes is considered using analytical 
solutions described in (Lu et al., 2018, 2015a, 2015b). Hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces 
on ice floes are considered by using drag coefficients and the local velocity of the triangulated 
ice floe geometries, as described in Tsarau (2015). An overview of the combined model 
components is given in Lubbad et al. (2018).  
 



For the specific conditions modelled in this study, ice-ice rafting was observed to be an 
important load releasing mechanism. Therefore, a description of the ice-ice rafting mechanisms 
in SAMS was provided in van den Berg et al. (2020). 
 
3. The ice-tank test run and the numerical simulation setup 
The test-run analysed in this study was part of an Hydralab IV test campaign described in 
Hoving et al. (2013). The test was performed using a multi-leg structure with four cylindrical 
legs that are vertical at the waterline. The waterline geometry and orientation of the structure 
is shown in Figure 1. The tests were performed at a scaling factor of 32, leading to full-scale 
leg diameters of 7 m and a leg center-to-center spacing of 50 m. Table 1 shows the approximate 
floe size distribution.  
 
Table 1. Floe size distribution; dimensions in model scale. 
Percentage of ice Area [%] 45 40 15 
Size [m] 0.5 1.0 1.5 

 

 
Figure 1. Waterline geometry and orientation of the structure, dimensions in model scale. 

The analysed test run has a (reported) initial ice concentration of 60%. The numerical broken 
ice field is created by digitizing stitched top-view photos of the broken ice field used in the ice 
tank test. Figure 2 shows the stitched top-view photos of the broken ice field and the numerical 
reproduction of the ice field constructed from the stitched top-view photos. 

 
Figure 2. Stitched top view photos of the broken ice field (top) and a numerical reproduction of the ice field 

(bottom), showing the tank dimensions, axis system, and initial structure location. 



The structure moved with a constant speed of 0.09 m/s for the first one third of the total test 
distance, and with a speed of 0.18 m/s for the remaining two thirds, resulting in an equal amount 
of test time at 0.09 m/s and 0.18 m/s. 
 
The other simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. The ice flexural strength is based on 
values measured during the tests. The fracture toughness is based on measured values reported 
by (Dempsey et al., 1986) (not specifically for the model ice used in this test). The ice-ice 
friction coefficient is determined by calibrating the numerical model to another test case of the 
same test campaign. The procedure is described in detail in van den Berg et al. (2020). The 
crushing specific energy is the energy consumed in crushing a unit volume of ice. It is 
equivalent to the crushing pressure averaged over space and time. Its values is determined from 
tests with the same structure in level ice, as described in van den Berg et al. (2020). 
Table 2. Simulation parameters. 

Friction coefficient ice-ice 0.25 
Friction coefficient ice-structure [-] 0.1 
Ice form drag coefficient [-] 0.1,   0.5 (horizontal, vertical) 
Ice skin friction drag coefficient [-] 0.005 
Fracture toughness [kPa√m] 6.0 
Crushing specific energy [kJ/m3] 30.0 
Ice flexural strength [kPa] 60.0 
Water density [kg/m3] 1020.0 
Ice density [kg/m3] 900.0 

 
In the numerical simulations, randomness was introduced in the initial position of the ice floes 
by initializing each floe with a uniformly distributed random horizontal velocity between 0 and 
0.2 m/s. Floes moved with their random horizontal velocity for a period of 7 s, after which the 
velocity of all floes was set to zero and the structure propagation started. Floes could not fail, 
rotate or displace vertically during the randomization period.  
 
4. Results 
A selection of the 300 simulation results has been inspected visually and compared to the ice 
tank test recordings. Both in the simulations and in the ice tank test, the most important ice-
structure interaction mechanisms are splitting failure of the ice, rafting of the ice, clearance of 
the ice around the structure, accumulation of the ice in front of the structure and the jamming 
of the ice between the structure legs. A snapshot showing jamming of ice  between the structure 
legs in the simulation and the experiment is shown in Figure 3. 
 

        
Figure 3. Jamming of ice between the structure legs in the numerical simulation (left) and in the ice tank test 

(right). 



Figure 4 shows a time-domain comparison of the total absolute ice loads in 𝑥𝑥-direction (|𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥|) 
as a function of time. The numerical simulations with the lowest and highest mean loads among 
the 300 simulations are displayed together with the ice load measured during the ice tank test. 
Note that an exact match between the numerical results and ice tank test results should not be 
expected because of the chaotic nature of the interaction process; a small change in the 
beginning of the interaction may result in different conditions later in the test.  
 
All numerical simulations capture the strong increase in ice load in the second half of the test. 
A consistent discrepancy between the numerically simulated ice loads and measured ice loads 
is a higher variability of the simulated loads, which can be quantified by calculating the ice 
load’s autocorrelation. A visual comparison of the simulation results and the ice tank test 
recordings indicates that the lower autocorrelation might be caused by the discrete nature of 
ice rubble in the numerical simulations. Ice rubble is considered as discrete small ice bodies in 
the numerical simulations, while it appears more like a continuous slush in the experiment 
recordings. This is visible in Figure 3. The slush might have a smoothing effect on the measured 
ice loads. 
 

 
Figure 4. Time-domain comparison of the experimental result and two simulation results; simulation with the 

lowest mean load (sim. 1) and the simulation with the highest mean load (sim. 2). 

 
The random uncertainty in the simulation results is assessed for the mean total ice loads in the 
low-velocity and high velocity segments of the test, respectively. The mean load is often one 
of the primary results of tests in broken ice. In the calculation of the mean loads, all load data 
measured while propagating at the low or the high velocity are considered. It is a common 
procedure in the processing of ice tank test data to discard the data at the start of the test and 
the data right after the velocity change, as the transient conditions may invalidate the measured 
data. However, the results of the numerical simulations presented in this study show that the 
assertion based on which the data are discarded may be an incorrect one for the analysed tests; 
the conditions remain transient throughout the test, and the transient nature is not limited to the 
test start and the velocity change. This is further discussed in the remainder of this section. 
 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the histograms of the mean loads resulting from the 300 simulations 
performed for this study. The mean value of the measured load is displayed in reference to the 



simulated mean loads. The figures show the 95% confidence bounds of the mean loads derived 
from the numerical simulation results. The confidence bounds are derived by sorting the 
simulation results from low to high based on the mean simulated load, and taking the 8th result 
as the lower bound and the 392nd result as the upper bound. The confidence bounds and the 
mean values of the measured loads are listed in Table 2. The measured and simulated loads 
both include the hydrodynamic resistance of the structure. In the numerical simulations, the 
hydrodynamic resistance of the structure is assumed equal to the hydrodynamic resistance 
measured in open-water tests.  
 

 
Figure 5. Histogram of mean loads resulting from the simulations of the low-velocity segment of the tests, 

showing the mean experimental load and the 95% confidence bounds. 

 
Figure 6. Histogram of mean loads resulting from the simulations of the high-velocity segment of the tests, 

showing the mean experimental load and the 95% confidence bounds. 

 
The random uncertainty in the results is mainly related to differences in the floe accumulation 
process. In all numerical simulations, ice accumulated ahead of the structure, leading to an 



increase in ice concentration as the simulation progressed. The rate of accumulation is different 
for each simulation and depends on the specific floe positions.  
Table 3. 95% confidence bounds of the mean loads in the low-velocity segment of the simulations and the high 
velocity segment of the simulations, respectively. 

Velocity 
[m/s] 

Simulation - 95% conf. 
Lower bound [N] 

Simulation - 95% conf. 
Upper bound [N] 

Ice tank test result 
[N] 

0.09  2.6 4.2 4.0 
0.18 35.2 65.7 46.7 

 
Figure 7 demonstrates the effects of floe accumulation. It visualizes the stresses in the broken 
ice field using a body load value, which is calculated similar to Paavilainen and Tuhkuri (2013) 
as the maximum eigenvalue of load tensor ijD̂ : 
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in which cN is the number of contacts of each floe, c

if are the contact force vectors, and c
jr are 

normalized vectors from the body's centre of gravity to the contact point. The figure shows 
four top-view snapshots of ice-structure simulations. a and b show snapshots of the simulation 
with the highest mean load (sim. 1 in Figure 4) and c and d  show snapshots of the simulation 
with the lowest mean load (sim. 2 in Figure 4). In the simulation with the highest mean load, 
more floes have accumulated ahead of the structure, leading to the occurrence of extensive 
force networks (also described as force chains, see Paavilainen and Tuhkuri (2013)) within the 
broken ice field from 310 s onwards. In the simulation with the lowest mean loads, it takes up 
to 352 second before extensive force networks start to occur. 
 

 
Figure 7. Stress state in the broken ice field; simulation with the highest mean load (left) and simulation with 

the lowest mean load (right). 

The ice concentration development during the tests is analysed for the numerical simulation 
results. The aerial ice concentration is extracted from the simulation results for the region 
between the structure’s centre of gravity and the end of the ice tank. The region over which the 
concentration is analysed, for a specific structure position, is visualized in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. The orange area shows the region over which the ice concentration is calculated. 



A similar analysis on the ice-tank test results is unfortunately not possible because there are no 
recordings available capturing the full domain. Figure 9 shows the development of ice 
concentration ahead of the structure as a function of structure displacement. In addition, it 
displays three theoretical displacement-concentration curves constructed using simplified 
assumptions on the ice accumulation and clearing process.  
 

 
Figure 9. Ice concentration as a function of structure displacement in the numerical simulations, and theoretical 

concentration developments following from different clearing assumptions. 

The simulation results show a consistent development of ice concentration as a function of 
structure displacement. In all simulations, the concentration increases relatively smoothly up 
to a concentration of ~83%. Above this concentration, the increase in concentration slows down 
considerably. The visual simulation results show that at a concentration of around 83%, the 
broken ice forms a continuous contact network between the structure and the end of the ice 
tank, leading to a strong increase in load. Similar results were observed by Comfort et al. (1999) 
and by Hopkins and Tuhkuri (1999) who both found a strong increase in ice loads around 80% 
concentration. The exact concentration at which a continuous contact network occurs depends 
on the ice floe shapes and size distribution. 
 
The increase in ice concentration as a function of displacement is a result of the ice 
accumulation and clearing process. If, on average, the amount of ice ‘clearing’ around the 
structure is lower than the ice accumulating ahead of the structure, the ice concentration will 
increase (rafting will also influence the ice concentration, as the concentration is measured in 
terms of areal coverage in this study). Theoretical displacement-concentration curves are 
constructed using the following simplifying assumptions: 
 

- The broken ice is evenly distributed over the domain. 
- No rafting occurs. 
- The ice clears with a constant concentration. 

 
Using these assumptions, the ice concentration in the domain ahead of the structure sc can be 
describes as: 
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In which L is the total domain length, ic is the initial ice concentration, D is the structure 
displacement and cc is the concentration of the ice clearing around the structure. Assuming that 
all ice clears ( i cc c ), the ice concentration remains constant, resulting in the dotted line in 
Figure 9. If no ice clears around the structure, the ice concentration develops as indicated by 
the dashed line in Figure 9. The simulation results roughly coincide with a clearing 
concentration cc of 50%, thus 83% (50/60 ∗ 100) of the accumulating ice clears around the 
structure.  
Clearly, this idealization is a simplification of reality. Comparing the simulation results to the 
theoretical curve, it appears that at the beginning of the simulations the ice clears less than the 
theoretical curve, leading to a stronger increase in concentration, while later in the simulations 
the ice clears at a higher rate than the theoretical curve, leading to a weaker increase in 
concentration. Nevertheless, it is interesting to observe that a consideration of concentration 
development based on an assumption of a constant ice clearing concentration matches the 
simulated concentration development relatively well. 
 
5. Discussion 
The numerical simulation results give 95% confidence bounds of the mean loads of 2.6 – 4.2 
N for the low-velocity segment of the simulation (the first half) and 35.2 – 65.7 N for the high-
velocity segment of the simulation (the second half). A crucial question is if the random 
uncertainty observed in the numerical simulations is representative of the random uncertainty 
that may occur in physical ice-tank tests. Clearly, this can only be proven by performing 
multiple repetitions of the same physical test. However, the validity of random uncertainty 
predicted by the numerical simulations can be further substantiated by examining the 
mechanisms leading to the random uncertainty and performing a comparison against the 
observations made in the ice tank tests. From such a comparison, and the result analysis as 
discussed in van den Berg et al. (2020), the following observations are made: 

- The random uncertainty in the numerical simulation results is caused by differences in 
the ice accumulation process, leading to different developments of the ice concentration 
ahead of the structure. 

- In the ice-tank tests, the ice concentration in the test domain ahead of the structure (as 
shown Figure 8) was not captured. However, it can be concluded from the measured 
load time series, from local observations of the ice concentration and from the ice-
structure interaction process that a significant concentration increase also occurred 
during the experiments. 

- The mechanisms influencing the ice accumulation process in the numerical simulations, 
such as the jamming of ice between the structure legs and the subsequent clearing of 
the jammed ice, occur also in the ice tank tests. This can be observed in the ice tank test 
recordings. 

 
Considering these observations, it is expected that a random uncertainty similar to the random 
uncertainty observed in the numerical results would also occur in the physical test results if an 
ice-tank test similar to the one analysed in this study would be repeated several times.  
 
Independent from the random uncertainty, the strong concentration change as observed in the 
simulations is identified as a factor that compromises the usefulness and validity of the 
analysed ice tank test with broken ice.  



 
6. Conclusions 
The random uncertainty in the results of ice tank tests with broken ice was investigated by 
performing 300 numerical simulation of the same test, with different initial floe positions but 
otherwise identical simulation properties. The simulations results show that the 95% 
confidence bounds of the mean ice loads as predicted by the numerical simulations are 2.6 – 
4.2 N for the low-velocity segment of the simulation (the first half) and 35.2 – 65.7 N for the 
high-velocity segment of the simulation (the second half). The mean loads measured in the ice 
tank test fall within these confidence bounds. An analysis of the processes leading to the 
random uncertainty indicates that a similar random uncertainty could occur in the ice-tank if 
the ice- tank test analysed in this study would be repeated several times. Whether the random 
uncertainty as predicted by the numerical simulations would be acceptable depends on the aims 
of the tests. However, it should always be considered in the interpretation and subsequent usage 
of ice-tank test results that there may be a high random uncertainty in the measured ice load 
values. Separate from the random uncertainty, the continuous increase in ice concentration 
ahead of the structure is identified as a factor potentially compromising the validity and 
usefulness of the test results. 
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Abstract: The two-dimensional flow structure in the wake of a ridge keel was 
investigated in this paper. The laboratory experimental results of two-component 
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) data are compared with numerical simulations. 
Vortex shedding area is linearly increased with keel depth and slope angle in both 
uniform and two-layer flow. And there is a flow velocity decay zone in the wake which 
is related with the location of vortex center. For the laminar region, we use the results 
to obtain a skin friction relationship; For the turbulent region, we obtain the velocity 
decay function of a 45º wedged shape model. The results of the present study provide 
a priori recommendations for the sheltering function in the parameterization scheme of 
ice-ocean drag coefficient. 

Key words: drag coefficient; ridge keel; vortex; sheltering effect 

Introduction 

The momentum flux from atmosphere to ocean plays an important part in the Arctic 
climatology model. The cover of sea ice alters boundary conditions of Atmosphere 
Boundary Layer (ABL) and Ocean Boundary Layer (OBL) due to the characteristics of 
sea ice morphology. Sea ice drag coefficient reflects momentum fluxes exerted by 
atmosphere and ocean. In the parameterization scheme of drag coefficient, skin drag 
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and form drag are considered respectively. Arya (1973) finds that the form drag on 
pressure ridges is much larger than the shear stress on the ice surface. Garbrecht et al. 
(1999) present a case study of the flow around of a single pressure ridge and propose a 
formulation for the determination of the form drag of a single pressure ridge based on 
the ridge height. Birnbaum and Lupkes (2002) use the approach to calculate the form 
drag by the friction velocity in the ABL and roughness parameters of ice floes. Thus the 
morphology parameters of ice surface, including ice concentration, ice draft and ridge 
density, have taken into account in the parameterization scheme of form drag.  

Pressure ridges is a type of deformed ice due to the pressure mechanical action. 
Different from other small roughness of ice surface, the influence of pressure ridge on 
momentum flux is mainly reflected in form drag, and other small roughness affects skin 
drag. The classification of these roughness is identified by the cutoff height which is 
lower than pressure ridges height. (Tan et al., 2012) Using the Rayleigh criterion, the 
distribution of sail heights and keel depths are obtained respectively from aeronautic 
laser profiles and submarine sonar profiles. (Lowry and Wadhams, 1979; Lepparanta, 
1981; Wadhams and Davy, 1986) Thus we can obtain the pressure ridge drag coefficient 
combined with the individual pressure ridge effect and the distributions of ridge heights 
and spacings (Lu et al, 2011; Lupkes et al, 2012; Tan et al, 2017). 

The sheltering effect of an individual ridge keel on the flow induce a vortex wake in 
the ridge leeward area. Numerous investigations have been conducted to improve the 
understanding of airfoil vortex structure which is influenced by wings attack angle and 
shape models. (Wu, 1986; Birch et al, 2004; DelPino et al., 2011) Similar to the wings 
conditions, the sheltering effect of a ridge keel considers the strength of vortex along 
the flow direction and the velocity profiles in the downstream vicinity of ridge keels. 
Hoerner (1965) investigate a pair of circular cylinders in the turbulent flow and the drag 
of rear one is evidently reduced due to the vortex shedding on the downstream side of 
the former. HanssenBauer (1988) assumes that wind profile decays with negative 
exponential relationship as distance from the obstacle increases and obtain the 
aerodynamic form drag coefficient resulting from the reduction of wind pressure on the 
ice edge. Steele et al. (1989) suggest that the strength of a wake reduces with x-1/2, where 
x is distance away from the object. 

These methods are adopted in recent parameterization schemes of sea ice drag 
coefficient. (Lu et al., 2011; Tsamados et al., 2014) However, the above assumptions 
are originally applied to floe edges, not pressure ridges. And wake flow structure mainly 
depends on the size and shape of the body. The objective of this work is to investigate 
the turbulent wake flow structure after an independent ridge keel. We use the wedged 
shape obstacle to simulate the ridge keel in the laboratory environment. The paper is 
organized as follows, section 2 introduces the laboratory experimental setup and 
numerical model and discusses the validity between laboratory experiments and 
numerical simulations. In section 3, we present vortex shedding velocity field results 
of a ridge keel. Then we use the numerical model to obtain the decayed velocity profiles 
of the turbulent wake flow in section 4. Conclusions are made in section 5. 

Model Setup 



The physical experiments were conducted at the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
flume, which is 0.45m long, 0.23m wide and 0.45m deep. In the homogeneous fluid 
experiment, the flume is full of fresh water with 0.35m depth. And in the stratified fluid 
experiment, fresh water is added to the flume and then saline water is added to form the 
upper and lower layers. The upper layer is 0.15m deep and the lower layer is 0.2m deep. 
The ridge keel model was made of perspex, with a cross-section of wedged shape. A 
movable tractor used to fix the ridge keel model were installed along the track on the 
flow flume, and the platform was linked to an electric motor by a wire rope, so that the 
velocity of the platform can be changed by turning the rotation rate of the motor. The 
force tensor is combined with motor and tractor. The draft of ridge keel model into 
water can be altered by changing the installation height of the model on the tractor. The 
flume and keel model are shown on Figure 1 and experiment parameters are listed in 
Table 1. Details of the physical modeling can refer to Li et al. (2015).  

 
Figure 1 Sketch of experimental flume and PIV system 

Table 1. Parameters used in experiments  

Parameters Symbols Values Units 

Flume dimensions L×W×H 4.4×0.23×0.45 m 

Ridge keel 

slope angle θ 20,45,60 ° 

keel depth h 0.04-0.1 m 

towing speed U 0.01-0.3 m/s 

Fluid 1 

depth h1 0.15 m 

density ρ1 998.2 kg/m3 

viscosity 

coefficient 
μ1 1.003×10-3 kg/(m·s) 

Fluid 2 

depth h2 0.2 m 

density ρ2 1025 kg/m3 

viscosity 

coefficient 
μ2 1.12×10-3 kg/(m·s) 

As a comparative experiment, numerical experiments also simulate the motion of the 
ridge keel in the homogeneous fluid and the stratified fluid. Considering the symmetry 
of the flow field and the slight variations along the width of floe model, the simulation 
is simplified to a two-dimensional flow problem. That is, the vertical cross section along 



the length of the flume is chosen as the computational domain of the numerical 
simulation, which is shown on Figure 2. To ensure a fully developed wake flow in the 
lee side of the ice floe, the ridge model is placed at the 1/3 length of the flume, agreeing 
with the general conditions for a fully developed wake flow. In the computational 
domain, AG is the water inlet, and it has a uniform velocity distribution, so a velocity 
inlet boundary condition is applied at AG. Boundary BC, CD, FG are solid walls and 
no-slip wall boundary conditions are used. The outlet EF is described by the free out-
flow condition, on which the flow rate can be fully developed because the wake flow 
region behind the ice is long enough. A rigid lid assumption is employed for the free 
surface AB and DE, taking them as symmetry surfaces, namely free-slip walls. We 
choose the typical cases with angle of 45° computed for grid independency study. When 
the space size is between 0.5cm and 0.9cm, the calculation results are stable. We choose 
0.5cm as the final space size. 

 
Figure 2 Numerical computational domain and U is fluid velocity, θ is keel slope angle, 
and T is keel depth into water. In the vicinity of keel, there are unstructured grids. 

The control equation calculated by the flow field is the k-ε turbulence model based on 
the Reynolds stress average equation. For the RNG k-ε two equation model, Cμ=0.0845, 
C1ε=1.42, C2ε=1.68, αε=αk=1.39. The control equation of numerical simulation adopts 
first-order implicit integration in the temporal discretization, and the second-order 
upwind scheme is adopted in the spatial discretization. The pressure-based solver for 
homogeneous fluid chooses SIMPLEC algorithm. In the stratified fluid simulation, the 
model belongs to multi-phase flow and the solver need to calculate transient flow field 
information. And the PISO coupling algorithm is chosen. The motion of ice ridge adopts 
dynamic mesh module, which is solved by using the layering scheme. The Volume of 
fluid (VOF) model is applied for the tracking of the interface of stratified fluid, and the 
interpolation near the interface selects geometric reconstruction approach. This is also 
a more accurate interface tracking method at present, which is recommended by most 
transient VOF calculations. 

Results 

We obtain drag force results and velocity field information around the keel. For force 
results, the Reynolds number Re and the drag coefficient Cd are defined as follow: 

𝑅𝑒 = ,  𝐶 =  [1] 

Where U is the keel velocity, L is the keel base length and varied with the keel depth T 
into water, υ is the fluid kinematic viscosity coefficient and here υ=1.003×10-6m2/s, ρ 



is the fluid density and here ρ=103kg/m3, and b is the keel transverse length.  

 

 

Figure 3 plots of Cd with Re, red dots represent numerical results and black squares 
represent laboratory results. The black line at (d) is fitting curve by linear least squares 
regression with formula LOG(Cd)=-0.5LOG(Re)+2.46 and the square of correlation 
coefficient R2=0.44. The keel slope angle θ is (a) 20º, (b) 45º and (c) 60º. 

The above results are obtained in the homogeneous fluid experiments. It’s shown in Fig. 
3 that experiments cover full range from laminar flow to turbulent flow. For laminar 
flow, viscous stress dominates the drag force of a keel. In the surface boundary layer, 
the friction coefficient of a flat plate is related to the Reynolds number Re-0.5. Hoerner 
(1965) has sorted out the results of previous experiments and get the formula with 
Cd=1.328Re-0.5. In Pite’s (1995) keel model experiments, the data without flow 
separation are well fitted by a laminar skin friction relationship of the form Cd=2.8Re-

0.5 and the coefficient is about twice that a flat plate. We obtain similar results with 
Pite’s results in laminar flow, Cd=24.5Re-0.5, using the linear least square regression of 
physical data. This result is lager than Pite’s formula due to the fact that our keel model 
is wedged shape not the streamline model.    

The comparison between numerical and the physical experiments shows that the results 
of laminar flow are somewhat different because the numerical simulation solver uses a 
turbulence model. In the turbulent region, as the keel slope angle θ increases, the mean 
value of the drag coefficient also increases. The numerical simulation results agree with 
the physical model experiments, and they all fluctuate with the keel depth in a small 
range. In next section, we will analyze the sheltering effect using numerical model 
results. 

In addition to the results of the homogeneous flow experiment, the stratified flow has 
similar laws in the laminar region. However, as the generation of internal waves, 
additional resistance will be generated. The drag coefficient of the stratified flow will 



increase under the same conditions. When the internal wave is far away from the ridge 
keel, the drag coefficients of the stratified flow will tend to be the same as homogeneous 
flow. Details about the drag coefficient of stratified flow can refer to Zu et al. (2019).  

Cd is no longer associated with Re in turbulent flow. Then the streamlines around the 
keel model are no longer smooth, and a vortex wake is formed in the lee side. The 
pressure in the vortex zone is lower than the pressure at the same horizontal level in 
front, and the form drag force created by the pressure difference is much greater than 
the skin friction drag force. The variation of Cd with D/h when U = 0.15 m/s and α = 
45˚ is shown in Fig. 5a as an example. In other cases of constant U and α, the variation 
of Cd with D/h are all similar in turbulent flow.   

  

Figure 4 The variation of Cd with (a) D/h (h=4cm, 6cm, 8cm and 10cm) when 
U=0.15m/s and α=45˚ and (b) α (10˚≤α≤90˚) when U=0.15m/s and h =10cm in 

experimental and numerical results  

 

It is clear from Fig. 4a that Cd decreases with D/h. The total drag force is determined 
by the size and shape of the keel model, which decides the distribution of pressure 
around the keel. Physical experiments were conducted in the tank with finite depth. For 
the flow past the keel, there was a sheltered area behind the keel (Garbrecht et al., 1999). 
With the increase of h, the flow passage channel will become narrower. The upstream–
downstream pressure difference Up is proportional to 0.5ρUU2 according to the 
Bernoulli equation in fluid dynamics. According to the law of mass conservation, we 
have that 0.5UU2 = 0.5(h/(D-h))2U2. Consequently, Cd ~ Up/ρU2 = 0.5/(D/h-1)2. Based 
on the inviscid flow theory, the increase of Cd with D/h is nonlinear especially when 2 
< D/h < 10 (Fig. 4a). As D increases, the influence of h on Cd weakens with Cd→1.2 
for D >> h. In real conditions, the depth of the mixed layer is an order of magnitude 
greater than the keel depth. Thus, the keel movement in a deeper tank would be more 
appropriate but by scaling analysis our results are well applicable to nature scale 
conditions.  

For U=0.15m/s and h=10cm, then Re >105 and the flow is fully turbulent for 
all keel shapes. Fig. 4b shows that Cd increases linearly with ln(α). The slope 
angle α is a key parameter of the keel shape for the influence on Cd. It is ob



vious that the numerical results agree well with the physical experiments in the
 turbulent regime.  

 

Analysis 

In the physical model experiment, the velocity field information near the ridge keel is 
obtained by the PIV system, and then compared with the turbulent velocity field 
information obtained by numerical simulation. 

Figure 4,5 and 6 show streamlines in the vicinity of keels of different slope angle. It’s 
obvious that a shedding vortex is formed in the lee side of the keel. With the increase 
of the slope angle of the ice ridge, the affected area of the flow field and wake field 
gradually increased. The existence of ice ridges makes the cross-section under ice 
narrow, so the velocity under ice increases. Compared with homogeneous fluid in 
similar condition, the vortex area in the stratified fluid tends to be narrow due to that 
the peak of internal wave also is a vortex. 

 

Figure 5 Comparison of streamlines between numerical simulation (left) and laboratory 
experiment (right) in homogeneous fluid with θ=20º, T=0.1m and U=0.08m/s. 

 

Figure 6 Comparison of streamlines between numerical simulation (left) and laboratory 
experiment (right) in homogeneous fluid with θ=45º, T=0.1m and U=0.08m/s. 



 

Figure 7 Comparison of streamlines between numerical simulation (left) and laboratory 
experiment (right) in stratified fluids with θ=45º, T=0.08m and U=0.07m/s. 

In order to study the effect of sheltering vortex on velocity profiles, we use the average 
dynamic pressure over the vertical distance to describe the attenuation of velocity 
profiles. The dynamic pressure pdyna is defined as follow form: 

𝑝 = 𝜌(𝑢 + 𝑣 )  [2] 

Where u and v are fluid velocity components at x and y direction. pdyna represents the 
momentum flux in the fluid. (Garbrecht et al., 1999) As shown in Fig. 6, there is a 
velocity decay region in the lee side of the keel. Figure 8 and 9 are results in 
homogenous fluid, and with the increase of keel depth, the difference of dynamic 
pressure around the keel is growing but field structures are similar. In stratified fluids, 
the fluid's momentum flux is not only transmitted to the ice ridge, but also maintains 
the generation of internal waves. However, as keel depth increases, the momentum 
distribution of fluid near the ice ridge tends to that of homogeneous fluid.  

 

 
Figure 8 Comparison of dynamic pressure (unit: Pa) contours between T=0.06m (left) 
and T=0.1m (right) with θ=45º, U=0.18m/s in homogeneous fluid 



 
Figure 9 Comparison of dynamic pressure (unit: Pa) contours between T=0.06m (left) 
and T=0.1m (right) with θ=45º, U=0.18m/s in stratified fluids 

For the convenience of quantitative analysis of velocity decay, we use the average 
dynamic pressure pave of the vertical section and pave is defined as follow: 

𝑝 = ∫ 𝑝 𝑑𝑦 [3] 

We can obtain the variation of pave with the distance away from the keel x. By 
dimensionless processing, the velocity decay function is shown in Fig. 7. HanssenBauer 
(1988) uses that velocity profile decays with negative exponential relationship with 
s=0.18: 

= 1 − exp (−𝑠𝑋/𝑇)  [4] 

Where u is the velocity in decay region and U is the undisturbed velocity upstream, X/T 
is dimensionless distance and here we adopt keel depth as T. s is an empirical parameter 
that is related to the sheltering area. In our 45º wedged shape numerical simulations, s 
is 1.9 which results in smaller sheltering effect than before. (Lupkes et al., 2012)  

 

Figure 9 Velocity decay function of u/U vs. X/T with θ=45º 

Conclusions 

Laboratory experiments and numerical simulations are conducted to study the keel 
motion in homogeneous and stratified fluids. The momentum flux from fluid to keel 
model is concentrated by the drag coefficient Cd. The results of numerical simulation 
agree well with laboratory data in turbulent region. For the laminar region, we use the 



physical results to obtain a skin friction relationship, Cd=24.5Re-0.5. 

For the turbulent region, the velocity fields between two type experiments have similar 
structure. A shedding vortex is formed in the lee side of the keel, and velocity decays 
in this area. We obtain the velocity decay function of a 45º wedged shape model, u/U=1-
exp(-1.9X/T). 

The results obtained here are obtained from laboratory experiments and numerical 
simulations. Based on the parameterization concept, we study parameters about the keel 
drag. In future work, these parameters varied with real ocean conditions should be 
studied to establish accurate parameterization scheme of sea ice drag coefficient.  
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Based on Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) model, the interaction between a plane wave and a 
shore-connecting ice plate was studied by using CFD method. Firstly, the numerical wave 
tank model was constructed to simulate the wave-making and wave-eliminating. The 
numerical results were compared with theoretical results to verify the accuracy of numerical 
water tank. On this basis, the shore-connecting ice plate was simplified as rigid and elastic 
plate, respectively, and interacted with the incident wave. The hydrodynamic forces were 
both obtained and the structural response of the elastic ice plate was obtained directly. On the 
other hand, the rigid ice was further assumed as a cantilever beam and its stress was obtained 
by adding the hydrodynamic forces on its surfaces. In this way, the responses between rigid 
and elastic ice plates were compared. The response characteristics of different ice models in 
waves were obtained, which was expected to provide references for ship navigation in ice 
zone from the perspective of external loads.  
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1. Introduction  
 
Due to the global warming, the arctic sea ice melts more, which leads to the rise number of 
ice plates around Marginal Ice Zone. On the one hand, the interaction between wave and ice 
is of great scientific meaning, which is helpful of the development of fluid mechanics (Squire 
et al., 1995). On the other hand, the interaction between wave and ice is of great significance 
for ship navigation in the Marginal Ice Zone, from the perspective of external loads (Ni et al., 
2020).  
 
The interaction between wave and ice has a long history. Related theoretical methods can 
refer to the reviews from Squire et al. (1995), Squire (2007, 2020), etc. With development of 
computer capacity, numerical simulation between wave and ice has been developing fast. 
According to ice size to wavelength, there are usually two kinds of problems. One is the 
interaction between wave and ice floe. For this kind of problem, ice floe can be seen as a 
rigid body, as it is small relevant to wave length. In this way, the motion response such as 
surge, heave and drift has been paid more attentions. Shen and Ackley (1991), Shen and 
Zhong (2001), Meylan et al. (2015) adopted Slope Sliding theory to simulate the surge and 
drift motion of a small ice floe under wave loading. Bai et al. (2017) used the potential flow 
model HydroSTAR and the viscous flow computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model 
OpenFOAM to investigate the kinematic response of rigid sea ice floes in waves. Numerical 
results were compared with experimental data of Mcgovern and Bai (2014). On this basis, the 
velocities in surge, heave and drift motion were analyzed for various ice floe shapes. 
 
The other is the interaction between wave and ice sheet. For this kind, ice deformation should 
be considered, because the ice sheet is large enough compared with wavelength (Korobkin et 
al., 2014). In this kind, the interaction between wave and shore-connecting ice sheet or ice 
shelf can be seen as a sub-category, where the one end of the ice sheet is fixed and the other 
end is free. Yang et al. (2017) and Hu et al. (2018) used CFD method to simulate the 
hydrodynamic forces of a rigid shore-connecting ice sheet under Airy wave and Stokes wave, 
respectively. Ilyas et al. (2018) and Kalyanaraman et al. (2019) adopted finite element 
method to study the structural response, such as vibration, of ice shelf under wave forcing.  
 
One may concern the elastic effects of an ice sheet, compared with the rigid ice sheet 
assumption, on the interaction between ice sheet and wave. This forms the motivation of this 
paper. In this paper, the ANSYS Workbench software was adopted to simulate the fully FSI 
between wave and a shore-connecting ice sheet. Rigid and elastic ice models were both 
studied and compared to investigate the influence of ice elasticity.  
 
2. Numerical model and validation  
2.1 Governing equations and boundary conditions 
 
The basic governing equations for a two-dimensional flow are continuity equation and 
Navier-Reynolds equation as below:  
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where U  is fluid density, u and v are the velocity components in the direction of X and Y, 
respectively, t is time, p is pressure, X  is kinetic viscosity coefficient, Sx and Sy are the source 
of momentum in the direction of X and Y, respectively. 
 
The sea bed satisfies non-penetrable and non-slip conditions: 
 

0u v                                                                                                                      [4] 

 
VOF method was taken to simulate the deformation of free surface and wave, and the 
boundary condition on free surface can be written as: 
 

� � � � 0i ii u v
t x y

D DD w ww
� �  

w w w
ˈ 1iD  ¦ ˈ 1, 2i                                                      [5] 

 
where iD  is the volume fraction of the ith phase fluid (i=1 means water and i=2 means air), 
and 0 1iDd d . 
 
2.2 Numerical wave tank with ice plates 
 
Firstly, a 2D numerical wave tank without ice plate is established. The wave is generated by 
using ‘Boundary wave-making’ method. Wave elimination method can refer to Hu et al. 
(2018). The dimensions of the wave tank are 10m long, 1.1m deep with water depth 0.8m. 
Relative boundary conditions are set as: upside is pressure outlet, downside is wall surface, 
left side is velocity inlet, and right side is pressure outlet with ‘Numerical Beach’ selected to 
absorb wave. In particular, for the wave maker, an Airy wave is selected with given 
wavelength and wave height: 

= ( - )Acos kx tK Z                                                                                                       [6] 
and horizontal and vertical velocities are  

( )= ( - )x
chk z hV A cos kx t

shkh
Z Z�                                                                                 [7] 

( )= ( - )z
shk z hV A sin kx t

shkh
Z Z�                                                                                  [8] 

where A is wave amplitude,Z  is wave frequency, k is wave number and h is water depth.  For 
the wave absorber, an artificial damping is added on the vertical velocity (Choi & Yoon, 
2009),  
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                                                                                        [9] 

where 
dn

sd

ed sd

x x
x x

N
§ ·�

 ¨ ¸�© ¹
, in which xsd and xed are the starting and ending points on the wave 

surface, f1, f2 and nd  are parameters of the damping. Here we take f1, f2 and nd  as 10, 10 and 2, 
respectively. In multi-phase module, VOF model and K-epsilon turbulence model are 
selected.  
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Secondly, a rigid shore-connecting ice plate is added in the wave tank. The dimensions of the 
ice sheet is 3.0m long and 0.06m thick. Its draft is 0.054m. The boundary conditions of the 
ice sheet is rigid walls. Unstructured triangular meshes are adopted to discrete the flow and 
the meshes are refined in the regions near wave surfaces and ice plates, as shown in Fig.1. 
100 meshes are plotted in a wave length and 20 meshes are plotted in a wave height.  
 

 
Figure 1. Meshes in numerical wave tank with a rigid shore-connecting ice plate 

 
Thirdly, an elastic shore-connecting ice plate is added in the wave tank. As the deformation 
of the ice needs to be calculate, the ‘Fluid-Structure Interaction model’ should be adopted. In 
ANSYS Workbench software, three modules including ‘Fluid Flow (FLUENT)’, ‘Transient 
Structural’ and ‘System Coupling’ are used. Fluid Flow (FLUENT) module is used to 
calculate flow domain and all the parameters are set same to the above. Transient Structural 
module is used to calculate the response of ice. Besides the above-mentioned geometrical 
parameters, material parameters of the ice plate are also needed, including Young’s modulus 
(2GPa), Poisson’s ratio (0.35), density (900kg/m3). The numbers in the bracket are the 
parameters used in this paper. In addition, in Transient Structural module, the ice plate must 
be in 3D, thus the width of the ice plate is taken as 0.025m and the flow domain in Fluid 
Flow (FLUENT) is also extended to 0.025m wide with symmetry plane as the boundary 
conditions of front and back surfaces of the wave tank. For the elastic ice plate, its boundary 
conditions are: rigid fixed at right end, free at left end, symmetry at front and back surfaces, 
fluid-solid interfaces are set at upside, downside and left sides, which satisfy both 
impermeable condition and non-slip condition, namely, 

f s�  �u n u n                                                                                                           [10] 

f s�  �u uW W                                                                                                           [11] 
where fu  and su  are the fluid velocity and ice velocity, respectively, and n  and W  are unit 
normal and tangential vector of the ice surface. System Coupling is used to transfer the data 
at these fluid-solid interfaces in real time. Time step is set as 0.002s. 
 
2.3 Validation of numerical wave tank  
 
Numerical wave tank is first validated by comparing with theoretical waveform. Wave length 
λ is taken as 2.6m, wave height H is 0.1m. Wave elimination zone is also taken as 2.6m, 
namely a wavelength.  A monitoring point 0.1m away from left side of tank is set on the 
wave surface, whose waveform is compared with theoretical one, as shown in Fig.  2. It can 
be seen from the figure that numerical results coincide with theoretical ones well after the 
wave is stable, which validates the numerical wave tank in this paper. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of numerical and theoretical waveforms 

 
3. Results and discussions  
3.1 Interaction of wave and rigid ice plate 
Firstly, the results of the interaction of wave and rigid ice plate is investigated. λ is 2.5m, H is 
0.1m, and other parameters are same to those in section 2.2. The development of wave 
propagation is shown in Fig.3. It can be seen that as the wave continues to propagate, a part 
of wave is reflected by the ice sheet, and a small part of wave overwashes the upper surface 
of the ice and propagates along the ice surface (Skene et al., 2015, Nelli et al., 2020), until to 
the right end of the ice sheet, where there exists a small outlet and the wave flows out there. 
 

  
˄a˅4s ˄b˅8s 

  
˄c˅12s ˄d˅16s 

Figure 3. Interaction of wave and rigid shore-connecting ice plate 
 
The forces on the three surfaces of the ice plate is measured in Fig.4. For the vertical force, 
the positive direction is upward, while for the horizontal force, the positive direction is 
rightward. From Fig.4 (a), one can see the force F1 increases along with the accumulation of 
water on the upper side of ice plate. Minus presents that the direction of F1 is downward. As 
wave overwashes the ice periodically, F1 presents a rise in cycle also. From Fig.4 (b), one can 
see the F2 on the lower surface of ice plate is dominant, with same cycle with that of incident 
wave. Compared with Fig.4 (a) and (b), it can be seen that the F3 on the free end of ice plate 
in Fig.4 (c) is much small and can be negligible in most time. It also indicates that the 
compression induced by the wave on the ice is quite small.  
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(a) upper surface  (b) lower surface 

 
(c) free-end surface 

Figure 4. Time histories of forces on the surfaces of the rigid ice plate 
 
In order to compare the structural response of the rigid ice with that of elastic ice, we 
introduce an approximate method to study the bending stress of the rigid ice (Hu et al., 2018). 
As shown in Fig.5, the ice plate is seen as a cantilever beam and the external fluid force is 
equivalent to a uniformly distributed loads. Considering the effect of gravity force G of the 
ice plate G=mg, where m is mass of the plate and g is gravitational acceleration, the 
uniformly distributed loads q can be obtained by: 
 

1 2F F Gq
LB
� �

                                                                                                                 [12] 

 
where L and B are the length and beam of the ice plate, respectively,  in which B is taken as 1 
for 2D simulation.  
 
By using the knowledge of materials mechanics, one can easily obtain the maximum bending 
stress maxV  of the ice plate as:  
 

2 2 2max 1 2
max 2

( )1 1= / ( ) 3
2 6

M F F G LqL B Bh
W h

V � �
 �  �

                                       
     [13]

 
 
where maxM  is the maximum bending moment of the ice plate, which is realized at the fixed 
end of the beam from structural analysis; W is section modulus and h is the thickness of the 
ice plate. It is easy to know that maxV  exists at the fixed end of the ice plate due to the 
maximum bending moment. From Eq. (13), one can also predict that maxV  increases linearly 
with ice length L. 
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Figure 5. Sketch of the external fluid force on 

the rigid shore-connecting ice plate 
Figure 6. The maximum bending stress of the 

rigid shore-connecting ice plate  
 
Fig. 6 provides the time history of the maximum bending stress maxV  of the ice plate. 
Compared with Fig. 4 (b), one can see that the tendency of maxV  is similar to that of F2. 
Considering Eq. (13), it can be easily understood because the fluid force on the lower surface 
F2  dominates the total force. 
 
3.2 Interaction of wave and elastic ice plate 
 
Secondly, the results of the interaction of wave and elastic ice plate is investigated, with same 
parameters as those in section 2.2 and 3.1. Fluid forces and structural response can be 
obtained directly in Fluid Flow (FLUENT) module and Transient Structural module, 
respectively.  
 

 
 

˄a˅upper surface ˄b˅lower surface 

 
˄c˅free-end surface 

Figure 7. Time histories of forces on the surfaces of the elastic ice plate 
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Fig.7 presents the time histories of forces on the surfaces of elastic ice plate. It can be seen 
their tendencies coincide with those of rigid ice plate in Fig.4. The detailed differences will 
be checked and discussed in section 3.3.  
 

 
˄a˅6.92s 

 
˄b˅11.77s 

 
˄c˅15.23s 

 

Figure 8. Bending stress contour of the elastic 
ice plate 

Figure 9. The absolute maximum bending 
stress of the elastic shore-connecting ice plate  

 
Fig.8 and Fig.9 provide the bending stress contour and the absolute maximum bending stress 
of the elastic shore-connecting ice plate. In Fig. 8, we just provide 1m near the fixed end of 
the ice. These three moments correspond to the ice plate bends downwards most, to the 
central position and upwards most, respectively. From Fig.8, one can see the maximum 
bending stress happens on the upper surface at the fixed end of the ice plate, which denotes 
the ice will be broken and cracked at the upper surface first. From Fig.9, one can notice the 
largest bending stress in this case is 1.149u 106Pa around t=17.75s. Once this bending stress 
is over the allowable bending stress, the crack will generate along the upper surface at the 
fixed end of the ice plate.  
 
3.3 Comparison between rigid ice and elastic ice  
 
Based on section 3.1 and 3.2, this section provides the comparison between these two cases.  
 

  
˄a˅upper surface ˄b˅lower surface 

Figure 10. Comparison of fluid force between rigid ice and elastic ice  
 
Fig. 10 provides the comparison of fluid forces on the upper and lower surfaces of rigid ice 
and elastic ice. Overall, there are not large differences between these two cases, which 
denotes the elasticity of the ice plate has not too much influences on the fluid forces under 
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this case. One can see the amplitudes of the fluid force of the rigid ice are larger than those of 
elastic ice. This can be understood, given that the elastic ice can absorb part of wave energy 
as elastic energy of the plate and reduces the external fluid force as a result. 
 

 
Figure 11. Comparison of absolute maximum bending stress between rigid ice and elastic ice 

 
Fig.11 presents the comparison of absolute maximum bending stress maxV  between rigid ice 
and elastic ice. One can see that the oscillation frequency of the elastic ice sheet is greater 
than that of the rigid ice after around 10s. This is because the flexural oscillation of the elastic 
ice sheet causes extra wave. This wave propagates and superimposes with incident wave, and 
the superposition of wave frequency is greater than that of the rigid ice, so the response of the 
elastic ice sheet gets faster. On the other hand, as mentioned above, due to the induced elastic 
energy, the amplitudes of bending stress of elastic ice sheet are normally smaller than those 
of rigid ice sheet. 
 
4. Conclusions  
Based FSI model, the interaction between the wave and a rigid ice plate or an elastic ice plate 
was studied. The results of rigid ice and elastic ice were compared and some conclusions has 
been drawn: 
1) A simplified method was presented to approximate the structural response of the rigid ice 

sheet. It was found that maximum bending stress maxV  of the rigid ice sheet increases 
linearly with ice length L. 

2) For elastic ice sheet, maxV  happens on the upper surface at the fixed end, which denotes 
the ice will be broken and cracked at the upper surface first, once the maxV  is over the 
allowable stress. 

3) Compared with rigid ice sheet, elastic ice sheet is subjected to an external fluid force with 
smaller amplitudes and higher frequency, thus generates bending stresses with smaller 
amplitudes and higher frequency. 
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The recent decrease in Arctic sea ice extent leaves more open water available for the generation 
of surface ocean waves. When they propagate in sea ice, these waves are attenuated, limiting 
the wave-ice interactions to the area at the interface between the pack ice and the open ocean, 
commonly referred to as the marginal ice zone (MIZ). In this region, waves can bend and break 
the ice floes, thus fragmenting sea ice. The consequences of this fragmentation on sea ice 
dynamics are poorly known, although it has often been suggested that fragmented sea ice is 
likely to have its resistance to deformation reduced. Here, we investigate the potential impact 
of wave-induced sea ice fragmentation on sea ice dynamics using a new coupled framework 
between a spectral wave model and the sea ice model neXtSIM, which includes a Maxwell-
Elasto Brittle rheology. Using a case study in the Barents Sea, we find that fragmented sea ice, 
for which the internal stress is reduced, is significantly more mobile than when it is unbroken. 
This increase in mobility is particularly visible for high sea ice concentrations. We describe 
two effects of fragmentation on sea ice dynamics: it maintains high velocities when the wind 
speed of a storm starts decreasing, and it allows for sea ice to be mobile even in very calm 
conditions. This modulation of sea ice mobility by waves has important implications for both 
sea ice forecast applications and longer-term simulations.	
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1. Introduction	
	
The decrease in sea ice extent occurring in the Arctic leaves more space for ocean waves to 
develop and propagate. It results in more frequent and more energetic wave events (Thomson 
et Rogers, 2014) that can break the sea ice over tens to hundreds of kilometres before the 
waves get completely attenuated by their interactions with sea ice (eg. Collins et al., 2015, 
Ardhuin et al., 2018). The partially ice-covered area in which these wave—sea ice 
interactions take place is generally referred to as the marginal ice zone (MIZ). Fragmentation 
of sea ice by waves has received great attention recently (eg., Roach et al., 2018; Boutin et 
al., 2020a, Voermans et al., 2020) as it could enhance lateral melting in summer (Asplin et 
al., 2012; Horvat et al., 2017). At the same time, wave-induced fragmentation could also 
affect sea ice mobility, as a fragmented sea ice cover is likely to be easier to deform than a 
consolidated one (McPhee 1980). 	
	
Very little is known about the relationship between the fragmentation of sea ice and its ability 
to be deformed in the MIZ. Shen et al. (1986) applied a granular flow theory to represent the 
behaviour of fragmented sea ice. They used a collisional stress term dependent  on the floe 
size, but their results largely underestimated the magnitude of fluctuations of the velocity 
field observed during the MIZEX campaigns. A collisional stress term was also introduced 
by Feltham (2005) to explain the generation of ice jets in the MIZ, but the spatial scale of the 
resulting jet was smaller than the one observed by Johanessen et al. (1983). There is therefore 
no consensus on the proper way to model the behaviour of a fragmented MIZ, and until now 
most state-of-the-art sea ice models do not take into account sea ice fragmentation in their 
rheology. Instead, sea ice resistance to deformation depends mostly on sea ice concentration.	
	
There are, however, some elements that confirm the importance of fragmentation on sea ice 
rheology. During the N-ICE-2015 expedition for instance, Oikkonen et al. (2017) reported 
deformation rates that are an order of magnitude higher in fragmented sea ice than in the 
pack. Satellite images of the MIZ, whether they are optical or from SAR, also show a large 
number of mesoscale features deforming the ice cover, even in places where sea ice looks 
compact. These observations, combined with the potential importance of ocean mesoscale 
activity in the export and melt of sea ice (Manucharyan and Thomson, 2018) strongly 
motivate our investigations of the effects of fragmentation on sea ice dynamics in the MIZ.	
	
Recent progress in both wave and sea ice numerical models have greatly extended the 
possibility of studying wave-ice interactions without the need of costly and risky polar 
expeditions. Wave models like WAVEWATCH III® (WW3) now include a variety of 
wave—sea ice interactions parameterizations  (The WAVEWATCH III Development Group, 
2019), some of them including a representation of the wave-induced sea ice breakup (Boutin 
et al., 2018). The addition of a floe size distribution (FSD) in sea ice models (eg. Horvat et 
Tziperman, 2015) has also been an important step forward as it has enabled the exchange of 
floe size information between sea ice and wave models, making possible the development of 
coupled wave—sea ice models (Roach et al., 2019; Boutin et al.; 2020a). 	
	
The very recent wave-sea ice coupled model developed by Boutin et al. (2020b) involves the 
sea ice model neXtSIM (Rampal et al., 2016), which uses the Maxwell-elasto-brittle rheology 
(Rampal et al., 2019). This rheology includes a variable called damage representing the 
density of cracks that form during high-deformation events. A high level of damage lowers 
the resistance of sea ice to deformation. If deformation events stop happening, the damage 
decreases slowly, over a timescale of a few weeks. The damage variable therefore keeps track 
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of previous deformation events. The Maxwell-elasto-brittle rheology was found to reproduce 
the scaling of sea ice deformations in pack ice very well (Rampal et al., 2019). Hypothesising 
that fragmentation could be considered as a very strong deformation event, Boutin et al. 
(2020b) related the wave-induced fragmentation to the sea ice damage and found an increase 
in sea ice mobility in the MIZ.	
	
In this study, we push further the investigations of Boutin et al. (2020b) and comment on the 
impact of wave-induced fragmentation on sea ice velocities and thickness in the MIZ. We 
first provide a quick summary of the coupled framework used by Boutin et al. (2020b) and 
introduce the domain and the simulations that we use here. We then analyse our results and 
conclude with a discussion on the hypothesis made in this study. 	
	
2. Methods	
	
Here, we re-use the same wave—sea ice coupled framework as introduced by Boutin et al. 
(2020b). In this section, we will give a short summary of this coupling, but for more details 
please refer to the study by Boutin et al. (2020b).	
	
The coupling involves the spectral wave model WAVEWATCH III ® (The WAVEWATCH 
III Development Group, 2019) in which we use the wave—sea ice interactions developments 
introduced by Boutin et al. (2018). They include 3 wave attenuation processes (scattering, 
friction, and inelastic dissipation) that depend on sea ice concentration, thickness, and floe size. 
They also include a representation of wave-induced sea ice breakup built on the model 
introduced by Williams et al. (2013), allowing for feedback between the floe size and the wave 
field. The wave model computes two variables that are sent to the sea ice model. The first one 
is the breakup wavelength, which corresponds to the wave wavelength for which the stress 
exerted by the waves on the sea ice is maximum. The second one is the wave radiation stress 
(WRS), that corresponds to a transfer of momentum from the attenuated waves to the sea ice 
in the direction of the wave propagation. The value of the WRS is added as an external stress 
to the momentum balance equation of neXtSIM as described in Williams et al. (2017).  In turn, 
WW3 receives from neXtSIM sea ice information necessary to compute the wave attenuation 
(sea ice concentration, thickness, maximum and average floe size).	
	
The information on whether fragmentation has occurred or not is included in the breakup 
wavelength sent to the sea ice model. If the stress applied to sea ice, computed in WW3, is 
lower than the flexural failure limit, the value of the breakup wavelength is equal to 1000m, 
and waves have no impact on the FSD in neXtSIM. If the stress induced by the waves is greater 
than the flexural failure limit, the breakup wavelength is computed with values in [DminF 1000m[, 
DminF being the smallest ice floe size for which flexural failure can occur (see Mellor, 1986). The 
FSD in neXtSIM is then redistributed to represent the fragmentation of large sea ice floes into 
smaller ones as explained in Boutin et al. (2020b). 	
	
The main originality of the FSD implementation in neXtSIM is the parallel evolution of two 
FSDs, each being associated with a different timescale of the floe size growth. These two FSDs 
are used to distinguish between a continuous ice cover made of small floes joined together by 
a thin sea ice cover, and a sea ice cover made of large consolidated ice plates, for which the 
mechanical properties are certainly very different. The first FSD, called the thermodynamical 
FSD, is used in processes associated with thermodynamics. The timescale associated with this 
growth is between a few hours to a few days, corresponding to the time needed for a thin sea 
ice layer to create joints between consolidated ice floes. It allows for a quick growth of the floe 
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size under the action of refreezing and floe welding, for which we use a parameterization 
derived from Roach et al. (2018).  This FSD also represents the impact of floe size on lateral 
melting. The second FSD is called the mechanical FSD and is associated with a slow floe size 
growth taking from days to weeks. It represents the time needed for the ice layer between the 
consolidated floes to become solid and thick enough for the ensemble of floes to be considered 
as a coherent ice plate. This FSD is used for mechanical processes, like the impact of 
fragmentation on sea ice dynamics and wave attenuation, for which the floe size associated 
with the rigidity of the ice cover is the important factor. 	
	
To investigate the impact of wave-induced fragmentation on sea ice, Boutin et al. (2020b) 
suggest increasing the level of damage d of a sea ice cell assuming that broken sea ice is 
associated with a very high value of damage dbroken=0.99 (the theoretical maximum value for d 
is 1). 	
	
d=min(1, d (1-cbroken)+ dbroken cbroken)                                                                                                                [1]	
	
To distinguish the impact of fragmentation from the rest of the changes induced by the 
coupling, we proceed similarly to Boutin et al. (2020b) and run 2 simulations. The first one, 
we call CPL_WRS, involves all the features of the coupling introduced by Boutin et al. (2020b) 
and summarized here but the link between fragmentation and damage. The only direct impact 
of wave on sea ice dynamics compared to a stand-alone simulation of neXtSIM is therefore the 
momentum injected by the WRS. The second simulation is called CPL_DMG, and is similar 
to CPL_WRS in everything but the fact that it includes the relationship between fragmentation 
and damage presented above.	
	
Like in Boutin et al. (2020b), these simulations are run on a regional 0.25◦grid (CREG025), 
which covers the Arctic Ocean at an approximate resolution of 12 km, as well as some of the 
North Atlantic. neXtSIM is a sea ice model that is solved using a  finite element method on a 
moving Lagrangian mesh - i.e., it is not run on a grid. Its initial mesh is, however, based on a 
triangulation of the CREG025 grid, giving a mean resolution of 12 km. neXtSIM is run with a 
timestep of 20s, and WW3 with a timestep of 800s. Fields between the two models are 
exchanged every 2400s. Atmospheric forcings are provided by 6-hourly fields from the CFSv2 
atmospheric reanalysis (Saha et al., 2014). neXtSIM is also forced by ocean fields from the 
TOPAZ4 reanalysis (Sakov et al., 2012). The wave-in-ice parameterization used in WW3 is 
the one called REF2 in the evaluation performed by Ardhuin et al. (2018) as it gives the best 
match with observations. For more details on these simulations, refer to Boutin et al. (2020b). 	
	
Because the effects of wave-induced sea ice fragmentation strongly depend on waves and sea 
ice conditions, we limit our study to the Barents Sea. Just like in Boutin et al. (2020b), the 
domain we define to perform our analysis is limited south and north by the 69oN and 84oN 

parallels respectively, and west and east by the 16oE and 60oE meridians (see for instance 
Fig.3a).	
	
The simulations are run over all October 2015, as it includes storm events in the Barents Sea, 
enabling us to analyze the impact of waves on the MIZ under different wind conditions. Both 
simulations start on September 15th to allow for 15 days of spin-up. 	
 
3. Impact of wave-induced fragmentation on the sea ice velocity distribution in the MIZ	
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Here we focus on the impact of wave-induced fragmentation on sea ice velocities in the MIZ. 
Boutin et al. (2020b) have shown how the damage added by wave-induced fragmentation was 
making compact sea ice more mobile in both on-ice and off-ice conditions but have not 
commented much on the way the sea ice drift velocity was increased. In particular, it is still 
unclear how the distributions of sea ice velocity in the MIZ is affected by wave-induced 
fragmentation.	
	
In Fig.1a., we plot the mean distributions of sea ice drift velocity from the two simulations over 
all October 2015. In our analysis, we only consider compact sea ice that has recently been 
broken. Following Boutin et al. (2020b), compact sea ice is defined as sea ice for which the sea 
ice concentration is greater than 0.8. Sea ice that has recently been broken is defined as sea ice 
with a maximum floe size Dmax lower than 200m. Justifications of these thresholds can be found 
in Boutin et al. (2020b), who found that the impact of fragmentation was mostly visible for sea 
ice obeying these two criteria, with for instance a ~6.5% increase of the mean ice drift velocity 
between CPL_DMG and CPL_WRS in October 2015. In the velocity distribution, this increase 
corresponds to two changes (Fig.1a,b):	
	

i.A reduction in the proportion of sea ice drifting at velocities between 0 and 0.1m/s associated 
with an increase for velocities between 0.1 and 0.15m/s. 

ii.A reduction in the proportion of sea ice drifting at velocities between 0.15m/s and 0.2m/s and 
a clear increase for greater speeds (with the exception of the interval 0.375-0.4m/s) 
	
To better understand the mechanisms at play in the changes (i) and (ii), we look more closely 
at the same two events as reported in Boutin et al. (2020b), each corresponding to a maximum 
in the increase of ice drift velocity in CPL_DMG compared to CPL_WRS. These two events, 
like all the maxima in the ice drift velocities differences between the two simulations occurring 
in October 2015, were found by Boutin et al. (2020b) to happen in the wake of storms, once 
the drift slows down (Fig.2a,b). 	
	
The first event corresponds to the wake of a storm occurring on October 15th, just after the wind 
speed has started to decrease (Fig. 2). This event is associated with on-ice winds and 
characterized by high ice drift velocities over all the studied domain (Fig.3a). This fast drift of 
the ice is visible in the velocity distribution with a peak centered at ~0.2m/s (Fig.3b). The sea 
ice velocity distribution in CPL_DMG is shifted towards higher velocities than the distribution 
in CPL_WRS (Fig.3c). This is associated with an increase of the proportion of sea ice with 
velocities higher than 0.2m/s (Fig.3b,c). This is coherent with the change (ii) reported in the 
monthly distribution.	
	
The second event occurs after strong off-ice winds. This time, the wind speed and ice drift 
velocities reach a minimum when the maximum difference in ice drift velocity between the 
two simulation occurs (Fig. 2). The event is characterized by an overall slow drift of the ice 
in the studied domain: in CPL_WRS, most of the sea ice has a velocity lower than 0.05m/s 
(Fig. 4a,b). Adding the effect of fragmentation modifies the shape of the velocity distribution 
that in CPL_DMG shows a peak centered around 0.1m/s. This change is explained by a 
strong reduction in the amount of ice with very low velocities (lower than 0.05m/s) and an 
increase of the amount of sea ice with velocities between 0.1 and 0.2m/s (see Fig.4c). This is 
coherent with the change (i) reported in the monthly distribution.	
	
4. Discussion and conclusion	
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In our model, we have identified two changes in the sea ice drift velocity distribution when the 
link between fragmentation and damage is activated in our simulations. The first one 
corresponds to a shift in the ice drift towards higher velocities once wind speed decreases after 
reaching its maximum. In this case, the added damage associated with fragmentation is likely 
to support the high drift velocities by maintaining a low ice resistance to deformation. The 
second one occurs in calm conditions, when the wind speed and ice drift velocity reach a 
minimum. Without the effect of fragmentation on damage, sea ice drifts very slowly, as its 
resistance to deformation overcomes the low stresses applied to it. Fragmentation lowers this 
resistance and maintains the mean drift velocity around 0.1m/s. 	
	
The acceleration of the modeled sea ice drift reported by Boutin et al. (2020b) is therefore not 
uniform, but instead corresponds to an increase in the amount of sea ice in the high-velocity 
tail of the ice drift velocity distribution. This behaviour is observed for all the maxima in the 
ice drift velocity between the CPL_DMG and CPL_WRS simulations occurring in October 
2015 in the Barents Sea and visible on Fig. 2b. Our conclusions are therefore likely to apply 
every time compact sea ice is fragmented by waves.	
	
To obtain these results, we have assumed that broken sea ice is associated with a very high 
value of damage, therefore behaving almost as in free drift. We therefore neglected the 
potential impact of floe-floe interactions that may dominate the sea ice internal stress in the 
MIZ (Shen et al., 1986). This stress is likely to affect the increase in sea ice mobility found in 
Boutin et al. (2020b) and in this study, and our results should therefore be considered as an 
upper-bound of the effects of fragmentation on sea ice mobility. This is particularly true in 
convergent events, when floe-floe collisions are expected to be numerous. 	
	
The changes in sea ice dynamics due to waves have significant implications on the sea ice drift 
of compact ice and are worthy of further investigation. Sea ice is the main hazard for ships 
navigating in the MIZ, and the safety of human activities in this area requires the production 
of accurate sea ice forecasts (Azzara et al., 2015). Our results and the ones of Boutin et al. 
(2020b) suggest that waves have a strong impact on the drift of compact sea ice, and therefore 
illustrate how the addition of waves to operational sea ice models could strongly impact sea ice 
forecasts. Our results also suggest that waves can modulate sea ice mobility in the MIZ, hence 
the volume of ice that could be exported to the open ocean by the mesoscale activity taking 
place in this region (Manucharyan and Thompson, 2018).	
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Figures and Tables 

	

	
Figure 1. (a) Mean distribution of sea ice velocities in CPL_WRS (red) and CPL_DMG (blue) 
for compact sea ice that has recently been broken (defined as Dmax<200m and sea ice 
concentration lower than 0.8), in the Barents Sea, over all October 2015. (b) Mean difference 
of the distributions of sea ice velocities between CPL_DMG and CPL_WRS for the same 
domain and period. 
 

 
Figure 2. Figure extracted from Boutin et al. (2020b). Temporal evolution of (a) the ice drift 
velocity averaged over all the ice-covered part of the domain for the CPL_DMG simulation, 
over October 2015,  and (b) of the difference of ice drift velocity in the region covered by 
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compact sea ice that has been recently broken (defined as Dmax<200m and sea ice concentration 
lower than 0.8) between the CPL_WRS and  CPL_DMG simulations. The sea ice-covered part 
of the domain corresponds to the area for which the sea ice concentration is greater than 0. The 
two orange vertical lines indicate the dates of the snapshots shown in Figures 3 and 4. In each 
panel legend, µ indicates the temporal mean of the plotted quantity.		
	

	
Figure 3. (a) Sea ice drift velocity distributions of sea ice drift velocity in the CPL\_DMG 
simulation taken on October 16th at 18:00 GMT. The two black thick lines delimit the studied 
domain, and the magenta line corresponds to the contour Dmax=200m. For this same date, (b) 
shows the distribution of sea ice velocities in CPL_WRS (red) and CPL_DMG (blue) for 
compact sea ice that has recently been broken (defined as Dmax<200m and sea ice concentration 
lower than 0.8). and (c) is the difference of the distributions of sea ice velocities between 
CPL_DMG and CPL_WRS.	
	

	
Figure 4. (a) Sea ice drift velocity distributions of sea ice drift velocity in the CPL\_DMG 
simulation taken on October 21st at 09:00 GMT. The two black thick lines delimit the studied 
domain, and the magenta line corresponds to the contour Dmax=200m. For this same date, (b) 
shows the distribution of sea ice velocities in CPL_WRS (red) and CPL_DMG (blue) for 
compact sea ice that has recently been broken (defined as Dmax<200m and sea ice concentration 
lower than 0.8). and (c) is the difference of the distributions of sea ice velocities between 
CPL_DMG and CPL_WRS.	
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ABSTRACT 

Sea ice reduction has increased the fetch and wave intensity in the Arctic Ocean. Reliable wave 
forecasts will be useful for the potential increase of engineering activities in the region, and 
help to evaluate present and future oceanographic and meteorological processes that may be 
affected. The global wave model WAVEWATCH III® has implemented several “switches” to 
determine the propagation of ocean waves through an ice cover. Except for one switch which 
is entirely data-driven, each of the other switches is based on a different theory and requires 
field data to calibrate the parameters. These switches, when trained with large amounts of data, 
can become robust for applications. In this paper, we present the methodology and results of 
using field data to calibrate one of these switches based on a viscoelastic theory. In this theory, 
the ice covers are assumed to be solely responsible for the observed change in wave dispersion 
and attenuation. The two parameters of an ice cover, equivalent elasticity and viscosity, depend 
on the type of the ice cover. We study two types of ice covers. One predominantly consists of 
grease and pancake ice near the ice edge. The other is pack ice further into the ice cover. We 
also divide the pack ice zone into two subzones delineated by the first appearance of leads. The 
calibrated equivalent shear modulus (viscosity) of the pack ice are roughly two orders (one 
order) of magnitude greater than that in grease/pancake ice. Small but notable changes of 
viscoelastic parameters are also found before and after the first appearance of leads. The same 
methodology used in the analysis is also applicable to calibrate other switches. These 
completed switches may then be used in WAVEWATCH III® to evaluate their forecast 
capabilities. 
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1. Introduction  

The decline of sea ice impacts the Arctic sea state in many ways. One of the observed changes is the increase of 

wave intensity even without changes from the atmospheric forcing (Thomson et al., 2018). Less ice cover means 

more fetch to help wind generate and grow waves. The increase of wave intensity heightens the need for better 

wave forecasts, which is particularly important in the Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ), where the ice conditions are most 

dynamic. To meet this need, the global wave model WAVEWATCH III® (WW3, WAVEWATCH III® 

Development Group, 2019) recently has included several “switches” to account for the ice effects on wave 

propagation. These effects include the wave attenuation and the change of dispersion (the relation between 

wavelength or wave speed and frequency). One of these switches are fully data-driven while others are based on 

theoretical considerations. The advantage of a theory-based model for wave-in-ice is its broader applicability, 

provided that the theory captures the major underlying mechanisms. In WW3, each of these theory-based switches 

contains unknown parameters. Deriving these parameters following a “first principle” approach is extremely 

challenging. The alternative is to use field data to calibrate these parameters. That is, varying the model parameters 

to produce an outcome that is measured under field conditions. The parameters which yield the best match with 

the measured data are the calibrated model parameters. In the present study, we show the results of this calibration 

for two types of ice covers. One is in predominantly populated with grease/pancake ice. The other is the pack ice 

zone further into the ice cover. The pack ice zone is further separated into two regions. One consists of large floe 

aggregates and the other consists of semi-continuous ice populated with leads. We use two types of field data. For 

the grease/pancake ice zone, time series of the directional wave spectra obtained by buoys is used. For the pack 

ice zone, spatial distributions of the directional wave spectra obtained from SAR imagery are used. We use these 

two datasets to calibrate a viscoelastic wave-in-ice model. The same method can be used to calibrate other 

switches. In this paper, we present a summary of the calibration process and results. Details are referred to Cheng 

et al. (2017) for the grease/pancake part and in Cheng et al. (2020, under review) for the pack ice part. 

 
2. Description of field data  
Both datasets used for calibration were obtained in October 2015 during a storm event in the 
western Arctic Ocean (Thomson et al. 2018). The buoy dataset included in this study covered 
10-13 October and the SAR dataset was taken around 16:50:00 UTC on 12 October. The buoy 
data were from an array of two different types of buoys, the spar shaped SWIFT buoys 
(Thomson, 2012) and the disk shaped WB buoys (Doble and Wadhams, 2006). The directional-
frequency wave spectra at each of the buoy location were determined from the time series of 
each buoy’s records. The SAR dataset was from the Sentinel-1A. Advanced image processing 
was developed as described in Stopa et al. (2018) to remove contamination by ice features with 
length scale on the order or the wavelength. The extracted directional wave spectra versus 

wavenumber in the pack ice zone was obtained in a roughly 300 × 400 km domain with 5.1 × 
7.2 km resolution. From the SAR dataset obtained in the pack ice zone, we separated the region 
into the lower (south) and upper (north) parts delineated by the first appearance of leads (FAL). 
The FAL was defined in Stopa et al. (2018). North of FAL, the appearance of the ice cover is 
semi-continuous populated with leads. South of FAL, the appearance of leads is no longer 
visible and the ice cover presumably consists of fragmented floes.  
 
Figure 1 shows the general ice condition around the study domain. From north to south, the red 
box indicates the region containing the SAR data selected for this study. The FAL locations is 
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marked by a cyan curve. Ice concentration from AMSR2 is superimposed as yellow contours 
with label values indicating ice concentration. The locations of wave buoys (orange  
dots) and the Sikuliaq ship duirng the experiment (green dimand) are near ice edge. The Alaska 
coastline at the bottom is marked by a thick gray cruve. 

 
Figure 1. Sentinel-1A imagery acquired around 16:50:00 UTC on 12 October 2015. Yellow 
contours show ice concentration from AMSR2. The FAL is marked by a cyan curve. The 
domain of SAR dataset is within the red box. The buoy dataset is collected from the region 
around the wave buoys (orange dots). 
 
Assume an exponential attenuation pattern of wave energy in ice field. By pairing two buoy 

records with known separation distance and wave direction, we obtained an attenuation rate " 

at each frequency # as  
 

!(#) = !
"# $%&(|)(*),)!"|)

ln (-#(*,)!(*))-$(*,)"(*))
)      [1] 

 

where $  is the distance from location A to location B, and %!"  is the vector 

direction.&#(#, %!(#)) and &$(#, %"(#)) are the directional spectral energy density, where 
%!(#) and %"(#) represent the mean directions depending on frequency #. The average of the 

main wave directions at A and B, %(#) = %!('))%"(')
*

, is used to estimate propagation distance 

for the wave component. The attenuation directly measured by pairing two buoy data is the 
result of many source/sink terms other than the contribution from the ice cover. These 
additional source/sink terms include the wind input, the dissipation due to white-capping and 
and the nonlinear transfer of energy between different frequency components. After removing 

these additional source/sink effects, we may obtain the net attenuation ++ shown below for each 
frequency due to ice alone (see details in Cheng et al., 2017), 
 

*/ =
"0%1-2(!,3)(4&'24())24'*

"30%-
         [2] 
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where ,, is the group velocity, +	is the wave energy density, - is the ice concentration, -+- is the 

wind input, -./	is the dissipation through wave breaking, --0  is the energy transfer due to 
nonlinear interactions among spectral components, and -+12 is the damping due to ice cover. 

Note the variables in Eq. (2) depend on frequency except /. 
 
The processed spectral attenuation data from the SAR imagery were first determined by pairing 
the directional wave spectrum at two locations. We note that the SAR data are near 
instantaneous spatial information. Hence the retrieved wave energy corresponds to 
wavenumber. The distance between the two locations and the energy components in each of 
the wavenumber is used to calculate the apparent attenuation through Eq. [1] except that 

freqeuncy is replaced by wavenumber +3. Then using the same procedure as for the buoy pairs, 
the extra energy source/sink contribution is removed to obtain the spectral attenuation due to 
ice alone as Eq. [2] but depends on the wavenumber. The pairs of locations used in these 
calculations were either both south of the FAL or north of the FAL, so that to detect any 
differences between these two regions. Results of the attenuation from the buoys measured in 
the grease/pancake ice and from the SAR imagery measured in the pack ice are given in Figure 

2. These plots show the two-dimensional histograms of ++ from (a) grease/pancake ice by wave 
buoys and (b)(c) pack ice separated by the FAL. In each panel, log45 ++ data are presented by 
a two-dimensional histogram against frequency in panel (a) and wavenumber in panels (b)(c). 
The attenuation domain is equally divided into 60 bins in the log scale from 10-6 to 10-2 m-1. 

Grayscale indicates the occurrence frequency of ++ in each ++-# or ++-+3 bin from the selected 
pairs. The highest occurrence frequency is marked by a red curve. 
 

 
Figure 2. Ice-induced attenuation rates collected from (a) wave buoys in grease/pancake ice 

and (b)(c) pack ice separated by the FAL.  

 
3. Methodology 
The calibration is conducted through an optimization procedure by minimizing the differences 
between the measured data and the model results using a range of model parameters. First, we 
describe the model which we are calibrating now. In this model, the ice cover is viewed as a 
viscoelastic layer. Its constitutive behavior, when modeled as a continuum, is described as a 
Voigt material with a linear spring and a dashpot connected in parallel, so that the total internal 

stress is the sum of the elastic stress 34 and viscous stress 54̇. In which, 3 is the equivalent 

shear modulus of the ice layer and 5 is its equivalent viscosity, 4 and 4̇ are the strain and strain 
rate respectively. This model was described in Wang and Shen (2010). The dispersion relation 

between the complex wavenumber + = +3 + 8++ and the angular frequency 9 = 2;# is shown 
to be 
 

9* − =>+ tanh +C = 0        [3a] 
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    [3b] 

 

where C is water depth, F+12 and FC<D23 are densities of ice and water, respectively, ℎ is ice 

thickness, H* = +* − +E

=%
, -8 = sinh+ℎ, -< = sinhHℎ, /8 = cosh+ℎ, /< = coshHℎ, L = 9 +

28+*52, 3= = 3 − 895F+12 and 52 = 5 + +F

6#$%E
 , V is Poisson’s ratio. In this study, we use C = 

1000 m for deep water, FC<D23  = 1025 kg/m3, F+12= 922.5 kg/m3 and V = 0.3 for ice. The 
complex wavenumber contains the real part +3 associated with wavelength N = 2;/+3 and the 

imaginary part ++ associated with attenuation, so that the wave profile decays exponentially as 

& = P*+(8G9ED) = P9*8#G	P*+(8)G9ED). For each pair of (3, 5), Eq. [3] can be used to calculate 

the +3 − # relation and the ++ − # relation.  
 

From the buoy dataset obtained in the grease/pancake ice, we have 148 cases of ++ − # spectral 

attenuation curves. The +3 − # relation could not be found from the buoy pairs that were far 
apart. Instead, such information was obtained from the marine radar data (Lund et al., 2016). 
The results showed that within the conditions encountered in the field, open water dispersion 

relation 9* = >+IC applied. We then used the following objective function  
 

ℱ4 = min
F,=

‖+IC − +3‖*        [4] 

 ℱ* = min
F,=

‖T(+
+

D − +
+

K)‖
*        [5] 

 
where superscript U indicates theoretical values from Eq. [3] and V indicates measured data, 

T = ∫&(%, #)X% #B is a weighting function that emphasized the high-frequency part of the 

wave spectra. The choice of this weighting factor is to focus on the type of ice encountered 
consisting mostly grease/pancake ice. Because this type of ice attenuates the high-frequency 
waves very effectively.  
 
For the SAR data obtained in pack ice, we have 2194 pairs before the FAL, and 440 pairs after 
the FAL. An independent study using overlapping bursts of Sentinel-1 A SAR imagery 
separated by a time lapse of ~2 s showed that open water dispersion relation still applies at 
least to wavenumbers in the range of 0.01-0.025 m-1 (about 12-20 s waves, Monteban et al., 
2019). Their study was conducted in the Barents Sea with similar ice conditions. Using these 

measured attenuation data, we perform the calibration by searching for the global optimal 3 
and 5. Since the measured data from the spatial imagery are in terms of ++-+3  relationship 

while the theoretical results are in terms of ++-# and +3-# relationship. Before applying the 

optimization, we map the theoretical values for each chosen 3, 5 to the +
+

D-+3D  domain. For each 

+3K , we first determine #  from the theoretical +3 -#  curve from Eq. [3], then use this #  to 

determine the corresponding +
+

D. The objective function is Eq. [5], since Eq. [4] is redundant in 

this case. Furthermore, we define T = Y∫&(%, +3)X%, considering the quite flat attenuation 

rate in the range of wavenumbers available in Fig. 2. Hence a broad band weighting is selected.  
 
4. Results  
The results are an array of pairs of the calibrated equivalent shear modulus and viscosity.  The 
array size corresponds to the pairs selected from the grease/pancake ice and the pack ice zone 
before and after the FAL. Figure 3 provides a simultaneous visualization of the ice cover 
property and the ice morphology. The calibrated shear modulus and viscosity in log10 scale are 
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superimposed on the SAR imagery. To aid visualization, each data point represents the mean 
value of the parameters obtained in a 5 km by 5 km cell.  
 

  
 

Figure 3. Superposition of the calibrated (a) elastic modulus 3 and (b) viscosity 5 in log scale 
on the Sentinel-1 A SAR imagery. The color bar indicated the value of these parameters. 
 
Furthermore, these calibrated data in the shear modulus and viscosity domain are clustered 
using bivariate Gaussian distribution functions. Statistics of the obtained functions including 

the means and covariances of log45 3 and log45 5 are given in Table 1. From the mean values, 
in the grease/pancake ice, data are clustered in two clusters with low or zero elasticity, 
indicating ice layer behaves as a viscous layer. The pack ice layer preserve more viscoelastic 
property. The difference between the south and north of the FAL is slight, with higher elastic 
and less viscous properties north of the FAL. 
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Table 1. Statistics of the log scaled shear modulus (Pa) and viscosity (m2/s).  
 ZL ZM [\](^, ^) [\](^, _) [\](_, _) 

Grease/Pancake      
 -5.65 0.93 0.17 0.11 0.15 
 2.82 0.41 0.17 -0.03 0.03 
Pack ice      
       Before FAL  5.07 1.51 0.07 0.07 0.81 
          After FAL  5.25 1.32 0.11 0.27 1.26 

*! = log/0 & , ( = log/0 ), *: mean, +,-: covariance.  

 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
From Fig. 3, we observe that the calibrated values of elastic modulus and viscosity of pack ice 
are higher than those of grease/pancake ice. The difference of elasticity from the ice types are 
more significant than the viscosity. The equivalent elasticity of pack ice is roughly two orders 
of magnitude higher than the grease/pancake ice (but still much less than the intrinsic ice elastic 
modulus, ~109Pa).  
 
This study shows how to use field data to calibrate wave-in-ice models. With more field 
experiments that are ongoing in both Arctic and Antarctic regions, we envision that 
parameterization of models for various ice types may be performed. At the same time, different 
wave-in-ice models may also use the procedure described here to complete the parametrization. 
These models may then be applied to test their capability of wave forecasts in the ice-covered 
seas. 
 
Detailed results of this study have been reported in Cheng et al. (2017) and Cheng et al. (2020, 
under review). Wave-ice interaction may include many physical mechanisms. In this study, the 
total attenuation rate from all processes, Eq. [1], and attenuation from ice, Eq. [2], are obtained. 
The dataset can potentially be used in many future studies. 
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The young sea ice that develops in the marginal ice zones (MIZ) of the Polar Seas during the 
freezing period mainly consists of mixtures of grease-pancake ice and thin ice floes (GPTI). 
GPTI properties are exceedingly difficult to measure in situ, due to the small floe size, the 
transient nature of the processes involved and the hostile environment where they take place. 
As the surface gravity waves coming from the open ocean are affected by GPTI, a tool to 
infer GPTI properties could rely on waves' measurements. 
 
This procedure requires the application of a suitable model of wave propagation in the ice-
covered ocean. Viscous wave propagation models have demonstrated their ability to predict 
the observed spectral wave attenuation in GPTI, although concerns remain about their 
calibration. The recently developed waves-in-ice model, called close packing model, has had 
reasonable success, at least in the case of very thin ice, in predicting both the attenuation and 
the dispersion of the waves as a function of the frequency. However, to apply the CP model 
to thicker sea ice, such as the one found in the Antarctica oceans, further theoretical efforts 
are required. 
 
With this research, we want to estimate the relative importance and the parametrization of 
those mechanisms that are not considered in close packing. This is the case of pancakes 
inertia and wave diffraction. 
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1. Introduction 
Grease-pancake ice and thin ice floes (GPTI) are the major types of young sea ice that grow 
in the turbulent waters of the marginal ice zones (MIZ) of the Earth planet. Almost ubiquitous 
in the Antarctica MIZ, the GPTI is also becoming the "new normal" in western Arctic MIZ  
where, in the past, there was scarce evidence of it (Thomson et al. 2018). A fact highly 
related to the dramatic shrinking of sea ice occurring in the Arctic during the summer, 
followed by thinner sea ice growth in the autumn. The situation leads to longer fetches of 
open waters where bigger waves are allowed to grow, which is contributes to hindering ice 
formation (Stopa et al. 2016).  
 
Waves propagating from the open ocean change their speed and amplitude as they enter in an 
ice-covered area. These waves changes depending on the ice layer properties and due to two 
main mechanisms: the scattering by individual flows and the dissipation from friction and 
other processes in the ice cover. 
 
Wave scattering conserves energy and waves' attenuation results from an accumulation of 
scattering events by individual floes. Conventionally scattering models treats the floes as thin 
floating elastic plates (e.g., Bennetts & Williams, 2010), and they agree reasonably well with 
experimental measurements (e.g., Kohout & Meylan, 2008), but only when wavelengths are 
comparable to floe lengths.  
 
For waves much longer than floes waves' attenuation is assumed to result from dissipation of 
wave energy, e.g., due to viscosity. In this case, if the ice cover is sufficiently homogeneous, 
waves' modification can be described by a complex dispersion relation, which accounts for 
the material properties of ice cover. These properties can be expressed as explicit terms for 
additional inertia at the surface (Squire 1993), effective ice layer viscosity (Keller 1998), 
effective eddy viscosity (De Carolis & Desiderio 2002), effective ice cover elasticity (Wang 
& Shen 2010), and horizontal compression at the surface (De Santi & Olla 2017). 
 
Validation of the prediction by different models is challenging because it requires 
simultaneous measurements of the ice cover properties, i.e., sea ice concentration and 
thickness, and the associated wave spectral properties. Some studies using remote sensing 
data from SAR imagery (De Carolis & Laurenza, 2016) and, when available, field 
measurements (Doble et al. 2003; Thomson et al. 2018) have found that: 
- the elasticity contribution to waves dynamics is negligible when the ice cover consists 
mostly of pancake ice, frazil ice, or small floes of thin young ice (Cheng et al. 2017); 
- pure viscous or visco-elastic models require a large variability of the rheological parameters 
to reproduce the attenuation of the waves showed by satellite and buoy data which makes 
difficult to properly calibrate such models (Cheng et 2017; De Santi et al. 2018; Doble et al. 
2015); 
- pure viscous and visco-elastic models fail to predict the waves shortening observed in recent 
measurements (Collins et al. JGR:Oceans 2018); 
- the model that only accounts for additional inertia at the surface, called mass loading model, 
can predict the wave-shortening but overestimates the ice thickness and does not predict any 
wave attenuation (Collins et al. JGR:Oceans 2018). 
 
The problems experienced with the above models are partially overcome by the recently 
proposed Close Packing (CP) model, where the effect of the ice viscosity is combined with a 
horizontal compression at the surface due to the presence of pancakes or thin floes (De Santi 
& Olla 2017). For very thin ice, CP model can reproduce the measured waves attenuation and 



wave shortening with reasonable values for the ice thickness and ice viscosity. However, the 
CP model overestimates the ice thickness for ice layers thicker than 20 cm, thus suggesting 
that some essential ingredients of the wave dynamics in the MIZ is still missing.  
 
This work aims to assess whether this "missing ingredient" can be related to ideal effects 
such as, e.g. wave scattering. Scattering phenomena are known to play an important role 
when the size of the floating objects is comparable to the wavelength. The present study 
intends to provide an estimate of the scattering contribution to wave attenuation in the case of 
smaller bodies of the size of a pancake. In this preliminary study we do not take into account 
the interaction of the pancakes, even though, given the high surface density and 
compactification rate of the GPTI, it is worthwhile to quantify the mutual interaction among 
floes. Indeed, when an incident wave propagates into a matrix of bodies, each body diffracts 
waves towards the others, which in turn respond to this excitation and send back radiation 
that contributes to the total excitation of the original body, and so on (Kagemoto & Yue 
1986). We have proved, and we are going to report all the details in a work-in-progress 
manuscript, that pancakes result in a coherent scattering so that we can neglect their mutual 
interaction. 
 
The computation of water wave interaction effects amongst floating bodies is also relevant 
for the analysis of a variety of offshore and coastal problems. As an example, in the emerging 
field of offshore renewable energy, wind turbines and wave energy converters (WECs), must 
be deployed in arrays where wave interactions have significant effects on wave loads, 
dynamics, and performance (e.g., McNatt, J. C., et al., 2015; Simon  1982). 
.to generate cost-effective electricity, devices, such as offshore  
 
However, to the authors' knowledge, none of these applications considers a length scale 
separation typical of the autumn marginal ice zone (i.e. mostly composed by pancakes and 
small floes). With this preliminary study, we want to analytically estimate the effective role 
of scattering processes in such conditions. 
 
 
2. Problem formulation 
 
We want to assess the contribution by ideal effects to wave damping in the grease-pancake 
ice-covered ocean focusing our analysis on the scattering due by the pancakes. 
 
Under the hypothesis that wave dynamics obeys to linearized Euler equation and assuming an 
elastic scattering, each pancake responds to the field of the incoming wave by generating a 
radial wave with identical frequency. The velocity potential of the perturbation measured at ݔ 
is: 
 

߶(, (ݐ  σ expൣ݅൫ ή  + ߜ +  ή ൫ െ ൯ െ ൯൧ ݐ߱ , [1] 
 
 
where  is the wavevector of the incoming wave, ߱ = ඥ݇݃ is the wave frequency, with ݃ the 
gravitational acceleration,  is the position of the j-th pancake, and  is the wavevector of 
the radial wave at , and ߜ is the constant phase shift in the radiation process.  
If  is very far from the region containing the pancakes,  will be almost constant,    ,ݍ
and 



߶(, (ݐ  )݅]ݔ݁ ή  + ߜ െ σ[(ݐ߱ expൣ݅൫ ή ൫ െ ൯ െ ൯൧ .ݐ߱  [2] 
 
 
Consistently with the assumption of inviscid system, we assume potential flow  both for the 
wave field, ഥ = Ȱഥ  and for the perturbation by the pancakes,  =  ɔ. We disregard the
presence of grease ice and consider the pancakes neutrally buoyant and fully submerged in 
the water column.  
 
To obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the radiated energy, we consider a simplified 
picture in which pancakes are so widely separated that their mutual interactions are negligible 
and the interference of the radiated waves has random character. This allows us to neglect 
cross terms in the double sum in the expression of the energy flux at the region containing the 
pancakes is much larger than one wavelength, the terms at ݔ, which is quadratic in ߶. 
Therefore the energy flux results in the sum of the energy fluxes by the individual pancakes. 
 
Let us indicate with ܫథ the energy radiated by pancakes. It is evaluated from the total energy 
current థ as 
 

థܫ =  ୄݔ߮݀ ή
ଶగ
  [3] ,(ݔ)థ

 
 
where  = (ୄ, ଷݔ ଷ) andݔ  is taken to point upward. The scattering cross section is thus 
defined as ߪ = థܫ Τܬ , with ܬ  the energy flux density of the incident wave. The total 
energy lost by the incoming wave to diffusion by the pancakes in an area ܵ will be ܵ݊ܬߪ, 
where ݊ is the surface density of the pancakes. This leads to the extinction length, 
 

ߣ = ൫݊ߪ൯
ିଵ

, [4] 
 
and the whole business is to evaluate the parameter ߪ from the hydrodynamics interaction of 
the waves and the pancakes. 
 
 
2. Scattering cross section for pancakes scale length 
 
The wave dynamics obeys the linearized Euler equation 
 

௧߲ߩ + ܲߘ + ݃ߩଷ = 0, [5] 
 
where  = ഥ +  is the total fluid velocity, ܲ is the total pressure, and ߩ is the water density. 
Energy conservation is accounted for by the presence of a conserved current 
 

 = ۧܲۦ = െ(ߔߘ)]ߩ߲௧כߔ + [ߔ௧߲(כߔߘ) = כߔߘߔ]ߩ߱݅ െ  [6] [ߔߘכߔ
 
 
which obeys the local conservation law 
 

ఘ
ଶ
డ|ఇః|మ
డ௧

+ ߘ ή ܬ = 0 [7] 
 



The structure of this conservation law is very similar to that for probability in quantum 
mechanics. This gives some indication on how to evaluate the energy transfer to the diffused 
wave. The treatment is adapted from the one of quantum mechanical elastic scattering 
described e.g. in (Landau & Lifshitz, 2013).  We postpone technical details to a later 
publication and illustrate here the result of the analysis in the case of submerged bodies of 
simple shape (spheres and cylinders). In the case of the pancakes, the mechanics of the 
process can be outlined as follows. 
 
For an analytical treatment of the problem, we expand incident and diffusion wave in partial 
waves through Bessel functions of the first and the second kind.  For now, we can limit our 
analysis to the scattering produced by a single small floating body of characteristic size ܴ.  
 
Taking inspiration from analogous strategies in the treatment of electromagnetic radiation, we 
exploit the scale separation and subdivide the domain into far (݇1<< ୄݔ) and near (݇1>> ୄݔ) 
field regions. In the near field region, ܷ evolves on a time scale ߱ିଵ much slower than that of 
a wave with wavelength ୄݔ, so that near field disturbance is enslaved to the incident wave 
field. The far field is then determined by imposing continuity of the energy flux in the two 
regions. Following such procedure allows us to estimate the scattering cross section for a 
floating object with generic shape: 
 

ߪ  4݇ିଵ σ ଶஶߜ
ୀ , [8] 

 
where ߜ are the scattering phases associated with the݊-th Bessel function.  
Radially symmetric outgoing waves dominate scattering in the case of bodies much smaller 
than a wavelength, so that phases with ݊ = 0 dominate the scattering cross section. 
 
Determination of the scattering phases requires to solve the fluid dynamic problem in the 
vicinity of the ice body, for which the analytical solution is available only for particular 
geometries. We consider the case of a spherical object of radius R at depth z such that 
ܴ ا ݖ ا ݇ିଵ.  We obtain in this case  
 

ߜ  (ସܴହ݇ߨ) Τ(ݖ3) . [9] 
 
 
 
3. Discussion 
 
The characteristic scales of a typical pancake ice field are ܴ = 0.5 m,  10ିଶmିଵ  ݇ 
10ିଵmିଵ and ݖ = 0.5 m. As defined in Eq. [9], the resulting scattering phase is very small, 
10ିଽ د ߜ د 10ିହ. Three different operations could, in principle, make ߜ larger. 
 
1) Operate in the limit ݖ ՜ ܴ, i.e. to consider a floating object. This would remove a factor 
ܴ Τݖ  in Eq. [9] (ߜ  1.6 ή 10ିହ) 
 
2) Lastly,  we may try to refine the argument leading to the extinction length in Eq. [3] by 
taking into account that, in a close-packing regime, a large number of pancake pairs are less 
than a wavelength away, and that localized fluctuations produce a coherent contribution to 
the radiation field. Let us take for simplicity fluctuations of amplitude  ݊ and indicate with 
݈ د ݇ିଵ their correlation length. We have from Eq. [2] 
 



,)߶|ۦ ଶۧ|(ݐ  σ ർ݁ݔ ቂ݅ ቀ( െ ( ή ൫௦ െ ൯ቁቃ .௦,  [10] 
 
If ܣ is the area of the pancake containing region, the number of pairs separated by less than ݈ 
will be  ݊ଶ݈ܣଶ  ܣ ݈ଶ ܴସΤ , much larger than the number of pancakes in the region, ܣ ܴଶΤ . 
Extinction length formula Eq. [3] is then replaced by 
 

ߣ  ൫݊ଶ݈ଶߪ൯
ିଵ
 ൫݊ଶ݈ଶ݇ହܴ൯

ିଵ
ذ (݇ଷܴଶ)ିଵ  1.6 ή 10ସm [11] 

 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to justify a finite ݈ without invoking a nonlinear mechanism.  The 
extinction length results, therefore one hundred times the wavelength. We can conclude that 
the effect is very small. 
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We propose a mathematical model which describes the time-dependent response to of a floating 
ice sheet to a load moving at an arbitrary, possibly time-dependent velocity. The model is 
validated using a number of test cases from existing field studies, such as the field campaign 
of Takizawa at Lake Saroma and the campaign of Wilson at Mille Lacs. Good agreement 
between the deflectometer records from the field studies and the numerical simulations is 
observed in most cases.  
 
The model allows for an accurate description of waves across the whole spectrum of 
wavelengths and also incorporates nonlinearity, forcing and damping. The load can be a point 
load or have a described weight distribution, moving at a time-dependent velocity. In this 
respect, the present model is more versatile than existing models for steady waves excited by 
moving loads. 
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1. Introduction 
Hydro-elastic waves can be found in ice sheets in the arctic regions and on frozen lakes and 
sounds in the winter season. The study of such waves has a long history going back to the 
1950's and was prompted by attempts to use solid ice covers as a means of supporting 
mechanized transportation (Squire et al., 1988). For example, in cold regions, some winter 
truck routes are partially on ice-covered lakes, and in some cases air strips have been built on 
thick ice covers. Indeed as mentioned in (Squire et al., 1988), in some cases, train tracks have 
been laid on ice. 
 
As many of these enterprises experienced problems resulting in loss equipment, and sometimes 
even endangering the life of the crews, it became clear that there was a need to improve our 
understanding of the properties of ice covers such as bearing capacity, resonant behavior, and 
the susceptibility to crack formation. A number of experimental campaigns were mounted with 
the goal of understanding the wave response to moving loads on ice covers (Takizawa, 1987), 
(Takizawa, 1988), (Wilson, 1955). In addition, mathematical models were developed in order 
to predict the wave response to a moving load (Davys, Hosking and Sneyd, 1985). This purely 
linear conservative model was later improved by including nonlinearity (Parau and Dias, 2002), 
(Guyenne and Parau, 2014a, 2014b) and various forms of damping or visco-elasticity (Hosking, 
Sneyd and Waugh, 1988), (Wang, Hosking and Milinazzo, 2004). 
 
In the current contribution, we use a fully dispersive model equation developed in (Dinvay, 
Kalisch and Parau, 2019a, 2019b) which is able to give more detailed information on the waves 
excited by a moving load than many previous works. The derivation is based on an idea due to 
G.B. Whitham (Whitham, 1967) to couple fully dispersive models with weakly linear terms, 
which has recently been extended to systems of equations (Aceves-Sanchez, Minzoni, and 
Panayotaros, 2013), (Carter, 2018), (Dinvay, Dutykh and Kalisch, 2019), (Moldabayev, 
Kalisch, Dutykh, 2015). Using this new model in connection with a split-step method for 
numerical discretization, we are able to study the time-dependent development of flexural-
gravity waves. The versatility of the model system allows the study of a wide range of situations 
including the motion of a combination of point loads, or indeed loads of arbitrary shape and 
time-dependent velocity. 
 
A point of departure for the linear study of flexural-gravity waves is the dispersion relation 
for small-amplitude waves. This relation is given by 
 

 
𝑐 (ξ) =

𝑔/ ξ +  Dξ /ρ
coth ξH + hξρ /ρ

 (1.1) 
 

 
where H is the depth of the undisturbed fluid, h is the thickness of the elastic cover, ρ is the 
fluid density, ρI is the density of the elastic cover, and D is the flexural rigidity of the elastic 
material. In stating the relation (2.1), the assumption is made that the wavelength is greater 
than the thickness of the ice sheet. This assumption is generally reasonable. On the other hand, 
for very long waves the above relation may be approximated by 
 

 𝑐 =
𝑔
ξ

[1 + ξ D/𝑔ρ ] tanh ξH (1.2) 
 

which is used in Takizawa (1987) and many other works. Figure 1 shows the two 



dispersion relations (1.1) and (1.2) for the parameter sets corresponding to the field experiments 
reported in (Takizawa, 1987,1988) and (Wilson, 1955). In the following we shall look at the 
derivation of the hydro-elastic equations, then state the weakly nonlinear approximation, and 
finally present numerical simulations of the field experiments of Takizawa and Wilson. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Dispersion of flexural gravity waves on Lake Saroma (Takizawa, 1987) and on 
Mille Lacs (Wilson, 1955). 
 
 
2. The hydro-elastic system 
 
We consider irrotational motion of an inviscid and incompressible fluid of undisturbed mean 
depth H, and with gravity g acting in the negative z-direction. The fluid is covered by an elastic 
solid described by the Kirchhoff–Love plate theory (cf. Squire, Hosking, Kerr & Langhorne 
(1988)). The flow of the underlying liquid is described by the velocity potential 𝛷(x, z, t) and 
by the fluid surface elevation η(x,t) that coincides with the vertical deformation of the underside 
of the elastic cover. The surface z = 0 corresponds to the fluid-solid interface at rest. The fluid 
flow is describe by the Euler equations, i.e. the Laplace equation 
 

 𝛷 + 𝛷 = 0        for 𝑥 ∈ 𝑹,       −𝐻 < 𝑧 < η(x, t)   (2.1) 
 

the Neumann boundary condition at the bottom 
 

 𝛷 = 0        at 𝑧 =  −𝐻,        (2.2) 
 

 
the kinematic condition at the interface between the cover and the liquid 
 

 η + 𝛷 η − 𝛷 = 0        for 𝑥 ∈ 𝑹,       𝑧 = η(x, t)   (2.3) 
 

 
and the dynamic boundary condition 
 

 𝛷 + |∇𝛷| + 𝑔η + = 𝐶         for 𝑥 ∈ 𝑹,       𝑧 = η(x, t).   (2.4) 
 

 
Here 𝐶  is the Bernoulli constant which will be specified later. The presence of the elastic solid 
is described via the pressure at the boundary. To model the elastic medium we regard a new 



coordinate system shifted up along the z-axis, so that the line z = 0 coincides with z = h/2, 
where h is the ice thickness. Thus at rest, the line z = 0 coincides with the the center line of the 
elastic plate. For ease of reading, the developments in this section are only given for the two-
dimensional case. The three dimensional case can be treated analogously. Assuming small 
deformations in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively, one may consider the 
following material motion equations 
 

 𝜕 𝜎 + 𝜕 𝜎 = ρ 𝜕 𝑢   (2.5) 
 

 𝜕 𝜎 + 𝜕 𝜎 − ρ 𝑔 = ρ 𝜕 𝑢  (2.6) 
 

This system represents Newton’s second law connecting the divergence of the stress tensor on 
the left hand side and the acceleration of particles on the right simplified due to smallness of 
the deformation. The plate density is constant. The stress tensor is symmetric, which means 
there are no volume or surface moments. As is common in hydro-elastic problems, we combine 
nonlinear equations for the fluid motion with linear elastic equations for the solid. This choice 
can be justified by noticing that liquid motions are of a different order of magnitude than 
deformations of the elastic solid cover. The equations are completed by adding the relation 
 

 𝑢 = −𝑧𝜕 𝑢  (2.7) 
 

 
with u2 not depending on z and 
 

 𝜎 =
𝐸

1 − 𝜈
𝜕 𝑢  (2.8) 

 
 
Here E is Young’s modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio of the solid. Equation (2.7) is a consequence 
of the first Kirchhoff hypothesis stating that straight lines normal to the mid-surface remain 
normal and straight after deformation. It also assumes that the thickness does not change during 
deformation. Equation (2.8) is a Hooke relation modified by the second Kirchhoff hypothesis 
stating that normal stresses to surfaces parallel to the center surface are smaller than other 
stresses. The validity of the last assumptions (2.7)-(2.8) are well justified provided the plate 
thickness h is small with respect to horizontal scales. That is true since we consider a domain 
of infinite extent in the horizontal directions. Note that we do not assume anything concerning 
the relation between the thickness h and the depth H. 
 
With regards to boundary conditions imposed on the elastic plate, we have an inviscid fluid 
below the plate, which means that the shear stress at the lower boundary is zero and the normal 
stress is due to the fluid pressure p. The top of the elastic plate is free, except for an imposed 
pressure P which can be used to model a moving load. Summing up, we have 
 

 𝜎 = −𝑃(𝑥, 𝑡) on 𝑧 = ℎ/2,   
𝜎 = −𝑝(𝑥, 𝑡) on 𝑧 = −ℎ/2,   

𝜎 = 𝜎 = 0 on 𝑧 = ℎ/2 and 𝑧 = −ℎ/2.  
       

 

 
An agreement is made here that the liquid pushes the plate up and the load pushes it down. In 
a real situation this will mean that the pressure P is positive, in case of a heavy truck for 
example. However, mathematically, negative values of the imposed load P are also allowed. 



Following Squire, Hosking, Kerr & Langhorne (1988), a standard procedure of averaging the 
expressions (2.5)-(2.6) is now applied. Introduce a transverse force 
 

 𝑄 = ∫ 𝜎/
/ 𝑑𝑧.  

 
Integrating both parts of (2.6) over z one obtains 
 

 𝜕 𝑄 + 𝜎 | /
/ − ρ 𝑔ℎ = ρ ℎ𝜕 𝑢 .  

 
Substituting (2.7)-(2.8) in the first equation (2.5), then multiplying by −z and integrating over 
z one arrives at 
 

 𝐸ℎ
12(1 − 𝜈 ) 𝜕 𝑢 + 𝑄 − 𝑧𝜎 | =

ρ ℎ
12

𝜕 𝜕 𝑢 .  

 
These two equations together with the boundary conditions yield the relation 
 

 
𝐷𝜕 𝑢 −

ρ ℎ
12

𝜕 𝜕 𝑢 + ρ ℎ𝜕 𝑢 + ρ 𝑔ℎ + 𝑃 − 𝑝 = 0  

 
where D = 𝐸ℎ /12(1−ν2) is the flexural rigidity. This is a well known equation describing the 
deflection u2(x,t) of a beam. The second term in the equation which is due to horizontal 
acceleration of media particles is usually neglected, but in the present analysis, this term will 
actually be important. 
 
The last step in the modelling of the elastic cover is to take into account energy dissipation. We 
assume a damping force proportional to the vertical velocity, which results in the addition of a 
damping term to the left part of equation (2.6). Repeating the above averaging procedure in the 
presence of damping leads to 
 

 
𝐷𝜕 𝑢 −

ρ ℎ
12

𝜕 𝜕 𝑢 + ρ ℎ𝜕 𝑢 + 𝑏𝜕 𝑢 + ρ 𝑔ℎ + 𝑃 − 𝑝 = 0 (2.9) 

 
which is our main ice deflection model that we need to combine with Equations (2.1)-(2.4). As 
stated above, the vertical deformation does not depend on variable z. Moreover, we do not 
allow for cavitation, so that the underlying fluid is always in contact with the elastic plate. 
Therefore the curves z = u2(x, t) − h/2 and z = η(x, t) coincide. If we now choose the Bernoulli 
constant 𝐶 = g ρ ℎ/ρ, then the last equation (2.9) together with (2.4) can be written in terms 
of the hydro-elastic parameter κ = D/(ρg) as 
 

 
κ𝑔𝜕 η −

ρ ℎ
12ρ

𝜕 𝜕 η +
ρ ℎ

ρ
𝜕 η +

𝑏
ρ

𝜕 η + 𝑔η + 𝛷 +
1
2

|∇𝛷| +
𝑃
ρ

= 0. (2.10) 
 

 
This equation holds on the interface z = η(x, t). Note that both the horizontal acceleration of 
the solid media particles and the nonlinear hydrodynamical effects are taken into account here. 
The load P is taken as a distributed pressure 
 

 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑡) = ρf(𝑥 − 𝑥 − 𝑋(𝑡)) (2.11) 



 
 
propagating down the x-axis. The hydro-elastic system is given thus by the Laplace equation 
(2.1), with the boundary conditions (2.2), (2.3) and (2.10). 
 
3. Weakly nonlinear models and simulations 
 
Using an analysis such as presented in (Dinvay, Kalisch and Parau, 2019a, 2019b), a fully 
dispersive weakly nonlinear system can be found. The system has the form 
 

 
𝜂 = −

tanh 𝐻𝐷
𝐷

𝑢 − 𝜕 (𝜂𝑢) 
(3.1) 

 
 

 
𝑢 = −𝑔

1 + 𝜅𝜕
𝐾

𝜂 −
𝑏
ρ

𝐺
𝐾

𝑢 −
ρ 𝑔ℎ

2ρ
𝜕 𝜂 +

𝑏
ρ

𝜕 (𝜂𝑢) − 𝑢𝑢 − 𝛤 , (3.2) 
 

 
   

where 𝐷 = −𝑖𝜕 , 𝐺 = 𝐷 tanh(𝐻𝐷) and K = 1+ ρ ℎ/ρ D tanh(HD) are Fourier multiplier 
operators and 𝛤  represents the forcing by the moving load. In the following, we present results 
of simulations of this system. In order to approximate solutions, a spectral method coupled 
with a second-order split-step scheme is utilized. Details of this process can be found in 
(Dinvay, Kalisch and Parau, 2019a). 
 
First, we consider the field experiments of Takizawa. In this case, the ice thickness was 0.16m, 
the depth was 6.8m, and the load was a skidoo weighing 235kg. The skidoo was driven on a 
test track at various sub and supercritical speeds. Figure 2 shows the results of measurements 
taken at a fixed measurement point along the test track. The time series obtained by Takizawa 
are digitized and compared with numerical simulations of the model (3.1), (3.2). The 
comparison is favorable except for the near-critical speed 5.5 m/s. 
 
In Figure 3, similar comparisons are made with the data obtained during the field campaign of 
Wilson on Mille Lacs (Wilson, 1955). In this case, the ice layer was 61cm thick, and the water 
depth was 3.26m. Two trucks were driven over the lake simultaneously. Several runs with 
varying separation are shown in Figure 3, and the agreement between the measurements and 
the simulations is very good.  
 

 
Figure 2. Single point load used by Takizawa during experiments on Lake Saroma. The right 
panel shows comparison between time series measured at a fixed measurement location, and 



a time series taken from a simulation of the experiment using the parameters documented in 
(Takizawa, 1987). 
 

 
Figure 3. Double load used by Wilson during experiments on Mille Lacs. The right panel 
shows comparison between time series measured at a fixed measurement location, and a time 
series taken from a simulation of the experiment using the parameters documented in 
(Wilson, 1955). 
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The vertical impact of a rigid body on a floating ice plate is investigated. The problem is   
unsteady, two-dimensional and coupled. The hydrodynamic loads and elastic ice response are 
determined simultaneously. The ice deflection is described by the Euler beam equation. The 
beam is isotropic and of constant thickness. The plate and the water are initially at rest. The 
impact loads are calculated as part of the solution together with the region of contact between 
the impacting rigid body and the thin elastic ice plate. The intervals of contact are determined 
by the condition that the rigid body cannot penetrate the ice surface during the impact. The 
contact of the smooth body with the elastic plate may occur at separate points. This is 
demonstrated for a static problem of a floating ice plate of infinite extent and a circular rigid 
cylinder of variable mass sitting on the ice plate. The impact problem is regularized by 
introducing an elastic layer between the impacting body and the elastic ice plate. The local 
reaction force in the layer is a given function of the local compression of the layer. The stresses 
in the ice plate and the plate deflection are studied for the plate floating between two vertical 
walls with sliding edge conditions. It is shown that the elastic response of the floating plate is 
weakly dependent on the thickness and rigidity of the elastic layer on the top of the floating 
plate. The impact loads and the regions of contact between the impacting body and the ice plate 
are computed together with the deflections and strains of the ice plate. The problem of the 
impact of the body and a freely floating ice plate is also studied within the potential flow theory 
and a numerical Navier-Stokes solver. 
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1. Introduction 
The vertical impact of a rigid smooth body on a floating ice plate is investigated within the 
linear theory of unsteady two-dimensional potential flows during an initial stage when the ice 
deflection is relatively small. Initially the plate is floating on the water surface. The plate is 
isotropic and of constant thickness. The water of infinite depth is initially at rest. The body 
touches the upper surface of the plate at a single point which is taken as the origin of the 
Cartesian coordinate system Oxy, see Fig. 1. At t=0 the body starts to move downwards at a 
constant speed V. The problem is coupled: the hydrodynamic loads and elastic ice response are 
determined simultaneously. The ice deflection is described by the Euler beam equation. The 
impact loads are not assumed but calculated as part of the solution together with the region of 
contact between the impacting rigid body and the plate. The contact region may consist of 
several intervals of contact, the positions of which are determined by the condition that the 
surface of the rigid body is always above the deflected ice surface at any time during the impact. 
The contact of the impacting body with the elastic plate may occur at separate points. The 
problems of elasticity with concentrated unknown loads and inequalities for elastic deflections 
are challenging both theoretically and computationally. A practical approach to such problems 
is to introduce an elastic layer between the impacting body and the elastic ice plate (Winkler, 
1867; Fryba, 1995). The local reaction force in the layer is a given function of the local 
compression of the layer. Such a layer can model either some physical properties of the ice 
surface or can be considered as a regularization of problems with concentrated loads, or as a 
penalty method to satisfy the inequality concerning the positions of the body surface and the 
floating ice plate. In the present study, the lower surface of the ice plate is assumed to be in 
contact with water during the initial stage of the impact.  
 

 
Figure 1.  Initial position of the body touching the floating elastic plate. This configuration is 
also used in the static analysis with the zero mass of the cylinder. 
 
 
The effect of floating ice floes on the impact loads experienced by a rigid body impacting onto 
the water surface near the ice field was studied by Khabakhpasheva et al. (2018a) using the 
Wagner model of water impact (Wagner, 1932). It was shown that the presence of floating ice 
is important only if the impact occurs in a close proximity of the ice. The motions of the ice 
floe during the water impact was taken into account. The ice floe may move towards the 
entering body and collide with the body surface by its edge, which may result in a knife-type 
damage of the body surface. Korobkin and Khabakhpasheva (2018) studied impact onto a 
floating ice with a pre-existing crack at the centre of the floe. Impact was modelled by a 
concentrated load described by a given function of time. The crack of time-dependent length 
was modelled by a torsional spring. It was shown that the presence of the crack reduces the 
stresses caused by the impact. The problem of impact onto a finite elastic plate floating on 
water of infinite depth was formulated and solved in (Korobkin, 2000) assuming that the impact 
loads are smoothly distributed along the plate and are given. The hydrodynamic problem was 



reduced to the added mass matrix for dry modes of a beam with free-free edges. The elements 
of the matrix were calculated in analytical form using the Bessel functions. Impact onto a 
floating ice plate was studied by Khabakhpasheva et al. (2018b) by CFD and by asymptotic 
model of water impact (Korobkin et al., 2014). The ice plate was assumed rigid with an elastic 
layer on the top of it. Only symmetric problem was considered. The present study can be 
considered as a generalization of that by Khabakhpasheva et al. (2018b) to elastic ice plate with 
calculations of stresses in ice caused by a body impact. 
 
We shall determine the impact loads, the elastic deflections and the strains in the ice plate for 
given impact conditions. The model and numerical algorithm are demonstrated for the problem 
of a plate with sliding edge conditions, see Fig. 4. In this configuration, the problem is solved 
by the normal mode method. The modes are coupled only through the impact loads but not 
through the hydrodynamic loads. The problem is generalized to the case of a floating plate with 
free-free edge. In this problem, the modes of a dry beam are coupled through both the impact 
and hydrodynamic loads. 

 
To justify the approach with an elastic thin layer on the upper surface of the floating plate, we 
study the static problem of a circular cylinder sitting on the top of a floating elastic plate without 
the additional layer between the plate and the cylinder, see Fig. 1 and 2. It is shown that the 
static contact always occurs at single points. 
 
Finally, a CFD method is used to study the floating plate with free-free edges.  The purpose of 
using the CFD is to consider the possible effects of nonlinearity in the fluid flow when the 
motion of the edges of the floating ice becomes large.    
 
2. Static problem 
To illustrate that the contact between a rigid body and a floating elastic plate may occur at 
single points in models of thin plates without non-zero intervals of contact, a circular cylinder 
of radius R on the top of a floating Euler beam of infinite extent is considered for variable mass 
M of the body. At M=0, see Fig. 1, the beam is horizontal and the cylinder touches the beam 
at the origin of the coordinate system. We assume that for small mass M the contact still occurs 
at x=0. We need to determine the limiting mass of the body such that the configuration with a 
single contact point is applicable for masses below this limiting value.  

It is convenient to take the characteristic length of the ice plate, 𝐿 =  , where D is the 
rigidity coefficient of the plate, 𝜌 is the water density and g is the gravitational acceleration, as 
the horizontal length scale, and R/Y as the deflection and vertical length scale, where 𝑌 =
(2𝜌𝑅 )/(𝑀𝑋) and 𝑋 = 𝑅/𝐿 . The dimensionless variables are denoted by tilde. The vertical 
coordinate is shifted to the lowest point of the deflected beam. In these new variables, the shape 
of the beam is independent of any parameters and the cylinder is transformed to the ellipse with 
semi-axis X and Y: 
 

𝑦 =
√

− 𝑒 √ cos −
√

,                + ( ) = 1.  [1] 
 
The ellipse touches the plate only at 𝑥 = 0  if 𝑌 > 𝑋 /√2,  which corresponds to 𝑀 <
2√2𝜌𝐿 /𝑅. Note that in the present analysis, the shape of the plate does not depend on the load 
but the body shape does, see [1]. This is illustrated in Fig. 2a for particular values of X and Y. 
The body is a circle in the stretched variables, X=Y, and we are at the limit of the configuration 



with a single contact point, 𝑌 = 𝑋 /√2, for 𝑋 = 𝑌 = √2. This case with second-order contact 
at the origin is shown in Fig. 2b. Note that the model of a thin elastic plate can be used only 
for deflections which are much smaller than the horizontal scale, 𝑅/𝑌 ≪ 𝐿 , which gives 𝑌 ≫
𝑋. Therefore, the limiting case with 𝑌 = 𝑋 /√2 can be achieved only for large X, which is for 
very thin plates. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.  Relative positions of the body and the plate in the stretched coordinates where (a) 
𝑌 > 𝑋 /√2, and (b) 𝑌 = 𝑋 /√2 = 𝑋. 
 
For a heavier cylinder with  𝑀 > 2√2𝜌𝐿 /𝑅, there are two contact points at 𝑥 = ∓𝑎, where 
𝑎 depends on the mass of the cylinder through the following equation 
 

𝑒 = ,      𝛽 = √2𝑎,    𝑎 = ,     𝑌 = √   .                                             [2] 

For 𝑎 = 0.5 and X=0.7 equation [2] gives Y=0.11. The circular cylinder and the plate contact 
each other at two points for this condition, see Fig. 3a in the stretched coordinates. For larger  
mass of the cylinder its contact with the deformed plate is more complicated with several points 
of concentrated loads. The type of the contact depends also on the shape of the rigid body. 
Static deflection of a floating elastic plate with a rigid heavy plate on it is shown in Fig. 3b for 
the rigid plate length 1.314 𝐿 . In this case, the contact occurs at the edge of the rigid plate but 
the elastic plate under the rigid surface is deflected upwards touching the lower surface of the 
rigid plate. There are two contact points for shorter plates and three for longer plates. 
 
We conclude that the contact between a rigid body and a floating elastic plate can be 
complicated even in static problems. To avoid the difficulties with the concentrated loads and 
point contacts, we add a thin elastic layer at the top of the floating plate and solve the problem 
numerically. 
 
3. Impact on a floating plate with sliding edge 
To simplify the hydrodynamic part of the impact problem, we consider water of infinite depth 
bounded by two vertical walls at 𝑥 = ∓𝐿. The elastic plate of thickness ℎ  covers the upper 
surface of water without gaps between the plate and the walls, see Fig. 4a. The edges of the 



plate can slide freely along the walls. There is an elastic layer of thickness ℎ  and rigidity K on 
the top of the ice plate. The rigid body is parabolic. The position of the body is described by 
the equation 𝑦 = 𝑥 /(2𝑅) + ℎ  − 𝑉𝑡 , where R is the radius of the body curvature, V is the 
impact velocity, and 𝑡 ≥ 0.  
 

 
 
Figure 3.  Relative positions of the body and the plate in the stretched coordinates for (a) 
circular cylinder with X=0.7 and Y=0.11, (b) rigid plate of length 1.314 𝐿 . 
 
 
The plate deflection, 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡), satisfies the Euler beam equation (Timoshenko and Young, 
1955), 
 

𝑚
𝜕 𝑤
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝐷
𝜕 𝑤
𝜕𝑥

= 𝑝(𝑥, 0, 𝑡) − 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑡)           (−𝐿 < 𝑥 < 𝐿, 𝑡 > 0),                          [𝟑] 
 
the initial conditions, 
 

𝑤(𝑥, 0) = 0,
𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑡

(𝑥, 0) = 0,                                                                                                 [𝟒] 
 
and the edge conditions 
 

𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑥

= 0,    
𝜕 𝑤
𝜕𝑥

= 0       (𝑥 = ∓𝐿,   𝑡 > 0),                                                                            [𝟓] 
 
where 𝑝(𝑥, 0, 𝑡) = −𝜌𝜑 (𝑥, 0, 𝑡) −  𝜌𝑔𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡) is the hydrodynamic pressure acting  on the 
ice-water interface, 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the velocity potential of the flow under the ice, 𝑚 = 𝜌 ℎ  is 
the mass of the ice plate per unit area, 𝐷 = 𝐸ℎ /[12(1 − 𝜈 )] is the rigidity coefficient, 
𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑡) is the reaction force of the elastic layer. The reaction force is modelled by 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑡) =
𝐾 𝑓(𝜇), where K is the rigidity of the elastic layer and 𝜇 is the relative compression of the 
layer, 𝜇 = (ℎ − ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡))/ℎ ,  and ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡) is the current thickness of the layer, ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡) = +
 ℎ − 𝑉𝑡 − 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡).  In the present calculations, we assumed 𝑓(𝜇)= 𝜇/(1 −  𝜇). 



 
 
Figure 4.  Vertical impact of a rigid body onto a floating elastic plate between two vertical 
walls: (a) Initial position of the body and notation, (b) Sketch of the elastic plate deflection. 
 
 
The symmetric deflection of the ice plate is sought in the form, 

𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎 (𝑡)𝜓 (𝑥),         𝜓 (𝑥) = cos(𝜆 𝑥),       𝜆 =
𝜋𝑛
𝐿

.                           [𝟔] 

Then the velocity potential of the flow under the ice reads 

𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝜑 (𝑡) +
1

 𝜆
�̇� (𝑡)𝑒 𝜓 (𝑥)   .                                                         [𝟕] 

This potential satisfies Laplace’s equation, boundary conditions on the vertical walls, the 
kinematic condition on the ice/water interface, and decays as 𝑦 → −∞. Note that the series in 
[6] starts from 𝑛 = 1 excluding 𝑛 = 0. This is because the rigid-body displacement of the ice 
plate should be zero in this problem without free surfaces. Substituting [6] and [7] in [3] and 
using orthogonality of the modes 𝜓 (𝑥), we arrive at non-linear system of ordinary differential 
equations, 

�̈� + 𝜔 𝑎 = 𝑃 (𝑡),        �̇� (0) = 𝑎 (0) = 0,            
 
which are truncated and integrated numerically by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme.  Here 

𝑃 (𝑡) = −
1

𝐿 𝑚 + 𝜌
𝜆

 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑡)𝜓 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥,         𝜔 =
𝐷𝜆 + 𝜚𝑔

𝑚 + 𝜌
𝜆

   .             

 
4. Numerical results 
The results of the numerical simulations are presented for the rigidities of the elastic layer K = 
0.01 MPa and K = 1 MPa, thickness of the layer ℎ = 1 𝑐𝑚, radius of curvature of the rigid 
body R =5 m, speed of impact V = 1 m/s, thickness of the ice plate ℎ = 5 𝑐𝑚, length of the 
plate L = 20 m, the Young modulus of the ice E = 4.2 GPa, density of ice 𝜌 = 917 𝑘𝑔 𝑚 , 
density of water 𝜌 = 1000 𝑘𝑔 𝑚 , gravity acceleration g = 9.81 𝑚/𝑠 .  
 
The positions of the impacting body and the deflected plate are shown in Fig. 5 at four time 
instants for two values of the rigidity of the elastic layer. It is seen that the shape of the plate 
closely follows the shape of the body in the impact region and weakly depends on the rigidity 
of the elastic layer. The loads in the elastic layer caused by its compression are shown in Fig. 
6 at the same time instants as in Fig. 5. The loads are in MPa. Even Fig. 5 shows contact regions 
which look as long continuous intervals, the computations provide that the actual contact 
intervals at some time instants are very short. At t=0.224 sec (dimensionless time is 0.4) the 
contact between the body and the elastic layer occurs in the interval 0.3 m <x<0.6 m and in 



the interval 0.9 m <x<1.1 m at t=0.9 sec (dimensionless time is 1.6). The gaps between the 
surface of the rigid body and the upper surface of the ice plate at x=0 are shown for two 
rigidities of the elastic layer in Fig. 7. Here y=0 corresponds to the surface of the moving body 
and y=-0.01 m corresponds to the thickness of the elastic layer. The soft layer with K=0.01 
MPa is compressed at the plate centre for a main part of the process. As to the stiffer layer with 
K=1 MPa, it is just slightly compressed, and around t=1 sec the beam together with the elastic 
layer are losing their contact with the rigid surface for a substantial time interval. 
 

 
Figure 5.  Relative positions of the body surface (black lines) and the elastic ice plate for 
rigidity of the elastic layer K=1 MPa (red lines) and K=0.01 MPa (blue lines) at the 
dimensionless time instants 0.4 (1), 0.8 (2), 1.2 (3), and 1.6 (4). The time scale is 0.56 sec. 
 

 
Figure 6.  Reaction forces in the elastic layer, 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑡), as functions of x at the time instants 
from Fig. 5. Rigidity of the elastic layer is K=1 MPa. 
 

 
Figure 7.  The gaps between the surface of the parabolic body and the upper surface of the ice 
plate at the plate centre, x=0, as functions of time for the rigidity of the elastic layer K=1 MPa 
(red line) and K=0.01 MPa (blue line). The thickness of the elastic layer, 1 cm, is shown by 
the black line. 
 
The strains at four points, x=0, 1, 2 and 3 m of the upper surface of the floating plate, are shown 
in Fig. 8a and 8b for the rigidity of the elastic layer K=1 MPa and K=0.01 MPa 
correspondingly.  The dashed straight line, 𝜀 = −0.005, shows the strain for the shape of the 



plate approximated by the shape of the body in the contact region. Note that the strains are 
much higher than the yield strain for the ice (Brocklehurst et al., 2011) which is estimated as 
0.00008. The strains are computed up to t=1.2 sec, which corresponds to the body displacement 
1.2 m. This displacement is still small compared with the length of the floating plate 20 m. To 
justify the high-frequency oscillations of the strains, the calculations were performed with 20, 
30 and 40 modes in [6]. The convergence of the results is demonstrated in Fig. 9. 
 

 
 
Figure 8.  The strains on the upper surface of the ice plate at four distances from the impact 
point: x=0 (1), x=1 m (2), x=2 m (3), x=3 m (4), for the rigidity of the elastic layer K=1 MPa 
(a) and K=0.01 MPa (b).  
 
 

 
 
Figure 9.  The strains on the upper surface of the ice plate at x=0 as functions of the 
dimensional time calculated with 20 (1), 30 (2), and 40 (3) elastic modes. The rigidity of the 
elastic layer is K=1 MPa.  
 
The floating ice plate problem is also solved with a CFD method.  The Navier-Stokes equations 
are solved numerically with a finite-volume method from the OpenFOAM opensource CFD 
software.  The ice plate is described by [3], and solved with the modal method [6]. The 
hydrodynamic pressure in [3] is calculated with the CFD solver that uses a deforming mesh 
method to account for the deflection of the ice plate.  



 
Results are computed using a CFD grid with 60 points along the length of the ice sheet.  The 
CFD solution is discrete in space and time, whereas the structural modal model is discrete in 
time, but uses a basis of continuous mode shapes.  Due to the finite representation of the spatial 
discretization, the CFD solution effectively limits the number of structural modes that can be 
used.  For example, it is required that at least two CFD points on the plate are required per 
wavelength, although this is still far too coarse.  For 60 points on the plate, a total number of 
modes of 10 is used.  This corresponds to 6 points per wavelength for the last mode. 
 
The relative position of the impacting body and the ice sheet as computed with the CFD method 
is shown in Fig. 10 (left).  The instant of time is 0.4, and comparison can be made with the 
results from the linear potential flow formulation used in Fig. 5. Agreement for the long plate 
is quite good even the edge conditions in Fig. 10 and Fig. 5 are different.  Also at this time 
instant the pressure field under the deforming ice plate is shown in Figure 10 (right). It can be 
seen that the flexure of the ice sheet is dominated by the first modes, but the pressure field 
shows response for a higher (shorter wavelength) mode. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. (left) Relative position of the body surface (black line) and the elastic ice plate for 
rigidity of the elastic layer K=1 MPa (red line) at the dimensionless time instant 0.4. (right) 
Dynamic pressure in water under ice sheet computed with CFD method. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
An approach to estimate the response of a floating ice plate to the vertical impact by a rigid 
smooth body has been proposed. It was assumed that the ice could not be crushed by the impact 
and the bending of the ice plate is the major phenomenon leading to a possible breaking of the 
ice. To avoid difficulties with concentrated impact loads, the problem was regularized by 
including an elastic thin layer at the top of the ice plate. The problem was studied within the 
linearized potential theory and by Computational Fluid Dynamics. We conclude that a thin 
elastic layer makes it possible to compute the deflections and stresses of the ice plate but does 
not affect significantly their values.  
The present model can be developed further to model ice crushing in the impact region by a 
thin viscoelastic layer of variable thickness. A possible approach to account for ice crushing is 
to introduce a critical value 𝑃∗  of the impact load 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑡), see [3], such that the interface 
between the viscoelastic layer and the ice plate moves into the ice plate if 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑡) > 𝑃∗. The 
displacement of the interface is determined using the condition 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑡) ≤ 𝑃∗ . The present 
model does not account for acoustic waves caused by the impact and propagating in water from 
the floating plate. It is challenging to include water compressibility in a model of floating 
elastic plate, see Korobkin (1996) for some discussions. 
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Wave climate and extent of ice cover in the Arctic ocean have changed significantly in recent 
decades. Concomitantly, interest in studying wave-ice interaction has rapidly increased in the 
last two decades. Laboratory-scale experiments present a fundamental approach to 
understand the detailed processes involved in wave-ice interaction and to validate theoretical 
models. One key parameter that describes how waves evolve under ice cover is the spatial 
attenuation coefficient. To estimate this parameter from laboratory measurements, wave 
amplitudes at different positions along the wave propagation direction should be estimated. In 
addition to wave amplitudes, it is also critical to confirm that the period of incoming waves 
agree with a preset wave period since this parameter is involved in evaluating wave 
dispersion relation. In this study, we systematically explore various measurement (signal) 
processing techniques to extract wave parameters such as wave amplitudes and periods. The 
contamination of wave measurements with noise and wave reflection in addition to the 
sometimes use of low-sampling frequency and the possible lack of stationarity in the 
measurement require dedicated care when selecting the suitable analysis method. In this 
study, we investigate several methods including: Bandpass filtering in frequency domain 
(bp), Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov), two MATLAB built-in functions, fir1 and smooth 
(Smooth), Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Peak Analysis (Peak), Dynamic Mode 
Decomposition (DMD), Genetic Algorithm (Genetic) and Prony’s method (Prony). By using 
experimental measurements (from Qualisys systems, ultrasound and pressure sensors) and 
synthetic signals, we show that bp gives equivalent filtering results as fir1 (difference 
expressed by normalized root mean squared error less than 3.5%). Moreover, Tikhonov and 
Smooth produces similar smoothing of signal. Additionally, we find that Prony, DMD and 
FFT in combination with interpolation quantify incoming wave period accurately 
(normalized error less than 2.5%). As for wave amplitudes, FFT combined with interpolation, 
Genetic, a variant of DMD, Hilbert transform and its combination with interpolation and 
Peak combined with interpolation results in similar estimates with respect to FFT 
(normalized error less than 3%).  

KEY WORDS: Surface gravity waves, ice, Prony, Dynamic mode decomposition, Hilbert 
transform, Genetic algorithm, Tikhonov regularization. 
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1. Introduction 

The interest in wave-ice interaction studies has resurged in recent decades. The driving 
factors are multiple. One of them is the increasing concern of potential implications brought 
by accelerating melting of ice in waves in both Arctic and Antarctic. To fully comprehend 
how waves are changed by ice cover, more high-quality field datasets are in urgent need 
(Rabault et al., 2017, Kohout et al., 2015). This is attributed to: (1) diverse proposed 
theoretical models for waves propagating in ice need to be calibrated and validated by using 
field measurements (Rabault et al., 2017, Mosig et al., 2015, Cheng et al., 2017); (2) various 
damping patterns of waves in ice should be investigated (Rabault et al., 2017); (3) dominant 
mechanisms in attenuating waves travelling in ice remain to be clarified (Voermans et al., 
2019, Ardhuin et al., 2020). Especially, these information should be systematically and 
meticulously measured, i.e., wave elevation, wave travelling direction, ice concentration, ice 
types, ice extent, ice thickness, wave speed and wind (Cheng et al., 2017, Kohout et al., 
2015). However, well-controlled laboratory studies are also indispensable, because of its 
advantages over the field measurements. Firstly, laboratory studies can be designed to fulfill 
the assumptions introduced in those theoretical models. Secondly, ambient conditions could 
be comprehensively measured and controlled. Despite these superiorities, proper data 
analysis methods are essential in interpreting the laboratory measurements to reveal the 
detailed physical processes involved in wave-ice interaction. Hitherto, there have not been 
any dedicated systematic investigation of data analysis methods used in wave-ice interaction 
community for laboratory study.  
 
Noise is inevitable in real measurements. Smoothing and filtering the recorded data are 
necessary pre-processing steps for reliable analysis of data. Physical meaningful signal of 
wave and ice motion is typically narrowband. This implies that a narrowband pass filter 
should be designed to filter raw measurements. However, narrowband filter design using the 
preferred finite impulse response (FIR) approach requires long kernel and hence reduces 
temporal precision (Cohen, 2014). In some cases, measurements from small wave flumes 
have short time series. Consequently, high-quality narrowband filter designed via FIR is 
virtually impossible to be used for short signal. To avoid this kind of caveat of FIR filter, we 
propose to use fast Fourier transform (FFT, Cooley and Tukey (1965)) in conjunction with 
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to perform filtering in frequency domain. Despite the 
sharp edge of this filtering method in frequency domain gives rise to ripple/ringing effect in 
temporal domain (Cohen, 2014), we show that the ripple/ringing effect seems to be minimal 
in real application. 
 
Move-mean filter and MATLAB function smooth with option lowess were employed in 
previous studies (Zhao and Shen, 2015, Meylan et al., 2015, Yiew et al., 2016). However, 
these two methods are severely prone to subjective bias, because span of data (or number of 
data points) used by move-mean filter and smooth must be chosen by trial-and-error 
procedure. In this study, we introduce the Tikhonov regularization method  (Mueller and 
Siltanen, 2012) and propose for the first time to use it to smooth data on wave-ice 
interactions. Regularization parameter involved in this method can be determined by 
generalized cross-validation and L-curve criteria (Aster et al., 2018). 
 
Though Wang and Shen (2010) compared four different estimation methods for wave 
frequency, in their study, only pressure sensor measurements from one experimental facility 
were analyzed. In contrast, we apply the methods presented in this study on measurements 
collected from various devices (i.e., Qualisys systems, ultrasound and pressure sensors) from 



four different experimental facilities. Moreover, we introduce for the first time Prony’s 
method and dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) to estimate frequency in wave-ice related 
studies. 
 
Peak analysis (Wang and Shen, 2010, Sree et al., 2018, Yiew et al., 2019, Li and Lubbad, 
2018, Meylan et al., 2015) and the methods based on Fourier transform (Bennetts and 
Williams, 2015, Zhao and Shen, 2015, Rabault et al., 2019, Sutherland et al., 2017) have 
been used to estimate wave amplitude. To the best knowledge of the authors’, a comparative 
study of these two methods have not been performed. In the present study, we evaluate the 
difference of amplitude estimates derived from various methods including peak analysis and 
those methods based on Fourier transform. Herein, we introduce for the first time a variant of 
DMD, and Hilbert transform to wave-ice research community to estimate wave amplitude. 
Furthermore, we propose to apply truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) to 
judiciously determine the number of modes to be retained in DMD.  
 
In the following sections, we will start with the description of data used in this study. This is 
followed by methods to pre-process data. Methods to estimate incoming wave 
period/frequency and wave amplitude are then presented. Thereafter, results of applying 
various methods to analyze data are given. The final section summarizes our findings.  

2. Description of Data 

Table 1 lists the data analyzed in this study. wf is target wave frequency, wk a  is wave 

steepness and sF is sampling frequency. Cases #1 - # 19 are experimental measurements 

collected during four different experimental campaigns that were conducted in four wave/ice 
tanks.  

Case #20 is a synthetic signal that imitates recorded laboratory measurements. Equation [1] 
shows the synthetic signal: 

( )
10

exp( )sin 2 /j j j j

j

a Tα π ϕ= − + +∑z t ε        [1] 

where 1a = 18, and 2 3 10,  ,  ,  a a a" are sampled from uniform distribution [0, 0.5]. t  

represents a time vector. jα is the grow/decay rate and sampled from uniform distribution 

[ ]0,  0.001 . The sign of jα is determined by sample from uniform distribution [0,  1] . When 

sample exceeds 0.5, a positive sign is assigned for jα , otherwise a negative sign is imposed 

on jα . [4,  1,  1.1, 1.2,  1.5, 1.6,  1.8,  2,  2.2,  8]jT =  in seconds, where 1 4T =  [s] represents the 

preset period of the generated waves. jϕ is sampled from uniform distribution [ ]0,  0.02π . 

ε denotes 1% white noise.  
 
Table 1. Data description 

Case # 
wf  

[ ]Hz  

wk a  

310−  

sF  

[ ]Hz  
Device Label Remark Source 

1-3 0.6 32.58 64 Qualisys Marker 5 disk 
Montiel 

et al. 



4-6 0.8 32.99 64 Qualisys Marker 5 
thickness  

D = 3 mm 
(cases #1, 4, 
7, 10), 5 
mm (cases 
#2, 5, 8, 11) 
and 10 mm 
(cases #3, 6, 
9, 12). 

(2013) 

7-9 1.1 32.87 64 Qualisys Marker 5 

10-12 1.3 31.42 64 Qualisys Marker 5 

13-15 1.5 62.83 50 
Ultrasound 

sensors 

US4.25, 
US4.75, 
US5.25 

 
Yiew et 

al. 
(2019) 

16 1.25 91.06 200 Qualisys Disk 2  
Yiew et 

al. 
(2016) 

17-18 0.5 12.51 50 
Pressure 
sensors 

P7 and P8 
test series 
3310, see 

also Figure 
1 in Li et al. 

(2019) 

Haase 
and 

Tsarau 
(2019) 19 0.5 12.51 100 Qualisys Marker 8 

20 0.25 - 200 - - -  

 

3. Data Filtering and Smoothing Methods 

Bandpass filtering (bp) implemented by using FFT and IFFT 

Bandpass filter can be realized by using FIR filter and infinite impulse response (IIR) filter 
(Proakis, 2001). For motion measurements of ice and waves collected in laboratory study, we 
recommend another way to implement bandpass filtering, which is easier to use. This 
filtering approach is based on Shmuel (2020) and is denoted as bp onwards.  
 
FFT outputs Fourier coefficients that correspond to following frequency consecutively 
(Trefethen, 2000, Kutz, 2013). 
 

[0,1, 2, , , - , - ( -1), , -1]sF
ff j k k

l
= " "  [2] 

 

where 2 1
2 2

l l
j l= + − − , 

2

l
k =  and l  is the length of selected data (see below). 

 

The steps to achieve bandpass filtering (bp) of measured time series 1n×∈z \  using FFT and 
IFFT are as follows: 

(1) Select the cyclic part of z (denoted as l
z with a size of 1l× ), that is far before the 

beginning and well after the ending of steady part of z (denoted as s
z with a size of 

1s× ), with periodic boundary having zero values.  
(2) Conduct FFT on data .l

z  
(3) Select out Fourier coefficients, which are output from FFT, in correspondence with 

desired frequency to be retained. 



(4) Populate a zero-matrix that has a size of 1l×  with chosen Fourier coefficients having 
the same index as output from FFT. 

(5) Perform IFFT on the populated matrix and take out the real values. 
 

The requirements for the chosen section of data when using FFT and IFFT results from that 
FFT and IFFT assume periodic boundary condition (Kutz, 2013) and use cyclic Fourier series 
to do transformation between time and frequency domain. Imposing the condition 
l s> subsides the edge artifact on filtering results of s

z (Kohout et al., 2015). The edge 
artifact is induced by the possibility that zero periodic boundary condition is not satisfied 
(Cohen, 2014) due to noise contamination and low resolution of data. To alleviate the edge 
artifact further, tapered cosine (i.e., Tukey) window could be applied at the first step just 
mentioned above (MathWorks, 2020e, Kohout et al., 2015, Tucker and Pitt, 2001). 
 
Tikhonov regularization  

Tikhonov regularization is one of the possible methods to denoise signal. For reducing noise, 
the model used for Tikhonov regularization is: 
 

= +z f ε   [3] 

 
where 1n×∈z \ is the measured time series, 1n×∈f \ is the signal that is free from noise and is 
to be inversely determined, 1n×∈ε \ is noise. According to Mueller and Siltanen (2012), this 
can be formulated as an optimization problem: 
 

( ) ( )
1

2 2

2 2 2|| || || ||arg min
n

α α
×∈

= − +
b

f Ab m L b

\

 [4] 

 
where ( 2)n n− ×=A I  is an identify matrix; α  is a regularization parameter that makes a trade-

off between the loss term ( )2

2|| ||−Ab m and the penalty term ( )2

2 2|| ||L b ; m is a vector, 

populated with the first ( 2)n − elements of z ; 2L is a regularization matrix, herein a second 

derivative operator based on finite difference methods, and expressed as:  
 

2
2

( 2)

1 2 1

1 2 1

1 2 1

s

n n

F

− ×

−
−

=

−

L
% % %

 [5] 

 
where 

sF is sampling frequency in Hz.  Here, this form of 2L implies that no any assumption 

about the boundary of signal is introduced. To handle various kinds of boundaries of signal, 
e.g., reflexive boundary, other forms of second derivative operator 2L are proposed in 

previous studies, see more details in chapter 5 in Mueller and Siltanen (2012) and chapter 8 
in Hansen (2010). Mathematically, this optimization problem can be solved by using normal 
equation (Mueller and Siltanen, 2012): 
 

( )2 2
T T T

αα+ =A A L L f A m   [6] 



For computational convenience, the stacked form formulation is used (Mueller and Siltanen, 
2012): 
 

2

αα
=

A m
f

0L
  [7] 

 
For large scale problem, Equation [7] is solved by matrix-free method (Mueller and Siltanen, 
2012). We propose to use LSQR algorithm (Paige and Saunders, 1982), which is efficiently 
implemented to avoid memory size limitations of computer for storing large-dimension 
matrices.  
 
In this paper, the regularization parameter α is estimated by the robust L-curve method 
(Hansen, 2010, Mueller and Siltanen, 2012). As discussed in James et al. (2013), larger 
α results in smoother αf and if α →∞ , αf is a straight line. Conversely, 0α = results in that 

αf converges to z . 

 
Note that here we assume f is smooth, which is typical the case for the motion signals of ice 
and waves recorded in laboratory, therefore second derivative operator is used as the 
regularization matrix. Other commonly used regularization matrices include identity matrix 
and first derivative operator (Chen and Chan, 2017, Gedikli et al., 2018, Gedikli et al., 2020). 
The choice of the regularization matrix is data dependent. It should also be noted that the 
implementation of using Tikhonov regularization to denoise signal presented here is novel 
and has not been seen in other literatures.  
 
Another approach to denoise the signal is the use of newly developed time-delay-based 
differentiation (TDD, Li et al. (2020a)) method which reduces the noise embedded in the 
signal in the derivation process.  
 

Apply MATLAB built-in functions to directly filter and smooth data 

It is a well-established knowledge that if data are sufficiently long and off-line analysis is 
performed, FIR filter is preferable to IIR filter. This is attributed to (1) performance of IIR 
filter at best matches with that of FIR filter (Cohen, 2020); (2) FIR filter is stable while IIR 
filter maybe not (Cohen, 2014, MathWorks, 2020c); (3) FIR filter results in constant phase 
delay for all frequency components whereas IIR filter yields nonlinear phase delay 
(MathWorks, 2020b, MathWorks, 2020a); (4) The approaches to construct FIR filter are 
primarily linear (MathWorks, 2020c). 
 

MATLAB provides plentiful functions to design filter and smooth data. We only select 
commonly used fir1 and smooth functions to compare with the other methods presented in 
this study.  fir1 is comparable to bp method since transition zones of both methods are tight 
(Cohen, 2014). Note that smoothing window is applied to smooth filter kernel in fir1 function 
to mitigate ripple generation in time domain (Cohen, 2014).  
 
The MATLAB smooth function with option lowess performs weighted least-squares local 
regression of data using first degree polynomial. This approach has been used by earlier 
studies to reduce noise (Meylan et al., 2015, Yiew et al., 2016). Here, we recommend using 
option rloess which smooths data via local regression of data using second degree 



polynomial. This option incorporates an outlier-rejecting mechanism and is used by Li et al. 
(2020b) to smooth wave-induced ice-ice interaction signals. 

4. Methods to Estimate Wave Period and Wave Amplitude 

Prony’s method  

Prony’s method is a method to decompose data, which is analogous to Fourier series. The 
difference lies in the fact that Prony’s method decomposes data into a complex exponential 
series that includes grow/decay rate (see Hu et al., 2013 and references therein). Regarding 
formula for discrete data, Prony’s method can be expressed as: 
 

1

exp( ) exp j

k j j

j s

k
z a i

F

β λ
θ

=

=∑   [8] 

 
where k represents thk element of the chosen steady signal s

z , the ja  and jθ  are amplitude 

and phase for the thj component, respectively; 2j j ji fλ α π= − + , where jα (1/sec) and 

jf (Hz) are the grow/decay rate and oscillation frequency for thj component, respectively.  

 
In this study, we employ the implementation of Prony’ method as in Hu et al. (2013), which is 
shown by Hu et al. (2013) to be insensitive to sampling frequency and robust against noise. 
For more extensive discussions about various implementations, readers are referred to 
Rodríguez et al. (2018).  

 
Number of modes β is determined by TSVD (Mueller and Siltanen, 2012) method. 
Specifically, β  is chosen as the maximum subspace dimension just before flat noise floor in 
singular value spectrum expressed in logarithmic scale (see e.g. Figure 4b). 
 
Dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) 

DMD (Schmid, 2010) is another method of decomposing data into complex modes.  Here, we 
utilize the algorithm presented in Tu et al. (2014) and Kutz et al. (2016). The approach of 
estimating average amplitude by means of DMD is developed by Kutz et al. (2016) and this 
variant of DMD is referred to as DMDa henceforth. To the best knowledge of the authors’, 
this is the first time that DMDa is employed in wave-ice interaction studies. 
 
It should be noted that, both Prony and DMD methods can be related to system identification 
techniques, i.e., eigen realization algorithm (Juang and Pappa, 1985), in terms of the way to 
identify grow/decay rate and oscillation frequency (Hu et al., 2013, Kutz et al., 2016).  
 
For DMD, we employ TSVD and the optimal hard thresholding method proposed by Gavish 
and Donoho (2014) to determine β , respectively. To distinguish these two methods in 
combination with DMD, the former is denoted as DMD and latter is represented as DMDr 
hereafter. 
 
Genetic algorithm to fit a sinusoidal wave 

The fitting to a sinusoidal wave can be formulated as a search for a set of parameters to 
minimize the objective function (Li et al., 2019): 
 



2( ) ( ) ( )

1

cos(2 )
s

j j j

j k k k

k

z a f tε π ϕ
=

= − +∑  [9] 

 
where j represent the thj group of parameters to fit to data s

z and k denotes the thk element in 
s

z . Genetic algorithm, implemented in MATLAB as function ga, is applied to solve this 
optimization problem. 
 
Interpolation in combination with peak analysis and FFT 

Inspired by the work of Sree et al. (2017) and Sree et al. (2018), we propose to interpolate 
low-frequency sampled data by using makima method in MATLAB. In comparison with 
pchip method (applied by Sree et al. (2017) and Sree et al. (2018)) and spline method, 
makima produces results that follow measured data trend much better (MathWorks, 2020d). 
After high resolution data are obtained by using the makima method, peak analysis and FFT 
are employed to estimate amplitude and preset wave period. These two methods are referred 
to as IntPeak and IntFFT onwards. Likewise, Int precedes all methods that involve 
interpolation henceforth.   
 
Hilbert transform 

Hilbert transform can be applied to compute the analytic signal of measurements, whereby 
instantaneous amplitude can be further determined as the magnitude of the analytic signal. 
The pertinent formulae take the form (Bruns, 2004): 
 

{ }( )S f z= �   [10] 

( ) ( )h f iS f=   [11] 

( ) ( ) sgn( ) ( )HS f S f i f h f= −   [12] 

1{ ( )}H Hz S f−= �   [13] 

 
Where � and 1−� represent Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform, respectively; 
f is frequency, z is vertical oscillation signal and Hz is the analytical signal of z . In 

implementation, FFT and IFFT are employed to perform Fourier transform and inverse 
Fourier transform. In addition, s

z substitutes for z . We propose to compute amplitude of 
s

z by taking the mean of the instantaneous magnitude of 
Hz (see e.g. Figure 5), which has the 

same length as s
z . As mentioned earlier, because FFT and IFFT are involved in taking the 

Hilbert transform of s
z , periodic boundary of s

z should be ensured to ameliorate edge 
artifact.    

5. Results 

Filtering and smoothing results 

To demonstrate the efficiency of each method to remove noise, we show the data/signal and 
filtered and smoothed signals in frequency domain (Figure 1). It can be seen that bp is most 
effective followed by fir1. More importantly, fir1 amplifies low-frequency noise for some 
cases (see Figure 1d and Figure 1f). Tikhonov regularization and Smooth are more applicable 
to remove high frequency noise. Both Tikhonov regularization and Smooth yield similar 
smoothing results.  



Note that here we preserve only the frequency components close to the incoming wave 
frequency (the most dominant peaks), similar to Sutherland et al. (2017), Rabault et al. 
(2019) and Nelli et al. (2017). The other frequency components are regarded as noise and 
should be eliminated. Actually, the amplitudes of frequency components in the regions where 
the smoothing and filtering methods modify the tails (Figure 1), are at least 5 times smaller 
than the predominant peaks (incoming wave frequency). This suggests that those frequency 
components with amplitudes changed by smoothing and filtering can be treated as noise. 
Figure 1 also demonstrates that both the smoothing and filtering methods effectively 
attenuate the high frequency components (noise) when comparing with original signals 
(represented by blue lines). 

 

Figure 1. Data and corresponding filtered and smoothed results for different cases. (a) – (d) 
for cases #1, 4, 7 and 10. (e) – (l) for cases #13 – 20. Blue line represents original data. Black 
and green dash-dot lines denote filtered results by means of bp and fir1 respectively. Red and 
orange dashed line represent smoothed results by using Tikhonov regularization and Smooth, 

respectively. NOTE: black dash-dot floor around -400 dB in (a) represents numerical 
representation of zeros, and those floors in (b)-(l) are not shown. 

A point-wise comparison is made for filtering results from bp and fir1 (Figure 2). 
Normalized-root-mean-squared errors (NRMSEs) for most cases are below 1.5% except for 
case #14, in which fir1 enlarges low-frequency noise (see Figure 1f). In addition, Figure 1 
suggests that much of discrepancy between filtered results by bp and fir1 originates from the 
remainder after filtering low-frequency noise. To be more specific, the remainder after 
filtering high-frequency noise is much lower than that for low-frequency noise.  
 
Considering the facts that bp and fir1 yield similar results and fir1 is devised to alleviate 
undesired ripple/ringing caused by sharp edge in narrowband filter design, ripple/ringing 
effect is minimal when using bp as well.  
 



 

Figure 2. Comparison between filtered results by applying bp and fir1. Blue line with red 
dots is used to show clearly the NRMSE values.  

Figure 3 compares the original signal, filtered and smoothed signals for case #18 using 
different filtering (bp, fir1) and smoothing methods (Tikhonov regularization, Smooth). It is 
evident that these different filtering and smoothing methods eliminate high frequency 
components. This is also apparent in frequency domain (Figure 1j), when comparing the 
original signals (blue lines) with the smoothed and filtered signals (other colorful lines). 

 

Figure 3. Case #18 and corresponding filtered and smoothed signals. Red filled dots in (a) 
highlight the zero periodic boundary selected for l

z . Segment between two vertical dashed 
lines in (a) represent steady signal with zero periodic boundary chosen, i.e. s

z . 

Take case #18 as an example again, Figure 4a - Figure 4b illustrate using L-curve method to 
choose regularization parameter α for Tikhonov regularization and applying TSVD to 
choose number of components β  to be retained for DMD, DMDa and Prony’s method. The 

determined regularization parameter 56.40 10α −= × . Number of components 2β = since there 
is a significant gap between the second and third subspace dimension as exhibited in Figure 
4b. 



 

Figure 4. Methods to determine parameters for Tikhonov regularization, DMD, DMDa and 
Prony’s method used for case #18. (a) regularization parameter determined by L-curve 
method for Tikhonov regularization. (b) number of modes β  to be used (i.e. TSVD) for 
DMD, DMDa and Prony’s method. Red dot in (a) denotes results corresponding to selected 
regularization parameter. Inset in (b) highlights that noise floor starts from 3rd subspace 
dimension.  

 
Identifying the wave period and oscillation amplitude 

Considering that bp and fir1 produce similar results, we perform analysis only on the filtered 
s

z , which is obtained by applying bp on l
z . Figure 5 serves as an example to illustrate the 

analytic signal obtained by Hilbert transform. As can be seen in Figure 5a, real part of 
analytic signal matches with the filtered signal. Figure 5b demonstrates the variation of the 
magnitude which is not noticeable in Figure 5a. 
 

 

Figure 5. Hilbert transform of case #18. (a) compares the filtered signal obtained by bp and 
real part of the analytic signal. (b) shows the magnitude of the analytic signal. 

Normalized error (NE) of estimated incident wave period by various methods compared with 
target wave period is displayed in Figure 6. As shown, all methods except for IntPeak give 
accurate estimates of incoming wave period (NE less than 2.5%). Prony’s method, IntFFT 
and DMD are preferred methods because results produced by these methods are less 
scattered.   



 

Figure 6. Normalized error (NE) of identified incoming wave period in comparison with 
target wave period by using various methods. Red plus sign denotes outliers. Inset shows 

more clearly the spread of NEs for all methods except for IntPeak. 
Regarding amplitudes estimated by various methods, all methods except of Prony, DMD and 
DMDr yield similar results as FFT (NEs less than 3%). The significant deviation between 
results from Prony, DMDr, DMD and the other results can be explained as follows: (1) the 
amplitudes estimated by Prony, DMD and DMDr depend on initial data point due to 
grow/decay rate involved in these three methods; (2) other methods yield average amplitudes.  
 

 

Figure 7. Normalized error (NE) of amplitudes identified in comparison with those obtained 
by FFT. Amplitudes here are for components having incoming wave frequency as oscillation 
frequency. Red plus sign denotes outliers. Inset displays more clearly the scatter of NEs for 

all methods except for Prony’s method, DMDr and DMD. 

The same analysis is also conducted on the smoothed s
z obtained by using Tikhonov 

regularization on l
z .  Similar spread of NEs for wave period and amplitude is observed. NEs 

for wave period are less than 4.5% for the various methods except for IntPeak, which has the 
largest NE around 11%. With regards to amplitude, the NEs are within 3% compared with 
results from FFT for those methods except for Prony’s method, DMD and DMDr.  
 



To validate the estimation procedures for wave period and oscillation amplitude, we 
reconstruct the signals based on the extracted largest oscillation amplitude and corresponding 
wave period. Figure 8 (case #18) illustrates that FFT, Genetic, Prony and DMD reliably 
reconstruct the filtered signal obtained by bp. The discrepancy quantified as NRMSE is 
within 1.7% with respect to the filtered signal. 
 
The same validation steps are repeated for smoothed signal of case #18 obtained by Tikhonov 
regularization. The deviation of reconstructed signal by using the same aforementioned 
methods relative to the smoothed signal is negligible (NRMSEs less than 2.2%).  

 

Figure 8. Filtered signals obtained by bp and reconstructed signals. The reconstructed signals 
are constructed by only utilizing component corresponding with target wave frequency.  

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a systematic comparative study of methods involved in pre-
processing data and analysis of data in wave-ice interaction studies.  

In terms of pre-processing, we find that filtering by using FFT along with IFFT give 
equivalent filtering results as MATLAB function fir1. Tikhonov regularization produces 
similar results as MATLAB smooth function with option rloess. Tikhonov regularization 
denoising is superior to smooth owing to the existence of systematic approach to determine 
the regularization parameter involved in the former method. 

Comparison of various wave period estimators shows that FFT combined with interpolation, 
Prony’s method, DMD and DMDr reliably estimate incoming wave period with small 
variance. Lastly, we demonstrate that six methods (IntPeak, DMDa, Genetic, IntHilbert, 
Hilbert, IntFFT) give quantitively similar results with those obtained by using FFT 
(normalized error less than 3%). 
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Increased economic activity and research interest in the Arctic raise the need for better wave 
forecasts in the Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ). Mathematical and numerical models of wave 
propagation in sea ice would benefit from more in situ data for validation. This study presents 
shipborne wave measurements from the MIZ where altimeter readings are corrected for ship 
motion to obtain estimated single point ocean surface elevation. From the combined 
measurements, we obtain significant wave height and zero up-crossing period, as well as one-
dimensional wave spectra. In addition, we provide spectra and integrated parameters obtained 
from Inertial Motion Units (IMUs) placed on ice floes inside the MIZ. The results are compared 
with integrated parameters from the WAM-4 spectral wave model over a period of three days 
in the open ocean. We also compare our measurements outside and inside the MIZ with 
hindcast data from the new pan-Arctic WAM-3 model and the Wave Watch III (WW3) model 
for the European Arctic, which both model wave attenuation in sea ice. A good agreement is 
found with WAM-4 and WW3 in zero up-crossing period and significant wave height outside 
the MIZ, where deviations are less than 23%. WAM-3 is on the other hand up to 60% higher 
than observations. WW3 and WAM-3 are able to estimate the trends for significant wave height 
and zero up-crossing period inside the MIZ, although the discrepancies with respect to the 
observations are larger than in the open ocean. Wave damping by sea ice is investigated by 
looking at the spatial attenuation coefficients. Predicted attenuation coefficients are found to 
be 72-83% smaller for WW3 and 3-64% larger for WAM-3 compared to observations. Hence, 
further model tuning is necessary to better estimate wave parameters in the ice.   
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1. Introduction 
The recent decline in Arctic ice cover has allowed for increased human activities in the region, 
which raises the importance of better forecast models and improved physical understanding of 
the environment to ensure safe operations (Fritzner et al., 2019). This also applies in the 
interface between solid ice, such as land fast ice or pack ice, and the open ocean, called the 
Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ). In situ wave measurements can increase our understanding of global 
climate systems and provide data for calibration and validation of numerical and mathematical 
models to describe wave attenuation in ice. However, experimental data are relatively sparse 
due to the harsh and dangerous environment for both researchers and instruments, combined 
with the inaccessibility of the regions where sea ice is present (Squire, 2007).  
 
In this study, we present results from shipborne wave measurements in the MIZ. The 
methodology, first described in Christensen et al. (2013), combines a bow mounted altimeter 
and a motion correction instrument. We provide estimated power spectra from ocean surface 
elevation and integrated parameters from spectra, which are important quantities when 
considering wave-ice interactions. The results are compared with the spectral wave models 
WAM-4, Wave Watch III (WW3) and WAM-3 in the open ocean and in the MIZ, as a 
validation for the capability of modelling wave attenuation by sea ice. We also compare 
measurements in the MIZ with data from wave measuring instruments consisting of Inertial 
Motion Units (IMUs) placed on ice floes. From the significant wave height, the spatial damping 
coefficient from the observations and models are found and compared with each other.   
 
In this paper, the data acquisition and processing methods are described in Section 2. The 
results are presented in Section 3 followed by a discussion in Section 4. Finally, the concluding 
remarks are given in Section 5. 
 

2. Data and Methods 
The data were obtained during a research campaign in the Barents Sea with R/V Kronprins 
Haakon in September 2018. Shipborne wave measurements were made continuously during 
cruising in the open ocean and in the MIZ, into which the ship ventured on September 19.  
 
Table 1. Time, WTD and location where measurements were carried out inside the MIZ.  
 

 
 1.1 04:22 82.126/20.736 0 5 0 
 1.2 06:28 82.246/20.245 28 34 15 
 1.3 08:59 82.355/19.803 61 58 31 
 1.4 12:20 82.436/19.674 82 65 53 
 2.1 13:11 82.421/19.579 77 65 51 
 2.2 14:32 82.359/19.544 65 61 32 
 2.3 15:40 82.294/19.389 46 43 27 
 2.4 16:54 82.228/19.275 18 27 20 
 2.5 18:00 82.163/19.183 7 12 7 
 2.6 19:08 82.099/19.046 0 0 1 
 2.7 20:09 81.994/18.982 0 0 0 

 

Stop Time Position (N/E) WTD [km] 

WW3 Bow WAM-3 



Four stops were made on the way into the MIZ to deploy in situ Waves-In-Ice (WII) 
instruments on ice floes (Rabault et al., 2020). The sea ice concentration was visually estimated 
to be 10, 30, 90 and 100% for stops 1.1-1.4 respectively, and the ice thickness of the floes was 
approximately 1 m. Upon the return to the open ocean, a total of seven stops were made to 
carry out measurements unaffected by cruising speed. The location, starting time and wave 
travel distance (WTD) through the ice for each measurement in the MIZ are summarized in 
Table 1. WTD indicated “Bow” is found from the approximated ice edge from Fig. 1 and the 
estimated wave direction from WAM-4, while “WW3” and “WAM-3” are found by combining 
the ice edge and the wave direction estimated by the respective model. Prefix 1 denotes the 
four stops into the MIZ while prefix 2 denotes the seven stops out of the MIZ. 
 
Figure 1(left) shows the ice edge at approximately 82.2 °N below the thin cloud cover and ship 
trajectory into (red) and out of (green) the MIZ. The cyan line indicates the longitudes over 
which the wave directions are averaged to find the mean. The ice edge is roughly recreated 
from the satellite image and shown in Fig. 1(right). This figure also indicates the ice edge and 
the mean wave direction at the ice edge at noon on September 19 estimated by the spectral 
models, which is further described in Section 2.2. We use the "going-to" convention for wave 
direction and define directions as clockwise rotation from the geographic north.  

Figure 1. Ice edge and location of measurements. Left: Satellite image with ship trajectory into 
(red) and out of (green) the MIZ. The cyan line marks the averaging range for wave parameters 
from the models. Right: Ice edge and wave direction from models and satellite image.  
 
The instrument setup consisted of an ultrasonic gauge (UG) mounted on a rigid pole that 
measured ocean surface elevation relative to the ship bow. We used a UG (Banner QT50ULB) 
with approximately 0.2-8 m range. The instrument emits 75 kHz ultrasonic pulses at a 10.4 Hz 
sampling rate. Estimated absolute surface elevation was obtained after correcting for ship 
motion by means of an IMU placed on deck, also in the bow section of the ship. As motion 
correction device, we used an IMU (VectorNav VN100). It features 3-axis accelerometers and 
3-axis gyroscopes measuring at a rate of 800 Hz. After an internal Kalman filtering, the 
instrument gives an output frequency of 80 Hz. The gyros yield rotation angles about all three 
axis directly. Vertical acceleration is integrated twice to obtain ship vertical displacement about 
the mean. Details on the integral scheme, data filtering and other technical information on the 
instrument can be found in Rabault et al. (2020).  
 
In order to obtain time series of the surface elevation, UG and IMU data at the same time 
instance were needed. We solved this by defining a common sampling rate of 10 Hz, which 
should be sufficient for resolving all relevant ocean surface features. All data were then 



interpolated on the common time base for the analysis. See Løken et al. (2019, Eq. 3) for details 
on the motion correction and estimates for the ocean surface elevation. The UG range was 
exceeded (saturated) at times with large wave amplitudes.We accept up to 10% saturation in a 
time series and will therefore discard the sample recorded at stop 2.7 in further analysis, which 
had a total saturation of approximately 20%.  
 

2.1. Spectrum, statistical parameters and wave attenuation 
Power spectra S(f) of the surface elevation is obtained with the Welch method, following Earle 
(1996). Samples are subdivided in q consecutive segments and ensemble averaged. Segment 
size is set to 200 s with 50% overlap. 20 min sampling time at 10 Hz yields a segment size of 
2000 and a total number of 12000 sampling points for each measurement. A Hanning window 
is applied to each segment to reduce spectral leakage. Peak frequency fP is defined as the 
frequency at the spectral peak. The mean zero up-crossing period and the significant wave 
height are obtained from the spectral moments: 
 

𝑚 =  ∫ 𝑓 𝑆(𝑓)𝑑𝑓,  [1] 
 
where the cutoff frequencies fmin and fmax are set to 0.04 Hz and 1.0 Hz, respectively, which 
should include the most energetic ocean waves. Approximately the same cutoff frequencies are 
also applied in the spectral models. Zero up-crossing periods Tm02 are estimated from: 
 

𝑇 =   .  [2] 

 
We investigate significant wave heights HS estimated from spectra, defined as:  
 

𝐻 =  4 𝑚  .  [3] 
 
Confidence intervals for both spectra and significant wave heights are calculated from the Chi-
squared distribution, following Young (1995). For spectra, the total degree of freedom (TDF) 
is calculated as TDF = 2q, and for significant wave height, TDF is found as described in ITTC 
(2017, p. 5). We use the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) to compare model data with 
bow measurements. Systematic bias relative to observations is described with the Mean 
Percentage Error (MPE). 
 
Previous field measurements indicate that waves decay exponentially in ice (Squire and Moore, 
1980; Wadhams et al., 1988; Marchenko, 2018). We have investigated the attenuation of the 
significant wave height by fitting decreasing exponentials on the shape HS = Ce-αx, where C 
and α are estimated parameters and x is wave traveling distance through the MIZ, by means of 
non-linear least squares. From the fitted curves, the spatial damping coefficients α, which 
describe wave attenuation per meter, are determined from:  
 

 =  −α𝐻 .  [4] 
 



2.2. Wave models 
We have investigated the performance of the three wave prediction models; WAM-4, WW3 
and WAM-3 in comparison to our observations. WAM-4 does not give wave parameter where 
there is assumed to be an ice cover present, whereas the two latter models contain wave 
attenuation through the ice cover. WW3 estimates power spectra, while the WAM models only 
provide integrated parameters. 
 
The WAM-4 spectral wave forecast model is run operationally by the Norwegian 
Meteorological Institute (Carrasco and Gusdal, 2014). Spatial and temporal resolution of the 
model is 4 km and 1 hour, respectively, and it runs twice a day. A hard ice boundary based on 
satellite images (ice concentration larger than 30%) is defined in the model.  
 
The WAM-3 model is a pan-Arctic wave forecasting system with an effective resolution of 3 
km, operated in the framework of the Copernicus Marine Environmental Monitoring System’s 
Arctic Marine Forecasting Center. The WAM-3 wave hindcast used in the present study is 
forced by hourly 10 meter winds from ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) with a 
horizontal resolution of around 80 km. The wave spectra from the ERA-Interim are used at the 
lateral boundaries. The daily sea-ice concentration, ice thickness, and surface current 
information is taken from the TOPAZ ocean model system (Sakov et al., 2014). In areas with 
a sea-ice concentration larger than 20%, for the wave propagation, the frictional dissipation by 
the overlying ice sheet is considered as a function of the sea-ice thickness and wavenumber 
(Sutherland et al., 2019). Epsilon, which describes the thickness ratio of the two layers, is 0.13.  
 
The WW3 model is a two-way coupled atmosphere-wave numerical weather prediction system 
in the Arctic. The atmosphere model AROME-Arctic (Müller et al. 2017) is coupled to the 3rd 
generation spectral wave model WW3 v5.16  using the OASIS3 model coupling toolkit. To 
obtain the sea-ice variables required by the wave model, we utilize the simple sea ice scheme 
(SICE) within SURFEX (Batrak et al., 2018). The WW3 setup used in this study uses the ST3 
physics setting (equivalent to WAM4 physics) and estimates wave damping by sea ice through 
dissipation caused by bottom friction below a continuous thin elastic plate of ice (IC2 setting). 
We assume no scattering by sea ice in this framework. The coupled model is configured over 
the AROME-Arctic domain with a horizontal grid resolution of 2.5 km. AROME-Arctic uses 
1 min. time steps while WW3 uses 5 min. time steps. The coupling frequency is every 30 min. 
 

3. Results 
Bow measurements are compared with model data interpolated to the location of the ship in 
Fig. 2(left). Valid measurements inside the MIZ, which we define as time periods where total 
UG saturation is below 10% and Ship Speed over Ground (SOG) is below 0.5 m/s, are 
highlighted with gray background color. The whole comparison spans over three days. Error 
statistics are summarized in Table 2, where MAPE describes the mean absolute error and MPE 
describes the mean error. In general, there is a good agreement between observations and 
model. The WAM-4 model performs best outside the MIZ compared to the bow measurements 
with deviations less than 23% and 8% for HS and Tm02 respectively. Deviations are 
approximately equally high when comparing to WW3, while WAM-3 overestimates both wave 
height (approx. 60%) and period (approx. 17%), especially the day before the ship ventured 
into the MIZ. Inside the MIZ, both models capture the larger trends when comparing them to 
the observations. HS is actually better predicted when the measurements are considered not 
valid for both models. Tm02 is more sensitive to the motion of the ship and the models are closer 
to the observations within the valid times.  



 

 
Figure 2. Left: long time comparison between bow measurements and the models for HS 
(upper), Tm02 (middle) and ice properties (lower). Measurements that are considered valid are 
highlighted with gray background color. Right: time series of HS (upper), Tm02 (middle) and 
wave direction (lower) from the wave models with spatial standard deviations shown as shaded 
regions. Values are extracted from locations indicated in Fig. 1. 
 
A stationary sea state over the measurement period inside the MIZ is an advantage in our 
analysis. The sea state is investigated in Fig. 2(right) where time series of HS, Tm02 and wave 
direction from the models are presented. The model data are extracted from the ice edge defined 
in the respective models over the range of longitudes indicated in Fig. 1(left), and the standard 
deviation over this range is shown as shaded areas. None of the parameters change dramatically 
over the time period, and the data is overall quite consistent in space.     
 
Table 2. Error statistics for HS and periods Tm02 when comparing model data with bow 
measurements.  
 

 
Power spectra from bow measurements (black) and WII instruments (blue) with their 
respective 95% confidence intervals are compared to spectra from WW3 (magenta) and peak 
frequencies from WAM-3 (green) in Fig. 3. Stops into the MIZ are presented to the left, going 

 
 HS Tm02 HS Tm02 HS Tm02 

Outside MIZ 
MIZ, valid 

MIZ, not valid 

22.9 7.8 19.5 
107.5 
32.8 

11.4 
58.2 
53.7 

59.7 
85.7 
67.2 

17.1 
32.7 
39.0 

Outside MIZ 
MIZ, valid 

MIZ, not valid 

-20.6 5.4 -17.1 
-107.4 
-32.2 

-7.4 
-56.0 
-49.6 

-58.9 
-83.1 
-61.5 

-14.4 
29.9 
-37.3 

 



successively from stop number 1.1 (upper panel) to 1.4 (lower panel) and stops out of the MIZ 
are presented to the right, going successively from stop number 2.1 (upper panel) to 2.6 (lower 
panel).  
 
The observed power spectra from bow measurements and WII instruments in Fig. 3(left) are 
consistent for most frequencies for all stops in the left figure, except for stop 1.3, where the 
spectra deviates substantially for frequencies higher than 0.1 Hz. See Løken et al. (2019) for a 
discussion on this discrepancy. The spectrum from WW3 underestimates the wave energy 
content at stop 1.1, is consistent up to approximately 0.125 Hz at stop 1.2 and overestimates 
the energy at stops 1.3-1.4. The peak frequencies from WAM-3 decrease further into the ice in 
accordance with the observations, except for stop 1.4 where it is overestimated. 
 
In Fig. 3(right), WW3 overestimates the wave energy content at stops 2.1-2.3 furthest into the 
MIZ. The model predicts a dual peak spectrum with the low frequency peak in the same 
frequency range as the observed spectra, but no high frequent peak was detected in the bow 
measurements. For stops 2.4-2.6, the spectra are comparable in strength and frequency. WAM-
3 predicts an increasing peak frequency, but the growth in fP is smaller than what was observed 
with the bow measurements.  
 

Figure 3. Power spectra from bow measurements (black) and WII instruments (blue) with their 
respective 95% confidence intervals shaded. Spectra from WW3 (magenta) and peak 
frequencies from WAM-3 (green). Left: going into the ice zone from upper (stop 1.1) to lower 
panel (stop 1.4). Right: going out of the MIZ from upper (stop 2.1) to lower panel (stop 2.6).   
 
It is evident that waves are attenuated as they travel through the MIZ. Figure 4 shows the 
decrease in HS from observations (with 95% confidence intervals) and the models as function 
of WTD through the MIZ on the way into (left) and out of (right) the ice. Decreasing 
exponentials are fitted to the data and the spatial damping coefficients are found from the fitted 
curves with Eq. 4. The damping coefficients from the different models and observations are 
summarized in Table 3. The bow measurements and the WII instruments are quite consistent. 
WAM-3 predicts a larger damping than observations into the MIZ (attenuation coefficient 64% 
higher than bow measurements), but is very close to observations out of the MIZ (attenuation 
coefficient 3% higher than bow measurements). WW3 substantially underestimates the 
damping compared to observations both into and out of the MIZ (attenuation coefficient 72-
83% lower than bow measurements).      



 

 
Figure 4. HS as function of WTD with fitted exponential decays from bow measurements 
(black), WII instruments (blue) with their respective 95% confidence intervals shaded, WW3 
(magenta) and WAM-3 (green). Left: into the MIZ. Right: out of the MIZ. 
 
Table 3. Spatial damping coefficients from observations and models into (stop 1) and out of 
(stop 2) the MIZ. 
 

 

 

 

4. Discussion 
The consistency in spectra between the bow and the WII instruments substantiates the validity 
of the wave measurements in the ice. The WTD through the MIZ is found from the mean wave 
direction and the location of the ice edge predicted by each model and therefore differs, as seen 
in Table 1.WAM-3 performs reasonably well compared to the observations in the MIZ when 
considering integrated parameters. Wave attenuation through the ice is satisfactory modeled in 
WAM-3 with the two-layer model of Sutherland et al. (2019), although a bit overestimated in 
terms of the spatial damping coefficient compared to observations. This deviation can be partly 
explained by the fact that the WTD found from WAM-3 is considerably smaller than the WTD 
found from WW3, which in again is smaller than the WTD found from WAM-4. WW3 also 
gives fair estimates of the integrated parameters, especially outside the MIZ, but the spectra 
and the damping coefficient reveals that the thin elastic plate modelling of the sea ice so far 
fails to estimate the attenuation of the waves.        
 
Data recorded while a ship is in motion will contain a Doppler shifted frequency according to 
the wave heading angle (Collins III et al., 2017), which could be problematic in the calculation 
of periods. In the present study, we observe that measured Tm02 is closer to the predicted value 
from WAM-3, which performs best of the models inside the MIZ, when the ship is stationary. 
Observations of HS on the other hand, seem to be less affected by the moving ship when 
compared to the models, the deviations are in fact larger between models and observations at 
the times considered not valid. This is in agreement with the results of Cristensen et al. (2013), 
which reported that peak and mean periods were strongly biased by the Doppler shift in the 



time series, while the estimates of significant wave heights were reasonable since they only 
depend on the sea surface variance 
 

5. Conclusions 
We have presented shipborne wave measurements from the MIZ with a system combining an 
altimeter (UG) and a motion correction device (IMU). Our setup provides single point time 
series of ocean surface elevation outside of and inside the MIZ, which enables us to produce 
1D power spectra and integrated parameters. 
 
Observations have been compared with estimates from the spectral models WAM-4 (integrated 
parameters) in the open ocean, WW3 (integrated parameters and spectra) and WAM-3 
(integrated parameters) in the open ocean and in the MIZ. We have found good agreement in 
zero up-crossing periods and significant wave height outside the MIZ. Predictions from WAM-
4 and WW3 deviate with less than 23% over this timespan while HS predicted by WAM-3 is 
up to 60% off. From the time series, it is clear that the two models which predict wave 
attenuation through ice are able to estimate the trends for HS and Tm02 inside the MIZ, although 
the errors with respect to the observations are larger here. Observed HS actually matches the 
model prediction better when the measurement conditions are considered not valid, i.e. either 
when the altimeter measurement range was exceeded or when the ship was cruising. Measured 
Tm02 matches model predictions better during the times considered valid, most likely due to the 
Doppler shift induced in the time series during cruising. 
 
Both observations and models show an exponential decay in HS through the MIZ. From the 
spectra and the spatial attenuation coefficients, we can conclude that WW3 underestimates the 
wave damping through the ice. The attenuation modeling of WW3 predicts coefficients 72-
83% smaller than observations, and further tuning is therefore necessary to better estimate 
wave parameters in the ice. Spectra were not available from WAM-3, but the attenuation 
coefficients from this model match observations better and are 3-64% larger than bow 
measurements. 
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An experiment on the propagation of flexural-gravity waves was performed in the HSVA ice 
tank in 2018. Physical characteristics of the water-ice system were measured in different 
locations in the tank during the tests, with several sensors deployed in the water, on the ice and 
in the air. Periodical waves with frequencies of 0.5-1.5 Hz were generated by HSVA wave 
maker during 10 min in each test. The phase speeds and wave damping associated with 
anelastic deformations of ice were analyzed in the paper. Elastic modulus of ice was calculated 
for each wave period from the dispersion equation of flexural gravity waves where measured 
values of wave frequencies and wave speeds were substituted. Viscous coefficient of ice was 
calculated after the analysis of wave damping. Obtained values have relatively big dispersion 
which can be explained by natural variability of ice properties.  
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1. Introduction 
Sea ice coverage in the Arctic Ocean is decreasing. This leads to an increase in the probability 
of storms in ice-free areas (Sepp and Jaagus, 2011). Surface waves and swell penetrate from 
stormy regions of the ocean into ice-covered regions, and induce ice failure. The low frequency 
component of swell propagates across long distances under the ice without ice failure and with 
very little damping, causing bending oscillations of Arctic pack ice. Measurements of swell in 
Arctic pack ice have been made in the Beaufort Sea (Crary et al., 1952) and in the Central 
Arctic (Hunkins, 1962; LeSchack and Haubrich, 1964; Sytinskii and Tripol’nikov, 1964), using 
gravity-meters and seismometers. Recently, Mahoney et al., (2016) measured low frequency 
swell using short-temporal-baseline interferometric synthetic aperture radar. Hunkins (1962), 
Sytinskii and Tripol’nikov (1964), Gudkovich and Sytinskii (1965) and Smirnov (1996) 
measured waves with periods of 8-15s. These are associated with local processes in drift ice, 
caused by wind action on ice ridges, floe-floe interactions, etc. Physical mechanisms of wave 
damping in solid ice include viscous and anelastic bending deformations of ice, energy 
dissipation in the ice-adjacent boundary layer, and brine pumping (Marchenko and Cole, 2017; 
Rabault et al., 2020).  
 
Wave actions on pack ice and land-fast ice are similar because both involve solid ice. The 
action of the land-fast ice on incoming waves is combined with the effects of bathymetry, 
shoreline and islands. These combined effects can lead to diffraction, refraction and reflection 
of waves, leading to waves with more complicated configurations. The amplitude of ocean 
swell in shallow water regions becomes higher, and the wavelength becomes shorter. This 
swell can also cause the breakup of land-fast ice near the shoreline. Zubov (1944) describes the 
breakup of landfast ice near Cape Chelyuskin and Tiksi Bay on 26th-28th January 1943 by 
large waves, despite the fact that the ice thickness throughout the Laptev Sea was greater than 
1m. Bates and Shapiro (1980) recorded vertical displacements of ice with amplitude of several 
centimeters and with a period around 600s, prior to a significant ice push episode in land-fast 
sea ice (1.5-2m thick) near Point Barrow, Alaska. Further, over five years of near-continuous 
radar observations of near-shore ice motion in that area, similar oscillations were always 
observed to occur for several hours before the start of movement of land-fast ice or adjacent 
pack ice. Wave events were associated with momentum transfer from sea ice into the water 
during ice ridge buildup between land-fast ice and drift ice in the Beaufort Sea (Marchenko et 
al., 2002). The breakup of land-fast ice of 0.5m thickness, in shallow water near the shore in 
the Ice fjord of Spitsbergen, due to swell with period 7s and amplitude 10-15cm, is described 
by Marchenko et al. (2011). This work also shows that the maximum bending stresses in the 
ice during the breakup event were comparable to the flexural strength measured in the same 
place several days earlier. The action of a tsunami-wave on land fast ice (1m thick, near 
Tunabreen glacier in Temple Fjord, Spitsbergen) is described by Marchenko et al. (2013). The 
duration of the leading wave pulse was 40s, and the wave tail included waves with periods 
around 10s and 16s. Sutherland and Rabault (2015) investigated how swell penetrates from 
open water into land-fast ice (0.5m thick, in Temple Fjord, Spitsbergen), and were able to 
measure the attenuation of waves, with periods 4-10s, in the land-fast ice.  
 
In 2015 and 2016, several tests on wave-ice interaction were performed at the Large Ice Model 
Basin (LIMB) of the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (Hamburgische Schiffbau-Versuchsanstalt, 
or HSVA) (Cheng et al, 2017; Tsarau et al., 2017; Hermans et al., 2018). The main goals of 
these tests were (1) to investigate the distribution of floe sizes when an initially continuous 
uniform ice sheet was broken by regular waves with prescribed characteristics, (2) to measure 
wave attenuation and dispersion in broken ice, and (3) to improve understanding of ice-
structure interaction under wave conditions. Wave characteristics were reconstructed from the 



records of water pressure sensors mounted on the tank wall. Tests were performed with wave 
lengths around 2.5m and 6.17m. Both ice breakup (starting from the ice edge) and wave 
attenuation were observed in the tests with wavelength around 2.5m.  
 
In this paper we present some results of tests performed in January 2018 in the Large Ice Model 
Basin (LIMB) of HSVA. The work was supported by the Hydralab+ project “Investigation of 
bending rheology of floating saline ice and physical mechanisms of wave damping”. The aims 
are to observe and describe physical processes in solid ice during wave propagation; to 
investigate the bending rheology; and to investigate the damping of waves propagating below 
solid ice. These aims are realized by performing a suite of measurements during wave 
propagation below solid ice. The present paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a 
description of the rheological viscous-elastic model of ice and gives formulas for the 
calculation of elastic and viscous characteristics of ice from the experimental data. Organizing 
of the experiment is described in Section 3. Collected experimental data are described and 
estimates of elastic and viscous ice constants are given in Section 4. Results of investigations 
are summarized and discussed in Conclusions (Section 5). 
 
2. Dispersion and damping of surface waves propagating below thin viscous-elastic plate   
Propagation of waves with small amplitudes in water layer covered by thin sold ice plate is 
investigated with using of the following model including the second order equation for the 
velocity potential 𝜑 (Greenhill, 1887): 
 

+ 𝜑 = 0, 𝑧 ∈ (−𝐻, 0),                                                                                           [1] 
 
 
and boundary conditions and the bottom and below the ice plate 
 

= 0, 𝑧 = −𝐻; = , 𝑧 = 0; + 𝑔𝜂 = , 𝑧 = 0.                                    [2] 
 
Here 𝜂 is the elevation of ice plate, 𝑀  is the bending moment in the ice plate, 𝜌  and 𝐻 are 
the water density and water depth, 𝑔 is the gravity acceleration, 𝑡 is the time, and 𝑥 and 𝑧 are 
the horizontal and vertical coordinates.   
 
The bending moment and longitudinal strain are determined according classical theory of thin 
plates (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959) 
 

𝑀 = ∫ 𝜁𝜎 𝑑𝜁/
/ ,  𝜀 = −𝜁𝜕 𝜂/𝜕𝑥 ,                                                                                   [3] 

 
where 𝜎  is the longitudinal stress caused by bending deformations of the ice, 𝜁  is the 
transversal coordinate perpendicular to the middle surface of the plate, and ℎ is the plate 
thickness.   
 
Rheology of small viscous-elastic deformations of ice is descried by a linear combination of 
the Maxwell and Voight units described by the equation (Ashton, 1986)  
   

𝜀̈ + 𝜀̇ = �̈� + + + �̇� + 𝜎 ,                                             [4] 
 



where 𝐸  and 𝐸  are the elastic moduli, and 𝜂  and 𝜂  are the coefficients of viscosity. Dots 
and double dots above the symbols mean the first and the second derivatives with respect to 
the time.   
 
Solution of equations [1] and [2] is expressed by the formula 
 
𝜑 = 𝜑 𝑒 [ ( )]

[ ] , 𝜂 = 𝑎𝑒 , 𝜑 = 𝑖𝜔𝑎/(𝑘 tanh[𝑘𝐻]), 𝜃 = 𝑘𝑥 + 𝜔𝑡,                             [5] 
 
where 𝜔 and 𝑘 are the wave frequency and the wave number, and 𝑎 is the wave amplitude. The 
wave frequency and the wave number satisfy to the dispersion equation 
 

[ ]
= 𝑔 + /( ) .                                                                [6] 

 
Wave damping is associated with the imaginary terms of equation [8]. These terms are small 
if wave damping occurs over a distance much greater than the wavelength. The imaginary 
terms are small when 𝐸 /𝜔𝜂 ≪ 1 and 𝐸 /𝜔𝜂 ≪ 1.   
 
Now the dispersion equation can be approximated by the formulas 

 
𝜔 = 𝜔 (1 + 𝑖𝛽), 𝜔 = 𝑘 tanh[𝑘𝐻] 𝑔 + ,  𝛽 =

 ( /  )
,              [7] 

𝜇 = 𝜂 𝜂 /(𝜂 + 𝜂 ).  
 
Spatial decay of the amplitude of a periodic wave is described by the equation (Caster, 1962) 
 

𝜂 = 𝜂 𝑒 ,                                                                                                         [8] 
 
where 𝑐 = 𝜕𝜔 /𝜕𝑘 is the group velocity. Further we consider the wave damping coefficient 
𝛼 =  𝜔𝛽𝑐 . 
 
Assuming that in the leading order the phase speed is determined by the formula 𝑐 = 𝜔 /𝑘, 
the elastic constant 𝐸  is calculated with the formula 
 
  𝐸 = 12𝜌 (𝑐 coth[𝑘𝐻] − 𝑔)(𝑘 ℎ ) .                                                                      [9] 
 
The viscous constant is calculated from formula [7] as follows 
 

𝜇 =
( /  )

.                                                                                        [10] 

  
3. Organizing of experiment 
During the experiment in HSVA ice tank wave maker produced periodic waves propagating 
below solid ice with thickness of 5 cm. The tank width is 10 m, and the tank length is 70 m. 
Locations of sensors used in the experiments are pointed out in the frame of reference (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), 
where the origin is located at the right corner at the bottom of the tank near the wave maker. 
The ice sheet affects actual wave heights in the tank due to damping in the ice covered region 
(12 m < 𝑥 < 62 m) and due to reflections from the ice edge in the region with open water (0 <  



𝑥 < 12 m). Wave reflection from the end of the tank can be ignored in the tests because of the 
small wave amplitudes at the end of the tank and the relatively small wave lengths.  
   
Waves characteristics were registered with fiber optics strain sensors (FBGS sensors), optical 
system Qualisys, Ultra Sonic sensors and water pressure (WP) sensors. FBGS sensor measured 
longitudinal strain of the fiber with working length of 20 cm mounted on the ice surface with 
two brackets each of which was screwed to the ice by four screws (Fig. 1a).  Bending 
deformations of ice influenced the change of fiber tension with the wave period. FBGS sensors 
were installed in the longitudinal and transversal directions of the tank around 𝑥 = 20 m 
(FBGS 1-4, Fig. 1b) and 𝑥 = 50  m (FBGS 5-8), where 𝑥  is the longitudinal coordinate 
extended along the ice tank axis. The tank width is 10 m, and the tank length is 70 m. The ice 
edge was located at 𝑥 = 12 m. Distance between sensors FBGS1 and FBGS2 was about 63 
cm. Similar distance was between sensors FBGS5 and FBGS6. Air, ice and water temperature 
was recorded by temperature strings FBGT1 and FBGT2 with spatial resolution of 1 cm. 
Sampling interval of FBGS and FBGT sensors was 40 Hz. 
 
A Qualisys™ motion capture system is used to detect the rigid body motions of the ice in all 
six degrees of freedom (6-DOF). The system uses four cameras, installed on the main carriage, 
to detect markers which are located at different positions on the model. Figure 2 shows 
locations of 5 markers of the system placed on the ice around 𝑥 = 28 m by a cross: one marker 
was in the middle, two markers oriented in the longitudinal direction of the tank, and two 
markers oriented in the transversal direction of the tank. Distances between the middle marker 
2 and two markers 1 and 3 oriented along the tank axis were 1.547 m and 1.344 m. Qualisys 
provided records of the displacements of each marker in the directions 𝑥 , 𝑦 , and 𝑧  with 
sampling frequency of 200 Hz. Waves influenced mainly vertical displacements of the markers, 
while their horizontal positions were similar during the tests.    
 
Eight water pressure sensors (WP) were mounted on the tank wall at 30 cm depth below the 
ice (Fig. 3). They were located at 𝑥 = 8 m (1 WP sensor in open water area), 𝑥 = 24 m (3 WP 
sensors with 30 cm distance between them), and 𝑥 = 56 m (3 WP sensors with 30 cm distance 
between them). Measurements were performed with sampling frequency of 200 Hz. Further 
the results of measurements with FBGS, Qualisys and WP sensors are discussed.   



 
 
Figure 1. Mounting of the fibre optic strain sensor (FBGS) and temperature string (FBGT) on 
the ice (a). Spatial locations of FBGS 1-4 and FBGT sensors (b).   
 

      
 
Figure 2. Locations of Qualisys markers in the local reference frame (left panel). Photographs 
of the markers on the ice. Markers 1, 2 and 3 are oriented along the tank axis. Marker 2 is 
located at 𝑥 = 28 m. 
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Figure 3. Mounting of the water pressure sensors at the tank wall.  

 
4. Calculation of rheological constants 
On the first stage the data were analysed to select time intervals were recorded amplitudes have 
relatively small dispersion. The duration of each test when the wave maker was programmed 
to generate periodic waves with prescribed height and frequency was 10 min. Usually the 
amplitudes of ice strains and vertical displacements changed in the beginning of each test 
during of approximately 50-100 sec, and then they became more stable. The dispersion of wave 
amplitudes was observed over each test, but in the beginning of the tests the amplitude 
dispersion was higher.  All twelve tests disussed in the present paper were performed in one 
day of January 16. The ice temperature varied between -0.4oC and -0.45oC. The ice thickness 
was 5 cm. Wave height according to the wave maker setup was set to 5 mm in the first six tests 
and to 10 mm in the second six tests.  
 
The analysis of phase speeds was performed for a fragment of each record with relatively small 
amplitude dispersion to minimize the influence of the modulations on the calculated phase 
speed. Time moments when strains recorded by FBGS 1-2, FBGS 5-6 reached local maxima 
were calculated for all performed tests. Time intervals ∆𝑡 between local maxima recorded by 
FBGS1 and FBGS2 were used for the calculation of the phase speed of waves by the formula 
𝑐 = 𝐿/∆𝑡 , 𝐿 = 63  cm. Similar calculations were performed with records of FBGS5 and 
FBGS6, and records of markers 1 and 2 and markers 2 and 3 of Qualisys system.  Figure 4 
shows phase velocities versus the wave frequency calculated with using of FBGS1-2 data (left 
panel) and Qualisys markers 1-2 (right panel).  FBGS sensors showed a drop of the phase 
velocity to 2.8 m/s in two tests with wave frequency of 0.7 Hz, and an increase of the phase 
velocity to 3.6-3.8 m/s in two tests with wave frequency of 0.8 Hz. Qualisys data showed phase 
velocity in the range of 3.25-3.45 m/s in the tests with wave frequencies of 0.7 Hz and 0.8 Hz. 
In the most of the tests phase velocity is greater when the wave height is greater. Colored lines 
show analytical dependencies of the phase velocity from the wave frequency calculated with 
the formula 𝑐 = 𝜔 /𝑘 with three values of the elastic modulus 𝐸 = 100, 150 and 200 MPa.    
  
Figure 5 shows elastic modulus versus the wave frequency calculated by formula (13) using 
the data of FBGS (left panel) and Qualisys system (right panel). Static point bending tests 
performed before and after the wave tests showed the values of elastic modulus of 88 MPa and 
126 MPa respectively. Most of the whe wave tests showed higher values of elastic modules in 
the tests with bigger wave heights. The wave tests showed that the elastic modulus is around 
of 150 MPa or higher when the wave frequency was 0.9 Hz and 1 Hz. FBGS records showed 
that the elastic modulus is higher then 200 MPa in the tests with the wave frequency of 0.8 Hz, 
and it is of around 50 MPa in the tests with the wave frequency of 0.7 Hz. Qualisys data showed 
that elastic modulus varied between 110 MPa and 150 MPa in the tests with the wave frequency 
of 0.8 Hz, and between 130 MPa and 190 MPa in the tests with the wave frequency of 0.7 Hz. 



The mean value of elastic modulus was around 120 MPa in the tests with the wave frequency 
of 0.5 Hz and 0.6 Hz according to FBGS data. Qualisys data showed similar values for these 
frequencies.      
 
Figure 6 shows wave damping over 30 m distance according to the records of FBGS1 and 
FBGS5 sensors. One can see that damping of strains in stronger for higher wave frequencies. 
The wave damping coefficient can be calculated with the formula 𝛼 = log(𝑎 /𝑎 ) /∆𝑥, where 
𝑎  and 𝑎  are the strain amplitudes registered at different spatial locations, and ∆𝑥 = 30 m is 
the distance between the locations. Then, the viscous constant is calculated from formula [10].  

 

     
Figure 4. Phase velocities versus the wave frequency measured by FBGS sensors (left panel) 
and Qualisys system (right panel). Wave height according to the wave maker setup is 5 mm 
(blue points) and 10 mm (yellow points).  
 

  
Figure 5. Elastic modulus versus the wave frequency measured by FBG strain sensors (left 
panel) and Qualisys system (right panel). Wave height according to the wave maker setup is 5 
mm (blue points) and 10 mm (yellow points).  
 
Figure 7 (left panel) shows the wave damping coefficient versus the wave frequency, and Fig. 
7 (right panel) shows the viscous constant versus the wave frequency. The representative value 
of the viscous constant of ice is around 3 ∙ 10  kg/(m s).  Figure 8 (left panel) shows the 
dimensionless coefficient 𝛽 specified in formula [7] versus the wave frequency. One can see 
that the approximation 𝛽 ≪ 1 is satisfied. The wave damping coefficient was calculated also 
from the data of WP sensors. The coefficient 𝛼 was calculated using the absolute values of the 
discrete Fourier transforms of the WP data at the wave frequency. The values of 𝑎  and 𝑎  
were equal to the discrete Fourier transforms applied to the records of WP sensors located at 
𝑥 = 24 m and 𝑥 = 56 m. The results are shown in Fig. 8 (right panel). Left panel in Fig. 7 and 
left panel in Fig. 8 show that the wave damping coefficients calculated from FBGS data and 
WP sensors data are in the same range.     
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Figure 6. Longutudinal strains recorded by FBG strain sensors versus the wave frequency at 
the distances of 20 m (blue points) and 50 m (yellow points) from the beginning of the tank. 
Wave height according to the wave maker setup is 5 mm (left panel) and 10 mm (right panel).  
 

   
Figure 7. Damping coefficients (left panel) and viscous constant 𝜇 (right panel) versus the 
wave frequency reconstructed from the records of FBGS sensors. Wave height according to 
the wave maker setup is 5 mm (blue points) and 10 mm (yellow points).  
 

  
Figure 8. The dimensional coefficient 𝛽  calculated with FBGS data (left panel) and the 
damping coefficient calculated with the records of the water pressure sensors versus the wave 
frequency. Wave height according to the wave maker setup is 5 mm (blue points) and 10 mm 
(yellow points).  
  
5. Conclusions 
Data of twelve tests on the propagation of flexural-gravity waves below solid ice with 5 cm 
thickness were processed and analyzed. The ice temperature during these tests was almost 
constant. Wave frequency changed in the tests from 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz with the step of 0.1 Hz. 
Wave maker was programmed to produce waves with amplitudes 5 mm in the first six tests, 
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and 10 mm in the other 6 tests. Duration of each test was 10 min. Because of small wave 
amplitudes we assumed that creep behavior of ice is described by liear model (Schulson and 
Duval, 2009). Linear comination of the Mawell and Voight units was used to describe ice 
rheology under bending deformations.    
 
Analysis of wave characteristics showed an increase of the elastic modulus of model ice with 
the wave frequency. Data of FBGS sensors showed maximal values of the elastic modulus up 
to 250 MPa for the waves of 0.8 Hz frequency. Qualisys records showed maximal values of 
the elastic modulus up to 250 MPa for the waves with the frequency of 0.9 Hz. The elastic 
moduli were higher in the tests with higher wave amplitudes. Minimal value of the elastic 
modulus of 50 MPa was obtained from FBGS data from the tests with the wave frequency of 
0.7 Hz. Qualisys data showed minimal values of the elastic modulus of around 50 MPa in the 
tests with the wave frequincies of 0.5 Hz and 0.6 Hz. The elastic moduli measured from the 
tests with the wave frequencies of 0.8 Hz, 0.9 Hz and 1.0 Hz were higher than elastic moduli 
determined from quasi-static tests on point bending: 88 MPa (before the tests) and 126 MPa 
(after the tests). Nine values of the phase speed calculated from the Qualisys records in the 
twelve tests are located within theoretical dependencies of the phase speed of flexural-gravity 
waves constructed with the elastic moduli of 100 MPa and 200 MPa.  FBGS data showed 
stronger dispersion of the phase speeds. 
 
FBGS data showed wave damping over 30 m distance. The viscous ice constant derived from 
these data varied between 10  kg/(m s) and  5 ∙ 10  kg/(m s). Tabata (1958) and Lindgren 
(1968) estimated the viscous coefficient in the Voight unit of 1013 kg/(m s) (sea ice at -10 C) 
and (6 ÷ 43) ∙ 10  kg/(m s) (fresh ice at -5oC ÷ -2.3oC). The damping coefficient increased 
from 0.01 m-1 to  0.05 m-1 when the wave frequency increased from 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz. Water 
pressure records showed similar values of the wave damping coefficient. The dimensionless 
coefficient 𝛽 calculated with FBGS data was smaller than 0.036, i.e. the approximation 𝛽 ≪ 1 
used to simplify the dispersion equation was satisfied in the all tests.  
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The interaction between surface waves and sea ice involves many complex

physical phenomena such as viscous damping, wave diffraction, and nonlinear

effects.  The  combination  of  these  phenomena,  together  with  considerable

variability in ice configuration, ranging from viscous grease ice slicks to large

icebergs  through closed  drift  ice  and landfast  ice,  makes  it  challenging  to

develop robust and accurate waves in ice models. In this context, a reason for

the  challenges  modelers are  facing  may  lie  in  the  mismatch  between  the

relative scarcity of waves in ice data available for testing theories, and the

wide diversity of phenomena happening at sea. This lack of experimental data

may be explained, at least in part, by the high cost of waves in ice instruments.

Therefore,  development  of  open  source,  low-cost,  high-performance

instrumentation  may  be  a  critical  factor  in  helping  advance  this  field  of

research. Here, we present recent developments of a new generation of open

source waves in ice instruments featuring a high accuracy Inertial Motion Unit

as  well  as  GPS,  on-board  processing  power,  solar  panel,  and  Iridium

communications.  Those instruments are now being used by several groups,

and their simple and modular design allows them to be customized for specific

needs quickly and at reduced cost. Therefore, they may be an important factor

in allowing more data to be gathered in a cost-effective way, providing much-

needed data to the waves in ice community. This approach is here validated by

presenting recent sea ice drift and wave activity data, and comparing these

results with those obtained with commercially available buoys. In addition,

our design may be used as a general platform for cost-effective development

of  other  in-situ  instruments  with  similar  requirements  of  low-power  data

logging, on-board computational power, and satellite communications.

25th IAHR International Symposium on Ice 
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1 Introduction

A number of complex phenomena are involved in the mechanics of wave-ice interaction.

These include, to name but a few, viscous damping (Weber, 1987; Rabault et al., 2017), wave

diffraction (Squire et al., 1995), and nonlinear effects in the ice (Liu & Mollo-Christensen,

1988).  The  complexity  of  these  phenomena,  their  intrication  and  combination  in  all

experimental datasets, and the (relative) similarity of their effect on waves propagating in ice

(i.e., wave damping and wave-induced drift) are key factors that explain the challenges faced

by the waves in ice community (Rabault,  2018; Squire, 2018; Babanin et al.,  2019). This

inherent complexity is unfortunate, as getting detailed understanding of wave-ice interaction

is necessary for allowing safe human activities in the polar regions, as well as improving both

weather and climate models. As a consequence of both the challenges presented by wave-ice

interaction, and the practical interests at stake, several groups are actively working on the

topic, and the field of wave-ice interaction presents a recent surge in activity (Sutherland &

Rabault, 2016; Wang & Shen, 2010a,b; Zhao & Shen, 2015; Sutherland et al., 2019; Rabault

et al., 2019; Marchenko et al., 2019; Voermans et al., 2019a; Squire, 2020, Voermans et. al.,

2020).

A  natural  direction  for  improving  both  understanding  of  wave-ice  interaction,  and  our

modeling  abilities,  is  to  generate  more  data  from field  measurements  under  a  variety  of

waves,  ice,  and  currents  conditions.  There,  several  challenges  have  been  encountered

historically.  First,  the  polar  regions  are  famous  for  their  harsh  climate  and  strong storm

events,  therefore,  putting  demanding  requirements  on  instruments  to  be  deployed  there.

Second,  instruments  able  to  perform waves  in  ice  measurements  have  traditionally  been

expensive  black  boxes,  which  both  limits  modularity  and  ease  of  use,  and  puts  severe

constraints on the number of instruments that can be deployed given constrained budgets.

However, recent developments in free and open source electronics and software are opening

new opportunities  for  bypassing the  expensive,  inefficient  process  of  acquiring  scientific

instruments  for  waves  in  ice  measurements  from private  companies.  Such  approach  has

notably been pioneered in  a number of recent  works (Rabault  et  al.,  2017, 2020),  which

introduced hardware and software that  through iterative  evolution have reached the point

where  a  fully  operational  wave in  ice  instrument  is  now available  as  Free  Open Source

Software and Hardware (FOSSH).

In this paper, we offer a short overview of the FOSSH waves in ice instruments, and we

present a new dataset of both waves in ice and ice drift obtained recently in the Antarctic.

During this deployment, commercial buoys were deployed at similar locations to the FOSSH

instruments. Comparing the data from the FOSSH versus commercial instruments, we fully

validate the wave measurements and in-situ data processing. Finally, we discuss in details the

next steps to be taken for further improving the FOSSH instruments, therefore, laying the

foundations for the next iteration of the design.

2 Full Open Source Software and Hardware instruments

The FOSSH instruments used in the present paper were developed over time by J. Rabault, G.

Sutherland and O. Gundersen at the University of Oslo over the period 2016-2018, and used

first for a real-world, full-scale deployment in September 2018 (Rabault et al., 2016, 2017,

2020).  Since  then,  one  more  series  has  been  built  and  deployed  in  the  context  of  a

collaboration  between  the  University  of  Melbourne,  AARI  and  the  University  of  Oslo,



following  the  design  presented  in  Rabault  et  al.  (2020).  Two  more  series  are  awaiting

deployment.  The  full  design  is  released  as  FOSSH  material,  see:

https://github.com/jerabaul29/LoggerWavesInIce_InSituWithIridium.

The central reason allowing the development of low-cost, easy-to-build, accurate instruments

lies in the recent development and democratization of micro electronics that has been allowed

by  several  Open Source  projects.  This  means  that  one  can  now,  with  minimal  previous

electronics or programming knowledge, design, program, and assemble devices containing

micro  controllers,  micro  computers,  GPS modules,  Iridium satellite  communications,  and

powerful sensors such as the high-accuracy VN100 Inertial Motion Unit (IMU) (Vectornav

Corporation, 2016). In particular, laboratory testing (Rabault et al., 2016) and previous field

deployments  (Sutherland  & Rabault,  2016)  have  confirmed  the  ability  of  the  VN100  to

measure waves of amplitude down to the millimeters range (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Test in the laboratory of the accuracy of the acceleration measurements provided by the

VN100 Inertial Motion Unit. The VN100 IMU is positioned on a styrofoam floe in a wave flume, and
waves of amplitude 3 mm (2 s period) are successfully recorded. Reproduced from Rabault et al.

(2016). Since this work, more optimal configuration of the VN100 IMU has allowed to reduce even
further the level of noise.

While more details are available in a recent paper (Rabault et al., 2020), we summarize here

the main lines of the FOSSH design for the sake of completeness. The instrument features 4

main hardware components: a power control module, a micro-controller based logger, an on-

board microcomputer, and a satellite communication unit (see Fig. 2). Each of these modules

is  built  using  inexpensive,  off-the-shelf  components.  The  combination  of  these  modules

constitutes a general purpose, flexible, cost-efficient platform from which instrument designs

can be easily and quickly iterated.

More practically, the instruments are built based on a single Printed Circuit Board (PCB),

available together with the software, on which common components are soldered (see Fig. 3).

The PCBs can be inexpensively ordered from any producer, and the design choices were

made so as to maximize the ease-of-assembly, so that any person with minimal soldering skill

can mount all the components needed in typically no more than about 3 hours per instrument

built.



To  summarize,  the  FOSSH  instruments  have  considerable  advantages  compared  to

commercially produced instrumentation:

Price: the cost of the FOSSH used in this study is around 2K USD. This is around 3-50 times

less than commercial alternatives, which are commonly sold for 5K-100K USD. Though it

should be noted that the FOSSH requires a few hours time for assembly and testing, and

additional time to familiarize with the hardware and software specifications, the FOSSH is

designed  from commonly  used  software  and  off-the-shelf  hardware  thereby  limiting  the

specific expertise required (particularly for academics) to build and work with the instrument.

In addition, FOSSH are more flexible, and can be easily adapted to specific fieldwork needs.

Flexibility: as the complete instrument design is open-source, all aspects of the instrument

can be altered  to  facilitate  owner and project  needs.  Commercially-built  instruments  will

always have a certain degree of hidden software and perhaps hardware that limits the full

understanding of the instrument functioning. Both the software and hardware of the FOSSH

are  fully  customizable,  allowing  changes  in  data  recording,  transmission  and  processing

algorithms.  This  also  allows  accommodation  of  additional  measurements,  including

temperature, wind speed, atmospheric pressure, by performing minor updates to the hardware

and software.

Technology type: the FOSSH is currently based around a leading high-performance Inertial

Motion Unit (IMU). Though this is the most expensive component of the FOSSH by far, it

allows for wave motion accuracies down to a few millimeters.

Figure  2:  The  instruments  are  built  following  a  modular  design.  The  different  modules  can  be
combined in a flexible way to implement a wide variety of in-situ data acquisition, data processing,

and satellite communications. Reproduced from Rabault et al. (2020).



Figure 3: The instruments are organized around a single main PCB design, which is part of the fully
released FOSSH material. Reproduced from Rabault et al. (2020).

The first real-world deployment of the instruments took place in 2018 (described by Rabault

et al., 2020), and allowed to both fully test the instruments at sea, validate the results against

a measurement of waves using a pressure sensor (see Fig. 4), and collect a first dataset that is

currently under further analysis.

Following this first deployment, new series of instruments were built as previously named,

and we will here present recent data from a measurement campaign during which two Sofar

Spotter wave buoys were deployed close to FOSSH instruments in the Antarctic. The Spotter

buoys are commercial wave buoys (https://www.sofarocean.com/ products/spotter), and have

been extensively tested against the industry-standard Waverider buoys (Raghukumar et al.,

2019) and NDBC weather stations (Voermans et al., 2019b). Though the Spotter wave buoys

were initially deployed with the idea to measure ocean waves after the sea ice on which they

were deployed would have disappeared, they provide a valuable opportunity here to further

validate the performance of the FOSSH instruments.

Figure 4:  Validation of the open source instruments (relying on a VN100 IMU) against  pressure
sensor measurements of waves (SBE spectra). Reproduced from Rabault et al. (2020).



3 Recent deployment in the Antarctic, and validation against the Spotter buoy

Data  from  the  Antarctic  sea  ice  cover  were  obtained  during  the  second  measurement

campaign using FOSSH buoys (the first campaign took place in September 2018 in the Arctic

and was reported in Rabault et al. (2020)). The deployment took place in December 2019 on

landfast ice in Antarctica (approximate deployment location: 69.25S, 76E). This deployment

included two FOSSH instruments, as well as two Spotter wave buoys. While initially the ice

remained  still  and  attached  to  land,  around  one  month  after  deployment  the  ice  started

breaking (see Fig. 5). The ice breakup happened close to the location of the instruments (both

FOSSH and Spotter buoys). As a result, the instruments got separated and the trajectories of

the different instruments diverged over time. After a few weeks, one FOSSH instrument (22-

01)  and  then  the  two  Spotter  buoys  (03-02)  stopped  transmitting,  probably  due  to  the

combination of ice breakup and incoming waves crushing the instruments housings.

To confirm the hypothesis that the termination of transmission of at least one of the FOSSH

instruments was due to crushing by the ice, battery levels of the FOSSH devices can provide

guidance. Similar analysis over a deployment that lasted for about 2.5 weeks until loosing

contact  indicated that  no significant  battery level  drop could be observed (Rabault  et  al.,

2020). Here, we observe the same phenomenon, i.e. the batteries remained fully charged due

to favorable weather conditions providing near-continuous solar panel input.  It  should be

noted  that  an unknown minor  technical  issue created  some spread in  the battery  voltage

reported. We believe that this is a benign artifact probably due to some low level issue on the

firmware side, and we are working towards resolving it. Nevertheless, the long deployment

duration confirms that the solar panel is sufficiently powerful to allow for unlimited operation

when solar input is provided.

Figure  5:  Illustration  of  the  trajectories  of  the  different  instruments  (satellite  imagery  on  03-01,
Worldview NASA). Deployment took place on what was initially landfast ice. Following incoming

waves, the ice broke up after around 1 month of deployment, and the instruments started to drift. As
of the middle of February 2020, i.e.  after around 2 months of deployment, only a single FOSSH

instrument  was  still  active.  It  is  believed  that  the  other  instruments  were  crushed  due  to  the
combination of ice breakup and incoming waves.



As visible in Fig. 5, the trajectories of one of the FOSSH instruments and one of the spotter

buoys remained close for an extended amount of time.  Over this  period of time,  several

significant wave events took place, which were recorded by both instruments. A summary of

these measurements is provided in Fig. 6. As visible there, the time series for the significant

wave  height  indicate  excellent  agreement  between  both  instruments.  Similar  quantitative

agreement is observed on the frequency spectra, as is also visible on Fig. 6. While minor

differences are observed at the high-frequency end of the spectra, the energy in this range is

considerably  below  the  wave  energy  levels  that  can  be  reasonably  resolved  at  these

frequencies  by  these  instruments.  In  addition,  this  difference  may  be  explained  by  both

artifacts in the processing used (for instance, the FOSSH instruments rely on a well-tested

taper function for windowing when taking Fourier transform, and uses the Welch method),

and the different sensors used to measure the motion.

4 Conclusion

In  recent  years,  Fully  Open  Source  Software  and  Hardware  (FOSSH)  instruments  are

becoming a promising avenue for gathering critical data in challenging remote environments.

This, in turn, holds many promises for the waves in ice community. In this proceedings, we

presented a summary of the technical results obtained so far with one such family of FOSSH

instruments.  They  are  shown to  perform reliably  in  demanding  polar  conditions,  and  to

compare satisfactorily with commercially available devices. Therefore, the barrier to entry for

new actors who would want to participate in monitoring of ice drift, breakup, as well as wave

propagation in the ice, is drastically reduced, and established groups can get access to new

low-cost alternatives to traditional instrumentation solutions.

While  several  successes  were  obtained,  this  is  by  no  means  an  end  to  the  gradual

improvements of our FOSSH instruments design. As new electronics are regularly released,

we expect to be able to further improve the design so as to continue simplifying the assembly

of the instruments, reduce their cost, and improve even further both power efficiency and

accuracy of the measurements. We hope that these efforts may inspire new groups to join this

collaborative project and contribute with their technical abilities. In the near future, we will

be working towards incorporating additional  measurements  such as temperature,  pressure,

and hygrometry,  in a standardised way, and we will  as well  investigate the possibility  to

monitor ice breakup by including acoustic sensors.



Figure  6:  Comparison  between  the  wave  measurements  obtained  from  the  Spotter  wave  buoy
(W0173)  and  the  FOSSH  waves  in  ice  instrument  (I810)  that  were  closest  to  each  other  (see

trajectories in Fig. 5).  Top: comparison of the Significant Wave Height (Hs) reported by the two
instruments over the period of time 29-31 January 2020. Both instruments report very similar results.

Bottom: wave spectra reported at two different times (corresponding to Hs = 50 cm and Hs=9 cm,
respectively, as highlighted on the top panel). The location and height of the peaks are very similar for

both instruments. The second pair of spectra (Hs=9cm) has been slightly shifted vertically for ease of
representation, and should be interpreted with the Y-label on the right edge of the figure.
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ABSTRACT 

In sea ice modeling the focus has been on the basin to climate scale processes. New ice 
formation has received less attention. Field observations in the Southern Ocean consistently 
reported the ubiquity of pancake ice in the marginal ice zone. The presence of this type of ice 
has become prevalent in the Arctic Ocean during the fall-winter season. Field observations 
have also shown that new ice is very effective in damping high frequency ocean waves. Such 
findings have motivated more refined sea ice models. In this paper, we briefly review the 
mathematical framework for the new ice formation in the sea. We then propose an algorithm 
to expand existing sea ice models to include new ice types in the presence of waves. 
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1. Introduction  
Both river ice and sea ice initiate from frazil crystals in the turbulent water body. The early 
stages of frazil particles are small and disk shaped. As their concentration increases, 
neighboring discoids may clump together to form flocs. Once surfaced, the colder air and 
progressively increasing concentration from frazil accumulation allow the neighboring flocs 
to adhere and form ice pans or pancake ice. The size of the floc and ice pans depends on the 
level of agitation. In calm waters, ice crystals are not entrained into the water body. Instead, 
they form a thin smooth layer on the water surface called nilas. The rate of growth of frazil 
crystals, flocs, and surface pans is not known.  
 
The initial formation of a sea ice cover is affected by several hydrodynamic processes: the 
Langmuir circulation (Leibovich, 1983) and the existence of ocean waves. At the early 
formation stage, long patches of grease ice (concentrated slurry of frazil) form in the 
convergence zone of the Langmuir circulation. With enhanced concentration and thickness at 
the leading edge of these patches, tiny pancakes may form. This highly heterogeneous 
formation of initial ice cover gradually evolves into larger and larger spans of relatively 
uniform grease ice cover as the ice production grows. With the presence of waves, the grease 
ice cover often evolves into pancakes. On the other hand, in calm waters at open seas or 
within leads of pack ice, thin films of nilas form. Nilas are easily deformed due to slight wind 
and wave stress to form finger rafting patterns. Further destruction creates more fragmented 
pieces. 
 
While the ocean circulation is an important hydrodynamic process, its effect on the relatively 
much more dynamic changes on the surface is small. On the other hand, waves produce 
oscillatory flow with periods on the order of seconds, thus have much more impact on the 
morphology of the surface layer. With the presence of waves, frazil ice may progress from 
grease ice to pancake ice to the final solid cover. Under calm conditions, a thin smooth ice 
cover forms. In rough seas, such as in polynyas, a thick layer of grease ice may persist (for a 
recent study, see de Pace et al. 2019). Nilas, grease, and pancake ice are routinely observed in 
field experiments.  
 
Grease and pancake ice are ubiquitous in the Southern Ocean, and are becoming more 
prevalent in the Arctic marginal ice zone (MIZ). Systematic studies of their evolution from 
the frazil stage are rare, let alone incorporating their formation into predictive ice models. At 
present, the most commonly used sea ice model is the Los Alamos sea ice model CICE 
(https://github.com/CICE-Consortium/CICE/wiki). In this model, an ice cover is 
characterized by its concentration and thickness. The thickness is further grouped into a 
number of categories. Formation of new ice from open water, i.e. frazil ice, is considered to 
instantly transition to the thinnest ice category (CICE documentation, 2019). To what extent 
such simplification may affect the largescale ice concentration and thickness, as well as 
ocean and atmosphere circulations are still under investigation (Notz, 2012, Shi and 
Lohmann, 2017).  
 
The decline of Arctic ice has increased the wave intensity. How may the formation of new ice 
affect wave propagation? Rogers et al. (2016) used field data in the Arctic MIZ and the 
global wave model WAVEWATCHIII® (WW3) (Tolman et al., 2014) to analyze the spectral 
attenuation of waves through grease/pancake ice covers. Their analysis included ice damping 
effects where the spectral attenuation rate was inversely determined from the field data. They 
found that the attenuation rate, especially for the high frequency wave components (>0.2 Hz), 
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was sensitive to the type of the newly formed ice cover, with pancake ice more effective in 
damping high frequency waves than grease ice.  
 
In the present study, we first describe several key studies that have guided our conceptual 
model. These studies address the following processes: the initial frazil ice distribution, the 
evolution into small pancakes, and with the addition of waves, the criteria for the new ice to 
evolve through the initial grease, pancake, or nilas to finally become part of the solid ice 
cover. We then conclude with an algorithm which incorporates these processes for new ice 
formation in the ocean under wave actions. Actual implementation and testing of this 
algorithm are left for future work. 
 
2. Formation and evolution of new ice  
Frazil crystals first form in the supercooled water at the open water surface. In the quiescent 
zone these tiny particles quickly cover the water surface to form nilas. Thickening of this 
type of ice continues through congelation growth. In turbulent waters, frazil particles are 
immediately entrained into the water body to form the suspended ice. Supercooling can 
deepen into the water body, to allow in-situ frazil formation and growth as well. As the frazil 
particles become more numerous, they adhere to each other to form increasingly larger flocs 
so that eventually buoyancy overcomes turbulence entrainment to keep the flocs on the 
surface. Over time, supercooling in the water body is consumed by latent heat from frazil 
production. Meanwhile, surface ice layer continues to freeze to form a solid ice layer over the 
slushy frazil layer.  
 
Because of the complexity of the frazil formation processes, and the inter-dependency among 
the processes, to implement the formation of new ice into a river model was achieved through 
simplifications (Shen et al. 1995, Shen 2010). To include processes of new ice formation in 
sea ice models, two lessons can be learned from the river ice model. First, simplifying the 
new ice into average properties of a few key categories appears to be an acceptable way to 
build a practical model. Second, even after simplifications there is a large number of 
parameters. Nevertheless, experience from the river ice modeling has shown that such models, 
as long as major mechanisms are properly considered with carefully chosen parameterization, 
may produce useful tools for engineering applications.  
 
In the ocean, the initial formation of ice from frazil accumulation has been discussed by 
several theoretical papers (Daly 1994, and Omstedt 1985).  Following the same basic 
processes, but adding the hydrodynamic forcing due to wind generated surface circulation, 
Matshumura and Ohshima (2015) expanded these early studies. In their study, they 
considered the basic physics of growth and melt, buoyancy and turbulence entrainment to 
quantify the development of frazil and grease ice in wind driven turbulent flows, while 
ignored details of nucleation and flocculation. Instead of using flocculation, they defined the 
transition from frazil to grease ice by the depth-weighted total frazil accumulation over depth. 
When this accumulation was greater than 0.1 m the frazil layer was considered to become 
grease ice. They applied a Lagrangian parcel method to track the three-dimensional 
distribution of frazil concentration in a fixed domain with periodic boundary conditions. 
Smedsrud and Martin (2015) built a sea ice model considering the formation of new ice with 
simplifications analogous to river ice, but without following the suspended frazil. They 
ignored the distinction between frazil and grease ice and separated the surface layer to grease 
(unsolidified) and pancake ice (solidified) layers. From open water, net heat loss due to all 
sources including wind and solar radiation created frazil ice. The frazil ice formed inside the 
water body was assumed to instantly float to the surface to form a layer of grease ice. The 
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volume per surface area of grease ice produced, , was determined from the rate of frazil 
production in open water due to net loss of heat. Following the theory developed in Smedsrud 
(2011), the thickness of the grease ice layer was determined by the wind and the current 

stresses, , where  was the grid length and  was the packing 

resistance of a grease ice pile. They acknowledged that such formulation was grid-resolution-
dependent and thus further improvement was needed. The area concentration of this grease 
ice layer was then . This layer of grease ice could melt quickly if in the following 
time steps the net heat flux into the ice layer from atmosphere and ocean was positive. Based 
on a laboratory observation (de la Rosa et al. 2011), the surface temperature and heat flux 
over grease ice were assumed to be the same as over open water. The grease ice solidified 

into pancake ice in time as described by . From a laboratory 

observation (de la Rosa et al. 2011),  1.44 days was proposed. This solid ice at first took 
the form of pancake ice. This newly formed pancake ice might either be tracked as a new ice 
thickness category, or be merged into the thinnest ice category of the existing ice cover at the 
end of each time step. Smedsrud and Martin (2015) found that, among other things, that the 
total ice volume in the Arctic Ocean was not affected by this refined model from the standard 
CICE type of ice categories, but the regional variability produced by the new model in the 
MIZ was much more pronounced than the standard model.  
 
In the algorithm we will propose, we plan to build on the findings and concepts of the two 
key papers: Matsumura and Ohshima (2015) and Smedsrud and Martin (2015) with some 
modification. We will also introduce the wave field as another variable in the model, in the 
attempt to determine not just the concentration and thickness of the new ice, but also its type. 
 
3. Ice morphology under the influence of waves 
We now describe our approach to incorporate the wave effects, and how to couple the 
updated ice models with the existing wave models. Our proposition is that waves mainly alter 
the morphology of the ice cover. Their potential effects on heat fluxes through enhanced 
turbulence is neglected. Furthermore, in the field waves are never monochromatic. Instead, a 
spectrum of many components exists. As a simplification, our model will be built on the 
dominant wave component, hence can use the theoretical results from monochromatic wave 
fields. We may extend the models to consider wave spectra in future modifications by 
including effects from each component. 
 
We first recap a conceptual theory behind the ice morphology under the influence of wave 
actions here (Shen et al. 2001). Because of the exponential downward decay of wave action 
in the water body, the most important wave effects are on the surface ice layer. Grease ice on 
the surface consisting of a dense layer of frazil crystals congeal to form progressively larger 
pancakes until either the wave bending or the differential velocity between neighboring 
pancakes prevent further growth. The pancakes then reach their maximum size dictated by 
the wave field and the freezing condition.  
 
From this conceptual model, the limiting pancake diameter was determined from considering 
two opposing mechanisms: adhesion and breaking (Shen et al. 2004). One connects two 
objects together and the other disconnects them. The balance of the two determines the size 
of the pancakes. The adhesion comes from the freezing bonds between two ice elements 
(frazil crystals, flocs of many crystals, or pancakes). The breaking can be due to bending or 
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tensile failure, each gives a different prediction of the relation between the pancake size and 
the wave field: 
 

 ;                                                                 [1] 

 
where “b” denotes the bending failure case and “t” the tensile failure case. The physical 
parameters involved in the above are: wavelength , wave amplitude , Young’s modulus , 
gravitational acceleration , ice density . Parameters  and  are both in the units of 
N/m2, representing the cumulative strength of the freezing bonding between two ice elements 
against bending and tension, respectively. These two parameters should be related to 
temperature and salinity, with a decreasing trend as temperature or salinity increase.  
 
We note that in Eq. [1] both cases are limited by (1/wave curvature)n, where the power n is 
either 1 or 1/2. Statistical analysis of the data collected from laboratory studies showed that  
versus  relation was much closer to the power of 1/2 than 1 when growing pancakes 
from open water (Shen et al. 2004). Hence, it was suggested that tensile failure might be the 
controlling mechanism if the pancakes were formed strictly from an open water condition 
through lateral growth. In a recent study, Roach et al. (2018) analyzed field data collected 
from a camera mounted on top of a wave buoy. The pancake size and the local wave field 
were obtained from observations made in a 5-hr period. They showed that  had similar 
correlation with respect to   and , where the wavelength and amplitude were 
associated with the peak wave. No further analysis on the confidence interval of the power 
law fit to their data. From physical considerations, bending failure presumes a pre-existing 
ice sheet or large floes on the order of wavelength or more, while tensile failure envisions a 
field of dispersed small elements that could freeze together. The latter appears to be more 
convincing for the new ice formed in open water under continued agitation. However, we 
also acknowledge the formation of pancake ice from nilas or pre-existing ice floes broken up 
by increasing wave intensity. In this case, bending failure would control the pancake ice that 
would form once the wave intensity increases. Hence, in field conditions, pancake ice size is 
history dependent. It is probably controlled by a combination of both tensile and bending 
failure. These considerations will be included in the algorithm to be proposed. One more new 
ice type not mentioned above is shuga ice, which describes flocs of ice crystals that are nearly 
spherical in shape. This type of ice is formed on the water surface under very rough seas. 
Shuga ice will be considered as an extreme case of grease ice. 
 
4. Criteria for the Three Types of New Ice  
The above summarizes the conceptual model for the limiting size of the pancakes that would 
form under the wave action. Laboratory experiments were conducted to test this theory (Shen 
et al., 2004). These experiments were designed to measure the pancake diameter formed 
under a given monochromatic wave field. The results supported the tensile controlled concept 
for the pancake size. An unintended result of these experiments was that under large waves 
the ice cover remained as grease ice. The critical condition that determined whether pancake 
ice could form was not investigated at the time. We now discuss how such conditions may be 
established.  
 
To determine the criteria for whether pancakes could form, or instead one of the other two 
types of new ice, nilas or grease, would be produced, we first need to define what qualifies as 
a pancake. Consider a given wave with fixed amplitude and wavelength. If the freezing 
bonding between two pancakes with diameters equal to the wavelength is sufficient to 
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survive the wave loading, then these pancakes can grow indefinitely because the loading 
experience with any larger size would be repetitive. Thus, if the maximum  calculated from 
either criteria of Eq. [1] equals to , the wave field would produce a continuous sheet, i.e. 
nilas. In the other extreme, the growth of pancakes is a continuous process starting from frazil 
discoids. The minimum pancake size is thus a subjective concept. From laboratory 
observations, when the ice elements become larger than a couple of centimeters, visually the 
surface texture begins to show the characteristic circular shape of pancakes with a thicker 
center and slightly raised edges. (Incidentally, the maximum length of capillary waves is 2 
cm.) Thus from pure observational evidence, we choose the lower limit = 2 cm. From 
these considerations, we can determine the criteria between nilas, grease, and pancake ice.  
 
In dimensionless forms, the relationships between pancake size  and the controlling 
parameters ,  and ,  are: 
 

,                                                          [2] 

 
For a given wave field with the dominant wave described by , and the surface 
temperature and salinity condition, we define a dimensionless number  to determine which 
ice type should form. For bending controlled cases, , and for tensile 

controlled cases, . For either case: 

  

        [3] 
 
The most difficult parameters are  and . The Young’s modulus of pancake ice,  is also 
unknown. Provided these parameters remain constant, we may tentatively leave them out 
from the dimensionless formula and thus focus on the effect of  for the bending control 

and  for the tensile control. Table 1 summarizes the final pancake size in a 

laboratory wave tank (Shen et al. 2004). In this experiment, a twin tank exposed to the same 
room temperature and filled with the same saline water was used to study the relation 
between the pancake size and the wave characteristics. The tests were conducted with each 
wave paddle running at a similar wave period but different amplitude. The column labeled  
is the size of the final pancake diameter from each test, or grease ice when no pancakes were 

able to form. In Figure 1, we plot the resulting  and  . Both plots 

show that the data are distributed with pancakes forming when  or  are large. As  or  
decrease, they reach their respective critical values that favor grease ice formation. At the 
critical values, both pancakes or no pancakes coexist. Below the critical values only grease 
ice form. We do not have data for the other critical value that separates the nilas and pancake 
ice regime. This value could only be found with very small wave amplitude corresponding to 
large  or .  
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Table 1. The final pancake size or only grease ice from the experiment in Shen et al. (2004).  

  (m)  (m)  (m)   
11/21 port 0.0086 5.30 0.13 31.1 0.029 
11/21 

 
0.038 3.930 grease 5.27 0.014 

11/22 port 0.02 3.390 grease 8.79 0.019 
11/22 

 
0.025 2.850 0.10 5.71 0.017 

11/23 port 0.014 3.61 0.26 13.2 0.023 
11/23 

 
0.015 2.86 0.23 9.50 0.022 

11/26 port 0.011 1.76 0.11 8.15 0.026 
11/26 

 
0.035 1.86 grease 2.70 0.014 

11/27 port 0.0095 2.39 0.15 12.8 0.028 
11/27 

 
0.031 2.43 grease 3.99 0.015 

11/28 port 0.0069 5 0.13 36.7 0.032 
11/28 

 
0.03 4.45 0.15 7.50 0.016 

 

 
Figure 1. The dimensionless parameter (a)  (b)  measured in the cases from Table 1. : 
no pancake formation.    : pancakes formed. Grey line marks the transition between the two 
regimes, above which pancakes would form, below which only grease form. 
 
We now use the above criteria to examine the field data from Roach et al. (2018). In their 
case, only those wave conditions that produced pancakes were discussed. They summarized 
their pancake diameter and associated wavelength and amplitude and then fitted the values 

to the relation  . They reported that the least-square linear fit of the relation gave an 

estimate of  0.167 N/m2. The peak wavelength in their cases was ~120 m with amplitude 

~1 m, hence , corresponding to the pancake regime 

consistent with the observation. We cannot perform a similar analysis using the bending 
control due to the lack of knowledge of  and . 
 
5. Incorporating wave effects in ice models 
We now propose an algorithm which incorporates the regime of new ice formation under a 
given wave condition. We assume that the wave field is prescribed. For a fully coupled wave-
ice model, we envision that the two models: ice and wave, are run in parallel, with 
information exchange at every time step. In this way, the current information of the wave 
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through various ice covers can be simulated, and in turn, the formation of new ice can use the 
updated wave condition in the new time step. The algorithm is built on observations from 
Matsumura and Ohshima (2015) and the conceptual model of Smedsrud and Martin (2015). 
To include the wave effects into ice covers, we add one more variable into the model of 
Smedsrud and Martin (2015). This additional variable is the pancake diameter . The 
thickness of the grease ice layer is . However, instead of using the grid size dependent 
assumption for the frazil thickness (Smedsrud, 2011 and Smedsrud and Martin, 2015), we 
propose a formulation that is independent of the grid size as will be described later. At each 
time step, we will calculate the concentration, area, and thickness of both the solid ice as in 
CICE, and the new ice. The new ice will eventually become part of the solid ice. In each grid 
cell, the numerical model will determine the new ice type under the current wave condition. 
Depending on the wave condition, initially the new ice may be nilas, pancake, or grease. As 
they evolve towards the final solid ice state, the changing wave condition may turn them into 
any of the three types: sheet ice, pancake, shuga or brash ice (small ice fragments formed 
broken floes). Sheet ice forms when ocean waves diminish to an extent that surface ice 
elements, regardless of their evolution history, freeze together. Pancakes can change their 
size from time to time due to lateral growth or breaking. Grease ice may evolve into shuga 
under an intense wave condition. Brash ice forms in rough seas from disintegrated ice covers. 
For example, for existing pancakes, if the new wave condition admits pancakes larger than 
the existing one, existing pancakes grow to become a larger size, controlled by tensile failure. 
The lateral growth might be a continuous sheet if the wave field is gentle. However, if the 
wave condition admits only grease ice, the pancakes are pulverized to become brash ice. In 
which case, the bending control is activated to break the existing pancakes. We will use the 
same criteria shown in Eq. [3] to determine which of the three ice types is compatible with 
the wave condition at each time step. We also follow the thickness evolution of the new ice 
cover. When the thickness of new ice becomes the same as the thinnest category in the solid 
ice, we combine this new ice into the solid ice.  
 
The following is the algorithm to include newly formed ice. For growth/melt and deformation 
of existing solid ice covers, there is no change from the CICE formulation.  
 
1. The volume production of ice crystals in the open water portion, , is determined from 

the net heat loss through the surface. This volume is assumed to instantly float to the 
surface as in Smedsrud and Martin (2015).  

2. The thickness of this initial ice layer is , where  is area concentration of the 
ice crystal layer. Instead of directly formulating  as in Smedsrud and Martin (2015), we 
propose a parameterization based on the area evolution. As shown in the numerical 
experiment of Matsumura and Ohshima (2015), the surface frazil was at first concentrated 
in the zone of convergence of the surface current, then gradually spread over the rest of 
the open water area. Hence, we formulate the time-dependent area concentration as 

 where  is the time scale for the area increase of the grease ice layer.  
3. As the ice crystal layer thickens the top layer freezes. The freezing process is time 

dependent, but we will assume that this time scale is short hence will let the top layer be 
frozen instantly. The exposed layer has a thickness of . We will 

assume a minimum thickness (on the order of mm) for which further considerations of ice 
types will take place. For very thin crystal layers we calculate their growth but ignore its 
effect on thermodynamics and wave mechanics. When the thickness is above this 
threshold, to determine if this layer will form pancake ice, or accumulate as loose frazil 
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slurry, or freeze smoothly into a layer of nilas, we use the current wave characteristics, 
and the criteria described in Eq. [3].  

4. In the next time step, the wave characteristics are calculated using the current ice 
condition, where the spectral attenuation of different ice types are considered. The ice 
condition is updated using CICE algorithm in the partially covered “old ice” zone. The 
partially covered new ice zone continues to grow more ice crystals through heat loss. The 
net heat flux over new ice is assumed to be the same as over open water. For grease ice 
this assumption is supported by the experimental result of De La Rosa and Kern (2011). 
For pancake ice the assumption is subject to future scrutiny.  

5. At each time step, we check the new ice thickness including both the frozen top layer and 
the porous loose layer at the bottom. If the equivalent thickness of this layer is the same 
as the thinnest category of the solid ice, we combine it into the solid ice.  

The above processes are summarized below.  

 
Figure 2. Diagram of the new ice formation and its evolution into solid ice. Calm and rough 
conditions correspond to the wave characteristics defined in Eq. [3]. In this diagram, the 
downward direction indicates increasing wave intensity. 
 
6. Discussion and conclusions 
In this paper, we present a conceptual model to determine the type of newly formed sea ice 
under the influence of a wave field. The study is prompted by the fact that wave attenuation, 
especially the high frequency band, depends on the ice type. Because of the increase of fetch 
in the Arctic as open water area has increased, regional wave forecasts will need more refined 
ice models. The present study combines the thermodynamic growth with wave effects to 
determine which of the three types of new ice would form: nilas, pancake, or grease ice. This 
new ice evolves under the action of wave forcing and thermal growth until they eventually 
become part of the solid ice cover. Under rough seas, i.e. intense wave condition, grease ice 
forms and continues to thicken. Under moderate seas, pancake ice forms. Under calm seas, 
nilas forms. Further growth can be subject to a different wave condition. Hence, nilas can 
turn into pancakes or brash ice, pancakes can grow in size or break into smaller pancakes or 
turn into brash ice, and grease ice can become pancakes, or freeze into an ice sheet. The layer 
of new ice evolves until its thickness becomes the same as the thinnest solid ice defined in 
CICE. We then combine it into the solid ice cover. 
 
Despite many assumptions used in this conceptual model, it is the beginning of a much 
needed step towards combining an ice model with a wave model to predict the new ice type 
and assess its effect on wave propagation. We will implement this model in the very near 
future to test its capability in a seasonal ice zone. 
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Continuum-based viscoelastic model considers wave dispersion and attenuation under large 
stretch of ice by assigning effective mechanical properties for the ice cover, whereas discrete 
floe model considers the scattering mechanisms. This research work inspects the combined 
effects of material properties, scattering mechanism, and hydrodynamics on surface wave 
modifications. The study is a continuation of the experimental approach developed by Sree et 
al. (2017; 2018), with the incorporation of discontinuities on floating viscoelastic covers. The 
covers with required rheological properties were first prepared using oil-doped 
polydimethylsiloxane and tested in an oscillatory rheometer. Ultrasound sensors installed along 
a wave flume then recorded the surface elevation at various locations of the cover under wave 
action. These data were used to analyze wave dispersion and associated wave attenuation. With 
segmentation, notable change in wavenumber was obtained in terms of switching from wave 
lengthening to shortening for stiff and thick covers. The experimental results were compared 
with an existing theoretical model on segmented floating elastic cover; an empirical relation 
was also derived based on attenuation data (Sree et al. 2020). In this talk, we will present a 
summary of and the outlook from these results. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ) is composed of diverse types of ice covers from newly formed frazil 
ice in open water to larger pancake ice, as well as huge closely packed broken multi- year-old 
ice chunks. The wave energy loss in MIZ is complex due to the combined action of different 
temporal and spatial processes. They consist of wave scattering by bending of ice floes (Kohout 
and Meylan, 2008), dissipation due to the boundary layer hydrodynamics above (i.e. overwash) 
and underneath the ice cover and its surface roughness (Kohout et al, 2011), and dissipation 
due to the rheological property of the type of ice cover considered, and many others. Together 
they result in the deterioration of waves, thus protecting the vast ice pack in the interior.  
 
Many theoretical models have been developed in the past for wave-ice interactions with various 
assumptions for the ice covers, for example, mass-loading model (Weitz and Keller, 1950; 
Keller and Weitz, 1953; Shapiro and Simpson, 1953; Wadhams, 1986) for pancake ice which 
assumed no interaction between two floes, and the two-layer viscous model (Weber,1987; 
Keller,1998; De Carolis and Desiderio, 2002) for grease ice, and the thin elastic plate model 
for unbroke continuous sheet (Greenhill,1887; Wadhams, 1973; Fox and Squire 1990) as well 
as broken ice covers (Meylan and Squire, 1994; Kohout and Meylan, 2008). All these theories 
were experimentally examined in the laboratory using floating covers of known material 
property (Sakai and Hanai, 2002) as well as real ice (Newyear and Martin, 1999; Wang and 
Shen 2010a).  
 
The viscoelastic model (Squire and Allan 1980; Robinson and Palmer 1990; Wang and Shen 
2010b) was developed to bridge the pure viscous and pure elastic assumption and intended to 
describe general ice conditions. The validation of viscoelastic model for unbroken / continuous 
covers have been done so far (Sree et al, 2017; 2018), which considered how the rheological 
property of the viscoelastic covers modified the waves when it entered the covered region. This 
paper is a continuation of the previous work that experimentally investigates how the 
discontinuities along the viscoelastic covers would alter the wave properties.  
 

2. Experimental Setup and Material Testing          
 
The Environmental Processing and Modelling Centre, NEWRI, at NTU is equipped with a 
wave flume, 8.0m long, 1.0m deep and 0.3m wide, made of tempered glass supported using 
stainless steel framework. The detailed description about the flume was mentioned in Sree et 
al. (2018). In the present paper, the wave parameters used are: wave period, 𝑇 = 0.5 s, wave 
height, 𝐻 = 1.70 × 10  m, and water depth, 𝑑 = 0.30 m (Figure 1). 
 
The floating viscoelastic covers were made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) doped with white 
oil extending 3.0 m long along the wave propagation inside the wave flume. Two viscoelastic 
covers were tested with mass percentages of curing agent, 𝑚 = 4, and 10 %, respectively. 
Their shear modulus (𝐺) and kinematic viscosity (𝜈) were: (a) for 𝑚 = 4%, 𝐺 = 23.18 kPa 
and  𝜈 = 0.23 m2/s, and (b) for 𝑚 = 10%,  𝐺 = 145.11 kPa and  𝜈 = 0.42 m2/s (Sree et al., 
2020). Both viscoelastic covers were tested with four different segment lengths, 𝑙  = 3.0, 1.0, 
0.5 and 0.25 m, in the present experiments. The cover thickness considered here was ℎ  = 0.01 
m 
 
Ultrasound sensors were used to record the vertical displacement of the segmented covers 
under wave action. The positions of the ultrasound sensors were fixed on top of the covers for 



all the experiments. The detailed description of their locations is provided in Sree et al. (2020). 
Since the displacement data is collected along the length of viscoelastic cover, the leading-edge 
reflection to the open water is not considered in the present study. 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the wave flume (profile view, not in scale). 
 

3. Data Analysis and Results 
 
The surface displacement of the viscoelastic covers obtained during wave experiments from 
the DAQ system had a sampling frequency of 50 Hz. The sampling rate was increased to 200 
Hz by the piecewise interpolation using the 𝑃𝐶𝐻𝐼𝑃  function in MATLAB. The data was 
smoothened using the 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑠 function in MATLAB to determine the exact location of crest 
and trough. The location of the crest and trough were determined from the smoothed data using 
𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠 function in MATLAB. 
 
The wave celerity, 𝑐  , along the region covered with viscoelastic cover was determined by 
calculating the time taken for a fully developed wave to travel between consecutive sensors. 
Only the first three fully developed waves were considered for the analysis to avoid the effects 
from reflection. The celerity was calculated as  
 

𝑐 =  ∆
∆

         [1]  
 

where, ∆𝑥 is the distance between two consecutive sensors and ∆𝑡 is the time take for a fully 
developed wave crest to travel between the two sensors. 
 
The variation of 𝑐  along the cover region is given in Figure 2. For the flexible cover of 𝑚  = 
4%, 𝑐  was always less than open water celerity, 𝑐 . while this was not the case with the stiffer 
cover of 𝑚  = 10% which showed a gradual decrease in the value of 𝑐  with decreasing 
segment length. This shows that celerity of wave depends on the segment length of a 
discontinuous cover, in addition to other previously reported factors like the material property, 
thickness, and wave period (Sree et al., 2017; 2018).  
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Figure 2. Wave celerity along the length of PDMS cover for 𝑇 = 0.5 s, ℎ  = 0.01 m, 𝑚  = (a) 
4%, (b) 10%. Segment length (𝑙 ): ○ 3.0 m,  1.0 m, � 0.5 m, and □ 0.25 m. Dotted line = 
Mass loading model, Dashed line = Open water case, and Grey solid line = Wang and Shen 
(2010b). 
 
The attenuation coefficient was obtained by fitting the amplitude of surface displacement data 
at different locations of sensors, along the direction of propagation, with an exponential curve 
(Figure 3).  The attenuation coefficient, 𝛼  is  given by 
 

𝐴 =  𝐴  𝑒           [2]  
 

where, 𝐴  is the wave amplitude at the distance 𝑥 from the leading edge (where 𝑥 = 0).  
 
The variation of attenuation coefficient obtained using Equation (2) with segment length for 
the two covers is shown in Table 1. The values clearly indicate that the attenuation coefficient 
depends on the number of discontinuities and the rheological property of the cover. For the 
flexible cover with 𝑚  = 4%, the coefficient initially decreased when the segment length 
reduced from 𝑙  = 3.0 to 0.5 m, and then the trend reversed with further reduction to  𝑙  = 0.25  
m. For the stiffer cover with 𝑚  = 10%, the attenuation coefficient increases monotonically 
with the increase in the number of discontinuities for the cover. 
 

4. Conclusions 
 
The effect on waves travelling through segmented floating viscoelastic covers were 
experimentally investigated in this study. Viscoelastic covers of two different rheological 
properties and four segment lengths were tested. Notable differences were observed in the wave 
celery for different segment lengths, keeping wave period, cover thickness and material 
properties as constants. For the stiffer covers at 𝑇 = 0.5 s, the change of wave celery with 
segment length can be clearly observed. The flexible covers on the other hand showed a 
complex zig-zag trend for the variation of celerity along the length of cover. In terms of 
attenuation, the attenuation coefficient was found to be directly proportional to the number of 



discontinuities for the stiffer cover. For the continuous cover, the attenuation coefficient 
decreased with increase in 𝑚 , but when the discontinuities were introduced the attenuation 
coefficient increased with 𝑚  instead. The energy dissipation due to discontinuities was also 
more significant for stiffer covers.  
 

 
Figure 3. Variation of normalized wave amplitude with segment length. Segment length (𝑙 ): 
○ 3.0 m,  1.0 m, � 0.5 m, and □ 0.25 m and their corresponding exponentially fitted curves 
are black, red, blue, and green. All error bars collapse to a point due to the repeatability of the 
tests. 
 
Table 1. Wave attenuation coefficient for different covers 

𝑙  (m) 

𝑚  

4% 10% 

𝛼 (rad/m) 

3.0 0.33 0.11 

1.0 0.33 0.19 
0.5 0.27 0.30 

0.25 0.29 0.73 
 
This paper is a condensed summary of the key points found in this experimental study. A more 
complete report may be found in Sree et al. (2020). The relative contribution of different 
dissipation mechanisms on wave attenuation are analyzed over a narrow range of wave 
parameters and cover properties considered in the laboratory. The results from the experimental 
study may be used to check theoretical models for wave propagation through segmented 
floating viscoelastic covers. However, due to scaling issues, these results may not be 
quantitatively extrapolated to field cases.  
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Dynamic perturbations occurring in fluid and ice cover as a result of the action of mechanical 
external force have been thoroughly studied in the linear treatment for an infinitely extended 
homogeneous ice cover. In reality, the ice cover is not homogeneous since it can cover not 
the entire upper boundary of a fluid, but only its part and also the cracks and the patches of 
ice-free water may take place in it. The research of a steady three-dimensional (3-D) problem 
for flexural-gravity waves (FGWs) generated by a local pressure distribution moving with 
uniform speed along the rectilinear edge of semi-infinite ice sheet is presented. This load 
simulates the motion of an air-cushion vehicle (ACV). Five cases are considered: 1) the 
movement of the load on the ice sheet while the remaining half of the fluid surface is free; 2) 
two semi-infinite ice sheets (may be of different thickness) divided by a crack with free 
edges; 3) the fluid is bounded by a rigid vertical wall and the edge of the ice sheet may be 
either free or clamped; 4) load movement on the free surface near the ice sheet; 5) moving 
load on open water lead between two semi-infinite floating ice sheets (ice channel).  The 
fluid flow is described by the linearized velocity potential theory, while the ice sheet is 
modeled through a thin elastic plate floating on the water surface. The solutions are obtained 
by two methods: the Wiener-Hopf technique (WHT) and the matched eigenfunction 
expansions (MEE). The vertical displacements of ice sheet and free surface as well as strains 
in ice and the forces acting on vehicle in horizontal directions are determined at different 
speeds of ACV.  
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1. Introduction 
A considerable interest is now related to the study of various types of water wave problems in 
the presence of a thin ice-sheet. The wave/ice sheet/body interaction problem received a great 
development in fluid mechanics due to its practical relevance. At the present time, the 
behavior of ice cover under dynamic action has been thoroughly studied for an infinitely 
extended homogeneous ice cover (Squire et al., 1996). An investigation of the effect of 
various types of inhomogeneous conditions at the upper boundary of the fluid has been 
started only in recent decades. In the 2-D case, wave motions caused by an oscillating 
horizontal submerged cylinder were considered and the linearized velocity potential theory 
was adopted in the frequency domain. The actuality of this problem is due to the fact that 
with the current intensive developing of polar regions of the World's oceans and seas, in 
particular in connection with oil and gas extraction on the shelf, the need to operate long 
submerged pipelines and floating tanks arises in these regions. It should be noted that the 
solution of the 2-D problem enables us to describe the hydrodynamic loads acting not only on 
long pipelines but also on elongated 3-D bodies using the method of plane sections. A 
detailed review of existing solutions for 2-D problems is presented by Li et al. (2019). In the 
3-D case, some problems were investigated for time-periodic external pressure and for load 
uniformly moving along the rectilinear edge of semi-infinite ice sheet. For time-periodic 
external pressure, three configurations were considered: (i) a floating semi-infinite elastic 
plate contacting with a free water surface; (ii) two semi-infinite elastic plates connected by 
the vertical and flexural rotational springs as a model of partially frozen crack in an ice sheet; 
(iii) semi-infinite ice sheet near a rigid vertical wall while its edge can be either clamped or 
free (Sturova, 2017; Tkacheva, 2017a-d).  
 
The solutions of the cases (i)-(iii) for a pressure distribution moving with constant speed 
along the edge of ice sheet at some distance from it are considered by Sturova (2018) and 
Tkacheva (2018, 2019a) for fluid of finite depth. In the moving coordinate system associated 
with the load, the considered problem is assumed to be steady. The behavior of ice sheet 
under the action of moving load is studied, on the one hand, to develop methods for ice 
breaking by ACV and, on the other hand, to investigate the possibility of using ice sheet as 
crossings, floating platforms for various purposes. It is well known that FGWs develop in 
fluid under an ice cover and surface gravity waves (SGWs) are in fluid with a free surface. 
These waves have different dispersion relations and, in particular, differ by the fact that 
SGWs can arise at any load travelling speed while FGWs arise only when the load speed is 
higher than their minimum phase velocity. Sturova (2018) considered only the subcritical 
regime of moving load for the cases (i) and (iii) that is the load speed was assumed to be not 
higher than the minimum phase velocity of FGW. This implies the absence of wave 
perturbations of ice sheet in the far field and their localization in the neighborhood of external 
pressure region. However, a wave wake exists in the ice-free water region for the case (i). 
The solution of linear problem is obtained by means of the integral Fourier transform and 
MEE. For the problem with the vertical wall, the bending moments are determined together 
with the deflections of ice sheet. It is shown that in the case of clamped edge the maximum 
moment can be reached not at the center of pressure region but in the neighborhood of the 
wall. The analytic solutions of the problem for the cases (i)-(iii) are obtained using WHT by 
Tkacheva (2018, 2019a). The results obtained using various methods (MEE and WHT) for 
the case (i) are in good agreement. For two identical plates with a crack, the solution is found 
in an explicit form. The wave forces (wave resistance and side force), the deflection of plate, 
and the elevation of the free surface of fluid at different load speeds (subcritical and 
supercritical) are investigated. Tkacheva considered the action of an external load moving 



with uniform speed both over a free surface along the edge of ice sheet in (2019b) and 
between two semi-infinite floating ice sheets (ice channel) in (2019c). References to the 
papers of other authors devoted to the study of the effect of moving loads on inhomogeneous 
ice cover can be found in the bibliography of these papers. 
 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we give a mathematical formulation of the 
problem for the case when the load moves on the ice sheet while the remaining half of the 
fluid surface is free. In Sect. 3, numerical results are reported and discussed for all five cases 
of load movement indicated in the abstract.  The brief conclusion is given in Sect. 4.  
 
2. Mathematical formulation 
The water is taken to be of constant density ρ  and uniform depth H.  The local external 
pressure distribution moves at constant speed V along the rectilinear edge of ice sheet at some 
distance from it. We consider the moving together with the load Cartesian coordinate system 
(x,y,z) with x - axis directed perpendicular to the edge of the plate, the y - axis directed along 
the edge, and the z - axis directed vertically upwards. The load moves in the positive 
direction of the y - axis. The upper boundary of fluid is covered by the ice sheet in the region 
x>0 and the surface of fluid is free outside of ice sheet in the region x<0. The fluid motion 
can be described by a velocity potential ),,( zyxϕ . The ice sheet is assumed to be isotropic 
and homogeneous and is treated as an elastic thin plate using the Kirchhoff - Love model. 
The plate is assumed to be in contact with water at all points and the plate draft is ignored. 
The edge of ice plate is free.  The boundary-value problem for the velocity potential and the 
free surface elevation or the plate deflection w(x,y) can be written as 
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Here 0

23 ,,,)];1(12/[ ρνν hEEhD −=  are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, thickness and 
density of ice sheet, respectively; q(x,y) is ACV pressure on ice surface;  g is the acceleration 
due to gravity. For wave motion, the decaying conditions should be satisfied far from the 
pressure region. We shall assume that the function q(x, y) is nonzero only in the rectangular 
domain of width 2a and length 2b whose center is located at the point (x = 0x  >a, y = 0). 
Inside this rectangular domain the pressure is constant:  
 

).||,|(|),( 00 byaxxqyxq ≤≤−=                                                                                           [5] 
 
The tilts of ACV influence on the distribution of pressure below the ACV during the motion, 
but we neglect this effect. 
 
We are interested in bending stresses in ice cover. In particular, it is of practical interest to 
know whether the moving load can lead to strains large enough to break the ice in the area of 
load or near the edge. The strain tensor ),( yxε is given by the matrix 
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This tensor describes the strain field in the ice sheet. To find the maximum strain mε  in the 
ice sheet, we need to find the largest eigenvalue of the strain tensor [6] at each location. The 
fracture strain was determined for the Bering Sea ice as 5105.84.4 −×− by Squire and Martin 
(1980). In this study, we use the estimate of the yield strain *ε  for destruction of ice cover as 

5
* 108 −×=ε (see Brocklehurst et al. (2010) and discussion of this value there). 

 
Similar to the case of movement of ACV over the free surface, we can determine the forces 
acting on ACV during its movement over the ice sheet due to arising FGWs. In general, the 
wave forces acting on ACV consist of wave resistance, side force and yawing moment. We 
shall restrict our consideration only to the side force xR and wave resistance yR   and its non-
dimensional values yx AA ,  which are determined by formulas 
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The relations [7] are obtained by the projection of pressure force on corresponding directions 
and by integration over the load domain. For infinitely extended ice cover, the effect of speed 
and aspect ratio of the vehicle, the depth of water, and ice characteristic on wave resistance of 
uniformly moving ACV was investigated by Kozin and Pogorelova (2003). 
 
The solution of boundary value problem [1]-[5] is obtained by Sturova (2018) and Tkacheva 
(2018) in integral form using MEE and WHT, respectively, but due to a limited scope of this 
paper, we ignore it here. 
 
3. Numerical results 
Physical and mechanical properties of sea ice and ACV are highly variable and we can 
consider some typical values of ice sheet 3/1,kg/m900,Pa5 3

0 === νρGE  for 
m20,m10,Pa10,kg/m10 3

0
33 ==== baqρ  and ,m350=H unless otherwise stated. The 

speed of load V, the thickness of ice sheet h and the distance between load center and plate 
edge 0x are varied in calculations. According to Squire et al. (1996), the minimum phase 
velocity mV  of FGW for infinitely extended ice cover corresponds to the value of wave 
number mk  at which the values of phase and group velocity coincide. In non-dimensional 

variables, the values gHVF mm /= and Hkk mm= are determined by solving a system of two 
equations: 
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The value mV  is approximately equal to 18.112 and 21.862 m/s for the ice sheet thickness 
h=1.5 m and h=2.5 m, respectively. 
 



Figure 1 shows 3-D plots for the vertical displacements w(x,y) of ice sheet at x>0 and free 
surface at x<0 for the load speed V=20 m/s (subcritical regime) and V=23 m/s (supercritical 
regime), the ice thickness h=2.5 m and the distance of the line of motion from an ice sheet 
edge m500 =x . The load moves on the ice sheet from left to right. The subcritical regime 
implies the absence of wave perturbations of the ice sheet in the far field and their 
localization in the neighborhood of the external pressure region. However, a wave wake 
exists in the ice-free water region at y<0 typical of Kelvin ship wake. In the supercritical 
regime, wave motions also arise in the ice sheet and extend to sufficiently large distances 
from the edge of ice. The motion of load gives rise to both short flexural waves in front of the 
load region and long gravity waves behind it. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Vertical displacements of the ice sheet at x>0 and the free surface at x<0 for the 
load moving at the speed V=20 m/s (a) and V=23 m/s (b); .m500 =x  
 

 
 
Figure 2. Deflections of ice sheet (a) and strains (b) on its edge, and the deflections of ice 
sheet (c) and strains (d) on the line of load motion at the load speed V=20 m/s, m500=x . 
 
The deflections of ice sheet on its edge w(0,y) and on the line of  load motion ),( 0 yxw as well 
as their corresponding non-dimensional maximum strains */εεm are shown in figure 2 at 
h=2.5 m, 0x  =50 m and V=20 m/s. We have a subcritical case at this load speed and there 
are no FGWs in the infinitely extended ice cover. In the case of semi-infinite ice sheet, the 
moving deflection of sheet edge gives rise to waves in the fluid that generate waves in the ice 
sheet near its edge behind the moving load, which decay away from the edge. For an 
infinitely extended ice sheet, the deflection and strains are given in figure 2(c,d) on a line 
passing through the load center, and in figure 2(a,b) on a line parallel to the central one and at 



a distance 0x  from it. Both deflections and strains for the semi-infinite plate are higher than 
those for the infinite plate. The deflection and strain are maximal in the center of load. 
 
Non-dimensional values of wave forces acting on moving vehicle xA and yA  in [7] are 
presented in figure 3(a,b) as functions of the load speed at h=1.5 m  and h=2.5 m, 
respectively. The values of wave forces for different distances 300 =x m and 500 =x  m are 
compared in each figure. These figures also show the dependence of wave resistance yA on 
load speed for an infinitely extended ice cover; the value of side force xA  is identically zero 
in this case. When the line of load motion becomes closer to the edge, then wave forces 
become larger as one would expect.  
 

 
 
Figure 3. Non-dimensional values of side force xA  and wave resistance yA   for ice thickness 
h=1.5 m (a) and h=2.5 m (b). Curves 1, 2 correspond to the wave resistance and curves 3, 4 
correspond to the side force at m300 =x  and m500 =x , respectively. Curve 5 shows the 
wave resistance for infinitely extended ice cover. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Vertical displacements of the ice plates at 2h = 2 m: (a) -  1h  = 1 m at V = 18 m/s; 
(b) - 1h = 3 m at V = 23 m/s. 
 
The analytical solution to the problem of the behavior of ice sheet with rectilinear crack 
under the action of uniformly moving ACV is obtained using WHT by Tkacheva (2019a). 
Two configurations are considered. Firstly, two semi-infinite plates (whose thickness can 
differ) are separated by a crack with free edges. Secondly, the fluid is bounded by the vertical 
wall and the ice cover edge can be either free or frozen to the wall. In the case of the contact 
of plates of the same thickness, as well as in the presence of the wall, the solution is obtained 
in the explicit form. Two edge waves exist in the cases of identical plates and the plate near 
the wall with free edge at supercritical load speeds, one of them is spread in front of the load 
and other one behind it. In the figures 4 and 5, the thickness of loaded plate 2h = 2 m and the 



thickness of left plate was taken equal to 1h  = 1, 2, or 3 m. The minimum phase velocities of 
FGW are equal to 15.594, 20.138, and 23.379 m/s for the plates of thickness 1, 2, and 3 m, 
respectively. Figure 4(a) shows 3-D plot for vertical displacements w(x,y) of the plates of 
thickness 1h  = 1 m and 2h  = 2 m at speed V = 18 m/s. This velocity is subcritical for the right 
plate and supercritical for the left one. We can see that a wave motion appears in a thin plate. 
This motion excites waves in a thick plate in the neighborhood of the edge, these waves damp 
far from the edge. In figure 4(b), we reproduced a similar plot for the plates of thickness 1h  = 
3 m and 2h  = 2 m at speed V = 23 m/s. This velocity is supercritical for the plate of thickness 
2 m and subcritical for the plate of thickness 3 m. In the loaded plate, short bending waves 
propagate ahead of the load and long gravity waves propagate behind the load. They excite 
waves in the second plate in the neighborhood of the edge, the waves damp far from the edge. 
 
Non-dimensional values of wave resistance yA as functions of load speed for an ice sheet in 
the presence of vertical wall or in contact with free fluid surface as well as for the plates of 
various thickness values are shown in figure 5. We can see that for the ice sheet with free 
edge in the presence of vertical wall, the maximum wave resistance forces are reached at load 
speed close to a critical velocity of FGWs in the plate. For the plate of thickness 1h = 3 m, as 
well as for the plate with free edge near the wall, the maximum wave forces are significantly 
greater than in other cases. Obviously, the action of thick plate is similar to reflection from 
the rigid wall. For the plate with clamped edge near the wall, the graphs of forces as functions 
of speed differ strongly from all other cases. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Non-dimensional values of wave resistance yA  as functions of load speed at 
m22 =h : (a) is  for ice sheet in the presence of vertical wall or free surface; (b) is for ice 

sheets of different thickness .m3,2,11 =h  
 
The problem of waves generated in fluid and ice sheet by a pressure region moving on the 
free surface of the fluid along the edge of semi-infinite ice sheet is solved by Tkacheva 
(2019b) using WHT. In contrast to the case of movement of the external load [5] on the ice 
sheet, in this case we restrict our consideration to the pressure distribution in the form 
 

{ } ),|(|0),(),|(|2/)](tanh[)](tanh[),( 000 axxyxqaxxbybyqyxq >−=<−−−+= κκ   [8]             
 
where the rate of pressure decrease at the edges is controlled by the parameter κ . As shown 
by Doctors and Sharma (1972), when the load moves over a free surface, the constant 
pressure distribution in the rectangular planform leads to unrealistic oscillations in the wave 
resistance curve at the low Froude numbers. The results presented below were obtained with 



b/5=κ  and H=100 m. Figure 6 shows 3-D plots for the vertical displacements of free 
surface at x > 0 and ice sheet at x < 0 for the load speed V=15 m/s  and different thickness of 
ice sheet: 0.5 and 1 m. The minimum phase velocity of FGWs is equal to 12.068 and 15.594 
m/s for the ice plate of thickness 0.5 and 1 m, respectively. The load speed V=15 m/s is 
subcritical for the ice sheet 1 m thick and only weak wave motions appear in the ice sheet 
decaying rapidly away from the edge. The load speed V=15 m/s is supercritical for the ice 
sheet 0.5 m thick and wave motions are excited in the ice sheet, extending to a sufficiently 
large distance from the edge of ice cover. 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Vertical displacements of ice sheet at x<0 and free surface at x>0 for the load 
moving on free surface at the speed V=15 m/s for h=1 m (a) and h=0.5 m (b) for 500 =x m, 
H=100 m. 
 

 
 
Figure 7. Dependences of vertical deflections (a) and non-dimensional strains (b) of an ice 
plate of thickness h = 1.5 m at the edge versus the coordinate y for V = 17 m/s and V = 19 m/s 
at ,m500 =x H=100 m. 
 
The vertical deflections of ice plate at the edge and the non-dimensional maximum strains 

*/εεm  versus the coordinate y are presented in figure 7 at load speed 17 and 19 m/s and for 
ice sheet 1.5 m thick. The minimum phase velocity of FGW is equal to 18.104 m/s for the ice 
plate of thickness 1.5 m at H=100 m. The deflections of ice sheet and its strains are maximal 
at the edge when load moves on a free surface. It is seen that as the load speed increases, both 
the deflections of ice sheet and strains increase. For the plate of thickness h = 1.5 m, speed V 
= 17 m/s is subcritical and speed V = 19 m/s is supercritical and in the latter case, the 
destruction of ice cover on its edge is possible. 
 
The analytical solution of the problem of waves produced in fluid and ice sheet by the 
uniform motion of pressure region [8] on the free surface of the fluid in an ice channel is 



obtained by Tkacheva (2019c) using WHT. The ice cover is modeled by two thin semi-
infinite plates of constant thickness, floating on the surface of fluid and separated by a free 
surface of the fluid. Many edge waves exist in this case both at subcritical speeds and 
supercritical load speeds. The wave forces, the elevation of free surface of the fluid, and the 
deflection and deformation of the plates are investigated at different load speeds and ice sheet 
thickness. It is shown that for some values of the load speed, ice sheet thickness, and current 
pressure, the destruction of ice sheet near the edge is possible.  
 
A comparison of wave resistance for the vehicle moving along the edge of ice cover at 

m250 =x  and along the centerline of the channel of width 50 m is presented in figure 8. The 
minimum phase velocity of FGW is equal to 20.099 m/s for the ice plate of thickness 2 m at 
H=100 m. Dashed straight lines of the corresponding color show the values of critical 
velocity values for FGW at various ice thickness values. Difference of wave resistance in the 
channel from its value on the infinite free surface is cause by the influence of FGWs in plates 
and edge waves. 
 

 
 
Figure 8. The wave resistance for the vehicle moving along the edge of ice cover at different 
ice thickness (h=0.5, 1, 2 m) and H=100 m in semi-infinite free surface (a) and along the ice 
channel (b). Black lines show the wave resistance for an infinitely extended free surface 
(Doctors and Sharma, 1972). Pink line shows the wave resistance acting on the vehicle as it 
moves through a channel with solid vertical walls (Newman and Poole, 1962). 
 
4. Conclusion 
The presented results show the significant difference wave forces, ice deflections and strains 
due to moving load in the case of inhomogeneous ice cover from their values for infinitely 
extended ice cover, especially large distinctions are reached in the case of ice cover near the 
wall. Edge waves exist in the cases of two identical plates or the ice sheet with free edge near 
the wall and in the ice channel. The movement of the load on the free surface along the edge 
of the ice sheet can lead to its destruction so this fact should be accounted for during rescue 
operations. For the effective destruction of an ice cover by moving ACV, it should move on 
water surface along the edge. The fluid is more pliant than an ice cover, and amplitudes and 
the energy of waves generated by the moving load on water are larger than those for the case 
of motion on an ice sheet. 
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The Arctic sea ice is retreating at an accelerating rate and ocean waves in the emerging open 
waters are increasing. While the possible positive feedback of wave-ice-breakup is an 
environmental concern, the widely open ice-free waters are providing economic opportunities 
to the Arctic Circle communities. The need for accurate prediction of ocean waves in the 
open waters, coastal region, and in the Marginal Ice Zone is imminent. The Japanese R/V 
Mirai has conducted three expeditions in the Arctic Ocean in 2016 September and October 
2018 November, and 2019 October in the Beaufort Sea and the Chukchi Sea. Through the 
collected knowledge based on wave buoy observations and modeling, we have identified that 
the largest sources of uncertainties of wave estimates are not necessarily the wave-ice 
interaction physics, but the uncertainty in the wind and sea-ice forcing. By analyzing the 
reanalysis wave field, we have shown that the extreme waves in the open waters are 
increasing as the chances of Arctic Storms generating ocean waves increase with the enlarged 
open water area. For those extreme events, the location of the ice-edge is not necessarily 
important as the storm size is smaller than the open water area. In such a case, the source of 
uncertainty is the reanalysis wind field. On the other hand, waves near the MIZ is highly 
uncertain, not because of inaccurate wave-ice interaction physics but is because of the 
uncertainty in the sea ice concentration.  The satellite-derived S.I.C. estimates are highly 
variable depending on the sensors and analysis algorithms, and the associated uncertainty of 
ocean wave model-estimates is larger than the uncertainty related to the wave-ice interaction 
physics.  
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1. Introduction 

The sea-ice conditions in the Arctic region are changing as the atmospheric and oceanic 
temperature gradually rises. While the emerging open waters open up economic opportunities 
for Arctic Circle countries, increased ocean waves and drifting sea ice are imposing risks to 
ships navigating through the Northern Sea Route. Considerable lack of knowledge of the 
nature of the wave and ice interaction is overcome by new expeditions. An extensive 
coordinated observation was conducted in 2015 by the Sea State DRI program funded by the 
Office of Naval Research during the period from 30 September to 9 November 2015 in the 
Beaufort Sea (Thomson et al. 2019). The extensive study of the air-ice-ocean-wave system 
revealed that the Arctic ocean is becoming more “seasonal” and impacts of episodic wave 
events during autumn are imprinted in the winter sea-ice. Moreover, in the western Arctic 
Ocean, the evidence is acquired to show the remote influence of the Pacific waters in 
delaying the sea-ice advance triggered by a rare episodic weather event (Kodaira et al. 2020b). 
In essence, the nature of wave and ice interactions drastically varies from year to year. New 
observations inevitably provide new knowledge. 
 
Japan, as being an observer of the Arctic Council, is determined to contribute to the scientific 
research of the Artic to clarify the mechanisms of its environmental changes (Kohno 20181).  
Two research initiatives funded by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and 
Technology (MEXT) were completed; GRENE (Green Network of Excellence) Program 
from 2011 to 2016 and the Arctic Challenge for Sustainability (ArCS) from 2015 to 2020. A 
new 5-year program ArCS-II will start in 2020. The program encompasses science, 
engineering, and social science research. During the ArCS program, several Arctic 
expeditions were conducted by the R/V Mirai of the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science 
and Technology (JAMSTEC). Among those cruises, three wave-observations were conducted 
in 2016, 2018, and 2019. We here summarize the collected knowledge from these expeditions 
and conclude that the largest missing piece is yet the knowledge of where the sea-ice is. 
 
In section 2, a brief overview will be provided regarding wave modeling in the Arctic Ocean 
in an effort to identify possible sources of uncertainty. The aim of the 2016 expedition, unlike 
the Sea State DRI, was to validate wave model outputs in the open waters. Coincidentally, 
two storm events caused by passing depression was observed by the two buoys. The study of 
these events led to the depiction of the Arctic Ocean transitioning from inland-water-like 
open waters to basin-wide open waters encompassing the storm. The overview of these 
results will be presented in section 3. The second expedition conducted in 2018 included 
unique repeat transect observations across the marginal ice zone. 12-day repeated 
observations and the associated modeling study revealed that the biggest uncertainty of the 
modeled wavefield is not the wave-ice interaction physics but the lack of precise knowledge 
of the ice edge location, ice concentration, and the types of sea-ice. The conjecture will be 
augmented by preliminary analysis results from the 2019 observation in which another MIZ 
transect observations were conducted. These results will be detailed in section 4. And finally, 
a concluding remark will be presented in section 5. 
 

2. Sources of uncertainty in wave-in-ice modeling 

Waves evolve in the ocean by the action of wind forcing and its evolution is characterized by 
the concurrent increase of energy and wave period. The fetch law first presented by Sverdrup 
                                                 
1 https://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000410409.pdf 



and Munk (1946) and can be derived from a coupled equation of the peak energy density  
and the wave group velocity  of the wind waves (Tulin et al. 1996):  
 

       [1] 

 

        [2] 

 
Here,  is the time rate of energy transfer from the wind and  is the time rate of energy 
dissipation due to breaking. The somewhat mysterious  term derives from a scaling 
consideration and a heuristic choice of a functional form seeking a solution of power law 
(Fontaine 2013). It represents the excess of momentum to the energy loss of wave breaking, 
and the positive sign of the  assures that the system downshifts (e.g. Tulin and Waseda 
1999).  
 
Let us now consider an appropriate modification of the dual equation for waves propagating 
under sea-ice. The wind pumping  is often ignored but there is observational evidence that 
waves grow under sea-ice; under fast ice (Crocker and Wadhams 1988), and in the MIZ 
(Gemmrich et al. 2018). More recently, waves under grease ice were found to grow under the 
action of wind (Kodaira et al. 2020a). In fact, there is no reason not to believe that the growth 
mechanism of Miles type or a sheltering mechanism would work. Both mechanisms can be 
associated with a variation of surface normal pressure. Indeed, the growth of waves under 
grease ice or ice sheet by wind may resemble the growth of mechanically generated waves in 
which the short wind-wave ripples are suppressed by surfactants (Mitsuyasu and Honda 
1982).  However, the majority of the study focuses on the identification of the dissipation 
term  regardless of the presence of wind. Thus, the neglect of the wind pumping is a source 
of uncertainty that indirectly affects the accuracy of the wave modeling through the 
inappropriate dissipation rate.  
 
Next, the expression for the dissipation needs to be changed. When the sea surface is not 
fully packed by ice-floe the breaking energy loss may be present, but otherwise, the loss of 
wave energy is primarily due to non-breaking causes such as the transfer of energy to the ice 
motion or ice deflection, and turbulent dissipation due to differential velocity between ice and 
water (Voermans et al. 2019). The  term thus depends on the type of sea-ice and ice 
concentration. The dissipation rate or the attenuation rate for different types of sea ice are 
formulated and implemented in the third generation wave models. However, in most cases, 
attenuation rates are estimated without distinguishing the type of sea ice. This is a large 
source of uncertainty and the numerous parameters of the attenuation rate merely serve as 
tuning nobs (Nose et al. 2020). 
 
The spectral down or upshifting expressed in terms of equation [2] derives from the 
conservation of wave momentum:  
  

          [3] 
 
where  is the rate of change of momentum. When the energy is lost as a propagating wave, 
the lost momentum can be expressed as  and equation [2] becomes identical to 
[1] without wind pumping; no down or upshifting occurs. Therefore, to express downshifting 
due to wave breaking, the parameter  was introduced to represent energy loss, not in the 



form of propagating waves. From various observations, the averaged wavelength is 
considered to lengthen as the waves propagate into the sea covered by packed ice (e.g. 
Collins et al. 2017). In which case, the expression  may be appropriate but a 
different choice of  is warranted. Now, in case of wave scattering by ice floes,  
represents reflected wave momentum. Indeed, the  is equivalent to the force acting on the 
sea ice. So, the excess momentum can be expressed as  where  is the 
reflection coefficient which depends on the combination of ice concentration and relative size 
of the ice floe to the wavelength. Since  of the reflected wave does not change, this term will 
not appear in equation [2]. In other words, the wave scattering does not contribute to the 
spectral downshifting. However, the  is the attenuation rate of the wave energy due to 
scattering and therefore  appears on the right-hand side of [1].  
 
Finally, by imposing boundary conditions, modified equations [1] and [2] can be integrated to 
obtain a fetch law. This seems like an easy task but it turns out that the largest source of 
uncertainty in wave modeling in the Arctic Ocean is the boundary condition. In the following 
sections, we first present a case when the lateral boundary condition is unimportant. The 
large wave event is caused by an Arctic Cyclone whose scale is smaller than or equivalent to 
the open water area. In this case, the uncertainty of the wave estimate depended largely on 
the surface boundary condition, i.e. the wind. The next case is regarding the waves in the 
marginal ice zone. In this case, the lateral boundary condition is the dominant source of 
uncertainty. To our surprise, the satellite-derived sea ice concentration was erroneous and the 
possible reason for that will be discussed based on observed in-situ sea ice concentrations. 
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Figure 1. Sea level pressure (left) and the significant wave field (right) from ERA-Interim 
when the highest wave (denoted by the red dot) in 2016 September occur in the Beaufort Sea. 
 
Our study showed that there is no discernible evidence that the strength of the AC is 
enhancing over the last 40 years. Moreover, for the particular case shown in Figure 1, the 
upwind open water was wide open and the effective fetch was not affected by the ice-edge 
location. Therefore, the removal of the sea-ice from the wave model had practically no effect 
on the estimated wave heights (Nose et al. 2018). This remarkable finding that the lateral sea-
ice boundary condition does not affect the wave modeling is a consequence of the Arctic 
Ocean losing its Mediterranean nature for the ocean wave development and that it started to 
bear the character of an ocean basin encompassing the storms. 



 
 
 

  
 
Figure 2. (left) Scatter plots of the significant wave heights from the model (TodaiWW3-
ArCS) and the buoy in September (blue), October (magenta) and November (yellow) of 2016. 
(right) The available in-situ sea level pressure data in September and November of 2016. The 
plates are adapted from Nose et al. (2018). 
 

3. Open waters; transition from waves in inland water to waves in a basin 

During the 2016 cruise, two wave buoys were deployed in the middle of the open waters off 
point Barrows. The buoys successfully measured waves from Sep. 10 to Nov. 2, 2016. Two 
extreme events were observed and the registered significant wave height reached around 5 m. 
Unlike the extreme events during the 2015 Sea State DRI expedition, the events were related 
to the passage of the Arctic Cyclones (AC) and not related to the enhanced easterly due to a 
strengthened high-pressure system. These observations led us to look into historical events 
and learned that as the open water area enlarges, the extreme wave height and wind speed 
concurrently increase (Waseda et al. 2018). During the 2016 buoy observation, the two ACs 
developed near the north pole, migrated south, and gradually veered eastward. The area with 
enhanced waves is thus located at the south of the cyclone which coincided with the open 
water area (Figure 1).  
 
Under conditions when fetch is not limited, the uncertainty of wave estimates originate from 
the surface boundary condition. The wave model simulations based on NOAA 
WAVEWATCH III® were executed and compared against buoy observations (Figure 2). 
Notably, the accuracy of the September estimates superseded the October estimates. While 
the September estimates well-correlated with the buoy observation up to the highest waves 
observed around 5 m, in October, the model largely underestimated the significant wave 
height. The conjecture was unaffected by the presence of sea-ice in the model. After some 
sensitivity tests, we have finally come to the conclusion that the reason for the deteriorated 
wave estimates in October is the lack of observational data to correct the reanalysis winds. 
Both CFSRv2 and ERA-I winds were used to force the wave model and both showed similar 
tendencies. This was further confirmed with ERA-I and ERA-5 wave reanalysis as well. All 
the wind products are assimilating the same in-situ data. For example, in October, the number 
of sea-level pressure data reduced by more than 20% from September. Considering the 



shortages of atmospheric observational data in the Arctic Ocean, it is known that the accuracy 
of the reanalysis wind field improves when additional observational data is made available 
(Inoue et al. 2009, 2013, 2015).  We, therefore, conjectured that the model underestimation of 
the October 2016 wave field in the Beaufort Sea is because of the quality of the wind. 
 

4. Marginal Ice Zone  

In 2018, a unique repeated MIZ transect observation was conducted for 12 days by R/V Mirai 
from Nov 9 to Nov 20 in the Chukchi Sea (Inoue 2018). Two buoys were deployed on Nov 6 
and the one closest to the marginal ice zone survived whereas the one in the open water failed 
after deployment for an unknown reason. The ship-born microwave wave gauge provided in-
situ wave data throughout the MIZ transect observation. The anomalously warm Chukchi Sea 
SST delayed the autumn refreezing even under favorable off-ice wind conditions (Kodaira et 
al. 2020b) allowing this unique MIZ observation in November. While the daylight was 
limited, the sequence of sea-ice images showed a gradual increase of ice floe size during the 
12 days yet revealing the presence of patches of the packed ice field and open water. This 
motivated us to compare the visual impression against satellite radiometer derived sea ice 
concentration (s.i.c.) (Nose et al. 2020). To our surprise the s.i.c. derived from two different 
satellites and four different algorithms showed variability much larger than we have 
anticipated. An example of the boundary of the MIZ denoted by s.i.c. 0.85 (dotted lines) are 
shown in Figure 3 (left) for three different products. Particularly a notable difference is found 
between BST-AMSR2 and the others (ASI-3km and OSSISAF-SSMIS). A few hundred-
kilometer difference in the MIZ boundary can result in a large difference in the estimated 
wave field. The uncertainty associated with the lateral boundary condition was compared 
against the uncertainty associated with the choice of wave-ice interaction physics (IC2, IC3, 
and IC5 of WWIII). The Quantile-Quantile plot of the uncertainty estimates defined as a 
supremum of the differences is shown in Figure 3 (right) comparing uncertainties due to 
lateral boundary condition (vertical axis) and the wave-ice interaction physics (horizontal 
axis). Clearly, the uncertainty associated with the satellite-derived s.i.c., as a lateral boundary 
condition, is the dominant factor. It is worthwhile to point out that the majority of the studies 
in existing literature fine-tunes the wave-ice interaction physics for the particular choice of 
satellite-derived s.i.c. Therefore, the tuned parameters may be suitable for that particular 
product but may not be suitable for the other product. 
 
In 2019, a similar MIZ transect observation was conducted during the R/V Mirai cruise on 
October 17 to 25. In this cruise, two CMOS video cameras were installed on the upper deck 
of the ship to obtain stereo-image sequences. Here we present preliminary analysis results of 
the images. Stereo-reconstruction is not made and only the images from one camera are 
analyzed to estimate the s.i.c. Binary images were obtained from the gray scale images 
following a standardized technique similar to Zhang and Skjetne (2014). The s.i.c. was 
estimated as a fraction of the sea-ice area in the analysis domain. Image rectification to a 
Cartesian coordinate is not necessary but areas with low resolution was excluded from the 
analysis.  
 
One example is shown to highlight the significance of the sub-grid scale modeling of the 
wave-ice interaction. The 20-minute video sequence was obtained as the ship navigated at 
around 5 knots, thereby covering the distance of about 3 km. The ship track (in black) is 
overlaid on top of the BOOTSTRAP satellite-derived s.i.c. map (Figure 4 upper left). The 
s.i.c. was estimated every minute and a time series is obtained showing how the s.i.c. change 
along the cruise track (Figure 4 upper right). The s.i.c. of around 0.95 and 0.2 correspond to 



fields covered with pancake ice (Figure 4 lower left) and ice band open water area (Figure 4 
lower right), respectively. Apparently, the imaging view is limited to only one side of the 
ship. Following a protocol such as ASPeCT, the s.i.c. should be an average of the ice fraction 
within the visible area covering a few kilometers distance from the ship.  It is then 
appropriate to average the s.i.c. time-series to compare against visual observation, which will 
be roughly 0.6 or so. This value, equivalent to the visual observation, is larger than the two 
satellite products which range around 0.2-0.3 in this case (Figure 4 upper right). This 
difference is not an indication of a systematic bias of the satellite product and the difference 
in other cases varied. On average, there seemed to be a difference of about 10 km in the ice 
edge location between satellite data and the in-situ image-based analysis. 
 
What is more important is the large deviation of the s.i.c. within the cruise track. It is of 
course well known that the sea ice field is patchy but as in the ASPeCT protocol, s.i.c. was 
reported only as an average and the scale and extent of the patchiness are not documented. 
The scale, however, is close to the surface waves, and therefore, cannot be neglected. The 
patchiness of the ice field is equivalent to the gustiness of the wind. Such sub-grid scale 
forcing is not necessarily taken into consideration in the third-generation wave model, but for 
wave propagation under the sea-ice field, the consideration of the patchiness seems critical. 
More work is warranted. 
 
 
 

  
 
Figure 3. (left) Sea ice concentration contours (0.85 dashed and 0.15 solid lines) from three 
different satellite products (AIS-3km, BST-AMSR2, OSSOSAF-SSMIS) are overlaid on top 
of the Sentinel-1 Normalized Radar Cross Section image; (right) Q-Q plot of uncertainty 
estimates from the sensitivity wave model runs changing the s.i.c. products (vertical axis) and 
the wave-ice physics (horizontal axis). The plates are adapted from Nose et al. (2020) 
 
 



 
 

       
 
Figure 4. (upper left) Satellite-derived (BOOTSTRAP) s.i.c.; (upper right) Time series of 
image-based s.i.c., 20 minutes long at a minute interval; (lower left) An image of the pancake 
ice field; (lower right) An image of open water. 
 
 

5. Concluding remark 

Causes of uncertainty in wave modeling in the Arctic Ocean were discussed in this paper. We 
have identified the following: 
i) The neglect of wind pumping under sea-ice coverage 
ii) The neglect of sea ice type distinction and subgrid-scale patchiness 
iii) Accuracy of surface boundary condition 
iv) Accuracy of lateral boundary condition 
 
The comparison of in-situ image-based s.i.c. against satellite-derived products revealed that 
the type of ice and the sea ice concentration changes a lot within 3 km or so. Such patchiness 
of the ice field is not taken care of in the wave modeling yet and should be considered in the 
future. However, it turns out that the largest source of error, at this point, was the lateral 
boundary condition provided by the satellite-derived s.i.c. Improvement of the s.i.c. estimates 
from satellite data is crucial as the sea ice field in the Arctic Ocean is changing year to year 
and a new set of calibration and validation campaign might be needed. 
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Abstract:  
An approximate solution for wave transmission and reflection between open water and a finite 
viscoelastic ice cover is developed in present study, in which both the water and the ice cover 
were treated as a continuum, each governed by its own equation of motion. The interface 
conditions included matching velocity and stresses between the two continua. The analysis is 
useful for modeling the wave-in-ice climate on a geophysical scale. In this study, only two 
modes of the dispersion relation are considered and the horizontal boundary conditions are 
approximated by matching the mean values. The reflection and transmission coefficients are 
determined for simplified cases to compare with earlier theories.  Behaviors of the resonance 
are then obtained for a range of pure elastic ice covers. The effect of viscosity is also be 
investigated for viscoelastic ice covers. According to the above wave-ice interaction model, 
the stress and strain are calculated in the ice cover. By using the stress failure criterion, the 
breakup condition of ice covers with different thicknesses and lengths under the interaction of 
waves and sea ice is determined. Finally, a dynamic evolution model of ice floe size distribution 
function in the marginal ice zone is established. 
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1. Introduction 
Present existing operational wave models, such as WAVEWATCH III (WW3), can provide 
the viscous attenuation model by ice covers (Tolman, 2014). However, the viscoelastic sea ice 
model (Wang and Shen, 2010) adopted in current WW3 needs parametrization for the 
viscoelastic parameters. The shear modulus in the viscoelastic model is critical to the size of 
the ice floe and ice concentration. The accuracy for estimating the size distribution of ice floes 
will strongly influence the computational accuracy of WW3. Therefore, a theoretical model for 
wave induced ice breakup is needed to simulate the size distribution in the marginal ice zone. 
 
In the previous studies, Meylan and Squire (1993, 1994) calculated this problem using the 
semi-infinite thin elastic plate model method and Green function method. They found a 
resonance behavior for wave amplitude. In present study, we also investigate this phenomenon 
with the viscoelastic model and two-mode approximate method. The results are consistent with 
the previous studies by Meylan and Squire (1993, 1994).  Using such viscoelastic model, Wang 
and Shen (2011) calculated the reflection and transmission of wave energy from open water 
into a semi-infinite ice cover with the two-mode approximate method. Further, Zhao and Shen 
(2013) applied the same method to calculate the wave reflection and transmission by two 
adjacent inhomogeneous ice covers. The two-mode approximate method was shown to be 
efficient with certain accuracy recently (Zhao and Shen, 2015). 
 
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly outlines the theoretical 
formulation of the viscoelastic model. In section 3, the approximation method is presented. 
Section 4 gives the result of special cases to compare with previous studies for pure elastic ice 
covers and viscoelastic covers. The discussion and conclusions are given in section 5. A linear 
wave regime is assumed in this study. 
 
2. The theoretical formulation 
2.1 Definition of the domain 
The problem to be analyzed is two dimensional. The ice cover with finite length and thickness 
are assumed to be fully submerged. The coordinate system used in this study is shown in Fig. 
1. The 𝑥 direction is aligned with the incoming wave direction, and the 𝑧 direction is opposite 
to gravity. The origin is set at the bottom of the leading edge of the ice cover. As shown in Fig. 
1, there are four regions: ice region 1; water region 2, 3 and 4. A monochromatic wave 
propagates from left to right. The ice thickness for region 1 is ℎ. The total depth of the domain 
is 𝐻. 
 
2.2 Governing equation 
For the ice cover, we use a Voigt viscoelastic continuum model shown below (Wang and Shen, 
2011): 
 

𝜏 = −𝑝𝛿 + 2𝐺𝑆 + 2𝜌 𝜈�̇� , [1] 
 
Where 𝜌  is the density of the ice layer; 𝜏 , 𝑆  and �̇�  represent the stress tensor, the 
strain tensor and the strain rate tensor, respectively; 𝑚 and 𝑛 represent 𝑥 or 𝑧; 𝐺 and 𝜈 are the 
effective shear modulus and the effective kinematic viscosity of the ice layer, respectively; 𝑝 
is the pressure and 𝛿  the Kronecker delta. The equation of motion is  
 

𝑼 = − 𝛻𝑝 + 𝜈 𝛻 𝑼 + 𝒈  𝑖 = 1, [2] 
 



Where 𝑼  is the velocity vector, 𝒈  the gravitational acceleration, and 𝜈  the viscoelastic 
parameter: 
 

𝜈 = 𝜈 + 𝑖𝐺 𝜌 𝜔⁄   𝑖 = 1, [3] 
 
In which, 𝜈 and 𝐺 are the effective parameters in ice region, and 𝜔 is the angular frequency of 
the incoming wave. Using the decomposition with potential function 𝜙  and stream function 
𝜓  for the velocity (Lamb, 1932), 
 

𝑼 = −𝛻𝜙 + 𝛻 × (0, 𝜓 , 0)  𝑖 = 1, [4] 
 
we obtain 
 

𝛻 𝜙 = 0 [5] 
 

− 𝜈 𝛻 𝜓 = 0 [6] 
 

− − 𝛷 = 0  𝑖 = 1 [7] 
 
Here, 𝛷 = 𝑔𝑧 is the gravitational potential. 
 
For water regions 2, 3 and 4, we assume an inviscid fluid. The governing equations are 
 

𝑼 = − 𝛻𝑝 + 𝒈ˈ [8] 
 

𝛻 𝜙 = 0, [9] 
 

− − 𝛷 = 0  𝑖 = 2, 3, 4. [10] 
 
The water velocity is related to the velocity potential only: 
 

𝑼 = −𝛻𝜙   𝑖 = 2, 3, 4. [11] 
 
In terms of the Fourier modes, the solution for a sinusoidal wave with two modes can be written 
as (Wang and Shen, 2011) 
 

𝜙 (𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = ∑ (𝐴 (𝑛) cosh 𝑘 (𝑛)𝑧 + 𝐵 (𝑛) sinh 𝑘 (𝑛)𝑧)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒 , [12] 
 

𝜓 (𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = ∑ (𝐶 (𝑛) cosh 𝛼 (𝑛)𝑧 + 𝐷 (𝑛) sinh 𝛼 (𝑛)𝑧)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒 , [13] 
 
for the ice region 𝑖 = 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ ℎ , and  
 

𝜙 (𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝐸 (𝑛) cosh 𝑘 (𝑛) (𝑧 + 𝐻)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒 , [14] 
 
for the water region 𝑖 = 2 and −𝐻 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0. 
 

𝜙 (𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐸 cosh 𝑘 (𝑧 + 𝐻)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒 , [15] 



 
for the water region 𝑖 = 3, 4 and −𝐻 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0. The coefficients 𝐴 (𝑛), 𝐵 (𝑛), 𝐶 (𝑛), 𝐷 (𝑛), 
and 𝐸 (𝑛) are complex constants. As shown in Zhao and Shen (2013) Appendix B, the solution 
of these constants can be obtained by matching the vertical boundary conditions. In the above, 
𝛼 (𝑛) = 𝑘 (𝑛) − 𝑖𝜔 𝜈⁄  for 𝑖 = 1 and 𝑛 = 1,2 from Eq. (6). Here 𝑘 (𝑛) is the wave number 
for ice-covered region. 
 
2.3 Boundary conditions in the horizontal direction 
We now proceed to determine the horizontal boundary conditions between open water region 
and ice cover region. In the horizontal direction between the two regions, we need to match the 
velocities, and stresses. 
 
a) Water-Water interface 
The boundary conditions between water region 2 and 3 include continuity of the potential and 
the horizontal velocity 
 

𝜙 (0, 𝑧) = 𝜙 (0, 𝑧),  −𝐻 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0, [16] 
 

( , ) = ( , ),  −𝐻 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0, [17] 
 
For water region 2 and 4, 
 

𝜙 (𝐿, 𝑧) = 𝜙 (𝐿, 𝑧),  −𝐻 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0, [18] 
 

( , ) = ( , ),  −𝐻 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0, [19] 
 
b) Water-Ice interface 
Between water region 3 and ice region 1, the kinematic condition is  
 

𝑢 (0, 𝑧) = 𝑢 (0, 𝑧),  0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ ℎ. [20] 
 
Likewise, the dynamical boundary condition is 
 

𝜏 (0, 𝑧) = 𝜏 (0, 𝑧),  0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ ℎ. [21] 
 
For water region 4 and ice region 1,  
 

𝑢 (𝐿, 𝑧) = 𝑢 (𝐿, 𝑧),  0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ ℎ, [22] 
 

𝜏 (𝐿, 𝑧) = 𝜏 (𝐿, 𝑧),  0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ ℎ. [23] 
 
To summarize, the following equations are the approximated eight horizontal boundary 
conditions in terms of the potential and stream functions. As shown in Zhao and Shen (2013), 
Eqs. (16-23) may be approximated by the following equations, where the pointwise matching 
at interfaces are replaced by matching only the mean values over the interface. 
 

∫ 𝜙 (0, 𝑧)𝑑𝑧 = ∫ 𝜙 (0, 𝑧)𝑑𝑧, [24] 
 



∫ ( , ) 𝑑𝑧 = ∫ ( , ) 𝑑𝑧, [25] 
 

∫ 𝜙 (𝐿, 𝑧)𝑑𝑧 = ∫ 𝜙 (𝐿, 𝑧)𝑑𝑧, [26] 
 

∫ ( , ) 𝑑𝑧 = ∫ ( , ) 𝑑𝑧, [27] 
 

∫ − ( , ) 𝑑𝑧 = ∫ − ( , ) − ( , ) 𝑑𝑧, [28] 
 

∫ 𝑖𝜔𝜌 𝜙 (0, 𝑧)𝑑𝑧 = ∫ 𝑖𝜔𝜌 𝜙 (0, 𝑧) + 2𝜌 𝜈 − ( , ) − ( , ) 𝑑𝑧 ,
 [29] 

 
∫ − ( , ) 𝑑𝑧 = ∫ − ( , ) − ( , ) 𝑑𝑧, [30] 

 
∫ 𝑖𝜔𝜌 𝜙 (𝐿, 𝑧)𝑑𝑧 = ∫ 𝑖𝜔𝜌 𝜙 (𝐿, 𝑧) + 2𝜌 𝜈 − ( , ) − ( , ) 𝑑𝑧 ,
 [31] 

 
An improved matching method using a variational method was provided in Zhao and Shen 
(2015). It was found that results from the approximation method was very close to the more 
accurate results from the variational method. We thus adopt the approximate method in the 
present study. 
 
3. Solutions 
In general, the full solution of the wave propagation through a viscoelastic cover consists of an 
infinite series of modes, each with a different wave number, all of them roots of the dispersion 
relation. Truncation of this infinite series provides approximate solutions. Following Wang and 
Shen (2011), the two wave numbers closest to the open water case are chosen to form the 
approximate solution. Shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the incoming wave from water region 3 is 
represented by an incoming magnitude 𝐼. When entering the ice cover, multiple reflections 
between the leading and trailing edges occur. Each time partial reflection and transmission 
would take place until reaching a steady state. At which, the reflection back into the upstream 
open water is represented by 𝑅 and the transmission forward into the downstream open water 
is represented by 𝑇. Within the ice cover, there is a superposition of forward and backward 
going wave components. These components are approximated by two modes only in this study. 
Thus the total potential function and the stream function in the ice covered region may be 
written in terms of these two modes as follows, where the individual modes denoted by 𝑛 =
1,2. 
 

𝜙 (𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑇 (𝐴 (𝑛) cosh 𝑘 (𝑛)𝑧 + 𝐵 (𝑛) sinh 𝑘 (𝑛)𝑧)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒  

+ ∑ 𝑅 (𝐴 (𝑛) cosh 𝑘 (𝑛)𝑧 + 𝐵 (𝑛) sinh 𝑘 (𝑛)𝑧)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒 ; [32] 
 

𝜓 (𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑇 (𝐶 (𝑛) cosh 𝛼 (𝑛)𝑧 + 𝐷 (𝑛) sinh 𝛼 (𝑛)𝑧)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒  

+ ∑ 𝑅 (𝐶 (𝑛) cosh 𝛼 (𝑛)𝑧 + 𝐷 (𝑛) sinh 𝛼 (𝑛)𝑧)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒 ; [33] 



 

𝜙 (𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑇 𝐸 (𝑛) cosh 𝑘 (𝑛) (𝑧 + 𝐻)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒  

+ ∑ 𝑅 𝐸 (𝑛) cosh 𝑘 (𝑛) (𝑧 + 𝐻)𝑒 ( ) 𝑒 , [34] 
 
And in the open water regions, 
 

𝜙 (𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = ( )
( )

𝐼𝑒 + 𝑅𝑒 𝑒 ; [35] 
 

𝜙 (𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑡) = ( )
( )

𝑇𝑒 𝑒 . [36] 
 
In the above, 
 

𝛼 (𝑛) = 𝑘 (𝑛) − 𝑖𝜔 𝜈⁄ , 𝑖 = 1 and 𝑛 = 1,2. [37] 
 
The solution matrix for 𝐴 (𝑛), 𝐵 (𝑛), 𝐶 (𝑛), 𝐷 (𝑛) and the equation for solving 𝐸 (𝑛) can be 
found in Zhao and Shen (2013) Appendix B. After which we can substitute the solutions of 
𝐴 (𝑛), 𝐵 (𝑛), 𝐶 (𝑛), 𝐷 (𝑛), 𝐸 (𝑛) into the horizontal boundary conditions to form eight linear 
equations for 𝐼, 𝑅, 𝑇, 𝑅 , 𝑅 , 𝑇 , and 𝑇 . Following the above steps, substituting equations (32-
36) into equations (24-31) gives an over-determined system of eight equations involving only 
seven unknowns 𝐼, 𝑅, 𝑇, 𝑅 , 𝑅 , 𝑇 , and 𝑇 . We solve this using singular value decomposition 
method based on the least-square error method to find the pseudo-inverse. When matching the 
boundary conditions at the leading edge, we need to consider the phase change, 2𝑘 (𝑛)𝐿, 
between 𝑅 , 𝑅 , 𝑇 , and 𝑇 . This is implemented by multiplying 𝑒 ( )  to 𝑅  in Eqs. (24), 
(25), (28), and (29). 
 
4. Results 
In this section we study the behavior of wave propagation involving pure elastic ice covers and 
viscoelastic ice covers. For all cases shown in this study, 𝜌 = 917 𝑘𝑔 𝑚⁄ , 𝜌 =
1000 𝑘𝑔 𝑚⁄ , and 𝐻 = 1000m. 
 
We consider introducing different numbers of evanescent modes to obtain a more accurate 
solution, but Zhao and Shen's (2015) paper has proved that introducing evanescent waves or 
the third complex mode will not improve the result significantly. In addition, from the energy 
point of view, the third mode contains very little energy, so it can be removed. For the present 
model, two modes are sufficient for the calculation of transmission and reflection coefficients. 
They also compared the approximation method with the variational method. From the 
perspective of error analysis, compared with the exact solution of the variational method, the 
most significant error of the approximation method is from the first term. For this term with 
two modes, the error is slightly above 0.2%. By including 30 modes, the error drops to 0.1% 
(Zhao and Shen, 2015). Therefore, within the allowable error range, we can ignore the 
evanescent mode to save calculation time. 
 
To compare with previous studies, we calculate the reflection and transmission coefficients 
with respect to the length of ice cover. Fig. 2 shows the effect of the ice thickness on reflection 
coefficients. The results are qualitatively agree with Meylan and Squire’s results (1993, 1994). 
The shear modulus used in Fig. 2 is calculated from the Young’s modulus 6𝐺𝑃𝑎 and Poisson 



ration 1/3, which are the same as Meylan and Squire (1994). The incoming wavelength is 
100m, and the wave period is about 8𝑠 based on the deep water dispersion relation. The 
resonant behaviors are found in the reflection coefficients. For the thin ice cover with 1m ice 
thickness, the resonance occurs at nearly every half wavelength, and this is consistent with 
previous studies. Because the wavelength will become longer in the ice covered region, the 
resonant length of the ice cover will be longer than the half of the incoming wavelength.  Fig. 
3 also shows the transmission coefficient for ℎ = 2m  . We can find the reflection and 
transmission coefficients satisfy the relation 𝑅 + 𝑇 = 1 in Fig. 3a for zero viscosity. So 
when the resonance occurs the reflection coefficient approach to zero, and the transmission 
coefficient will be close to 1. Adding a large viscosity, such as the case in Fig. 3b, the reflection 
coefficient will be not change, but the transmission coefficient will decrease its amplitude by 
the viscous damping. The longer length of the ice cover will cause more viscous damping 
during the wave propagating in the ice cover. 
 
In Fig. 4, we also plot the reflection and transmission coefficients with respect to the wave 
period for pure elastic cases. For the length of the ice cover varying from 10m to 1000m, the 
resonance behavior will be different. Compared with the reflection and transmission by the 
semi-infinite ice cover (Fox and Squire, 1990; Wang and Shen, 2011), we do not obtain the 
convergence trend by increasing the length of the ice cover. We find the longer length of the 
ice cover will produce more resonance behaviors in Fig. 4, which is consistent with Meylan 
and Squire (1994). 
 
After comparing with previous results, we will calculate the elastic energy of the ice cover and 
determine the effective shear modulus for an ice field with many identical elastic ice floes. 
Firstly, we introduce the definitions of the stress 𝜏, strain rate 𝜀̇, strain 𝜀, and elastic energy 𝑈 : 
 

𝜏 = 𝜏 = 𝜌 𝜈 𝜀̇ = 𝜌 𝜈 + ; [38] 
 

𝜏 = −𝑝 + 𝜌 𝜈 𝜀̇ = −𝑝 + 2𝜌 𝜈 ; [39] 
 

𝜏 = −𝑝 + 𝜌 𝜈 𝜀̇ = −𝑝 + 2𝜌 𝜈 ; [40] 
 

𝜀 = − 𝜀̇ ; [41] 
 

𝜀 = − 𝜀̇ ; [42] 
 

𝜀 = − 𝜀̇ ; [43] 
 

𝑈 = 𝐺 ∫ ∫ (𝜀 𝜀∗ + 2𝜀 𝜀∗ + 𝜀 𝜀∗ ) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑧. [44] 
 
We assume that the incident wave energy is given by the JONSWAP spectrum (Hasselmann e
t al., 1973). given by: 
 

𝐸 (𝑓) = 𝛼𝑔 2𝜋 𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝛾 , [45] 



 
where 𝛼  is the energy parameter, 𝛾  is a peak-enhancement factor, and 𝜎  is a peak-width 
parameter (𝜎 = 0.07  for 𝑓 ≤ 𝑓   and 𝜎 = 0.09  for 𝑓 > 𝑓   to account for the slightly 
different widths on the two sides of the spectral peak), peak frequency 𝑓  is taken as 0.125. 
We input the JONSWAP spectrum to calculate the stress of a sea ice with a length of 500𝑚 
and a thickness of 0.5𝑚, and we obtain the stress distribution of the sea ice. Fig 5 and Fig 6 
show the stress distribution of the sea ice for pure elastic case and viscoelastic case respectively. 
It can be seen from the results in the figure that the maximum values (abs value) of stress 𝜏  
and stress 𝜏  and stress 𝜏  are located in the left half of the sea ice, that is, the side of wave 
incidence. With the depth of the incident wave, the stress value gradually decreases, and the 
maximum values of stress 𝜏  and stress 𝜏  are far greater than the maximum value of stress 
𝜏 . For stresses 𝜏  and 𝜏  in the case of pure elasticity and viscoelasticity, their maximum 
positions locate at same points along x direction, but their signs are changed. For shear stress 
𝜏 , we find their maximum positions locate at the points that stresses 𝜏  and 𝜏  nearly equal 
to zero, in the middle layer of the sea ice. 
 
Based on the above analysis, a sea ice fracture model for the marginal ice zone (MIZ) caused 
by the stress-based can be established. According to the mechanical properties of sea ice, if 
waves cause enough stress in the sea ice, the sea ice will break. By using the proper 
instrumentation and experimental design, it is possible to measure the stress value at failure, 
and this stress value is the sea ice fracture threshold (𝜏 ). We calculate the stress applied 
to the sea ice by the passing wave, and use the fact that we know the stress threshold at failure, 
to arrive at the MIZ sea ice fracture criterion, which can be written as: max(𝜏 , 𝜏 , 𝜏 ) ≥
𝜏 . We input the size distribution function of ice floes in the MIZ and calculate the 
break point of each sea ice according to the above fracture criterion. The size and number of 
multiple small ice floes can be obtained based on the ice breakup model. A new MIZ ice floes 
size distribution function can be calculated. 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusions 
Present study employs the viscoelastic model with the finite ice thickness and two-mode 
approximate method to investigate the reflection and transmission by a finite length ice cover. 
The resonance behavior is obtained for different ice length and wave period. The present results 
agree with previous studies of the thin elastic plate model (Meylan and Squire, 1993, 1994). 
We also show that the including of the large viscosity in the ice cover will damp the wave 
energy.  
 
We also find that the maximum stress caused by waves on the ice cover lies on the upper and 
lower surface of the sea ice. Based on this, we present a two-dimensional model based on stress 
fracture criterion for predicting the ice floe breakup under ocean wave forcing in the MIZ. This 
model is designed to facilitate the prediction of the ice floe size. In this model, the original ice 
floe size distribution function and the wave spectrum are taken as the input, and the new ice 
floe size distribution function is taken as the output. Our findings provide a theoretical 
understanding of the wave-induced ice break-up process in the MIZ. 
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Figures 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the coordinate frame of the problem. 
 



 
Figure 2. Reflection coefficients: 𝐺 = 2.3𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝜐 = 0 𝑚 𝑠⁄ , 𝐻 = 1000m, 𝑇 = 8𝑠. 
 

 
Figure 3. Reflection and transmission coefficients: 𝐺 = 2.3𝐺𝑃𝑎, ℎ = 1𝑚,  
𝐻 = 1000m, 𝑇 = 8𝑠. (a) 𝜐 = 0 𝑚 𝑠⁄ ; (b) 𝜐 = 10 𝑚 𝑠⁄ . 
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Figure 4. Reflection and transmission coefficients: 𝐺 = 2.3𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝜐 = 0 𝑚 𝑠⁄ , ℎ = 1𝑚, 𝐻 =
1000m. (a) 𝐿 = 10𝑚; (b) 𝐿 = 50𝑚; (c) 𝐿 = 100𝑚; (d) 𝐿 = 200𝑚. 
 

 
Figure 5a. Stress distribution of 𝜏 : 𝐺 = 2.3𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝜐 = 0 𝑚 𝑠⁄ , ℎ = 0.5𝑚,  
𝐻 = 1000m, 𝐿 = 500𝑚. 
 

 
Figure 5b. Stress distribution of 𝜏 :, 𝐺 = 2.3𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝜐 = 0 𝑚 𝑠⁄ , ℎ = 0.5𝑚,  
𝐻 = 1000m, 𝐿 = 500𝑚. 
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Figure 5c. Stress distribution of 𝜏 : 𝐺 = 2.3𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝜐 = 0 𝑚 𝑠⁄ , ℎ = 0.5𝑚,  
𝐻 = 1000m, 𝐿 = 500𝑚. 
 

 
Figure 6a. Stress distribution of 𝜏 : 𝐺 = 2.3𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝜐 = 0.1 𝑚 𝑠⁄ , ℎ = 0.5𝑚,  
𝐻 = 1000m, 𝐿 = 500𝑚. 
 

 
Figure 6b. Stress distribution of 𝜏 : 𝐺 = 2.3𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝜐 = 0.1 𝑚 𝑠⁄ , ℎ = 0.5𝑚,  
𝐻 = 1000m, 𝐿 = 500𝑚. 
 



 
Figure 6c. Stress distribution of 𝜏 : 𝐺 = 2.3𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝜐 = 0.1 𝑚 𝑠⁄ , ℎ = 0.5𝑚,  
𝐻 = 1000m, 𝐿 = 500𝑚. 
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This paper contains analysis the problems of oil pollution detection that formed under the ice 
cover surface due to accidental oil spills from platforms and terminals or as result of the 
emergencies while the ice navigation of the cargo vessels and tankers in the Arctic seas, 
where application of the oil spills monitoring tools developed for non-freezing seas is 
impossible. The outcomes of the under ice oil spill spreading and the oil film formation 
investigations are presented. The spatial scales of the oil spreading and pollution at the ice-
water interface were evaluated for the most probable volumes of accidental spills. Effect of 
the oil film under the ice cover on the heat flow from the water space to the atmosphere was 
studied on basis of the thermal physics methods. In the issue the possible contrasts of the 
snow layer or the ice surface temperature above oil film in comparison with surrounding 
space was evaluated. Known methods and equipment for detection of the oil pollution are 
considered with regard to the under ice spillage, and their effectiveness is assessed in terms 
of the sensitivity and possibility of being used for observation “from above”, that is through 
ice cover, and “from below” - from water space. It is justified the infrared tools application 
for the under ice oil film detection on the ice cover (or snow layer) by means of the incipient 
temperature contrast. The paper contains also recommendations for equipping autonomous 
and remotely controlled underwater vehicles (ROV) with the most effective means for 
detecting under ice spill sites: sonars and fluorescent lidars. Outcomes of the studies can be 
used for development and application the special equipment and tools for the oil pollution 
monitoring in the shelf water areas with drill and mining platforms and on the navigation 
routs in the Arctic seas.  
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1. Introduction 
Intensive development of oil deposits on the Arctic shelf is accompanied by the risk of 
accidental oil spills due to crashes on platforms, wellhead structures and oil pipelines, as well 
as damage of tankers hulls while the ice cover compression. Accidental oil spill under an ice 
cover is the most dangerous one in the case of the environment oil pollution. Ice cover with a 
concentration of 9 – 10 points exists in the Arctic seas for 6 – 7 months: from December to 
June (Arikainen, 1990). This period is the most dangerous from the platforms operation and 
navigation from the point of view, which is caused by the lack of natural light in the polar 
night, extremely low temperatures (below minus 50 degrees Celsius), icing of the upper 
structures of platforms and ship deck-erections, and often occurring movements and 
compression of ice (Zubakin, 2006). The same circumstances require application of special 
instruments, which are capable to detect oil pollution located under the ice cover. 
 
In the event of accident with oil spill, the primary task is to assess the extent of oil pollution 
and monitor its dynamics until the time, when climatic and weather conditions will be 
acceptable for usage one or another method for oil spill recovery. Detection of the oil 
contamination of an ice cover lower surface from under water seems to be a natural method, 
and therefore it has been studied experimentally in sufficient details in laboratory conditions 
and field tests (Wilkinson, 2013). Performed researches have given reasons to recommend 
autonomous and remotely controlled underwater vehicles (ROV) to detect oil pollution of ice. 
On the base of experiments under model conditions, the sonar (ultrasonic locator) on ROV 
was accepted as the most effective sensor. 
 
An adequate assessment of the applicability of various methods for oil film detection requires 
representations of the possible spatial and temporal scales of under ice oil pollution. Paper 
presents research outcomes of the process of oil spreading along the ice-water interface, and 
an estimation of the sizes of sub-ice oil films for the characteristic volumes of accidental oil 
spillage. Outcomes of this problem studies was presented in partly (Aleshin et al, 2019). This 
paper contains much detail statement of the developed for the under ice oil film dimensions 
evaluation method and the effect of oil film on the heat flow from water space to atmosphere.  
 
The under-ice oil film dimensions and its effect on the heat flow through an ice cover was the 
basis for analyze the possibilities of the optic sensors (fluorescence lidar and infrared camera) 
for the sounding water space under ice cover and justify the prospects of their application for 
detecting oil films on the underwater surface of ice. 

2. Features of oil film formation on the ice-water interface under ice cover 
Studies of various aspects of the oil-and-ice-surface interactions have been in process for a 
long time with the aim to prevent freezing seas oil pollution (Hollebone and Fingas, 2001; 
Goncharov, 2007). The main feature of the oil-and-ice-surface interaction (in contrast with 
oil to water surface interaction) is the fact that an ice is unwettable one for the crude oil both 
in air and water spaces. This effect is being characterized by a contact angle, which differs 
tremendously from 0q for oil on the water surface. In first case (on ice surface in air space) it 
consists in the range 0 << Tu < 90q, whereas in the water space contact angle of oil on an ice 
surface lies within range 90q << Td < 180q (Liukkonen et al, 1997).  
 
Oil film thickness on an ice surface is determined by the balance of surface tension force 
which prevents oil from spreading, and force of gravity or buoyancy, which in turn helps to 
increase its transverse size via compressing it. A diagram of surface tension forces acting on 
the oil film is shown in Figure 1 for films located on the upper and lower surfaces of the ice. 



 
Figure 1. Forces acting on the oil film while spreading above and beneath ice surface. 

 
The equilibrium shape of the film at the point of contact with the ice surface is characterized 
by a contact angle Tu (on ice) or Td (under ice), and are determined by the balance of surface 
tension forces. This condition corresponds to the Young equation (Adamson, 1979), and for 
the upper and lower surface of the ice it has the following form 
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                                                                   [1] 

 
Here: Vsa, Vsp, Vpa, Vsw, Vpw,  - surface tension coefficients at the ice-air, ice-oil, oil-air, ice-
water and oil-water interfaces, respectively. The Vpa value is a known tabular value that 
depends on the brand of oil and its temperature. To solve the problem, it is necessary to 
estimate the values Vsa and Vsw, which determine the equilibrium of the oil film, 
compensating for the force of gravity on ice or buoyancy under ice. The surface tension along 
solid and gas boundaries and solid and liquid boundaries cannot be determined in any way 
(Schukin et al, 2004). It can be assumed that each liquid has its own combination of Vsp, Vpa 
and Tu, which is the same for all liquids, since the surface tension at the solid(ice)–air 
interface does not depend on liquid. 
 
Evaluation of the value of Vsa can be constructed in approximation based on Antonov rule 
(Adamson, 1979; Schukin et al, 2004) that being applied to the ice-oil boundary, determines 
 

  .sp pa saV V V �                                                                                                        [2] 
                                                    
The surface tension at the oil-water interface is estimated approximately also according to 
Antonov rule, which means 
 

.pw wa paV V V �                                                                                                        [3]     
 
As a result following equation determines the surface tension coefficient at the ice - water 
interface   

� �1 1 cos cos cos .sw pa u d wa dV V Z T T V T � � � �ª º¬ ¼                                                        [4]     
 
The coefficient Z takes into account the possible difference between oil and ice surface 
tension on the upper and lower ice surface, due to the difference in its temperature. An oil 



film is kept from spreading by a force, which is determined by a surface tension coefficient 
on the ice-water-oil contact line. The hydrostatic pressure per length unit of the oil film 
contact with ice is determined by the buoyancy of the oil film 
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In this equation, hu is the thickness of the oil film on the lower surface of the ice, Jw is the 
density of water; Jp is the density of oil. Equating [4] and [5], it is possible to find the 
thickness of the oil film at the ice-water interface 
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The obtained result shows that the thickness of the oil film under the ice surface depends on 
the contact angles Tu and Td, which is only experimentally possible to determine. Figure 2 
shows the dependence of an oil film thickness under the ice surface on the contact angle Td 
for three values of the contact angle of the film of the same oil on the ice surface: Tu1 = 60q, 
Tu2 = 40q,Tu3 = 20q. (For each brand of oil, there should be a pair of contact angles Td and Tu, 
depending on the properties of ice surface). Figure 2 shows that the thickness of the oil film 
on the lower surface of the ice can exceed a centimeter, while on the free surface of the water 
the oil spreads under the influence of surface tension to a monomolecular layer. 
 

 
Figure 2. Dependence of an oil film thickness under ice cover on the contact angle Td. 

 
3. Oil spreading beneath the ice surface 
The laws of physical chemistry of surfaces, limiting the spreading of oil under ice to its 
thickness reaching a certain finite value, respectively, also determine the spatial dimensions 
of the oil film at a given spill volume. For a spill of Q volume, the final spreading diameter of 
the circular oil film under ice at the interface with the water mass is determined by the 
following equation: 
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The balance of gravity, inertia and viscosity forces, that the resistance to oil flow depends on, 
determine the rate of oil spreading along the ice surface. There are various models of this 
process (Hollebone & Fingas, 2001). Their common drawback is that they did not pass 



verification under the conditions of a real spill, as happened with oil spills in ice-free waters. 
Under these conditions, solutions were chosen for modeling that were experimentally verified 
in the largest range of spatiotemporal scales  
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Here Pɪ is the viscosity of the oil. This solution allows us to estimate the spreading time of 
the oil spill before the end of this process Tdf, that is, before the formation of a stable film 
with a thickness of hd and diameter Ddf. 
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Using equations [6] – [9] it is possible to trace the process of oil spreading after a spill under 
a close ice cover and to estimate the scale of ice pollution. Figure 3 shows the final size Ddf of 
oil films and their spreading time Tdf, depending on the volume of the spill. These spatial and 
temporal scales should be targeted by means of detecting under ice oil spills. 
 

 
Figure 3. Dependence of the oil films final size Ddf and spreading time Tdf  on spill volume. 

 
4. Contrast of the ice cover temperature above the thick oil film under ice    
In the winter conditions, the heat flow from water to atmosphere takes place through snow-
ice cover of the underlying water space. This flow includes two components: the flow due to 
difference between the water temperature and the atmospheric air temperature and the flow of 
the ice crystallization heat on the interface ice-water. The difference of temperature of water 
and air determines the first component. The Stephen condition determines this heat flow for 
the immovable water space (Krass and Merzlikin, 1990: Goncharov et al, 2016). 
 
The thick oil film on lower surface of an ice cover changes the heat flow to the atmosphere 
because its smaller heat conductivity than ice and owing to the ice crystallization termination. 
Therefore the ice cover temperature over the under ice thick oil film should be above 
temperature of ambient ice or snow surface (Goncharov et al, 2017).    
 
It is possible to suppose that the temperature in horizontal plane in all mediums (atmosphere, 
snow, ice and water) is identical one and do not vary with the course of time. (It is considered 
the quasistationary problem). The origin of the vertical axis OZ is situated on the boundary 



snow - atmosphere. The heat transfer within the snow layer and the ice cover is realized by 
the heat conductivity. The thermal boundary layer is located on the surface of the snow layer 
in which the convective heat transfer into the atmosphere occurs (Krass and Merzlikin, 1990).  
 
The oil film takes up the part of lower surface of the ice cover. It is supposed that dimensions 
of the oil film are sufficiently large to provide the temperature within ice and snow 
uniformity in the horizontal plane. The lifetime of the oil film is sufficiently small for the oil 
encapsulation into ice. Figure 4 presents the heat flow from water to atmosphere diagram. 
 

        
Figure 4. Diagram of the heat flow from water space to the atmosphere through oil film, ice 

and snow layers.  
 
It is accepted the following notations: the thickness of ice cover hice, its heat conductivity 
coefficient Oice, the thickness of snow layer hsn, its heat conductivity coefficient Osn, the 
thickness of oil film hoil, heat conductivity coefficient of crude oil Ooil. Temperature on the 
boundary snow - atmosphere Tas, on the boundary snow - ice Tsi, on the boundary ice - oil Tio, 
the water temperature corresponds the ice crystallization for given salinity Tcr, the 
temperature of an atmospheric air Ta. 
 
The problem of the heat field within the multilayer plate: water - ice - snow is the subject of 
the first step investigation (the oil film is absent). The specific heat flux (per unit area) from 
water space to the atmosphere through the system that includes two solid and one gaseous 
medium was presented as sum of two components: 
� the heat flow from the high temperature medium to medium with smaller temperature in 
accordance with the Fourier's law (Kreiht and Black, 1980) (temperature of air Ta < 0ºC) and  
� the heat flow Fh0 from the ice crystallization on the interface ice - water: 
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In this equation P - coefficient that defines the portion of the ice crystallization heat which 
diffuses into the ice cover (the rest part of heat defuses into the water space under an ice). Rhc 
is the coefficient of thermal resistance (heat transfer) that is determined by the heat 
conductivities of ice and snow and the heat irradiation from the snow layer surface to the 
atmosphere (Dsa - coefficient of the heat irradiation - convective heat transfer) 
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The ice crystallization heat flow Fh0 was evaluated on base of representation for the rate of 
the ice cover growth as result of freezing, which was the increment of an ice thickness h0 per 
WLPH�XQLW�DQG���ɋ of an atmospheric air (Goncharov et al, 2016). Base for applied approach 
was the equation for an ice cover thickness forecast on base of the sum of negative average 
day temperatures of air for Siberian rivers (Donchenko, 1987) that was similar to known N. 
Zubov's equation (Zhukov, 1976). This approach and derived equation were verified by 
measurements of air temperature and ice cover thickness on the Heilongjiang (Amur) River.    
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After introduce in this equation Lice – specific heat of the ice crystallization and Ȗice – density 
of ice and substitution into [14] the following equation for the heat flow was derived 
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The special parameter "modified" temperature of the atmospheric air Tah depending on the ice 
crystallization rate was applied for following analyze that connected with the real 
temperature of air Ta by equation 
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In this statement it is possible to reduce the problem in point to the known problem of the 
heat transfer through the multilayer plate, where the equation for heat flow has the following 
canonical form  
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The solution of this problem is known one (Kreiht and Black, 1980) and defines the 
temperature of the snow layer surface by following way 
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For simplification of the subsequent equations it is reasonable to introduce the coefficient of 
"heat supply", which is determined for each medium by following way 
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Temperature of the snow layer surface is possible to present on this base as following  
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When the oil film exists between the lower surface of ice and water space the ice 
crystallization does not run, and only the heat transfer from the water space to the atmosphere 
through the three-layer plate values the snow surface temperature: crude oil film - ice cover - 
snow layer.  Coefficients of the “heat supply” and coefficient of the thermal resistance are 
determined as following 
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Equation for the heat flow from water space to the atmosphere has following form  
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After substitution form [23] for the thermal resistance and heat flow [24] into known solution 
for the heat transfer through the multilayer plate (similar to [20]), the following solution for 
the snow surface temperature while the crude oil film under the ice cover was derived 
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The difference between the snow surface temperature without crude oil film under ice [22] 
and the one, when the oil film exists [25], defines the contrast of temperature due to the oil 
film under ice cover that decrease the heat flow from water space to the atmosphere. (It is 
supposed that outside the oil film the heat flow is unchanged). Therefore temperature of the 
of the snow layer surface above the oil film is higher one than on surrounding area.    
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Solution [26] can be transformed in other form, in which the first component is the 
contribution in the temperature contrast of the insulation effect of the oil film and the second 
component is the effect of the ice freezing interruption.  
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Figure 5 presents the dependence of the temperature contrast of the snow surface on the 
atmospheric air temperature for various thickness of the sea ice cover while the snow layer 
thickness is hsn = 0.05 m. These data shows the temperature contrast of the snow surface 
above the oil film under ice cover increases while temperature of atmospheric air and the ice 
cover thickness increases.  

 
Figure 5. Dependence of the temperature contrast of the snow layer surface on the 

atmospheric air temperature for various thicknesses of the ice cover.  
 
5. Analysis of existing methods for detecting oil pollution at the ice - water border  

when observed from under water 
The results of studies of various methods for detecting oil in a various ice conditions are 
contained in reports (Wilkinson et al, 2013; Pegau et al, 2016). The following methods 
(sensors) were considered and experimentally tested as possible for application in the  
underwater media: video camera, sonar, multispectral radiometer, and fluorescent laser.  
 
The acoustic location (sonar) detects oil pollution by the difference in the dispersion of 
acoustic energy from the ice-water and oil-water boundaries and this method is rated as the 
most effective, when using a sonar and receiver with a variable frequency of radiation. A 
fluorescent laser is only evaluated as an additional means to sonar, capable of detecting oil in 
conditions, where the sonar is not effective. For instance, to detect small amounts of oil in 
"grated" or broken ice, in narrow canals in ice cover, etc.  
 
It should be noted that lidar methods for sensing natural environments, in particular the 
marine environment, are being intensively improved nowadays. The effect of lidar sensing of 
oil pollution of ice is based on the difference in reflectance with respect to laser emitting of 
oil, snow, ice or sea water.  
 
When the rough target sounding with a specular reflection coefficient R by lidar with an 
output power of emitting Ɋ0, the divergence of the sounding radiation TD, the area of the 
receiving device pupil Aint, the transmittance T of the medium between the lidar and the 
target, the power of the specular component PR of the scattered target sounding for a 
statistically rough surface of the target will have the following form (Gulkov et al, 1984): 
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Under deriving this form, it was assumed that there is a distance L between lidar and the 
target, the optical axes of the lidar emitting and receiving devices are aligned, the sounding is 
carried out in “nadir”, i.e. perpendicular to the target surface, and 4a2

sf is a statistical 
parameter that takes into account the macro roughness of the target.  
 
It is possible to apply this approach for detection the oil film on the ice floe bottom that is 
sounding "from below" - from the water space. Seawater has much less transparency than the 
atmosphere (especially in the coastal water areas). Therefore it is necessary to take into 
account attenuation of sounding radiation during double passage along the sounding path 
from the lidar to the target and backward. To simplify the solution, it is reasonable to assume 
that the lower surface of the ice cover and the oil film are absolutely smooth. In this case, 
equation [28] takes the following forms for oil and ice 
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The transmittance of seawater Tw can be represented in the following form (kw is the 
attenuation coefficient of the sounding radiation within seawater) 
 

� �exp 2w wT k L � .                                                                                                     [31] 
 
Using equations [29] and [30], the “lidar contrast” s of the oil film on the ice floe bottom 
when observed “from below” can be determine as following 
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The lidar contrast value in this case is defined, first of all, by the ratio of the reflectivity of oil 
and ice. The exponential dependence of the attenuation of the power of sounding radiation in 
the water space with the sensing distance increasing [31] is the main obstacle for the wide 
application of this method. It was evaluated (Aleshin et al, 2006) that, with an integral 
transparency of sea water corresponding to a white disk visibility of 25 m (the most favorable 
option for coastal waters), oil pollution on the lower ice surface can be detected by the lidar 
method at a distance of about ten meters.  

 
6. Conclusion 
The dynamics of oil spreading over the ice surface in air and in the aquatic environment 
differs significantly from oil spreading over the sea surface. This is because oil does not wet 
the ice surface, and cannot spread to the monomolecular layer. Under non-wettability 
conditions, surface tension limits the spreading of oil along the ice surface and forms a film 
of relatively large thickness. On the lower ice surface - at the interface with the water mass, 
the thickness of the oil film can reach 1 cm. Such oil pollution is an object for detection by 
various methods applied for monitoring the ecological state of the marine environment. 
 



Thick oil film on the ice-water interface decreases the heat flow from the water space to the 
atmosphere because of its insulation effect and ice crystallization termination. Originated 
contrast of the temperature of the snow layer on ice cover can be detected with infrared gears.   
 
In the specific conditions of the Arctic ice cover, the most effective carrier of equipment for 
monitoring oil pollution of the lower ice surface from below are an autonomous or remotely 
controlled underwater vehicles (ROV). Laboratory studies performed in Canada gave reason 
to consider the most promising use of a sonar with a tunable frequency in comparison with 
optical means that can only be used as auxiliary ones. 
 
The results of the analysis of the applicability of the lidar for detecting oil films under ice 
from below showed this method as a perspective one also. This allows to recommend the use 
of lidar in conjunction with a sonar on submarine carriers to detect and localize emergency 
oil spills that can occur due to damage of bottom oil pipelines and wellhead devices of oil 
wells. 
 
Implementations of the method under consideration for monitoring oil pollution of the ice 
cover should be preceded by systematic laboratory and field studies using sonar and lidar to 
assess their real ability to detect oil films under ice and to develop appropriate detection 
methods and algorithms that are required for their use in autonomous underwater vehicles  
(ROV). 
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Construction and operation of port, transport, residential and other large coastal facilities in 
Arctic region are complicated by spreading of frozen soils. With a natural change in tempera-
ture, compression (expansion) deformations of frozen soils arise. As a result of the action of 
frost heaving forces, destruction of engineering structures (retaining walls, pile-shells with 
soil aggregate, dams, pipelines, embankments etc.) can occur. The laboratory experiments 
were performed in the cold laboratory of the University Centre in Svalbard at November 
2019 to investigate thermal response of clay samples due to cyclic changes of the room tem-
perature from -5 to -20⁰C and due to the freezing of water in the soil cracks. Both fresh and 
sea water were used. Clay samples were made by hand with pre-prepared cracks, and the 
chain saw was used to repeat experiments with freezing water. The horizontal dimension of 
clay samples was of about 50х35 cm, and the thickness was of about 14 cm. Fiber optics sen-
sors AOS GmbH were used to measure clay strains and temperature in the laboratory. Micro-
SHM System MISTRAS was used to register acoustic emission in the tests. For comparison 
results experiments with fresh and sea ice samples were conducted. Test on ice were carried 
out in 2018-2019 independently of the clay tests. The results of measuring deformations of 
frozen soils according to the proposed methodology can reveal the mechanism of stress-strain 
state formation for such soils in a wide range of thermal and mechanical loads and the time of 
their impact. The results can be used for estimating stability of harbor and coastal engineering 
structures. 
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1. Introduction 
The growing attention to the development of coastal zone resources is notable not only for 
moderate and southern latitudes but also in the Arctic regions. The construction and operation 
of ports, transport, residential and other large facilities in this region are complicated by the 
spread of frozen soils. Much attention initially focused on the problems of frost heave, but the 
problems associated with the behavior of frozen soils under cyclic changes of negative tem-
peratures are also important due to the presence of unfrozen water in frozen soils (Gre-
chishchev, et al., 1983). The phase transformations influence thermal deformations of frozen 
soils (Ershov, 1990). Compressive or tensile deformations arising in the soils under the action 
of the air temperature changes influence the formations of frost cracks passing through the 
active soil layer into permafrost (Chzhan, Velikin, 2014). It may create settlement and de-
struction of engineering structures. 
  
Cementation of mineral particles by ice in frozen soils is of primary importance for assessing 
of their mechanical properties estimated by the ice content and the quantitative content of un-
frozen pore water at a given negative temperature (Cheverev, 2004). At the same time, the 
construction of hydraulic structures on the shelf is affected by both sea water and fresh water, 
when erecting structures in the deltas of northern rivers. Therefore, in this work, a new tech-
nique for experimental studies of temperature deformations of frozen soils saturated with wa-
ter of various salinity is proposed and implemented. Knowledge of the processes of thermal 
expansion of such soils is necessary for the design of berthing and soil structures the Arctic 
regions (Marchenko, Nesterov, Vasiliev, et. al., 2020). This paper describes the method and 
results of direct measurement of temperature deformations of frozen clay samples with dif-
ferent salinity under cyclic changes of negative temperatures. 

2. Instrumentation 
Fiber Bragg Grating sensor (FBG) is a periodic grid with 40,000 cells burned by two laser 
beams inside the fiber with diameter of 9 μm. The grid length is 1 cm. Each FBG sensor re-
flect the light signal of a certain wavelength, depending on the grid characteristics, tension 
and temperature of the fiber. The incoming light signal is generated in the optical fiber by the 
source LED in the spectral range 1,500~1,600 nm. The wavelengths reflected by the FBG 
sensors are registered and analyzed by a spectrometer. To register changes inside a calibra-
tion device, a constant temperature is maintained in one of the sensors. The spectrometer, cal-
ibrator, and analyzer of the incoming optical signals are combined in one unit with four 
channels designed and manufactured in the company Advance Optic Solutions GmbH (Dres-
den). Every channel of the unit can transfer information from 16 FBG sensors embedded in 
the same fiber (Marchenko, Lishman, Wrangborg, et al., 2016). 
 
FBG thermistor string and strain sensor are shown in Figure 1. Fiber cable with FBG temper-
ature sensor is protected from mechanical deformations by thin metal tube of 1 mm diameter. 
The FBG thermistor string includes 12 FBG sensors embedded in the same fiber with 1 cm 
distance between neighbor sensors. The FBG thermistor string is protected from mechanical 
deformations by thin metal tube of 1 mm diameter and 25 cm length. The thermistor string is 
welded with optical fiber protected by blue plastic. The accuracy of temperature measuring, 
and nominal resolution is correspondingly equal to 0.4 °С and 0.08 °С. Strain sensor is em-
bedded in the middle part of the fiber protected by transparent plastic with working length 
about 20 cm. The fiber inside transparent plastic is going through the screw and welded to 
fiber cable protected by yellow plastic. The strain sensor is mounted on a sample and pre-
tended using two screws and bolts. The resolution of the strain sensors is 10−6, and the accu-
racy is 5×10−6. 



  
The change of the wavelength (Δλ) of the light reflected by the Bragg grating is proportional 
to the fiber extension (Δ�/�) and the change of the fiber temperature (Δ�): 

 
∆λ/λ = GF*∆L/L + TK*∆T [1] 

 

where GF = 0.719, "calibration factor"; TK = 5.5×10−6, “thermal elongation factor”; L is the 
reference length of the fiber; λ is the reference length of the light reflected by the Bragg grat-
ing. The value of ∆λ is measured by the spectrometer. From Equation 1 it follows that tem-
perature changes of the fiber T should be known for the calculation of the fiber strain 'L/L. 
In the experiment, the temperature of the strain sensor was measured by the FBG temperature 
sensor. The FBG thermistor string was installed to measure temperature inside the soil sam-
ple.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. FBG thermistor string with blue plastic housing of the fiber and strain sensor with 
yellow plastic housing of the fiber. 

3. Organizing of experiments 
We prepared and pre-frozen two clay samples 50×35×13 cm saturated with fresh and saltwa-
ter (34 ppt), respectively. The basic physical properties of the clay (gray-green color) are giv-
en in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. The basic physical properties of the clay. 
 

Moisture content, % 
Plasticity 
index Pl, 

% 

Consistency 
index Cl, 

% 

Density, g/cm3 

Porosity, 
e 

Water 
holding 

capacity, 
Wct 

Moisture, 
W 

Limits (GOST) 
Particles, 

ρs 

Soil, 
ρ 

Dry 
soil, 
ρd 

Liquid, 
Wl 

Plastic, 
Wp 

35.0 37.4 19.1 18.3 0.87 2.67 1.82 1.35 0.978 0.366 

Degree of 
saturation, 

Sr 

Size of particles, mm 
Composition of grains, % 

1-0.5 0.5-0.25 0.25-0.1 0.1-0.05 0.05-
0.01 

0.01-
0.005 

0.005-
0.002 <0.002 

0.96 – 0.3 6.1 8.5 21.2 14.5 11.1 <0.003 
 



One not through cut (0.8×10×7 cm) was made in the center of each sample for subsequent 
investigation of the water penetration and water freezing effects on the clay deformations. 
FBG temperature string and FBG strain sensors were used to measure soil temperature and 
deformations. Strain sensors were mounted on the surface of soil samples with brackets and 
screws, temperature strings were placed in drilling holes with diameter of 2 mm. Temperature 
probes Testo-176 were placed in the cuts to measure water-ice temperature. SHM transducers 
were glued to the soil surface by silicon lubrication. Soil samples with installed measurement 
systems is shown in Fig. 2. Similar FBG sensors were installed on the samples of fresh and 
sea ice in the same room. The sea ice salinity was 4 ppt.   
 

 
 
Figure 2. Clay samples and measurement installation. 

4. Temperature and strain measurements 
Figure 3 shows the dependencies of the mean temperature in the soil and sea ice sample ver-
sus the time. The dependence of the air temperature near the soil surface is shown in the sane 
figure. The air temperature amplitude was about 10oC in the air. The ice temperature ampli-
tude was smaller on 1oC. The amplitude of the fresh soil temperature was about 6oC, and the 
amplitude of the saline soil temperature was only 4oC. It means that the specific temperature 
conductivity of the soils is smaller the sea ice conductivity. It is probably related with larger 
amount of unfrozen water in the soil samples in comparison with amount of liquid brine in 
sea ice. 

 
 

Figure 3. The mean temperatures of the ice and soil samples and the air temperature versus 
the time 
 



Measured strains of the ice and clay samples are shown in Fig. 4 versus the time. At the be-
ginning of the deformation curve and at each subsequent temperature switching rapid jumps 
of strains were observed in the soil samples. It is explained by softening of soil skeleton due 
to uneven crystallization of pore moisture leading to the appearance of local micro-stresses 
and microcracks (Votyakov, 1975). With a further increase in temperature, the acquired de-
compaction of the soil structure is preserved. This effect was not observed in the ice samples. 
Maximal strain amplitudes were observed in the fresh ice sample. The strain amplitude in sea 
ice sample were smaller, and the strain amplitudes in fresh and saline soils samples were sim-
ilar and smaller than in sea ice sample.   

 
Figure 4. Strains measured in the ice and soil samples versus the time. 
 
Figure 5 shows the dependence of strains in the soil samples and sea ice from their mean 
temperature. The mean temperature was calculated as the mean value of 10 temperature 
values measured by FBG temperature string at different depths in the soil. The hysteresis 
loops are well visible in the samples of saline soil and sea ice, and it is very thin in the fresh 
soil sample. The mean slope of the strain-temperature curves shown in Fig. 5 equals to the 
mean value of the linear coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). Based on Fig. 5 the 
following values of CTE for saline soil, fresh soil and sea ice were calculated:             
CTEss=0.8∙10-5K-1, CTEfs=1.6∙10-5K-1,  CTEsi=5.6∙10-5K-1. Herewith, studies of the CTE of 
frozen soils show that the deformability of the tested frozen soils does not directly depend on 
their mineral composition (salinity), but through values of the moisture content, porosity and 
structural features (Brushkov, 1998). Frozen soils are characterized by abnormally high CTE 
up to 23-10ڄK-1 and more (for clays), while for the mineral skeleton of the soil CTE=(0.4-
8)∙10-6 K-1 (Volokhov, Nikitin, Lavrov, 2017). 

 

 
Figure 5. Dependences between average temperature inside sample and deformation. 



Figure 6 shows temporal evolutions of the strain (red line) and temperature inside saline soil 
sample after sea water (salinity is 34 ppt) was added in the cut. The added water was at the 
freezing point (~ -1.9oC). The air temperature near the soil surface (gray line Tair) and wa-
ter/ice temperature inside the cut (green line Temp inside hole) are also shown in Fig. 6. The 
air temperature near the soil surface was around -9oC during the experiment.  Significant part 
of the sea water was frozen inside the cut probably during several minutes, and after that only 
liquid brine with high salinity left inside the soil. The moment when sea water was added in 
the cut coincides with sharp increase of the temperature inside the cut. The temperature stabi-
lization inside the hole occurred in 1.5 h. The soil temperature returned to the initial tempera-
ture after 2.5 h. The strain response in tension extended over 6 h. Maximal tensile strain ac-
counted from the moment when the water was added in the cut reached 6∙10-5.   
 
Figure 7 shows temporal evolutions of the strain (red line) and temperature inside fresh soil 
sample after fresh water at the freezing point was added in the cut. The air temperature near 
the soil surface (light blue line Tair) and water/ice temperature inside the cut (green line 
Temp inside hole) are also shown in Fig. 7. The air temperature near the soil surface was 
around -9oC during the experiment. The fresh water was frozen inside the cut probably during 
several minutes or faster. This moment coincides with sharp increase of the temperature in-
side the cut. The temperature stabilization inside the hole occurred in 1.5 h. The soil tempera-
ture returned to the initial temperature after 2.5 h. The strain response in tension extended 
over 2 h. Maximal tensile strain accounted from the moment when the water was added in the 
cut reached 4∙10-5.   
 

 
 
Figure 6. Water penetration effect on saline clay sample.  



 
 

Figure 7. Water penetration effect on fresh clay sample. 
 

5. Acoustic emission 
Acoustic emission was recorded during tests with cyclic changes of the air temperature on 
stages of active deformations of the samples. Figure 8 shows records of acoustic emission at 
around 16 h later after the beginning of the experiment. Local peak of the air temperature was 
recorded in this time (Fig. 3) because the door in the laboratory was open and closed. 
Temperature and strain rates were around their maxima at that time. Figure 8 show that 
energy and number of emitted acoustic heats was greater in the fresh soil sample than in the 
sample of saline soil. Figure 9 shows that the hit numbers registered in the fresh and saline 
soil samples during 20 s were respectively around 280 and 35. Figure 5 demonstrates that the 
strain amplitude was higher in the fresh soil sample than in the saline soil sample. Thus, the 
energy and the number of hits correlate with the strain amplitude. 

 

    
 

Figure 8. Acoustic emission in the experiment when soil deformations were caused by cyclic 
changes of the air temperature: hits as a function of amplitude and time in fresh soil (left 
panel) and saline soil (right panel).  

 



          
 

Figure 9. Acoustic emission in the experiment when soil deformations were caused by cyclic 
changes of the air temperature: number of hits versus time in fresh soil (left panel) and saline 
soil (right panel).       
 
Acoustic emission was recorded during tests when cyclic changes of the air temperature on 
stages of active deformations of the samples when soil deformations were caused by the 
adding of water in the cuts of soil samples. Figure 10 shows records of acoustic emission at 
the time when the cuts were filled by water. The amount and energy of registered acoustic 
hits were higher in the saline soil sample. Figure 11 shows that the hit numbers registered in 
the fresh and saline soil samples during 20 s were respectively around 35 and 600. Figures 6 
and 7 demonstrate that the strain amplitude was higher in the saline soil sample than in the 
fresh soil sample. Thus, the energy and the number of hits correlate with the strain amplitude. 
   

       
 
Figure 10. Acoustic emission in the experiment when soil deformations were caused by the 
adding of water in the cuts of soil samples: hits as a function of amplitude and time in fresh 
soil (left panel) and saline soil (right panel).  
 



    
 

Figure 11. Acoustic emission in the experiment when soil deformations were caused by the 
adding of water in the cuts of soil samples: number of hits versus time in fresh soil (left 
panel) and saline soil (right panel).       

5. Conclusion 
Cyclic change of the air temperature in the range from -5oC to -20oC with 12 h period influ-
enced cyclic deformations of the saline soil and fresh soil samples, and sea ice sample placed 
in the same room. Deformations were caused by thermal expansion. Maximal strain ampli-
tudes were registered in sea ice. The strain amplitudes in the fresh soil sample were approxi-
mately in two times greater the strain amplitudes in the saline soil sample. The mean values 
of the linear coefficients of thermal expansion of saline soil, fresh soil and sea ice, fresh were 
CTEss=0.8∙10-5K-1, CTEfs=1.6∙10-5K-1,  CTEsi=5.6∙10-5K-1. The hysteresis loops were greater 
in the saline soil and sea ice samples. Strain rates of tensile and compressive deformations 
accompanying respectively the temperature increase and decrease were not similar in the 
considered temperature range. Differense of the temperature and the thermally induced 
strains in the samples is explained by the difference in their thermodynamic characteristics 
including the specific heat capsity and the thermal conductivity. Probably the specific heat 
capacity of the saline soil sample was highest because of the liquid brine content. 
Temperature changes were associated with phase transformations in the soil and as a result 
temperature variations were smallest in the saline soil sample. Respectively, the thermal 
expansion was also smallest in this sample. 
 
Freezing of water inside the cuts made in the saline soil and fresh soil samples influences 
tensile deformations. Temporal response on the fast filling of the cuts by sea water at the 
freezing point in the saline soil sample and fresh water at the freezing point in the fresh soil 
sample consists of the temperature increase and extension. Representative time of the 
response was greater in the saline soil sample. Tensile strains were also greater in saline soil 
sample. Since the air temperature was constant (-9oC) during the experiments the soil heating 
is exlained by the latent heat release by the water freezing in the cuts. The latent heat released 
in the cuts volume and the heat flux propagated mainly in the soil, because the contact area of 
the cuts with the air was much smaller the contact area with the soil. Thermodynamic 
properties of the soils influenced temperature changes near the cuts, and it influenced in its 
turn the thermal expansion of the soil samples.   
 
Measurements of acoustic emission accompanying processes of thermal expansion showed 
that the energy and the number of acoustic heats were proportional to the strain amplitude. 
The acoustic emission was higher in the samples subjected to larger deformations. In the 
experiments on the water freezing in the cuts maximal acoustic emission was registered in the 
beginning of the experiment just after the water was added in the cuts and started to freeze. It 
shows that the water crystallization may be potential sourse of the registered emission.  
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Understanding ice conditions in fjords is imperative to ensure safe operations and to protect the 
surrounding environment. Seven fjords in northern Norway were visited in March 2019, six with 
significant ice cover. In each location, measurements of ocean temperature and salinity, and δ18O 
for ocean water and river water leading into the fjords were gathered. In addition, where ice was 
present, measurements of ice bulk salinity and δ18O were obtained along with an extra core to 
examine ice stratigraphy and pore structure. Results show ice of low bulk salinity, < 1.5 psu, and 
δ18O, < -7.67 ‰, in five fjords holding ice with maximum ice thickness being upwards of 0.46 m. 
This result combined with examination of stratigraphy cores reveals ice closely resembling 
freshwater ice in structure despite lying atop an ocean of average salinity 32 – 33.5 (psu). Ice 
salinity profiles elude to varying environmental conditions impacting ice formation throughout the 
winter season. Due to the impact of significant freshwater flux, ice properties differed significantly 
from sea ice forming in the open ocean, an important characteristic when considered in application 
to coastal operations. 
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1. Introduction 

The coast of mainland Norway is dominated by the presence of fjords cutting into the adjacent 
mountains, with the glaciers that carved these fjords receded into higher terrain if not gone 
entirely (Holtedahl, 1967; Porter, 1989). Often subjected to temperatures below freezing, ice has 
the possibility to form in Norwegian fjords. While the Norwegian pilot guide offers brief 
descriptions of ice conditions in selected areas to assist boat and ship captains (Hughes, 2006), no 
studies exist that make direct observations of sea ice thickness, extent and properties in fjords 
found throughout mainland Norway. Ice conditions in the pilot guide are themselves based 
primarily off aging data published in older editions mixed with examination of visible and 
infrared satellite images gathered in February and March 2005.   

The fjords in mainland Norway are influenced by the North Atlantic current bringing warm 
waters into the fjords, which therefore are mainly ice free all year. However, smaller side fjords 
and the inner parts of larger fjords often freeze up during winter, a subject of little focus in 
scientific research until now (O’Sadnick et al 2018; 2020). There is a wide breadth of published 
work from mainland Norwegian fjords during ice free conditions (for example Asplin et al., 
1999; Eilertsen & Skardhamar, 2006; Lalande et al., 2020; Mankettikkara, 2013; Myksvoll, 2008; 
Myksvoll et al., 2013; Skardhamar et al., 2018). These studies examine the fjord system from 
physical and biological perspectives, both of which are potentially impacted by the presence of 
ice. When ice forms on the surface of a fjord, it creates a barrier between the ocean and air, 
altering the exchange of mass and energy (Petrich & Eicken, 2010) . In addition, ice creates a 
biologically rich environment of brine-filled pores that offers a sheltered place for algae and other 
microbiota to grow (Arrigo et al, 2010; Brandon et al., 2010). These processes are well 
understood in studies of sea ice in the open ocean. In addition, studies of sea ice in the Baltic Sea 
offer descriptions of ice grown from sea water of lower salinity, brackish in character, as well as 
the impact of fresh water plumes on local ecology (Granskog et al. 2005a; Granskog et al., 
2005b; Kaartokallio et al., 2007). While such knowledge can be applied to fjord ice, adaptations 
must be made to account for a stratified water column with saline sea water overlain by a layer of 
very low or even fresh water, different from the brackish water of the Baltic. Given increasing 
interest in Norway from both shipping and resource exploration industries, the safety hazard and 
potential obstacle ice presents to operations are of concern. Therefore, understanding ice 
conditions and how they vary from fjord to fjord, throughout the year, and between years as the 
climate changes is important from both a scientific and operational perspective.  

2. Methods 

2.1. Ice sampling 

Seven fjords were chosen based on previous observations of ice formation in recent years. For the 
2018 – 2019 season, all but one fjord, Storfjord, held ice. Ice sampling location was chosen based 
on accessibility and total extent of the ice. The locations of sampling sites are shown in Fig. 1. 
Typically, samples were gathered in approximately the center of the fjord, 1 – 2 km from the 
head of the fjord where a river input was present. Snow depth was first measured and samples 
collected for δ18O measurements before a section was cleared of snow. A Kovacs ice core barrel, 
10 cm in diameter, was used with a hand drill to collect at least two ice cores at each location – 
one for bulk salinity and the other for stratigraphy analysis. For the former, ice was sliced into 5 
cm sections and bagged for melting on return to the lab. Sample salinity was measured using a 
YSI Pro-30 salinometer with an accuracy of 0.1 on the practical salinity scale (psu) and 



resolution of ±0.1 (psu) or ±1% of the reading, whichever is greater. Once melted samples were 
measured, they were poured into glass viles and closed with a cone lined cap before being stored 
at 5 °C until δ18O could be measured. Samples were analyzed at the Stable Isotope Laboratory at 
the Centre for Arctic Gas Hydrate, Environment and Climate (CAGE) located at UiT – The 
Arctic University of Norway, Tromsø, Norway. A 0.3 mL sample from each melted core slice 
was pipetted into a 12 mL Labco glass vial which was next flushed with a 0.3% CO2 in He gas 
mixture, equilibrated at 25°C for <24h. Calibration was done through measuring three inhouse 
standards of δ18O between -1 ‰  and -36 ‰ that had previously been calibrated against 
international standards VSMOW2, GISP, and SLAP2. When a line was fit to true vs. measured 
vales of δ18O, the R2 value of the line was 1.0, with error between separate readings most often 
being less than 0.01 ‰ but with a standard deviation <0.05 ‰. A Thermo-Fisher MAT253 IRMS 
with a Gasbench II was used to measure the quantity of δ18O defined as  

δ18O = 
 
 

 
 

− 1 ∗ 1000       (1) 

where the standard is Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOS).  

Brine volume fraction was calculated using measured values of bulk salinity and a modelled 
linear temperature profile that assumed an air/ice temperature of -2 °C and an ice/ocean 
temperature of 0 °C (Leppäranta & Manninen, 1988).  

Stratigraphy samples were kept in a cooler during transport to their storage location. They were 
stored at -30 °C and processed in a cold room at -15 °C. They were sliced to a thickness of 12 – 
16 mm and examined on a light table for pore structure and layering. Additionally, cross 
polarized filters were used to clarify crystal structure and further highlight transitions in the ice.  

2.2. Water sampling 

In addition to melted ice samples, seawater and river water was also gathered for measurement of 
δ18O. For seawater measurements, a tube, 1 cm in diameter, was lowered to the pre-determined 
depth with the end above water plugged. The plug was then released, allowing water from that 
depth to fill the tube, before being plugged again and raised to the surface to fill the same cone 
lined bottles described above. Each bottle was first rinsed with water from the same depth before 
being filled. In addition to seawater, water samples from rivers leading into each fjord were 
gathered.  

2.3. Satellite and photo image processing 

UOVision UM 565 and UM785 trail cameras were used to collect timelapse images of several 
fjords. Examples of the photos obtained are presented in Fig. 2. Additionally, images from the 
SENTINEL-1 C-band Synthetic aperture radar (SAR), vertical transmit/vertical received (VV) 
were examined to determine when ice formed, termed a freeze-up date here, to within 2 – 3 days 
for fjords having no camera (Copernicus, 2019). Due to the difficulty of identification, visual 
inspection of individual images was needed to confirm the presence of ice.  

Imagery from the Terra satellite MODIS sensor, specifically MOD09A1.006 Terra Surface 
Reflectance 8-Day Global 500m was also used to track ice from February, when sunlight has 
returned to northern Norway, through May to determine a date when fjords were ice free to 



within 8 days (Vermote, 2015). MODIS Images were first processed to exclude any pixels of low 
quality or marked as having clouds. Next, the following formula was applied: 

𝐼𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 3 [459 − 479 𝑛𝑚] − (𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 6 [1628 − 1652 𝑛𝑚] +  (2) 

𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 7 [2105 − 2155 𝑛𝑚]) 

Pixels having above a certain value were then classified as ice. This method is similar to that used 
in Petrich et al.  (2017) but automated to allow for a larger number of images to be processed. 
Processing steps are described in more depth in O’Sadnick et al. (2020).  

3. Results & Discussion 

3.1. Linking source water to ice 

A summary of the dates of ice formation and breakup are presented in Table 1. Ice was observed 
in Sørbotn/Ramfjord for the longest period of time, 20 December 2018 to 7 May 2019. Kattfjord 
was second with ice being present from 14 January to 26/27 April 2019. In the remaining fjords, 
the ice season was shorter: 27 – 29 January to 16 - 24 April 2019 in Gratangen, 3 March to 21 
April 2019 in Beisfjord, 20 – 23 January to 16 - 24 April 2019 in Lavangen, and 29 – 30 January 
to 16 - 24 April 2019 in Nordkjosbotn. Additionally, Storfjord was shown to hold small amounts 
of ice through the season but only near the outlet river and over short stretches of time. This is 
supported by timelapse and MODIS images (not shown). The conditions that enable ice 
formation in fjords are difficult to define due to the changing balance between ocean salinity and 
temperature (conditions influenced by weather, tides, and currents), freshwater flux into the fjord, 
the resultant stratification, and air temperature. To fully understand the evolution of fjord ice 
from beginning to end, further observation and study is needed to determine the dominant factors 
and how these may change between fjords and with time. 

Measurements of water temperature and salinity gathered in each fjord  are shown in Fig.3. 
Gratangsbotn was warmest with water temperatures above  6 °C at depth while Nordkjosbotn was 
coldest, dipping below 1 °C The other four fjords had temperatures generally between 3 – 4 °C. 
All had a fairly constant salinity between 32 and 33.5 psu with the most variation seen in the 
upper 2 m. Note, the upper 1 m of each profile is not shown as it may have been disturbed by the 
coring. At five fjords, a single location was selected to collect measurements and acquire ice 
cores for further processing. At one fjord, Beisfjord, several locations were visited (Fig. 1). Thick 
sections, measurements of salinity and δ18O, and calculated brine volume fraction for 
Sørbotn/Ramfjord, Kattfjord, and four location in Beisfjord, are presented in Figs. 4 – 9 
respectively. Additionally, bulk salinity and brine volume fraction are provided in Fig.10 for 
Gratangsbotn, Lavangen, and Nordkjosbotn.  

In six out of the seven cores gathered, salinity did not increase above 1.2 psu with 
Sørbotn/Ramfjord, Kattfjord, and Gratangsbotn having bulk salinity consistently below 0.5 psu. 
In all other cores where δ18O was measured, values ranged from -7.73 ‰ (Kattfjord) down to -
12.17 ‰ (Beisfjord 1). In cores from Ramfjord, Beisfjord 3, and Beisfjord 4, bulk salinity and 
δ18O largely parallel each other having similar increases and decreases through their entire depth. 
In cores from Kattfjord, Beisfjord 1, and Beisfjord 2, these two measurements sometimes mimic 
each other but also show instances of being opposite- in the core gathered from Kattfjord for 
example, an increase in bulk salinity at a depth of 20-25 cm from 0.2 to 0.3 psu, coincides with a 
decrease in δ18O from -7.67 to -8.76 ‰. The relationship between bulk salinity and δ18O is non-



trivial being dependent on the source of water as well as the ice growth rate. Seawater has a δ18O 
value between – 1 to 0 ‰ while fresh water, from river runoff specifically, ranged here from        
-10.24 to -12.49. Values of δ18O in the upper 1 m of ocean water from each sampling site as well 
as river water entering the fjord are summarized in Table 2.  While a decrease in salinity is often 
linked to a decrease in δ18O, in fjord ice this is not always the case. As growth rate of ice slows, 
the ratio of 18O to 16O increases due to 18O being incorporated preferentially, the reason related to 
differences in molecular vibration energy (Eicken, 1998). Resultantly, δ18O will be greater (less 
negative, or at times positive) in ice formed at a slower versus a faster rate. Bulk salinity is also 
affected by growth rate with slower growth leading to lower salinity, faster growth to higher 
salinity (Petrich et al., 2011). Therefore, ice formed from water of comparatively higher salinity 
but grown quickly may have a comparable δ18O value for ice formed from water of lower salinity 
but at a slow growth rate. In such a case however, values for bulk salinity would further diverge.   

In only one core were values of salinity higher than 2 psu and δ18O higher than -7 ‰ measured, 
that being Beisfjord 4 (Fig. 9). Bulk salinity decreased from 5.6 psu in the upper 3 cm to 0.6 psu 
at the ice/ocean interface, a depth of 18 cm. Similarly, this core also had the highest value of 
δ18O, -2.58 ‰ in the upper 3 cm, decreasing to -9.41 ‰ at its bottom. The highest values for bulk 
salinity and δ18O occur in granular ice formed likely through the flooding of the snow-covered 
surface. The core was collected at the edge of a transition -- nearer to the head of the fjord and 
entrance of the river, ice was consistently > 20 cm, on the other side of the transition, ice was < 
10 cm (Beisfjord 3 core, Fig.8). Beisfjord 3 presumably formed at a later time given its thickness 
of only 8 cm. Comparing the two cores, a change in microstructure and crystal structure 
approximately 10 cm in the Beisfjord 4 core, aligns with the top of the Beisfjord 3 core in salinity 
and δ18O. Additionally, a layer of transparent, glass-like ice was found at the bottoms of both 
cores. This indicates consistency in the water that formed the lower section of Beisfjord 4 sample 
and the entirety of the Beisfjord 3 sample. The weather leading up to the field visit was 
consistently cold, with a daily average air temperature consistently below -4 °C. While this would 
indicate likely no large increase in fresh water, snowfall was recorded twice in the short period of 
time from ice formation to the field visit (not shown). This snowfall may have led to an increase 
in flux from the river or alternatively, a layer of freshwater to form on the surface of the fjord that 
enabled the formation of the Beisfjord 3 core and which later flowed under the ice as the tide 
rose.  

Each core has a mixture of granular (frazil) and congelation ice with all also displaying several 
changes in microstructure. For example, in the upper 10 cm of the Beisfjord 1 core, texturally 
classified as granular, pores are spherical and large in comparison to the next 5 cm of granular ice 
where pores decrease significantly is size and increase in density. At a depth of 15 cm, where a 
transition to congelation ice occurs, the number of pores decreases with their shape also changing 
to be generally thin and elongated. Layers exist within this microstructure however where there 
are several pores clearly larger in size, lengthening in steps downwards, from approximately 0.5 
cm, to 1.0 cm, 1.5 cm, and finally 2.5 cm in the lower 10 cm of the core. Salinity relatedly 
decreased slightly from 0.3 to 0.2 psu while δ18O increased from -10.50 to -10.06 ‰. This 
provides one example where salinity and δ18O not aligning may be due to growth rate. We 
hypothesize that the water at the interface remained constant in its δ18O and salinity values as ice 
grew while ice growth slowed due to the thickening of ice, the accumulation of snow on the 
surface, changes in air and ocean temperature, or a mix of these factors.  



In cores gathered in Ramfjord and Kattfjord, several transitions in microstructure and relatedly 
bulk salinity and δ18O are evident. It is difficult to define with certainty the cause of each change. 
However, examining weather data from these two fjords both experienced snowfall and 
rainfall/snowmelt that may have altered properties of the water at the ice/ocean interface. 
Additionally, abrupt changes in pore size like that found at 25 cm in the Kattfjord core bring to 
light other factors that may disrupt conditions at the ice/ocean interface. While the ice protects 
much of the underlying ocean from turbulence, wind and tides/currents still have potential to 
disrupt conditions at the ice/water interface that may lead to variations in ice microstructure. To 
better understand how these layers of differing microstructure, salinity, and δ18O develop, 
continuous observation of environmental conditions is needed.  

3.2. Implications 

As marine traffic increases, the risk of an oil spill, either from ships or oil production, is 
becoming more of a concern. Oil emplaced under and frozen into sea ice having a well-
understood microstructure of connected brine pores and channels would have a pathway to rise to 
the surface during spring warming as pores connect (Dickens, 2011; Petrich et al., 2013). If layers 
of lower porosity or possibly impermeable, freshwater, ice are present, this process will be 
disrupted resulting in a different oil clean up scenario. In Figs 4 - 9, brine volume fraction was 
investigated to examine how ice may evolve in warm temperatures when one would expect the 
pore space to become more connected. In a previous studies by Karlsson et al. (2011), it was 
estimated that oil migration occurred around 10% brine volume fraction but often not until ice 
reached even greater values of upwards 15 % brine volume fraction. In five out of the six cores 
collected, brine volume fraction does not exceed 6 %. It is only the Beisfjord 4 sample, where 
portions of the ice are above the 10 % threshold with no ice above 15 %. Parts of the core do 
remain below 10 % however meaning that while oil would possibly be able to migrate upwards it 
would likely hit a barrier slowing or preventing oil movement to the surface.  

Transitions in sea ice microstructure from congelation, columnar ice to granular, frazil ice have 
also been shown to disrupt and alter how oil rises to the surface even when values for brine 
volume fraction are high (Oggier et al., 2019). The cores presented here all had transitions as well 
as several layers of clearly differing pore size and density which could potentially impact the 
behavior of oil in the ice. Hence, for the cores included in this study, timing of oil surfacing for 
potential clean up would be likely be difficult to predict.  

4. Conclusions 

Seven fjords were visited in the northern Norway in March of 2019 with six having ice of 
thickness ranging from 8 – 46 cm, that was subsequently cored and sampled. Seawater ranged in 
salinity from 32 to 33.5 psu underneath the ice while bulk ice salinity stayed below 1.5 psu for 
five out of six fjords, increasing up to 5.8 psu in the remaining core. Measurements of δ18O 
largely stayed below -7.67 ‰. The sixth core with high salinity, remained an outlier however 
having δ18O values reaching as high as -2.58 ‰.   

When examining thick sections, pores of varying shape and size were apparent with many cores 
holding a mixture of spherical pores of differing diameter and density, thin elongated pores 
interspersed in relatively transparent ice, occasional brine channels several centimeters in length, 
and also sections of ice devoid of any pores. The date of ice formation was determined through 
timelapse images and estimations from ice thickness and air temperature. It is hypothesized here 



that changing weather conditions resulting in fluctuations in air temperature, snowfall, and runoff 
from rainfall/snowmelt contributed to layers of differing pore structure. Continuous observations 
are needed to observe ice formation as well as changes in river input to further support this point. 
In addition, a greater number of δ18O measurements taken consistently at the same locations and 
throughout the year, will further clarify how river water influences ice formation throughout the 
winter season. 
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Figures and Tables 



 

Figure 1. Location of fjords where ice samples were collected, marked with star, with a seventh 
fjord marked where no ice was present on the day of visit. a) Beisfjord, four locations, marked 
according to how they are referred in following; b) Nordkjosbotn; c) Gratangsbotn; d) Lavangen; 
e) Sørbotn/Ramfjord; f) Kattfjord; g) Storfjord (ice- free, no close-up presented). 



 

 

Figure 2. Example of timelapse images gathered on 6 March 2019 at Beisfjord (top, left), 
Sørbotn/Ramfjord (top, right), Kattfjord (bottom). 



 
Figure 3. Seawater temperature and salinity under the ice of each core 

 



 

Figure 4. Core sample from Sørbotn/Ramfjord: From left to right- description of layers, cross-
polarized imaged, light transmission image, bulk salinity, δ18O, and brine volume fraction. 



 

Figure 5. Core sample from Kattfjord: From left to right- description of layers, cross-polarized 
imaged, light transmission image, bulk salinity, δ18O, and brine volume fraction. 

 

 



 

Figure 6. Core sample from Beisfjord 1: From left to right- description of layers, cross-polarized 
imaged, light transmission image, bulk salinity, δ18O, and brine volume fraction. 



 

Figure 7. Core sample from Beisfjord 2: From left to right- description of layers, cross-polarized 
imaged, light transmission image, bulk salinity, δ18O, and brine volume fraction. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Core sample from Beisfjord 3: From left to right- description of layers, cross-polarized 
imaged, light transmission image, bulk salinity, δ18O, and brine volume fraction. 

 



 

Figure 9. Core sample from Beisfjord 4: From left to right- description of layers, cross-polarized 
imaged, light transmission image, bulk salinity, δ18O, and brine volume fraction. 

 



 

Figure 10. Bulk salinity and brine volume fraction for core samples from a) Gratangsbotn; b) 
Lavangen; c) Nordkjosbotn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.  Measured ice thickness, freeze-up date, and first day without ice. 



 

Table 2. δ18O measurements in ‰ for rivers leading into each fjord and ocean water where ice 
sampled. Measurement obtained for one ice free fjord, Storfjord, also. 
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The Norwegian Petroleum Safety Authority (PSA) has requirements for risk reduction described 
in the Management regulation §5 Barriers. The second paragraph in §5 is stating that Where more 
than one barrier is necessary, there shall be sufficient independence between barriers. In this 
paper ice management (IM) barriers are described by means of event trees with Boolean barrier 
events. The number of barriers may be based on the risk related to the end events of the barrier 
system, but the basic requirement is the single failure requirement. In order to analyze and verify 
sufficient independence there is a need for precise descriptions of the barrier elements and the 
logic relations between the elements. Four type of barrier dependency properties are described and 
related by studying dependencies in a two-barrier system based on 16 truth tables and 16 related 
Boolean operators. The relations between the four barrier dependency properties are compared by 
inserting the truth tables in a diagram where the barrier properties are related to different subsets 
of the diagram. The two-barrier system is then enhanced by an additional common cause.  A 
Boolean model of the enhanced system is motivated by an established FMEA analysis of the single 
failure requirement of redundant systems. The model will be extended with a formal Boolean 
method for describing the systems and the associated barrier elements events, thus establishing 
barrier models where dependencies and common causes may be included, analyzed and verified 
to be acceptable. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Design decisions for safe and efficient ice management (IM) systems can be based on 
performance models and decision criteria for the overall, or parts of the IM system.  It is assumed 
that the PSA requirements (Ref PSA, Regulatory principles 2019) for risk reduction and barriers 
is the main and superior source of the requirements hierarchy for operations on the Norwegian 
Continental Shelf and in the Norwegian Arctic Waters.  
 
1.1 Requirements, objectives and assumptions 
 
The PSA 2019 Management regulation §5 Barriers states that: …Where more than one barrier is 
necessary, there shall be sufficient independence between barriers… In the guideline to §5 Barriers 
the following clarification of sufficient independence is that it: …should not be possible for 
multiple important barriers to be impaired or malfunction simultaneously, e.g. as a result of a 
single fault or a single incident.’… Further, the PSA 2019 Framework HSE regulation §11 Risk 
reduction principles states that ‘The requirement in this provision for reducing the risks entails 
that the established minimum level for health, safety and environment, including acceptance 
criteria for major risk’. Similar requirements on single failure criterion may also be found in 
offshore standards e.g. (Ref DNV GL 2018 OS E101).  
 
The objectives of this paper are to 
 

x Interpret sufficient independency in Boolean barrier systems with two barriers in the 
situation of the qualitative approach due to unavailability of frequency data of initial 
events, barrier probability performance data and quantified dependency data. 

x Clarify possible dependency types for Boolean two-barrier systems 
x Categorize and compare the 16 possible dependency types by the properties originating 

from the requirements: 1) sufficient independency, 2) single failure criterion, 3) barrier 
system risk reduction, and 4) minimum requirements to independency 

x Extend the comparison with an additional common cause factor for a two-barrier system 
 
The main assumptions in the paper are a top-down approach with qualitative barrier event trees 
with (Boolean) performance descriptions (Ref Ruud, S and Skjetne, R. (IMDC 2018). Ruud, S., 
POAC 2019). This approach is motivated by the lack of quantitative frequency of initial event, 
and barrier performance probability data. Quantitative common cause/dependency factors may 
in general be available as beta-factors (Ref Stein Hauge et al. (SINTEF 2015)), but in this paper, 
it is assumed that quantitative data are not available. The need for more than one barrier may 
originate from minimum requirements, best industry practice, or ALARP estimates for risk 
reduction.  
 
 
  



 

 

1.2 The Boolean barrier event tree modelling approach 
 
Assume that there are two barriers (A, B) which shall be demanded in order to avoid that an end 
event €4 should occur. In the Boolean equation below, A and B are Boolean variables which may 
take the value True if the barrier function and False if the barrier fails. The initial event €0 will be 
True when the initial event occurs (Figure 1). The conditions for the undesired Boolean variable 
end event €4 are: 
 

€4 = €0 ∩ ¬ A ∩ ¬ B 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Barrier system consisting of two barriers, A and B. The undesired end event €4 will 
occur if both barriers A and B have failed after demand of the initial event €0. 
 
A truth table for the four end events with given Boolean performance is given in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Truth table (A∩B) (€1€2€3€4) functions for barrier A and B where the Boolean end events 
for the barrier system in Figure 1 are inserted.  
 
The end event €4 is acceptable if the failures of A and B are sufficiently independent. One of the 
objectives of the paper is to describe the types of dependencies between A and B which are in 
compliance with the sufficiently independent requirement by means of truth tables Figure 2. 
 
 
1.3 Categories for barrier system properties 
 
The requirements in §5 Barriers are related to ‘sufficient independence’ and the ‘single failure 
criterion’ in the guideline. However, the overall objective with a barrier system is to provide 
‘sufficient risk reduction’ in order to comply with the performance requirements of the barrier 
system. In our Boolean approach we must limit the analysis to Boolean performance requirements 
and the Framework regulation §11 first sets requirements to ‘minimum requirements’ and in this 
context, we assume that minimum requirements also apply for the independency between barriers.  

Resulting events

€4 = €0 ∩ ¬ A ∩ ¬ B

€3 = €0 ∩ ¬ A ∩ B  

€2 = €0 ∩  A  ∩ ¬ B

€1 = €0 ∩  A   ∩   B

XOR

XOR

A Barrier success event

B Success

A Barrier failure 

B Failure

Initial 
event

€0

XOR
B Success

B Failure

B False €2 €4

B True €1 €3

A True A False



 

 

A truth table with two variables may have [0-4] True values. For a two-barrier system, there are 
24 = 16 possible truth tables and 16 associated binary operators for defining dependencies. The 16 
truth tables will all be categorized with regard to the proposed four types of barrier system 
properties with given categories (a,..,e) as presented in the list below: 
 

1. Independency/dependency category according to number of True (T) values in the truth 
table 

a. Boolean independency (4T)  
b. Sufficient and necessary cause dependencies (3T) 
c. Causal dependencies or A or B dependencies (2T)  
d. Dependency (1T)  
e. Barrier system not available (0T) 

2. Single failure criterion  
a. All truth tables with (***F), and/or (TTTT) will comply with the failure criterion 
b. All truth tables with (***T) except (TTTT) will not comply to this criterion 

3. Barrier system risk reduction  
a. High risk reduction (T**F) 
b. Medium risk reduction (T**T) 
c. Low risk reduction (F**T) 

4. Minimum level of barrier independency 
a. Minimum level of independency complied with (TTTT) 
b. Minimum level of independency complied with by monitoring of dependencies in 

the barrier system (***T) 
c. Minimum level of independency not complied with (F**T) 

 
where * means that either T or F may appear in this position of the truth table. 
 
 
2. Truth tables with proposed dependency properties 
 
The 16 truth tables are presented according to the number of true values (#T) in the truth tables in 
the following sections.  
 
 
2.1 Modelling independency for truth table (4T+0F) 
 
Probabilistic independency between A and B is defined by 
 

P(B|A) = P(B) 
 
This motivate the definition of independent Boolean variables: 
 

B|A=B, and A|B=A,  
 
with truth table (A B) (TTTT). The table indicates that all 4 combinations of A and B are possible 
and there are no dependencies between the variables which is also shown in Figure 3. 



 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Truth table with four true (4T) values representing independent A and B Boolean 
variable barriers. The green color in the middle truth table represents that the single failure 
criterion is complied with. 
 
 
2.2. Modelling sufficient and necessary causes for truth tables with (3T+1F) 
 
In general, we have that if x is a sufficient cause of y, then the presence of x necessarily implies 
the subsequent occurrence of y. However, another cause z may alternatively cause y. Thus the 
presence of y does not imply the prior occurrence of x.  
 
Above definition of ‘sufficient cause’ means that x and y must be assumed to be dependent in 
some way and such dependencies may be modelled in terms of Boolean algebra and truth tables 
for A and B barriers.  In formal logic the sufficient cause dependency type may also be denoted as 
A→B or described as Material implication or Modus ponens and the table is given in Figure 4. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4. If A function is sufficient cause function of B, then the truth table is  (A → B) (TFTT) 
 
The above dependency case where function of A is sufficient cause of function of B means only 
that one can be sure that if A is functioning, then B will be functioning. There is also an implication 
that B cannot be failing if A is functioning. But if A is failing (F), B may function (T) or be failing 
(F). 
 
In a similar manner the 4 truth tables for 4 possible different combinations (3T+1F) of sufficient 
cause of A and B are shown in Figure 5 below.  
 

 
 
Figure 5. Truth tables for 4 sufficient causes and combinations of A and B values. The single 
failure criterion will always be complied with for (¬A→ B) (TTTF) (green) since this dependency 
type will always lead to either end event €1, €2 or €3 and not the end event €4. 

B False T T

B True T T

(A indep B) A True A False

Truth table (TTTT)
A and B independent
Single failure criterion
compliance (green)

T T

T T



 

 

 
In general, we have that ‘If x is a necessary cause of y, then the presence of y necessarily implies 
the prior occurrence of x. The presence of x, however, does not imply that y will occur.’ 
 
The truth table for ‘A function is necessary cause for   B function’ is  (A ← B) (TTFT) where the 
operator ‘Converse implication’ is denoted ←. In a similar manner as shown for sufficient causes 
the truth tables for 4 combinations of necessary causes will be the same as shown in Figure 5, but 
with changed sequence and property associations. 
 
 
2.3. Positive and negative dependencies for truth tables (2T+2F) 
 
Boolean positive dependency for barrier A and B is proposed to be defined as 
 
If A|B = B or if B|A = A, and the truth table for both relations is (A=B) (TFFT), (Figure 6.) 
 
The relations for our barrier system may also be stated as shown below: 
 

€4 = €0 ∩ ¬ A ∩ ¬ B = €0 ∩ ¬ A ∩ ¬ A = €0 ∩ (¬ A)  
 
This means that if barrier A fails, then barrier B will always fail, thus meaning that the end event 
€4 will occur and meaning that the single failure criterion is not complied with for positive 
dependency between barriers A and B. It also means that the sufficient independency requirements 
are not complied with for positive dependency between barrier A and B. 
 

 

 
  

Figure 6. Truth table for B positively dependent of A (TFFT). The single failure criterion and 
sufficient independency requirements are not complied with. 
 
Positive dependency may also be described as causal dependency, IF AND ONLY IF, sufficient 
and necessary causes. An example of an ideal operational forecast and start decision of an 
operation is assuming positive dependency between the forecast barrier A and the decision barrier 
B of the operation (Figure 7). 
 

 
 
Figure 7. The perfect operational forecast for decision of running a future operation should be 
positive dependent. Barrier A is the forecast and Barrier B is the start decision of the operation. 



 

 

 
Positive dependency types may be desired and acceptable in an operation if the state of barriers 
and independency may be monitored and used for operational decisions. 
 
If A|B = ¬ B, or if B|A = ¬A, can be denoted as negative dependency between A and B or  
Exclusively OR, (XOR) and the truth table is (A⊕B) (FTTF) as shown in Figure 8. The single 
failure criterion will always be complied with and is denoted by green truth table. 
 

 
 
Figure 8. Truth table for negative dependency or exclusive disjunction. 
 
An example of negative dependency is for lifeboats on port and starboard side (Figure 9) of a 
sinking ship (initial event €0). For the negative dependency (B= ¬ A), either the port side or 
starboard lifeboats may be applied, and the undesired event may be expressed as 
 

€4 = €0 ∩ ¬ A ∩ ¬ B = €0 ∩ ¬ A ∩ ¬ (¬ A) = €0 ∩ (¬ A ∩ A) = €0 ∩ Ø = Ø 
 
which means that the undesired end event €4 will never occur since either A or B may be used.  
 
 
This means that the negatively dependent barrier system will provide complete risk reduction for 
€0 and that the single failure criterion is always complied with. 
 

 
Figure 9. Lifeboats at port side (Barrier A) of the ship cannot be lowered to the sea due to heeling 
of the ship to starboard. The lifeboats at the starboard side (Barrier B) may be lowered as the 
lifeboats on port side are stuck due to the heeling. 
 
Another example of two negatively dependent barriers is positioning of a supply ship which will 
normally be on the leeward side of the platform, so if the power of the supply ship is lost, the 
barrier function is to drift with the wind and away from the platform (Figure 10). 
 
There are six truth tables with (2T+2F). Above the positive (TFFT) and negative (FTTF) 
dependency are described. The four others are (TTFF), (TFTF), (FFTT), (FTFT) will be included 
and categorized in the overall truth table diagram later in the paper. 

Barrier B is
lifeboats at
starboard side of
the ship

Barrier A is
lifeboats at
port side of
the ship



 

 

 
 
Figure 10. Positioning of a supply ship on the leeward side (A, B) of a platform represent barriers 
which are negatively dependent. 
 
 
2.4 Boolean dependency for truth tables (1T+3F) 
 
There are four truth tables with 1T which are (TFFF), (FTFF), (FFTF), (FFFT).  
 
The truth table (TFFF) will give the maximum risk reduction because €1 will always occur and 
the single failure criterion will always be complied with. The dependency between A and B will 
always be fixed and there will be full dependency.  
 
The truth table (FFFT) will give minimum risk reduction because €4 will always occur and the 
single failure criterion will never be complied with. The dependency between A and B will 
always be fixed and there will be full dependency. 
 
The truth tables (FTFF) and (FFTF) will always comply with the single failure criterion and in 
both cases, there will be full dependency between A and B.  
 
 
2.5. Summary of properties for 16 Boolean dependency types for two-barrier systems 
 
Figure 11 illustrates how the four barrier dependency property types may define a diagram where 
the 16 truth tables may be located in specific table truth subsets according to the property 
subcategories. This enables us to relate the different verbal barrier dependency properties in a 
strictly logic manner. 

 
§5 Barriers assumes that sufficient independence should be related to the single failure criterion. 
The diagram in Figure 11 shows that for Boolean barrier variables the sufficient independence is 
assumed in the upper part (3T-4T) of the diagram with two green, two grey, and one red truth 
tables. The single failure criterion is however complied with in the right part (8 green truth tables) 
of the diagram. This indicates that the sufficient independence criterion is weakly connected to the 
single failure criterion. 

 

Platform Platform
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wind
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wind
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B

Safe state A

Safe state B



 

 

 
 
Figure 11.  The four dependency property types for 16 truth tables for two-barrier systems 
 
Minimum requirements to independency without monitoring of dependency elements are 
complied with for green truth tables in the right part of the diagram. The green truth tables are also 
complying with the single failure criterion and the high barrier risk reduction. This indicates that 
the three properties: 1) minimum requirements to independency, 2) the single failure criterion and 
3) high barrier risk reduction are strongly connected. 
 
  



 

 

3. Common cause dependencies for two-barrier systems 
 
Common causes influencing the barriers may provide external dependency of the barriers. The 
definition of common causes is chosen to be 
 
Common cause failures, IEV 192-03-18, failures of multiple items, which would otherwise be 
considered independent of one another, resulting from a single cause (Ref Electropedia). 

 
The following example of a common cause X for the independent barrier system A and B 
provide an example of how one may analyse the single failure criterion and sufficient 
independency for an external common cause X. 

 

 
 
Figur 12. The common cause X failure will cause barrier A and B to fail so that the barrier system 
is not complying to the single failure criterion and the system is not sufficiently independent.  
 
Barrier A and B have a common cause failure X. Assume that A and B are independent, and that 
X failure may be a common failure cause to A and B, so that if A or X fails, then the A’ barrier 
will fail. The failure propagation from X to A and B is similar and assumed to be described by 
 

A’ = A ∩ X    
B’ = B ∩ X    

 
and the undesired end event €

4 
will occur with the following conditions: 

 
€

4
 = €

0
 ∩ ¬ (A ∩ X) ∩ ¬ (B ∩ X) 

€
4
 = €

0
 ∩ ¬ ((A U B) ∩ X) 

€
4
 = €

0
 ∩ (¬ A ∩ ¬ B U ¬ X) 

 
Variables A, B and X are independent, but A and B are both dependent (conjunction, ∩) of X in 
the barrier structure. If X is not causing failure, the single failure criterion is complied with, but if 
X is failed X will propagate to both A and B such that the barrier system will fail with one single 
failure. This means that the single failure criterion is not complied with for this barrier system. The 
barrier system will not comply with the sufficient independence criterion either since both A and 
B will fail simultaneously if the common cause X fails. A similar approach is described in a 
recommended practice for FMEA of redundant systems (Ref DNV-RP-D102 (2012)). 
 

Resulting events
€4 = €0 ∩ ¬ A ∩ ¬ B

€3 = €0 ∩ ¬ A ∩ B  

€1 = €0 ∩  A  

XOR

XOR

A Barrier success event

B Success

A Barrier failure 

B Failure
Initial 
event

€0 A

B

X



 

 

4.  Summary and conclusion 
 
This paper is based on PSA requirements and possible interpretations of verbal descriptions of 
dependencies into a Boolean model context with some practical examples. In a situation with lack 
of quantitative data for barrier performance and dependencies, it is proposed to describe the 
barrier systems with Boolean variables and binary operators to represent the barrier functions 
and possible dependencies in the barrier systems. Sixteen dependency types are presented, and 
four barrier properties are assigned to the 16 truth tables. The main conclusions so far are: 
 

x A Boolean model for representation of qualitative barrier system may provide a viable 
method for representation of the performance of the barriers and dependencies between the 
barriers 

x The regulative requirement of sufficient independence and the guideline for using the single 
failure criterion is weakly connected 

x The properties of the dependencies may be used for analyzing and designing improved 
barrier structure e.g. negative causal dependency 

x Truth tables like (A→ B) (TFTT) is communicating dependency relations better than verbal 
dependency descriptions like sufficient cause, modus ponens, material implication, 
converse implication, disjunction, exclusive and inclusive conjunction.  

x Truth tables and binary operators may be quite straightforward to be prepared for computer 
representation and calculations. Visual presentation of the logical structures for computer 
display is viable to develop both for design decisions and operative decisions. 

 
5. Further work 
 
The work presented must be considered as ongoing research. In order to make the proposed 
theoretic results applicable for future industrial use the following projects are proposed: 
 

x The ice management (IM) barrier system designer should take benefit of increased risk 
reduction by searching for possible negatively or positively dependent barrier systems 
which may give higher risk reduction than an independent barrier system  

x In the operational phase, dependencies may be subject to variable operational conditions. 
The designer must consider if positive conditions should allow for safe operational 
windows. Such cases must be based on monitoring of the operational conditions 

x In the design phase, possible barrier independencies must be identified and claimed 
independencies must be justified by the designer  

x Justification of claimed independencies may be based on analyses, testing and data 
collection. Data collection should be planned to be carried out during IM operations 

x Practical case for demonstration of operational barrier display of barriers and operational 
interpretation of sufficient independency, and dependencies displaying what is the actual 
barrier system state. Apply the knowledge of dependencies to design barrier systems. 

x Practical case for demonstration of operational status presentation of barriers and 
dependencies for operational decisions 

x Develop methods for examination of barrier performance and provision of objective proof 
for confirmation of the requirements to the barriers system  



 

 

x The first stage of barrier independency performance is based on minimum requirements 
performance assuming a Boolean model. The next step is to carry out an ALARP 
performance of independency based on quantitative analyses 
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The ice tracker (Oceanetic Measurements LtD) was deployed on a bergy bit on April 27, 2019, 
during the cruise of Polarsyssel in the Barents Sea. The tracker was recording GPS coordinates 
and yaw angle with sampling interval of 30 min, and 3D accelerations with sampling frequency 
of 2 Hz during 2048 s each hour. Iridium modem transmitted GPS coordinates, yaw angles, 
and complex spectrum of the accelerations. The FFT was programmed in C to reduce amount 
of transmitted data and keep useful information about wave induced motions with periods of 
wind waves and swell (5-30 sec). The bergy bit was scanned from the ship by the Laser scanner 
Riegl Vz-1000 and observed from below by ROV. Obtained data are analyzed and discussed 
in the paper. It is discovered that the bergy bit motion includes component corresponding to 
the action of swell with the period of 11 s. The action of swell influences maximal accelerations 
of the bergy bit over the period of observations.       
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1. Introduction 
Investigation of iceberg drift is important for offshore development and navigation in the 
Barents Sea. Approaching of icebergs to offshore installations on small distances should be 
prevented by iceberg management according to ISO-19906. Small icebergs and bergy bits not 
always can be recognized remotely. Their collisions with constructions and ships are still 
dangerous and influence greater damage than collisions with drift sea ice. Typical example is 
the collision of oil tanker Overseas Ohio with an iceberg in Prince William Sound caused strong 
damage of the bulb with formation of a through hole with diameter of several meters. The 
iceberg mass was estimated only between 4000 and 7500 tons (Tangborn et al, 1994).  
 
A review of iceberg and bergy bit hydrodynamic interaction with offshore structures was 
performed by Sayeed et al (2017). The review includes information about experiments and 
mathematical models of iceberg drift in the vicinity of structures, iceberg collisions, and multi-
body hydrodynamic interaction. Effect of wave action on ice drift and effect of the excitation 
of steady waves between small iceberg and fixed structure are pointed out as important effects 
for the acceleration of icebergs in wave conditions. Modelling of ship collision with bergy bit 
was performed by Gagnon and Wang (2012).  
 
Observations of icebergs drift was performed in different regions by radars (Sodhi and Mona 
El-Tahan, 1980) and ice trackers mounted on the icebergs and transmitting the coordinates of 
their geographical locations by satellites (Løset and Carstens, 1996; Turnbull et al., 2015; 
Buzin et al., 2019). Yulmetov et al (2016) investigated rotation of icebergs relative to the 
vertical axis using the records of two ice trackers deployed on the same icebergs. Rotation of 
drifting iceberg relative to the vertical axis was observed visually in the Barents Sea 
(Marchenko et al., 2019).  Usually the iceberg motion recorded with sampling interval of 10 
minutes or greater. This sampling interval is very large to investigate iceberg motions caused 
by swell or natural oscillations.  
 
In the present paper we investigate motions of drifting bergy bit recorded by the ice tracker 
equipped with an accelerometer designed for the monitoring of surface waves in drift ice. Ice 
trackers equipped with accelerometers were used earlier for the monitoring of waves in ice 
environment (Doble et al., 2017; Rabault et al., 2020), but not for the monitoring of iceberg 
drift. The paper is organized as follows. In the second section geometrical properties of drifting 
bergy bit are described and the frequency of natural oscillations is estimated. The construction 
of ice tracker deployed on the bergy bit, in-situ data processing and data transmission are 
described in the third section of the paper. Characteristics of the bergy bit drift reconstructed 
with recorded data are described in the fourth section. Main finding are formulated in the 
conclusions. 
 
2. Field investigations of drift ice in the West Barents Sea 
Field works on drift ice to the South of Spitsbergen and Hopen Island were performed in April-
May 2017-2019 during the cruises of Polarsyssel organized within the study program of the 
Arctic Technology Department at UNIS. It was discovered that drifting ice includes sea ice 
floes with diameter of 20-30 m and drafts up 5-9 m, small icebergs and bergy bits (Marchenko, 
2019a). Floes consisted of sea ice are recognized as consolidated ice ridges (Marchenko, 
2019b). Icebergs and bergy bits look different from these floes because of bigger drafts, 
different shape and colors. The iceberg surface is usually smooth and has free board greater 
than 1 m. At the same time big blocks of glacier ice can be at the surface of icebergs and bergy 
bits. An example of typical bergy bit is shown in Fig. 1 (left panel).        



    
Figure 1. Deployment of ice tracker on the bergy bit on April 27, 2019 (left panel). Ice tracker 
deployed on a floe (right panel).   
 
Laser scanning was performed from several location onboard of Polarsyssel with laser scanner 
Riegl-Vz 1000 (Fig. 2). The horizontal dimensions of the bergy bit varied within 15-25 m. The 
volume of above water part of the bergy bit was estimated as 𝑉𝑓𝑏 = 600-650 m3, and the mean 
free board was ℎ𝑓𝑏 = 1.75 m. The bergy bit keel was investigated visually with ROV. It had a 
conical shape with maximal draft of around 16 m. The volume of bergy bit is estimated with 
the formula  
 
  𝑉𝑖 = 𝜌𝑤

𝜌𝑤−𝜌𝑖
𝑉𝑓𝑏,                                                                                                                                    [1] 

 
where 𝜌𝑤 ≈1020 kg/m3 is sea water density, and 𝜌𝑖 ≈916 kg/m3 is density of ice. From (1) it 
follows that 𝑉𝑖 = 5884 – 6375 m3, and the bergy bit mass is 𝑀𝑖 =5.39 – 5.84 ·103 t. Maximal 
length of the sail is estimated from Fig. 2 about 𝐿 =23 m, and the ratio 𝑀𝑖/𝐿3 is 0.44-0.48. The 
ratio is higher the average ratio 0.3 discovered for icebergs on Canadian shelf (Bruneau, 2004) 
because the widest part of the bergy bit was below water level and not visible on the laser scan 
image.         
 
Natural frequency of bergy bit oscillations in a calm water is estimated from the balance of the 
inertia, gravity and buoyancy forces 
 
 𝑀𝑖�̈� = −𝑀𝑖𝑔 + 𝜌𝑤(𝑉𝑑,0 − 𝑆𝑤𝑧)𝑔,                                                                                                     [2] 
 
where 𝑧 is the vertical displacement of bergy bit relative to the water surface at 𝑧 = 0, �̈� is the 
vertical acceleration of the bergy bit, 𝑉𝑑,0 = 𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑓𝑏 is the volume of submerged part of the 
bergy bit in hydrostatic equilibrium, and 𝑆𝑤 is the bergy bit area at the water line estimated by 
the formula 𝑆𝑤 ≈ 𝑉𝑓𝑏/ℎ𝑓𝑏. In hydrostatic equilibrium 𝑀𝑖 =  𝜌𝑤𝑉𝑑,0, and the natural frequency 
is determined by the formula 
 
 𝜔𝑖

2 = 𝜌𝑤𝑔𝑆𝑤/𝑀𝑖.                                                                                                                                  [3] 
 
Numerical estimates give 𝜔 ≈ 0.127 Hz. Corresponding period of the natural oscillations is 
7.87 s. 
 
If water level changes due the propagation of long waves (swell), then equation (2) modifies 
to 



 
 𝑀𝑖�̈� = 𝜌𝑤𝑆𝑤(𝑧𝑤 − 𝑧)𝑔,                                                                                                                        [4] 
 
where 𝑧 = 𝑧𝑤(𝑡) is the vertical position of water surface near the bergy bit disturbed by waves 
relative to the calm water surface, and 𝑡 is the time. 
 

 
Figure 2. Bergy bit surface after the laser scanning from Polarsyssel.  
 
Assuming that 𝑧𝑤 = 𝑎𝑤 sin(𝜔𝑡), where 𝜔 and 𝑎𝑤 are the swell frequency and amplitude, we 
find 
 
 𝑎𝑖 = 𝛾𝑎𝑤, 𝛾 = 𝜔𝑖

2

𝜔𝑖
2−𝜔2,                                                                                                                       [5] 

 
where 𝑎𝑖 is the amplitude of forced oscillations of bergy bit. The forced vertical oscillations of 
bergy bit are described by the formula 𝑧 = 𝛾𝑎𝑤 sin(𝜔𝑡). The amplitude of displacement of 
bergy relative to the water level equals (1 − 𝛾)𝑎𝑤. 
  
3. Characteristics of ice tracker 
The buoy Oceanetic Model 703-1901 uses a VectorNav VN-100 Inertial Measurement Unit 
(IMU) to measure acceleration of ice floes due to water waves. Acceleration is measured in the 
three axes True North, East, and Down at a selectable rate and duration. A Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) of each axis is programmed in C, and the real and imaginary FFT results are 
broadcast over the Iridium satellite network. Along with the FFT results, the buoy measures its 
yaw or heading angle relative to the True North at the beginning of each sampling session, so 
that rotation of the buoy and ice floe may be monitored. The buoy also measures GPS position 
every 30 min. All raw acceleration data and FFT results are recorded on an SD card. 
 
The buoy may be remotely programmed with the following parameters: 

- Transmit up to 160 FFT bins, selectable in groups of 5 from bins 0-239 (default bins 
30-99) 

- FFT length 512 or 1024 (default 1024) 



- IMU sample rate of 200, 250, 400, or 500 ms (default 500 ms) 
- Number of IMU samples of 512, 1024, 1536, or 2048 (default 2048) 
- Period of sample collection from 1-24 hours (default 4 hours) 
- IMU data are generated at 800 Hz sampling frequency and can be averaged over 4, 100, 

200, or 400 samples (default 200). 
 
The VN-100 uses its internal magnetometer, gyroscope and accelerometers to determine its 
orientation relative to True North, and uses GPS location in conjunction with the Magnetic 
World Model. As such, the VN-100 is sensitive to magnetic fields, and is therefore mounted 
on a boom away from the body of the buoy. The VN-100 is calibrated at the factory for soft 
and hard iron effects, and does not require a calibration step for the magnetometer.  Figure 1 
(right panel) shows ice tracker deployed on a floe during Polarsyssel cruise 2019. The default 
settings were used with the period of sample collection of 1h. It means that raw data were 
recorded during the interval of 512s two times per hour. Then, 70 complex FFT amplitudes of 
the North, East and Down accelerations were transmitted via Iridium for each interval of 512s.     

4. Analysis of obtained data 
Location of the field works and the trajectory of the ice tracker (IT) deployed on the bergy bit 
are shown in Fig. 3. General direction of IT drift was to the South-West. The trajectory had 
several lopes and “corner” points with high curvature because of combined action of 
semidiurnal tide and wind drag. Black points in the right panel of Fig. 3 show IT locations over 
the semidiurnal period M2 of 12.42 h. Figure 4 shows drift speed and acceleration versus the 
time reconstructed from the GPS positions of IT recorded with 30 min sampling interval.  

Figure 3. Map of Svalbard with the trajectory of the bergy bit (left panel). Bergy bit trajectory 
(right panel). Black points show locations of IT after each semidiurnal period of 12.42 h starting 
from the initial position.   
 
The dependencies of IT velocities from the time were obtained with using the following 
procedure realized in Wolfram Mathematica software. On the first step the function 
GeoDistance was applied to get distances between consequent IT positions in the Metric 
System. Then Interpolation with Interpolation Order 1 was used to build continuous function 
describing the dependence of IT positions from the time. On the next step the function D 
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(partial derivative) was used to calculate IT velocities in the North and South directions in 
discrete times with step of 6 min. The absolute IT velocity calculated after this procedure is 
shown in the left panel of Fig. 4 versus the time. For the calculation of IT accelerations, the 
function Interpolation was applied to the lists of IT velocities, partial derivatives were used to 
calculate IT accelerations in the North and South directions, and then the function Moving 
average over 2 h was applied. The last operations was applied to the lists of IT accelerations 
with different intervals of the averaging to get stable result with small noise. The absolute IT 
acceleration is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4 versus the time. The left panel in Fig. 4 tells 
that representative variation of IT velocity was of about 0.2 m/s per 5 hours. It gives the 
acceleration of 0.01 mm/s2. The right panel in Fig. 4 shows accelerations of the same order.  

 
Figure 4. Drift speed (left panel) and accelerations (right panel) of IT computed using GPS 
locations recorded with sampling interval 30 min.   
 
Figure 5 (right panel) shows the heading angle of IT versus the time over the entire deployment 
time. One can see that in the first 60 h of the motion the heading angle of IT several times 
changed on 200o – 300o (Fig. 5, right panel). It can be explained by the interaction of the bergy 
bit with surrounding floes. Then changes of the heading angle became smoother. Smooth 
temporal oscillations of the heading angle can be explained by hydrodynamic interaction of the 
bergy bit with water (Marchenko et al, 2019). 
 

 
Figure 5. Yaw angle of IT versus the time over the deployment time (left) and zoomed for 
selected time (right). 
 
Figures 6-8 show spectral densities of the East (SEA), North (SNA) and Vertical (SVA) 
accelerations of IT transmitted via Iridium. One can see that the frequency of most energetic 
oscillations is varied within 0.08-0.01 Hz. It corresponds well to the swell periods 10s - 12.5s 
in the Barents Sea (Marchenko et al, 2015), but smaller than estimated period (7.87 s) of natural 
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oscillations of the bergy bit. Black points on the figure frames on the right panels of Fig. 6-8 
correspond to the local minima of the drift speed shown on the left panel in Fig.4. 
 
Inverse FFT was applied to the transmitted spectrums of the accelerations. Left panel in Fig. 9 
shows spatial distribution of IT accelerations on the horizontal plane. One can see that there is 
dominant direction of the oscillating motion during each interval of 512 s. The dominant 
directions change with the time, but they are mostly oriented from South-West to North-East, 
that corresponds to dominant direction of swell propagating from North Atlantic into the 
Barents Sea. Right panel in Fig. 9 shows that an increase of the acceleration amplitudes in the 
vertical direction is accompanied by an increase of their horizontal amplitudes. It also can be 
explained by the increasing of horizontal orbital water velocities in swell with increasing of 
the swell amplitude. 

  
Figure 6. Spectral density of the East acceleration of IT measured with 2 Hz sampling 
frequency versus the time: 3D plot (left panel) and Density Plot (right panel) of spectral density 
of the East acceleration of IT versus the time.  

  
Figure 7. Spectral density of the North acceleration of IT measured with 2 Hz sampling 
frequency versus the time: 3D plot (left panel and Density Plot (right panel) of spectral density 
of the East acceleration of IT versus the time.  
 
Figure 10 shows maximal absolute horizontal and vertical accelerations versus the time 
calculated for each interval of 512 s. Blue and yellow lines correspond to two consequent 
intervals of 512 s within the same hour. Figure 11 shows the mean absolute horizontal and 
vertical accelerations versus the time calculated for each interval of 512 s. One can see that the 
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maximal and the mean horizontal accelerations are much higher than accelerations shown in 
Fig. 4 (right panel). 
 

 
Figure 8. Spectral density of the vertical acceleration of IT measured with 2 Hz sampling 
frequency versus the time: 3D plot (left panel and Density Plot (right panel) of spectral density 
of the East acceleration of IT versus the time.  

 
Figure 9. IT accelerations in the horizontal plane (left panel). Absolute vertical accelerations 
versus absolute horizontal accelerations (right panel). Blue, yellow and green dots correspond 
to the times 25h, 50h and 75h. 
 

Figure 10. Maximal horizontal (left panel) and vertical (right panel) accelerations of IT 
measured with 2 Hz frequency versus the time. 
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Figure 11. Mean horizontal (left panel) and vertical (right panel) accelerations of IT measured 
with 2 Hz frequency versus the time. 
 
4. Discussion and conclusions 
Ice tracker designed and constructed by Oceanetic Measurements LtD for wave monitoring 
was deployed on a drifting bergy bit in the Barents Sea to monitor its drift, yaw and 
accelerations. Raw data were collected with sampling frequency of 800 Hz, and then smoothed 
to the series with temporal resolution of 2 Hz using Moving Average procedure provided by 
IMU. Then FFT was programmed in C to get complex spectrum of the North, South and Down 
accelerations. 70 complex coefficients of the complex spectrum of each component of the 
accelerations were transmitted via Iridium two times per each hour. Spectral range of 
transmitted data corresponds to typical frequencies of swell and wind waves in marginal ice 
zones. The shortening of transmitted data in comparison to the raw data reduced the cost for 
the Iridium time significantly. The ice tracker communicated well around 120 h, and then the 
connection was broken.    

Main direction of the bergy bit drift was to South-West, and total displacement of the bergy bit 
over the period of observations was of around 72 km with mean speed of 17 cm/s. Maximal 
drif speed according to GPS data collected with 30 min sampling interval reached 60 cm/s. The 
dependence of the yaw angle from the time shows rotations of the bergy bit relative to the 
vertical axis. The resulting rotation over the time of observations was in clockwise direction. 
Similar directions of icebergs rotation were observed and modeled by Yulmetov et al (2016) 
and Marchenko et al (2019).    
 
The spectrum of accelerations had maximum at the frequency of about 0.09 Hz, which is lower 
than estimated natural frequency of the bergy bit of 0.127 Hz. The estimation of the natural 
frequency was made using the data on the bergy bit shape obtained by laser scanning from the 
board of Polarsyssel. The period of recorded bergy bit oscillations is similar the swell periods 
in the region (10-12 s). The length of swell of 0.09 Hz frequency propagating in the sea with 
depth of 120 m is 193 m. It is much greater than the diameter of the bergy bit.  The forced 
amplitude of the bergy bit oscillations estimated with formula [5] is greater than the swell 
amplitude in 2 times (𝛾 = 2).  
 
It is possible to assume that horizontal accelerations of the bergy bit are similar the horizontal 
accelerations of water particles caused by the swell. Inverse FFT applied to the transmitted data 
showed that maximal horizontal acceleration of the bergy bit was of about 0.1 m/s2. The 
amplitude of horizontal acceleration of water particles near sea surface is estimated with the 
formula 𝐴𝑤 = 𝑎𝑤𝜔2, where 𝜔 is the angular frequency of swell measured in rad/s. Assuming 
that 𝐴𝑤 =0.1 m/s2 and 𝜔 =0.56 rad/s we find 𝑎𝑤 =0.3 m. Then the amplitude of the vertical 
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oscillations of the bergy bit can reach 0.6 m, and the amplitude of the bergy bit displacement 
relative to the water level can reach 0.3 m. Natural frequencies of floes are much higher than 
the frequency of swell. For example, according to formula (3), where 𝑀𝑖 = 𝜌𝑖𝑆𝑤ℎ𝑖, the natural 
frequency of 1 m thick floe (ℎ𝑖=1 m) is 𝜔𝑖 =3.3 Hz. Therefore, in this case 𝛾 ≈ 1, and the 
amplitude of flow oscillations relative to the water surface is very small. This conclusion 
corresponds well to the field observations. Spatial variations of the horizontal direction of the 
bergy bit oscillations shown in the left panel of Fig. 9 are explained by different directions of 
swell propagation in the region.    
 
The bergy bit accelerations reconstructed from the transmitted GPS data (right panel in Fig. 4) 
are much lower than the horizontal acceleration obtained from the transmitted spectral data of 
high frequency measurements by IMU (left panels in Figs. 10,11). It shows the importance of 
wave induced motion of drifting icebergs on their accelerations.       
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Frazil ice is a term used to designate ice particles of various shape occurring in a turbulent and 
supercooled water column, in both freshwater and saline water bodies. That ice is known to 
promote flooding, and also tends to clog water intakes and other structures below the water 
line. This paper present a succinct summary of different laboratory studies – the earliest 
reported in 1936 – that were found to focus on various aspects of frazil dynamics (growth, 
formation, velocity, particle/floc size and concentration, effects of water turbulence, sediment 
and algal entrainment), grease ice and pancake ice (their evolution and the effects of wave 
propagation on that ice), facilities and instrumentation (flume concepts, frazil/water monitoring 
tools) and interaction between structures and frazil (booms, screens, turbine, trash rack).  
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1. Introduction 
Frazil ice consists of individual sub-mm to mm-sized particles in the form of disks, hexagonal 
stars, needles and other shapes. It is observed in both freshwater and saline water bodies where 
turbulence and supercooled water coexist (Osterkamp, 1978, Martin, 1981, Hicks, 2009, Daly, 
2013). As seed crystals are introduced into that water, depending on hydraulic conditions, their 
concentration may rise abruptly. They may then coalesce into flocs, slush, ice pans, pancake 
ice and, eventually, form an ice cover. Frazil ice in river is notorious for the challenges it poses 
to engineered structures. For instance, it may clog water intakes and turbines, and interfere with 
shipping and hydroelectric generating stations. It can induce ice jamming and flooding when 
it develops into hanging dams especially if it links with anchor ice. These challenges have been 
recognized for quite some time (Barnes, 1906, 1928), and a significant amount of attention was 
dedicated to better understand frazil ice so as to mitigate the issues it engenders. Studies 
addressing frazil ice in saline water have also been conducted, to answer questions related with 
physical and biological processes related with sea ice dynamics.  

2. Purpose  
The National Research Council of Canada is ramping up its efforts to study frazil ice, including 
work that would be conducted in a controlled environments (laboratory). To that end, and in 
order to identify knowledge gaps, a thorough literature search was conducted, which identified 
a substantial number of different laboratory investigations, spanning the last several decades. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a succinct summary of that previous laboratory work. 

3. Overview of the literature survey 
All studies are summarized in , which contains three columns: authorship (time sequence), 
water type and a brief summary of each study. A large variety of containments and sizes were 
used: vessels, cylinders, tanks, flumes (straight, track race). The length of the flume used by 
J. Wang, D.J. Kerr and collaborators is noteworthy (more than 35 m), as is the counter-rotating 
flume of J.C. Doering and collaborators. Modeling laws were used: Froude, Reynolds, 
Richardson. The effects of wave action on grease ice has been investigated by several people. 
A recent study (Belore and colleagues) also addressed oil evolution in frazil ice, namely 
evaporative losses and dispersant effectiveness. Overall, the studies can roughly be divided 
into four categories:  

x Frazil dynamics (45 studies): Growth, formation, velocity, particle size, effects of water 
turbulence, sediment and algal entrainment. 

x Grease, pancake and anchor ice (11 studies): Evolution, wave propagation. 
x Facilities and instrumentation (18 studies): Flume concepts, frazil monitoring tools.  
x Interaction between structures and frazil (9 studies): booms, screens, turbine, trash rack. 

4. Conclusion 
The purpose of this paper is to inform the readership on the number of frazil ice studies that 
have already been conducted in a laboratory. It is also to provide researchers that are new to 
this field of investigation with a basis onto which to build their own research plan. Why 83? 
Because that is the number of studies that had been found when the survey was stopped. A 
follow-up paper is being prepared, which will dissect the material contained in these studies 
and hopefully identify knowledge gaps and way forward with frazil ice investigations.  
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Table 1. Summary of experimental studies (F: freshwater, S: saline). 
Citation Water Summary/Outcome/Comments 

Altberg (1936) 
 

F 
Frazil ice and anchor ice are considered identical ("underwater ice"). A basis for heat 
balance explaining their formation is offered, including role of dust and silt particles 
and existing ice-water interfaces. 

Kumai and Itagaki 
(1953) 

 
F 

Seeding of supercooled water with ice allowed observation of crystal growth and 
resulting shapes. Silver iodide, kaolin, carbon, clay particles were not effective 
nucleus. Changes in the temperature with time showed the temperature-time pattern 
typical of frazil-producing water. 

Arakawa (1954) F Growth rates of ice crystals were observed from supercooled water, with and without 
seeding, with size and shapes of crystals. 

Bukina (1961) F The growth rate and diameter/thickness ratio of crystals in stirred supercooled water 
was investigated. 

Williams (1962) F The formation of frazil in supercooled water caused it to warm up to the freezing 
temperature (it was no longer supercooled). 

Michel (1963) 
F Included are conditions required for frazil formation, the short lifespan of a transitory 

nature (i.e. active state) on the supercooling time history, the relationship between 
cooling rate and quantity, as well as materials onto which active frazil would not 
attach (plastics). 

Carstens (1966) 
F A higher cooling rate led to a higher supercooling. The rate of heat loss (from water 

surface) increases supercooling more so with weaker turbulence (lower heat transfer). 
A reduction of supercooling was achieved by bubble-generated turbulence. 

Williams (1967) 
F At supercooling of 0.1oC, frazil adhered to steel but not to plastic. With supercooling 

of 0.2-0.3oC, it will adhere to plastic. Silicon grease prevented frazil adhesion. 

Bukina (1967) 
F Systematic supercooling temperature vs time traces, and corresponding crystal size 

distribution, for seven groups of experiments - in each, the temperature history was 
about the same. 

Martin and 
Kauffman (1974) 

F&S A theoretical basis validated against experimentation showed that heat transfer from 
saltwater to freshwater is 5-10 more effective than classic heat diffusion. 

Schmidt and Glover 
(1975) 

F Using a laser doppler velocimeter, the concentration/mass of frazil was determined as 
a function of time, and correlated with water temperature. 

Tsang (1975) F Description of a '?'-shaped flume, with a wave generator, an observation window and 
a wave absorption section. 

Hanley and Michel 
(1977) 

F Frazil and border formation as a function of water displacement rate, air temperature 
and time was investigated. Air temperature and higher velocities were the most 
important parameters to generate border ice and frazil, respectively. 

McClimans et al. 
(1978) 

F&S The heat transfer from the freshwater to saltwater was maximum when salinity is 
18ppt, because thermal convection in the lower saline layer was largest. 

Muller (1978) 
F Frazil could only be generated by seeding with ice nuclei, arguing in favor of 

secondary nucleation as an important mechanism in nature. The number of ice 
particles increased, so did the growth rate at higher supercooling and heat transfer. 

Martin and 
Kauffman (1981) 

S Generation of frazil with a wave maker led to a grease ice layer. Information on ice 
concentration/thickness and wave amplitude in this layer were related to viscosity. 

Perham (1981) 
F Parallel cables, mostly nylon, a few mm in diameter, collected active and passive 

frazil. Ice volume and drag forces were measured, and field applications (collecting 
boom and reinforced ice cover) are discussed. 

Andres (1982) 
F Low air temperature favored frazil multiplication and ice cover formation if 

turbulence was low. High turbulence precluded ice cover formation and raised the 
nucleating temperature. 

Tsang (1983) 
F&S A relationship was obtained on the concentration of frazil in time as a function of 

amount of supercooling. Seawater and freshwater frazil differed in shape, 
cohesiveness and adhesiveness. 

Ettema et al. (1984) F The growth rate and volume increased with increasing turbulence and decreasing 
water temperature. Particle size decreased with increased turbulence. 

Hanley and Tsang 
(1984) 

F&S Formation and physical properties of frazil was affected by salinity, supercooling, 
number of seeding nuclei, flow turbulence and ambient pressure. For nucleation with 
either one or multiple seeds, seeding point, minimum temperature, temperature 
recovery were documented as a function of supercooling temperatures. Several trends 
in these relationships are discussed. 

Tsang (1984) 
F&S An instrument was designed to measure frazil concentration in flowing water. Frazil 

in freshwater formed cohesive flocs, not observed with saline frazil, which formed a 
continuous flow of interlocked crystals. 



Wuebben (1984) 
F Rising frazil crystals indicated Reynolds number above Stokes range. Rising velocity 

as a function of diameter was obtained, along with aspect ratio. Artificial frazil 
showed unstable rising patterns. 

Tsang and Hanley 
(1985) 

F&S A relationship between normalized frazil concentration vs normalized time allowed 
to predict frazil content in the water as a function of time. Initial supercooling and 
salinity affected that relationship. 

Tsang (1985) F An instrument was designed to measure frazil concentration in flowing water. It was 
able to quantify concentration, but with a calibration factor. 

Daly and Colbeck 
(1986) 

F Data were obtained on crystal dimensions and diameter/thickness ratio, as a function 
of slope, bottom roughness and water velocity. 

Ford and Madsen 
(1986) 

F The quantity of frazil ice was monitored using a device based on calorimetry. 

Mussalli et al. 
(1987) 

F A cross-polarized lighting technique was used to detect frazil. 

Garrison et al. 
(1989) 

S Frazil is able to capture and concentrate algal cells. 

Tsang and Trapp 
(1990) 

F Commissioning of a newly designed flume to monitor frazil dynamics, and 
preliminary semi-quantitative results on the formation of frazil and anchor ice. 

Axelson (1990) 
F Four flow stages were identified: orifice flow, transitional, permeable, weir flow. 

Rapid blockage of the fence screen will minimize scour, thereby maximizing the 
effectiveness in raising the water level upstream. 

Foltyn (1990) 
F Time progression of channel depths upstream and downstream and of velocity was 

generated. Extending the structure above the water line and an upstream ice boom are 
suggested improvements. 

Daly and Rand 
(1990) 

F The system tested in this study successfully allowed the detection of an intake 
blockage in the flume, followed by shut-down of the intake pump, deicing, air purge. 

White (1991) F Successful application of the borehole dilution test to determine the intrinsic 
permeability of frazil ice. 

Krylov and Zatsepin 
(1992) 

F&S Supercooling of freshwater was determined from the difference between heat 
diffusion and salt diffusion, in the presence of turbulence, yielding a rate of freezing. 

Lever et al. (1992) F Using a calorimeter, the concentration/mass of frazil was determined, and correlated 
with water temperature. 

Andersson and Daly 
(1992) 

F The progress of frazil build-up on a thrash racks is described, including flow velocity 
and water temperature. 

Kempema et al. 
(1993) 

F&S Frazil in saltwater was more effective for sediment transport and their shape differed 
from that in freshwater. Anchor ice was more common in freshwater ice - 
information on its dynamics is provided. 

Ushio and 
Wakatsuchi (1993) 

F&S Rate of frazil production salt flux increased with wind speed and salinity is presented 
and a process to explain these observations is described. 

Reimnitz et al. 
(1993) 

S Observations on the rising dynamics of frazil and 'various types of suspended 
particulate' are presented: flocs formation, interaction with settling particles, resulting 
in ice enrichment. 

Tsang and Cui 
(1994) 

F A functional relationship was determined empirically, describing the vertical 
distribution of frazil and containing three parameters: maximum concentration 
gradient, position of this gradient and the depth gap over which there are significant 
changes in frazil concentration. 

Ackermann et al. 
(1994) 

F Sediment entrainment by frazil was observed, with sand-sized particles sinking and 
smaller-sized particles accumulated in the ice cover. 

Voropayev et al. 
(1995) 

F&S Frazil production due to heat diffusion from saltwater to freshwater, and the 
influence of external turbulence, were documented. The rate was higher in a 
turbulent environment and was a function of the interfacial Richardson number. 

Pegau et al. (1996) F Two optical instruments, a beam transmissometer and a three-wavelength absorption 
meter, were used to measure frazil concentration. 

Gooch (1996) F Physical modeling at 1:25 scale, with 3-mm plastic beads meant to simulate frazil, 
was used to test the performance of various types of booms. 

Newyear and Martin 
(1997) 

S Wave damping in grease ice was exponential with the traveled distance and also 
depended on ice thickness. The observations were more consistent with a Newtonian-
fluid model than a mass-loading model of wave propagation. 

Lindemann and 
Smedsrud (1998) 

S Sediment concentration was up to four times higher in the ice than in the water, 
likely due to scavenging by frazil. 

Eicken et al. (1998) 
S The presence of wind was a deciding factor in the frazil to pancake ice process. 

Wave damping was also investigated. An increase in sediment content within the ice 
is attributed to scavenging by frazil. 



Smedsrud (1998) 
S An 'aggregation' model between sediments and frazil ice, validated against the 

experiments, is presented. This process was related with sediment concentration, 
turbulence levels and the size of sediment particles and frazil ice. 

Tyshko and 
Cherepanov (1998) 

F&S The amount of supercooling was higher in sodium chloride solutions than in distilled 
water and freshwater. A mechanism is proposed to explain phenomena related with 
frazil's active state and anchor ice formation. 

Haas et al. (1999) S Wave damping by frazil and pancake ice was investigated. Langmuir circulation 
contributed to sediment entrainment by frazil ice. 

Yankielun and 
Gagnon (1999) 

F A time-domain reflectometer and a specially-designed transmission line sensor 
documented an increase in volumetric ice fractions. 

Doering et al. 
(2001) 

F The maximum anchor ice growth occurred when the Froude number was 0.27, with 
some indications that density increases with increasing Froude number. Anchor ice 
release from the flume's floor was observed with Reynolds numbers < 42,000. 

Smedsrud (2001) 
S As a result of 'suspension freezing', the ice contained an average of two to ten times 

more sediment than the water column, which was a function of initial sediment 
concentration, air temperature and turbulence. 

Clark and Doering 
(2002) 

F Information on the number of particle size and number of particles with time, as well 
as particle shapes and sintering is provided. 

Kerr et al. (2002) 
F A growth-transition-final stage development from frazil ice was identified and three 

types of anchor ice are documented, which depended on Froude. Anchor ice 
hydraulic resistance to flow and the various parameters involved were also 
investigated. 

Doering and Morris 
(2003) 

F An image processing system using cross-polarized light allowed to observe the 
evolution frazil ice size, concentration and vertical distribution. 

Ettema et al. (2003), 
Chen et al. (2004) 

F The amount of frazil ingestion, collected with a wire mesh above a conical intake, 
varied with time, as a function of the ratio of height of the mesh above the intake and 
the intake diameter. 

Dikarev et al. (2004) 
S A study of convection below an ice cover identified a 'congelation' regime and a 

'frazil' regime. Frazil production was high at high supercooling rates. Crystal size 
decreased with salinity increase. 

Ye et al. (2004) 
F Effects of air temperature, water velocity/depth on supercooling, and frazil 

development (size, number, volume) are documented. A relationship with Reynolds 
number was established. 

Clark and Doering 
(2006) 

F The number of particles increased at maximum supercooling. The higher water 
velocity, the larger the crystals. Diameter/thickness ratios are reported. Some 
evidence showed that a higher bottom roughness increased the supercooling of the 
water column. 

Dethleff and 
Kempema (2007) 

S Langmuir circulation with the production of frazil ice was simulated, providing 
information on frazil dynamics and sediment entrainment by frazil. 

Unduche and 
Doering (2007a) 

F Four shapes of skim ice particles are shown, which depend on level of turbulence. 

Qu and Doering 
(2007) 

F Development by anchor ice via frazil production is presented. Froude number 
influenced ice shape. A higher Reynolds number led to denser anchor ice. 

Unduche and 
Doering (2007b) 

F The Froude number and shear stress velocity were factors that determined how much 
skim ice versus frazil ice existed in the ice cover. 

Clark and Doering 
(2009) 

F High turbulence tended to reduce the number of large frazil flocs. 

Wang and Shen 
(2010) 

F A wave regime was sent across a grease ice layer to study wave attenuation. The 
influence of pancake ice development is also discussed. 

De la Rosa et al. 
(2011) 

S The temporal evolution of ice temperature, salinity and volume fraction of frazil ice 
is presented during the transition from frazil to grease ice to pancake ice. 

Ghobrial et al. 
(2012) 

F An empirical relationship was established between the output of two sonars of 
different frequencies and the frazil concentration in the water column. 

De la Rosa and 
Maus (2012) 

S Evolution of frazil accumulation on the surface, identified in terms of ice solid 
fraction and ice thickness. 

Wang et al. (2012) F Using model ice, the Froude number was correlated with stability of ice 
accumulation/distribution at different locations. 

Cook et al. (2012) F The preferential entrainment of coarse silt to medium sand from sediment-laden 
water was observed. 

Ogasawara et al. 
(2013) 

S Information is provided on the temperature evolution of pancake ice (center vs rim) 
as a function of water temperature, taking into account ice coverage and thickness. 

McFarlane et al. 
(2014) 

F The rise velocity of frazil as a function of crystal size, for various Reynolds numbers, 
is documented. 



McFarlane et al. 
(2015) 

F The evolution of particle number and sizes during supercooling phases is 
documented, so is the influence of turbulent kinetic energy rate on crystal size. 

Marko and Topham 
(2015) 

F Using model ice, acoustic back scattering theory was verified against observation of 
size, shape and concentration. 

Belore et al. (2016) S The evaporative losses, viscosity and water contents of two crude oils in frazil ice, 
and their dispersant effectiveness, are compared. 

Schneck et al. 
(2017) 

F&S The difference between particle number, shape and size formed in water of 0, 15 and 
35ppt is discussed. 

Hashiba et al. 
(2018) 

F The performance of three acoustic devices (Shallow Water Ice Profiler, Acoustic 
Doppler Current Profiler, Echo-Sounder) is compared. 

Richard (2018) F Despite the extensive production of frazil, no accumulation was observed on a small 
vertical-axis cross-flow turbine. 

Schneck et al. 
(2019) 

F&S The particle size and floc growth rate decreased with increasing salinity (0, 15, 25 
and 35ppt). Freshwater growth rate was 4 times that in saline water. 

Richard and Cornett 
(2019) 

F The outcome of two direct (visual observation, sampling) and two indirect (water 
temperature, acoustic backscatter) frazil observation methods are discussed. 

Wang et al. (2019) F Model ice was used to study frazil accumulation and wave-forming behavior below 
and ice cover. 
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Supercooling events occur in northern rivers when the turbulent water is cooled below the 
freezing point. This leads to the formation of frazil ice crystals in the water column and/or 
anchor ice formation on the bed. The heat flux at the air-water interface and the latent heat 
released by ice formation are the dominant factors controlling the water temperature.  If the 
air-water heat flux is approximately constant the water temperature decreases until it reaches 
a peak supercooling value, then it increases and eventually reaches a stable value slightly 
below zero called the residual temperature. At this time the heat being lost through the air-
water interface is balanced by the heat being added by frazil or anchor ice formation. 
However, because the air-water heat flux is typically not constant due to changing 
environmental conditions the relationship between the water temperature and ice generation 
is likely more complicated. There are very limited measurements of supercooling in rivers 
reported in the literature. In this study field measurements were made in three rivers in 
Alberta, Canada (Kananaskis, North Saskatchewan, and Peace Rivers) over several winters 
using precision water temperature loggers (accuracy ±0.002 0C). The loggers were mounted 
in metal casings and anchored to the riverbed. The temperature time series were used to 
compute the characteristics of supercooling events including the timing, duration, and peak 
supercooling temperature. The characteristics of these events are analysed to determine 
significant patterns and trends within the data across all three rivers, and within each river. 
These patterns are compared to the recorded climate conditions from nearby weather stations 
such as solar radiation, air temperature and relative humidity. 
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1. Introduction and Background 
Starting in late fall, northern rivers are exposed to freezing temperatures which can cool the 
turbulent water to sub-zero temperatures. This process, called supercooling, induces rapid 
production of frazil ice crystals when seed crystals are present to provide nucleation sites 
(Daly 1994). Highly adhesive frazil ice crystals quickly flocculate and either adhere to the 
bed as anchor ice, or grow large enough that buoyancy raises them to the surface (Daly 
1994). At the surface, these flocs agglomerate as slush, then freeze into frazil pans (Daly 
1994). Moving downstream, large concentrations of these pans may bridge the river at a 
constriction, starting the progression of an intact ice cover upstream. The ice cover insulates 
the water surface, preventing further supercooling.  In steep fast flowing streams or seasons 
with milder winters, a complete ice cover may never form. In spring, supercooling may occur 
as the break-up of the ice cover exposes the water to cold air temperatures once more. 
 
Figure 1 presents an idealized supercooling curve as observed in the laboratory under 
constant heat loss, and visualizes a few parameters of a supercooling event: the event start, 
the drop in temperature to a minimum temperature (called the peak supercooling 
temperature), and the rise in temperature from exothermic ice production to a residual 
temperature.  For this paper, the period between the start of an event and the first occurrence 
of the peak supercooling temperature is defined as the principal supercooling period.  The 
variations of the water temperature during a supercooling event is dependent on the net heat 
flux at the water boundaries (Hicks 2016). The temperature fluctuations in rivers are driven 
by the sensible and latent fluxes at the air water interface, along with the precipitation, the 
riverbed and banks, groundwater, and absorbed solar radiation. The different heat flux in 
nature change dynamically which means that while supercooling behavior similar to the 
constant heat flux curve shown in Figure 1 is possible, more erratic behavior is expected.  
Difficulties in measuring these heat flux components means approximations are often made 
when modeling river ice processes. Upstream storage dams that release water into the river 
may significantly alter the river ice regime downstream of the dam by maintaining open 
water conditions (Maheu et al. 2014). This enables supercooling and frazil ice production to 
continue throughout the winter. 
 
This paper presents the analysis of water temperature time series measured on three Canadian 
rivers during the winter seasons from 2015 to 2018: the Kananaskis, North Saskatchewan and 
Peace Rivers (referred to as KR, NSR, and PR respectively). Supercooling events were 
identified in the time series, and their properties analyzed. Preliminary results from the 
analysis of the NSR data was presented in Kalke et al. (2019).  This paper considers the event 
start and end time, duration, peak supercooling temperature, and the time from the event start 
to the first occurrence of the peak supercooling temperature referred to as the principal 
supercooling duration. The objective of this analysis is to improve our understanding of the 
supercooling in rivers, as it is crucial to the frazil ice production process. 

2. Literature Review 
A small number of studies report field measurements of supercooling in rivers. Two of these 
studies were focused on the St. Lawrence River near Quebec City, Canada: (Richard and 
Morse 2008; Morse and Richard 2009). These studies observed water temperatures 
fluctuating between -0.06oC to above 0.06oC at air temperatures below -5.4oC. Full season 
measurements in Newfoundland and New Brunswick by Nafziger et al. (2013) found that 
freeze–up supercooling events stabilized at a residual temperature specific to each site, while 
break up events had no residual period. Nafziger et al. (2013) measured peak supercooling up 
to -0.07 oC, and durations up to 42.7 hours.  
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Kalke et al. (2019), reported on supercooling events on the NSR from 2015 – 2018, and 
analysed both freeze-up and break–up events in detail. They found freeze-up peak 
supercooling values ranged from -�����ၨ&�WR -�����ၨ&��ZLWK�����RI� WKHVH�HYHQWV�RFFXUULQJ�
between 6:00 PM and 9:00 AM. Break-up events were found to have a smaller range of peak 
supercooling from -�����ၨ&�WR�-�����ၨ&��DQG�DOO�HYHQWV�RFFXUUHG�EHWZHHQ���30�DQG���$0� 

3. Field Sites and Methods 
All three rivers are regulated by dams at varying distances upstream of the study reaches. The 
approximate location of the upstream end of each reach, and all upstream dams, are shown in 
Figure 2 and the reach characteristics are summarized in Table 1. On the KR, the study reach 
lies within the 47 km between the Pocaterra Dam and Barrier Lake. Extreme hydropeaking 
causes flow fluctuations between 2 – 20 m3/s daily, preventing the formation of a stable ice 
cover (McFarlane et al. 2017). Three observation sites were located on the river ~10, 15, and 
26 km downstream of the dam. The Brazeau and Bighorn Dams on the NSR are 
approximately 230 km and 430 km upstream of Edmonton, respectively (McFarlane et al 
2017). The regimes of these dams have little impact on the frazil ice production within the 
study reach. This ~100 km reach contains four sites, one ~80 km upstream of Edmonton, and 
the remaining three sites over a ~19 km reach in Edmonton. The W.A.C. Bennett Dam and 
Peace Canyon Dam, respectively 300 and 277 km upstream of the PR study reach, release 
warm water into the river during winter. This extends the freeze-up season and delays the ice 
front advancement upstream (McFarlane et al. 2017). Eleven sites are placed over a 15.8 km 
reach, eight of which are paired and placed near the left and right banks of a river station. 
 
Measurements were collected for one, two and three winters on the KR, PR and NSR, 
respectively from 2015 to 2018. Water temperature was measured at a 1-minute sampling 
rate using RBR Solo T temperature loggers (±0.002ºC) placed inside protective casings and 
anchored to the riverbed. The KR and NSR loggers were housed and fastened to the bed 
using the casings and pins as shown in Figure 3 at a depth of ~0.75 m. On the PR, the RBR 
casings were attached to large pieces of flat iron, deployed in deeper water by boat, and 
anchored to the shore using steel cables. In total, 3, 11, and 9 time series were collected from 
the KR, NSR, and PR respectively. The time series run from late October – early November 
until after spring break-up. While these measurements are taken at the river bottom, 
turbulence is expected to keep the water column relatively well mixed, maintaining similar 
water temperatures throughout the water column. 
 
A MATLAB program was developed to analyze the site time series, and catalogue identified 
supercooling events. The time series was only analysed during open water conditions. A 
supercooling event was assumed to start just before the temperature dropped below -0.002ၨC 
and ended at the last data point before it rose above -0.002oC. This definition was chosen so 
that all temperatures within the event were confirmed supercooling temperatures, regardless 
of the sensor accuracy at the time of measurement. After defining the start and end time of an 
event, the program also determined the peak supercooling temperature, as well the time when 
the peak supercooling temperature was measured during the event. Once the time of peak 
supercooling temperature have been determined, the principal supercooling duration could be 
calculated. Events less than 10 minutes in duration, were excluded due to being too short in 
duration. Events with a peak supercooling temperature below -0.2oC, along with events that 
occurred within an hour of the start and end of the event, were excluded as likely influenced 
by exposure to air or ice. 
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4. Results 
A total of 513 supercooling events were observed in the three rivers, 94, 175, and 245 in the 
KR, NSR, and PR, respectively. 452 events occurred during freeze-up, with the remaining 61 
events during break–up. Figure 4 presents the time series of air and water temperatures 
during freeze-up in 2016 at a site on the North Saskatchewan River. It shows how 
supercooling events are defined within a time-series along with the water temperature’s 
response to the measured air temperature, which reached a minimum of -8.2oC. In this 18-day 
period, 28 supercooling events were identified, including an event with a peak supercooling 
temperature of -0.105oC, the 2nd highest value observed. The duration of these events ranged 
from 15 minutes to 21.8 hours. 
 
Figure 5 shows an example of a supercooling event that lasted ~10 days measured near the 
left and right banks of a PR station during the 2016 – 2017 season. The water was exposed to 
air temperatures well below freezing for most of its duration, reaching a low of -33.7oC. A 
peak supercooling temperature of approximately -0.043oC was reached within the first few 
hours on February 1st, with a residual temperature of approximately -0.008oC for ~8 days. 
Despite a 23oC drop in air temperature from February 2nd to 6th, the water temperature 
remained near the residual temperature, with minor fluctuations observed near the right bank. 
 
Figure 6 presents the break-up water temperatures at a site on the NSR in 2017-2018 with 
weather parameters obtained from the Alberta Climate Information Service (ACIS) database 
St. Francis station (Climate ID 3012799) 9.54 km from the study site.  Figure 6a shows the 
water and air temperatures over a two-week period, and the air temperatures ranged from 2oC 
to 25oC. In Figure 6b, the solar radiation, relative humidity, and wind speed measured by 
ACIS (2020) during this period are plotted. During the five significant supercooling events 
that occurred in this time period, peak supercooling varied from -0.006 oC to -0.024oC, air 
temperatures ranged from 1 to 7 oC, relative humidity from 35 to 75% and wind speeds from 
2.5 to 25 km/hr. The first event was the only one to have wind speeds exceeding 20 km/hr. 
Solar radiation during the events was negligible since all the events occurred between 
midnight and early morning. The following day after each event, solar radiation was 760-820 
W/m2 which suggests clear skies and potentially high net long wave radiation the previous 
night. Under clear skies and open water conditions, Ashton (2013) estimates a net longwave 
radiation range of -60 to -80 W/m2 when the air temperature is between 0oC and 5oC. 
 
Histograms were used to analyze the start and end times of all events, along with the peak 
supercooling temperatures, as shown in Figure 7. Start times, shown in Figure 7a, occur 
evenly throughout the day with a slight peak between 4 PM and 6 PM. Figure 7b shows 
events ending predominately between 10 AM and 1 PM. The peak supercooling temperature 
histogram in Figure 7c follows an exponential probability distribution, with 95% smaller in 
magnitude than -0.05oC. 
 
The statistics of each parameter is summarized in Table 2. The peak supercooling values in 
all rivers ranged from – 0.002oC to -0.106oC with a median and mean value of -0.010oC and -
0.016oC, respectively. The results in individual rivers are comparable with mean values of -
0.012, -0.015, and -0.018oC for the KR, NSR, and PR, respectively. Event durations in all 
rivers ranged from 10 minutes to ~13.5 days with a mean value of 21.1 hours with 88% less 
than 24 hours in duration. The event durations in the KR and NSR are comparable, with 
mean values of 10.4 and 7.82 hours, respectively. In contrast, events in the PR were 
considerably longer with a median and mean of 5.25 and 34.8 hours, respectively. Principal 
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supercooling durations ranged from 1 minute to ~53 hours in all rivers with a mean of 1.74, 
1.81, and 2.31 hours for the KR, NSR and PR, respectively. 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 
During the event shown in Figure 5 the water temperature remained at approximately the 
residual temperature despite the drop of 23oC in air temperature. For the water temperature to 
remain at the residual for ~8 days, the heat budget in the water in the reach upstream of the 
measurement site must have remained balanced for this entire time. That is, no net heat flux 
into or out of the water column. However, many of the air-water heat fluxes would have 
varied substantially due to fluctuating air temperatures and therefore, the latent heat flux 
associated with frazil and anchor ice production must have varied to keep the net heat flux 
close to zero. 
 
The occurrence of multiple supercooling events during spring break-up when air 
temperatures were above 0°C was surprising (see Figure 6). The events all started at around 
midnight and ended in early or mid-morning. Since the solar radiation data indicated that 
there were clear skies overnight, the net longwave radiation was likely the dominant factor. 
Heat fluxes will be analysed in greater depth in a future paper. 
 
Figure 7a and 7b show that the start and end of an event tended to correlate with the average 
setting and zenith of the sun respectively. However, since the peak of these distributions is 
only ~10%, direct solar radiation is likely not the dominant influence on the timing of an 
event. In Figure 7c, the peak supercooling data appears to be well described by an 
exponential probability distribution function with 95% of the events having peak 
supercooling magnitudes less than 0.05°C. The largest peak supercooling that was observed 
was -0.106oC.  
 
Supercooling event duration was the parameter that varied the most between the three rivers, 
likely due to upstream dam flow regulation. The extreme daily hydropeaking on the KR 
likely shortens the duration of many supercooling events and reduces the peak supercooling. 
The flow regulation on the PR is related to continuous or base load power generation at the 
upstream dams. Continuous release of relatively warm water maintains open water conditions 
for 100-400 km downstream depending on the season’s severity. The extended time period of 
open water enables the long duration supercooling events. Flow regulation on the NSR 
causes daily water level fluctuations of 30-50 cm in amplitude but did not appear to have a 
significant impact on the properties of the observed supercooling events. 
 
Observations indicate that a typical supercooling event on these three Canadian rivers had an 
average peak supercooling of -0.016oC and a duration of 21 hours. However, because both 
the duration and the peak supercooling data are significantly skewed, the median values of -
0.010oC and 3.6 hours, respectively, might be more meaningful. A few outlier events had 
peak supercooling exceeding -0.1oC and durations exceeding 300 hours. However, 95% of 
the events had peak supercooling temperature magnitudes � -0.05oC and 88% of them had 
GXUDWLRQV�RI������KRXUV� Therefore, we can conclude that the supercooling events observed in 
this study were typically less than 24 hours in duration with water temperatures ranging from 
-0.002 to -0.05oC. 
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 Figures 

 
 

Figure 1. Laboratory generated supercooling temperature time series with key characteristics 
labeled. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Approximate study site and hydropower dam locations in Alberta, Canada. [Image 
taken from Google Earth (2020)] 
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Figure 3. Metal casing and anchoring pins used to fasten the RBR Solo T temperature 
loggers on the bed in the North Saskatchewan and Kananaskis deployments. 
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Figure 4. Freeze-up season time series of water and air temperature at a site on the North 
Saskatchewan during Nov-Dec 2016. 
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Figure 5. Water and air temperature time series at a station on the Peace River during the 
2016 – 2017 season. 
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Figure 6. Time series plots of; a) water and air temperatures at a site on the North 
Saskatchewan during –break-up in 2018; b) solar radiation, relative humidity, and average 
wind speed during the same time period from the St. Francis station 
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Figure 7. Histograms of various properties for all supercooling events; a) Start time of event 
b) End time of event c) Peak supercooling temperature. 
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Tables 
Table 1. Summary of the characteristics of the three study reaches. 
 

River 
Drainage Basin 
Area at study 

site [km2] 

Average Annual 
Flow Rate 

[m3/s]a 

Average 
Slope 

Width 
[m]a 

Depth 
[m]a 

Kananaskis c748 11 – 15 c0.0034 32 0.61 
North 

Saskatchewan 
b5.67x103 220 a0.00035 136 1.40 

Peace b1.30x105 1.59x103 a0.00025 227 2.56 
Sources: a McFarlane et al (2017); bKellerhals et al. (1972); cBuehler, H. (2013) 

 
Table 2. Statistics of supercooling event properties. 
 

 
 Statistical 

Parameters 

Peak 
Supercooling 

[oC] 

Event Duration 
[Hours] 

Principal 
Supercooling 

Duration 
[Hours] 

A
ll 

R
iv

er
s Minimum -0.002 0.167 0.017 

Median -0.010 3.58 0.850 
Mean -0.016 21.1 2.04 
Maximum -0.106 325 53.4 

K
an

an
as

ki
s Minimum -0.002 0.183 0.067 

Median -0.009 3.77 0.750 

Mean -0.012 10.4 1.74 

Maximum -0.059 162 15.4 

N
or

th
 

Sa
sk

at
ch

ew
an

 Minimum -0.002 0.167 0.017 

Median -0.007 1.87 0.75 

Mean -0.015 7.82 1.81 

Maximum -0.106 165 41.4 

Pe
ac

e 

Minimum -0.002 0.167 0.017 

Median -0.015 5.25 1.09 

Mean -0.018 34.8 2.31 

Maximum -0.087 325 53.4 

 



Analysis of1factors affecting ice use in winter landscapeüüWith the case of 

Harbin 
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Abstract:In recent years Harbin has vigorously developed the ice and snow tourism industry and the demand for ice landscape 

has increased significantly. Analysis of influencing factors of ice landscape --with a case of Harbin has not only contributed to the 

prediction of ice conditions but also has important significance for river protection.Taking Harbin 2017 as an exampleˈAnalysis of 

the conditions of ice demand,ice picking and ice transporting .It is concluded that:(1) The demand for ice landscape is very large in 

Harbin,but the ice utilization rate is very lowˈ and the ice loss is also very high;(2) Ice landscape mainly includes concentrated 

landscape ice and scattered ice in Harbin;(3) The Songhua River in Harbin can provide abundant ice storage in winter;(4) On 

considering ice safoty and ice thilneces the ice-picking time generally starts from December of each year,the ice size is 

1.6m*0.8m*0.3m;(5) Because of its unique geographical conditions,the Songhua River in Harbin can provide convenient 

conditions for the transportation of ice. 

Key words: Ice landscape; ice volume; ice picking; Songhua River;Harbin 
Ice landscape is an indispensable factor for ice and snow tourism. However, there are many researches on the 

art of ice and snow landscapes, and there are few studies on ice and snow attractions. As a famous winter tourist city, 
Harbin attracts thousands of tourists every year to enjoy the charm of ice and snow. With the Ice and Snow World 
becoming one of the world's important ice and snow landscape theme parks, Harbin's ice and snow is not only 
naturally endowed by nature. Wealth, together with the important task of spreading Harbin urban culture. Therefore, 
the analysis of the factors affecting the use of ice in Harbin landscape is very necessary. 

1 Overview of Harbin 

1.1 Geographic location 
Harbin is the capital of Heilongjiang Province in China and is the transportation, political, economic, cultural and 

financial center of northeastern China. Due to the special historical process and geographical location, it has become 
an attractive city with exotic customs. It not only brings together the history and culture of the northern minorities, but 
also integrates with other national cultures, making it a historical and cultural tourist city. 

Harbin is located at E125°42′—E130°10′, N44°04′—N46°40′. The terrain of the whole area is flat and open, 
slightly inclined from the southeast to the northwest. The landform types are mainly floodplain, terrace and high plain. 

1.2 Meteorological hydrology 
As the capital city of China's highest latitude, Harbin has four distinct seasons. The winter is long and cold, and 

the summer is short and cool. The spring and autumn seasons are excessive seasons. The climate of Harbin is a 
humid continental monsoon climate. The annual precipitation is unevenly distributed during the year. The heavy rains 
are mostly concentrated in July and August, and the average annual precipitation is 540 mm. Snowfall is mainly 
concentrated from November of each year to January of the following year. The average daytime temperature in 
                                                 
Foundation project˖The National Science and Technology Support Program of the 12th Five Year, for research on groundwater 
safety and security patterns based on highly efficient irrigation (2014BAD12B01-03).  
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winter is about -19 °C, and the average daytime temperature in summer is around 25 °C. Harbin is rich in water 
resources, with large and small rivers interlaced, mainly including Songhua River, Hulan River and Ash River, all of 
which belong to the Songhua River system. The surface water systems passing through Harbin City are mainly 
Yijiang, Erhe and Sangou. These water resources also provide protection for the ice in the winter ice landscape. 

2 Analysis of ice demand factors in landscape 
As one of the important ice and snow tourist cities, Harbin is in great demand for ice and snow every year. There 

are two types of ice for landscape use in Harbin: concentrated landscape ice and scattered ice. 

2.1 Concentrated landscape ice 
The concentrated landscape ice mainly refers to the large amount of ice used in large ice and snow parks, ice 

and snow festivals and other places in a certain place at a certain time. Harbin Ice and Snow World has become the 
most important ice project in Harbin. 

The Ice and Snow World is to meet the Millennium Festival of the Millennium Festival. The Harbin Municipal 
Government, based on the advantages of the Harbin Ice and Snow Festival, launched the large-scale ice and snow 
art project in 1999, demonstrating the ice and snow culture and tourism charm of Harbin as a famous city in the north. 
Harbin Ice and Snow World has become the most popular ice and snow theme park in the country. 

In 2017, the 19th Ice and Snow World covers an area of 800,000 m2, with an ice capacity of 180,000 m3, a snow 
consumption of 150,000 m3, and a total of more than 2,000 ice and snow landscapes. 

In addition to the Ice and Snow World in Harbin, the Ice Lantern Art Garden and the Wanda Ice Lantern World 
are all concentrated ice projects that attract many tourists to watch and watch. The Harbin Ice Lantern Art Garden 
was founded in 1963. It is located in Zhaolin Park and covers an area of 65,000 m2. In 2017, the amount of ice used 
was about 2,000 m3, and the number of ice landscape works reached more than 1,500 pieces. Wanda Ice Light 
World is located in Harbin Wanda Theme Park, covering an area of 500,000m2 and using about 50,000 m3 of ice. It is 
a new landmark for Harbin ice and snow tourism, adding rich interactivity and amusement. 

2.2 Scattered ice 
Disperse ice mainly refers to small amounts of ice used for municipal ice, street ice and other decorations. At 

present, there are 48 streets and 78 ice and snow spots in Harbin. 
The shaping of the ice scene of Harbin Municipal Square not only considers the expression of culture, but also 

represents a city of ice and snow. The street ice and snow landscape plays a finishing touch to the landscape of the 
winter city streets, making the night landscape of the city streets more beautiful. The street ice landscape is a 
landscape aimed at Harbin culture, with ice elements as the main means of construction and ultimate purpose. 

2.3 Total amount of ice 
The amount of ice used in urban areas is 230,000 m3 according to the number of [2011] No. 29 issued by the 

Harbin City Administration. The ice volume of the Ice and Snow World is 150,000 m3 according to the survey in 2010 
and 180,000 m3 in 2017, and it was added in 2017. The Wanda Ice Light World uses ice of 50,000 m3, and the 
increase rate of concentrated landscape ice is (3+5)/15*100%=53%. 

The ice volume of the city's ice landscape is calculated according to the increase rate of ice used in the 
concentrated landscape. The total ice demand of the city is 352,700 m3. According to the amount of ice in the 
concentrated ice landscape, the amount of ice used for dispersal of municipalities and streets is estimated: the total 
amount of ice minus the amount of ice used for concentrated landscape is 352,700-232,000=120,700 m3. 

In addition to the above-mentioned ice and snow parks, the Ice and Snow Festival and other projects that are 
held and carried out every year, there are other competitions or projects on ice and snow. It is assumed that the 
amount of ice used in the ice landscape accounts for about 90% of the ice used in the city's ice landscape. The 



annual ice consumption in Harbin is at least 391,900 m3. 

3 Ice source factor analysis 
In order to meet the ice use of various ice and snow tourist attractions and ice and snow culture and art festivals, 

it is necessary to have a stable ice source and sufficient ice. The ice materials used in Harbin's current ice landscape 
are from the river ice of the Songhua River. During the ice picking period, the professional cuts the river ice by size, 
and then the ice picker removes the cut ice from the surface and finally loads it with the truck. Go to the ice site for 
sculpture. 

3.1 Songhua River ice mining area 
In order to meet the requirements of ice landscape construction, mining safety and transportation convenience, 

the selection of ice source has the following requirements:  
(1) shorter transportation distance and convenient transportation;  
(2) thicker ice layer to keep the ice intact, Ensure the safety of ice pickers;  
(3) away from existing buildings, attractions and residents' living places. 
The Songhua River is rich in water resources and passes through the urban area of Harbin. It can provide 

enough ice for the shaping of the ice landscape and has the characteristics of close proximity. Therefore, it is a very 
good choice for the ice source of Harbin ice and snow tourism. 

3.2 The amount of ice produced 
In 2017, the ice volume of the city's ice landscape was 391,900 m3. Based on the cold temperature in Harbin 

winter, the maturity of ice landscape engraver technology and the experience of ice material transportation, the 
assumed breakage rate is 1%, which is obtained every year in Harbin. The amount of ice should be at least 
391,900/(1+0.01)=395,800 m3. 

In order to meet the demand for ice use, ice picking needs to be planned, taking traffic and transportation 
distance into consideration. There are 6 mining areas on the north bank of Songhua River on the west side of 
Songhua River Highway Bridge, the north bank of the Songhua River on the east side of the Songhua River Highway 
Bridge, the north bank on the east side of the spillway bridge, the south bank on the west side of the spillway bridge, 
both sides of the Songpu Bridge, and near the spillway shipyard. Set up a spare mining area between Wangwan 
Railway and Fourth Ring Bridge. A total of 425,000 m3 can be mined, as shown in Table 1. 

Tab.1 River ice-picking area  

Location Volume / Million m3 

Minable area 

the east side of the Songhua River Highway Bridge 4.0 

the west side of Songhua River Highway Bridge 6.0 

the east side of the spillway bridge 5.0 

on the west side of the spillway bridge 2.0 

and near the spillway shipyard 3.5 

the east side of the Songpu Bridge 1.0 

the west side of the Songpu Bridge 1.0 

Spare mining area the east side of the Wangwan Railway Bridge 20.0 

total 42.5 



4 Ice picking and transportation factor analysis 

4.1Analysis of ice picking factors 
Taking into account the safety of ice picking, ice cube size and other factors, the choice of mining area has the 

following requirements:  
(1) to ensure stability of the river, flood control and protection of the water environment, can not bring river, flood 

control, water environmental protection, etc. Adverse effects;  
(2) to ensure the normal use of coastal industries and agricultural facilities;  
(3) does not conflict with existing developed ice areas, avoid crowded areas;  
(4) transportation distance is short, transportation is convenient;  
(5) back river channel flow rate is small The ice layer is thicker;  
(6) away from the infrastructure areas such as bridges, wetlands, and famous tourist areas. The annual ice 

collection is mainly concentrated on both sides of the Songhua River Highway Bridge, Jinshui River and the flood 
discharge canal. 

Statistics on the ice conditions of the Harbin hydrological station show that the average annual sealing date is 
November 24th of each year, and the opening date is April 9 of the following year. The average freezing time is 135d 
and the maximum ice thickness is 1.25m ( March 1957). The thickness of each month's ice layer in Harbin in the past 
50 years is shown in Figure2.  

 
Fig.2  Results of ice thickness in each month of Harbin Station in winter 

The annual Ice and Snow Festival begins on January 5, and the Ice and Snow World is also open in January. 
There is plenty of time for ice landscapes and attractions to be built. Every year, ice picking begins in December. 

According to the construction of the ice landscape, the safety of the ice pickers and the convenience of 
transportation, the ice cubes are fixed in size. The ice is generally 1.60 m long and 0.80 m wide , and the thickness of 
the ice is based on the river water knot. The ice thickness in the ice-harvesting area from 2006 to 2010 in December 
is shown in Figure 3.. 

In recent years, the temperature rises and the thickness of ice increases, and the thickness of the ice layer is 
about 0.30 m. In order to ensure the quality of the ice landscape and the safety of the ice-picking work, it is 
necessary to observe the designated ice-picking site during the icing period: 
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Fig.3  Ice thickness in the ice mining area in December 

(1) Whether the water quality is clear and judge the ice quality;  
(2) Ensure that roads are safely transported to avoid the risk of rollovers and ice slips. 

4.2 Transportation factor analysis 
Because of the existence of the Songhua River, the ice picking location is easy to determine and can provide a 

rich amount of ice. The distance between the freezing point and the ice site in Harbin is very short, and the 
transportation of ice is convenient and the cost is low. Harbin transports ice in the winter is relatively simple, usually 
carried by trucks loaded with ice. Ice transport is also one of the factors affecting the ice landscape. 

5 Conclusions and suggestions 
In 2017, the ice consumption in the world of ice and snow and Zhaolin Park reached 180,000 m3 and 2,000 m3 

respectively. The added ice in the world of Wanda Icelight reached 50,000 m3, and street ice and municipal ice were 
about 120,700 m3; Harbin's ice source has sufficient ice volume, although the annual ice requirement is 395,800 m3, 
but the planned ice picking capacity can reach 425,000 m3, which can support the long-term and sustainable 
development of Harbin ice and snow tourism; Ice time generally begins in December each year, and the ice size is 
1.6 m*0.8 m*0.3 m. 

Harbin has been engaged in ice and snow tourism for a long time, and its form and culture have matured. 
However, there are still some problems due to some factors:  

(1) It is necessary to improve the utilization rate of ice and plan for ice mining. At the same time, the treatment of 
ice landscape is completed; 

(2) The choice of ice-picking area should not only ensure sufficient ice volume, ensure the safety of safety 
workers, but also ensure that no damage to the natural environment is caused;  

(3) For transportation problems, the loss of ice during transportation should be considered to reduce 
unnecessary natural resources. waste. 
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Anchor ice can alter river hydraulics, affect fish habitat, reduce hydropower generation, and 
change the sediment budget of northern rivers. Although detailed laboratory experiments 
have been conducted to study anchor ice, much fewer field observations of anchor ice 
processes that have been reported. In this study, a field measurement program was 
undertaken to monitor anchor ice formation and release on the North Saskatchewan River in 
Edmonton, Alberta during freeze-up in 2019. The monitoring program included the 
deployment of a custom-built imaging system (camera and lighting), precision water 
temperature loggers, depth sensors, an upward looking sonar, Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter 
(ADV), and an acceleration and tilt sensor. Preliminary results showed that anchor ice 
formation and release can be reliably detected by the upward looking sonar, the ADV and the 
accelerometer. In addition to the formation and release of anchor ice, the underwater camera 
system was able to detect the growth rate of anchor ice.  
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1. Introduction 
The formation of anchor ice occurs every winter on many northern rivers, and can alter river 
hydraulics, affect fish habitat, reduce hydropower generation, and change the sediment 
budget (Tsang, 1982; Beltaos, 2013). In order to mitigate the effects of anchor ice, we need to 
better understand the physical processes controlling its formation, growth and release in 
rivers. Although detailed laboratory experiments have been conducted to study anchor ice 
(e.g. Kerr et al., 2002; Doering et al., 2001), there are very few field observations of anchor 
ice processes that have been reported (e.g. Hirayama et al., 1997; Kempema et al., 2008). 
Previous field studies have relied on either direct sampling of anchor ice accumulations from 
the river bed, or qualitative observations of its formation and release. The main reason for a 
lack of quantitative field measurements is likely the harsh and challenging field conditions 
under which anchor ice forms. 
 
This study explores the capabilities of different underwater acoustic instruments and sensors 
to detect the formation, growth and release of anchor ice. These sensors include: An Acoustic 
Doppler Velocimeter (ADV), an upward looking Shallow Water Ice Profiler Sonar (SWIPS), 
an accelerometer, temperature sensor, and a pressure sensor. In addition to these instruments, 
a custom-built imaging system (camera and lighting) was also deployed. Results from an 
earlier study (Ghobrial and Loewen, 2020) showed that the underwater camera system was 
able to detect anchor ice formation, growth and release. Therefore, images from the 
underwater camera were used (when available) to visually validate anchor ice effects on the 
data collected from the acoustics instruments and sensors. Also, an onshore trail camera was 
mounted on a nearby tree to take time lapse photographs of the surface ice conditions. This 
paper describes the field setup and presents preliminary results from this field study. 

2. Instrumentations and Methods 
Measurements of anchor ice were conducted on the North Saskatchewan River in the City of 
Edmonton at the Quesnell Bridge (53°30Ą20ąN 113°33Ą60ąW) during freeze-up 
October to December of 2019. The river in this reach has a slope of ~ 0.0002 and a width of ~ 
200 m. The water depth ranges between ~ 0.6 m near the banks to ~ 3.0 m at the thalweg. 
Three instrumentation platforms were deployed on the river bed between the right (south) 
bank and the first bridge pier (at a depth of ~ 0.6 m) as shown in Figure 1a. The first platform 
(Platform 1) was fixed to the river bed early in the season before ice appeared in the river and 
housed an RBR SoloT (accuracy ±0.002°C) temperature logger and a Van Essen Micro-Diver 
(accuracy ±1 cmH2O) water level logger (Figure 1b) sampling every 1 and 5 min, 
respectively. The temperature data were used to identify supercooling events and correlate it 
with anchor ice appearance. The water depth data were used to investigate the effect of 
hydropeaking on anchor ice formation as well as documenting the stage up of the river 
leading to stable ice cover formation. On October 15th, Platform 1 was anchored on the river 
bed approximately 15 m from the shore at a water depth of 0.60 m. The platform was 
removed from the river immediately before the ice front reached the study reach on Dec 5th.  
 
A 6 MHz field ADV (Vector, Nortek USA) and a 545 kHz SWIPS (ASL Environmental Inc.) 
were mounted on the second platform (Platform 2) as shown in Figure 1c. The ADV is a 
high-accuracy single-point current meter that is capable of acquiring 3D velocity and small-
scale turbulence measurements. The ADV was programmed to sample velocity data at a 
frequency of 1 Hz at a point approximately 15 cm from the bed. The SWIPS is an upward 
looking sonar developed for ice thickness measurements (ice draft) in shallow water. It has 
been shown to be capable of detecting anchor ice and suspended frazil ice (e.g. Jasek and 



Marko, 2007; Ghobrial et al., 2013) in rivers. The sonar returns from the SWIPS are recorded 
on a 16-bit board i.e., based on the strength of the return from insonified targets, the recorded 
counts range from 0 (no target) to 65,535 (full return) counts. More information on the 
SWIPS can be found in Ghobrial et al. (2013). The SWIPS was programmed to sample at 1 
Hz and the data were processed and plotted in a 2D time series plot of profiles with color 
coded strength of the return signal. Sonar signals were used to identify the presence of anchor 
ice, suspended frazil ice as well surface pans. The ADV was powered internally but the 
SWIPS was powered by a 100 m long cable laid out along the river bed and connected to a 
Subaru R1700i gas generator secured on the river bank.  
 

 
Figure 1. Images of the study site and instrumentation during freeze-up in 2019: (a) 
deployment location flow from left to right, (b) Platform 1, (c) Platform 2, and (d) Platform 
3. 
 
Platform 3 consisted of a custom-built underwater camera and lighting system. An artificial 
substrate was built using gravel/cobbles gathered from the river bed at this same location. It 
was bolted to the imaging system frame as shown in Figure 1d. In order to prevent frazil and 
anchor ice from forming on the camera and flash lenses, a heat trace cable was wrapped 
around the lenses casings and connected to the generator on the river bank. The underwater 
camera was programmed to take a photograph each 5 min of anchor ice accumulation on the 
artificial substrate. This sampling frequency resulted in a camera battery life of ~24 hours. 
Therefore, the research team visited the site once a day during each deployment to replace the 
camera batteries and fill-up the generator gas tank. It is important to note that during this 
freeze-up season, water levels were significantly higher than normal which resulted in 
increased turbidity in the water. As a result, the clarity of the underwater photographs was 
reduced and we were only able to determine the extent of the anchor ice formation above the 
substrate but could not discern any detailed features. Figure 2 presents examples of two 



underwater photographs taken by the camera with and without anchor ice accumulation. The 
images were processed in two stages. First, the images were enhanced to improve clarity 
using image processing software (BatchPhoto Pro ®). Second, the enhanced images were 
imported into MATLAB and the top of anchor ice accumulation thickness was manually 
tracked and scaled as a function of time using the image processing toolbox. Details of the 
image processing used in the analysis can be found in Ghobrial and Loewen (2020).  
 

 
Figure 2. Example images taken with the underwater camera system. (a) No anchor ice is 
visible but the substrate, Pendant and RBR temperature logger are visible. (b) Anchor ice 
accumulation is visible. 
 
In addition to the camera and lighting, Platform 3 had a HOBO Pendant G acceleration and 
tilt data Logger (Onset ®) that was bolted to a 2-inch spring that was fastened vertically on 
the substrate, so that it protruded into the flow and was visible in the camera field of view 
(Figure 1d and 2a). The pendant accelerometer was programmed to sample the acceleration 
(and therefore movement of the sensor) in 3 directions at 1 min intervals. The premise was to 
use the acceleration data as an indicator of anchor ice presence. If the sensor is covered with 
anchor ice, then we would expect a fixed tilt and acceleration value during the time the sensor 
is covered with ice. If the sensor was free to vibrate due to flow, then the acceleration signal 
would continually fluctuate. Platforms 2 and 3 were removed from the river bed after each 
deployment. 
 
On the shore, a trail camera (Reconyx HyperFire PC800) was mounted on a nearby tree and 
programmed to take images of surface ice conditions every 15 min. Images from the trail 
camera were used to understand freeze-up processes and identify different surface ice 
conditions during anchor ice events. Meteorological data was downloaded from the Alberta 
Climate Information Service (ACIS) website. The closest weather station (approximately 2.0 
km southeast of the study site) was the “Edmonton South Campus UA” station (Climate ID 
3012220) which provides hourly weather data for the air temperature, solar radiation, wind 
speed and direction, rainfall/snowfall depth and relative humidity. 
 
During the freeze-up season, the weather forecast was monitored and the dates of the 
instrumentation deployments were determined based on when supercooling events were 
expected to occur and the availability of the research team. Platforms 2 and 3 were deployed 
concurrently two times during the 2019 freeze-up season at the study site. The first 
deployment was from Nov 4th to Nov 13th and the second deployment was from Nov 22nd to 
Dec 1st. During the second deployment, the instrumentation experienced several malfunctions 
due to power failures as well as the formation of a local ice jam atop the platforms which 
damaged some of the instrumentation and therefore no meaningful data were collected during 



this period. Only data collected during the first deployment with Platform 2 and 3 (between 
November 4th and 13th) are presented in this paper. 

3. Results and Discussion 
Figure 3 presents time series of the air and water temperatures and the water depth measured 
at the study site from 14-Oct-2019 to 9-Dec-2019. Between October 14th and 25th, the air 
temperature fluctuated between ~ 14°C and 0°C, dropped below 0°C starting on the 25th and 
reached -12°C on Oct 29th. During this time period, the water temperature gradually 
decreased until the first supercooling event occurred on Oct 29th. After this, the air 
temperature fluctuated between 10°C and -20°C for the rest of the season and the first ice 
pans were observed on Nov 6th. The water depth at the deployment locations fluctuated 
between 0.6 and 1.0 m following a diurnal hydro-peaking cycle for most of freeze-up season. 
The surface concentration of ice pans varied during the season and eventually increased until 
a temporary bridging of the river occurred at the study site on Dec 1st, when the water level 
staged up to a depth of 2 m. On Dec 4th at 15:00, the water levels peaked to 3 m in about 30 
min. and then suddenly released producing a brief ice jam release wave that was recorded by 
the Water Survey of Canada hydrometric station (North Saskatchewan River at Edmonton 
gauge #05DF001) located approximately 10.7 km downstream of the study site. The majority 
of the river channel was clear of ice after the jam release, but the section of the river between 
the right bank and the first bridge pier (where the instruments were deployed) remained ice 
covered for the rest of the season. A complete ice cover was observed forming over the rest 
of the cross-section on Dec 14th, 2019.  
 

 
Figure 3. Time series of the (a) air temperature, (b) water temperature and (c) water depth 
during the 2019 freeze-up season on the North Saskatchewan River in Edmonton. 
 



Two anchor ice events were observed during the first deployment: Event#1 on 6-7 Nov, and 
Event#2 between 10-12 Nov. Figures 4 and 5 present time series of air temperature, solar 
radiation, water temperature, sonar signal, water velocity, and local acceleration for Event#1 
and Event#2, respectively. Note that the discontinuity of the data in the sonar signal (Figure 
4d and 5d) was due to power failures. Platform 3 which had the pendant and camera was 
removed from the river on Nov 11th (See Figure 5f). Figure 6 presents the growth of anchor 
ice thickness as measured from the underwater photographs during both events.  
 
As shown in Figure 4b, during Event#1, the water temperature was above 0°C on Nov 4th and 
5th, and then it became supercooled at ~8:00 on Nov 6th and stayed supercooled for 28 hours 
until 12:00 on Nov 7th reaching a minimum of ~ -0.05°C. Evidence of anchor ice 
accumulation on the sonar transducer can clearly be observed in Figure 4d (as saturation of 
the signal near the bed) starting from 20:00 on Nov 6th and the signal indicates it released at 
~12:30 on Nov 7th after a duration of 16.5 hours. The water velocity above the platform 
consistently varied between 0.50 to 0.75 m/s as the water depth varied from ~0.60 to 1.0 m 
due to the hydro-peaking cycle (Figure 4e). At the same time as anchor ice was accumulating 
on the sonar, the ADV signal was corrupted indicating that anchor ice was simultaneously 
accumulating on its transducers. Examining the acceleration signal from the Pendant (Figure 
4f), it is also clear that the sensor signal was fixed at a constant value during approximately 
the same time period of anchor ice formation on the acoustic instruments, which is an 
indicator that the sensor was not free to move. It is interesting to note that anchor ice started 
to form immediately after the solar radiation reached zero although the water started to 
supercool earlier in the day. But anchor ice release did not coincide with the increase in solar 
radiation, but rather with the warming of the water above zero at about 12:30 on Nov 7th. The 
anchor ice thickness measured by the camera (Platform 3) in Figure 6a show that anchor ice 
started to form at 18:00 on Nov 6th and released at 12:30 on Nov 7th, a duration of 18 hours. 
The total anchor ice thickness was 12 cm with an approximate linear rate of growth of about 
0.7 cm/hr. One interesting finding can be noted when comparing the thickness of anchor ice 
from the camera of 12 cm at the end of the event with the sonar signal saturation depth of 0.6 
m seen in Figure 4d. Assuming the same thickness, density and composition of anchor ice 
accumulation did form above both the sonar transducer and the substrate, the sound speed to 
be used by the sonar to estimate the thickness of the anchor ice accumulation has to be ~ 5 
times smaller than the sound speed in water at ~0°C. Lab slush experiments conducted by 
Ghobrial (2012) estimated sound speed in porous slush (formed of flocculating frazil 
particles) of about 1200 m/s, which is only 0.85 of the sound speed in water at zero degree. 
Therefore, more research is needed to investigate the effect of air bubbles, sediment, and 
internal composition of anchor ice on the sonar sound speed. 
 
During Event#2, there were several cycles of daily supercooling that began at ~ 18:00 and 
ended the next day at ~ 12:00 (Figure 5b). Although there were multiple power failures of the 
SWIPS resulting in some discontinuity in the sonar data, it is clear that the sonar transducer 
was covered with anchor ice (indicated by the saturation of the signal near the bed) starting 
sometime on Nov 11th until 13:00 on Nov 12th (Figure 5d). The ADV velocity data in Figure 
5e shows that the signal was continually corrupted (similar to Event#1) from ~20:30 on Nov 
9th until 13:00 on Nov 12th. Note that before and after anchor ice formation on the probe, the 
flow velocity and depth are very similar to the values observed during Event#1. It was not 
possible to detect a clear signature of anchor ice formation or release in the Pendant 
acceleration time series in Figure 5f. Anchor ice formation and release on the substrate was 
observed in the underwater photographs from 3:00 until 14:00 on Nov 10th (Figure 6b). 
Before the release of anchor ice, the total thickness was 12.5 cm with a growth rate of 1.0 



cm/hr. It is important to note that after this period the camera experienced some programming 
issues and was not collecting images. In both cases of anchor ice formation detected by the 
sonar, ADV, and camera, the release of anchor ice coincided with the warming of the water 
to above 0°C. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Time series of measurements during anchor ice Event#1; (a) air temperature and 
solar radiation, (b) water temperature, (c) water depth, (d) 2D SWIPS counts, (e) ADV 
absolute velocity, and (f) Pendant acceleration. 



 
Figure 5. Time series of measurements for anchor ice Event#2; (a) air temperature and solar 
radiation, (b) water temperature, (c) water depth, (d) 2D SWIPS counts, (e) ADV absolute 
velocity, and (f) Pendant acceleration. 
 



 
Figure 6. Time series of anchor ice thickness above the substrate as estimated from the 
underwater photographs during the 2019 freeze-up season for (a) Event#1 and (b) Event#2. 

4. Conclusions 
The duration and timing of anchor ice formation and release can be effectively detected using 
upward looking sonars and field velocity Doppler profilers. The Pendant, which is much 
cheaper and relatively easier to deploy than the acoustic instruments, was successful in 
detecting anchor ice formation and release during Event#1, but during Event#2 it was not 
clear how anchor ice formation affected the signal. More research is needed to investigate its 
performance. Results from the underwater camera confirmed the ability of the camera and 
lighting system to track the thickness and the rate of growth of anchor ice formations. The 
growth rates of anchor ice ranged between 0.7 and 1.0 cm/hr which is in agreement with 
previous measurements reported by Ghobrial and Loewen (2020). Due to the high turbidity in 
the water, the clarity of the photographs did not allow for distinguishing between the different 
mechanisms of anchor ice formation (i.e. crystal growth versus frazil deposition). Formation 
of anchor ice events appeared to start when solar radiation is 0 W/m2 and the release of 
anchor ice coincided with the end of supercooling of the water.  
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In order to study the occurrence and release of anchor ice, we conducted continuous 
observations for about a week in three different actual rivers (the Yubetsu River, Nayoro 
River, and Bebetsu River). These rivers were the depth of about 0.3-0.4 m, and the Froude 
number was at Fr> 0.2; shear stress in anchor ice was 0.08 on average. The observation 
system has the following equipment installed into the water. 1) Time-lapse camera with LED 
light on the riverbed. 2) Precision water thermometer (resolution ±0.001degree). 3) The 
precision thermometer was embedded in the stone on the riverbed. 4) Underwater 
illuminance. Anchor ice occurred from the gaps between the stones and spread for the whole 
of the river bed. It was shown that the water temperature and riverbed stone temperature of 
the river bed decreased simultaneously with the disappearance of solar radiation.  1) 
Occurrence; In Yubetsu River, the anchor ice occurred from 6:00 P.M. to 11:00 A.M. before 
noon, where the temperature dropped to around -20 degrees. The anchor ice occurred when 
the water temperature was supercooling, but the stone temperature on the riverbed was 
almost over 0 degrees. In the Nayoro river, it occurred from 6:00 P.M. to 9:00 A.M. in the 
morning, where the temperature dropped to around -10 degrees. The anchor ice occurred at 
the timing of both supercooling of the water temperature, and the riverbed stone temperature 
dropped below freezing. 2)Releasing; The peaks of solar radiation, water temperature, and 
stone temperature increased, the anchor ice released to delay by 3-4 hours after the riverbed 
stone temperature rose. Although the illuminance and riverbed stone temperature are directly 
and indirectly related to the occurrence and release of anchor ice, it can be assumed the water 
temperature is the largest factor. 
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1. Introduction 
Anchor ice is initiated by frazil ice formation and spread on riverbed widely. It is known as a 
derivative of frazil ice growth. Previous studies reported the risk of ice jam floods and water 
intake disturbances caused by the occurrence of anchor ice or frazil ice. Steven F. Daly(2006) 
reported municipal water supply and thermal power plants drawing water from the Great 
Lakes face the problem of their water intakes becoming blocked by frazil ice formed in the 
lakes. Tremblay et al. (2013) observed that both surface and former anchor ice layers merged 
to form thick blocks of ice during multi-day cycles. It was suggested that this process might 
promote the size and frequency of ice jam formation. Anchor ice occurrence and growth 
depend on the effect of several factors associated with the thermal condition between air and 
water and river flow conditions. A study of the anchor ice occurrence factor is essential to 
prevent the ice jam disasters and to keep the intake waters. According to the previous studies, 
Shen et al. (1995) clarified the growth of anchor ice was caused by heat exchange between 
the frazil ice at the supercooling and the riverbed by the equation of anchor ice formation. 
Malenchak et al. (2006) constructed a numerical calculation model (CRISS 2 D) using Shen's 
equation. They clarified that the growth rate of anchor ice affected frazil ice concentration, 
flow velocity, and water depth.  Bisaillon et al. (2007) were defined as the anchor ice 
occurrence factor was that the average flow velocity was fast, and the depth of water was 
shallow. Also, for the occurrence of anchor ice, the Froude number was needed above 0.22 
on average and did not occur below 0.10. Suzuki et al. (2018) indicated the occurrence of 
anchor ice was related to the balance between riverbed temperature and water temperature. 
Ghobrial et al. (2019) succeeded in observing an average rate of crystal growth of anchor ice 
on an artificial substrate using a high-resolution underwater camera system. In this study, to 
elucidate the occurrence condition of anchor ice, we conducted a time series observation 
from the occurrence to release at three different rivers. 
 
2. Field observation method 
a) Field observation point and observation period 
The site observation point and observation period are shown in Table 1. All sites are located 
in Hokkaido, Japan. 

Table 1. Observed fields 
No. River  Observation period Anchor ice 

occurrence 
River 
 width(m) 

Average 
depth(m) 

1 Yubetsu river 10 Jan.-14 Feb.2017. 〇 50.0 0.4 

26 Feb.-28 Feb.2019. × 50.0 0.4 
2 Nayoro river 20 Feb.-26 Feb.2018. 〇 30.0 0.4 

3 Bebetsu river 7 Feb.-10 Feb.2020. 〇 10.0  0.3 

 
b) Observation method 
The observation system has the following equipment installed into the water as shown in 
Figure 1. 
1) Time-lapse camera with LED light with 12V battery all in the waterproof housing case on 
the riverbed. Time-lapse camera (Brinno TLC-200f1.2) capable of continuously acquiring 
image data of 640 × 480 pixels was installed, and photographing was performed at one-
minute intervals. 
2) Precision water thermometer (JFE Advantec. MDS-Mk V / T, resolution: 0.015 ° C, 
accuracy: ± 0.05 ° C) 
3) The precision thermometer was embedded in the stone on the riverbed. (JFE Advantec. 



MDS-Mk V / T, resolution: 0.015 ° C, accuracy: ± 0.05 ° C) 
4) Underwater illuminance gauge. To acquire continuous weather data, a thermometer (MC 
accuracy: ± 0.15 ° C or less), a water temperature gauge, and a hydraulic pressure gauge 
Electrical Industry Co., Ltd. MC-1100, accuracy ≤ ± 0.1% FS) was installed on river bank 
and riverbed. 
 5) Image velocimetry camera (only for Bebetsu river). Hike inc manufactured Hyke-cam 
SP2, full HD video 1920×1080P,  daytime for RGB and nighttime for NIR(Near Infrared), 
the power generation section used two solar panels of 195 W and made eight storage batteries 
of 12 V - 105 A / hr. 
The image velocimetry method was used STIV(Space-Time Image Velocimetry). STIV 
utilizes a space-time image (STI) generated from time-change of brightness variation in a 
searching line set parallel to the main flow direction. In the case of STI, the horizontal axis 
shows the distance of the searching line, and the vertical axis shows elapsed time as shown in 
Figure 2. The gradient of the oblique line is the flow velocity as shown in Eq(1).  
 

𝑈 =
𝑆𝑥

𝑆𝑡
tan ∅ (1) 

Where 𝑈 [m/sec] is velocity, 𝑆𝑥  [m/pixel] is the unit length scale of the line segment,  𝑆𝑡 
[sec/pixel] is unit scale of time axis, ∅ is angle of STI. 

  

 
Figure 1. Observation device settings 

 
Figure 2. Method of STIV 
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3. Field observation result 
a) Yubetsu River 
Figure 3 shows the time series of observations. The anchor ice occurred from 6:00 p.m. to 
11:00 before noon. When the water temperature dropped below zero degrees, at this time, the 
riverbed stone temperature also drops to the same extent. Although the water temperature 
recovered quickly to around zero degrees, the riverbed stone temperature was delayed to 
recover. During this super cooling condition, anchor ice continuously occurred. Also, since 
sunshine rose and the underwater illuminance increased, the temperature of the stone rose 
and becomes higher than the water temperature. At the same time, the anchor ice released. 
Figure 4 shows the results of time series observation for three days when the anchor ice did 
not occur. Air temperature at night was around -5 to -10 degrees, and water temperature and 
riverbed stone temperature were below zero degrees. Mainly, water temperature and riverbed 
stone temperature tended to fluctuate continuously. Figure 5 shows the situation of the anchor 
ice occurred. The air temperature tended to be down around -20 degrees. Although the 
riverbed stone temperature tended to fluctuate, the water temperature became constant around 
zero degrees, and it was kept the supercooling conditions about 12 hours. The anchor ice 
occurred during this supercooling period.  As a result, it was found that the most necessary 
factor for the occurrence of anchor ice is a super cooling condition. 
On the other hand, Shen et al. (1995) showed that as anchor ice is not filled the space 
between the bed particles, a channel of substrate flow will form in the pore space beneath the 
anchor ice. And he showed the bed heat flux might heat the water in the substrate and melt 
the anchor ice deposit from its underside. Near future, we considered it was possible to 
express a heat exchange of substrate flow using the time-series change between the water 
temperature and the riverbed stone temperature that could be observed. 

 
  

 

 
Figure 3. Time series observation in Yubetsu river,2017. 
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b) Nayoro River 
The anchor ice occurred from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 in the morning, where the temperature 
dropped to around -10 degrees. The anchor ice occurred at the timing of both supercooling of 
the water temperature, and the riverbed stone temperature dropped below freezing. When this 
condition, which was in a super cooling occurred, anchor ice occurred and existed until the 
water and riverbed stone temperature rose with increasing solar radiation. 
 

 

 
Figure 4. Time series observation at anchor ice released (in 

Yubetsu river,2019.) 

 
Figure 5. Time series observation in Nayoro river,2018. 
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Figure 6. Time series observation at anchor ice appeared (in Nayoro river,2018.) 
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ķ When the illuminance reached underwater, and the ground temperature and water 
temperature were above plus degree, the anchor ice did not appear. It was shown that the 
water temperature and riverbed stone temperature decreased simultaneously with the 
disappearance of solar radiation. ĸAs the air temperature decreased, the water temperature 
became around zero degrees. Moreover, it was showed fluctuated slightly under zero degrees. 
However, at this time, the anchor ice had not appeared. ĹWhen the water temperature kept 
on near-zero degree, and after that, the ground temperature stabilized around zero degrees, 
the anchor ice had appeared. Anchor ice occurred from the gaps between the stones and 
spread for the entire of the river bed. ĺThe water temperature and the ground temperature-
stabilized around zero degrees during the anchor ice kept on appearance.  At this time, the 
anchor ice grew up in thickness on the surface of the riverbed without separated by the flow.  
ĻAs the sun rose, the underwater illuminance increased. First, the ground temperature with 
low specific heat was increased. Then about 2 hours after, the water temperature with high 
specific heat began to increase. At this point, the anchor ice began to release. ļAnchor ice 
released when the water and ground temperature began to increase significantly. The anchor 
ice separated from the surface of riverbed stones and flowed away. At this time, anchor ice 
was seen running throughout the river. The peaks of solar radiation, water temperature, and 
stone temperature increased, the anchor ice released to delay by 3-4 hours after the riverbed 
stone temperature rose.  
 

 
  

 

 
Figure 7. Feature of anchor ice occurrence and release (in Nayoro river,2018.) 
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c) Bebetsu River 
The air temperature dropped nearly -30 degrees. Water temperature and riverbed stone 
temperature tended to be similar to the Yubetsu river, as shown in Figure 8. When the water 
temperature and the riverbed stone temperature also dropped to below zero degrees. Although 
the water temperature recovered quickly to around zero degrees, the riverbed stone 
temperature delayed recovering. During this super cooling condition, anchor ice continuously 
appeared. Also, when sunshine rose, and the underwater illuminance increased, the 
temperature of the stone rose and became higher than the water temperature.  The reason why 
riverbed stone responded more strongly than water temperature was because the specific heat 
of stones was lower than waters, and the depth about 0.2m was shallow, which makes it more 
susceptible to air temperature and solar radiation. At 9 A.M., the anchor ice began to release 
from the riverbed. From 9 to 11 A.M., the debris of anchor ice flowed the whole surface of 
the river, as shown in Figure 10. Water level and discharge and stream velocity were not 
showed directly effect for anchor ice occurrence and release. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Time series observation in Bebetsu river,2020. 

 

 
Figure 9. Debris of anchor ice releasing 
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4. Froude number and shear stress between anchor ice and stream flow 
Figure 10 shows the anchor ice released in Bebetsu River. The searching lines from 1 to 5 
were calculated the flow velocity by the STIV method. The anchor ice on the whole riverbed 
released from 9 A.M. to 11 A.M., and it removed in the transverse section from No.1 to No.5. 
a) Froude number 
Figure 11 shows the Froude number for each searching line calculated in time series. The 
observed Froude number was between 0.1 to 0.7, and the average is 0.32. Bisaillon et al. 
(2007) defined as the occurrence condition was that the average flow velocity was fast, and 
the depth of water was shallow. Also, the Froude number needed above 0.22 on average. If it 
was below 0.10, anchor ice did not occur. The results were consistent with these conditions, 
and it was showed that this river was conditions under which anchor ice appeared.  

 
Figure 10. Anchor ice releasing  

 

 
Figure 11. Froude number in Bebetsu river,2020. 
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b) Shear stress 
Shen et al. (1995) proposed as follows; the critical shear velocity criterion introduced with 
the understanding that when the shear velocity is too small, the vertical mixing will not be 
strong enough to transport frazil ice to the bottom of the river. On the other hand, when the 
shear velocity is large, frazil particles will not be able to attach to the channel bottom. 
Therefore, we calculated the dimensionless shear stress from the shear velocity as Eq.(2) in 
time series for each searching line, as shown in Figure 12. The Manning equation obtained 
the energy gradient as Eq.(3). Dimensionless shear stress calculated as the same equation of 
sediment. In this case, we used the field observed average thickness of anchor ice instead of 
anchor ice particle (d)  because it was hard to measure in the field the particle size(d)   of the 
anchor ice. 

𝑢 ∗= √𝑔𝑅𝐼𝑒 (2) 

Where 𝑢∗[m/sec]=shear velocity; 𝑔=acceleration gravity;𝑅[m]=hydraulic radius; 𝐼e=energy 
gradient(calculated by Manning Eq.(3)) 

�̅� =
1
𝑛

𝑅
2
3𝐼

1
2 (3) 

Where 𝑢[m/sec]=velocity(observed by STIV method), 𝑅[m]= hydraulic radius(≒observed 

depth), 𝑛=roughness(≒0.035) 

𝜏 ∗𝑖𝑐𝑒=
𝑢∗

2

(𝜎 𝜌 − 1⁄ )𝑔𝑑
 (4) 

𝜏 ∗𝑖𝑐𝑒=dimensionless shear stress of anchor ice ; 𝑢∗[m/sec]=shear velocity; 𝜎[g/m3]=mass 
density of anchor ice particles(=0.8);𝜌[g/m3];mass density of water(=1.0) ;𝑔=acceleration 
gravity;𝑑[m]=size of anchor ice particle(anchor ice thickness=0.05) 
The dimensionless shear stress in anchor ice was 0.07 on average in Figure 12. The 
dimensionless shear stress, of No. 1 where anchor ice was always present showed 0.29 at the 
maximum, 0.06 on average, and 0.04 with standard deviation. On the other hand, No.5 where 
the anchor ice was almost releasing showed 0.36 at the maximum, 0.08 on average, and 0.07 
with standard deviation. The dimensionless shear stress of No. 1 where anchor ice was 
always present tended to be low and fluctuation range tended to be small and No.5 where 
anchor ice was easy to release tended to be higher and fluctuation range tended to be large.. 
As a result, it was suggested that the dimensionless shear stress was related to the release of 
the anchor ice. However, in this field study, it was not possible to clearly indicate the shear 
stress required for the release of anchor ice. Therefore, in the future work, it will be necessary 
to improve the accuracy of uncertain parameters such as the particle size of anchor ice. 

 

 
Figure 12. Time series change of shear stress in transverse section 
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5. Conclusions 
� Although the illuminance and riverbed stone temperature are directly and indirectly 

related to the occurrence and release of anchor ice, it can be assumed that the water 
temperature is the largest factor. The anchor ice occurrence is keeping the stable 
condition of supercooling. 

� It seems to be useful for the heat exchange between water temperature and riverbed stone 
temperature instead of substrate flow, which will form in the pore space beneath the 
anchor ice.  

� The average Froude number in the Bebetsu river was 0.32 in the occurrence field of 
anchor ice. It was consistent with a previous study which needed over 0.22. 

� Dimensionless shear stress in anchor ice was 0.07 on average; it was related to the 
release of the anchor ice. However, it could not be clearly indicate the shear stress 
required value for the release of anchor ice. So, it will be necessary to improve the 
accuracy of uncertain parameters near future. 
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The winter regime of a northern river in an urban environment is often affected by many urban 
features such as municipal outfalls and bridges. The North Saskatchewan River (NSR) flowing 
through Edmonton, Alberta is one such example. Several previous studies on the NSR resulted 
in a relatively comprehensive database containing over a decade of ice related measurements. 
Analyses of these data have revealed several interesting and complex phenomena. The 
conditions at freeze-up are highly variable. Between the years 2009–2016, the degree days of 
freezing for the formation of a stable ice cover ranged between 50–130 °C·Days. The rate of 
ice front progression ranged between 3.7–8.6 km/day. The water level stage-up caused by the 
ice front passing a gauge station varied between 0.8–1.5 m, suggesting that both frontal 
progression through a juxtaposed mode and consolidation or shoving events can occur. There 
are multiple bridging locations within the study reach, which adds complexity to the freeze-up 
process. Urban outfalls including the Gold Bar Wastewater Treatment Plant (GBWTP) affects 
ice cover formation and can cause large open leads to form shortly after freeze-up. This study 
utilizes the University of Alberta’s River1D Ice Process model to explore these complex river 
ice processes during the 2010-11 winter season. The 29 km reach that is simulated includes 
discharges from the GBWTP. Simulation results are compared to the water surface elevation, 
ice front progression, surface pan concentration, border ice fraction, ice thickness, suspended 
frazil concentration, and water temperature data measured at several locations along the reach.  
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1. Introduction 
The ice regime of the North Saskatchewan River (NSR) through Edmonton is very complex 
(Howley et al. 2019). The NSR is a large, irregularly meandering river and is partially 
entrenched. Since the construction of the Brazeau and Bighorn dams in 1963 and 1972, 
respectively, the discharge of the NSR has been regulated and a mean winter discharge of 
approximately 120 m3/s is observed (Total E&P Canada Ltd 2007).  The river ice processes 
are significantly affected by the urban environment, several water intakes, urban outfalls and 
the Gold Bar Wastewater Treatment Plant (GBWTP) all situated within the study reach. The 
effluent from GBWTP causes an open lead to develop each year. Blockage of water intakes by 
frazil ice is known to be a recurring problem. The study site, shown in Figure 1, extends from 
Riverbend, Station 0 km, in the south-west of the city to Clover Bar, Station 28.84 km, in the 
east.  
 
This study investigates the ice processes of the NSR using the University of Alberta’s public 
domain River1D ice process model. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no previous river 
ice modeling study has focused on such an urban setting. Results from simulations of the 2010-
11 freeze-up period are compared to the hydrodynamic and river ice data captured by Shallow 
Water Ice Profiling Sonar (SWIPS), Mini-Divers, cameras and a Water Survey of Canada 
(WSC) gauge.   
 

 
Figure 1. Map of the study reach; the North Saskatchewan River through Edmonton. [Image 
Source: Government of Alberta]. 
 
2. Model configuration 
A detailed description of the River1D software used in this study, including the hydrodynamic 
and ice equations, is provided by Blackburn and She (2019). Since then the software has been 
enhanced with the capability to simulate multiple bridging locations which was used in this 
study. River geometry for the study site was originally collected in-house by Alberta 



Environmental Protection in 1991 (IDG 1995). It was later converted to HEC-RAS format by 
NHC (2007). Additional cross-sections have been interpolated to provide a maximum cross-
section spacing of 50 m. The simulation was conducted with a time-step of 18 seconds. 
 
2.1 Boundary conditions 
Discharge data were not available at the upstream boundary of the model domain but were 
available at the WSC gauge (Station 14.48 km). During the 2010-11 winter season, the WSC 
collected direct winter discharge measurements at Hawrelak Park footbridge, Station 6.87 km, 
on three occasions: (i) January 3rd 2011; (ii) February 1st 2011; and (iii) March 8th 2011. Winter 
discharge between these points and open water conditions was estimated using linear 
interpolation. Subsequently, a hydropeaking pattern was artificially created, maintaining a 
similar magnitude to what had been observed prior to the freeze-up period. The timing of peak 
and low flows was determined using water surface elevation data from the WSC gauge. This 
estimated winter discharge was shifted by wave travel time to the upstream boundary and its 
magnitude was adjusted to account for attenuation within the study reach.  
 
Water temperature was recorded by resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) on a one-minute 
interval at the University of Alberta’s chilled water systems intake, Station 10.53 km. Spikes 
in the dataset, caused by warm and pressurized backwater flushes, were removed. There is 
additional uncertainty in this data as the RTDs are inaccessible and are rarely calibrated. It is 
assumed that there is no diffusion or temperature change between the upstream boundary of 
the model and Station 10.53 km. As such, this water temperature was also shifted by wave 
travel time to the upstream boundary for use as a boundary condition. Hourly images captured 
by a game camera positioned at the upstream boundary were visually analyzed to generate an 
estimate of the surface ice flux. MATLAB image processing was used to binarize a sample of 
images and to validate the estimated surface ice flux. Incoming pan thickness data were not 
available at the upstream boundary. Estimates of the ice pan thickness were made using a weak 
relationship between the surface ice concentration and pan drafts, as measured by the SWIPS 
instrumentation at Station 28.55 km. The incoming suspended frazil flux was not measured 
and was assumed to be zero. 
 
The lateral inflow from all tributaries, stormwater systems and combined sewage outfalls 
within the study reach was assumed to be negligible. As such, the only lateral inflow included 
in the model was from GBWTP at Station 22.09 km. Hourly data, which included the effluent 
discharge and the temperature, were provided by EPCOR Utilities Inc. who operate GBWTP. 
 
The River1D model of the NSR was extended 10 km downstream of the study reach to allow 
a fixed water surface elevation to be used as a downstream boundary. A sensitivity analysis 
showed that the backwater effects caused by the downstream boundary is minimal within the 
study reach. 
 
2.2 Meteorological and ice data 
Air temperature was collected within the River Valley, on a 5-minute time-step, by a Campbell 
monitoring station at Station 28.55 km. Solar radiation data were collected on an hourly time 
step from the University of Alberta’s climate station atop the EAS building, adjacent to Station 
11.26 km. The depth of the river valley and the presence of coniferous trees along the south 
bank contribute to significant shading effects, especially in stretches of the river which flow 
from the west to the east. The model was divided into two atmospheric zones based upon 
channel orientation. A shading factor of 0.18 was applied to the solar radiation data in the 



shaded atmospheric zone. This shading factor was based on the first author’s extensive 
experience of working in the river valley and on the NSR.  
 
The timing and exact location of bridging events were not recorded in 2010. However, 
approximate bridging locations were identified from aerial photographs taken during a flight 
over the study reach on December 3rd, 2009 (Maxwell et al. 2011; Ghobrial et al. 2013). It is 
known that bridging typically occurs at the same locations each year (Beltaos 1995). The 
timing and location of bridging events was estimated based on the ice front progression as 
observed by game cameras installed at the upstream boundary and at Stations 11.26, 13.04, 
21.56, 28.02, 28.55 and 28.84 km. The bridging events used in this study are given in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Location and timing of estimated bridging events. 

Bridging location (km) Time of bridging 
39.35 18-Nov-2010 18:30 
18.37 20-Nov-2010 16:00 
14.01 20-Nov-2010 23:00 

 
The data available for model calibration for the 2010-11 season is shown in Table 2. The ice 
front progression through the study reach was also observed by the cameras. It should be noted 
that both the SWIPS and the Mini-Divers measured depths. Depth measurements were 
combined with bathymetry data (Maxwell et al. 2011) and channel geometry to estimate water 
surface elevations. Estimates of surface ice concentrations and border ice fractions were 
generated by visual inspection of the available imagery. With exception of the WSC winter 
discharge measurements, all data were either averaged or interpolated to a 30-minute time-
step. 
 
Table 2. Summary of hydrodynamic and river ice data available for the NSR during the 2010-
11 winter season. 

Variable Station (km) Instrument Time interval 
Water surface elevation 14.48 

21.32 
22.51 
28.02 - Left 
28.02 - Right 
28.55 
28.84 

WSC gauge 
Mini-Diver 
Mini-Diver 
Mini-Diver 
Mini-Diver 
SWIPS 
Mini-Diver 

15 minutes 
15 minutes 
15 minutes 
15 minutes 
15 minutes 
1 second 
15 minutes 

Water temperature 21.32 
22.51 
28.02 
28.55 
28.84 

Mini-Diver 
Mini-Diver 
Mini-Diver 
SWIPS 
Mini-Diver 

15 minutes 
15 minutes 
15 minutes 
1 second 
15 minutes 

Surface ice concentration & border 
ice fractions 

11.26 
13.04 
21.56 
28.02 
28.55 
28.55 
28.84 

EAS Camera 
Game Camera 
Game Camera 
Game Camera 
SLR Camera 
SWIPS 
Game Camera 

Hourly 
Hourly 
Hourly 
Hourly 
5 – 30 minutes 
1 minute 
Hourly 

Pan draft/ Ice thickness 28.55 
6.87 

SWIPS 
WSC measurement 

1 second 
3 times throughout winter 

Suspended frazil concentration 28.55 SWIPS 1 second 



2.3 Model calibration 
The model was first calibrated for open-water conditions by adjusting the Manning’s roughness 
values of the channel bed for four regions within the model reach. The calibrated roughness 
values range from 0.030 - 0.034. This is a slight increase on the values used by NHC (2007) 
and IDG (1995) in their respective Flood Risk Mapping Studies. Open water simulation 
performance was assessed using data from Stations 14.48 km, 21.32 km, 22.51 km and 28.84 
km. During the open water simulation period of October 13th to November 4th, 2010, the 
simulated water level remained within 0.06 m of the observed. This calibration tolerance was 
deemed acceptable given uncertainty relating to the datum of the depth recording equipment, 
two-dimensional flow effects and potential errors in measuring water levels.  
 
Ice related parameters were adopted from Blackburn and She (2019), with several exceptions 
which are listed in Table 3. Parameter values were calibrated for the NSR so that simulated 
results best matched observed data. The value used in this study for new frazil pan thickness is 
lower than values previously used in the literature but is justified by the average pan draft of 
0.14 m measured by the SWIPS instrumentation. 
 
Table 3 Adopted values for ice modeling parameters (adapted from Blackburn & She 2019). 
Parameter name Adopted value Values in literature 

Albedo, α 0.15 0.05 – 0.15 (Hicks 2016) 
Linear heat transfer coefficient, hwa (W/m2/°C) 14 8 – 20 (Andres 1988) 
Linear heat transfer coefficient, hia (W/m2/°C) 12 10 – 20 (Ashton 2011) 
Rate of frazil rise (m/s) 0.001 0.0001 – 0.001 (Timalsina et at 2013) 
Porosity of frazil slush 0.6 0.43 – 0.85 (Hicks 2016) 
New frazil pan thickness (m) 0.14 0.3 (She et al. 2012) 
Maximum fraction of channel covered by border ice 0.75 0.7 (Blackburn & She 2019) 
Maximum velocity for dynamic border ice growth 0.8 0.4 – 1.2 (Lal and Shen 1991) 
Max Froude number for ice front progression 0.13 0.08 - 0.13 (Ashton 1986) 
Porosity between Ice floes at the ice front 0.6 0.6 (Jasek et al. 2011) 

 
3. Results and discussion 
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the simulated water temperatures with the observed. For 
Stations 10.53, 28.02, 28.55 and 28.84 km (two examples shown), the model performed 
exceptionally well, with r2 values greater than 0.978 and RMSEs of between 0.15 – 0.45°C. 
Additionally, the model accurately captured the point of zero degree isotherm, at which water 
temperatures dropped to 0°C at these locations. The model also closely captured the trend of 
the observed water temperature at Station 21.32 km except when approaching 0°C. The 
observed water temperature was not recorded as having dropped as low as 0°C. The authors 
are not aware of any outfalls or other urban features which contribute warm water near this 
location. At Station 22.51 km, the observed water temperatures were collected towards the 
right bank of the river and within the effluent plume of GBWTP.  The model should not be 
expected to perform well in this location where the water temperature is clearly two 
dimensional.  
 
The simulated ice front progression is shown in Figure 3, along with the points at which the 
front was observed by the river-side cameras. The simulated ice front passed within 11.5 hours 
of the observed ice front at each of the observed data points. The average simulated progression 
through the study reach is 12.20 km/day.  Progression of the ice front was most sensitive to the 
maximum Froude number for ice front progression and the frazil slush porosity. It was also 
determined that the surface ice flux and the incoming pan thicknesses included in the upstream 



boundary condition had a strong influence on the front progression through the study reach. It 
would be reasonable to expect some improvement in the timing of the simulated front 
propagation through the reach if the precise bridging locations and times had been recorded 
and more robust data were available for the upstream boundary condition. In the model, 
bridging at Station 14.01 km was delayed until 2.5 hours after the user defined bridging time. 
This is because the Froude number at this location exceeded the parameter value for the 
maximum Froude number for ice front progression until the downstream ice front approached.  
 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of simulated and observed water temperatures at Stations 21.32, 22.51, 
28.02 and 28.84 km. 
 

 
Figure 3. Observed and simulated ice front progression through the study reach. 
 
Once the ice front progression had been simulated with a reasonable degree of accuracy, little 
calibration of the other parameters was required to achieve good agreement between simulated 
and observed values for the remaining variables. The rate of frazil rise was set as 0.001 m/s, 
leading to more reasonable simulated values for suspended frazil concentrations and minor 
improvements in the simulation of ice thicknesses and border ice fractions. Although the 
maximum fraction of border ice was set to 0.75, the simulated border ice did not grow to this 
extent anywhere within the study reach. 
 
Simulated concentrations of suspended frazil ice were compared with the observed results 
collected by the SWIPS instrumentation at Station 28.55 km (Figure 4). During the freeze-up 
period, the simulated suspended frazil concentrations are of the correct order of magnitude 



when compared to the observed. The timing of the increases in suspended ice concentration is 
also very good; the first simulated peak on November 17th, 2010, begins to rise within an hour 
of the observed rise in suspended frazil concentration. Following freeze-up, the model returned 
a suspended frazil concentration of 0% for most of the simulation. However, small, isolated 
spikes of less than 0.01% suspended frazil concentration were simulated, for example on 
December 1st, 2010 and January 7th, 2011. These spikes coincided with open water conditions 
around Station 23.74 km and when air temperatures of -12°C or less were observed.  The mid-
winter spikes in simulated suspended frazil concentration did not always coincide with spikes 
in the observed suspended frazil concentration, likely because the model did not fully capture 
the formation of the GBWTP open lead.  
 

 
Figure 4. Simulated and observed suspended frazil concentrations at Station 28.55 km. 
 
Figure 5 shows the observed ice thicknesses and the simulated frazil slush and solid ice 
thicknesses at Stations 6.87 and 28.55 km. The model performed well in simulating ice 
thicknesses at Station 6.87 km. A large and sudden increase in ice thickness was simulated on 
November 21st, 2010 and this coincided with the passing of the ice front.  The simulated solid 
ice thickness trends in the right direction and is within 7 cm of the ice measured on January 
3rd, 2011. Providing the rate of simulated solid ice growth were to continue at a similar rate, 
the simulated results should be within a reasonable tolerance of the observed WSC thicknesses. 
At Station 28.55 km, the simulated results can be compared with the draft measurements 
obtained by the SWIPS. There is good agreement in the timing of increased and decreased ice 
thicknesses, with both observed and simulated ice thicknesses climbing sharply on November 
16th and decreasing between November 24th – 26th, 2010. Following this period, the model did 
simulate the growth and reduction of solid ice, but it was always significantly lower than the 
draft measurements obtained by the SWIPS. A sensitivity test was conducted to assess the 
influence of the GBWTP outflow on the ice thickness. When the GBWTP outflow was 
removed from the model, an ice thickness of 1 m was simulated at Station 28.55 km in January 
2011. This confirms that although the model is not completely capturing the openings that 
appeared after the passing of the ice front, the outflow is influencing the simulated slush and 
solid ice thicknesses. 
 

 
Figure 5. Observed and simulated ice thicknesses at Stations 6.87 km and 28.55 km. 
 
Figure 6 presents the simulated and observed border ice fractions at Stations 13.4 and 21.56 
km. There was a tendency for the model to underestimate the border ice fractions, especially 
at Stations 13.04, 21.56, 28.55 and 28.84 km. Border ice growth in the model did start at the 
correct time at all stations.  
 



 
Figure 6. Observed and simulated border ice fractions at Stations 13.04 and 21.56 km. 
 
Figure 7 shows the observed and simulated surface pan concentrations. The simulated results 
correspond well with the observed and follow the general trend of increasing surface ice 
concentration. In particular, the model performed well in capturing the timing of rapid increase 
in surface pan concentration. The simulated surface ice concentrations remained at 100% 
following freeze-up at all stations upstream of GBWTP. With the exception of a small open 
lead which forms downstream of an outfall at the University of Alberta (not included in the 
model due to a lack of data), this matches the observed data.  
 

 
Figure 7. Observed and simulated surface pan concentrations at Stations 11.26, 21.56, 23.74 
and 28.55 km. 
 
Formation of the GBWTP open lead caused the observed surface ice concentrations 
downstream of the plant’s outfall, Station 22.09 km, to reduce following the freeze-up period. 
The size of the open lead is known to fluctuate but at times it extends at least 13.5 km 
downstream of GBWTP and occupies more than 60% of the channel width. Modeling efforts 
to simulate the open lead were partially successful. Downstream of GBWTP, the surface ice 
concentration continuously fluctuated between 90-100% and longer periods of complete open 
water conditions were simulated, most frequently between Stations 23.37 km and 27.34 km. 
When the GBWTP inflow was removed from the model, neither the fluctuations in surface ice 
concentration nor the formation of an open lead were simulated. 
 
As can be seen in Figure 8, which presents the simulated and observed water surface elevations, 
the timing of stage-up is well captured at all locations. The model performed well in simulating 
the magnitude of stage-up at stations upstream of GBWTP. Downstream of GBWTP the model 
underestimated the magnitude of stage-up by 0.20 – 0.25 m.  Following freeze-up, the model 
overestimated water surface elevations upstream of GBWTP and underestimated water surface 
elevations downstream of GBWTP. The model calculates ice roughness values based on the 
ice thickness, according to Nezhikhovskiy (1964), and does not account for smoothing.  Several 
smaller outfalls which may contribute to the thinning of the ice cover in the central part of the 
city have not been included in the model. The decrease in water surface elevations downstream 
of the plant is caused by a reduction in the simulated solid ice thicknesses and increased 



hydraulic efficiency. On November 29th, 2010, the average simulated solid ice thickness 
throughout the study reach was 0.16 m while the simulated solid ice thickness downstream of 
GBWTP was only 0.01 m, with several cross sections showing no solid ice. 
 
Stage-up is inextricably linked to the ice front progression and bridging locations. It is 
noticeable that the drop of approximately 0.5 m in observed water surface elevations at Stations 
14.48 and 21.32 km, immediately prior to stage-up, was not replicated in the model. An 
additional upstream bridging event(s), unaccounted in the model or boundary condition, could 
be responsible for this drop in water levels. 
 

 
Figure 8. Observed and simulated water surface elevations at Stations 14.48, 21.32, 28.02 and 
28.84 km. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The River1D ice process model was used to simulate the 2010-2011 freeze-up of the highly 
urban reach of the NSR. Strong agreement between the observed and simulated data was 
achieved for an unprecedented number of river ice variables. The particularly strong simulation 
results for suspended frazil concentration are encouraging and there is potential for the model 
to be used to identify periods where there is a heightened risk of water intake blockages. 
However, acquisition of data relating to the timing and magnitude of such blockages would be 
required for such an exercise. Further modeling efforts are underway to increase the simulation 
period to include break-up. The underestimation of the magnitude of “stage-up” highlights the 
need for accurate bridging data and more robust discharge data to be included in the upstream 
boundary condition. Although the model did not perfectly replicate the open lead, the effect of 
the warm water discharge was apparent in the simulated surface ice concentrations, and the 
solid and frazil slush thicknesses. Future work includes validating the model with another 
season of field data.  
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By considering the Hokkaido Ice Jam Disaster of March 2018, the Civil Engineering Research 

Institute for Cold Region developed a program for calculating the thickness of river ice in 
collaboration with Associate Professor Yasuhiro Yoshikawa of the Kitami Institute of 
Technology. 
In this study, we first calculated the changes in ice thickness using the ice jam prediction 

program for the Kenufuchi River in Hokkaido, Japan, and discussed the results. The program 
was confirmed to reproduce the time-series of phenomena from river ice formation at sub-
freezing temperatures to melting at above-freezing temperatures. The program also 
demonstrated that the time at which the calculated river ice thickness suddenly decreases can 
be regarded as the start of an ice jam. Next, the possibility of using the ice jam prediction 
program in the field was discussed by comparing the calculation results with the results of field 
observation conducted on the Kenufuchi River on March 12, 2018. This comparison revealed 
that predicted time of ice jam occurrence roughly agreed with the actual time of ice jam 
occurrence estimated from field observations. Therefore, it is suggested that the ice jam 
prediction program can be roughly predict the time of ice jam occurrence. Finally, the accuracy 
of the ice jam prediction program was examined by comparing its calculation results with those 
of the one-dimensional unsteady flow calculation model CERI1D, developed by Associate 
Professor Yasuhiro Yoshikawa of Kitami Institute of Technology. The ice jam prediction 
program was found to be accurate enough for practical use, although the accuracy is slightly 
lower than that of CERI1D, which is a commonly used program for calculating river ice 
thickness fluctuations. From the viewpoint of usability at field offices, the ice jam prediction 
program may be regarded as an effective tool for detecting ice jams. 
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1. Introduction 
During the coldest season, freezing occurs in 
many rivers in cold regions, and river ice 
flows down them. In some cases, this ice 
accumulates at narrow sections or bends in 
the river, or near river structures such as 
bridge piers and sluices. The accumulated ice 
causes the river water level to rise. There have 
also been reports of river ice damaging 
embankments by striking them or of river ice 
causing water intake failures by accumulating 
near water intake facilities. These phenomena 
are generally called ice jams, and they often 
occur in rivers in Hokkaido. However, there 
have been few observations on ice jams 
worldwide, and the phenomenon is not fully 
understood. Therefore, knowledge about ice 
jams has been scarce. 
The Kenufuchi River is a tributary of the 
Chitose River in the Ishikari River System. It 
joins the Chitose River at KP 28.6 (Figure 1). 
The Kenufuchi is a small river with a water 
surface width of about 10 m during the normal 
water stage. In the river section from KP 0.2 
to KP 7.2, which is administered by the 
Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 
and Tourism (MLIT), there are many river 
structures, including 9 sluice gates, 8 bridges, 
1 aqueduct bridge and 1 dike sluice. Ice jams 
had not occurred on the Kenufuchi River until 
March 9, 2018, when they occurred on many 
rivers in Hokkaido due to rainfall and high 
temperatures. Considering the effects of long-
term climate change, it can be predicted that 
water disasters will become more intense and 
frequent. The number of rivers that will have 
ice jams may increase in Hokkaido. 
By considering the Hokkaido Ice Jam 
Disaster of March 2018, the Civil 
Engineering Research Institute for Cold 
Region (CERI), in collaboration with 
Associate Professor Yasuhiro Yoshikawa of 
the Kitami Institute of Technology, 
developed a program for calculating the 
thickness of river ice. On a trial basis, we have 
been distributing the program to 
administrative agencies that manage rivers. This program uses the Excel VBA function; 
therefore, the user is able to use the program in Excel format, from input to calculation of the 
input data to output of the calculation results. The program was created so as to be usable 
without much effort by river administrators, who are often not very knowledgeable about 
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numerical calculation programs. Another feature of the program is that input data (temperature, 
wind speed, sunshine duration, snow depth, water level) can be acquired free of charge. 
However, many unclear points remain regarding the adaptability of this program to each local 
area due to the limited number of ice jam observations at each river. Furthermore, toward the 
social implementation of this program, its calculation accuracy needs to be verified by 
comparison to those of generally used river ice thickness fluctuation calculation methods. 
In this study, the changes in ice thickness are first discussed using the ice jam prediction 
program. Next, the possibility of using that program in the field is discussed by comparing the 
calculation results with the results of field observations conducted on the Kenufuchi River on 
March 12, 2018. Finally, we compare the calculation results of the program with those of the 
one-dimensional unsteady flow calculation model CERI1D developed by Associate Professor 
Yoshikawa while he was on the cold river team of CERI and published in 2013. 
 

2. Model for Predicting Ice Sheet Thickness 
To predict the future state with high accuracy using numerical calculations, it is necessary to 
assume actual phenomena as accurately as possible. However, the greater is the accuracy of 
the assumptions, the greater is the complexity of the calculation scheme. As a result, input 
conditions necessary for numerical calculation increase, and the program becomes difficult to 
handle for those who are not skilled at numerical calculation. Also, when judging the success 
or failure of a calculation result, it is not easy to determine which part of the formula contributes 
to the result. Therefore, a program for calculating river ice thickness on Excel has been 
developed and distributed to relevant organizations on a trial basis. 
In this study, the Kenufuchi River, a tributary of the Chitose River in the Ishikari River System, 
was the subject area; the river ice thickness was calculated by giving the representative river 
width, and changes in ice thickness were examined. 
 
2.1 Equation 
In the ice jam prediction program, river ice thickness is calculated by using the following 
equation. 
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Where, hi (m) is the ice sheet thickness, h’i (m) is the ice sheet thickness ǻW before the target 
time, Ta (°C) is the air temperature, Tw (°C) is the water temperature, and hw (m) is the water 
depth. Į and ȕ are calculated by using the following equation. 
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Where, Ib (-) is the river bed slope, B (m) is the river width and uw (m/s) is the water velocity. 
Į represents the degree of ice sheet formation corresponding to the air temperature at the target 
time. The greater is this value, the greater is the increase in ice sheet thickness. ȕ represents the 
degree of ice sheet melting corresponding to the water temperature and the effective water 
depth. This is a coefficient whose increase means increases in the degree of melting of the ice 
sheet. When snow or frazil ice accretes to an ice sheet and becomes part of the ice sheet, the 



value of Į increases, and when the snow or frazil ice acts as a heat insulation for the ice sheet, 
this value decreases. ȕ increases when the hydraulic gradient is great and the roughness is small, 
and decreases when the hydraulic gradient is small and the roughness is great. 
Usually, in order to assume and calculate the river ice thickness as realistically as possible, it 
is necessary to calculate the balance of the amount of river ice at each point in addition to 
equation (1). However, to do so, it is necessary to divide the river channel into small areas and 
create a computation grid, but this requires specialized knowledge and increases the difficulty 
of using the computation model. The main feature of this ice jam prediction program is that it 
is not necessary to calculate the balance of river ice amount at each location but to calculate 
the river ice thickness at one representative location without using a calculation grid for 
determining ice jam occurrence. 
 
2.2 Setting of the Input Condition 
Figure 2 shows the data given as fixed values among the input data. The water temperature 
flowing from upstream is an input condition, and a constant value is given for simplicity. In 
this calculation, the water temperature is assumed as 1°C, because the measured water 
temperature is unknown. For the air temperature, we use the website of the Japan 
Meteorological Agency, and select the air temperature at Eniwa-shimamatsu, which is close to 
the target location. 
 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
Figure 3 shows the changes in the water temperature, air temperature and river ice thickness 
from 1:00 on October 1, 2017 to 24:00 on April 30, 2018. 
From November 19 to 30, 2017, the river ice repeatedly forms and melted. This is because the 
air temperature drops below freezing from nightfall and river ice forms, but the air temperature 
rises above 0°C with sunrise and the river ice melts completely during the day. This freezing 
and melting cycle is repeated during these days. At this time, the water temperature is 0.89°C 
at the lowest, and it is found that river ice easily forms and melts from heat flux exchange 
between the water and the air. 
After December 1, hours with sub-zero temperatures increase during the day and the water 
temperature stays around 0°C throughout the day; therefore, river ice continuously forms 
without melting, even during the daytime. Nevertheless, on days with high daytime air 
temperatures, such as December 3, December 10, December 24, 2017, and January 1 and 
January 8, 2018, river ice of about 20cm in thickness melts. The marked decrease in river ice 
thickness suggests that the originally formed river ice melts and flows down as broken ice 
sheets. Therefore, it can be determined that the possibility of occurrence of ice jam is high. 
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No significant melting is observed on January 9 on and the river ice thickness reaches a 
maximum of about 57cm on March 3. From March 3 to March 9 the river ice melts extensively, 
and the ice thickness decreases from 57cm to 0cm. At this time, both the water temperature 
and the air temperature have risen remarkably. Therefore, the likelihood of an ice jam is 
considered to be high. 
From the melting of ice on March 9, both the water and the air temperatures are high, and no 
significant river ice forms. However, river ice forms only on days when the air temperature 
falls below the freezing point after sunset. 
 

3. Overview of the On-Site Investigation 
The onsite survey conducted on March 12, 2018 will be outlined, and the causal factors behind 
the ice jam that occurred in the Kenufuchi River will be described. Issues to be examined 
further will also be presented in this chapter. 
 
3.1 Overview of the Ice Jam 
From March 8 to 9, 2018, an extratropical cyclone developed and approached Hokkaido, 
resulting in unseasonal rainfall and rising air temperatures. Rainfall and rising air temperature, 
which promote the melting of rive ice and increase the river discharge, can be direct causes of 
ice jams. The peak river discharge was approximately 85m3/s at 13:00 on March 9, indicating 
extremely severe flooding given the normal discharge of 1m3/s (Figure 4). According to the 
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Chitose River Office, which manages the 
Kenufuchi River, river ice clogged the bend 
from KP 5.0 to KP 6.2 at 13:00 on March 9. 
It is presumed that the ice jam occurred during 
the flooding. 
 
3.2 Onsite Survey Results 
The onsite survey was conducted on March 
12, three days after the ice jam. The surveyed 
range was KP 6.8 to KP 7.2, where the 
existence of river ice in the high-water 
channel was confirmed. At the time of the 
onsite survey on March 12, pieces of river ice 
with a maximum length of 3.0m and a 
thickness of 0.1 to 0.5m were piled up in the 
high flood channel of the Kenufuchi River. 
During the ice jam, pieces of river ice larger than those found in the high flood channel on 
March 12 were observed to flow down the river channel (Figure 5, 6, and 7). 
River ice had entered the areas near the intakes of Tosaka Sluice (KP 7.0, left bank) and 
Matsubara Sluice (KP 7.0, right bank); however, no water intake failures or damage from ice 
striking the sluice gate was observed. The Kenufuchi River is narrow; therefore, once an ice 
jam has occurred, the river ice that flows down covers the entire width of the river, so the risk 
of a potential ice jam is considered to be high. The sluices downstream of these two sluices 
were not investigated. 
 
3.3 Comparison between the Onsite Survey Results and the Results from the Ice Sheet 
Thickness Predicting Model 
First, the appropriateness of the timing of the ice jam predicted by the program will be 
examined. According to the ice jam prediction program, the river ice continues to melt 
gradually from March 3 to March 9, and an ice jam occurs. However, in reality, it is speculated 
that the river ice melted in a short period of time from March 8 to 9, and the ice jam occurred. 
This is probably because the ice jam prediction program does not take the discharge into 
account. In the ice jam prediction program, rising air temperatures are a major factor in the 
melting of river ice, and this melting is considered to possibly result in an ice jam. However, 
in the actual phenomena, the river ice melts and flows down the river when the air temperatures 
rise, and ice jams do not necessarily occur under such conditions. When the increase in the 
discharge coincides with the melting of river ice, it is conceivable from the onsite survey that 
the river ice does not flow down, but instead clogs the bend or narrow part, resulting in an ice 
jam. Therefore, it is suggested that the ice jam prediction program can roughly predict the time 
of ice jam occurrence. 
 

4. Numerical Simulations of an Ice Jam Using CERI1D 
To simplify the calculation, the ice jam prediction program makes calculations for only one 
location. Therefore, the influence of the conditions immediately upstream and downstream of 
that location is not considered in the program. However, the target location is actually under 
the influence of the inflow of river ice from upstream and the freezing conditions downstream. 
To compare the result of this program with the general calculation of river ice thickness, which 
takes into account these effects from upstream and downstream, we performed simulations of 
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flow regimes and river ice formation and melting using CERI1D, a one-dimensional unsteady 
flow solver that is included in iRIC. 
This model consists of equations that address the conditions for the occurrence of an ice jam, 
including the river flow, the river ice flow, the formation and melting of ice sheets, and the 
breakup of river ice. River ice is roughly categorized into two types: a hard ice sheet and frazil 
ice underlying the ice sheet. In this calculation model, however, river ice is categorized into a 
fixed hard ice sheet and flowing ice (including broken ice sheets). The generation of frazil ice 
due to temperature drop and snowfall, ice formation from frazil ice, the melting of frazil ice, 
and bridge piers in the river channel are not considered. 
 
4.1 Boundary Condition 
In this study, the boundary condition at the downstream end is the water level at the Maizuru 
Water Level and Discharge Observation Station (Chitose River, KP 28.5, Figure 1). The 
boundary condition at the upstream end is obtained by converting the water level at the 
Kenufuchi Water Level and Discharge Observation Station (Kenufuchi River KP 7.2, Figure 
1) into a discharge by using the HQ equation (Figure 4). The calculation area is set as the 
section from KP 0.2 to KP 11.2 (Figure 8). For the transverse data for KP 0.2 to KP 7.2, which 
is a section under the jurisdiction of MLIT, the data measured by the Chitose River Office in 
November 2015 are used. The transverse cross-section at KP 7.2 is given uniformly to the 
entire target section, and the riverbed gradient is set as the average gradient for the section from 
KP 0.2 to KP 7.2. The reasons for these treatments are as follows: 1) For the area upstream of 
KP 7.2, there are no transverse data, and it is determined, based on reports from the office in 
charge of that area, that no ice jam has occurred upstream of KP 7.2 at the time of the onsite 
survey; and 2) it is considered that an ice jam is unlikely to occur based on the river channel 
shape of the section. The upstream end of the calculation area is assumed as the head of a river, 
and the supply of river ice at the upstream end is set as 0m3/s. The river ice area at the 
downstream end is set to hi = 0m2 after confirming that the confluence with the Chitose River 
is not frozen, based on videos taken by CCTV cameras installed by the Hokkaido Regional 
Development Bureau. The calculation period is set as the three months from February 1, 2018, 
when it is thought that ice formed, to April 30, 2018, when the period of ice jams finishes and 
melting starts. 
 
4.2 Results of Numerical Simulations (CERI1D) and Discussion 
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A longitudinal profile of the target river section is shown in Figure 9 (a), in which the riverbed 
height, water level, and river ice height before the ice jam are plotted. The river ice height is 
the elevation of the top surface of ice floating on the river water. To understand the state of 
river ice formation before the ice jam, the values calculated for March 7 are used. From Figure 
9 (a), it is understood that river ice markedly forms in the section immediately downstream of 
KP 7.1 where the Kenufuchi River No. 2 Groundsill is installed. The discharge is as small as 
1m3/s (Figure 10 (a)), and the air temperatures are roughly below 0°C (Figure 10 (b)). From 
Figure 10 (c) and (d), it is understood that river ice continuously forms during this period. 
A longitudinal profile of the target river section is shown in Figure 9 (b), in which the riverbed 
height, water level, and river ice height at the occurrence of an ice jam are plotted. The 
calculation results are considered to be satisfactory based on the fact that the thickness of the 
ice sheet at KP 7.0 at 12:30 on March 12 is calculated to be 0.32m, and the measured values 
are from 0.1m to 0.5m. By comparing Figure 9 (b) with (a), it is understood that the thickness 
of the ice sheet has decreased on the upstream side of the groundsill, while the thickness of the 
ice sheet has increased on the downstream side of the groundsill, particularly at the bend. From 
Figure 10 (a), the peak discharge can be estimated, from the HQ equation, to be about 85m3/s. 
On some days, the air temperature exceeds 0°C (Figure 10 (b)), indicating that river ice is 
melting. From Figure 10 (c), it is understood that the thickness of the ice sheet has decreased 
on the upstream of the groundsill. It is considered that the upstream ice sheets decrease because 
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the increased discharge from melting ice under the rising temperature promotes the flowing 
down of the ice. At the same time, the ice sheet is thicker at the bend (Figure 10 (d)). Therefore, 
it is suggested that the bend is clogged with the flushed river ice and that an ice jam has 
occurred. 
The longitudinal profile of the target river section, which shows the riverbed height, water level, 
and river ice height after the ice jam occurrence, is shown in Figure 9 (c). Figure 9 (c) shows 
that thin ice covers the area immediately downstream of the groundsill. The discharge is as 
small as 1m3/s (Figure 10 (a)), and the air temperature is above 0°C (Figure 10 (b)). The river 
ice is not fully melted. From Figure 9 (c), it is understood that no river ice has formed upstream 
of the Kenufuchi River No. 2 Groundsill. This is probably because there is no supply of river 
ice at the upstream end and the temperature is rising. As described above, thin ice is seen in 
the section immediately downstream of the groundsill (Figure 10 (d)). It is considered that river 
ice which formed during the ice jam remains in this section. 
 
4.3 Comparison between Numerical Simulations (CERI1D) and the Results from the Ice Sheet 
Thickness Predicting Model 
First, the appropriateness of the timing of the ice jam predicted by the program will be 
examined. Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14 show the spatial distribution of river ice thickness at the 
bend before and after the occurrence of the ice jam. From Figure 11, it is understood that the 
ice sheet is thicker at a part of the bend while the discharge increases on March 8. From Figure 
12, which shows the river ice conditions on March 9, it can be inferred that the ice sheet is 
thicker and an ice jam occurs in the sections at and near the bend. Finally, from Figures 13, 
and 14, it is understood that the discharge decreases and the river ice thickness decreases on 
March 10. From the above, it is possible to determine, from the calculation results of CERI1D, 
that an ice jam occurs from March 8 to 9. The calculation results of CERI1D are closer to the 
results of the onsite survey than are the results obtained using the ice jam prediction program. 
This is probably because the discharge is considered in CERI1D, as described earlier. 
Here, the time required to perform the calculation and the degree of difficulty of these two 
programs will be discussed. For CERI1D, it is necessary to create a computational grid before 
performing the calculation. The calculation grid can be automatically generated on iRIC; 
however, depending on the construction of the calculation grid, the calculation may not be 
performed properly and may diverge, or the calculation results may deviate from the actual 
phenomena. Furthermore, in the case of calculation for a complicated flow path, the user needs 
to manually recreate the calculation grid, which is not always easy. The calculation for an ice 
jam occurrence by the ice jam prediction program is for only one location; therefore, there is 
no need for a calculation grid, and the calculation can be performed only by inputting the air 
temperature, water level, representative river width, and a few other items. In light of the above, 
the ice jam prediction program may be considered as an effective tool for detecting ice jams at 
the field offices. 
 

5. Conclusion 
The changes in river ice thickness in the Kenufuchi River were examined using an ice jam 
prediction program. Next, the possibility of using that program in the field is discussed by 
comparing the calculation results with the results of field observations conducted on the 
Kenufuchi River on March 12, 2018. Finally, we compared the calculation results of the 
CERI1D, a one-dimensional unsteady flow calculation model developed by Associate 
Professor Yoshikawa with the results of the ice jam prediction program. The major findings 
are as follows. 



- It was suggested that the ice jam prediction program can roughly predict the time of ice jam 
occurrence. However, it is necessary to be aware that this program does not consider the 
discharge of the river. 
- The ice jam prediction program is considered to be sufficiently good for practical use, 
although its accuracy is slightly lower than that of the generally used river ice thickness 
calculation program. From the viewpoint of usability, the ice jam prediction program is 
considered an effective tool for ice jam detection at field offices. 
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Abstract: Determination of velocity distribution profiles at hydraulic sections has always 
been important in river and hydraulic engineering. There are several factors which influence 
the velocity distribution in the channels cross-section. One of them is ice as it forms in open 
channels basically alters velocity distribution by increasing the magnitude of wetted 
perimeter and hydraulic resistance. River ice processes include complex interactions among 
the hydrodynamic, mechanical, and thermal processes. There are various methods to estimate 
distribution of isovel contours. The single point velocity measurement method (SPM) is a 
relatively new method of estimating distribution of isovel contours in the channels. In this 
paper, the verification of this method is investigated in terms of the presence of full ice cover 
in the rectangular channels and compared with the experimental results. An experimental 
program was developed at the Hydraulics laboratory of Ferdowsi University, Mashhad, Iran. 
A 8-m-long, 0.4-m-wide rectangular channel was used, and a simulated ice cover was 
installed on the bed and top of the channel. Experiments were designed in order to quantify 
the effects of channel-bed and ice roughness on the flow characteristics within a completely 
ice-covered rectangular channel. Measurements are performed from ice cover by means of a 
current meter attached to a vertical rigid rod supported on the channel bed. It was found that 
roughness had a significant impact on isovel counters below the ice cover. The results of the 
experiments showed that the presence of the full ice cover caused an almost symmetrical 
development of the velocity distribution profiles in the flow cross-section. A rough surface 
was shown to decrease water velocity near to the rough boundary. The minimum error occurs 
in the central position of the flow and as moving to the upper and lower rough boundaries the 
error in estimating the velocity is increased.  
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1. Introduction 
Determining the flow velocity distribution profile in turbulent open channels has always been 
the focus of researchers. The issue matters since the velocity distribution profile allows us to 
determine the shear stress distribution as well as the flow rate in the channels. Several factors 
influence the velocity distribution profile, including the formation of ice layers on the flow 
surface. Most of the rivers in the highlands are covered by ice during the winter. Ice layer 
formation depends on the temperature conditions of water and the surrounding environment. 
Decreasing the water temperature to zero and its cooling are not sufficient conditions for ice 
layer formation. Rather, the ice nucleus around, which the ice crystals are formed, is the main 
factor. 
Ice formation in flowing water (rivers, channels, reservoirs) and stagnant water (lakes, ponds) 
is a very complex chain of physical processes that appears as a result of heat exchange 
between water and the environment (Majewski, 2007). The process of forming ice cover in 
flowing water is much more complicated than in the stagnant water. These processes occur 
regularly in the annual hydrological cycles due to the significant interaction between the 
thermal conditions and the flow regime. The freezing of rivers produces different 
morphological and hydraulic properties compared to the open channels flow as a result of the 
additional boundary layer creation on top of the river. This boundary layer also affects the 
rate and distribution of flow velocity, flow regime, discharge (flow rate), and the sediment 
transport (Morse and Hicks, 2005). The location of maximum velocity at the cross-section of 
the ice-covered river is somewhere between the river bed and the ice layer, which is affected 
by the roughness of the lower surface of the ice cover and the riverbed roughness. 
Sui et al. (2010) studied the velocity distribution profile and the movement of frazil particles 
under the ice cover. They concluded that under the same flow conditions, the mean average 
velocity across the channel in the open flow state is significantly higher compared to both 
cases of the presence of rough and smooth ice. Peters et al. (2018) investigated the effects of 
bed and ice on flow characteristics by considering partial ice cover (67% ice coverage) and 
using two acoustic Doppler accelerometers in the laboratory. Zare et al. (2016) introduced a 
new method to estimate composite roughness based on measured velocity profiles. The 
validity and applicability of this new method's main assumptions are tested using four-month 
continuous field data collected under the ice by acoustic instruments. 
 Kimiaghalam et al. (2018) studied the velocity profile and shear stress in a partially-covered 
trapezoidal channel for the first time. They examined seven different cases of roughness and 
ice layer, four states of which were related to the different percentages of ice coverage 
(without ice, 25%, 50% and 67% of ice layer cover) and the other three were related to the 
roughness (rough partial ice layer, rough walls and bed, and all rough boundary). Lau (1981) 
calculated the velocity distribution in a large number of flow channels with different bed and 
top roughness rates. The calculated velocity distribution shows that velocity profiles follow a 
logarithmic velocity distribution only for about 60% of the flow depth and the velocity value 
is lower than that obtained by the logarithmic distribution for 40% of the flow depth 
approximately near the maximum velocity location. Majewski (2007) conducted a field study 
on the effects of ice layer on the flow in the Vistula River and showed that the changes range 
of Manning roughness coefficient of the lower surface of the ice layer varies from 0.02 to 
0.15. Chen et al. (2019) performed an experimental study on the stage-discharge curve of the 
ice-covered flow in rectangular channels. Comparing the predicted results of the proposed 
model and the data collected from previous papers suggests that the proposed method 
provides an appropriate estimation of the stage-discharge relationship in the rectangular 
channels covered by an ice layer. Teal et al. (1994) evaluated the point measurement methods 
to estimate the average velocity along the vertical direction of flow, including the single-
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point, two-point, and three-point methods. They finally concluded that the two-point method 
shows less error than the other methods. 
A new approach was introduced by Maghrebi (2006) to predict dimensionless velocity 
contours, in which was assumed that the velocity at any desired point is influenced by the 
hydraulic properties of the channel boundaries. According to this approach and by calculating 
the average velocity, Maghrebi (2006) obtained the discharge in different levels of the 
rectangular channels and plotted the stage-discharge curve for the rectangular channels. 
In this study, in order to investigate the effect of ice layer on the flow, an experimental model 
was used for simulation. Then, the observational data was used to validate the single point 
measurement method under the conditions of the presence of an ice layer. Also, the MAPE 
statistical error parameter was used to analyze the method error under these conditions. 
 
2. Materials & Methods 

2.1. Experimental set-up  

The experiments were carried out by using a flume located at the Hydraulic Laboratory of 
Ferdowsi University of Mashhad.  The flume is made of a metal chassis channel with glass 
walls to observe the water flow path.  This flume with the dimensions of 8 m long, 40 cm 
width, and 50 cm height is set in the laboratory with metal bases. There are two lever arms 
below the device. By rotating the lever and changing its height, one can create the desired 
longitudinal slope in the channel.  
In this experiment, the slope of the channel was adjusted as 1: 5000. The water temperature 
varied from 10 °C to 15 °C on different days during the experiments. Depending on the water 
temperature, the physical properties of the water had some variations, including the fluid 
density 999.1 to 999.7 kg/m3 and the kinematic viscosity about 1.31 × 10-6 to 1.14 × 10-6 
m2/s. A metal slide gate is embedded at the end of the channel to regulate the depth of flow, 
which is guided up and down by a lever. The laboratory water supply and transfer system 
consisting of a ground tank is equipped with a radial flow pump system and an elevated tank 
at the beginning of the channel, which directs water from the ground tank to the laboratory 
flume through metal pipes. A digital gauge is embedded along these pipes to determine the 
inlet flow rate to the channel. The amount of discharge can be changed by rotating the control 
valve embedded on the path of this pipe. In fact, the desired flow intensity is entered into the 
channel by opening and closing this valve and reading the discharge on the digital gauge. 
In order to keep the submergence state of the sand grains used in the upper area of the flume, 
the flow rate always varied about 26.66-27 liters/s. The experiments were performed for two 
different cases. In the first mode, the channel walls were smooth with the height of 20 cm and 
the roughness height was 8 mm. The reason for choosing this height is to modeling an ice 
cover with some accumulation of frazil. In the second case, the channel walls were smooth 
with the height of 15 cm and the roughness was similar to the former state. The points for 
velocity measurement in each case were selected in both vertical and transverse directions. 
The local velocity of the current was measured by a micro-propeller. The device consists of a 
5-blade propeller with a diameter of 9mm mounted on a 42 cm thin steel rod. The velocity 
measurement device is connected to a digital indicator by a cable and the appropriate pulse is 
shown in the indicator in terms of Hz proportionate to the number of blade rotations. The 
velocity was measured by a micro-propeller and a digital indicator device at a distance of two 
meters of the channel downstream. A slot with the size of 1.5 × 40 cm was embedded across 
the channel to allow the probe to move along the cross-section, in order to measure velocity 
at different points across the channel. The micro-propeller was placed for 120 seconds at each 
point to measure the velocity and the time average of the velocities was considered as the 
local average velocity. 
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2.2. Single point velocity measurement method 

Maghrebi proposed a simple model in 2003 derived from Biot–Savart law in 
Electromagnetism presented in 1820. This method is able to plot the velocity dimensionless 
contours at the cross-section of ducts, open channels, and irregular natural rivers at the 
roughness and geometry without the longitudinal curvature. The method is based on the 
similarity between the magnetic field of a current wire and the isovel contours in a channel 
cross-section. It is assumed that a current passing through a wire creates a current intensity of 
“I”, which will create a magnetic field around it. An element of wire with a length of dL is 
now considered to produce the field around the wire. Then, according to the Biot–Savart law, 
for an arbitrary point such as M, the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity created by any 
differential element would be proportional to the current passing intensity, the length of the 
wire element, and the angle between the wire and the line connecting the wire to the desired 
point. In terms of the orientation of the magnetic field intensity, according to Fig. 1(a), and 
with respect to the right-hand rule, the field is perpendicular to the plane consisting of the 
vector element of the wire and the vector drawn from the wire to the examined point. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) The effect of the magnetic field on the charged particle, and (b) The effect of 
the boundary element on the desired point in the current section 

 

The Biot–Savart law can be presented as relation (1) based on the vector structure: 

3d
4

Id
rS
u

 
rH L  [1] 

 
where H is the intensity of the magnetic field, r is the position vector that connects the 
element to the desired point, I is the current intensity and dL is an element of wire. 
Now, according to the Biot–Savart law, a model for flow section from an open channel is 
presented. To this end, as seen in Fig. 1(b), a limited length of the flow boundary (dP) on an 
arbitrary point on the cross section will have an effect equivalent to duSPM: 
 

� � 1d SPM f c d uu r P  [2] 
 
where duSPM is the deviation of velocity changes due to the boundary element such as dP, r is 
the vector between the boundary element and the desired point, c1 is the constant related to 
the boundary roughness and f(r) is the velocity function. 

(a) (b) 
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In this method, to determine the effects of the whole flow boundary on a point, the length of 
the wet environment from left bank to the right bank is divided into boundary elements of dP. 
Then, we calculated the value of uSPM by integrating the effects of all the boundary elements 
on each point of the flow: 
 

1( )SPM
boundary

u f c d u³i r P  [3] 

 
where  “i” is the unit vector, which is co-directional with the flow, or in other words, parallel 
to the X axis. On the other hand, we know that the cross product of two r×dP vectors 
generates a field with the magnitude of r.dP.sinθ perpendicular to the plane; thus, we will 
have: 
 

� �1
boundary

sin dSPMu c f r PT � � �³  [4] 

 
where θ is the angle between the position vector and the boundary element vector. Normally, 
the pattern of velocity distribution in open channels follows the velocity power law in closed 
and open channels due to the flow turbulence. Therefore, the velocity function is expressed as 
follows: 
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1
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where c2 is the coefficient related to the turbulence and shear stress of the walls. By 
substituting Eq. (5) in Eq. (4), the value of uSPM (y,z) can be obtained at any point with the 
coordinates of (y,z): 
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Considering 3 1 2. .c u c c  and m = 7, the recent equation would be as follows: 
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Using the Eq. (8), the average value uSPM at the flow section, i.e., USPM is obtained. If we 
divide the USPM value by the uSPM value at a point in the coordinates (y, z), the parameter for 
the dimensionless velocity contour C is obtained from Eq. (9): 
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Applying the above relation, we can plot the dimensionless velocity contours at any desired 
point. 
3. Results 

In order to investigate the effects of the formation of ice layer in the channel, we simulated 
the flow in a laboratory flume, which its bed and top had been roughened by aggregates with 
a diameter of d50=8 mm. The meshing was made at 1 cm intervals in both dimensions of the 
depth and width of the channel as shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. The display of the points measured in the laboratory 

 
Using the observational data in both cases, the dimensionless velocity contours were first 
plotted in the laboratory flume. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between dimensionless velocity 
contours based on the observational results and the model. As can be seen in Figs. 3(a) and 
3(c), as the z/B ratio increases, the ratio of velocity to average velocity has increased and 
reached its maximum value in the central part of the channel. Also, the Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) 
suggest that the model provides acceptable results in the condition of ice layers compared to 
the experimental results. 
Then, the velocity distribution profiles were plotted at different points. In Figs. (4) and (5), U 
is the flow average velocity, u is velocity at each point, H is channel height, y is water depth 
and z are the distance from the left wall of the channel to the channel central line. The plotted 
velocity distribution profiles show that the velocity distribution profile is also approximately 
symmetric when the ice layer exists. As can be seen in Fig. 4(a), the velocity distribution 
profile obtained from the experimental model has many fluctuations due to the proximity to 
the side wall of the channel. However, with the gradual departure from the wall, the drawn 
profile based on the observed data has become more regular. Also, it was found by 
comparing the profiles drawn using the single point method with the laboratory model that 
the single-point method in the areas near the central line of the channel is in good agreement 
with the experimental model. As can be seen in this figure, by gradually increasing the 
distance from the bottom of the channel to about y/H=0.5, the plotted velocity distribution 
profile based on the single point method is in good agreement with experimental 
observations. 
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Figure 3. Comparison between the observed (a and c) and calculated contour lines (b and d) 

for H=15 and 20 cm, respectively. 
 

The statistical parameter of MAPE was used to quantify the error in Figs. (4) and (5): 
 

1

100 N
m c

i m

u uMAPE
N u 

�
 ¦  [10] 

 
where uc is the velocity calculated by the single point method, um is the same velocity 
measured in the laboratory and MAPE is the statistical parameter which indicates the 
percentage of mean absolute error 
After analyzing the results of the error, it was found that the maximum value of the error in 
Fig. (5) is about 15%, which occurs at z/B=0.2 and the percentage of error has reduced in the 
areas, near the central line of the channel to 7.5%. 
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Figure 4. Plotting the velocity distribution profiles in the case of H=15 (cm), using the single 
point method and comparing with the experimental model at different distances from the wall 

by MAPE. 
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Figure 5. Plotting the velocity distribution profiles in the case of H=20 (cm), using the single 
point method and comparing with the experimental model at different distances from the wall 

by MAPE. 
 

4. Conclusion 

Ice formation on rivers is common in cold areas and can change the velocity distribution of 
the rivers. Understanding the effect of ice layer on the velocity distribution is essential to 
design hydraulic structures, operate hydroelectric generating stations and flood control in 
cold regions. In this study, the method proposed by Maghrebi (2006), used to estimate isovel 
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contours, in the presence of ice layer was validated for the first time. After drawing velocity 
distribution profiles, it was observed that the maximum velocity occurs at the maximum 
distance from the lower and upper walls of the duct, in the mid-depth position. The 
comparison of profiles drawn by single point method with the experimental model as well as 
the results of the error analysis show that the SPM method is in good agreement with the 
observed data and the statistical analysis have shown a low value of error. 
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Ice jamming in northern rivers is becoming increasingly prevalent and severe. In order to protect 
communities along these rivers, ice control structures are often considered. Ice control is used to 
arrest large volumes of ice to jam predictably in a safe location until sufficient melting facilitates 
benign passage through critical areas. Ice control can include ice booms, pier type ice control 
structures, weirs, or combinations of different ice control. Ice control is often combined with physical 
channel conditions that allow for bypassing high flows while retaining the ice to reduce the forces 
on the structures and maximum flood levels. This paper presents a study on the Albany River in 
Ontario, Canada to develop ice control as a potential means for mitigating ice jam flooding at the 
Kashechwan First Nation community. Numerical modeling was conducted using the two-
dimensional ice dynamics model DynaRICE. A method was developed to simulate pier type ice 
control structures within the model. The model allowed detailed simulation of ice retention, resulting 
inundation, and the forces on the individual piers. Simulations with varying ice, flow, and pier 
conditions were simulated to optimize the design of the piers, including pier spacing, height, and 
size. In turn, numerical modeling facilitated a comparative examination of flood risk reduction to the 
Kashechewan community borne from the implementation of various ice control options.  



1. Introduction 
The Kashechewan First Nation (KFN) community is located on a floodplain of the north branch 
of the Albany River, on the west coast of James Bay, in Ontario, Canada (Figure 1). Each spring 
the community faces the uncertain prospect of evacuation to limit damages caused by ice-jam 
flooding. The community has been evacuated on a precautionary basis on at least 10 occasions of 
ice-jam related flooding since 1976. To reduce the impacts of flooding to the community, a Ring 
Dyke was constructed in the early 1990s to surround the site (Figure 2). While this dyke reduced 
the frequency of flooding, its poor design and construction and lack of maintenance spawned dam 
safety hazards; specifically, potential failure due to slope instability and piping. In the spring of 
2006, the Ring Dyke was nearly overtopped (Figure 2). 

  
Figure 1. Lower Albany River and Study Area 

Following the near miss in 2006, a remedial action plan was developed for reducing the flood risk 
due to ice-jamming at the community. The work was divided into two phases; 1. High Priority 
Emergency Measures; 2. Option Development for Permanent Remedial Works. Phase 2 
commenced in 2015 with the initiation of a Flood Reduction Study. The objective of this study 
was to develop long-term options for reducing the flood risk to the KFN community. Phase 2 was 
divided into four stages. Stage 1 consisted of a detailed land survey that used airborne LiDAR 
remote sensing techniques to collect above water topography data and SONAR based techniques 
to collect under water bathymetry data. Stage 2 included a screening exercise to develop long-term 
“far-field” solutions (hereinafter referred to as ice control options) which refer to new structural 
measures not physically integral with the dyke. Ultimately, three “far-field” solutions, consisting 



of concrete weirs with piers and associated embankment dams were identified for further 
assessment in Stage 3. Stage 4 consisted of an environmental screening and high-level capital cost 
estimates. This paper serves to summarize Stage 3 of the study; the technical assessment of 
structural ice jam flood risk mitigation options for the KFN community. 

 
Figure 2. Kashechewan Ring Dyke during 2006 Ice Jam Flood 

1.1. Approach 
The hydraulic characteristics of the Albany River delta are extremely complicated and necessitated 
the development of a two-step modeling approach using two computer simulation models. In the 
first step, a one-dimensional numerical hydraulic model was set up to represent the river delta and 
determine the open channel flow hydraulic characteristics of the study reach. These characteristics 
can be achieved more efficiently with a one-dimensional tool because of its relative simplicity to 
determine key river hydraulic parameters.  The second step (and the focus of this paper) utilized 
the two-dimensional river ice dynamic model, DynaRICE (Shen et al. 2000), to conduct a detailed 
examination of ice jam formation and associated river hydraulics. This examination facilitated the 
assessment of ice jam flooding in the delta and the effectiveness of breakup ice control structures. 
DynaRICE was used to: 

x Evaluate potential ice jam locations and combinations to predict the critical ice jam scenario; 
x Estimate inflow discharge during the critical ice jam event; 
x Estimate maximum flood levels to determine the adequacy of Kashechewan Ring Dyke crest 

elevation; 
x Determine the quantity of ice downstream of the potential ICS locations and evaluate the 

potential for secondary ice jamming and ice jam related flooding at the KFN community; 
x Estimate the complimentary diversion and/or storage capacity needed for ice control solution; 
x Specify and layout out potential solution options; and 
x Determine design criteria for, and characteristics of, potential structures such as location, 

elevations of key features (e.g. crest, channel bottom), and physical dimensions. 



 
1.2. Numerical Model 
Many ice processes and ice problems in river engineering projects (especially ice jam related 
flooding problems) cannot be adequately analyzed by a conventional model if it does not correctly 
account for ice dynamics. A two-dimensional ice dynamic model is required to properly assess 
sites with complex flow patterns and river geometries that include braided and multiple channel 
networks. The simulation tool selected for this study was the coupled two-dimensional river ice 
dynamic model DynaRICE (Shen et al. 2000). The model is capable of simulating the breakup of 
ice covers and the dynamic transport and jamming of surface ice in rivers. The model couples 
hydrodynamics and ice dynamics, including the flow through and under ice rubble. 
Hydrodynamics is simulated by solving the depth-integrated two-dimensional hydrodynamic 
equations for shallow water flows, including the effects of surface ice. The hydrodynamic 
component of the model uses a finite element method based on streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin 
(SUPG) concept and with improved treatment of shallow water depths developed by Knack and 
Shen (2017). This improvement allows the model to be used for simulations that involve changes 
between wet and dry bed conditions, including floodplain flows. The model has been used to 
simulate a number of river ice jams (Shen, 2010) and river ice breakup scenarios (Knack and Shen, 
2018) and provides ice cover breakup options which allow user specified breakup conditions, 
including breakup time, critical water surface elevation, critical water level change, or water level 
change relative to the ice thickness. Details of the ice breakup model are provided in Knack and 
Shen (2018). 

1.3. Ice Management Overview 
Ice jam flooding is the consequence of a combination of a high-water inflow rate to a flood 
vulnerable site and the accumulation of a large volume of ice in a jam downstream of that site. It 
follows logically that ice jam flood risk may be mitigated by: reducing the peak water inflow rate 
to the site by regulation or diversion, or reducing the volume of ice available to form a jam 
downstream of the site, or a combination of the first two, or channel modification at the 
downstream jam site to encourage ice to move further downstream to a ‘harmless’ location. In the 
case of the Albany River, the last possibility is unrealistic as harmful ice jams occur at the river’s 
tidal interface with James Bay and channel modifications could not improve the transport of ice 
into and through the estuary reaches of the river. Therefore, reducing the inflow and/or volume of 
ice were the only feasible objectives and could be achieved with some form of control structure(s). 
Fundamental, and essential, to the siting and selection of ice control structures is an adequate 
description of the hydraulics of the candidate river reaches. The initial location and low-level 
screening of candidate sites can be done most cost effectively with open water backwater 
calculations through the subject river reaches. Final screening and detailed design require the 
sophistication of two-dimensional ice mechanics modeling. 

2. Model Calibration 
Water level and flow data was essentially non-existent for the study area. The tidal levels at the 
downstream boundary (James Bay) provided the only known water levels for open water 
conditions. The nearest flow gauge on the Albany River with historical records was located 180 
km upstream of the upstream boundary of the domain at Hat Island.  Due to the lack of local open 
water data, selection of the channel bed and floodplain roughness parameters were based on 
interpretations of land cover data. This interpretation yielded a bed Manning’s n of 0.036 and a 
floodplain roughness of 0.15. 



Limited data were available for calibration of ice parameters as well. An ice jam flood that occurred 
in April 2006 was the worst flood on record at the community. Anecdotal observations were used 
to calibrate key ice parameters. Peak water levels and flood extents were extrapolated from 
observations by KFN community members. The peak water level at the community was estimated 
to be 10.1 m. Ice thickness at breakup was estimated by scaling images of the ice chunks stranded 
on the riverbanks during the event. This thickness was estimated to be 1.0 m and compares well 
with historically observed mid-winter thickness between 1995 and 2008. The location of the ice 
jam during peak flooding was estimated from aerial photos which showed the toe to be just 
downstream of the KFN community. The flow rate during the ice jam event was estimated at the 
upstream boundary of the model and based on a drainage area proration relative to the Hat Island 
gauge. Additional secondary variables that were not possible to extract from observations were 
calibrated using a number of different flow and ice conditions to match the water level at the KFN 
community and the general ice jam observations. These secondary variables are discussed below. 

x A thicker ice cover existed in both the north and south channels near James Bay, which is an 
extension of the cover that forms in James Bay. This thicker ice cover provided resistance to 
the ice jam progressing downstream during the breakup. This thicker cover and restricted 
progression resulted in simultaneous jams in the south branch and across the north branch. 

x Breakup was initiated by a higher than the average breakup flow. This flow ensured that broken 
ice was flushed to the downstream end of the community. Using lower flows caused the ice to 
jam upstream of the community on the north branch which, in turn, shifted flows to the south 
branch. This shift caused flooding at the Fort Albany First Nations Community (FAFN) on the 
south branch of the river. However, flooding at FAFN was not observed in 2006.  

x There was no ice flow into the domain from upstream during the beginning of the breakup 
scenario. It was assumed that this was due to an ice jam upstream of the model domain. 

x When the ice jam upstream of the model domain released, ice flow resumed, as well as a sharp 
increase in flow. The inflow of ice traveled down to the existing ice jams and increased the 
volume of ice in the jams. The flow pulse consolidated the ice jam downstream of the 
community, significantly increasing the thickness of the jam and water levels at the 
community.  

x There was a second period of no ice influx to the domain due to another assumed ice jam 
upstream of the domain. This absence of ice inflow allowed maximum flood inundations levels 
to be achieved at the community by eliminating the upstream progression of the ice. 

Based on the calibrated ice and flow conditions noted above, the simulation of the 2006 ice breakup 
and jamming event proceeded as follows. Starting at hour 0 of the simulation, flow rates in the 
Albany River and Stooping Creek (a tributary to the south branch of the Albany River within the 
study domain) begin to rise (Figure 3). At hour 0.5, the ice cover broke up everywhere except for 
the thicker ice near James Bay. No ice comes into the model domain between hours 0 and 64, due 
to the assumed ice jam upstream of the model domain. At hour 50 there is a noticeable spike in 
flow rate due to the release of the ice jam, followed by the ice reaching the domain at hour 64. 
There is then a steady inflow of ice until hour 96 when the ice inflow stops again due to a second 
assumed ice jam upstream of the domain. A constant tidal level equal to the mean tide level, 0.75 
m was used, and provided the maximum flood levels at the community. The strength of the ice 
cover was calibrated to be 5,000 N/m. The simulated ice jam flooding at the dyke was found to be 
0.25 m below the anecdotal peak water level reported in 2006. Figure 4 shows the simulated flood 



inundation and peak water levels. Figure 5 shows the simulated ice jam conditions. Simulated ice 
and flow conditions compared well with the observations during the 2006 ice jam event.  

 

Figure 3. Upstream flow rate boundary conditions during 2006 ice jam event.  

 
Figure 4. Peak flood inundation during 2006 ice jam event. 

3. Ice Control Structure Options 
The design of an Ice Control Structure (ICS) must take into account the conditions specific to a 
design ice event which includes discharge, ice thickness, and volume. However, equally important 
is the foundation conditions and river channel characteristics (e.g. bank to bank distance and length 
and profile of the river section in the desired ICS location). Consequently, a selection of different 
ICS options has historically been developed and applied to control ice breakup and limit the impact 
of jamming on communities. These options include: 1) Dams and Overflow Weirs – Large dam 
and weir structures used to retain ice; 2) Intermittent Piers Alone – Consists of boulder or concrete 



piers spaced across the river; 3) Weir with Intermittent Piers – Same as 2 but with a weir for 
improved hydraulics; 4) Ice Booms for Breakup Retention – Floating steel pipe booms positioned 
across the river; and 5) Wire Rope Structures – Single wire rope across the river channel. 

 
Figure 5. Ice jam conditions during 2006 ice jam event. 

Each of these options can be combined with one of three flow bypass alternatives intended to pass 
high flows and mitigate rises in upstream water level. The bypass alternatives include: designed 
or naturally existing channel that diverts flow away from the ICS channel during high flow events; 
floodplain relief channel that passes the flow around the ice jam to the same channel using a 
designed or naturally existing feature; and in-channel bypass feature which directs flow around 
one end of the piers, used when there is insufficient floodplain area to achieve this. 

Ice booms and wire ropes can be effective means to arrest ice, depending on the magnitude of the 
Froude number at the section of interest. The prescreening study using the open channel model 
determined that the Froude number was not below the critical level of 0.08 at any point of the river. 
Therefore, booms and ropes were dismissed as options. Large dams can also be effective in 
retaining ice. However, their implementation on the Lower Albany could result in significant 
inundation and be characterized by relatively large environmental impacts. Therefore, a large 
dam(s) was dismissed. The remaining two pier-based options differ only in the incorporation of a 
weir at the base of the piers. Both options have been proven to arrest ice and were deemed to be 
the most technically feasible and cost-effective means of ice retention on the Lower Albany. 

The concept design of the piers was based on the equilibrium ice jam equation of Pariset et al. 
(1966). Assuming negligible ice cohesion during breakup, a stable ice jam will form when: 

𝐵′𝑉2

𝐶2𝐻2 = 𝐵′𝑄2

𝐵′2𝐶2𝐻4 =  √𝐵1𝑄
𝐵′𝐶𝐻2 <  0.058               [1] 

where, B’ = open water surface width; V = flow velocity; H = the hydraulic mean depth of the 
section; C = Chezy flow resistance coefficient; Q = flow discharge; B1 = B’/(1+N) = width between 
piers; and N = number of piers. Therefore, by increasing the number of piers, thereby decreasing 



the value of B1, the greater the likelihood that the value of the equation on the left will fall below 
the limiting value of 0.058 and a stable ice cover will form at the piers. 

3.1. Ice Control Options 
The site selection and ICS design procedure were based on the internal stability criterion (Eq. 1), 
with the Froude criterion serving as the second point of evaluation. It is acknowledged, however, 
that the multi-channel, braided nature of the Lower Albany River, adds to the layout and design 
complexity, and these criteria alone are not the sole factor in the selection and design process. 

The channel geometries of the North and South branches support the majority of the flow and ice 
passage in the Lower Albany River delta. Therefore, to protect the community of Kashechewan 
and cause no additional harm to the community of Fort Albany from ice related flooding, the 
proposed ICS Options will need to include a method of arresting ice on the North Branch and 
possibly the South Branch upstream of the communities. This approach will certainly limit the 
volume of ice available and, depending upon design, could reduce the amount of flow contributing 
to the delivery of ice to a secondary jam location in close proximity to the community. In addition, 
locations where proposed ice control structures would offer more control of overflow distribution 
and intended diversion, i.e. upstream of the highly braided region, were appealing. 

  
Figure 6. a) Ice Control Options for Albany River Ice Jam Protection and b) Dimensions of a 
Representative Concrete ICS Structure 

An overall image of the relative locations of the three proposed ICS Options is presented in Figure 
6a. Of the two pier-based ice retention methods, the Weir with Piers option was selected for the 
following reasons. The weir aids in creating favorable hydraulic conditions upstream of the 
structure for ice jam potential. A sizeable foundation extending from the channel invert to below 
the overburden layer is necessary for either option, and the additional mass of the weir structure 
provides added structural stability to the piers under the significant anticipated ice loads. An image 
of a representative ICS cell is shown in Figure 6b. The weir height above the channel invert varies 
and depends upon the river section geometry and associated hydraulic characteristics at each 
proposed location. The pier and base slab dimensions are also approximate. The design accounted 
for design ice forces, the riverbed soil profile and depths at the ICS location and the corresponding 
frictional resistance parameter values against sliding. The final design procedure for these 
components are described in Section 3.2.  

During the screening and design process it was identified that a potential ancillary benefit of the 



ICS would be the conversion of the structure to an intercommunity transport or access route by 
adding bridge decks for car and/or pedestrian traffic. The construction roads required to build the 
ICS(s) would later serve as public access roads to the bridge and possibly other locations. The 
maximum spacing of the ICS piers was, therefore, set at 30 m to allow for the possibility of 
installing a road bridge across the piers. It is acknowledged that the practicality of this additional 
feature is largely dependent upon the proximity of the ICS placement to the two communities. 

3.2. Numerical Modeling of Ice Control Structures 
It was deemed critical to evaluate the ICS design using the two-dimensional numerical model with 
the 2006 ice jam event as the test condition. Two-dimensional modeling allowed for the complex 
hydraulics and ice dynamics of the river delta to be evaluated. Several options for including the 
ICS in the model were considered. The structures could be removed from the finite element mesh 
which would automatically calculate the driving and resisting forces on the ice accumulation due 
to each pier. It would also include more accurate hydrodynamics at the piers by excluding the piers 
from the flow area. It was decided, however, that if the initial pier design was not adequate to stop 
the ice, that additional iterations would require remeshing the domain for each trial and would not 
be efficient for design. Alternatively, the ice boom option in DynaRICE could be used to determine 
the force distribution required to arrest the ice at the ICS location. The model calculates and outputs 
the force distribution and ice thickness at output times set by the user. The force distribution across 
the ICS location could then be used to determine the required pier spacing and dimensions at each 
ICS location. This method for designing the ICS piers was selected for efficiency in the design 
process. The force on the ice boom in the model is output as a force per unit length on each boom 
section, which can be defined as a model input. The highest boom load would be taken as the 
design load on the ICS pier used for design. The thickness of the ice jam at the boom is also 
recorded. Therefore, the resolution of the output can be adjusted to increase the resolution of the 
design parameter. The length of boom section used for output of boom force was selected as the 
initial pier spacing design from Eq. 1, which is 30m. This spacing was determined to have a high 
enough resolution for initial analysis and design. The model also considers leading edge Froude 
number stability as well as the critical erosion velocity for ice pieces on the underside of the jam. 

The boom subroutine in the DynaRICE model was altered such that it did not start to stop ice 
unless the ice concentration exceeded 0.5. In this way, individual ice pieces could move through 
the ICS until the ice transport was high enough to cause the ice to jam at the ICS. The resisting 
force on the ice jam, was determined to be: 

𝐹𝑅 = 𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 + 𝐹𝑁 = 2𝜌′ (1 − 𝜌′
𝜌

) 𝑔𝑡
2

(1 − 𝑒)𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝜋
4

+ 𝜙
2
) (𝑡𝐿)𝜇𝑠 + 𝐹𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑤               [2] 

where, 𝐹𝑅 = resisting force from the ICS; 𝐹𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 = frictional force on the pier sides; 𝐹𝑁 = normal 
force on the upstream edge of the pier; 𝜌′ is the density of ice; 𝜌 is the density of water; 𝑡 is the ice 
thickness at the ICS piers; 𝑒 is the porosity of the ice accumulation; 𝜙 is the internal friction angle 
of ice rubble (46°); 𝑡𝐿 is contact area between the ice and the pier where 𝐿 is the length of the 
piers in the flow direction; 𝜇𝑠 is the coefficient of static friction between the piers and the ice; 
𝐹𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑚 is the force per unit width from the ice boom output; and 𝑤 is the width of the ICS pier. For 
the normal force, only one pier width was used in the equation because half of each bounding pier 
is considered for each pier opening. Eq. 2 was then used to calculate the required pier spacing to 
balance the driving force with the resisting force generated from the piers.  



4. Results and Discussion 
The design procedure discussed in Section 3.2 was used to calculate the optimal pier spacing. 
Based on the initial analysis it was determined that the minimum pier length had to be 49m or the 
minimum pier width had to be 12m or the minimum pier spacing had to be 12m. A detailed design 
process was then conducted to optimize the dimensions and spacing of the piers. This method was 
used to evaluate the pier spacing and dimensions for all three ICS Options being considered. The 
analysis showed that all three options required modification to initial pier design for optimal 
performance for the 2006 ice jam event. The results of the simulation for ice stoppage at each ICS 
option also allowed for detailed analysis of the weirs and other flood protection that was associated 
with each option. Model results showed the need for modifications to the weirs and channel bypass 
design for Options 1 and 3 (see Figure 6a). Overall, two-dimensional numerical modeling proved 
to be critical for the design of ice control options to reduce ice jam flooding in the Albany River.  

5. Conclusions 
A numerical model study to evaluate ice mitigation options and to protect communities near the 
outlet of the Albany River in northern Ontario, Canada was conducted using the two-dimensional 
river ice dynamics model DynaRICE. The model was calibrated to available, and mostly anecdotal, 
hydraulic and ice jam observations from the 2006 ice jam event. The 2006 ice jam event was 
produced the most severe flood of record at the Kashechewan First Nation community. Three ice 
control options were developed that combined pier type ice control structures with flow diversions 
and weirs. Each of the three options were derived to provide the best storage of ice volume during 
an event while reducing flood risk for the two communities in the lower Albany River delta. Initial 
pier design was conducted using the equilibrium ice jam stability equation from Pariset et al. 
(1966). A method was developed to simulate pier type ice control structures within the model. The 
model allowed detailed simulation of ice retention, resulting inundation, and the forces on the 
individual piers. Simulations with varying ice, flow, and pier conditions were simulated to 
optimize the design of the piers, including pier spacing, height, and size. These simulations 
facilitated an examination of reducing flood inundation at the Kashechewan First Nation and Fort 
Albany communities by controlling river ice.   
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In this study, we aimed to clarify the phenomenon of ice-jam flooding generated around 

bridge piers. Depositing real ice in a river channel is an integral part of investigating ice-jam 
flooding around river structures. However, the effects of flooding and the destructive 
mechanism of deposited ice have not been considered in most previous experimental studies. 
We chose here to conduct an ice-jam flooding experiment in a compound river channel. In 
the experiment, polypropylene plates and real-ice plates were used to model the river ice. In a 
series of experiments, we examined the speed and number of jammed plates around bridge 
piers according to the modeled-ice at the time of the ice-jam occurrence, the flooding 
situation in the high-water channel, and water level changes. 
The study results are the following. (1) Because of the experimental ice jams, speed was 

decreased and number of plates was increased in the modeled-ice; (2) the ice in the model 
detoured around bridge piers and flowed in the high-water channel, but eventually flowed 
into the low-water channel downstream; (3) after the ice jam developed, flooding began on 
the upstream side of the ice-jam site. Over time, floodwaters flowed downstream from the 
ice-dam site; (4) flooding speed was fast when discharge was large. Over time, the flooded 
area stabilized; (5) in the vicinity of ice-jam sites, upstream water level increased and 
downstream water level decreased until sudden reversals after ice jams broke; (6) ice-jam 
occurrence was greatly influenced by discharge; (7) the rise in water depth apparently had a 
big influence on the discharge of ice.  
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1. Introduction 
In cold regions, decreases in air temperature and flow velocity in winter cause ice formation 

in rivers. As temperature and flow velocity increase, river ice begins to melt, break, and flow 
downstream, potentially causing ice jams such as the one that occurred in Hokkaido, Japan, 
in March 2018 (Yokoyama et al., 2018). 
An ice jam occurs with changes in river structures or characteristics. This may be where 

there is a gradient change, or near a river junction, at a sandbar, in a meander or curved 
section of a river, or around bridge piers or pylons. To model these alternatives, we designed 
an underground-waterway experiment by which we were able to clarify the phenomenon of 
ice-jam. 
Researchers have in the past run ice-jam experiments using artificial ice made of 

polypropylene (Hara et al., 1995) or polyethylene (Wang et al., 2016). However, those 
materials could not reproduce the effect of ice fusion in an ice jam. Also, because the 
waterway shape used in those earlier experiments was a single section, they could not 
reproduce the multichannel flooding phenomenon characteristic of ice jams.  
In our experiment, we used a compound channel that included low- and high-water channels 

with structural components intended to model the ice-jam phenomenon around bridge piers. 
In our modeled-ice experiment, we used both polypropylene (as in past studies) and true ice 

(for a few study samples). 
By analyzing the results of these modeled-ice experiments, we examined the speed of the 

modeled phenomena at the time of ice-jam occurrence around bridge piers, the area of 
flooding, and water level changes.  
 
 
2. Ice-jam flood experimental conditions 
 
Experimental variables include water-channel shape, discharge, discharge of ice, and model 

ice size relative to the ice jam that occurred in the Shokotsu River in Hokkaido in February 
2010 (Yoshikawa et al., 2011a) (Yoshikawa et al., 2011b). We set up two parallel 
experiments: Case 1 using the modeled-ice made of polypropylene, which has a specific 
gravity of 0.92 (comparable to river ice); and Case 2 using the modeled-ice made of real ice, 
which has a specific gravity of 0.89. We tried to reproduce ice-jam breakup in Case 2.  
The method for setting waterway shape was as follows: At the surface, the waterway was 

modeled as averaging 40.8 m in width, ranging 21.3–82.0 m; riverbed incline ranged from 
1/769 to 1/126 (based on the public-section inequality-style calculation (Yoshikawa et al., 
2014) result) for sections 11–20 km from the river mouth, which became the ice-jam-
occurrence section. 
An experimental setup and cross-section plan of the experimental water channel as well as a 

cross-section plan 6 m from the downstream edge are diagrammed in Figure 1. There is a 
bridge-pier model as a factor of ice-jam occurrence at this point. The reduced scale of the 
model is 1/100. The discharge of Case 1 is set to 1.4 L/s, and Case 2, to 0.7 L/s. The 
discharge for the emplaced- modeled-ice is the same as for Case 1 and Case 2. The size of the 
modeled ice was 4 cm x 4 cm and 0.6 cm thick. 
 



 
 

Figure 1.    Experimental water channel. 
 
3. Ice-jam flood experimental results 
 
3.1   Experimental results 
 
The experimental channels in Case 1 and Case 2 are shown in Figure 2. In Case 1, an ice 

jam occurred at 17 seconds from experiment start. Modeled-ice formed arching at the 
upstream faces of rounded bridge piers. Emplaced-modeled-ice totaled 500 pieces. There 
were 300 modeled-ice pieces in a low-water channel and 49 in a high-water channel. In Case 
2, an ice jam occurred at 29 seconds from experiment start. At 70 seconds, modeled-ice 
pieces flowed downstream, as the ice jam had broken. Emplaced-modeled-ice totaled 500 
pieces. In case 1, the water is colored white. In case 2, a white powder sprayed on the high-
water channel. Therefore, there are differences in the appearance of the high-water channel. 
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Figure 2.    Experimental channels. 
 
 
3.2   Modeled-ice speed and number of modeled-ice deposited on modeled ice jam 
 
For Case 1, the change in modeled-ice speed is shown in Fig. 3, and the change over time in 

the number of modeled-ice deposited on the modeled ice jam is shown in Fig. 4. For Case 2, 
the change in modeled-ice speed is shown in Fig. 5, and change over time in the number of 
modeled-ice deposited on the modeled ice jam is shown in Fig. 6. 
The modeled-ice speed was analyzed by particle-image-velocimetry analytical software, 

using a 0.0033-s analysis interval. The number of modeled-ice deposited on the modeled ice 
jam is the number of modeled-ice of the water surface of the range of ice-jam-occurrence (1-s 
analysis interval). The ice-jam-occurrence section of Case 1 is 0.5 m upstream from the 
bridge pier. The ice-jam occurrence section of Case 2 is at 0.7 m from the bridge pier. In Fig. 
3, 5, this speed of modeled-ice is average value at ice-jam-occurrence section. 
 

 
 

 1)   Case 1 
 

 
 

2)   Case 2 



In Case 1, 300 modeled-ice pieces were deposited in the low-water channel, and water-
surface modeled-ice numbered 70 pieces. About four levels (300/70 = 4.29) of 70 modeled-
ice pieces exist as layers in the low-water channel of the ice-jam occurrence section. Also, 
modeled-ice exist across the whole area in the low-water channel, because when there are 
four 0.006-m-thick modeled-ice, the four-layer total is 0.024-m thick, and the height of the 
low-water channel is 0.026 m. The modeled-ice ran for the number of seconds needed for 
deposits in the low-water channel. Therefore, we estimated that the number of modeled-ice 
becomes small within 25 s of the experiment start. We also found no change in speed and 
number of modeled-ice 40 s later. In Case 2, the peak speed was reached 22 s later. At the 
time of ice-jam occurrence, there were 100 modeled-ice pieces. At 70 s from experiment start, 
ice-model pieces flowed downstream as the ice jam was breaking down.  
Because of the ice jams, the speed of the modeled-ice decreased and the numbers of 

modeled-ice pieces increased. In Case 1, at the time of ice-jam occurrence, the modeled-ice 
pieces (polypropylene) detoured around the bridge piers and flowed in the high-water 
channel and then into the low-water channel downstream. In Case 2, the speed of the real- 
modeled-ice at the time of the ice-jam breakup was slower than at the time of ice-jam 
occurrence. 
 

3.3   Flooding area 
 
Areas of the high-water channel (upstream and downstream) at ice-jam occurrences in Case 

1 and Case 2 are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.After an ice-jam occurrence, flooding began from the 
upstream side of the ice-jam site. Over time, floodwaters flowed to the downstream site. The 
flooding speed was fast when discharge was large. Eventually, the flooding area stabilized. 
 
 
4. Water level change with ice-jam occurrence 
 
Water level change is the value that should receive attention in the field in ice-jam 

occurrences. For the experiment, we measured water depth with a pressure gage. 
Water level changes in Case 1 and Case 2 are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. We also calculated 

the water-depth ratio calculated, as h/h’, where h’ is the initial water depth and h is the water 
depth at every second. 
In Case 1, by 17 s after the ice-jam occurrence, the water level of the position of 7 m from 

the downstream edge had risen, and the water levels of 6 m and 5 m from the downstream 
edge had been reduced. The 7-m water level had risen notably three times since the 
experiment start.In Case 2, by 34 s after the ice-jam occurrence, form of ice-jam had become 
similar to Case 1. By 70 s later, by which time the ice jam had broken out, the 6-m and 5-m 
water levels had risen rapidly about once or twice since the experiment start.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Figure 3.    Change of modeled-ice speed in Case 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.    Number of modeled-ice in Case 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 5.    Change of modeled-ice speed in Case 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.    Number of modeled-ice in Case 2. 



 
 

Figure 7.    Areas of high-water channel at ice-jam occurrence in Case 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 8.    Areas of high-water channel at ice-jam occurrence in Case 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 9.    Water level in Case 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 10.    Water level in Case 2. 



5. Conclusions 
 
In this study, we aimed to clarify the phenomenon of ice jams generated around bridge piers. 

Our investigation clarified the following: We confirmed multiple changes with time as being 
characteristic of ice-jam occurrences, including changes in the speed and the number of ice 
pieces at the ice-jam site; changes in water levels in general; and, in particular, changes in 
high-water level as flooding progressed, and from the ice-jam breakup, changes in water level 
where the ice jam occurred; and in water level, changes in flooding speed; and changes in 
discharge. 
Because of ice jams, the speed of the modeled-ice decreases and the number of modeled-ice 

pieces increases. The modeled-ice pieces detoured at bridge piers and flowed in the high-
water channel and then into the low-water channel downstream. After ice-jam occurrence, 
flooding began from the upstream site and later floodwaters flowed to the downstream site. 
The flooding speed was fast when discharge was large. As time passed, the flooding area 
stabilized. At the ice-jam site, the upstream water level rose, while the downstream water 
level fell. Downstream, the water level increased suddenly after the ice-jam breakup. 
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Training structures are used to prevent erosion and maintain stable channels; however, their 
impact is also largely evident in ice transport and habitat conditions. Many European rivers 
were modified in the mid XVIII century to establish stable conditions for navigation and 
reduce side erosion. River engineering works on the Odra River were initiated in 1745 and 
were mainly carried out by the construction of closure structures built across secondary 
channels to reduce floodplain conveyance and increase the main channel depth. This river 
modification was proceeded until the mid XX century. This mitigation resulted in shortening 
the Odra length by approximately 20%; however, it does not eliminate winter floods. Flood 
risk reduction mainly constituted an attenuation of ice jam flooding risk in the area of Lower 
Odra. Currently, within the Odra-Vistula Flood Management Project (OVFMP) a number of 
initiatives are planned to prevent ice jam flooding. In the scope of this task, the restoration of 
spur dikes and construction of new structures such as stepped-up dikes or vanes is being 
considered. The impact of the proposed structures on ice transport along the boundary section 
of the Odra River is being investigated by means of applying a previously calibrated 
mathematical model. The DynaRICE model has been implemented at a location along the 
Odra River, previously selected as an ice-prone area. 
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1 Introduction  
Major river-engineering works on large rivers in central Europe started in the middle of the 
XVIII century and continued over next decades. All works were aiming at prevention of side 
erosion and winter flooding, and  insurance of rivers’ navigability which was achieved by 
straightening and shortening the river course, island removal and dredging the riverbed and 
channels. In rivers like Elbe, Odra or Vistula, river course was stabilized by extensive river 
engineering works including closing structures built across secondary channels to reduce 
floodplain conveyance and increase the main channel depth. In the Odra River the process 
was carried out until middle of the XX centaury and caused significant reduction of large 
winter flood (Mudelsee et al., 2004), however it did not affect the ice jam potential of the 
river. Currently, according to the Regional Water Management Authority in Szczecin 
(RWMA Szczecin), low section of the Odra river (about 200 km), which is a border between 
Poland and Germany, has 28 jam prone locations stretching over more than one fourth of the 
river. The situation is mainly caused by negligence but also discontinuance in good 
engineering practices or abandonment in surveillance of river engineering structures.  
 
Being aware of the possible flooding, Polish National Water Management Authority,  
recognized the urge to increase flood control in living areas at the vicinity of the Odra River 
valley. Therefore, Odra-Vistula Flood Management Project (OVFMP) is currently being 
processed. Amongst others, one of the project components aims at boosting protection 
against winter floods to the cities of Szczecin and Słubice, and smaller towns along the Odra 
River. Technically the goal should be achieved by various activities including the 
(re)construction of dikes and other protective works on banks, dredging the Odra riverbed 
and its channels and river training works. The purpose of this paper is to assess the impact of 
the proposed river regulation on the ice run on the Odra River in the vicinity of the city of 
Słubice. Two dimensional mathematical model DynaRICE is used to estimate the efficiency 
of selected river engineering solutions. The DynaRICE model is based upon known physical 
laws of ice processes , and it proves its robustness and strengths due to its computational 
effectiveness (Shen, 2010).  
 
2 Hydrological data for the Odra River case study 
In the duration of OVFMP, number of river training structures are planned to be renovated 
along the entire reach of the Lower Odra Rive. One of the locations which is planned for 
extensive renovation and reconstruction, is 5 km river reach near Słubice. The Polish city of 
Słubice is located on the right bank of the Odra River, which forms the border with Germany. 
According to the RWMA Szczecin, the river in the vicinity of the city is particularly 
susceptible to the ice jamming. As shown in (Kolerski, 2018), it is caused by river narrowing 
and an additional cross section reduction trigged by single bridge pier (Słubice-Frankfurt 
bridge). In recent years, the city was at risk of flooding caused by jamming in February 2010. 
All existing structures on the 5 km river reach are planned to be renovated. Structures mainly 
damaged to high extend are submerged spur dikes which are to be rebuilt into L-shaped and 
non-submerged structures.  
 
Since winter flow characteristics were required to conduct numerical simulation of ice jam 
potential, the data obtained from a ten year period of water discharge recorded at Słubice 
gauging station were analyzed. Data are provided by hydrologic surveillance service of the 
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management – National Research Institute (IMWM–
NRI) and for current study were retrieved at < https://dane.imgw.pl/ >. In Poland the water 
year is used for hydrological statistics, thus time series used for the study starts on November 
1st, 2006 ending on October 31st, 2017. More recent data were not available at the time the 



study was conducted. The raw flow data are presented in Figure 1, and the discharge-time 
duration plot for average year in Figure 2. The winter season (December 1st – March 31st) is 
indicated in Figure 1. Since winter season is social construct, the water temperature data were 
also presented. However, the time series is shorter because, it ends on December 31st 2014 
(Figure 1).  
 

 

 
Figure 1. Water discharge and water temperature measured at Słubice gauging station; winter 
seasons were marked with blue, and characteristic flows by dash lines (data from 
https://dane.imgw.pl/). 
 

 
Figure 2. Water discharge duration for average year at Słubice gauging station; flows used in 
a study and its duration were marked with black lines (data athttps://dane.imgw.pl/). 
 
The study considered three water discharge conditions (base on the 10 years daily average 
data): yearly-average flow Qave=276 m3/s, low flow Qlow = 160 m3/s and flow referring to 
breakup condition Q = 450 m3/s. Regarding the beginning of the winter season, the flow in 
the Odra River is reduced below the average flow, barely dropping to the low flow range. In 



recent years the only exception was 2015/16 time period, which was affected by extreme 
drought in summer season. As a consequence of this drought, during the entire winter season 
low water level and discharge were observed. At the beginning of 2016, the water level 
started to rise; however, it were still in the range of low stages, which caused serious 
problems in releasing ice jams from the Odra River above Bielinek (km 677.2). Due to low 
depths (reported as 120 -160 cm), icebreakers which require up to 2 m draught, were not able 
to proceed upstream of mentioned location. As a result, only a part of the ice jam 
accumulations were released using icebreakers. Fortunately, meteorological conditions were 
favorable to embrace the risk of threat naturally. Air temperature in February and March stay 
above zero although it did not change abruptly, causing majority of the ice to melt in the 
place and no occurrence of rapid breakup. Based on this respect, not removing ice cover and 
ice accumulation could bring many problems referred to breakup ice jams.  
 
The so called ‘breakup conditions’ (Q = 450 m3/s) are referred to the average flow starting 
from March. It is also the flow recorded on February 27th 2010 during the mid-winter 
breakup, when ice jam case in Słubice was developed due to ice sluicing. In many seasons 
and second half of the winter, the water discharge was rising due to increased air temperature 
and snow melting, as well as ice breakup. The increased discharge is more common for the 
mid-winter in recent years while it previously used to happen in core winter months, which is 
caused by changes in long-term state of the atmosphere at the region. Resultantly, mid-winter 
breakup may occur leading to potential jamming.  

3 Jam potential  
The ice cover on the Odra River is dominantly formed from dynamic ice accumulation. 
Typically, the process of cover development is initiated at Dąbie Lake (see Figure 3), where 
static cover is first formed. Next, the incoming ice floes may stop at the leading age of the ice 
cover on lake or flow underneath the cover. The rate of cover progression in upstream 
direction is affected by water flow and ice condition as well as the high water levels on the 
Sothern Baltic Sea through the backwater effect. Cover formed from dynamic floes 
accumulation has big potential for jam formation as evidenced by yearly ice reports provided 
by Regional Water Management Authority in Szczecin.  
 

 
Figure 3. Schematic view of the 
Middle and Lower Odra River (Note: 
figure out of scale) 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Polish and German icebreakers escaping to 
the Warta River on February 28th 2010 (railroad 
bridge at 615.1 river km) (RWMA, 2010) 

 



For lower Odra, ice jams can also be unintentionally created due to ice sluicing from the 
system of low-head reservoirs in the middle section of the Odra River (see Figure 3). It is 
noteworthy that lack of coordination of the icebreaking operation on the Odra and mentioned 
reservoirs could significantly increase the thread of jamming in the downstream section of the 
river. It could be referred to the case from February 2010, when the ice sluicing started 
without prior consultation with management of the Polish-German icebreaking operation. 
Breaking the ice on reservoirs and sluicing through the spillways requires increased discharge 
to form a flow surge in the downstream section of river, which might causes a threat and 
risky situation. This is due to the fact that, if the downstream section still contains intact ice, 
the surge will break the cover and cause uncontrollable break up. If such actions are taken 
long before the icebreakers reach the leading edge of ice cover, the ice flow should be 
redistributed over time. In winter season of 2009/10 the 250 km of the Odra covered by ice, 
and the leading edge of the cover reached 491,4 km of the river. In the second part of 
February due to air temperatures above zero, the ice cover reduced its strength, however still 
remained intact in the river (km 645 - 491). Regardless of the situation on the lower section 
of the river, ice sluicing operation form the reservoirs was started. Realizing the threat, 
icebreaker crews worked with great effort nearly without stop on the Odra. On February 27th 
icebreakers reached the bridge in Słubice and a channel free from ice was formed. At the 
night of February 28th the weakened cover started to collapse due to the additional ice mass 
released from reservoirs and large amount of ice was shoved forming dangerous uncontrolled 
breakup. Under the life-threatening condition, icebreakers must flee downstream hiding in the 
Warta outlet (see photo taken on February 28th 2010 shown on Figure4).  
 
To estimate the ice jam formation potential, the criteria developed by (Knack and Shen, 
2017; Shen et al., 2005) were used; however some modifications were also implemented. In 
the current study 4 types of jam conditions were distinguished: none (0); jam weakly possible 
(1); jam strongly possible (2) and jam (3). No ice jam condition shows that ice proceeds 
without stoppage and increase in thickness, and reduction of the ice velocity. Jam conditions 
(1) and (2) refer to some ice velocity reduction; they also refer to increase in surface ice 
concentration. The weak jam condition (1) indicates increased concentration due to velocity 
reduction leads to some thickening. However, for this case the surface ice thickness is less 
than double the initial ice thickness. Strong ice jam conditions representing case with 
increased ice thickness to more than 2 times the initial ice thickness. Moreover, for this case 
the averaged-area ice velocity in initially specified location drops below 50% of averaged-
area water velocity. Ice jam conditions are defined by further velocity reduction to 15% of 
water velocity and ice thickness increasing to 3 times the initial and single ice floe thickness. 
All conditions are summarized in Table 1.  
 
Table. 1. Conditions used in the numerical modeling to determine jam potential  

Jam potential 
  ( )

  ( )
    ( )

   ( )
  

(0) No jam >0.9 <1.1 
(1) Jam weakly possible  0.9 – 0.5 1.1 – 2.0 
(2) Jam strongly possible 0.5 – 0.15 2.0 – 3.0 
(3) Ice jam  < 0.15 > 3.0 

 
4 Model application and simulation results  
To check the ice condition in the vicinity of the Słubice-Frankfurt bridge, a mathematical 
model was applied to a 5 km stretch of the Odra River. The model was set up to simulate the 
ice run in the typical flow conditions expected at the beginning of the winter season and for 



ice breakup. The DynaRICE model was used as the most reliable model, allowing the 
simulation of a dynamic balance between ice dynamics and river hydrodynamics. The model 
was widely tested and successfully applied to a number of domains including the Vistula 
River (Kolerski, 2014) , Vistula Lagoon (Kolerski et al., 2019), etc.  
 
Boundary conditions for river hydrodynamics were set to represent the flow conditions 
observed during core winter months. The data from Słubice gauging station were analyzed, 
where daily water surface elevation is recorded. Water discharge is also provided for the 
Słubice station. The station also has some ice thickness observations; however, this is mostly 
qualitative information on the ice type (Marszelewski and Pawłowski, 2019). Since detailed 
ice conditions for the Lower Odra River are not known, the input data for the model was set 
at the upstream boundary at initial ice floe thickness of 0.3 m. Calculations includes neither 
border ice nor cover existing in the river; it was assumed that river is free of ice and is 
subjected to possible jamming from breakup ice transported from upstream. This case with 
ice free channel was close to the situation from February 2010, when the most severe 
jamming condition was recorded in the vicinity of Słubice – Frankfurt bridge.  
 

 
 
Figure 5. Water depth at average flow (Q = 276 m3/s) for current (a) and proposed (b) 
conditions; sub-domain for numerical jam analysis are designated by black lines 
 
Detailed river bathymetry and shoreline data, measured in 2017 for OVFMP, were used for 
the study. The data were considered to represent current state of the river which is considered 
to be substantially rebuilt by reconstruction or construction of spur dikes within the OVFMP. 
In the model domain the conditions after project implementation was taken into account by 



changing the shore line and including all proposed structures. Quantitative comparisons for 
both current and proposed river conditions are presented in Figure 5 showing water depth at 
average flow and outline of the existing and proposed river training structures.  
 
Within the model domain, the sub-domain was selected where quantitative jam analysis were 
preceded (see Figure 5). The area includes river section of about 450 m long upstream of the 
Słubice – Frankfurt bridge. The location was selected based on the general trend in ice 
transport and high potential of that area for ice jamming and accumulation.  
 

 
Figure 6. Numerical simulation results for Słubice showing jamming potential according to 
ice thickness increase (a) and ice velocity reduction (b) criteria; purple and orange clusters 
refer to current and proposed conditions  
 
5 Conclusions  
Simulation results are summarized on Figure 6, showing the ice jam potential for the 
beforehand selected location. The sensitivity analysis include wide variation of water and ice 
discharge, covering the conditions typical for winter months during freeze-up (most 
commonly low flow and low ice concentration) and breakup (flow above average with 
increased ice discharge). Numerical model results demonstrate that for most cases ice run 
was hampered by new structures. The proposed system of spur dikes are designed in 
extensive forms of existing structures damaged to a varying degree (Kreft and Parzonka, 
2007). The spur dike extensions will perform towards flow conversion and velocity increase 
in the main channel; however, in the vicinity of the bridge the cross section will be reduced 
by newly designed structures. As a consequence, the congestion of ice due to convergence of 
the flow is observed. In addition, at the upstream of the river, the conveyance of the channel 
is increased, which results in increased ice inflow to the location prone for jamming. On the 
other hand, the river training structures will cause more compact and uniform main channel 
with increased depth, which is highly anticipated outcome from the ongoing project. That 
river feature will significantly facilitate ice breaking operation which is incorporated into 
winter flood protection program. Current river conditions preclude safe ice breaking and may 
lead to increased thread of flooding. 
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The City of Dawson, located is central Yukon, northwestern Canada, was founded at the end 
of the 1890s during the Klondike Gold Rush. For decades, residents of Dawson and West 
Dawson were able to cross the thick Yukon River ice cover every winter, from December to 
April. However, in the fall of 2013, a persistent open water lead in front of town prevented 
the preparation and certification of an ice bridge by the department of Highways and Public 
Works, despite a normal winter coldness (more than 3000 cumulated degree-days of 
freezing). Similar freeze-up scenarios occurred again during winters 2016-17 to 2018-19, 
when hundreds of thousands of (Canadian) dollars were spent to promote the formation of an 
ice cover at the usual ice bridge location. 
 
Satellite images combined with weather and hydrometric data were used to create a model 
that would predict freeze-up timing and patterns on the Yukon River during the fall of 2019. 
Results were partially successful, confirming that more information needs to be analyzed and 
suggesting that some residual uncertainty would probably prevent the model from becoming 
perfectly accurate, especially in a context of evolving climate and morphology. 
 
This work presents river ice formation observations on 300 km of the Yukon River, proposes 
a hypothesis on the potential cause of the change in freeze-up dynamics at Dawson in 2013-
14, describes the empirical freeze-up model, and discusses potential research avenues and 
adaptation measures to improve the safe crossing of people and vehicles on the Yukon River 
during winter. 
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1. Introduction 
Located in central Yukon, northwestern Canada, in the heart of the Tr’ondek Hwech’in 
Traditional Territory, Dawson is the historic heart of the 1898 Klondike Gold Rush. During 
its early days, it was one of the largest settlement in Western Canada, with a population of 
approximately 40,000 people, mostly gold miners. For decades, life in Dawson was dictated 
by ice conditions on the Yukon River (referred to as the “River” in this paper). The last 
sternwheeler of the season had to leave before freeze-up while people were busy preparing to 
survive the long, cold and dark sub-arctic winter. During the cold period, the ice cover was 
used for transportation and dog teams would travel 1000 km on the River to reach Dawson. 
In the spring, the first sternwheeler full of supplies from the south was expected with great 
enthusiasm after breakup. The exact date and time of breakup eventually became a lottery 
that continues to this day. 

The relationship between the population and the river ice cover was not limited to supply 
transportation. Dawson was also flooded during its early days by major ice jams, as the town 
had been established on a low floodplain confined by Midnight Dome Mountain. Snowmelt 
runoff in the south reached Dawson in May and Dawsonites would watch for potential ice 
jams. This remained one of the only threats from the River after Dawson was connected to 
Whitehorse and to the rest of Canada by the Klondike highway in the 1950s. A dike was built 
in the mid-1980s to reduce the impact of ice jams at Dawson and it finally seemed that the 
population could live in peace with the River. 

However, new concerns about the ice cover of the River at Dawson recently emerged. During 
winter 2013-14, a persistent open water lead at the normal ice bridge location prevented the 
certification of an official crossing from Dawson to West-Dawson. This scenario repeated in 
2016-17 and 2017-18. The ice cover has once again become an important discussion topic. 

In 2018, the Department of Highways and Public Works (HPW), responsible for the 
preparation and sanctioning of a safe winter crossing for people and vehicles, hired Canada’s 
National Research Council (NRC) to investigate potential causes of this unusual freeze-up 
pattern in Dawson. The NRC concluded that (1) evolving bars (especially at the Tr’ondek 
[Klondike River] confluence located just upstream of town) and evolving bed conditions 
could have an impact on hydraulic conditions, affecting water velocities and the formation of 
an ice cover. Climate change (2) was also pointed out as a potential cause of altered ice 
formation processes. Finally, other factors such as (3) low flow conditions, (4) groundwater 
heat and (5) human activity were identify as potentially influencing freeze-up. The NRC also 
proposed potential mitigation measures to promote ice formation and thickening. 

During winter 2018-19, a persistent open water lead remained in front of Dawson and HPW 
hired a contractor to force the formation of an ice cover and to certify an ice bridge. 
However, after losing a snow cat through the ice in January 2019, the effort was abandoned. 
Meanwhile, discussion continued between HPW and the Water Resources Branch (WRB) of 
the Department of Environment in Yukon to identify the most probable cause of the presence 
of the open water lead in front of Dawson, as well as to identify mitigation avenues. This 
paper presents what has been found to date. 

2. Freeze-up processes along large low-gradient northern rivers 
The objective of this paper is to learn more about freeze-up patterns on the Yukon River. The 
most relevant questions for this research are: 

1. How can freeze-up processes be efficiently documented on the Yukon River? 
2. Can freeze-up patterns on the Yukon River be predicted? 



Beyond observing and monitoring local ice conditions, it is of interest to document ice 
processes happening far upstream and downstream of a location of interest, especially if the 
gradient and morphology are fairly constant. The best approach to answer the first question, 
given the remote study location, is to rely on satellite imagery. The use of optical or radar 
satellite imagery, often referred to as remote sensing, has been described in numerous 
publications (e.g., Jasek et al., 2013; van der Sander et al., 2009). Since 2013, satellites have 
been taking pictures of the Dawson reach of the River until mid-November; this work is 
described in Section 3. 

To the second question, readers will be reassured that the river ice literature presents a 
diversity of theories and case studies about river ice formation, most of which has been 
summarized in River Ice Formation (Beltaos, 2013). Upstream progression and consolidation 
of an ice cover has been described (Michel, 1984) and intensively monitored (e.g., Wazney et 
al., 2018), and previous publications have presented ice cover formation equations that can be 
used to forecast freeze-up progression in large rivers since the 1960s (e.g., Pariset et al., 
1966). Freeze-up jamming, an apparently chaotic process, has even been simulated (Huang et 
al., 2016) 

Most large, low-gradient rivers present a very predictable initial freeze-up pattern. Therefore, 
the literature about freeze-up processes has mostly focused on resulting ice cover types, 
upstream progression rates and associated water levels. However, very few publications have 
focused on the initial part of the story: Predicting the initial ice congestion location that 
significantly affects subsequent freeze-up patterns and progression rates. Beltaos (2013) 
simply expresses that “natural constrictions or constrictions created by border ice growth are 
potential ice bridging sites”. Referring back at the second research question, this work 
investigates what happens when there are several potential congestion sites and when drifting 
ice mostly consists of small particles (compared with the river width). Moreover, an 
important concept that has received little attention in the literature is that immediately 
downstream of a dominant ice congestion site, the formation of an ice cover only relies on the 
thermal migration of border ice, which can be so gradual that an open water lead may persist 
throughout the entire winter, even a Dawson winter. 

3. Yukon River ice formation observations  
A historical photo of the Yukon River taken from the Midnight Dome, 550 m above Dawson, 
hangs on the wall by the photocopy machine in the WRB office (Fig. 1). It clearly shows an 
open water lead downstream of Dawson during what appears to be late winter. This photo 
reveals that (on that unknown year) a congestion point was located immediately downstream 
of town and that this would translate into the presence of a complete ice cover in front of 
Dawson. This photo, generally overlooked by busy office scientists, suggests that changes in 
freeze-up patterns represent the most probable cause of the occasional absence of a complete 
ice cover in front of Dawson (especially since 2013). 

After an initial interpretation of satellite imagery, it was decided that almost 300 km of river 
would need to be included in the chronological investigation of freeze-up patterns. Km zero 
of the reach of interest is located at the outlet of the White River, which mixes its turbid, 
opaque water with the Yukon River (Fig. 2). The reach of interest extends past the Yukon-
Alaska Border to Eagle, Alaska (km 290). Optical satellite images (Sentinel 2, Landsat 8) 
were initially used to identify freeze-up processes such as drifting ice (mostly unconsolidated 
frazil slush and small floes), ice flow choking points (100% ice concentration at the water 
surface), congestion (stagnation of the ice cover at choking locations) and upstream 
progression of the ice cover by drifting ice interception. 



 
Figure 1. Looking north (downstream) at the Yukon River (km 125 to km 135, see Fig. 2) 
from Midnight Dome, Dawson. River width is 500m. Date and photographer unknown.  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Location of the studied reach of the Yukon River, focusing on the Dawson segment 
(km 120 to 124) and on the tight meander bend located 100 km downstream (km 220). 



Each relevant image was linked to a corresponding discharge (Q) estimate from the Water 
Survey of Canada (WSC) upstream of the White River junction (Km -20, Fig. 2), as well as 
to corresponding cumulated degree-days of freezing (CDDF) and daily-averaged air 
temperature at the Dawson City airport. The freeze-up period in Dawson is often cloudy (this 
was especially true in November 2016), so radar-derived ice maps from Sentinel 1 and 
Radarsat-2 were used, when available, to reveal freeze-up information. Key observations 
were:  

x Primary congestion sites were located at km 220, 124 (a site called “Moosehide” just 
downstream of Dawson), 120 (Klondike River delta), and 0 (White River delta) 

x Secondary congestion sites were located at km 240, 111, 80, 66, 27, 22 and 11 
x There was no obvious congestion location between km 220 and 124 
x The fastest confirmed ice front progression was about 30 km/day with an upstream ice 

contributing reach of 110 km (Nov 5, 2018) down to only 54 km (Nov 7, 2018) 

Figure 3 shows optical satellite images of ice congestion at km 220 (a channel narrow, only 
250m-wide, downstream of a tight bend). The Nov. 2 image displays loose slush being 
laterally compacted and released in the form of large frazil rafts (that disintegrate 
downstream). The Nov. 4 (estimated Q of about 720 m3/s at km -20, 157 CDDF in Dawson) 
image shows the tail of the ice run, indicating very recent congestion, as well as incoming ice 
in the form of ice rafts. This was followed by upstream progression of the ice front, but later 
that process did not last (see next paragraph). 

 
Figure 3. Ice flow choking (left, Nov. 2) and congestion (right, Nov. 4) at km 220 in 2018. 
 
Figure 4 presents a congestion process taking place at km 120 (100 km upstream of what is 
presented in Figure 3), the upstream tip of Dawson, between Nov. 4 and Nov. 5, 2018. On 
Nov. 4 (720 m3/s, 157 CDDF), two choking sites were competing for initial congestion: 
km 120 and 124. Ultimately, on Nov. 5 (710 m3/s, 184 CDDF), Km 120 congested first, 
leaving the downstream segment open, with no further drifting ice to form an ice bridge at the 
usual km 122.5 location (and reducing ice front progression rate at km 210). 

Figure 5 presents an example of a radar-derived ice map of the same Dawson reach in 2017. 
The dark blue color is either a very smooth ice cover (border ice) or open water with no 
drifting ice, the green color corresponds to moderate drifting ice concentration and the red 
color is a consolidated ice cover. From Nov. 7 (750 m3/s, 195 CDDF) to Nov. 10 (610 m3/s, 
264 CDDF), 2017, moderate to intense drifting ice evolved into congestion at km 120 and 
upstream progression of an ice cover by packing and shoving of incoming ice, leaving the 
downstream reach open, including the usual ice bridge location. On Nov. 10, the ice front 
was located at km 105, suggesting a recent (< 24 hours) congestion at km 120. 
 



 
Figure 4. Ice flow choking (left, Nov. 4) and congestion (right, Nov. 5) at km 120 in 2018. 

 

 
Figure 5. Radar-derived ice map showing drifting ice (left, Nov. 7) and congestion (right, 
Nov. 10) at km 120 in 2017. 
 
Based on the 2013 to 2018 observations as well as local knowledge, congestion at km 120 
before Km 124 (even several days after congestion at Km 220) is problematic for the 
preparation and sanctioning of an ice bridge at the usual location. Here is what observations 
revealed: 

x 2018: Congestion at km 120 on Nov. 4, a day or so after congestion at km 220 
x 2017: Congestion at km 120 on Nov 9 (probably), followed by km 0 and km 220 
x 2016: Congestion at km 120 on Nov. 16 (probably), several days after km 220 and 

following a long mild period with limited ice production and transport 
x 2015 and 2014: Ice cover formed at the normal ice bridge location, but no satellite data 

could confirm the exact location of initial congestion (probably km 220 or km 124) 
x 2013: Congestion at km 120 (probably) on Nov. 14, at the same time as km 220 



The reason why the ice cover was forming “normally” at Dawson before 2013 is likely due to 
a consistent initial congestion at Moosehide (km 124), but the reason why this initial 
congestion started to occur at km 120 is still a mystery. However, it is hypothesized that the 
combination of a major ice jam in the Klondike River in the spring of 2013 immediately 
followed by the highest maximum freshet flow on record contributed to mobilize a significant 
amount of sediment that settled on the Klondike River delta, partially obstructing the Yukon 
River channel. This combination of events could have created a primary ice congestion 
location at Km 120. Unfortunately, no satellite image was available to document freeze-up 
patterns or the shape of the delta before the 2013 event and this will be the topic of a future 
investigation, including Traditional Knowledge. 
 
4. 2019 freeze-up predictive model results 
The author believes that the timing of freeze-up and freeze-up patterns are relatively 
predictable, at least compared with breakup processes. This is because limited fall and early 
winter hydro-meteorological factors influence freeze-up sequences compared with the sum of 
a tremendous number of fall, winter and spring ice and hydro-meteorological factors that 
affect breakup. However, this does not mean that predicting freeze-up is always simple.  

After winter 2018-19, an attempt was made to develop a model that would predict the timing 
of freeze-up in Dawson as well as to forecast the presence or absence of an open water lead 
in front of Dawson once dynamic freeze-up processes have ended: 

x Freeze-up timing mostly depends on the heat budget. The air temperature, a readily 
available data, is a dominant heat budget parameter. The timing of freeze-up was 
therefore associated with two thresholds (Fig. 6A): Minimum CDDF (to let the water 
cool down to 0oC) and Maximum daily-averaged air temperatures (for enough heat loss 
to support massive ice production and consequent congestion).  

x Freeze-up sequences often depend on water velocity and on the presence of obstacles 
such as emerging bars. For a given river channel (morphology), the discharge (Q) 
represents an indicator of both hydrodynamic conditions and emerging obstacles. It was 
hypothesized that a high freeze-up Q would prevent initial congestion at km 120, a 
relatively new congestion location. The occurrence of initial congestion at km 120 was 
therefore associated with a Q threshold relative to freeze-up timing (CDDF; Fig. 6B).  

The resulting empirical model is summarized in Figure 7. 

  
Figure 6. (A) Freeze-up timing (diamonds indicate days of initial congestion) occurring at 
more than 150 CDDF with daily-average air temperature below -20oC. (B) Initial congestion 
(same diamonds) occurring first at km 120 if Q is below the specified (approximate) 
threshold. 



           

Figure 7. Summary of the empirical model derived from Figure 6. 
 
The model was tested during the 2019 freeze-up period. Based on weather forecasts and 
hydrological trends, the author confidently stated on Nov. 5 that freeze-up in Dawson would 
occur between Nov. 7-11 and that initial congestion would occur first at km 120. This meant 
that another challenging winter was ahead to prepare and certify an ice bridge at the usual 
location. Figure 8 shows the data associated with the freeze-up of 2019 (in purple). Figure 8A 
confirms that the timing was reasonably predicted, with an observed congestion between 
Nov. 10 and 12. However, the initial congestion occurred at Moosehide (Km 124; Fig. 9) 
despite data points located below the approximate threshold. Hence, the author should have 
not been so confident about the pattern component of his model (Fig. 8B). 

  
Figure 8. Copy of Figure 6 including the data of 2019. The data set in B suggests that initial 
congestion should have taken place at km 120, which was not the case. 
 

 
Figure 9. Radar-derived ice map of Nov. 12, 2019, confirming initial congestion at km 124, 
downstream of Dawson. A complete ice cover is present at the ice bridge location. 



5. Future Work 
The newspaper reminded the author several times during winter 2020 that the good old 
Dawson ice bridge was open for the first time in 4 years. Freeze-up patterns along the Yukon 
River from the White River to Eagle are now better understood and the timing of the initial 
drifting ice congestion can be predicted with reasonable accuracy. However, the location of 
the first congestion point (km 220, km 124 or km 120) cannot be forecasted yet with great 
confidence. It is a possibility that the impact of the 2013 Klondike River hydrological events 
on Yukon River freeze-up processes are beginning to fade through sediment remobilization. 
Freeze-up patterns may also simply be somewhat chaotic and the segregation presented in 
Fig. 6B could have been a coincidence. Freeze-up patterns in river reaches with several 
choking locations represent a topic to investigate further. Choking locations definitely 
influence one another:  

x A lateral constriction of the drifting ice flow may generate enough backwater to reduce 
water velocities and generate initial congestion at a nearby upstream choking site (this 
could partially explain initial congestion at km 120 despite severe choking at km 124).  

x Large rafts of compacted frazil can jam at the next downstream choking location if 
there are no rapids to loosen the newly compacted ice (which would be the traditional 
freeze-up sequence at km 124).  

The later process would explain the formation of a rather smooth ice cover despite relatively 
high water velocities, as described by Michel (1984). In 2018, NRC determined that flow 
velocities in the open water lead at Dawson were above 1 m/s. 

To better understand freeze-up processes in the Yukon River, the author recommends: 
x Documenting the longitudinal elevation profile of the Yukon River from km 0 to 290. 
x Further investigating the role of other parameters (e.g., wind or snowfall) on freeze-up 

patterns in order to improve the spatial component of the freeze-up prediction model. 
x Creating a complementary energy budget model that would calculate, for specific 

congestion points and weather conditions, the amount of ice and the time needed for 
the ice front to reach Dawson. For example, Fig. 10 reveals that even if no congestion 
would have happened at Km 124 in 2019, chances are that the ice front caused by the 
km 220 congestion would have transited through Dawson before Nov. 16. 

 
Figure 10. Spatial-temporal ice cover progression on the Yukon River between km -100 
(upstream of White River) and km 300 (past Eagle, Alaska), based on 2019 satellite imagery. 
 
Creating an ice cover at the usual ice bridge location in Dawson with an ice boom has been 
proposed and tested. However, beyond high surface velocities and the slushy nature of 
drifting ice at Dawson, it seems that the main limitation of this approach would be that 
drifting ice may be intercepted immediately upstream of town. In this context, a better 
approach, from an energy and resource consumption point of view, would be to maximize the 
ice conveyance capacity of the Yukon River at the Klondike River Delta (Km 120) by:  



x Breaking border ice, thereby limiting any lateral choking of the drifting ice flow and 
releasing large border ice floes that may generate congestion at Moosehide (Km 124). 

x Breaking any recently formed ice congestion, which would re-establish the flow of 
drifting ice and also potentially release large freeze-up ice jam floes that may generate 
congestion at Moosehide. 

A potentially more sustainable and safer approach to promote ice formation at Dawson could 
also consist in removing part of the side bar formed by the Klondike River Delta, thereby 
improving the ice conveyance capacity of that cross-section. Nature may actually already be 
working in that sense, therefore explaining the poor result of Figure 8B. A similar measure 
would consist in modifying the gravel bar on the left side of the Yukon River at Moosehide to 
promote early ice congestion. However, this could be problematic, as it would increase the 
probability of spring ice jam flooding in Dawson, a flood-prone community.  

Readers may wonder, considering the time and money invested to certify an ice bridge and to 
operate a ferry, why HPW has not considered a permanent bridge option at Dawson. This has 
been discussed in the past and the conversation continues. However, this bridge would need 
to be built without any pier in the channel to avoid ice jamming, which represents a span of 
approximately 400m. Besides technical solutions to avoid having to deal with Nature, life at 
Dawson has always depended on the Yukon River and the status quo might be appropriate. 
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of two - three kilometers.This method implies the artificial creation of 
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1 Introduction 

South-eastern regions of Russia, northern regions of India and China, as well as all the 
states of Central Asia are experiencing an acute shortage of water. 

Without water, vast territories in these countries, where millions of people now live and 
work, will become a dead desert. A significant part of the water in central Asia is provided by 
the rivers, which are formed by the melting of mountain glaciers and masses of snow falling 
in the mountains in winter. The share of precipitation in the form of spring and summer rains 
is not large and rainwater utilization systems are not developed. 

In the past three decades, there has been a global warming of the Earth’s climate. 
Monitoring showed that the average annual air temperature on the planet during the specified 
time increased by 0.9 °C, while in the mountains of Central Asia it rose by almost 2.5 °C [1]. 

While the amount of precipitation (rain and snow) renewing snow reserves in the 
mountains over the past decades has remained unchanged, the rise in air temperature has 
caused rapid melting and "retreat" of glaciers and an irreparable loss of water contained in 
them. Thirty years ago in the Pamir and Tian Shan Mountains there were more than 18,000 
glaciers with a total area of more than 17 thousand km2, containing about 650 billion tons of 
water, but during the period 1960–2015 their total area has decreased by more than one-sixth 
of the original, and the increasing rise in air temperature continues and intensifies the process 
of their melting [2]. For example, here is a quote from press release of United Nations [3]:  
UN Secretary-General António Guterres stressed that Tajikistan faces unique threats from the 
impacts of climate change, with almost 30 per cent of its glaciers having melted in the last 10 
years alone. The growing threat of turning vast territories into a waterless desert can only be 
eliminated by preserving and recreating mountain glaciers. It is shown [4] the key conditions 
necessary for glacier formation are possible at nearly all latitudes. The needs for their 
conservation as permanent water sources are not only for the countries of Central Asia, but 
also India, China, Russia, France and the countries of South America. 

2 Goals and objectives 

The paper addresses the challenge of providing water to arid plains of foothill areas in 
Central Asia and offers a solution to this challenge. 

Glaciers are effective “water towers” [5], accumulating seasonal snow and ice above 
the snowline. Snowline is a moving border. Spring thawing of snow begins at the bottom of 
the mountain, and is caused by both an increase in air temperature and exposure to solar 
radiation. The thermal radiation power per 1 m2 of the Earth’s surface depends on the latitude 
of the terrain, the height above sea level, and the orientation of the section of the mountain 
slope relative to the Sun. On average, it can be assumed that at the latitude and altitude of the 
mountain slopes of the Pamir and Tien Shan, the thermal power of solar radiation is close to 
1 kW / m2 [6]. 

Snow and ice have a high (about 90%) reflection coefficient of solar radiation and a 
large (330 kJ / kg) specific heat of fusion [7]. 

Granite, pebbles and soil have a low (about 10%) reflection coefficient of solar 
radiation and a relatively small (about 1 kJ/kg oC) specific heat capacity. The specificity of 
the sharply continental and dry alpine climate of the countries of Central Asia is such that 
winter air temperatures there are very low, often there are snowfalls, summer days are hot 
and dry, and the nights are cold and without precipitation [8,9]. 

Spring melting of snow lying on the slopes of the mountains, an area of tens of square 
kilometers occurs in a matter of days, and hours, and is accompanied by the formation of 



turbulent water flows and mudflows, rushing through the mountain gorges. The high speed of 
snow melting is due to the fact that the sun's rays warm the open ground to a fairly high 
temperature, including directly at the snow line itself. The snow on the heated ground quickly 
melts, and the resulting water flows down the mountainside. The soil dries and heats, while 
the snow line moves up. After a quick snowfall, the soil and stones on the mountain slopes 
remain dry for weeks and months. In dry regions mountain rivers or streams dry up 
completely for several weeks or months in summer time. Water, precious in summer, is 
irretrievably lost on the foothill plains, and the steepness of the mountain slopes plays a 
significant role in all this. 

3 Solution 

The solution to the problem of stable water supply to the arid lowland foothill 
territories is to create artificial mountain glaciers that feed existing rivers with water. 

Imagine now that in the mountains at a height close to the summer position of the snow 
line there is a long horizontal platform with a cold base, which does not have a slope. The 
snow that fell on it in winter can not melt during the whole spring - summer period and 
remain in this state until the next winter. This is due to the fact that the bulk of the incident 
solar radiation is reflected by snow. Due to its high specific heat of melting and the absence 
of runoff of water formed, due to the low night-time temperatures of the air, the absorbed 
heat of solar radiation is already insufficient to heat the soil under the snow cap. Low air 
temperatures and snowfall in winter will lead to the result that the snow cap on the cold 
ground will grow from year to year, turning into a glacier. 

Extended horizontal ice platforms can be created on the basis of ice basins erected on 
small mountain rivers with their subsequent transformation into artificial mountain glaciers. 

The idea of preserving water for spring irrigation of arid fields in ice pools was 
implemented by Indian engineer Chevang Norphel in Ladakh (India, west of the Tibetan 
Plateau) [10,11]. He created a cascade of ice pools, shown in Figures 1 - 2. The water had 
accumulated in the pools by the fall, in the winter it froze to the very bottom of the pool, and 
in the spring the ice accumulated in the pool slowly melted, forming water. Water flows 
through pipes to irrigation fields. These ice pools exist and they are up to 300 meters long, up 
to 45 meters wide and about 1 meter deep. Each pool provides periodic spring irrigation of an 
area of 5-10 hectares. 

The mountain river is fed on an existing glacier located upstream. Typical mountain 
rivers have a depth of about one meter, high rocky shores, a narrow channel (several tens of 
meters). In summer they have a very high water consumption and high (up to 20 m/s) flow 
rate. The bed of mountain rivers usually consists of granite and pebbles which impede earth 
work and especially pile works. Also the location of the construction site at height of two-
three thousand meters above the sea level hampers the delivery of heavy construction 
equipment. In winter, with the cessation of the melting of the feeding glacier, the flow of 
water in a small mountain river drops sharply until its cessation, and the river bed is exposed. 

All these circumstances lead to the requirement that at the construction site assembly of 
structures is made of easily transportable elements only. The main work is carried out in 
localities in enterprises. Construction materials and structures are wood beam, screw piles 
and auxiliary products that provide fasteners for buildings. The main building material is also 
ice. 



The layout of the structures necessary for the creation of an artificial mountain glacier 
on the mountain glacier fed river is shown in Figure 3. Five to six small reservoirs in future 
ice pools (two of them are shown in Fig. 3) are erected on a selected slope with ratio of 
inclination about 0.05 section of the glacier fed river, at a distance l1,l2≈100-150m from each 
other.  

In the proposed solution to the problem, the creation of primary ice pools having 
extremely low evaporation compared to evaporation from water basins is considered as the 
basis for the created artificial glacier. 

The first stage of construction is produced in the fall at low water. 
In open areas of the mountain river canyon 20 ... 30 the shallow funnels 0.5-1.0 m deep 

are organized using explosives. Metal heels 3 with a wide lower base are inserted into these 
cavities, into which short metal piles 4 with a length of 2... 2.5m are screwed. The funnels 2 
are reinforced with stones and cement. Wooden beams are attached to piles 4, blocking the 
riverbed with barriers 5 and 6 with a height of h1 ~ 0.3…0.5 m. The very shallow reservoir 
7/2 with a depth of h1 ~ 0.3…0.5 m is formed between the barriers 5 and 6.  

The reservoirs are fed by streams flowing from under the glacier 1 and the practically 
calm water inside it is first cooled, then at air temperatures t = -10 ... -15°C it is guaranteed to 
freeze in 4 ... 5 days. The excess water flowing into the reservoir 7/2 is poured over the edge 
of the downstream barrier, forming another small reservoir behind it. 

The barriers 5 and 6 provide only the quenching of the vortices characteristic of 
developed turbulent flows and transfer the water flow to a slightly turbulent mode of its flow. 

Consequently, if a cascade of five or six small reservoirs (ice pools) 7/1, 7/2 and 7/N is 
located along the river, then the water flowing into the upper one from under the feeding 
glacier 1 completely freezes. So the artificial glacier is formed with a length of about 1000 ... 
1500m. If necessary, wooden beams are attached to metal piles 4 in the following row, which 
increases the height of the barriers 5 and 6 to 1m. Then, the length of piles 4 can be increased 
by screwing another row of piles into their upper end. Pile field is completely frozen in the 
ice of the glacier. Piles and wooden beams can be considered as a relatively cheap 
consumable item and irretrievably lost, but they can also be reused by reinstalling to new 
places. 

During the first four winter months, a mass of ice of approximately 0.5 million tons can 
be accumulated in the artificial glacier. With a length of 1500m and a width of the river 
valley 80m, the artificial glacier will have a base area 120,000m2 and a thickness close to 4m. 
Thus, within 5 ... 6 years the feeding glacier can be completely restored. 

Note that in summer the water flowed from the supply glacier increases rapidly and 
very cold glacial water will flow along the surface of the created ice pools (the artificial 
glacier), creating a layer that protects the ice from high warm air temperature and exposure to 
sunlight. 

It is planned that the process of creating an artificial glacier will take from five to ten 
years with the gradual movement of prefabricated wooden barriers both up and downstream. 
. 



 

Fig.1. Artificial ice pool in summer, in June. 

 

Fig.2. Artificial ice pool in winter 

 

Fig.3 The layout of the structures for the creation of artificial mountain glacier. 

1) – feeding glacier; 2) – funnels; 3) – metal heels; 4) – metal piles; 
5) and 6) – barriers; 7/1) and 7/2) – reservoirs (ice pools). 



4 Conclusions 

A new method has been developed for water supply in arid foothills and combating 
desertification of vast territories in the south-eastern regions of Russia and in the countries of 
Central Asia. This method involves the artificial creation of mountain glaciers, in which the 
accumulation of solid precipitation during the year exceeds the amount of its melting, 
followed by runoff, feeding existing, now drying up rivers, and evaporation (ablation). 
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1 Introduction 

South-eastern regions of Russia, northern regions of India and China, as well as all the 
states of Central Asia are experiencing an acute shortage of water. 

Without water, vast territories in these countries, where millions of people now live and 
work, will become a dead desert. A significant part of the water in central Asia is provided by 
the rivers, which are formed by the melting of mountain glaciers and masses of snow falling 
in the mountains in winter. The share of precipitation in the form of spring and summer rains 
is not large and rainwater utilization systems are not developed. 

In the past three decades, there has been a global warming of the Earth’s climate. 
Monitoring showed that the average annual air temperature on the planet during the specified 
time increased by 0.9 °C, while in the mountains of Central Asia it rose by almost 2.5 °C [1]. 

While the amount of precipitation (rain and snow) renewing snow reserves in the 
mountains over the past decades has remained unchanged, the rise in air temperature has 
caused rapid melting and "retreat" of glaciers and an irreparable loss of water contained in 
them. Thirty years ago in the Pamir and Tian Shan Mountains there were more than 18,000 
glaciers with a total area of more than 17 thousand km2, containing about 650 billion tons of 
water, but during the period 1960–2015 their total area has decreased by more than one-sixth 
of the original, and the increasing rise in air temperature continues and intensifies the process 
of their melting [2]. For example, here is a quote from press release of United Nations [3]:  
UN Secretary-General António Guterres stressed that Tajikistan faces unique threats from the 
impacts of climate change, with almost 30 per cent of its glaciers having melted in the last 10 
years alone. The growing threat of turning vast territories into a waterless desert can only be 
eliminated by preserving and recreating mountain glaciers. It is shown [4] the key conditions 
necessary for glacier formation are possible at nearly all latitudes. The needs for their 
conservation as permanent water sources are not only for the countries of Central Asia, but 
also India, China, Russia, France and the countries of South America. 

2 Goals and objectives 

The paper addresses the challenge of providing water to arid plains of foothill areas in 
Central Asia and offers a solution to this challenge. 

Glaciers are effective “water towers” [5], accumulating seasonal snow and ice above 
the snowline. Snowline is a moving border. Spring thawing of snow begins at the bottom of 
the mountain, and is caused by both an increase in air temperature and exposure to solar 
radiation. The thermal radiation power per 1 m2 of the Earth’s surface depends on the latitude 
of the terrain, the height above sea level, and the orientation of the section of the mountain 
slope relative to the Sun. On average, it can be assumed that at the latitude and altitude of the 
mountain slopes of the Pamir and Tien Shan, the thermal power of solar radiation is close to 
1 kW / m2 [6]. 

Snow and ice have a high (about 90%) reflection coefficient of solar radiation and a 
large (330 kJ / kg) specific heat of fusion [7]. 

Granite, pebbles and soil have a low (about 10%) reflection coefficient of solar 
radiation and a relatively small (about 1 kJ/kg oC) specific heat capacity. The specificity of 
the sharply continental and dry alpine climate of the countries of Central Asia is such that 
winter air temperatures there are very low, often there are snowfalls, summer days are hot 
and dry, and the nights are cold and without precipitation [8,9]. 

Spring melting of snow lying on the slopes of the mountains, an area of tens of square 
kilometers occurs in a matter of days, and hours, and is accompanied by the formation of 



turbulent water flows and mudflows, rushing through the mountain gorges. The high speed of 
snow melting is due to the fact that the sun's rays warm the open ground to a fairly high 
temperature, including directly at the snow line itself. The snow on the heated ground quickly 
melts, and the resulting water flows down the mountainside. The soil dries and heats, while 
the snow line moves up. After a quick snowfall, the soil and stones on the mountain slopes 
remain dry for weeks and months. In dry regions mountain rivers or streams dry up 
completely for several weeks or months in summer time. Water, precious in summer, is 
irretrievably lost on the foothill plains, and the steepness of the mountain slopes plays a 
significant role in all this. 

3 Solution 

The solution to the problem of stable water supply to the arid lowland foothill 
territories is to create artificial mountain glaciers that feed existing rivers with water. 

Imagine now that in the mountains at a height close to the summer position of the snow 
line there is a long horizontal platform with a cold base, which does not have a slope. The 
snow that fell on it in winter can not melt during the whole spring - summer period and 
remain in this state until the next winter. This is due to the fact that the bulk of the incident 
solar radiation is reflected by snow. Due to its high specific heat of melting and the absence 
of runoff of water formed, due to the low night-time temperatures of the air, the absorbed 
heat of solar radiation is already insufficient to heat the soil under the snow cap. Low air 
temperatures and snowfall in winter will lead to the result that the snow cap on the cold 
ground will grow from year to year, turning into a glacier. 

Extended horizontal ice platforms can be created on the basis of ice basins erected on 
small mountain rivers with their subsequent transformation into artificial mountain glaciers. 

The idea of preserving water for spring irrigation of arid fields in ice pools was 
implemented by Indian engineer Chevang Norphel in Ladakh (India, west of the Tibetan 
Plateau) [10,11]. He created a cascade of ice pools, shown in Figures 1 - 2. The water had 
accumulated in the pools by the fall, in the winter it froze to the very bottom of the pool, and 
in the spring the ice accumulated in the pool slowly melted, forming water. Water flows 
through pipes to irrigation fields. These ice pools exist and they are up to 300 meters long, up 
to 45 meters wide and about 1 meter deep. Each pool provides periodic spring irrigation of an 
area of 5-10 hectares. 

The mountain river is fed on an existing glacier located upstream. Typical mountain 
rivers have a depth of about one meter, high rocky shores, a narrow channel (several tens of 
meters). In summer they have a very high water consumption and high (up to 20 m/s) flow 
rate. The bed of mountain rivers usually consists of granite and pebbles which impede earth 
work and especially pile works. Also the location of the construction site at height of two-
three thousand meters above the sea level hampers the delivery of heavy construction 
equipment. In winter, with the cessation of the melting of the feeding glacier, the flow of 
water in a small mountain river drops sharply until its cessation, and the river bed is exposed. 

All these circumstances lead to the requirement that at the construction site assembly of 
structures is made of easily transportable elements only. The main work is carried out in 
localities in enterprises. Construction materials and structures are wood beam, screw piles 
and auxiliary products that provide fasteners for buildings. The main building material is also 
ice. 



The layout of the structures necessary for the creation of an artificial mountain glacier 
on the mountain glacier fed river is shown in Figure 3. Five to six small reservoirs in future 
ice pools (two of them are shown in Fig. 3) are erected on a selected slope with ratio of 
inclination about 0.05 section of the glacier fed river, at a distance l1,l2≈100-150m from each 
other.  

In the proposed solution to the problem, the creation of primary ice pools having 
extremely low evaporation compared to evaporation from water basins is considered as the 
basis for the created artificial glacier. 

The first stage of construction is produced in the fall at low water. 
In open areas of the mountain river canyon 20 ... 30 the shallow funnels 0.5-1.0 m deep 

are organized using explosives. Metal heels 3 with a wide lower base are inserted into these 
cavities, into which short metal piles 4 with a length of 2... 2.5m are screwed. The funnels 2 
are reinforced with stones and cement. Wooden beams are attached to piles 4, blocking the 
riverbed with barriers 5 and 6 with a height of h1 ~ 0.3…0.5 m. The very shallow reservoir 
7/2 with a depth of h1 ~ 0.3…0.5 m is formed between the barriers 5 and 6.  

The reservoirs are fed by streams flowing from under the glacier 1 and the practically 
calm water inside it is first cooled, then at air temperatures t = -10 ... -15°C it is guaranteed to 
freeze in 4 ... 5 days. The excess water flowing into the reservoir 7/2 is poured over the edge 
of the downstream barrier, forming another small reservoir behind it. 

The barriers 5 and 6 provide only the quenching of the vortices characteristic of 
developed turbulent flows and transfer the water flow to a slightly turbulent mode of its flow. 

Consequently, if a cascade of five or six small reservoirs (ice pools) 7/1, 7/2 and 7/N is 
located along the river, then the water flowing into the upper one from under the feeding 
glacier 1 completely freezes. So the artificial glacier is formed with a length of about 1000 ... 
1500m. If necessary, wooden beams are attached to metal piles 4 in the following row, which 
increases the height of the barriers 5 and 6 to 1m. Then, the length of piles 4 can be increased 
by screwing another row of piles into their upper end. Pile field is completely frozen in the 
ice of the glacier. Piles and wooden beams can be considered as a relatively cheap 
consumable item and irretrievably lost, but they can also be reused by reinstalling to new 
places. 

During the first four winter months, a mass of ice of approximately 0.5 million tons can 
be accumulated in the artificial glacier. With a length of 1500m and a width of the river 
valley 80m, the artificial glacier will have a base area 120,000m2 and a thickness close to 4m. 
Thus, within 5 ... 6 years the feeding glacier can be completely restored. 

Note that in summer the water flowed from the supply glacier increases rapidly and 
very cold glacial water will flow along the surface of the created ice pools (the artificial 
glacier), creating a layer that protects the ice from high warm air temperature and exposure to 
sunlight. 

It is planned that the process of creating an artificial glacier will take from five to ten 
years with the gradual movement of prefabricated wooden barriers both up and downstream. 
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Fig.1. Artificial ice pool in summer, in June. 

 

Fig.2. Artificial ice pool in winter 

 

Fig.3 The layout of the structures for the creation of artificial mountain glacier. 

1) – feeding glacier; 2) – funnels; 3) – metal heels; 4) – metal piles; 
5) and 6) – barriers; 7/1) and 7/2) – reservoirs (ice pools). 



4 Conclusions 

A new method has been developed for water supply in arid foothills and combating 
desertification of vast territories in the south-eastern regions of Russia and in the countries of 
Central Asia. This method involves the artificial creation of mountain glaciers, in which the 
accumulation of solid precipitation during the year exceeds the amount of its melting, 
followed by runoff, feeding existing, now drying up rivers, and evaporation (ablation). 
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Continuous flow discharge at the period of a frozen river is the important data for estimating 
water intake problems, water level rise and flooding caused by ice jams.  

The observation of water level and discharge is measured three times a month, and we 
estimate the continuous flow discharge using water level-discharge curve (H-Q equation) 
during periods other than the observational day. However the automatic water level observed 
during the freezing period is not accurate because it includes the thicknesses of river and crystal 
ice. These ice obstruct river flow, and change with time. Therefore, we have to substitute 
the water level considering these thicknesses into the H-Q equation in order to improve the 
accuracy of continuous flow estimation. Furthermore, since the river roughness coefficient 
during freezing period is different from it during the non-freezing period, it is necessary to 
apply the H-Q equation using the flow observation data during freezing. In this study we 
propose a continuous flow discharge estimation method that combines the estimated values of 
river and crystal ice thickness using the heat balance method, the H-Q equation considering 
these thickness during the freezing period, and the measured values. 

We obtained the hourly temperature, sunshine, wind speed, snowfall depth, and river water 
level data to apply the heat balance method at the target point. As a result of applying this 
model to the data for 12 years, it was divided into cases where the river ice thickness could be 
estimated approximately, the estimated values were oversized, underestimated, etc. When there 
is a difference between the estimated value and the measured value, the modified model with 
the measured value added as additional information was constructed and applied. As a result, 
the accuracy of river ice thickness estimation after the actual measurement date was improved. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Understanding the continuous discharge of rivers that freeze in winter is vital in estimating 

water intake failures for water supply system, rising water levels, and inundation due to ice 
jams. Discharge observations are generally performed about three times a month, and the 
continuous discharge (Q) during the period in which measurements are not done is estimated 
from the continuously measured water level (H) using the H-Q equation. However, the 
accuracy of the continuous water level observed by the automatic water level gauge during the 
freezing period is often low because the measurements often include the thicknesses of river 
ice and frazil ice. The thicknesses of river ice and frazil ice are not included in the sectional 
flow area, and they change with time. 

Therefore, to improve the accuracy of the continuous discharge data, the discharge (Q) must 
be obtained by substituting the water level (H’) into the H’-Q equation after taking these 
thicknesses into consideration (i.e., subtracting these thicknesses from the measured water 
level). In addition, when the river is frozen over, it becomes a pipe channel instead of an open 
channel. Since the river roughness coefficient differs from that during the open-water season, 
it is necessary to apply an H’-Q equation that is constructed using flow observation data from 
the freezing season. 

From the above, we proposed a method for estimating river ice thickness using a heat balance 
method, an H’-Q equation that considers river ice thickness during the freezing period, and a 
continuous flow rate estimation method that combines the measured values. 

We collected data on hourly air temperature, sunshine, wind speed, snow depth, and river 
water level during the freezing period from December 2007 to March 2019 to estimate the 
temporal changes in river ice thickness at the target point. We applied the data to a model that 
uses the heat balance method. The values estimated by this model were modified using the 
measured values according to the degree of difference between the estimated value and the 
measured value of river ice thickness. And the H’-Q equation for the freezing period was 
constructed using the water level and discharge observation data from January 2008 to March 
2018.As a result of this model modification, we were able to improve the estimation accuracy 
of river ice thickness and discharge for the period during which ice thickness measurements 
were not performed between the measurements.  

 
 

2. Estimation of river ice thickness 
 
2. 1 River freezing, and the discharge estimation 

Ice formation patterns in rivers are categorized roughly into two. One freezing pattern takes 
place in a calm section without considerable currents. Border ice gradually forms along the 
bank and grows toward the center of the river section until the river freezes over. The other 
pattern takes place in most natural channels with turbulent flows, where fine crystals called 
frazil ice first form, before bonding together while flowing down the river. Frazil ice gradually 
aggregates, increases in size and floats to the water surface, which stops the flow at a section 
with mild currents and causes that section to freeze over. It has been confirmed that the freeze-
over of a calm river section is greatly affected by the air and water temperatures. The conditions 
for the freeze-over of a river section where frazil ice and its stagnation are the main factors in 
the freeze-over also include river hydraulic factors (flow velocity, water depth, etc.)1). 

An example of the cross-section at the time of river freezing is shown in Fig. 1. For 
estimating the discharge at such a cross-section for which continuous river water level data are 
available, there are two methods. One is an estimation performed directly from the water  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 An example of a transverse survey           Fig. 2  A conceptual diagram of the heat 

of a frozen-over river                                            balance in a frozen-over river 
 
level using the H’-Q equation for the time of freezing.  In the other, the water level is obtained 
from a relational expression between the cross-sectional area of the river flow and the discharge 
at the time of freezing. Then, the discharge is obtained by using the cross-sectional area. Both 
estimation methods need river water level data, and in this study, we examined a simpler H’-
Q equation estimation method for the time of freeze-over. 
 When calculating the river water level at a cross-section with flowing water, we need to 
subtract the river ice thickness from the river water level that is automatically and continuously 
observed. Therefore, the following estimation formula was applied to estimate the continuous 
river ice thickness. 
 
2. 2 Estimation of river ice thickness using the heat balance method2),3) 
 
(1) Derivation of the formula for estimating the river ice thickness 

The process of deriving an equation for estimating river ice thickness (ice sheet thickness) 
is outlined below. The heat balance method is applied to construct the basic formula. The heat 
balance is the balance between heat that comes in and heat that goes out. It is expressed by the 
law of conservation of energy: [(thermal energy input) - (thermal energy output) = thermal 
energy storage]. 

 A conceptual diagram of the components of heat balance in a frozen river is shown in   Fig. 
2.  In this figure, T: temperature [°C], hi: layer thickness [m], ρ: density [kg/m3], Uw: flowing 
water velocity [m/s], and ϕ: heat flux (thermal energy per unit area per unit time) [W/m2]. Each 
suffix indicates whether the value is for the atmosphere(a), the snow(s), the ice sheet(i), the 
frazil ice(f), or the flowing water(w). 

The figure expresses the idea that the ice sheet layer exchanges heat with the layer of snow 
on the ice sheet and with the layer of frazil ice under the ice sheet. When heat moves from the 
ice sheet layer to the snow layer or from the ice sheet layer to the frazil ice layer, the ice sheet 
thickens. From the heat balance, it is understood that when “the thermal energy input” < “the 
thermal energy output”, the thermal energy of the ice sheet layer decreases, and the ice sheet 
layer thickens. Therefore, Equation [1] can be expressed by assuming that the heat flux 
reduction is equal to the product of the density, the latent heat Li [Ws/kg], and the increase in 
ice sheet layer thickness. 

 
= −                                                                                                   [1] 

 
Similarly, this equation can express the idea that when thermal energy transfers from the 

snow layer to the atmosphere or from the snow layer to the ice sheet, the thickness of the snow 
layer hs increases and that when thermal energy is transferred from the frazil ice layer to the 



ice sheet or from the frazil ice layer to running water, the thickness of the ice layer hf increases. 
When this heat balance equation is constructed for each layer of the atmospheric layer, the ice 
sheet layer, and the frazil ice layer and the results are totaled, the following Equation [2] is 
derived. When this equation is simplified for the thickness of the ice sheet (hi), Equation [3] is 
obtained. 

 
 + + = −                                                                         [2] 

 
 ℎ = ℎ + ∆ ( − − − )                                                                 [3] 

 
The heat flux of each layer of the atmosphere ϕa, snow ϕs, ice sheet ϕi and frazil ice ϕf is 

approximately expressed as the product of the heat exchange coefficient hsa [W/m2 ·°C] (or 
thermal conductivity ki [W/m·°C]/the thickness of each layer hs, hi, hf [m]) and the temperature 
difference at the boundary between the layers. Assuming that the fluctuations at the interface 
of every layer at a given time are in an equilibrium state, ϕa=ϕs=ϕi=ϕf is obtained, and ϕa is 
expressed by Equation [4]. 

The heat flux from the flowing water to the bottom surface of the river ice ϕw is affected by 
the flow velocity and water depth of the river (running water), and Equation [5] used in the 
previous study2),3) was applied. Cwi is 1622 [W·S0.8·°C-1·m-2.6], Uw [m/s] is the average vertical 
flow velocity, and hw [m] is the effective water depth from the riverbed to the undersurface of 
the river ice. The Manning formula for Uw and hw, = ∙ ℎ / , is used. nc is Manning's 
roughness coefficient, which is the combined roughness of the riverbed and that of the river 
ice, and i is the hydraulic gradient. 
 
 

[4] 
 

=
4/5

ℎ1/5 ( − ) = 4/5 ℎ1/3                                                                          [5] 

 
 
(2) The practical estimation formula for river ice thickness 

When the temperature of the undersurface of the river ice Tf in Equations [4] and [5] is set 
as 0°C and substituted into Equations [3], then Equation [6], which is an equation for 
calculating the ice sheet thickness, is derived. The ice sheet thickness hi’ [m] is an arbitrary 
value given to the initial condition; after that, the ice sheet thickness before any Δt is given. 
Similarly, the coefficient α is obtained by giving the thickness of each layer at Δt before to 
ℎ ,ℎ  [m]. Further, by substituting the values in Table.1 into Equation [6], a practical equation 
for ice sheet thickness calculation, Equation [7], is derived. 

 
ℎ = ℎ − − ｗℎ

/                                                                                                [6] 

      
  

 
                α = 1 − − )  × ( + + + )      = /ℎ2/3 = /
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/                                                                        [7] 

 



The ice sheet thickness hi [m] can be calculated by giving observed values to the air 
temperature Ta [°C], the water temperature Tw [°C], and the effective water depth hw [m] in 
Equation [7] . The coefficients α and β in Equation [7]  are given from the observation data of 
the previous study. Substituting β obtained from the observation data into Equation [7] and 
comparing the calculated ice sheet thickness to the observed thickness, the α that is more likely 
and predictable is obtained using the least squares method. When there is no observation data, 
the value of α is set by considering the conditions of the previous examination results. There is 
an example in a past study where the coefficient α is set as 0.6 and the coefficient β is set as 
0.2381. 

When snow or frazil ice accretes to an ice sheet and becomes part of the ice sheet, the value 
of coefficient α increases, and when the snow and frazil ice depths are great and they act as 
heat insulation for the ice sheet, this value decreases. α represents the degree of ice sheet 
formation with respect to air temperature. Coefficient β increases when the hydraulic gradient 
is great and the roughness is small, and decreases when the hydraulic gradient is small and the 
roughness is great. From Equation [7], if the air temperature Ta of the second term that includes 
α is minus (negative), the river ice thickness tends to increase, and if it is plus (positive), the 
river ice thickness tends to decrease. The third term that includes β expresses that the river ice 
thickness tends to decrease with increase in water temperature and water depth, and that the 
river ice thickness tends to increase with decrease in water temperature and water depth. 
Therefore, the third term expresses the degree of melting of the ice sheet with respect to the 
water temperature, the effective water depth, the hydraulic gradient, and the roughness. 

This estimation formula applies the heat balance method in determining the change in snow 
depth and frazil ice thickness. However, no consideration is given to the following factors: the 
changes in the snow depth caused by snowfall that increases the snow depth or winds that melt 
snow, the increase in the frazil ice thickness due to the supply of frazil ice in the flow from 
upstream, or the decrease in the frazil ice thickness due to downstreamward outflow. 
 

 Table. 1  List of physical properties of ice 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.Application of the river ice estimation model to an actual river 

 
The subject river was the Uryu River, a tributary of the Ishikari River, a first-class river, 

which is in northern Hokkaido, a cold snowy region of Japan. The location for estimating the 
ice thickness and the discharge during the freezing period was the Tadoshi Site, where the 
water level observation had been done. 
 
3 -1. Estimated and measured river ice thicknesses 

The hourly air temperature, sunshine, wind speed, snowfall depth, and the river water level 
measured at and around the Tadoshi Site from November 1 to March 31, which is the winter 
period, from 2007 to 2019 were collected and applied to a model using the heat balance method. 
These values for river ice thickness estimation (riverbed gradient:1/480, river width:68m, the 

Heat exchange
coefficient density latent heat Thermal

conductivity

unit W/m2・℃ kg/m3 Ws/kg=J/kg W/m・℃

value 25 917.4 3.336×105 2.31

ℎ



coefficient for ice thickness calculation (α):0.9, Manning’s roughness coefficient:0.03, water 
density: 1000 kg/m3, ice density: 917.4 kg/m3, snow density : 100 kg/m3, mean particle size of 
frazil ice :6 mm, the latitude 44.37 DEG) are inputted. As an example of estimation, the results 
for the winter of 2007-2008 are shown in Fig. 3. 

At the Tadoshi Site, the measurements of the cross-sectional area and the width of river ice 
were done at the time of a discharge observation. The average measured river ice thickness was 
obtained by using the river ice data for the freezing period from January through March of the 
years 2008 to 2019. Next, the river ice thickness obtained by using the heat balance method 
was compared to that estimated by using the estimation model. 

Three estimation models (regression formulas) were constructed for three cases : 
(x:estimated value, :mesured value) : (1) the difference between the estimated river ice 
thickness and the measured river ice thickness was within ±10ˁ :  = 0.9785 + 1.7813  ( =
0.8834)  , (2) the measured values were 110% of the estimated values :  = 0.9598 +
21.005  ( = 0.694) , and (3) the measured values were less than 90% of the estimated values : 

= 1.0886 − 19.618  ( = 0.9301) , and the estimated values were overestimated.  The results 
of the three estimation models are shown in Figs. 4 to 6. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3 Example of estimation for the river ice 
thickness 
 
 

Fig. 4 Estimation model (1)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        Fig. 5 Estimation model (2)                                  Fig. 6 Estimation model (3) 
 



3 -2. Estimation for river ice thickness for the days between the measurement days 
To predict the river discharge during the freezing period in real time in the future, these 

estimation models (1) to (3), were selected according to the degree of difference between the 
estimated value and the measured value of river ice thickness, and the models were modified 
using the measured value as additional information. The constant term (the intercept) was 
modified to reproduce the measured value, and the coefficient of the estimation equation was 
used as is for the regression coefficient and was applied to the equation for the days from 
January through March of the 2019. Fig. 7 shows the results of the estimation that was 
performed by using the values modified based on the measured values. 

 In light of the above, we modified the river ice thicknesses estimated for the period without 
measurement values. The problem with the prediction of the initial period of freezing from 
January to February is that the predicted value differs from the actually measured value. The 
corrected predicted values after February are consistent with the measured values. Moreover, 
the phenomenon that the ice thickness in late March rapidly decreases can be expressed, and 
there is a possibility that information on the occurrence of ice jam can be provided with higher 
accuracy. In the future, we plan to extract the conditions in which it is difficult to predict and 
to examine the correction method. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7  River ice thickness predicted values from January through March of 2019 
                          (with and without modified model using measured values) 
 
 
4. Estimation of discharge considering the river ice thickness 
 
4-1 Creation of an H’-Q equation for the frozen-over river 

A H’-Q equation was created by using the discharge data measured during the freezing 
period from January through March of the years 2008 to 2018. For the river ice thickness and 
the frazil ice thickness, the average values were obtained by using the observed area and the 
width of the ice sheet below the water surface and those of the frazil ice. Next, the water depth 
that corresponded to the flowing water in the river channel was obtained by subtracting the 
river ice thickness and frazil ice thickness from the standard water level measured using the 
water level gauge. By using this corresponding water depth and the measured discharge, the 
H’-Q equation was created. Discharge observation was done three times during each of the 
freezing months. A total of 99 data were collected for 11 years. A regression equation was 
created by using the 94 data points that were left after eliminating the values that were 
considered to be abnormal in the H’-Q relationship distribution graph (Equation [8], Fig. 8). 



The water level distributed in the range between 53.88m and 54.77m, and the discharge 
distributed in the range between 1.04m3/s and 33.87m3/s. 

 
 
= 6.0215 − 323.38  ( = 0.7951)                                                    [8]    

      :  ,    : = −  
     

     
 

Fig. 8  H’-Q equation that considers river ice thickness during the freezing period 
 
 
4-2. Estimation of discharge considering the river ice thickness 
    A continuous estimation of discharge was done for the period from January through March 
of 2019. The estimated river ice thickness was subtracted from the automatically measured 
water level. Fig. 9 shows the discharge estimated by substituting this water level in the H’-Q 
equation for the frozen-over river (Equation [8]). Fig. 9 also shows the discharge obtained 
without considering the river ice thickness and the discharge obtained by subtracting the 
estimated river ice thickness without a modification using the measured discharge.  
      The applied water level of the H’-Q formula during freezing ranges from 53.88 to 54.77m, and it is 
necessary to construct a new H-Q formula at high water levels during snow melting. In the future, 
conditions to be applied when melting snow, such as when river ice is not taken into consideration and 
when river ice flows down, and the new H-Q equation will be examined. 
 

 
                  Fig. 9 Estimation of continuous discharge for the freezing period that  
                             considers the river ice thickness 
 
 



5. Conclusion 
 
 In this study, examinations for the estimation of continuous river discharge during the 

freezing period were done, focusing on one location. We will conduct further examinations for 
many locations on various rivers and attempt to clarify the spatiotemporal characteristics of 
continuous discharge in frozen rivers.  

 Based on the current examination, we will further improve the accuracy of the river ice 
thickness estimation model by examining a greater amount of river ice thickness data and 
comparing them with the estimated values. We will also develop the estimation model for 
practical application by taking the estimation limit (e.g., setting of the confidence interval) into 
consideration.  

 The authors consider it useful to construct the H’-Q equation that is applicable according to 
the characteristics of the target location and the conditions of river ice with various roughness 
coefficients and sectional flow areas. 
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Ice jam flood is one of the problems for disaster prevention and maintenance of ice covered 
rivers in Hokkaido, cold snowy region in Japan. This study aimed to clarify the phenomena of 
ice melting process and to examine method to predict occurrence time of ice jam in ice covered 
river in spring thaw. First, we conducted continuous observation of ice melting process by 
measurement of inside the ice, river water, and longitudinal water level and capturing of river 
ice images with time-lapse camera. It was difficult to predict de-icing time only by visible 
information such as image of river ice. It was needed to consider more some invisible 
information such as continuous observation data of ice temperature, longitudinal water level to 
understand ice melting process and to predicted de-icing time. Next, we applied a simplified 
simulation model of time series change of river ice thickness. We assumed that possibility of 
ice jam occurrence increased when sudden decrease of river ice thickness appeared in the 
simulation. We compared actual ice jam occurrence time and sudden decrease of river ice 
thickness in simulations and discussed the applicability of the model for ice jam prediction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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1. Introduction 
Many rivers in snowy cold regions freeze during winter. In early spring, the river ice starts to 
melt and breaks up due to rising air temperatures and rainfall. In a river whose discharge has 
been increasing, the amount of flowing river ice increases. Ice jams, which occur when river 
ice flows down and clogs the river channel, are a potential trigger for river disasters during the 
melting season. Such disasters include rapid water level rises, river water overflow, inundation, 
and damages caused by ice flows (Burrell et al., 2015).  
Ice jam flood is one of the problems for disaster prevention and maintenance of ice covered 
rivers in Hokkaido, cold snowy region in Japan. As recent cases, worker accidents at river 
construction sites, and inundation caused by river ice that blocked a river channel at a bridge 
were reported (Yokoyama et al., 2018). 
The prediction of the location and time of ice jam occurrence can be considered as a mitigation 
measure for ice jam disasters. Studies for developing practical prediction methods have been 
promoted. The authors have done an onsite survey (Yoshikawa et al., 2012), a hydraulic model 
experiment to clarify the behavior of river ice on a frozen river (Yoshikawa et al., 2016), an 
examination of a practical method for predicting the changes in river ice thickness (Yoshikawa 
et.al, 2014), and an examination of a method to extract river ice blockages from channels by 
using an ice-jam-scale (Toyabe et al., 2016). However, it is often unsafe to conduct onsite 
observations of river ice in the channel during the ice melting season. The accumulated data 
for verification studies are insufficient even since the development of various observation 
devices and methods. 
We selected a river in which an ice jam occurred in March 2018 as the subject of this study, 
and observed the behavior of river ice in the channel from the freezing period to the melting 
period. We estimated the changes in the thickness of the river ice in the channel where the 
above observation had been done by using a simple model for predicting changes in river ice 
thickness that had been proposed by the authors and for which practical use had been 
considered. The examinations in this study were meant to contribute to the accumulation of 
information on ways to secure the safety of river construction works during winter in Hokkaido, 
to identify the times and locations of ice jams, to clarify the water level increase, and to acquire 
knowledge that might be used in decisions on the opening and closing of sluice gates.  
 
2. Overview of the onsite observation 
 
(1) Observation location 
The subject section for the observation is shown in Figure 1. It was a roughly 4.5km-long 
channel section at the upper reaches of the Bebetsu River in the Ishikari River System. The 
Bebetsu River is a tertiary tributary of the Ishikari River. The downstream end of the surveyed 
river section is roughly 21km upstream from the Bebetsu River's confluence with the Biei River, 
a secondary tributary of the Ishikari River. The river channel in the surveyed section is 
relatively a straight section, although the channel slightly meanders. The right bank of this 
section abuts a mountain, and the left bank is on flat land. There are continuously installed 
longitudinal groundsills in the channel. The channel has a series of sandbars. 
The longitudinal profile of the riverbed in the subject section is shown in Figure 2. Since there 
were not detailed survey data for the channel of the Bebetsu River, we created channel data by 
using the following procedure. The riverbed elevations were obtained by reading the 
longitudinal plane coordinates of the thalweg of the river section from the Google Earth 
satellite data for October 5, 2018, and obtaining the elevation for each plane coordinate by 
using “Map Sheet” tools published by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan. In this 
study, the elevation of the water surface was assumed as the riverbed elevation; therefore, the 
obtained elevation values include certain degrees of error. Even so, it is considered that the 



longitudinal changes in the riverbed 
elevations were sufficiently reproduced. 
The river width was about 30m throughout 
the target section. Although the water 
surface width varies from section to 
section, it varies between about 10m and 
20m. The average longitudinal gradient 
was about 1/60.  
 
(2) Observation method 
To observe as many phenomena in the 
river channel as possible from the coldest 
time of the winter to the end of ice melting, 
the observation period was set from 
February 1 to April 12, 2019. The 
observation items include (1) the river ice 
behavior in the river channel as 
photographed by fixed-point still image 
interval photography using a trail camera 
(Hykecam SP2, Hyke, Inc.), (2) the water 
level continuously measured in the river 
channel using automatic recording water 
level gauges (S&DL mini, OYO 
Corporation), (3) ice and air temperatures 
measured continuously using ice 
thermometers (Kadec21-UHTV-C, North One Co., Ltd.), and (4) river water temperature 
measured continuously using water temperature data loggers (TidbiT v2, Onset). Shooting 
interval of trail cameras were 1 hour till March 4, 2019 and 30 second after March 5, 2019. 
Measurement interval of water level and temperatures were 1 minutes during the observation. 
 
(3) Overview of the weather conditions 
Figure 3 shows the daily average, maximum, and minimum temperatures and the daily 
snowfall and deepest snow cover measured from December 1, 2018 to March 31, 2019 at the 
AMeDAS (Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System, operated by Japan 
Meteorological Agency)  observation station at Biei. The Biei AMeDAS station is about 
14.5km west of site No. 1 in Figure 1. The Biei observation station is at the elevation of 250m, 
and No. 1 is at the elevation of 435m. The difference between these two elevations is 185m. 
The deepest snow cover was recorded on February 18, 2019. The daily highest temperatures 
were below 0°C until February 18, and continued to be above 0°C from February 19 onward. 
It is estimated that the melting of river ice increased in late February. Figure 4 shows the 

Figure 1. Surveyed section in the Bebetsu River 
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Figure 2. Longitudinal profile of the riverbed 
 

 

Figure 3. Weather data at Biei AMeDas station 
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changes in the daily deepest snow cover 
during the winter season from December 1 
to March 31 for the past five years. In 2018 
when an ice jam was observed, the daily 
deepest snow cover from January into 
February, which are the coldest months of 
the year, was higher than those in the other 
years. In 2014, the daily deepest snow 
cover during the coldest months was lower 
than those in the other years. In 2019, the 
depths of snow cover until mid-February were about the same as those for the other years; 
however, the snow cover depth did not increase after mid-February. The curve for 2019, which 
is about 20 to 30 cm lower than those for 2016, 2017, and 2018, continued to decrease, keeping 
the difference. It is estimated that the snow and river ice started to melt in late February, which 
was earlier than that of the ordinary year.  
 
 
3. Observation results 
 
(1) Measurements of ice, water, and air temperatures 
Next, the results of onsite observation are discussed. The purposes of measuring the ice 
temperature, water temperature, and air temperature are (1) to know the temperature inside of 
the river ice; and (2) to examine the applicability of the method for determining the river ice 
melting period. This method uses the characteristics of temperature changes inside the river 
ice. When the melting of river ice proceeds, parts of the equipment for measuring the inside 
temperature of river ice (hereinafter, the sensors) are exposed to the river water or the 
atmosphere, and the measurements of the sensor for the temperature inside the river ice follow 
the changes in the water and air temperatures.  
The measured temperatures for the river ice and the river water are shown in Figure 5. This 
sensor was installed No. 1 (Figure 1). The depth of the sensor in the river ice was 12cm from 
the upper surface of the ice on February 5, which was the day that measurement began. At the 
inspection of equipment done on March 4, the river ice at the sensor was found to have 
disappeared and the sensor was exposed to the water; therefore, the sensor was re-installed at 
a location 5cm below the ice surface. At the inspection of equipment done on March 25, the 
river ice at the sensor was found to have disappeared and the sensor was exposed to the water 
again; therefore, the sensor was re-installed at a location 3cm below the ice surface. The ice 
temperature steeply decreased on March 4 and 25. This was from the re-installation of the 
sensor that had been in the river ice and had been exposed to the river water. 
The river water temperature curve was flat, around 0°C, up to around February 20, but it 
showed great daily changes after February 20. The ice temperature was a constant -0.3°C from 

 
Figure 4. Deepest snow depth in the last 5 
years at Biei AMeDAS station 
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Figure 5. River water, ice and air temperature at Site No.1 



the start of the observation until February 
25. The ice temperatures changed to positive 
values sometime between 10:00 to 11:00 on 
February 25. After that change, the ice 
temperature roughly followed the changes 
in the river water temperature. Based on the 
above, it is considered that the melting of 
river ice at the location of the sensor 
continues and the exposure of the sensor to 
the river water started during this period. 
Since the ice temperature turned positive 
again between 12:00 and 13:00 on March 
11, after the sensor was re-installed in the 
river ice, and the ice temperature roughly 
followed the change in the river water 
temperature, it is estimated that the sensor 
was exposed to water due to ice melting. 
These results show that the timing of river 
ice melting can be determined to some 
extent by measuring the ice temperature, 
water temperature, and air temperature. 
 
(2) Measurement of water levels 
Yoshikawa et al. showed, from field 
observations of rivers during ice jams, that 
river ice is lifted vertically due to the rapid 
rise in river water level when the melting of 
snow increases and that ice melting and the 
flow of river ice, which are further promoted 
by the vertical movement of the river ice, lead to ice jams (Yoshikawa et al., 2012). In light of 
the above, we performed a continuous observation of the longitudinal water level changes in 
the Bebetsu River during the melting period, and examined the relationship between the 
longitudinal water level changes and the melting process of river ice.  
The changes in the water level at the measurement locations are shown in Figure 6. The part 
of the curve that indicates a marked change in water level is indicated with a red arrow. At No. 
1, water level changes exceeding 10cm were observed on the morning of February 24. At No. 
3 to No. 6 in the downstream sections, the water level rose during the day on February 24, 
indicating that the river discharge increased at this time. Similarly, on February 28 and March 
9, the water level rose by 0.1 to 0.3m at No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5. 
From the values observed at the Biei AMeDAS station from late February to early March, it is 
understood that there were no weather changes that could have caused sudden changes in river 
ice behavior, such as sudden increases in temperature or precipitation. However, on February 
20 and after, the maximum temperature was positive on most days, and the increase in sunshine 
hours was thought to have caused the gradual melting of snow and river ice, which is a potential 
causal factor for local increases in water level in a channel. 
 
(3) Images of river ice 
This section examines the process of river ice melting with reference to the changes in images 
of the river ice. Figure 7 shows the changes in the river ice from February 23 to March 1, and 

 
Figure 6. Longitudinal water level 
fluctuations (Feb. 1, 2019-Mar. 31, 2019) 
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those from March 3 to 9 at No. 1, which was at the upper reach within the survey section, at 
No. 2, which was at the middle part of the section, and at No. 3, which was at the lower reach 
within the survey section. 
No changes in river ice are found in the images taken around February 24 and 25, when the ice 
temperature and water level fluctuations were observed. Similarly, no changes in river ice are 
found in the images taken around February 28, when the water level fluctuations were observed. 
The river ice images that were taken in early March clearly show that the river ice melting 
continued. At No. 2, small open water surfaces start to be seen on March 4, and they expand 
as the days go by. After March 8, changes in the color of the ice are observed, which seems to 
indicate the continued ice melting in the river channel. At No. 3, open water surfaces are found 
on March 7, and they expand as the days pass. No accumulation of river ice can be found in 
the image for March 9, but it is estimated that ice melting had progressed considerably.  
 
(4) Examination of the ice-melting phenomena and the observation technique 
The river ice melting will be examined as time series phenomena by discussing mainly the 
melting process observed at No. 1. 
- Until mid-February, the daily maximum air temperature fluctuated between -2 and 0°C, the 
river water temperatures were around 0°C, and the ice temperatures were a constant -0.3°C. 
Neither water level changes, which are a sign of ice melting, nor the expansion of the open 
water surface were observed. 
- In late February, the days with daily maximum air temperature exceeding 0°C started to 
increase. During this period, no expansion of the open water surface is observed in the river 
ice images. The melting of ice is not observed. On February 24, marked changes in water level 
were observed. On February 25, signs of full-fledged ice melting were detected, including the 
disappearance of river ice, which was shown in the measurements of ice, water, and air 
temperatures. 
- In early March, when the air temperatures rose further, the expansion of open water surfaces 
is observed in the river ice images. The ice melting process was recorded, including the water 
level changes that occurred over the entire length of the river section on March 9 and that were 

 
(a) Feb. 23, 2019- Mar. 1, 2019 

 
(b) Mar. 3, 2019- Mar. 9, 2019 

Figure 7. Temporal change of river ice taken by trail cameras 



interpreted, based on the ice, water, and air temperatures on March 11, as indicating the 
disappearance of the river ice.  
The process of ice melting is difficult to clearly observe from the ice images alone. The 
simultaneous measurement of the ice, river water, and air temperatures was effective in 
determining the timing of ice melting at the measurement locations. The simultaneous and 
longitudinal measurement of the river water level was effective in understanding the flow 
regime in the river channel, which closely related to the ice melting in the entire area of the 
channel. By combining multiple observation devices and methods, it is possible to examine a 
time-series of the ice-melting process on an actual river. 
 
4. Application of the river ice thickness prediction model 
 
(1) Overview of the prediction model 
As an index for assessing the ice jam risk associated with river ice melting, which can trigger 
an ice jam, the prediction of river ice thickness is considered. We examine the applicability of 
the ice thickness prediction model by simulating predictions for the ice thickness at the 
observation locations in this study. 
The basic equations for the time series changes in river ice thickness are given as the following 
equations (1) and (2) based on the heat balance among the atmosphere, river ice, and river 
water. 
 

ℎ = ℎ′ − . 𝛼 − . 𝛽 ⁄ 𝑇 ℎ ⁄                                    (1) 

 ℎ = 𝐻 − 𝑍 − ℎ + ℎ + ℎ                                        (2) 
 
Where, ℎ : ice sheet thickness (m), ℎ′ : ice sheet thickness at ∆t before (m), 𝑇 : air temperature 
(°C), 𝑇 : water temperature (°C), 𝐻: water level (m), 𝑍: riverbed elevation (m), 𝜌 : snow 
density (kg/m3), 𝜌 : water density (kg/m3), ℎ : snow depth (m), 𝜌 : ice sheet density (kg/m3), 
𝜌 : frazil ice density (kg/m3), ℎ : frazil ice thickness (m), and ℎ : effective water depth (m).  
𝛼 in equation (1) is obtained based on the heat balance among the atmosphere, river ice, and 
river water when observation data are available, and when these are not available, it is 
determined by trial and error and observation records. In the current study, observation data 
were unavailable; therefore, we set 𝛼 =0.2, which reproduces the measured river ice thickness 
satisfactorily. 𝛽 (m1/3/s) is expressed in the following equation (3). 
 

𝛽 = 𝑈 ℎ ⁄⁄                                     (3) 
 
For accuracy verification of the model, we compared observed ice sheet thickness and 
calculated ice sheet thickness. Afterward, we show ice sheet thickness for short with ice 
thickness unless we show it in particular. 
In this study, under the assumption that this model would be used at river management offices, 
we simplified and limited the input hydrological conditions for the model by using constant 
values for the water level and the temperature of water flowing into the target river section and 
the input weather information by using the public data on air temperature, wind velocity, and 
sunshine hours (AmeDAS information). The wind velocity and the sunshine hours may 
influence α in equation (1); however, 𝛼 in this study was a fixed value, so it did not influence 
the river ice thickness computation. 
The location for computation by the model was No. 1. The longitudinal riverbed gradient was 
1/60, and the river water surface width was 10m, based on the photos of the location.  



For the water level at the location, a 
constant value obtained by adding 0.3m to 
the elevation of the location was used. For 
the weather data, the hourly observed 
values for Biei AMeDAS were input. The 
reason for not using the observed water 
level and air temperature for the prediction 
computation for 2019 was that, in 
conducting ice thickness predictions that 
include those for past years, we prioritized 
the unification of the input conditions for the computation. The start of prediction was set as 
0:00 on December 1 of the previous year, and the end of the prediction was 24:00 on March 
31 of the year when the prediction was done. The computation output was done with an interval 
of 1 hour, and the minimum ice thickness was 0.001m. The river ice thickness at the start of 
computation was set as 0.001m. The temperature of the river water flowing into the examined 
section fluctuated with the air temperature; however, for simplicity, it was set at a constant 
value of 2°C for the entire period of the computation. 
The reproducibility of river ice thickness for the method presented in this study had been 
verified to be satisfactory in the examination using the river ice thickness measured at the 
winter discharge observation of a different river than that under examination in this study11). 
 
(2) The results of the river ice thickness prediction 
Figure 8 shows the ice thickness prediction result at No.1 from December 1, 2018 to March 
31, 2019. The ice thickness was measured at No. 1 when the ice temperature sensor was 
installed and inspected. The measured ice thickness was 0.28m on February 1, 2019, and 0.07m 
on March 4. The prediction computation was done by adjusting the model parameters to match 
the observed values. 
The prediction values for the river ice thickness show an increasing trend during the coldest 
period of the winter from mid-December to mid-February. The predicted values sharply 
decrease by nearly 20cm within 24 hours from noon on February 19 to noon on February 20. 
The predicted values further decrease to 0cm on February 25, and after that, the values fluctuate 
between 0cm and a few centimeters. 
Next, we compare the changes in the predicted river ice thickness with the ice melting process 
observed onsite. On February 19, when the predicted value sharply decreases, the daily 
maximum temperature turns from negative to 0°C or higher. The timing of the predicted ice 
decrease roughly corresponds to the observed temperature changes. The predicted ice thickness 
became 0cm on February 25, and the disappearance of river ice, which was detected by the ice 
temperature sensor, was also on February 25. It can be said that the time when the predicted 
value of river ice thickness suddenly decreased overlapped with the occurrence time of 
phenomena that signal ice melting onsite. 
A full-scale river ice breakup occurred in early March, and the model predicted that the river 
ice breakup occurred about 10 days earlier than observed. The reasons for this are considered 
to be that the Biei observatory, whose observation values were used as the input values for the 
model, had an elevation of 180m lower than that of No. 1 and that there was a temperature 
difference between the model input value and that at the actual site. The ice melting occurred 
earlier in the model than that onsite. 
 
(3) Assessment of the possibility of an ice jam occurrence 

 
Figure 8. Estimated river ice thickness at 

Site No.1 
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Figure 9 shows the prediction results for 
river ice thickness for the past five years. 
In the previous report, the fluctuation 
characteristics of river ice thickness were 
qualitatively examined using the same 
model2). However, in this study, a 
recalculation was performed by applying 
the setting conditions used for the 
reproduction of the 2019 event to the other 
years. 
 In all these years, the river ice thickness 
continued to increase during the period 
from late December to January. In the 
years other than 2015, the river ice 
thickness shows a clear peak from late February to early March. The predicted annual 
maximum river ice thickness was roughly the same for all five years. A sudden decrease of 
about 10cm to 20cm in the river ice thickness during a 1- to 2-day period occurred in most of 
these years. In some years, the river ice thickness sharply decreased to 0cm in a short period of 
time. These sudden decreases in river ice thickness are able to be linked to continued ice 
melting and are phenomena that may lead to increased risk of ice jams. 
As an effective use of this model, when the predicted value of river ice thickness decreases 
rapidly from the peak within 1 to 2 days, it is regarded as a sign of continued ice melting, and 
it is necessary to watch out for ice jams. However, to determine the decrease in river ice 
thickness that would warrant caution, it is necessary to set a standard by considering the results 
of multi-year ice thickness predictions and the past ice melting conditions for each site. 
Currently, the estimated date and time of the sudden decrease in river ice thickness, which may 
indicate the occurrence of an ice jam, differ depending on the method. It is considered to be 
appropriate to assess the state of ice melting by combining observations of river ice images, 
water levels, ice temperatures, etc. with the predictions for river ice thickness fluctuations.  
 
5. Summary 
 
The findings in this study are summarized below. 
- To understand the deicing process of a frozen river, we took river ice images and 
simultaneously measured the water levels longitudinally and simultaneously measured the ice 
temperatures, river water temperatures, and air temperatures. The simultaneous measurements 
of the ice, river water, and air temperatures were effective in determining the timing of ice 
melting at the measurement locations. An examination of the time series of the deicing process 
has become possible by combining several observation methods. 
- The simplified ice thickness prediction model reproduced the measured river ice thickness 
satisfactorily. Furthermore, the time when the predicted value of river ice thickness suddenly 
decreased seemed to correlate with the degree of ice melting. Therefore, we were able to 
demonstrate the possibility of using the rapid decrease in river ice thickness as predicted by the 
model in order to predict an increase in the risk of an ice jam. 
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This study aimed to clarify the phenomenon of ice jams generated at the bridge piers place. 
The one-dimensional ice jams calculation model was built. The composition of this model is 
water flow, ice flow and ice jams. In order to check the accuracy of this model, we conducted 
an ice jam experiment. Experimental waterway has set up the channel of low-water and flood. 

The study clarified the following. The time series phenomenon of ice jams generated at the 
bridge piers place was able to be expressed in the experiment. This calculation model can 
express water level variation by ice jams. Furthermore, in order to raise calculation accuracy, 
we understood that it was important to consider the influence of ice jams on water flow 
appropriately in this model. 
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1. Introduction 
On March 9, 2018, during the winter season, river water levels in Hokkaido rose rapidly due 

to unseasonable heavy rain and warm air, causing damage in various places. A local agent was 
swept away and killed during revetment work on the Bebetsu River, and three vehicles were 
swept off of the intake weir and destroyed in the Sarukawa River. The damage from the 
inundation occurred in 28 and 26 instances above and below the floor level, respectively, and 
the disaster spread to all through the region of Hokkaido (Hokkaido 2nd report, 2019). Ice 
forms in Hokkaido rivers in winter and they freeze over; in the spring, the ice thaws and breaks 
up due to rising temperatures and enters the flow downstream. Ice jam are formed due to the 
accumulation of the flowing river ice in the river channel which leads to the rapid increase in 
the water level; as a result upstream flooding occurs followed by a sharp drop in downstream 
water level. Furthermore, when the ice jams are broken up, the ice flows downstream with a 
large amount of other river ice, causing widespread damage downstream.  On-site observations 
have shown that many of the disasters that occurred on March 9 were caused by ice-jam 
phenomena and as places where ice-jams occurred, there were sandbars in river channels, slope 
change points, river structures (bridges), confluences with the main river, and increase in water 
levels (Yokoyama et al., 2018a). As a proactive measure, it is pertinent to properly understand 
ice jam phenomena as similar weather conditions may result in a similar disaster in the future. 

The March 2018 Ice Jam Disaster was unprecedented; voices were heard in those places 
saying that "it was impossible to grasp what happened" and more information on the timing 
and location were earnestly sought. In regard to the “timing of occurrence,” because the ice 
jams occur after the river ice has thawed; the timing of thawing may be predicted. From the 
previous studies (Yoshikawa et al., 2014a), it has been shown that among ice sheet thicknesses 
that can be calculated using atmospheric temperature as an input value, there is a high 
possibility of thawing phenomena occurring during the period wherein the thickness of ice 
sheets decreases. Concerning the “place of occurrence,” studies have been conducted 
(Yoshikawa et al., 2014b) on places where the water surface width in the low channel narrows 
due to sandbars in the river channel or the flow speed decreases due to gradient change points. 
In another study on tributary confluences (Toyabe et al., 2017), it was reported that ice jams 
tend to occur when the water level of the main river rises and the flow decreases due to the 
influence of confluence with the main river. Moreover, there are also previous studies on ice 
jam phenomena in places where the downstream flow is completely frozen (Yokoyama et al., 
2018b). However, adequate studies have not been carried out concerning ice jam phenomena 
at river structures (bridges). Numerical calculation models are effective as methods of 
understanding ice jam phenomena in time and space.  

In this study, to elucidate ice jam phenomena at the pier part of the bridge, an ice jam 
calculation model was constructed; then, an ice jam experiment was conducted with a low 
channel and a high channel, and a lengthwise change in water level during the ice jam was 
measured. Furthermore, we attempted to reproduce the rise in water level due to ice jam 
phenomena utilizing this calculation model. 
 
2. Ice Jam Calculation Model 
  This calculation model is composed of one-dimensional basic equations for water flow and 
ice flow. River ice is roughly classified into hard ice sheets (fixed ice includes ice sheets, 
floating ice flows downstream; if the size of the floating ice is 1m or larger it is an ice floe) and 
frazil ice, as well as accumulated snow on top of such ice sheets. In this calculation model, 
floating ice that flows downstream is the target. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual diagram of this 
calculation model. The cross-section was treated as a rectangular cross section. 
 
 



2.1 Water flow calculations 
The following equations of continuity and equations of motion were used as the basic 

equations for water flow. The first term on the right-hand side of equation [1], which is an 
equation of continuity, indicates the increase or decrease in the area of flowing water flowing 
through the gaps in the floating ice due to the increase or the decrease of the flowing ice. 
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Aw (m2) is the product of the flow, which is also the sum of the area in which only water flows 
and the area where water flows through the gaps in the floating ice. Ai (m2) is the cross-sectional 
area of the ice floe, which is also the sum of the ice and the gaps in the ice. Qw (m3/s) is the 
discharge, while Ȝi is the porosity of the floe ice, and 0.1 was provided by the reproduction 
calculation of this experiment. ȡw (kg/m3) = 1,000.0 in water density, ȡi (kg/m3) = 917.4 in ice 
density, t (sec) = time, x (m) = distance, Uw (m/s) = lengthwise direction of river, the running 
water speed, n (s/m1/3): Manning's roughness coefficient was 0.008 in the reproduction 
calculation of this experiment. R (m): hydraulic radius and S (m): wetted perimeter; 
Calculations were made assuming complete freezing in the event regarding, when the thickness 
of the ice block Hi is twice the thickness of the ice model described later, 0.6 cm. 
�Hz /�x in the third term on the left side of equation [2], which is the equation of motion, is 

the water surface gradient. The water level and water surface gradient change due to the 
presence of floe, and this value is important in this calculation model because the speed of the 
floe changes as the flow velocity changes. The water level, Hz (m), was calculated as "the 
height of the riverbed + the water depth, taking the void space of the ice floe into consideration 
+ the depth of the draft of the ice floe." The specific method used in the calculation is to divide 
Aw obtained by equation [1] by river width B to obtain water depth Hw taking into account the 
gaps of the ice floe; thus, the water level Hz was calculated as the bed height Z (m) by the 
following equation. 
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2.2 Calculation of Ice Flow 

The ice flow calculation was carried out using the basic formula for the flow of the ice floes, 
which is the formula of continuity and river ice flow sedimentation, formula (Yoshikawa et al., 
2018). The river ice deposition equation is derived from the assumption that river ice is an ice 
block of ice aggregates and assumes that the rotational moment of the force acting on the ice 
block is zero. 
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Where Qi (m3/s) is the ice block discharge, Ui (m/s) is the Speed of ice block in the lengthwise 
direction of the river, Bi (m) is the Width of ice mass in the transverse direction of the river, Bd 
(m) is the River width downstream from target section, ȡw (kg/m3) is the water density, ȡi 
(kg/m3) is the ice density, g(m/s2) is the gravitational acceleration, Hi (m) is the vertical 
thickness of the ice block, Li (m) is the Length of ice block along direction of the river, CD is 
the Coefficient of drag, Cf is the Coefficient of friction, and CL is the Coefficient of lift. 

Regarding the calculation conditions, the Courant number was 0.005 and the cross-sectional 
area of the calculation section was 10 cm. In addition, by trial and error, the value of the river 
width of the cross-section was obtained from Bi and Li and, in the case where the speed of the 
ice block becomes less than 0.5 times the speed of the running water, the calculation was 
performed with the speed of the ice blocks set to zero. These values need to be revalidated in 
subsequent studies. 
 
3. Ice Jam Experiment and Reproduction Calculation at the Bridge Pier 
 
3.1 Experimental Channel, Experimental Conditions, and Measurement Items 

The shape of the experimental channel, the discharge, the amount of ice, and the ice size 
were investigated for the determination of ice jams (Yoshikawa et al., 2011) that occurred in 
the actual Shokotsu River in February 2010, for which detailed field observational data exists. 

The method of setting the experimental channel shape is described as follows. The discharge 
before the ice jam occurred is 14 m3/s and, from the results of the general cross-sectional 
unequal flow for the sections between 11 km and 20 km from the estuary where the ice jam 
occurs, the minimum water surface width was 21.3m, the average was 40.8m, the maximum 
was 82.0m, the minimum riverbed gradient was 1/769, and the maximum was 1/125. 
Considering the simplicity of hydraulic experiments, the model scale was set to 1/100, the 
width of the channel was set to 20 cm at the bottom of the low channel, the full water width of 
the low channel was 30 cm, the maximum width of the channel was 80 cm, and the slope was 
1/120. The experimental channel is shown in Fig. 2, and the standard cross-section is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

The length of the waterway is 15.41m, the height from the bottom of the low channel to the 
height of the high water channel bed is 2.6cm, the gradient of the low channel is 1:2, the width 
of the bed of the high water channel is 25cm (2 places on the left and right), and the downstream 
end of the channel has a step. The pier model installed two piers at the location shown in Fig. 
4 at the point 6m from the downstream end in Fig. 2 with reference to the shortest distance 
between the piers for the Memorial Bridge of Shokotsu river. Part of side wall of the waterway 
was made of transparent acrylic material to better visualize the phenomenon, and other parts 
of the side wall, except for acrylic material and the bottom of the waterway, were made of 
wood. Waterproofing was performed through the application of a sealer, and the surface was 
painted twice. Concerning the color of the surface coating, the bed of the lower channel was 
painted yellow and that of the higher channel matted black so that it would be possible to 
distinguish between the ice model and the flood of the high water channel bed. 

In order to decide the upstream discharge, we refer to the maximum discharge 286 m3/s at 
the time of ice jam generating in actual river, and examined the conditions which ice jam 
generates. The result of examination, the value of the half of the maximum discharge was 
adopted and the discharge of the experiment was made into 1.4 L/s using the Froude similarity 
rule. The structure is such that the upstream end flow volume is pumped from the water tank 
installed at the downstream end to the upstream water tank (8.5m x 1.5m x 0.9m) with a 
submersible pump and then the water is pumped from the upstream water tank to the water 
tank directly connected to the water channel which overflows from the triangular weir, and the 



upstream discharge was controlled using the overflow depth from the triangular weir. Before 
this experiment, the discharge was verified with the capacity equation. 

The running water was colored at a concentration of 2% using a white bath salt (Earth 
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Basroman Premium Skin Care) for easy identification of flooding of 
the high water channel beds. The total amount of water used in this experiment is 8,288L. The 
specific gravity of the colored water was measured with a standard hydrometer and found to 
be 1.022. 

The ice mass discharge of the experiment was made into 0.6 L/s using the Froude similarity 
rule. We refer to the ice mass discharge 60 m3/s before ice jam generating in actual river. The 
ice size was 4 cm x 4 cm and the thickness was 0.6 cm based on the maximum ice size of 4 m 
and the thickness of 0.6 m of the ice that had accumulated in the river after the ice jam occurred. 
500 ice models were made of polypropylene with a specific gravity of 0.92, which is equivalent 
to that of actual river ice. Assuming the ice model speed obtained by PTV analysis, to make 
the ice model easier to decipher, the entire surface of the ice model was colored with fluorescent 
orange on both sides, and a circle with a diameter of 2 cm was provided on both sides and was 
colored blue. The ice model input position was 13.5 m from the downstream end in Figure 2. 
At the loading position shown in Fig. 2, ice models were manually loaded for eight seconds at 
the rate of 62.5 ice model per second 

As shown in Fig. 2, the water level was measured by installing six piezos (pressure sensors, 
STS ATM.1ST) on the bottom of the low channel, and the measured pressure was converted 
to water level and measured. The measurement interval was 0.01 seconds. A KEYENCE NR-
600 stand-alone measurement unit was used as a data logger. The water temperature was 
measured before and after the experiment and was 14Ԩ both times. 

A single-lens reflex digital camera (Canon EOS Mark II) was installed above the waterway 
to grasp the experimental situation, and images were taken over a range of 6 m along the 
waterway length. 

The ice jam experiment was performed in two cases, one without the pier model and the other 
with the pier model installed. 
 
3.2 Ice Jam Experiment Status 

Figure 5 shows the experimental case where the pier was installed in the camera image taken 
from above the waterway. An ice jam occurred at around 17 seconds in Fig. 5 c). Specifically, 
the ice model was deposited first on the outside of the pier with the slow flow velocity, and the 
ice model was deposited in an arch shape with the pier as a fulcrum and drawing an arc 
upstream. From Fig. 5d) to h), the running water and the ice models are running on the high 
water channel bed on the left and right banks upstream from the pier after the occurrence of 
the ice jam. After that, the running water and the ice models returned to the lower channel 
below the pier, and some of the ice models were deposited on the low channel slope. 
Approximately 300 sheets were deposited in the low channel due to ice jam, and about 50 
sheets were deposited on the high water channel bed, for a total of 500 pieces from among the 
ice models input. 
 
3.3 Water Level Change in the Ice Jam Experiment 

The study of water level change is a prerequisite for the proper understanding of the ice jam 
phenomenon and predicting the River water level rise. Figure 6 shows a case where no pier 
was installed, while Fig. 7 shows a case where a pier was installed. The experimental water 
level in the figure is a moving average value at 0.2-second intervals. 

In the case without the pier in Fig. 6, the water level dropped at 15 seconds from the start of 
the experiment at the point of 8m. From the camera image, the ice models accumulated in the 
low water channel about 8.5 m upstream at 14 to 15 seconds from the start of the experiment; 



then, the ice models accumulated 16 seconds from the start of the experiment and formed an 
accumulated mass that flowed downstream. The drop in the water level 15 seconds after the 
experiment began at the 8 m point may be caused by the blockage of the flowing water resulting 
from the accumulation of the ice model about 8.5 m upstream, so the water level downstream 
had dropped. The subsequent rise in the water level might be due to the rise in the downstream 
water level due to the flowing downstream of ice models accumulated at about 8.5 m upstream. 
One of the factors that caused the ice models to accumulate at the point of about 8.5 m was that 
the ice models were input manually, so it was not strictly possible to insert the ice model 
smoothly and evenly so as not to affect the water .The reason for the rise in the water level at 
about 45 seconds from the start of the experiment at the 2.0 m point and the drop in the water 
level at 50 seconds after the start of the experiment is that the ice models accumulated at the 
most downstream position at the end and the water level rose. After that, the ice models were 
removed manually and the water level dropped. 

In the case with the pier shown in Fig.7, the water level drops at about 8 meters approximately 
11 seconds from the start of the experiment. According to the camera images, ice models were 
accumulating in the low water channel at about 9.0 m upstream at about 11 seconds from the 
start of the experiment; then, at 12 seconds, the ice models became aggregated and moved 
downstream. The reason for the drop in water level 11 seconds after the start of the experiment 
at the 8 m point might be due to the dropping of water level on the downstream side which 
resulted from the accumulation of the ice models at about 9.0 m upstream, which blocked the 
flowing water. The subsequent rise in water level may be due to the rise in the downstream 
water level as a result of the ice model accumulation at about 9.0 m upstream that was 
eventually carried downstream. One of the factors that made the ice model to accumulate at 
about 9.0 m point is that the above-mentioned ice model was manually input. 

In Fig. 7, the water level rises 16 to 17 seconds after the experiment at the 6 m point where 
the pier is installed and falls 23 seconds after the experiment started. From the camera image 
and Fig. 5, the ice models start to accumulate (ice jam) 16 to 17 seconds after the experiment 
started, and form an arc-shaped ice jam as the ice model draws an arc upstream at 23 seconds 
after the experiment started and the number of ice models flowing downstream was reduced. 
At the 6 m point where the pier is installed, the water level rose due to the ice jam of the ice 
models; however, it can be estimated that the water level at the pier dropped afterward due to 
the accumulation of the ice model at the arch. On the other hand, at 7 m upstream, which is 
affected by the ice jam, the water level rose from about 23 seconds after the start of the 
experiment to about 2.2 cm. 
 
3.4 Reproduction Calculation of Ice Jam Phenomenon 

In the change in water level between the experimental and calculated values, the cases with 
and without installed pier are shown in figures 7 and 6, respectively. 

In the case without the pier, the calculated value reproduced the experimental value for the 
water level change at 10 m well. On the other hand, the calculated water levels do not reproduce 
the experimental water levels for the water level change at 8 m at around 15 seconds from the 
start of the experiment. Furthermore, the calculated water level peak and the experimental 
water level peak at 7, 6, 5 and 2 m after that are out of phase. These factors may be influenced 
by the ice model introduction method described above. Looking at the water levels at all points 
between 0 seconds and 60 seconds from the start of the experiment, it can be observed that the 
calculated values reproduced the experimental values to a large extent. 

From this study, it has been shown that this calculation model can reproduce the water level 
change caused by the ice flow. In the case with the pier (Fig. 7), the calculated value well 
reproduced the experimental value for the water level change at 10 m. At the 8 m point, the 
calculated value was higher than the experimental value for the water level changes due to the 



downstream ice jam that occurred 29 seconds from the start of the experiment. In the 
experiment, the rise in water level was suppressed by the flooding of the high water channel 
bed; however, it is thought that the water level was higher than in the experiment because the 
high water channel bed was not considered in the calculation. The calculated value is lower 
than the experimental value for the water level change due to ice jams occurring 30 seconds 
from the start of the experiment at the 7 m point. On the other hand, the calculated values are 
higher than the experimental values at 6 m and 5 m; this observation may have resulted from 
the underestimation of the effect of ice jams on the running water during the calculation by the 
basic formulae of this calculation model. A possible way to remedy the situation may be to 
increase the value of Manning's roughness coefficient at the point the ice jam occurs. The 
calculated value was lower than the experimental value for the water level change at 40 seconds 
or more after the start of the experiment at 2 m. 

This is thought to be a lower water level than in the experiment because, in the experiment, 
the running water that overflowed the high water channel bed due to the ice jam upstream 
circumvented the pier and flowed into the low water channel downstream, raising the water 
level. It is considered lower than the experiment. 

This study showed that the calculation model can qualitatively reproduce the water level 
change of the ice jam phenomenon. On the other hand, it may be pointed out that in the basic 
formulae of the calculation model, the effect of ice jams on running water was properly 
evaluated and high water channel beds were considered to increase reproducibility. 
 
4. Discussion 

To elucidate ice jam phenomena at bridge piers, an ice jam calculation model was 
constructed, an ice jam experiment was performed with a low water channel and a high water 
channel bed, and the calculated and experimental values were compared for changes in water 
level caused by the ice jam. The following could be observed from the present study. 

The result of the ice jam experiment showed that ice models began to accumulate from the 
location where the flow velocity was slow outside the pier, and the ice models accumulated in 
an arch shape facing upstream and forming an ice jam. It was observed that ice models were 
deposited on the high water beds and low water channel slopes due to the ice jam. For the water 
level change, it was found that the water level increased upstream of the ice jam occurrence 
point and decreased immediately downstream. The effects of the ice jam become smaller as 
the further one goes upstream. The water level rose further downstream from the ice jam 
occurrence point because the running water from the high water channel flowed into the low 
water channel again. An understanding of ice jam phenomena was achieved through this 
experiment. 

Comparison of the calculated water level with the ice jam calculation model and the 
experimental water level showed that, in the case without a pier, the calculation model was 
able to reproduce the water level change due to the effects of ice flowing downstream. In the 
case with a pier, it was shown that this calculation model can qualitatively reproduce the water 
level changes of the ice jam phenomenon. However, to improve reproducibility, it was 
necessary to properly evaluate the effect of ice jams on the running water in the basic formula 
of the calculation model and to consider high water levels. 
� The results of this research will contribute to the study of ensuring the safety of river 
construction in winter, understanding the timing and location of ice jam occurrences, predicting 
the increase in the river water level, and quantitatively evaluating the effects of climate change. 
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of ice jam calculation model. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Plane view of the test channel. 
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a) Start of experiment (0 sec.) 

 

 
b) Start of experiment (11sec.) 
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Figure 5. Ice Jam Experimental State (planar image, including pier) 

   
Figure 3.                                                         Figure 4. 

Standard cross section of the test channel.               Cross section of pier installation 
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Figure 7. Comparison of Water Levels 
between Experimental and Calculated 

Values (With Pier). 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Water Levels 
between Experimental and Calculated 

Values (Without Pier). 
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ABSTRACT: A field program was undertaken in 2017 to (i) measure the forces in the ice 
sheet near a dam and (ii) observe the behavior of the ice sheet with controlled water level 
fluctuation of the reservoir. The field program was conducted at Dam Taraldsvikfossen 
outside Narvik town, located in northern Norway. Three different load scenarios were tested 
with 0.06, 0.22 and 0.35 m water level fluctuations. During the load scenario with 0.06 water 
level fluctuations it was considered that the ice pressure was reduced due to the variation in 
water level. The maximum ice load was registered at 85 kN/m during the load events with the 
highest variation in water level. It was concluded that the volume of the cracks, the number of 
cracks and the volume of refreezing of the cracks in an ice cover had a major impact on the 
ice load. These parameters, together with water level fluctuation, ice thickness and 
temperature variation, had the greatest impact on both the maximum value of the load and the 
ice sheet behavior. In an overall assessment of all the components presented in the paper, it 
was concluded that today‘s knowledge of ice loads is still limited. A general assessment of 
the measurement program and the measurement results has been conducted as a basis for 
continuing similar measurement programs.  

 

  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  



  
1. INTRODUCTION  

When a lake or a reservoir cools down, the water cools on the surface. This water will 
become heavier and therefore sink deeper at the same time as water flows up (Bergdahl, 
1977). At stagnant water, the thin surface layer can reach the freezing point while the rest of 
the water volume has a temperature equal to 4°C. When the water in this layer reaches the 
freezing point, it begins to form ice (Ashton, 1986). An ice cover will be able to apply large 
loads to dam structures, either by thermal expansion or water level variations. 

Design rules and practices have been established in several countries to ensure the safety of 
dams. One design parameter is static ice load, describes as a result of thermal expansion of 
the ice cover or water level fluctuations (Comfort, 2003). Ice loads are variable actions whose 
intensity and/or points of application vary frequently and significantly over time (CFBR, 
2013). According to the guidelines of Norway (NVE, 2003), thermal ice loads are assumed to 
be a line load between 100 and 150 kN/m acting near the top of the dam. The ice load will 
have a major impact when calculating the stability of a dam. It will have a particularly large 
impact on low concrete and masonry dams. In many cases, ice loads would be the driving 
force for rehabilitation of a dam. It is therefore important to anticipate the correct maximum 
load and behavior of the load events. 
 
Sensors used for ice stress measurements can be separeted into two categories (Cox and 
Johnson, 1983): cylindrical sensors having an effective modulus much greater than ice, and 
thin, wide sensors (flat-jacks), preferably having an effective modulus close to that of ice. 
Both cylindrical and flat-jacks stress gauges have been found to compare well during a series 
of field measurements in Canada (Morse et al., 2011, Taras et al., 2011).  

New measuring equipment and new measuring methods, as described, have made 
measurements of ice load both easier and more accurate than before. Norut Narvik currently 
has an ongoing measurement program at the Taraldsvikfossen dam in Narvik. The reservoir 
in Taraldsvikfossen is small and can easily be regulated to manipulate water level 
fluctuations that will give particularly interesting load events. This study focuses on ice loads 
from water level fluctuations. Measurements were performed in a reservoir at a time of year 
when the ice level was kept steady.  

 
2. ICE LOAD MEASSUREMENTS AT TARALDVIKFOSSEN DAM  

The measurement program on dam Taraldsvikfossen started winter 2012/13 (Petrich,2015).  
The program was implemented as a basis for establishing measurement procedures, 
improving the design basis and increasing the understanding of ice load due to water level 
variation on dams. The load events presented in this paper was a result of measurements 
conducted in the winter of 2016/17. Recent research (Comfort et al., 2003, Blazevic, 2011) 
shows that load events on an ice-covered reservoir due to water level fluctuations combined 
with thermal expansion has greater measured maximum load and greater load variation, than 
load only generated from thermal expansion alone.  

The motivation of the program was mainly to simulate a water level fluctuation, and to look 
at the behavior of the ice sheet and the loads occurring. Previous literature (Comfort et al., 
2003) has only looked at uncontrolled fluctuations, and has therefore not had the opportunity 
to create such a load event. It is therefore completely unique to be able to simulate such load 
situations under nearly optimal conditions. To observe effects only due to ice jacking, the 



temperature should be almost constant throughout the measurement period. The temperature 
was therefore also measured during the load events.  

Pressure Cells  
In this measurement program, four oil filled GeoKon 4850 pressure cells were installed in the 
middle of the dam. The center of the second upper stress cell was 20cm below the ice surface 
at deployment. The cells consisted of two rectangular steel plates (10 * 20cm) which were 
welded together with air-free oil between the plates. A small tube connected the cell to a 
vibrating wire pressure transducer that also measures temperature with a temperature 
dependent resistor.   

The pressure cells were calibrated with an accuracy of <0.5kPa. The cells were then mounted 
on a steel frame, with a vertical distance center distance of 18cm. In this article each 
individual pressure cell is named A1, A2, A3 and A4, where A1 is the top cell. The water 
level was between pressure cell A1 and A2 at the start of the load events. Pressure cell A1 
was placed that way so we could measure the pressure if the ice grew above water level. The 
pressure cell could measure ice pressure, ice and water temperature and water level variation.  
A temperature sensor was also installed, two meters from the dam, which measured air 
temperature.  
 
Figure 1. Three of the oil filled GeoKon 4860  Figure 2. Size and placement of the 
pressure cells      pressure cells  

   

  
 

 

 

 

 

Measurement area  
Dam Taraldsvikfossen is a gravity concrete dam with a vertical upstream surface. The 
reservoir functions as a backup source for drinking water to the city of Narvik. The reservoir 
is located in an area where there are stable low temperatures and with few external stresses in 
the form of wind. The reservoir alsohave the possibility of controlled fluctuations without 
major financial or environmental consequences. By agreement with Norut Narvik, it was 
chosen to carry out the measurement program at dam Taraldsvikfossen.  

Logging  
When the load panels were placed on the dam, they were also connected to recording 
equipment and a storage unit located in the dam. The events were monitored by remote 
sensing. The valve house had access to electricity which also made it possible to obtain 
measurement data directly when present at the dam. This had great utility value during the 
fluctuation of the reservoir.  

Level of the 
ice surface at 
deployment 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 



  
All instruments were connected to a CR1000 data logger, and the ice load was recorded with 
a time interval of 5 minutes throughout the measurement period. Snow depth, freeboard and 
ice thickness were measured manually and logged before and during each test.  

Fluctuations of the water level in the reservoir  
Dam Taraldsvikfossen had two valves, one located in the valve housing and one located 
down in a drain downstream of the dam. Both valves were shut-off valves on the same 
drainpipe. It was important to control the fluctuations accurately. It was therefore chosen full 
opening on the valve in the drain, so that the fluctuation could be controlled more accurately 
from the valve in the valve housing. The water level variation was then registered by the 
pressure cells. The water level variation was also controlled manually by a ruler.  

Since the knowledge on the field is still limited, there was great uncertainty about how the ice 
sheet would behave during the controlled fluctuations. According to previous measurement 
of ice loads it has been observed that Maximum ice loads occurs at water level fluctuations 
between 0.5h and h, where h is the average ice thickness (Comfort et al., 2003, Taras et al., 
2011, Stander, 2006). Where h symbolizes ice thickness and a variation in water level. When 
the average ice thickness was measured at 600mm, it was expected that the ice load would 
reach the maximum value between 300mm < a < 600mm variation.   

It was important to choose a measurement period that showed stable low temperatures with 
little temperature variation. Three different load events were selected. The duration of the 
load events is presented in Table 2. The water level variation is represented as the maximum 
decreasing of water level from the start of the fluctuation.  
  
Table 2. Overview of the water level fluctuations and the duration of the load events  

Load event no.   Water lever variation [m] Duration [h] 

1   0.06 11 
2   0.22 11 

3   0.35 24h 

  
Load event 1 was conducted with a low water level variation as the motivation for this load 
event was to observe the behavior of the discharge mechanisms, the inflow and the ice cover.   

Load event 2 was subjected to a larger water level variation, but with the same duration as 
load event 1. After about 0.1m water level variation, crack formations were observed in the 
ice cover. It was concluded to stop the fluctuation of 0.22m as there was a danger that the 
crack pattern would have an impact on load event 3. 
 
In order to observe a longer load event, load event 3 was carried out with a longer duration. 
At a water level variation of 0.3 mm, it was considered that the cracks near the dam and in 
the surrounding terrain were of such large size that there was a danger that the ice cover 
would collapse. As such a break-up would significantly reduce the ice load, it was concluded 
to stop the fluctuation at 0.35m, so that the ice cover was intact during the entire load event.  
 
 



Ice Conditions  
Prior to the load events, measurements of ice conditions were conducted. The first measuring 
point was close to the dam body and the remaining measuring points were taken 
perpendicular on the dam (Table 1). The thickness of the ice sheet varied from 0.5m near the 
dam, and 0.7m at the center of the ice sheet. The same measurements were also performed 
during load event 3 to observe behavior of the ice sheet during water level fluctuations.  

Table 1.  Measurements of ice thickness, snow depth and freeboard before load event 1 
   

 

 
 

 
Two weeks before the start of the load events there were stable low temperatures without 
large rapid variations. This was the most stable period for air temperature in the winter of 
16/17.  

Temperature  
The development of air temperature during the measurement period is based on 
measurements from the weather station installed on the dam body. The plot for ice 
temperature is based on measurements from the center of the three lowest pressure cells. In 
load event 1, the air temperature was stably low during the fluctuation, with little thermal 
variation. There was no marked rise in temperature that caused the build-up of a thermal ice 
pressure. The air temperature varied from -8ºC to -5ºC. The ice temperature had a low 
variance and dropped by 1ºC at all pressure cells. It is indicated that the ice was not largely 
affected by the temperature drop of 3ºC.  

In load event 2, there were larger variations in the air temperature, and it was defined as a 
thermal load event. A thermal load event will occur in an ice cover if the average 
temperature, T, is lower than -2ºC and increases by more than 5ºC over two days. Individual 
load cases are separated at a temperature drop of 5ºC over one day or two days (Petrich et al., 
2015). 
 
The air temperature was -9ºC before the fluctuation, 1ºC at the lowest point of the water level 
decreasing and -5ºC when the water level was back to its normal level again. The ice 
temperature in the ice sheet was affected to a greater extent than in load event 1. In load event 
2 the ice temperature increased at most by 2ºC in pressure cell A2. This indicated that the 

Measurement 
point 

Distance 
from dam 

[m] 

Ice 
thickness 

[m] 

Snow 
depth 
[m] 

Freeboard 
[m] 

M1 0.1 0.52 0.20 0.04 
M2 0.5 0.49 0.15 0.03 
M3 1 0.48 0.12 0.01 
M4 2 0.51 0.30 0.02 
M5 5 0.56 0.17 0.03 
M6 10 0.66 0.60 0.04 
M7 15 0.70 0.60 0.05 
M8 20 0.72 0.80 0.06 
M9 25 0.72 0.12 0.03 



increase in air temperature influenced the ice. As the duration of the air temperature change 
only lasted for 5 hours and dropped to -5ºC after another 5 hours, it was expected that the 
thermal change did not have a large effect on the total ice load.  
  
During load event 3, there were large temperature variations, and as load event 2, the change 
is defined as a load case (Petrich et al., 2015). The air temperature varied from -10ºC to 2ºC 
during the fluctuation. The temperature increase lasted for 40 hours before the temperature 
dropped again to -3ºC when the water level reached its normal level. The ice temperature was 
already 2ºC warmer at the start of the fluctuation compared to the other load events and had a 
much greater variation. The most noticeable case was that the ice temperature in pressure cell 
A2 varied from -4 ° C to -1 ° C. When the water level was decreased with 0.35m, water rose 
to the surface of the ice in some places. This may have affected the increase of the ice 
temperature.  

The temperature of the ice can differ markedly from the air temperature (due to the insulating 
effect of snow and heat resistance in ice) and it is often 5 degrees warmer in cold periods. 
When weather changes from cold to hot, the temperature of the ice can also be calculated 
relatively easily hour by hour using non-stationary conditions using the heat conduction 
formula. This agrees well with measured temperatures as the heat conduction only takes place 
vertically.  
 
Crack pattern  
Cracks may form during water level fluctuations, or contraction due to temperature 
variations. These cracks will affect the stress distribution within the ice cover. Water filled 
cracks may refreeze at a later stage. Cracks, both dry and wet and refrozen, will always have 
an impact on the behavior and stress distribution (Ashton, 1986, Metge, 1976).  

 During all observed load events, there was crack formations visually to the naked eye, and 
the visible cracks increased in both depth, width and length with decreasing water level 
fluctuations.  
  

 
Figure 3 a). Observed crack pattern in the         Figure 3 b). Observed crack pattern in the             
ice cover after load event 2         ice cover after load event 3          

Observed crack pattern in the ice cover after load event 2 and 3 are illustrated in Figure 2 a) 
and b) respectively. The figure illustrates cracks that were open all the way to the surface. 
Both before and after load event 1, no visible cracks were observed.   
During load event 2 a crack with width of 20mm quickly formed perpendicular on the dam.  



The remaining cracks were formed towards the end of the fluctuations and had a width of 
10mm. All observed cracks were dry. It was observed that the ice was firmly fixed in both the 
dam and in the surrounding terrain during the entire load event. 12 hours after the water level 
had returned to normal levels, the cracks had become significantly more narrow and shorter. 
The thickness of the crack perpendicular on the dam had been reduced by 10mm, and the 
crack length was reduced by 2m. The thickness of the remaining cracks was reduced by 
5mm, and the crack lengths were reduced by 1-2m.   

   

   
Figure 4. Water-filled crack during    Figure 5. Dry cracks 10m from the dam          
load event 3       

Load event 3 was the only event where cracks were observed before the start of water level 
fluctuation. Shortly after the start of fluctuation, the crack pattern was almost identical to load 
event 2. New dry cracks were developed after 0.15m fluctuation. No further cracks were 
developed after this point, but the cracks increased in width and length with increased 
fluctuation. At 0.35mm fluctuation, the cracks in the ice sheet were in average 30mm wide, 
while the cracks parallel with the dam had a width of 50mm. It was observed that the ice 
cover was fixed in both the dam and the terrain during the entire load event 3.  
 
After the water level had been decreased down to 0.25m, water-filled cracks were observed 
for the first time (Figure 4). These cracks were observed on the south and northeast sides of 
the reservoir. After 0.3m water level fluctuation, water-filled cracks were also observed 20m 
from the dam.  
In contrast to load event 2, the cracks in load event 3 were not refrozen to the same extent. 12 
hours after the water level fluctuation, the ice cover still had the original crack pattern (Figure 
5) without any significant reduction in width or length.  
 
Vertical motion of the ice sheet  
In addition to observing the crack pattern, measurements of the vertical movement of the ice 
sheet perpendicular to the dam were also carried out during load event 3. These 
measurements are presented in figure 6 and show how the ice cover changes vertical position 
during the water level fluctuation. The measuring points were selected by observing at the 
crack pattern from load event 2. The measurements were conducted during load event 3 at 
0.1m, 0.2m and 0.35m decreasing of the water level. 



The largest vertical motion was expected near the cracks. Load event 3 had a water level 
fluctuation of 0.35m and a duration of 24 hours. The value of the water level variation is less 
than the thickness of the ice and will therefore be able to generate a high load component 
(Comfort et al., 2003).  

The largest vertical displacement (35cm) was measured 26m from the front of the dam. The 
vertical displacement decreased near the opposite end of the dam, and the ice sheet had no 
displacement at the front of the dam. This indicates that the ice cover was fixed to the dam 
and fixed to a certain extent to the surrounding terrain.  

  
Figure 6. Vertical motion of the ice sheet during load event 3. Vertical movement (mm) on 
the x-axis and distance from the dam (m) on the y-axis 

Cracks were observed parallel to the front of the dam at L = 0.5m, 13m, 18m and 24m 
(Figure 3 b). The measured cracks correspond well with the positioning of the ice sheet. 
Evidence of a wedging effect is substantiated by the gradient of the graphs changing in 
accordance with the position of the cracks. A wedging effect could generate a large load 
contribution against the dam structure.   
 
As a result of the vertical motion, a rotation of the fixed ice sheet towards the front of the 
dam may occur. The crack formation led to the ice sheet being broken up into smaller ice 
blocks. The ice block that was attached to the front of the dam is therefore pulled out at the 
top when water level decreases and pressed up against the dam when the water level rises to 
its normal level. As the ice sheet was fixed to both the dam and the surrounding terrain, and 
the entire sheet was intact during the entire water level fluctuation, it was expected that this 
created a large pressure against the dam. 
 
A load event can occur after a decreasing of water level, when the water level returns to its 
normal level. When the water level rises, water will seep into the cracks in the ice sheet. If 
the cracks are exposed to cold temperatures, the water will freeze. This repetitive cycle will 
be able to generate vertical layers of ice inside the cracks and the ice cover will expand. This 
effect will occur after the water level returns to its normal level. When water-filled cracks 
were observed during load event 3, it seems likely that such an effect occurred. 



3. RESULTS  

Maximal ice load  
The results of the load events are shown in table 3 and show maximal measured ice pressure 
and ice load.   

Table 3. Maximal measured ice pressure and ice load from load event 1, 2 and 3   

Load event no. Ice pressure 
[kPa] 

Ice load 
[kN/m] 

1 78 15 
2 274 50 

3 470 85 

  
The pressure cells measured the ice pressure and was converted to ice load manually. The 
ratio between ice pressure and ice load is described as σ = P * A. Where σ is the ice load, P is 
the measured pressure and A is the crosssectional area of the ice towards the front of the dam. 
The pressure cells did not measure the pressure in the entire cross section of the ice, it was 
therefore divided into load zones that represented the registration area of each individual 
pressure cell. Such a conversion method has been developed by Carter et al (1998) and has 
been considered to work well in several measurement programs (Stander, 2006, Petrich et al., 
2015). The ice load was then calculated by summing the ice load at all the pressure cells.   

Load events  
The measured ice pressure on the front of the dam varied from -100kPa to 470kPa. The 
properties of the pressure cells meant that they could not measure a value lower than               
-100kPa. Measurements with values below -100 kPa could cause the oil in the thick cells to 
boil, and such an event would lead to the measurements becoming very uncertain. The ice 
pressure will vary at different depths in the cross section of the ice sheet. In a typical load 
event for thermal ice load, the pressure will be greatest at the top of the cross-section and 
decrease with the depth of the ice cover (Bergdahl, 1977). In the case of a load event for ice 
load due to water level variation, the distribution seems to be different. In all the load events, 
the same distribution was observed; During the fluctuation, higher ice pressure was measured 
in pressure cell A4 than in A2. When the load event was completed, and the water returned to 
normal levels, the pressure in A2 increased, while the ice pressure in A4 decreased. Such a 
load sequence can be a result of the ice cover being firmly fixed to the dam.   

When parts of the ice sheet move vertical downwards, the fixed part of the sheet will be 
pulled out at the top and at the same time press against the front of the dam at the bottom. 
When the water returns to normal levels, the effect will be reversed. Such a load distribution 
will be intensified by greater water level variation.  
 
Load event 1 is presented in Figure 7. Before the fluctuation started (10h), the ice sheet had a  
residual load that corresponded to a line load of around 15 kN/m. After the fluctuation started, 
there was a clear reduction of the ice load, and this reduction was kept stable until the end of 
the fluctuation.   

According to Comfort et al. (2003), a water level variation can both increase and decrease the 
total ice load. A reduction is due to the formation of cracks in the ice sheet, and the stresses in 
the ice is being "released". As no cracking was observed during the load event, this contrasts 



with this fact. However, cracks may have formed on the underside of the ice sheet. Such a 
phenomenon would not be observable from the upper side and would have the same 
reduction effect as crack formation on the upper side. 
 
Another reason for a reduction may be contractions in the ice sheet due to low temperatures 
before and during the load event. As there were moderately low and stable air and ice 
temperatures both before, during and immediately after the load event, it was considered that a 
reduction of such magnitude seems unlikely to occur only by thermal contraction. 

 
Figure 7. Load event 1. Time (h) on the x-axis and line load (kN/m) on the y-axis 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Air temperature of load event 1. Time (h) on the x-axis and temperature (ºC) on the 
y-axis 



By studying the distribution of pressure at the different pressure cells, it was observed that the 
pressure reduced rapidly at pressure cell A2 at the start of the load event, while pressure cell 
A4 had no noticable results. It was considered that the reduction of the ice load was probably 
due to the ice cover being pulled out at the top, but that the water level variation was not of 
large enough amplitude for the sheet to press on the dam at the bottom. Load event 1 confirms 
Comfort et al (2003)'s claim that water level variation can reduce the occurring ice load.   

Load event 2 is presented in Figure 9. Before the fluctuation started, the ice sheet had a residual 
load that corresponded to a line load equal to -40 kN/m. This indicates that the ice sheet 
compressed, and he ice sheet was exposed to a short cooling period before the load event that 
corresponds well with this load. The ice load increased considerably as soon as the fluctuation 
started (9h), and the total load increased by 70kN/m within 2 hours. If the residual load had not 
occurred, it seems likely that the ice load would have had a considerably higher value at this 
time.  
 
When the fluctuation stopped, the ice load was reduced immediately. Such a phenomenon 
indicated that the ice sheet was fixed to the dam, and that a wedging effect occurred in that the 
sheet rotated towards the dam during the fluctuation. An occurrence of a wedging effect is 
confirmed by the fact that pressure cell A4 registered an increase in ice pressure during the 
period. When the water level went up to its normal level, an interesting case arose. Immediately 
after the water level stabilized, the ice load increased considerably. Such a phenomenon can 
be the result of two different load cases; (1) Thermal expansion will occur in an ice sheet where 
there are significant changes in air and ice temperature. During load event 2, there was a change 
in air temperature, and it increased by 8ºC. (2) Freezing of cracks leading to a volume 
expansion. Such a phenomenon occurs when cracks are frozen by being filled with water and 
exposed to cold temperatures.  

 
Figure 9. Load event 2. Time (h) on the x-axis and line load (kN/m) on the y-axis)  

When the fluctuation stopped, the ice load was reduced immediately. Such a phenomenon 
indicated that the ice sheet was fixed to the dam, and that a wedging effect occurred in that 
the sheet rotated towards the dam during the fluctuation. An occurrence of a wedging effect is 
confirmed by the fact that pressure cell A4 registered an increase in ice pressure during the 
period.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Air temperature of load event 2. Time (h) on the x-axis and temperature (ºC) on 
the y-axis 

When the water level went up to its normal level, an interesting case arose. Immediately after 
the water level stabilized, the ice load increased considerably. Such a phenomenon can be the 
result of two different load cases; (1) Thermal expansion will occur in an ice sheet where 
there are significant changes in air and ice temperature. During load event 2, there was a 
change in air temperature, and it increased by 8ºC. (2) Freezing of cracks leading to a volume 
expansion. Such a phenomenon occurs when cracks are frozen by being filled with water and 
exposed to cold temperatures.  

It seems likely that the ice sheet is expanding due to a change in temperature. On the other 
hand, the ice temperature did not change as much as the air temperature. This indicates that 
the change in air temperature did not have a large enough effect on the ice sheet to produce a 
load of such magnitude. It thus confirms that a load contribution arises in addition to the 
thermal expansion.  

The formation of cracks, approximately 2mm wide, was observed during load event 2. As the 
air temperature dropped considerably just before the water returned to normal levels, it seems 
very likely that large parts of the cracks froze. Since the air temperature was stable and low at 
the end of load event 2, this corresponds with the fact that the largest load contribution comes 
from freezing the cracks.  
 
Load event 3 is presented in Figure 11. The ice cover had almost zero residual load before the 
fluctuation. As the air temperature before the load event was very stable, it corresponds well 
with the measured load. When the fluctuation (17h) started, the ice load momentarily 
increased. The ice load increased almost linearly with the water level variation. As in load 
event 2, it seems likely that a wedging effect occurred. The measured pressure detected by 
pressure cell A4 increased markedly during fluctuation, and the measured pressure at 
pressure cell A2 was greatly reduced.  



 
  

Figure 11. Load event 3. Time (h) on the x-axis and line load (kN/m) on the y-axis  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Air temperature of load event 3. Time (h) on the x-axis and temperature (ºC) on 
the y-axis 

After 20 hours, the rate of fluctuation decreased, which led to a reduction in ice load. The 
water level was kept stable to look at the effects of such a phenomenon. An interesting 
observation here is that a new peak load occurs at the same time as when the water level 
started to return to normal level (33h). During the same period there was a large temperature 
change which probably led to a thermal expansion. Since the temperature change took place 
over such a short time, it seems unlikely that such a large ice load will only be produced by a  
thermal expansion. As the ice load decreases when the water was back to normal levels, it 
confirms the assumption. Since large cracks were observed, as well as water-filled cracks, it 
is likely that the load occurred due to freezing of the cracks.  



4. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, a measurement program on ice load with water level variation has been carried 
out. The measurement program took place in the winter of 2016/2017 at dam  

Taraldsvikfossen in Narvik. Three different load events were conducted with 0.06m, 0.22m 
and 0.35m water level variation. As the winter of 2016/2017 was both warmer and had more 
precipitation than normal, it was not possible to carry out more experiments. Maximum ice 
load was measured to 85 kN/m during load event 3. During load event 1, a reduction of ice 
load was observed. There were no clear observations that explained the reduction.  

The experiments confirm which load contributions occur during a load event with water level 
variation. There are mainly three major load contributions that affect the ice sheet: (1) Loads 
directly from a water level variation; (2) Load from thermal expansion. It is also likely that 
load from longitudinal extension of the ice sheet as a result of freezing of cracks had an 
impact on the measured ice pressure. The observations confirm theories from previous 
literature.  
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The uncertainty regarding size and variation of the ice pressure constitute one of the main 
significant sources of concern for condition assessment of concrete dams in cold regions.  In 
most current dam safety guidelines, the design ice load is determined solely from the 
geographic location of the dam. However, factors such as variation in temperature and water 
level, the slope of the banks, wind etc. may also influence the size of the load. Previous 
measurements indicate that the pressure on a dam varies along the dam line during the same 
time and that the average ice pressure decreases as the area of the ice-structure interface is 
increased. This paper presents numerical studies on how the ice pressure varies along the dam 
wall. A finite element model that includes several dam monoliths, the ice and the beaches of 
the reservoirs are used to simulate thermal ice loads. The pure elastic load caused by the 
restrained expansion of an ice sheet subjected to a change in thermal gradient are greater than 
the design ice load in current dam safety guidelines and the loads measured. The simulations 
show that the ice load vary significantly along the dam, and the variation in cross-section 
stiffness along the dam greatly influence the magnitude of the total ice pressure. The 
parameter study shows that the elastic thermal ice load increases with an increased slope of 
the banks, reservoir length, and ice thickness and decreases as the angle of the connection 
between the dam and bank increases. However, the difference in ice load between the 
individual monoliths with the same geometry and temperature change are in several cases of 
the same magnitude as the variation in the external factors. 
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1. Introduction 
For concrete dams in cold regions, the pressure caused by the formation, expansion or 
movement of the ice sheets may be significant. For the design of small dams, this ice load 
may constitute a significant fraction of the total horizontal load. Despite this, the maximum 
magnitude and its spatial distribution is uncertain, and the current understanding of ice loads 
is limited (Comfort et al., 2003; Gebre et al., 2013). The size and distribution of the ice loads 
are today, one of the greatest sources of uncertainty when assessing the stability of concrete 
dams in cold regions (Westberg Wilde & Johansson, 2016).  
 
The following categories of the ice load acting on dams are often used;  

x Thermal ice load, caused by the restrained thermal expansion of the ice sheet  
x Ice load from water level changes and  
x Ice load induced by shear forces from wind and flowing water.  

 
From a mechanical perspective, these categories represent three different causes for loads on 
the ice-dam structure. However, the total ice pressure is caused by an interaction of the three 
loads described above. 
 
In the current guidelines for ice load on dams, which are mainly based on the geographical 
location of the dam, the ice line-loads vary between 50 kN/m and 250 kN/m (RIDAS, 2017; 
NVE, 2003; USACE, 2016). Those guidelines were often created several decades ago 
without sufficient knowledge about the underlying mechanism, and have after a long time of 
use gained empirical validation. Many modern design standards use the partial coefficient 
method, which is a so-called semi-probabilistic method where statistical information about 
loads and the desired level of safety is included by converting basic variables into design 
values. The partial coefficients are calibrated so that the probability of failure does not exceed 
an acceptable probability of failure. In Eurocode (2015), characteristic values for climate 
loads should be chosen so that their time-dependent part is exceeded with a probability of 
0.02 during a reference period of one year. This corresponds to an average value for a return 
period of 50 years. The load combination thus considers characteristic value, uncertainty and 
distribution for individual parameters (through the partial coefficients) and probability for 
loads to occur simultaneously. Thus, to define a suitable design value for the ice load requires 
knowledge of the variation and distribution in the maximum annual ice pressure. 
 
Previous measurements show that the maximum annual ice load is within the range of 100 
kN/m to 460 kN/m, with a log-normal distribution with the mean 81 kN/m and a standard 
deviation of 86 kN/m (Adolfi & Eriksson, 2013). That distribution is derived based on the 
assumption that all available ice load measurements belong to the same statistical 
distribution. Hence, any possible variations in the external conditions were not accounted for. 
One possible approach to determine the design ice load is to divide the load into sub-
parameters, where each can be estimated separately. Such an approach is for example used 
for snow loads that, according to the Eurocodes (Eurocode 1, 2015), consist of a "natural 
snow load parameter" which depends on geographical location and altitude, combined with 
building-specific information such as roof slope and heat dissipation through the roof. A 
similar approach can be used for where the ice load is assumed to consist of a base ice load, 

 and  other parameters. Then the design ice load  for one dam could be 
determined as the base ice load multiplied with factors that adjust for the other governing 
parameters 



 

 

 
[1] 

where  is a variable that considers the influence of an external factor n. In the literature, 
several external factors that may affect the magnitude of the ice load is mentioned. 

x Ice thickness (Bergdahl, 1978; Bomeng, 1986; Carter, 1998) 
x Air temperature (Fransson, 1988; Ko et al., 1994; Carter, 1998, Petrich et al. 2015) 
x Snow thickness (Stander, 2006) 
x Water level amplitude (Comfort et al., 2003, Foss 2017, Hellgren et al. 2020) 
x Water speed (USACE, 2006)  
x The dams structural properties (Comfort et al., 1997; Huang et al., 2017) 
x The slope of beaches on the reservoir bank (Ko et al., 1994) 
x Reservoir length-width ratio (Comfort et al.,2000b) 
x Area of ice-structure interaction (Taras et al., 2011) 
  

Many of these individual factors have only been studied in single studies, and there is today a 
lack of data to derive the influence of most of the mentioned factors. For quantification of the 
impact of the external factors, there is a need for additional theoretical predictions that can be 
validated with existing and new measurements. 
 
This paper presents numerical studies investigating how the geometry of the reservoir and the 
ice thickness affects the elastic thermal ice load on several dam monolith.  A parametric finite 
element model that includes several dam monoliths, the ice and the beaches of the reservoirs 
are used to simulate thermal ice loads. The influence of the restrain at the beaches, the 
reservoir geometry and ice thickness are studied by varying the slope of the banks, the width 
to length ratio of the reservoir and the ice thickness. The aim of this paper is to derive 
relationships for how these variations affect the structural behaviour of a concrete dam-ice 
system subjected to increasing air temperature. This includes the variation in ice pressure 
along the dam wall and the variation in total ice load between individual dam monoliths. This 
study is limited to thermal ice loads and do not consider material nonlinearities.  

2. Method 

2.1 FE-model 
The mechanical effect of thermal ice loads on a dam was simulated using a model developed 
in the commercial finite element code Abaqus. The model consists of seven dam monoliths, 
the reservoir bank, the ice and a representation of the water. A dam monolith from the dam at 
Rätan hydropower plant was used. Rätan is a 28 m high traditional Swedish buttress dam 
constructed in 1968 and located in the northern region of Sweden. The dam, and ongoing 
measurements of the ice loads on the dam, are described more in detail in Hellgren (2019) 
and Hellgren et al. (2020).  The model was created as a parametric model with the ability to 
alter the geometry of the reservoir, bank, and ice in accordance with the shape and 
dimensions shown in Figure 1.   
 
 All simulation was performed in two sequences, for temperature and static equilibrium. In 
the thermal analysis, a steady-state analysis were performed where the temperature on the top 
of the ice was increased via dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e. direct specification of nodal 
temperatures. Hence, the ice was heated from an even temperature distribution to a gradient.   
 



 
In the static simulations, two steps were used, dead load and temperature. In the first step, all 
dead loads were applied to the model. In the subsequent step, the calculated temperature was 
applied as a field in the static model with a one-way coupling. In the static simulations, 
transitional boundary condition was applied on the bottom of the dam and on the outer edges 
of the bank. The ice was held in place by contact interactions with the dam, bank and water. 
The dam-ice and bank-ice interaction are modelled using as hard contact in the normal 
direction and friction in the tangential direction. For both contacts, a friction coefficient of 
0.3 was used, based on Shamsutdinova et al. (2018). For the ice-water interaction, a 
frictionless contact property is used in the tangential direction. The hard contact allows the 
ice to separate from, and prevents the ice from penetrating, the surrounding materials. A 
linear constitutive model with values according to Table 1 was used to describe the material 
behaviour of the concrete, bank and ice.  All numerical analyses were performed with 
Abaqus (Dassault Systemes, 2017), version 2017 with the standard implicit solver.  
 
The ice and buttress is modelled in 3D with 8-node linear brick elements with reduced 
integration and hourglass control (element DC3D8 and C3D8R in Abaqus), the bank with 
Theta (element DC3D4 and C3D4 in Abaqus). The average used element size is 0.5 m for the 
dam and one-fourth of the ice thickness for the ice. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Geometry and dimensions of the ice and bank. 

Table 1. The material properties used in all simulations 
Property Concrete Ice Rock Unit 
Elastic modulus 33  4 2 GPa 
Poisson’s ratio 0.2 0.3 0 - 
Density 2300  917  2700  kg/m3 
Thermal expansion - 1.0e-5 -  K-1 
Thermal conductivity - 3.0 - W/(m*K) 
Stress/strain free 
temperature - 0.0 - °C 

 



2.2 Reference model 
A reference model was used to more in detail study the behaviour of the ice-dam interaction 
and the variation of ice pressure along the dam line. For this simulation, the applied 
temperature change on the top of the ice was 100 ˚C, to ensure buckling of the sheet. The 
dimensions of the reference case are presented in Table 2. 
 

2.3 Parametric analyses  
To study the influence of the reservoir on the thermal elastic ice load, a parametric analysis 
was performed with the reference case as a base. The slope angle, reservoir length and ice 
thickness were varied in accordance with Table 3. For these simulations, the applied 
temperature change on the top of the ice was 30 ˚C. From each simulation, the maximum line 
ice load, , and the slope of the initial increase of line ice load per degree temperature 
change  is extracted. The definition of the initial slope, , is illustrated in Figure 2a in 
section 3.1.  
 
Table 3. Outline of parametric analysis. 

Model 
Reservoir 
length 

Reservoir 
angle 

Bank slope 
angle 

Ice thickness 

 [m] [O] [O] [cm] 
Ref 100 0 30 100 
1 100 0  15 100 
2 100 0  30 100 
3 100 0  60 100 
4 100 0  30 25 
5 100 0  30 50 
6 200 0  15 100 
7 200 0  30 100 
8 200 0  45 100 
9 100 45  30 100 
10 100 90  30 100 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Analysis of reference case 
Figure 2a shows the line load vs total temperature change for the reference case when the 
temperature on the top of the ice is increased with 100 ˚C. The results show three steps; at the 
first initial temperature rise (up to about 5 degrees), the load increase is linear, relatively 
steep and equivalently for the seven monoliths. After the initial increase, a plateau emerges 
where the load against the respective monolith stabilizes at an even, but between monoliths, 

Table 2. Dimensions for the base model with definitions according to Figure 1. 
Property Variable Value Unit 
Dam length  63 (7 *9)  m 
Reservoir length  100 m 
Reservoir width  100 m 
Reservoir radius  10 m 
Connection length  10 m 
Reservoir angle  0 ° 
Bank slope angle  30 ° 
Ice thickness  1.0 m 

 



variable level. After that, the ice buckles and an arch is formed along the dam. The continued 
thermal expansion of the ice occurs through arching with increased load on the four 
outermost monoliths, while the middlemost monoliths are initially unloaded. The final 
average line load of the two edge monoliths are more than twice as large as the load on the 
centre monolith. Figure 2c shows the displacement field, and hence the buckling mode of the 
ice after a temperature change of 100 ˚C, Figure 2b shows the area with the initial risk of 
cracking, where the principal stress in the ice first surpasses 1 MPa. This occurs at a 
temperature rise of 3.5 ˚C, on an area on the bottom of the ice, about four to ten meters from 
the edge of the ice along the banks but not the dam.   
 
Figure 3 shows the relation between the displacement of the seven dam monoliths and the 
contact pressure on the dam-ice interface. Figure 3a and 3b show the integrated contact 
pressure as a line load and the displacement in the downstream direction, respectively. 
Together, these two plots show how the stiffness of the dam affects the ice load and how the 
deformations of the dam interplay with the load. The line load peaks over the buttress wall 
and has low points at the middle of the span. For the initial temperature increase, the 
difference between the peak load and the minimum is significant. This difference decreases 
as stresses are redistributed in the ice as the man load increases. The displacement of the dam 
crest shows the opposite relation with a local minimum at the canter of each monolith. Thus, 
at the end of each monolith, where the front-plate deforms the most, the expansion of the ice 
sheet is restrained to a lesser degree, which results in a lower ice load.   

 

 
a 

 

  
b c 

Figure 2. a) Ice load-temperature relationship for the seven monoliths, b) buckling 
displacement field for the reference model, c) area where the initial cracking is expected 
(view from below). 
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Figure 3. a) Solid lines are the line load along the dam and dashed lines are the average line 
load for the respective monolith b) displacement in the downstream direction along the dam 
line. 

3.2 Parameter analysis 
Figure 4 shows the variation in maximum ice load and the slope of the initial increase in ice 
load as a function of the bank slope, reservoir length, ice thickness and reservoir angle. The 
marks show the mean value of all monoliths and the error bar shows plus/minus one standard 
deviation. The elastic thermal ice load is positively correlated with increased bank slope 
(  = 16.1 [kN/m]/o, =2.2 [kN/m˚C]/˚), reservoir length ( =2.2 
[kN/m]/m, =1.1 [kN/m˚C]/m) and ice thickness ( =1.1 [kN/m]/m, 

=0.4 [kN/m˚C]/m), and in general, negatively correlated with  the angle of the 
connection between the bank and dam. However, for the 90o reservoir angle, the ice buckles 
and forms an arch between the two external monoliths and unloads the inertial monoliths. 
This shape completely unloads all internal monoliths while the load on the two outermost 
monoliths are increased greatly. The standard deviation in maximum ice load for the seven 
monoliths varies between 10 kN/m ( =30o, =100 m, =45 o =100 cm) to 140 kN/m 
( =60 o, =100 m, =0 o =100 cm), if model 10 with =90 o is excluded.  

4. Discussion 
This paper simulates the elastic thermal ice load and does not consider nonlinearities such as 
creep or cracking. Further, the ice load caused by shear forces from wind and water currents 
as well as ice loads caused by water level changes not considered. As ice loads from water 
level changes are believed to cause the most severe ice loads (Comfort et al., 2003; Hellgren 
et al., 2020), this is a major limitation. It is probable that the variation in reservoir properties 
has other relations to the ice load caused by other mechanisms than the thermal ice load. The 
loads obtained in this study are greater than both the current guidelines and the loads 
measured. This indicates that there are other factors than the mechanical constrains that limits 
the maximum ice load and there might be little to gain by trying to quantify the ice load 
according to the external factors as proposed in Equation 1. 
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Figure 4. Impact of the external factors. a, c, e, g) maximum ice load and b, d, g, h) slope of 
the initial increase in ice load per degree temperature as a function of the bank slope, the 
reservoir length, the ice thickness and the reservoir angle, respectively.  
 
Previous measurements have shown that the stress in the ice and the resulting load acting on 
the dam have a significant spatial variation and can vary significantly over a distance of a few 
meters along the dam at the same time (Taras et al., 2011). The simulations presented here 
shows that from a thermal elastic perspective, such variation is expected. The variation along 
the dam, within and between individual monoliths, are of the same magnitude as the variation 
in bank slope and reservoir length causes. Further, the results presented in Figure 3 show that 
the variation in ice pressure among an individual monolith can be significant. This means that 
measurement of ice load, which often occurs at only one point on the dam, provides limited 
information about the ice load acting on the dam. Furthermore, in the literature, the static ice 
load on dams are sometimes modelled as a function of the external conditions using a 2D 



model (Comfort et al. 2003; Kharik et al. 2018; Petrich & Arntsen 2018; Hellgren, 2019). 
Such an approach does not consider the spatial variation along the dam. Assume that a model 
is created which correctly predicts the ice load at one point along the dam during a winter. 
The same model could over- or underestimate the ice load only three meters from the first, 
with a factor of two. The external factors do not differ significantly over three meters which 
means that other factors such as the formation of cracks in the ice,  and randomness in the 
wind, water, and snow may all affect the ice load. In the future, it is therefore essential to 
focus on the spatial variation of the ice load over an entire dam and try to establish how the 
average pressure decreases over an entire dam compared to local stresses. 

5. Conclusion 
This study presents numerical simulation of the elastic thermal ice load on dams. The pure 
elastic load caused by the restrained expansion of an ice sheet subjected to a change in 
thermal gradient are greater than the design ice load in current dam safety guidelines and the 
loads measured. As this study does not consider the nonlinear behaviour of ice, the main 
benefit of this study is the relative results rather than the absolute values. The simulations 
show that the ice load vary significantly along the dam, and the variation in cross-section 
stiffness along the dam greatly influence the magnitude of the total ice pressure. The 
parametric study shows that the elastic thermal ice load increases with the slope of the bank, 
reservoir length, and ice thickness and decreases as the angle of the connection between the 
dam and bank increases. However, the difference in ice load between the individual 
monoliths for the same geometry and temperature change are in several cases of the same 
magnitude as the variation in the external factors. 
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Ice loads on a concrete dam have been calculated from stress measurements in 
Taraldsvikfossen Reservoir, a small reservoir in Narvik, Norway, during three winter 
seasons. Ice thickness was in the range of 0.5 to 1.0 m, and both thermal ice loads were 
observed and water level fluctuations up to 30 cm were observed when the ice cover froze to 
the spillway. The maximum global line load measured was 60 to 90 kN/m, in line with 
current design guidelines in Norway. Consistent with earlier reports, line loads were not 
evenly distributed along the dam face. A thermal line load model was able to reproduce the 
approximate shape and magnitude of many line load peaks even when the measured vertical 
stress profile could not be reproduced by the model. The results add to an extremely small 
body of data in Norway and motivate investigations in other parts of the country with 
expected higher or lower ice loads. 
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1. Introduction 
Static ice loads form a significant contribution to the design load of dams of low height in 
cold climates. They have been attributed to thermal expansion of an ice cover during warm 
spells and refrozen fractures in the presence of water level fluctuations (e.g. Comfort et al., 
2003; Stander, 2006; Petrich et al., 2015; O’Sadnick et al., 2016a). Design standards are 
based on empirical measurements as current understanding of the magnitude of ice loads is 
still limited (Comfort et al., 2003; Gebre et al., 2013; Timco et al., 1996). In Norway, static 
ice loads between 100 and 150 kN/m are generally assumed (NVE, 2003).  
 
The only ice load measurements performed within Norway are those of Hoseth and Fransson 
(1999) at Silvatnet near Narvik, and the campaigns at Taraldsvikfossen Reservoir in Narvik, 
some of which form the basis of this study (Petrich et al. 2014, 2015; O’Sadnick et al., 
2016a). All measurements targeted thermal ice loads and were performed in reservoirs with 
nominally constant water level. Hoseth and Fransson (1999) deployed three stress cells in 
front of a dam, rotated 120° with respect to each other 0.2 m below the ice surface. They 
derived line loads of up to 135 kN/m in 0.5 to 0.6 m thick ice by assuming a linear stress 
profile through the ice. They also found that the shapes of the peaks could be reproduced by 
an ice stress model after Bergdahl (1978). In the present study line loads were calculated for 
three winter seasons from vertical stress profiles. Since the vertical stress profiles observed 
were generally not linear, similar to observations in independent studies (e.g. Morse et al., 
2009), an uncertainty arises from the extrapolation of stresses above and below the cell 
arrangement. Measured line loads are compared with thermal line loads calculated from ice 
temperature measurements in order to assess whether they are of thermal or mechanical 
origin. 
 
Taraldsvikfossen Reservoir is a small (3400 m2) drinking water backup reservoir fed by a 
creek (Taraldsvikelva) at 213 m elevation, 68.436782° N, 17.498563° E. The crown of the 
dam is 0.5 m above the nominal water level which is maintained by a spillway. The typical 
ice thickness is between 0.5 and 1.0 m, and the ice is attached to the dam. Aspects of the 
reservoir and ice stresses during the three winters covered in this study were presented in 
more detail elsewhere (Petrich et al. 2014, 2015; O’Sadnick et al., 2016). It became clear in 
those studies that Taraldsvikfossen Reservoir exhibits at least two different sources of ice 
stresses: thermal stresses in response to ice temperature changes, and mechanical in response 
to small (decimeter) water level fluctuations that typically coincide with partial flooding of 
the ice surface. The latter arose from a creek discharging into the reservoir while the ice 
cover was frozen to the spillway. Creek discharge while the ice cover was frozen to the 
spillway resulted in visible upward movement of the ice cover away from the dam. This 
resulted in the formation of several decimeters of superimposed ice at the dam. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Ice Stresses 
Ice stresses were measured with custom designed oil-filled GeoKon 4850 stress cells that 
measured internal temperature at the same vertical level as pressure (Petrich et al., 2015). The 
cells consisted of two rectangular steel plates (100 mm×200 mm) welded together around the 
periphery with de-aired oil occupying the space between the plates. A short tube connected 
the cell to a vibrating wire pressure transducer that also measured temperature with a 
temperature-dependent resistor (cf. cells sketched in Figure 1). Between one and three 
cameras mounted around the reservoir took timelapse imagery every 30 minutes. A water 



pressure gauge had been installed at the dam at 1.3 m water depth in winter 2013/14. It froze 
in that winter but provided valuable data the following winter. 
 
A limitation of the stress measurement method is that flatjacks cannot reliably measure 
tension because the ice may detach from the probes, or the oil inside the probes may start to 
boil in the presence of a vacuum. The latter problems may arise from approx. 100 kPa in 
tension. Hence, it is assumed in this study that measured line loads are systematically biased 
high in the presence of tensile stresses (cf. Section 3). 
The configuration of stress cells differed between seasons. However, in each case there were 
both measurement stations that measured vertical profiles and measurement stations with 
only one cell. Only stations with multiple cells are used in this study, and those were located 
near the center of the dam. Cells that were frozen into the ice in 2012/13 and 2013/14 showed 
characteristic stresses during freeze-in (e.g., Fransson 1988), and data analysis stared after 
those freeze-in peaks had relaxed during warmer weather. 
 
During winter 2012/13, stations were installed 1 m in front of the dam and in the middle of 
the reservoir, approx. 10 m from dam (cf. Petrich et al., 2015). At the time of measurement, 
ice thickness was approx. 0.85 m near the dam (Stations 3 and 5) and 1.0 m at Station W. 
During winter 2013/14, the first half of each station was installed at the dam early in the 
season and the second half in the ice 2 m in front of the dam in February. These were 
intended for inter-comparison but are interpreted as single stations here due to unexpected, 
excessive superimposed ice formation at the dam (Figure 2). During winter 2014/15, cells 
were installed at the dam with one cell placed above the water line to account for anticipated 
superimposed ice formation. As a result, only a comparatively small amount of superimposed 
ice formed above the upper-most cell (Figure 3). 
 
Line loads were calculated as a lower and nominally upper bound. For lower bound 
calculations, each stress measurement was multiplied by the vertical separation of the stress 
cells, i.e. 0.15 m in all seasons (exception: 0.25 m at Station W in 2012/13), and the results 
were summed. However, due to the peculiar cell configuration in winter 2013/14, the lower-
most cell 2 m in front of the dam was averaged with the upper-most cell at the dam (cf. 
Figure 2). 
 
Simple stress extrapolations were performed to estimate nominally upper bound line loads, 
i.e., to account for ice above and below the stress cells. In season 2012/13 the depth weights 
of the upper and lower most cells at each station were changed to 0.25, and 0.35 m, 
respectively (0.275 and 0.45, respectively at Station W), in season 2013/14 they were 0.25 
and 0.25 m, respectively, and in season 2014/15 they were 0.3 and 0.15 m, respectively. 
There was insufficient linearity in the stress profiles to justify a linear extrapolation. 
 
Usually, loads to not act homogeneously along the dam which implies that the average load 
experienced by a section of the dam will be less than the peak load (e.g., Côté et al., 2016). 
Hence, a global line load was calculated as the average of the line loads of all stations at a 
given time (local line loads) to quantify the magnitude of the influence of dam design. 

2.2 Thermal Modeling 
Modeling of thermal ice loads assumes knowledge of ice thickness and temperature in 
addition to (implicit) assumptions about properties of ice and dam. While ice growth and 
temperatures are reasonably straight-forward to model (e.g., Bergdahl 1978; Petrich and 
Arntsen, 2018), measurements are used in this study since they are available. Temperature 



measurements at the stress cells have been used since the temperature sensors were at the 
same vertical position in the ice as the center of the respective stress cell. 
 
Ice stresses are modeled as a linear spring in series with a non-linear dashpod (Bergdahl, 
1978). Like Petrich and Arntsen (2018), we used the equation and coefficients derived for 
“Cell 4” in Petrich et al. (2015). This particular sensor is not used in the present study, i.e. the 
model is not fitted to data presented in this study, although it is based on measurements in the 
same reservoir (i.e. Taraldsvikfossen Reservoir, winter 2012/13). 
 
Line loads were calculated by integrating the vertical thermal stress distribution normal to the 
dam through the thickness of the ice (Bergdahl, 1978; Petrich and Arntsen, 2018). Following 
earlier work (Bergdahl, 1978; Cox, 1984; Fransson 1988; Petrich et al., 2015), the thermal 
stress at a particular vertical position in the ice was calculated as 
 

       [1] 
 
where the stress σ is positive in compression (extension to negative stresses as in Petrich et 
al., 2015), dT/dt is the rate of temperature change and  is the temperature in °C at the same 
vertical level as the stress, T0 = -1 °C and σ0 = 100 kPa are scale constants, m=1.92 from Cox 
(1984), and A=200 kPa/K, B=342 kPa/day, and n=3.7 are parameters of Cell 4 from Petrich 
et al. (2015). The stress was fixed at 0 whenever T≥0 °C. Equation 1 was solved implicitly in 
time. Equation 1 does not account explicitly for elasticity of the dam or the movement of the 
dam in response to temperature changes. 
 
Unlike earlier work, modeled stresses were capped at 30 kPa in tension to approximate 
measurement limitations of flat jacks (c.f. Section 2.1), i.e. if a modeled tensile stress 
exceeded this value at the end of a time step it was set to 30 kPa. For the purpose of this 
study, the impact of this cap on model results is largely cosmetic given the accuracy sought: 
it improves agreement with measurements of low ice loads dramatically while increasing 
some modeled peak thermal loads (by <40 kN/m). Note that this cap was not used to obtain 
the coefficients in Equation 1 (Petrich et al., 2015). 
 
Thermal stresses were calculated from the temperature measurements within each stress cell 
and integrated using the approach for lower bound line loads described in Section 2.1. A 
limitation of this approach is that temperatures measured at the stress cells are not necessarily 
representative of the temperatures in most of the ice cover. For example, cells located at the 
dam may be affected by heat conduction through the dam, insulation form snow drifts caught 
by the dam, and may experience an unrepresentative thermal regime during partial flooding 
of the reservoir ice surface. Another limitation of the present approach is that no account was 
taken for any difference in ice physical properties with depth even though superimposed ice 
due to surface flooding, snow-ice, and congelation ice may have been present at the same 
time. 

3. Results and Discussion 
Measurements and thermal model results are compared for three seasons in Figures 4, 5, and 
6, respectively. Measured ice thickness profiles perpendicular to the dam are shown in Figure 
3. While no significant ice loads were registered anymore in winter 2014/15 after the profile 
in Figure 3 had been measured (phase 8), the profile serves to illustrate an actual thickening 
of ice close to the dam. The gap layer in the ice cover >5 m in front of the dam would have 



fixed the bulk of the ice at 0 °C, explaining the absence notable loads in spite of air and ice 
temperature variations at the dam. 

3.1 Winter 2012/13 
Figure 4 shows line load data of two stations mounted 2 m in front of the dam (Stations 3 and 
5, Figure 4b and c, respectively), and one station mounted 10 m in front of the dam (Station 
W, Figure 4d). Ice thickness 1 m in front of the dam was 0.75 m on 9 February (0.3 m 
freeboard at the sites of deployment due to ice formation from surface flooding at the end of 
December). 
  
Freeze-in artifacts lasted from probe deployment until a week-long warm spell at the end of 
February. The ice cover remained detached from the spill way following the warm spell and 
there were no further indications of water level fluctuations in the timelapse imagery or 
otherwise until break-up. After the warm spell, phase 1 started with a load event that, 
counter-intuitively, corresponded to a 10 °C drop in air temperature, followed by small load 
variations (Figure 4). The thermal model reacted on the initial decrease in air and ice 
temperature by predicting a negative load, i.e. ice pulling the dam, modulated by temperature 
fluctuations that correlate positively with the load variations at Stations 3 and 5, and 
negatively with loads calculated for Station W 10 m away from the dam. Phase 2 is 
characterized by five consecutive load events that are reasonably well reproduced by the 
thermal load model. Following an abrupt decrease in temperature, the thermal model and 
observations show fluctuations between tension and compression loads in phase 3. Like in 
phase 1, measured line load variations correlated positively with modeled loads at Stations 3 
and 5, and negatively at Station W. The week-long load period of phase 4 and subsequent 
smaller variations in line load are reproduced reasonably well by the thermal load model. The 
ice decayed during phase 5 when no more load events were recorded or modeled. 
 
There is a phase lag in the temperature data and stress signal from the top-most to the bottom-
most stress cell as one would expect in the presence of vertical heat conduction through the 
ice (Figure 7).  
 
With the exception of the initial peak in phase 1, the peak local line loads were between 60 
and 90 kN/m, depending on how stresses are extrapolated. The nature of the initial peak in 
phase 1 is not clear. However, since they are entirely due to high stresses at the top-most cells 
they could potentially be a form of freeze-in artifacts. Peak global line loads (Figure 4e) were 
lower than local loads, i.e. 40 to 80 kN/m, depending on extrapolation. 

3.2 Winter 2013/14 
Figure 5 shows line load data of three stations that combine stress cells at the dam with stress 
cells in the ice. The period shown starts following the freeze-in period of the ice-borne 
sensors and ends prior to melt-out artifacts of the dam-borne sensors (i.e., dam-borne sensors 
were torn out of anchorage). No vertical movement was visible in the timelapse camera 
sequences since 4 February 2014. There was 50 cm superimposed ice at the dam since 
January, and ice thickness was 0.75 m during deployment on 11 February. 
 
Three major load events (phases 1, 3, 7) appear to have been thermal loads based on their 
agreement with the thermal model. However, there is a small discrepancy in either time or 
magnitude between measurements and thermal model in phase 1. At this point we cannot 
assess whether this is a phenomenon that merits further investigation. Phases 2, 4, and 6 are 
marked by only small measured and modeled loads. In fact, the ice was flooded during phase 



4 and all stress cells read 0.0 °C by the end of the phase. Line load peaks during phase 5 do 
not correlate with the thermal model and end suddenly, possibly due to some global 
rearrangement of the ice cover. 
 
Ice temperature data show air temperature signals propagating downward compatible with 
vertical thermal conduction. However, unlike winter 2012/13, this pattern is not reflected in 
the stresses registered by the respective cells (Figure 8). Instead, stresses increased either 
more-or-less simultaneously (phase 7), or in non-intuitive order (e.g. phase 3, Station D: 
starting at both top and bottom-most and ending in the center). Hence, while the model 
performed reasonably well in predicting the over-all line load, it performed poorly at 
predicting stresses at individual cells. 
  
Global thermal line loads reached close to 100 kN/m on three occasions this season with a 
measured maximum at 110 to 130 kN/m. However, loads derived this season are questionable 
in the light of the unconventional stress cell configuration.  

3.3 Winter 2014/15 
Ice stresses were recorded only at the dam and no freeze-in or break-up artifacts were 
observed. Only the most interesting part of the season is shown in Figure 6 as ice loads early 
and late in the season were low. Figure 6a shows water pressure data converted to water 
column equivalent in addition to air temperature. Ice thickness was 0.4 m on 5 January. On 5 
February it was 0.8 to 0.9 m at the dam, reducing to 0.6 m 5 to 10 m in front of the dam. The 
sensors installed above nominal water level were exposed on 5 Jan but covered in ice by 22 
January (Figure 9). Superimposed ice thickness at the dam was 0.25 m on 4 February. 
 
Phases 1, 3, 5, and 6 had significant excursions of the water column equivalent (Figure 6a). 
Each excursion was readily visible in the site camera timelapses. Further confirmation was 
obtained as a result of a misunderstanding that led to holes being drilled in the ice cover close 
to the dam approximately 2 hours before the peak water level in phase 6. All holes had 
negative freeboard, i.e. they flooded the surface, with one hole creating a 0.1 m high water 
sprout. 
 
Ice loads were small during phases 2 and 8 in spite of significant ice temperature changes that 
are reflected in the modeled thermal line loads. The absence of loads in phase 2 could be 
explained by assuming mechanical failure of the ice cover during phase 1. Measurements of 
the peaks during phases 4 and 7 are generally compatible with the thermal load model. The 
peak in phase 4 was lower than modeled, possibly because the water level was decreasing 
back to normal level at the same time. The shoulder in phase 7 appears to correlate well with 
the model. 
 
In phase 6, the onset of the measured load peak appeared as the water level increased and 
before air or ice temperatures rose and had therefore been missed by the thermal model in 
Station C (Figure 6c). However, measured loads at Stations B and D only started to increase 
after air temperatures rose. The thermal model is catching up with the measurements toward 
the end of phase 6, presumably as a result of ice temperature increase from surface flooding. 
The initial peak appears to be related to water level increase. A peak of similar origin appears 
in phase 5: the thermal model eventually catches up once the surface flooded around the time 
of maximum deflection. The peaks in phases 1 and 3 correlate likewise with an upward 
movement of the ice cover. However, camera images show that the ice surface started to 
flood from the creek toward the dam around the same time. This should have created a 



thermal load. Since the flooding did not extend over the entire ice surface, no corresponding 
temperature signal was detected by the temperature sensors at any of the stations during 
phase 1, and at station D during phase 3 and hence those are not modeled as a thermal load 
(Figure 6b,c,d). 
 
It is difficult to unambiguously distinguish loads due to waterlevel changes from thermal 
loads in phases 1, 3, 5, and 6 since water level changes were accompanied by partial flooding 
of the ice surface. The vertical stress profile that developed in the flooded areas could have 
averaged out in the regions that were not flooded closer to the dam where it got further 
modified by cracks and an upward-moving ice cover, removing the characteristic staggered 
stress development through depth that was observed in 2012/13. Similarly, the stress profiles 
during phases 4 and 7 do not show thermal characteristics (Figure 9) even though the 
aggregated local line loads do (Figure 6). Hence, the local line load may be a more robust 
measure of ice processes than the depth-resolved stress profile. 
 
Peak line loads this season were related to inrush of water into the reservoir that caused 
upward-movement and partial flooding of the ice surface. Separating the contributions of the 
two mechanisms is not trivial.  
 
The registered local peak line load was 170 to 240 kN/m at Station C, phase 6, just before 
readings at two stress cells exceeded 50 kPa in tension. The global line loads were 60 to 
90 kN/m at this point. 

4. Conclusion 
Local line loads have been calculated for three years of ice stress measurements at 
Taraldsvikfossen Reservoir near Narvik. While the reservoir had nominally no waterlevel 
varions in winter it did show significant excursions while the ice cover was frozen to the 
spillway. 
 
It was found that local line loads may follow development predicted by the thermal load 
model even when individual stress measurements within the corresponding profiles do not 
(2013/14 and 2014/15). It was hypothesized that this is related to inhomogeneous ice 
temperature profiles across the reservoir (in particular, local flooding) and cracks in the ice. 
 
The maximum global line load registered was 60 to 90 kN/m with a local maximum of 170 to 
240 kN/m. The ranges result from uncertainty because the measured vertical stress profiles 
did not extend through the entire depth of the ice and the stress profiles generally did not 
suggest linearity. The assessment excludes periods where at least one stress cell recorded 
tensile stresses >50 kPa due to systematic limitations of the method to measure tension. 
Season 2013/14 had been excluded from this assessment due to additional uncertainties that 
stem from the stress cell configuration. However, global line loads were probably in the same 
range. Since the maximum line load experienced by a section of the dam decreases with 
increasing width of the construction sections (e.g., Côté et al., 2016), the dam-dependent 
relevant peak line load should lie between local and global loads. 
 
Rarely discussed aspects of the measurements include the observation of negative line loads, 
i.e. ice pulling the dam, and the implicit assumption that the dam is a rigid body that does not 
move in response to thermal or mechanical forces. The latter could potentially introduce 
dam-dependence of line load measurements. 
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Figure 1. Sketch of the vertical positions of 
stress cells in winter 2012/13. Numbers 
indicate distance to the ice surface in mm at 
the time of depoyment. Stations 3 and 5, and 
Station W were placed 1 m and 10 m in 
front of the dam, respectively. 

 
 
Figure 2. Sketch of the vertical positions of 
stress cells in winter 2013/14. The dashed 
horizontal line indicates the water level (i.e., 
approx. ice level) at the time of deployment of 
the dam-borne sensors. Sketch is not to scale. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Measured vertical ice profile along a transect normal the dam (distance 0 m) on 6 
March 2015 (phase 8), i.e. several weeks after significant load signals had been recorded. 
Positions of the stress cells at the dam during winter 2014/15 are marked (yellow lines at 
distance 0 m). 0 m elevation is the waterline at the time of measurement. Note the gap layer 
in the ice from 15 m onwards. 



  
Figure 4. (a) Air temperature, (b,c) ice loads in winter 2012/13 measured and modeled at two 
stations, and (d) averaged loads. Red lines in (b) and (c) indicate that tensile stresses >50 kPa 
were measured. 



 
Figure 5. (a) Air temperature, (b,c,d) ice loads in winter 2013/14 measured and modeled at 
three stations, and (e) averaged loads. Red lines in (b), (c), and (d) indicate that tensile 
stresses >50 kPa were measured. 



 
Figure 6. (a) Air temperature and water level, (b,c,d) ice loads in winter 2014/15 measured 
and modeled at three stations, and (e) averaged loads. Red lines in (b), (c), and (d) indicate 
that tensile stresses >50 kPa were measured. 



 

 
Figure 7. (a) Air temperature, (b,d,f) stresses positive in compression, and (c,e,g) ice 
temperatures measured in 2012/13. Cells are labeled top to bottom “top”, “mid”, “bot”, 
respectively. 



 
Figure 8. (a) Air temperature, (b,d,f) stresses positive in compression, and (c,e,g) ice 
temperatures measured in 2013/14. Cells are labeled top to bottom “top”, “mid”, “bot”, 
respectively, with primed and unprimed cells in the ice and at the dam, respectively. 



 
Figure 9. (a) Air temperature and water level, (b,d,f) stresses positive in compression, and 
(c,e,g) ice temperatures measured in 2014/15. Cells are labeled top to bottom from 1 to 5 
where cell 1 had been installed above the nominal water line. 
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Predicting the forces caused by ice breakup on bridges is important because they are crucial 
for predicting erosion and sudden catastrophic failure. Simulator for Artic Marine Structures 
(SAMS) is a software package developed at the Centre for Research-based Innovation – 
Sustainable Arctic Marine and Coastal Technology (SAMCoT). SAMS was developed 
primarily to predict ice floe structure interactions in a marine environment. This paper aims to 
evaluate the parameter sensitivity of SAMS ice force prediction when predicting ice forces on 
bridge piers in small steep rivers. From a simulation point of view there are several key 
differences between small steep rivers and open marine environments, including river bed and 
bank shear forces and river slope. Furthermore, little is known about initial floe size 
distributions in such rivers. Few models currently provide satisfactory predictions of river ice 
forces on infrastructure, and those that do exist are developed and tested for moderate gradient 
large rivers and may be largely inapplicable to small and steep rivers. It was found that SAMS 
has a high sensitivity to the random seed used, low sensitivity to ice floe concentration and a 
linear sensitivity with increasing absolute variability to ice thickness.   
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1. Introduction 
Accurate estimation of ice forces on river piers is important, because overestimation causes 
significant building costs, while underestimation entails a risk of collapse. 
 
Accurate estimation of ice forces is a difficult problem due to the immense variability of ice 
properties and hydraulic conditions. This variability ensures a plethora of phenomena and 
failure mechanisms, making the development of a single analytical framework for ice force 
prediction difficult. Empirical methods are therefore often relied upon, however little river ice 
data and even less ice force data exists. Empirical methods therefore may have limited general 
applicability. A variety of software has been developed for modelling ice runs and ice 
jams(Carson et al., 2011). Evaluating the performance of various pieces of software is therefore 
of considerable interest. 
 
This document seeks to use the SAMS software to investigate the sensitivity of small river 
bridge pier ice forces to parameter variation. 

 

2. Background 
SAMS (Simulator for Artic Marine Structures) is a numerical package for modelling ice floe 
interaction with marine structures. SAMS is being developed by ArcISo (Arctic Integrated 
Solutions AS). ArcISo is a spinoff company originating from SAMCoT (Centre for Research-
based Innovation – Sustainable Artic Marine and Coastal Technology) hosted at NTNU 
(Norwegian University of Science and Technology). (Lubbad et al., 2018) 
 
SAMS uses discrete element modelling (DEM) when simulating contact behaviour between 
ice floes. DEM methods are frequently either smooth or non-smooth (SDEM vs NDEM). 
SAMS utilizes NDEM. The primary difference between these groups of methods can be 
considered to be whether the methods use explicit or implicit time integration. In principle 
implicit integration should allow longer time steps while maintaining stability of the 
simulation.  
 
When modelling contact behaviour SAMS distinguishes between 2 kinds of contacts; rigid and 
compliant contacts. Rigid contacts do not model the exact contact behaviour and doesn’t have 
an upper bound on the contact force, they are however computationally cheaper and are able 
to estimate the average contact force. Hence rigid contact behaviour is acceptable for floe 
interactions that do not involve fracture. (Berg et al., 2018) 
 
Furthermore, the NDEM method employed by SAMS is supplemented by closed-form 
analytical computations for simulating the fracture of ice. These analytical equations include 
closed form solutions for, bending failure, splitting and radial cracking of ice. SAMS also 
calculates hydrodynamic and aerodynamic drag applied to ice floes.  
 
In short SAMS simulations have 3 modules. The NDEM multibody dynamics module, the 
closed form ice fracture module and the hydrodynamics module.  
 
 



3. Investigation matrix 
In this study a SAMS has been used to model an idealized version of Sokna bridge in Støren, 
Norway. The river Sokna is formed by the confluence of the two rivers Ila and Stavila and is a 
tributary of the Gaula river which discharges into Gaulosen. Gaulosen forms part of the 
Trondheim Fjord system in central Norway. 
 
Sokna has an annual mean flood of 166 m^3⁄s. From the Ila/Stavila confluence to the 
Sokna/Gaula confluence the altitude drops from 238 m a.s.l to 64 m a.s.l. The distance between 
these confluences is 15km along the river and 12.5km as the crow flies. Giving an average river 
slope of 0.7° along the river. This however varies substantially along the river. Sokna for the 
purposes of river ice considerations can be considered a small steep river 
 
This bridge was chosen in this study because it is prone to ice runs with thick, strong ice and a 
measurement campaign is underway that aims to provide accurate ice force data. 
 
The simulation simplifies the real-world channel geometry to a rectangular channel since 
SAMS doesn’t natively handle bathymetry. 
 
To restrict the scope of this investigation a base case has been established. For each of the 
parameters considered the parameters and setting of the base case simulation will be used, 
except for the parameter under consideration which will be varied according to the 
investigation matrix. 
 
Investigation matrix – Variation of parameters from base case 
 Ice field 

concentration 
Ice field 
randomness  
(Seed number) 

Ice thickness 

Base 
Case 

0.6 1579953051 0.8m 

Case 1 0.1 1580045997  0.1m 
Case 2 0.2 1580467661 0.2m 
Case 3 0.3 1580467937 0.3m 
Case 4 0.4 1580468094 0.4m 
Case 5 0.5 1580468495 0.5m 
Case 6 0.6 1580468712 0.6m 
Case 7 0.7 1580469002 0.7m 
Case 8  1580469168 0.8m 
Case 9  1580469334 0.9m 
Case 10  1580469820 1.0m 
Case 11   1.1m 
Case 12   1.2m 
Case 13   1.3m 
Case 14   1.4m 
Case 15   1.5m 

 
Simulation inputs 
Value Unit Parameter 
0.1 s Simulation time step 
100 s Simulation time 



900 Kg/m^3 Ice density 
1025 Kg/m^3 Water density 
0.005 - Skin friction coefficient 
0.5 - Form drag coefficient 
1 m Ice thickness 
5 GPa Young’s modulus 
0.3 - Poisson ratio 
150 kPa√𝑚 Fracture toughness 
2 MPa Compressive strength of ice 
500 kPa Flexural strength of ice 
0.15 - Ice-ice and ice-structure 

friction coeff 
3 m/s Current velocity 

 
  
3.1 Base case 

 
Figure 1.  Pier 1 – Total X direction Carriage Force – Base case 
Y-axis: Newton 
X-axis: Seconds 

The base case force plot displays some characteristics that are typical of the other force plots. 
Namely peak force being substantially higher than average forces and a substantial 
stochasticity.  



 
Figure 2. Base Case t=0s and t=200s 

Figure 2 depicts the base case simulation at t=0s t=200 sec. Pier 1 is the pier that is furthest 
upstream amongst the piers. Pier 1 consistently saw higher forces than the shielded piers. The 
shielded piers saw much lower forces than the two upstream piers. The two upstream piers saw 
comparable forces. 
 
 
3.2 Ice thickness 

 
Figure 3. - Leg 1 - Total X direction Carriage Force - Variable ice thickness 

 
15 trials were carried out with varying ice thickness. As can be seen from figure 3. Ice forces 
consistently rise with ice thickness, albeit with increasing absolute variability. 
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3.3 Ice field randomness 

 
Figure 4. Leg 1 - Total X direction Carriage Force - Variable random seed 
 
In order to determine expected variability in the obtained results a sequence of trials was carried 
out with the all the same parameters, except for varying the random seed used to generate the 
ice field.  Key finding from this is that the range of variation (1.2MN vs 4.2MN) is very large 
compared to the variability due to other factors considered in other trials. Suggesting that far 
more trials should be conducted to obtain a statistically significant measure of the significance 
of the sensitivity of these other variables. Furthermore, trials to inspect any variable should 
include a variation of the random seed of the ice field. 
 
 
3.4 Ice field concentration 

 
Figure 5. - Ice field concentration plot 

 
The variation in carriage force due to variation in ice field concentration does not exhibit a 
clear trend and does not display variation in excess of what can be explained by the variation 
in random seed. Furthermore, inspecting the simulation footage it becomes clear that the 
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significance of initial concentration quickly becomes insignificant as the ice field compacts 
due to interaction with the structures in the channel. 
 

4. Comparison to theory 
Various theoretical frameworks have been developed for predicting ice forces on river bridge 
piers(Ashton, 1986). It is instructive to compare the SAMS predictions to the predictions made 
by the Norwegian standard. The Norwegian standard is in turn based on the ISO 
standard(Håndbok N400 - Bruprosjektering, 2015, p. 71). 

 
In our base case we consider 0.8m thick ice. Hence the predicted force evaluates to be 
approximately equal to 1.6MN. While the Norwegian standard calculates a characteristic force, 
it is intentionally conservative. Therefore, the peak force of 1.1MN achieved in the base case 
simulation is not unreasonable. 1.6MN is within the range of predictions realized in the random 
seed tests (1.2MN to 4.2MN). Although the peak force is considerably higher than that of the 
ISO prediction. 

5. Conclusions 
5.1 Sensitivity 
In this simulation the realised peak ice force is clearly very sensitive to the random seed used 
in generating the ice field, peak ice force varying between 1.2 and 4.2MN. This suggests that 
at 3m/s current a 200m icefield at 100s of simulation is insufficient to get tightly bound results. 
One expects the peak force variability to go down the longer the ice field and simulation time 
is. 
 
As expected, the ice force scales vaguely linearly with ice thickness. However, the absolute 
variability of ice forces increases with thickness. 
 
Ice force displays little sensitivity to initial ice concentration. Provided the ice concentration is 
high enough to cause compaction. 
 
5.2 Ice force prediction 
Some comments can be made on the expected accuracy of the SAMS predictions based on the 
theoretical limitations of the model employed in SAMS. 
SAMS assumes that all ice floes have similar uniform mechanical properties and thickness. 
This is far from the reality of river ice where ice properties vary substantially both within and 
between ice floes. By feeding SAMS the maximum thickness and ice strength an overestimate 
of forces is to be expected. Although in certain cases it can also cause an underestimate, namely 
when all floes having a high strength and thickness causes ice to jam up in front of the structure 
and thus shielding it from further direct impact. In these cases, one may see that reducing the 



strength and thickness of some floes causes the ice to clear the structure enabling future direct 
hits from thick strong ice. 
 
5.3 Comparison of SAMS results to field data 
An ice force measurement program is under way at Sokna bridge. During the winter 2020 the 
load panel measuring the forces had a battery failure on the day of the ice run, so ice force data 
was not obtained. Hindcast calculations based on the deformation of the load panel due to the 
ice run suggests that peak ice forces must have been between 1.1MN and 5.5MN. This is not 
inconsistent with the corresponding SAMS simulations. Peak ice thickness was measured to 
be 0.65m. 
 
Observations suggest that ice floes flipping to vertical curing dynamic ice field compaction is 
common, the SAMS simulation did not exhibit this behaviour. This is likely due the rectangular 
channel assumption coupled with simplistic turbulence modelling. 
 
5.4 Improving SAMS 
Through the use of SAMS some lessons have been learned and suggestions can be made as to 
how to improve the software. It would be off great benefit to update the SAMS GUI and enable 
importation of multiple structures and bathymetry. Editing files manually to allow multiple 
structures is possible, and indeed this is what was done for this project. While this is straight 
forward enough once you know how, it is very time consuming to find out how to do this 
without help. Enabling batch simulations with variable properties would be a great quality of 
life improvement when using the software.  
 
Manually editing files to include variable bathymetry should in principle be possible, but 
beyond the scope of this project to attempt. While bathymetry is not of great importance when 
modelling structures far out at sea, it is great importance when modelling ice transport in small 
rivers. Depending on the morphology and depth of the river ice jams may form and in its current 
state SAMS is incapable of predicting these. Furthermore, in order to enable SAMS to predict 
ice jam consolidation and breakup it would be necessary to include variable thermal and 
discharge conditions. Including more sophisticated fluid mechanical simulation is of course 
possible, however simply allowing the water level to vary according to a measured hydrograph 
and current velocity to vary according to according to table input would greatly improve 
predictions. 
 
While SAMS may currently be applicable to large low gradient rivers, improvements need to 
be made before SAMS can confidently be applied to small steep gradient rivers.  
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Static ice loads (ice actions) are a key design parameter for dams in cold climates. Since 2012, 
ice stresses have been measured at Taraldsvikfossen reservoir located in Narvik, Norway. 
Similar to earlier observations in Canada, it became evident from the first three years of data 
that various effects resulted in stresses, including thermal expansion and water level 
fluctuations, and that the relative dominance of the processes varied between seasons. A 
numerical model, using the commercially available finite element software LS-DYNA, is 
presented for the prediction of the stress field in an ice sheet due to temperature changes and 
water fluctuations as a function of time, under a variety of conditions. The finite element model 
accounts for variable temperature and properties through the thickness, an elastic foundation 
representation of the underlying water, nonlinear constitutive behavior of the ice, temperature 
dependent mechanical properties, flexibility of resisting structures. For verification of the 
numerical model, results from simulation are compared with measured temperatures and 
stresses at Taraldsvikfossen reservoir. 
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1. Introduction  
The age of the dams in Norway is increasing. The dams are a considerable value in terms of 
fixed capital assets and future profits. The consequences of a dam failure can often be very 
significant, causing both environmental and economic damage and loss of life. The safety of 
dams in Norway are regulated trough national regulations (Damsikkerhetsforskriften (2010)), 
in addition to this NVE has guidelines detailing how the stability calculation of dams should 
be done (e.g. NVE (2003) and NVE (2005)). One of the main changes that was introduced in 
2010 was that ice load should be included in the stability calculation. It should be noted that 
the dams are reassessed every 10 – 20 years depending on the consequence a failure will have.  
The dam is reassessed according to the current regulations/guidelines. Ice loads where not 
considered as a load case, when many of the older dams were designed.  Therefore, these dams 
do not fulfill the required theoretical safety factor with respect to stability as specified in the 
current guidelines. Approximately 90 % of the dams in Norway is what considered small dams, 
i.e. the maximum height is less than 15 meters. The ice load for these small dams is often the 
main issue when reassessing the stability of the dam according to the guidelines from 2003 by 
NVE (2003), this is due to the fact that the ice load in the guidelines (100 - 150 kN/m) is high 
in comparison with the self-weight of the dam body. This motivated a field measurement 
program that was implemented to measure the ice stresses at the Taraldsvikfossen reservoir, 
Narvik, Norway in 2012 and is still running. Some of these results can be found in Petrich et 
al., (2014), O’Sadnick et al. (2016). Thermal stresses in ice have been discussed in the context 
of elastic behavior over short periods of time, only (e.g. Comfort et al., (2003); Morse et al., 
(2011)). However, ice is clearly not an elastic material and alternative formulations of ice 
rheology have been proposed, e.g., Bergdahl (1978); Drouin and Michel (1974), Royen (1922). 
The model of Bergdahl (1978) enjoyed considerable success when compared with field 
measurements when the originally proposed coefficients were adjusted, Cox (1984); Fransson 
(1988), Petrich et al. (2015). Former work found encouraging agreement between numerical 
models and field and laboratory measurements Azarnejad and Hrudey (1998).  
 
The overall problem of ice forces on dams is very complex. For instance, it will be important 
to study how the effects of rapid temperature change and the topology of the reservoir and 
infrastructure affects ice forces on dams. Initially, the problem is going to be simplified, and 
first look at how a temperature variations of the ice cover affects a dam, i.e. how the ice forces 
built up in the dam. Furthermore, take into account the stiffness and strength of the dam. Or if 
creep buckling occurs in the ice cover. These effects may reduce the estimated ice pressure 
acting on the dam face. The following knowledge gaps has been identified: 

• The need for a physically meaningful constitutive model for freshwater ice. The model 
should include anisotropic behavior, and different compressive- and tensile strengths, 
(which are dependent on strain rate). The model should account creep and strain 
softening due to damage, and cracking caused by thermal contraction or mechanical 
loading. 

• It is important to include the entire structural stiffness using the real shape and material 
properties of the structural components of the dam in the numerical model for ice-
structure interaction process. 

• Hydrodynamic forces acting on the floating ice sheet, as well as the dynamic coupling 
between ice and structure by means of contact and frictional forces at the ice-structure 
interface. 

 
By implementing these effects, advanced numerical FE models can be developed to simulate 
ice loads on dams. The different mechanisms such as of thermal expansion and contraction, 
out of plane bending and buckling and ice jacking mechanisms on the ice action can then be 



differentiated in a realistic manner. It is necessary to carry out a stepwise development, and the 
complexity of the numerical models is extended during the project. The first step in the 
development of a numerical model will be in a simplified approach where the geometry, 
thickness of ice floes and boundary conditions are simplified, idealized and parameterized. To 
establish the temperature load in the ice cover, transient thermal analysis will also be simplified 
and idealized. The hypothesis that forms the basis for model development is based on the 
following: The temperature of the ice bottom is approximately equal to 0oC and constant, while 
the temperature on the top surface of the ice cover fluctuates with air temperature. The aim of 
this paper is to get a better understanding of how the measured ice load is influenced by 
environmental variables as temperature, water level fluctuations and interaction with dams and 
its structural stiffness. A numerical model, using the commercially available finite element 
software LS-DYNA, utilized for the prediction of the stress field in an ice sheet due to 
temperature changes and water fluctuations as a function of time, under a variety of conditions. 
The finite element model accounts for variable temperature and properties through the 
thickness. The most sophisticated method to account for hydrodynamic effects is by explicitly 
simulating the water medium by a coupled Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method. This 
approach is accurate, but not computationally efficient. Therefore, a mass-spring-dashpot 
model to account for hydrodynamic effects has been developed at SINTEF Narvik and 
implemented into the commercial FE code LS-DYNA and this approach will be employed in 
this project. In this manner, water level fluctuations, flooding, out of plane bending, buckling 
and ice jacking mechanisms of the ice sheet are accounted for. For verification of the numerical 
model, results from simulations are compared with measured temperatures, stresses and global 
load at Taraldsvikfossen reservoir. Better understanding of thermal and mechanical ice-
structure interaction forces will contribute to reducing the rehabilitation costs of the existing 
Norwegian dams. 

2. Field measurements  
Taraldsviksfossen reservoir is a small reservoir of approximately 1650 m2 located 212 m.a.s.l 
in the town of Narvik, Norway. Confined by a straight sided concrete dam 6 m in height, it is 
maintained to provide a backup water supply and not regulated (Fig. 1a). The reservoir is fed 
by a creek, called Taraldsvikelva. In winter, the creek freezes limiting the flow into the 
reservoir significantly. Given its relatively stable water level and accessibility, ice stress 
measurements were performed at Taraldsviksfossen reservoir. Five frames with stress sensors 
(A - E) was installed 6 m apart on 3 October 2014 as shown in Fig. 1. Stress was recorded 
using custom modified GeoKon 4850 pressure cells consisting of two rectangular steel plates 
(100 mm x 200 mm) separated by de-aired oil. In addition to stress, each cell measured 
temperature. Three frames (B, C, D) held five cells placed 0.15 m vertically apart (center-to-
center) with the center of the uppermost cell placed 0.075 m above the nominal water line. 
Nominal waterline is 0.5 m below the top of the dam. The other two frames (A, E) held one 
cell each with the center placed 0.075 m below the surface. Cells are designed to measure 
normal compressive stresses up to 1 MPa. A detailed description of the setup is given by Petrich 
et al. (2015) and preliminary analysis of the ice stresses at Taraldsvikfossen for the season 
2014-2015 is described by O’Sadnick et al. (2016).  
 



 

 
 

Table 1. Cross section. 
H [m] 5.6 m 
Lb [m] 4.6 m 
H1 [m] 4.5 m 
H2 [m] 1.25 m 
Lt [m] 1 m 
Hw [m] 0.5 m 
hi [m] 0.69 m 

a)                                                                 b) 
Figure 1. a) Diagram of reservoir including position of frames (black dots) and cameras. 
From O’Sadnick et al. (2016). b) Dimension of the modelled cross-section. 

 
The ice thickness, hi, produced by static ice formation is most commonly predicted based on 
the accumulated Freezing Degree Days (FDDs), as given below: 
 

i igh FDDD [m] with Dig = 0.033 m/(dayoC ) [1] 
Dig is an empirical coefficient that varies from site to site depending on local conditions such 
as the snow cover, winds, and solar radiation. The predicted ice thickness is compared with the 
average measured ice thickness in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Measured air temperature, water pressure and ice thickness, Taraldsvikfossen dam 
for season 2014-2015. Vertical lines indicate the time span for numerical simulations, which 
starts at :16-Jan-2015 09:15:00 and ends at 15-Feb-2015 00:45:00. 

 
Ice crack patterns are important as they are an indication of the motion of the ice cover near 
the wall of the dam as illustrated in Fig. 3. Similar crack patterns in the ice were observed for 
the ice at Taraldsvikfossen dam for season 2014-2015. The formation of ice cracks may be 
induced by either thermal contraction or mechanical loading most often associated with 
changes in water level. Crack formation due to thermal contraction is described by Ashton, 
1986 and Bažant, 1992. Water level variations create hinge effects near the wall characterized 
by cracks in the ice. Two important cracks were found within meters from the wall, as shown 



on Fig. 3. They determine a segment of ice from the wall called the “crutch”. As the water level 
changes, the ice cover moves up or down forcing the “crutch” to pivot about the “Ballycatter”, 
a piece of ice that always stays frozen to the wall of the dam. This effect can contribute to 
generate an increase in load against the dam. As water level variations pivot the “crutch” up or 
down, it can snag at the hinges and develop a horizontal thrust against the dam, term called 
“ice jacking”. Conditions that favor this effect are: (a) the presence of thermal ice expansion; 
and (b) the profile of the ice crack, for example: a jagged crack profile as opposed to a worn 
and rounded one. Another effect is when water rises and seeps through the cracks and refreezes, 
thereby increasing the aerial extent of the ice cover. Cracking and refreezing of water between 
cracks are described in detail by Ashton (1986). As water floods over the cold ice cover, it 
forces the surface temperature of the ice to increase, producing an expansion of the ice surface. 
A subsequent rise in water level then places the ice cover in compression as it is forced to fit 
into a now undersized basin. This phenomenon is called ice jacking. This repetitive cycle and 
a drop of the water level will produce tension in the upper part of the ice cover, and compression 
below, while a rise in water level will produce the inverse stress profile. 
 

 
Figure 3. Observed cracks during field measurements. 

2. Numerical model  
Numerical analysis of ice loads on Taraldsvikfossen dam were with the LS-DYNA general 
purpose finite element code (Hallquist, 2006) as coupled thermal stress analysis using an 
implicit code. Simulations are driven by measured air temperature data.  
 
The finite element model for simulation of ice forces acting on the dam is illustrated in Fig. 4 
where both the concrete dam and the ice sheet are modeled with hexahedral elements. The ice 
thickness hi and the total length of the ice sheet, Li, is 36 m. As a first approach, only a unit 
width of 1 m is modeled. The cross-section dimensions of the dam are given in Fig. 2b). The 
concrete dam is modeled as a linear elastic material with elastic modulus Ec. The mechanical 
boundary conditions of the dam and ice sheet is modeled in such a way that plane strain is 
simulated. All the nodes at bottom of dam structure is fixed and all the nodes at the end of the 
ice furthest from the dam are also fixed. It is also assumed that the ice sheet is frozen to the 
face of the dam. This is achieved by specifying tied contact between the nodes on the ice and 
the surface of the structure at the ice-structure interface. The ice sheet is modelled with six 
hexahedral elements trough the thickness and two elements along the width as shown in Fig. 
4. Buoyancy and gravity of the ice sheet is modeled with a nonlinear spring attached to all the 
nodes defining the bottom surface of the ice. In this manner, the effects of the elements on the 
ice sheet being lifted out of the water or being submerged is taken account for. Water level 
fluctuations is modelled by applying the water pressure pw as a uniform surface pressure at the 
bottom of the ice sheet as function of time as shown in Fig. 2b).  
 



 
Figure 4. Finite element model for simulation of ice forces on Taraldsvikfossen dam with  
H = 5.6 m, hi = 0.69 m and Li = 36 m. Cross section dimensions are given in Fig. 1b). 

 
For simplicity, the boundary condition at the top surface of the ice the surface is equal to the 
air temperature, which is function of time, i.e. Tair(t) as shown in Fig. 2. It is assumed a linear 
distribution of temperature through the ice sheet with Tair(t = 0) equal to -3 oC. as initial 
condition and the ice–water interface, the temperature is assumed to remain at the freezing 
point. One of the most difficult aspects of any stress analysis involving ice is the selection of 
values for the mechanical properties. Values adopted in this study are based on published data 
presented by others. However, finding appropriate data in the literature is complicated by the 
fact that the strain rates encountered in the thermal stress problem are of the order of 10–8 s–1 
to 10–7 s–1, whereas most published test results are for strain rates above 10–7 s–1. Data from 
other studies concerned with thermal ice loads were also considered (Bergdahl 1978 and Cox 
1984). In the uniaxial form, the total strain under both mechanical and thermal loading consists 
of three parts: an elastic strain, He; a viscous strain, Hv; and a thermal strain HT, eq. 

 e T vH H H H � �  [2] 

The elastic strain is related to the stress V through the elastic constitutive relation: 

 
e

iE
VH   [3] 

Ei is the elastic modulus of ice. Thermal strain due to a temperature change 'T are given by 

 T i TH D '  [4] 

The viscous strain is provided by the Bailey-Norton law, sometimes called power law. This is 
given by Murat et al. (1989) as: 

 1n m
v eA tH V �  [5] 

Where A, m, n are temperature dependent material parameters and Ve is the equivalent von 
Mises stress in multiaxial stress states and t is the time. Eq. 5 is often expressed in rate form as 

 n m
v eK tH V  [6] 

where K = A(m+1). In this study a material model already implemented in LS-DYNA 
(MAT_188) is employed. By neglecting effects of plasticity, i.e., viscous effects of plastic 
strain rate, isotropic and kinematic hardening in MAT_188 model, the thermo-elastic creep 
model, as outlined above is obtained. The thermal and mechanical properties are summarized 
in Tab. 2. In this approach, elastic modulus Ei and creep parameter A are assumed to be 
temperature dependent. Cracking of the ice, which is important for thermal and mechanical 
loads on structures is neglected. 



Table 2. Thermal and mechanical properties 
Latent heat, ice Li Jkg-1 3.34∙105 
Density ice Ui  kgm-3 910 
Density water Uw kgm-3 1000 
Heat capacity, ice Cpi Jkg-1K-1 2100 
Thermal conductivity, ice ki Wm-1K-1 2.1 
Coefficient thermal expansion, ice Di K−1 5.5∙10−5  
Elastic modulus, ice Ei  MPa 6.1(1 0.012 )T�  
Poisson’s ratio, ice Qi - 0.3 
Elastic modulus, concrete Ec MPa 2.8∙104 
Poisson’s ratio, concrete Qc - 0.3 
Creep parameter K MPas-1 4.3∙10-6 
Creep parameter A MPas-1 K(1+m)|T|1.97 
Creep parameter n [-] 2.2 
Creep parameter m [-] -0.22 

3. Results  
The ice load, PLL, acting on the dam, calculated from the measured stresses at stations (St.) B, 
C, and D, is shown in Fig. 5, together with the line load obtained from the finite element 
analysis with ice thicknesses hi = 0.54 m and hi = 0.69 m. The maximum PLL and time of 
occurrences are given in Tab. 3. Positive values of PLL is defined as compressive line load. Fig. 
5 shows that the ice load obtained with finite element analysis, is correlating with the one 
obtained from the measured data. It should be noted that the numerical results give higher 
negative values, this is most likely due to the material model used in these analyses. 
Furthermore, the variation of ice thickness during the period of measurements considered in 
these analyses here is not considered. The results for hi = 0.54 m and hi = 0.69 m show that the 
ice thickness will affect the magnitude of the ice load.  
  

 
Figure 5. The line load acting on the dam obtained from the finite element analysis compared 
to the measured data. 

 
The temperature profile obtained from the finite element analysis with hi = 0.54 m at maximum 
ice load is shown in Fig 6a, and for hi = 0.69 m is shown in Fig. 6b. For both analyses the 
temperatures are retrieved from the nodes in the intersection between the dam and ice sheet. 



The measured temperature profile at maximum ice load at St. B, C and D is shown in Fig. 6c. 
In Fig. 6a and 6b the temperature profiles are plotted at the time of maximum ice load at the 
different stations (see Tab. 3). The z-coordinate of the temperatures measured was not recorded 
during the measurement and has here been estimated. This fact is likely to explain some of the 
differences in the profiles obtained from the finite element analysis and the measured data.  
 
Table 3. The maximum ice load acting on the dam from the measured data and finite element 
analysis.  
 Time [Date time] Maximum PLL [kN/m] 
St. B 2015-02-06 10.25 230 
St. C 2015-02-05 01.55 150 
St. D 2015-02-06 07.05 110 
hi = 0.54 m 2015-02-06 13.18 200 
hi = 0.69 m 2015-02-06 14.25 180 

 

 
Figure 6. The temperature profiles at maximum ice load (PLL) from the finite element 
analysis is shown with different ice thickness, hi in a) hi = 0.54 m and b) hi = 0.69 m. c) The 
measured data.  

 
The profile of the stress in x-direction (longitudinal direction of the ice sheet) in the ice are 
shown in Fig 7, with compressive stresses as negative. For the finite element analysis with hi 
= 0.54 m and 0.69 m are shown in Fig 7a and Fig 7b, respectively, at the time of maximum ice 
load at the different stations (see Tab. 3). For both analyses the stresses are retrieved from the 
elements in the intersection between the dam and ice sheet. For hi = 0.54 m the maximum 
compressive stress is -1.6 MPa and the minimum tensile stress is 1.12 MPa. For hi = 0.69 m 
the minimum compressive stress is -1.4 MPa and the maximum tensile stress is 0.97 MPa. The 
measured stress is shown in Fig 7c, where the minimum compressive stress -0.56 MPa and the 
maximum tensile stress 0.02 MPa occurs at St. B. Fig. 7 shows that the numerical analysis 
highly overpredicts the tensile stresses in the ice, this is caused by the high tensile strength 
assumed in the material model used in the analyses. Furthermore, the numerical analysis 
overpredicts the compressive stresses. These differences is likely to errors in the water pressure 
(pw(t)) applied to the ice and how the temperature loading was implemented (heat convection 
between the air temperature and ice was neglected).  
 



 
Figure 7. The stress profiles at maximum ice load (PLL) from the finite element analysis is 
shown for different ice thickness. a) hi = 0.54 m and b) hi = 0.69 m. c) Measured stress at 
stations B, C and D. 

 
4. Conclusion 
This paper presents a simplified numerical model for simulating ice-structure interactions 
forces on hydropower dam structures.  
 
In these simulations the measured air temperature was used as the “driving” force for the 
thermal expansion of the ice sheet, and the heat convention at the air-ice, ice-water and ice-
concrete interfaces was neglected. This is a likely source for the discrepancy between the 
measured temperature distribution and the resulting temperature distribution obtained by 
numerical simulations as shown in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the discrepancy in the temperature 
distribution also affects the predicted stress distribution within the ice cover and can be the 
source of the overprediction of the compressive stresses by the numerical model as shown in 
Fig. 7.  
 
The numerical model for the mechanical properties of ice behavior presented herein does not 
take account for cracking of the ice cover. Therefore, this model overpredicts the tensile 
strength of the ice, as shown in Fig. 7, and thus gives to high tensile ice loads acting on the ice-
structure interface as shown in Fig. 5. The simplified numerical model presented herein shows 
promising results in estimated ice pressure when compared to measured data. Further work will 
be to take account for tensile cracking which may lead to redistribution of stresses within the 
ice sheet and more realistic behavior of the ice cover. 
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In areas with cold climate formation of ice cover on a reservoir exerts loads on the upstream 
slope of an embankment dam which can cause degradation and erosion damages. Riprap is 
generally provided on the upstream slope of embankment dams to counteract both ice and 
wave action. The sizing of the riprap to resist wave action is well established with simple 
empirical formulas. First the wave height is estimated, usually through simple wave 
prediction formulas. Subsequently, wave height is inserted into empirical rock sizing 
formulas for determining the riprap stone size required to resist the wave action. Some dam 
design guidelines assume that riprap designed to resist the wave actions is also capable of 
resisting the ice action, while others, such as the Norwegian guidelines, consider ice action 
through a requirement on the minimum weight of individual riprap stones. The available 
riprap design measures for resisting wave and ice will be investigated. Furthermore, the 
conditions where the design against ice loading may be governing will be discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
The upstream slope of an embankment dam is typically protected with a layer of quarry 
stones, referred to as riprap. The riprap can be dumped or placed. Dumped riprap are 
randomly placed stones, while the term selectively placed riprap describes individually 
placed stones for enhanced interlocking and increased resistance. The purpose of the riprap 
on the upstream slope is to prevent erosion, scour or sloughing of the embankment. Thus, the 
riprap must counteract environmental loads, i.e. actions arising from wind generated waves 
and ice.  
 
The ice action is the action of ice upon the surface of the upstream slope. The ice action 
includes: a) plucking of individual riprap stones embedded in the ice sheet due to water level 
fluctuations; b) ice shoving causing riprap stone displacement; c) and thrust from ice floes 
due to wind or current causing a slide or shear on the embankment slope. Ice action also 
includes freeze-thaw action that mainly may cause delamination and breakdown of individual 
riprap stones.  
 
The resistance of the riprap to wave and ice actions relates to the individual stone size, weight 
and durability. Additionally, gradation and thickness of the riprap layer, as well as the 
interlocking between the stones, are important factors. Fig. 1 gives an example of an 
upstream slope of a rockfill dam with uniformly graded riprap selectively placed in an 
interlocking manner. Fig. 2 presents a riprap of less evenly sized stone that is partly dumped 
but arranged and ordered with an excavator. 
 
In the European Rock Manual (CIRIA et al., 2007), individual stones in a protective layer are 
referred to as armour stone or armour unit, whereas the protective layer is referred to as the 
armour layer. The armour layer is to provide protection against waves and/or currents and/or 
ice loads. Furthermore, in the Rock Manual riprap is referred to as the term for wide-graded 
quarry stone, normally bulk-placed as a protective layer for mainly estuarial and riverbank 
applications. In dam engineering riprap refers to a protective layer of rock or rock fragments, 
that is either well graded within wide size limits (USBR, 2012), or uniformly graded (SEBJ, 
1997). Thus, the word riprap in dam engineering also refers to individual stones, whereas the 
Rock Manual refers to this as the armour stone. Here, the dam engineering use of the word 
riprap (USBR, 2012; SEBJ, 1997), is generally applied. However, when the word armour 
stone is used the definition of the Rock Manual applies (CIRIA et al., 2007). 
 
The sizing of the riprap to resist wave action is well established with simple empirical 
formulas (USBR, 2012; SEBJ,1997). Conversely, sizing of riprap in cold regions, such as the 
Artic to resist ice action is less understood (CIRIA et al., 2007; ICOLD, 1996) and guidance 
on the design limited. Available guidelines on the use of rock in hydraulic engineering, such 
as CIRIA et al. (2007) consider mainly marine structures in cold offshore regions, but is also 
of value for riprap protection on dams, although as stated in CIRIA et al. (2007), not 
comprehensive on this topic. Still, ice can cause degradation of riprap slopes, erosion 
damages and freeze-thaw breakdown (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, ice forces on the riprap 
protecting an embankment slope can be induced fluctuating water level, as well as, drifting 
ice (ice floe). 
 
In practice, the emphasis is on designing riprap to resist the design wave action and assuming 
that riprap capable of absorbing wave energy is often also capable of absorbing ice forces 
(CIRIA et al., 2007; ICOLD, 1996). Nevertheless, the rock riprap guidelines from countries 



in cold region generally include some simple consideration of ice forces through minimum 
requirements. Furthermore, it is stressed that the impact of ice forces should be evaluated for 
each individual case. In the following the stone sizing formulas provided to resist wave action 
are reviewed as well as ice consideration in the sizing of riprap on dam slopes. Comparison 
of the stone sizing formulas is made, including also available minimum requirements 
regarding ice action. Finally, the results are discussed, and conclusions drawn from the 
simple study.  
 

 
Figure 1. Placed riprap on the upstream slope of a rockfill dam in Norway. (Fig: FGS) 
 

 
Figure 2. Riprap on the upstream slope of a rockfill dam in Iceland. (Fig: FGS) a) View on 
the upstream slope. b) Fractured stone from ice action (frost-thaw cycles). 
 

2. Riprap sizing  
The process of determining the size of riprap on embankment dams embraces sizing of riprap 
to resist wave action as well as ice action. The action that results in the largest stone size 
governs. Thus, here the riprap sizing for both wave action and ice action are shortly reviewed  

a) b) 



Riprap sizing for wave action 
Various researchers have developed empirical relationships to express the wave action and 
the resisting forces offered by the riprap. These relationships aim at predicting the size of 
riprap (and armourstones). Here only formulas that base on Hudson (Hudson, 1959, 1953) are 
reviewed as these are extensively used in dam engineering applications and presented in 
related manuals and guidelines, such as NVE (2012) (Norway), USBR (2012) (USA) and 
SEBJ (1997) (Canada). The Hudson formula is also presented in the European Rock Manual, 
CIRIA et al., (2007), as follows:  
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where W50 is the median weight of the armour stone in N, H is the wave height in m at the toe 
of the structure, KD is stability coefficient relating e.g. to the damage condition, r is the 
apparent rock density (kg/m3),  is the embankment slope angle, and   is the relative 
buoyant density of the stone =(r /w -1) with w being the mass density of water. CIRIA et 
al., (2007) explain that KD values suggested for design often correspond to the no damage 
condition.  
 
In CIRIA et al., (2007) Eq (1) is rewritten as follows in Eq (2), to represent the so called 
stability number Ns, with the wave height H replaced by H = 1.27 Hs, where Hs is the 
significant wave height. Eq (2) also introduces a dimensionless damage level parameter Sd. 
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In dam engineering guidelines, such as NVE (2012), USBR (2012) and SEBJ (1997), the 
Hudson formula is however presented in a form similar to this of Eq. (1). Furthermore, 
definition of the wave height used varies, as well as the stability coefficients.  
 
The Hudson formula in SI units is presented as follows in SEBJ (1997) 
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where Mmin is the minimum mass of the stone in kg , Hs is calculated according to SEBJ 
(1997), K is experimental stability coefficient that depends on damage level defined as no or 
limited damage associated respectively with a damage level Sd ≤2.5 and Sd = 5 and K values 
of respectively 1.75 and 3, r is the apparent rock density (kg/m3),  is the slope angle, and Sr 

is the specific gravity of rock Sr  = r /w.  
 
In the Norwegian Guidelines (NVE, 2012) the Hudson formula in SI units is presented as 
follows: 
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where Wmin is the minimum weight of the armour stone in kN, Hs is in m and predicted using 
method in NVE (2012) which bases on SEBJ (1997), K is defined as a constant that is 
dependent on the shape of the armour stone and how it is placed and given as ≤2.5 for 
Norwegian conditions, r is the unit weight of the rock (kN/m3), w is the unit weight of the 
water (kN/m3) set equal to 10 kN/m3, n is the horizontal component of the inclination of the 
upstream dam slope, (cot = n).  
 
Finally, the Hudson formula in the US dam engineering guidelines USBR (2012) is presented 
as follows, the notation and coefficients are given in English Units and thus presented in the 
same manner here: 
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where W50 is the median weight of riprap in kN, H is the design wave height in feets 
(determined according to USBR guidelines), r is the unit weight of the rock (pounds per 
cubic foot), Gs is the specific gravity of rock,  is the slope angle measured from horizontal, 
K are experimentally determined coefficients and same for the exponents a and b.  

Riprap sizing for ice action 
As previously mentioned, sizing of riprap in cold regions to resist ice action is less 
understood compared to sizing to resist wave action (CIRIA et al., 2007; ICOLD, 1996). Still, 
investigation into the problem have been carried out e.g. by Daly et al. (2008), as well as 
Sodhi et al. (1997, 1996) and Sodhi and Donnelly (1999). In practice, the emphasis is 
generally on designing riprap to resist the design wave action and assume that riprap capable 
of absorbing wave energy is also capable of absorbing ice forces (CIRIA et al., 2007; 
ICOLD, 1996). However, some minimum weights of the riprap stone is for example specified 
in the Norwegian guidelines (NVE, 2012). Similarly, although not related to ice action, 
minimum weights are specified in USBR (2012), and minimum design wave heights are 
recommended in SEBJ (1997). 

Laboratory tests of randomly and selectively placed riprap 
Laboratory tests for the study of ice shoving on a riprap bank of randomly placed stones 
(dumped stones) conducted by Sodhi et al. (1996) and Sodhi and Donnelly (1999), suggested 
that the diameter of an average size stone must be two and three times the ice thickness, 
respectively for slopes of 3:1 (Horizontal (H):Vertical (V)) and 1.5:1 (H:V). These findings 
may however be difficult to incorporate for severe artic conditions resulting in ice thickness 
exceeding 1 m and consequently extremely large stone sizes. Sodhi et al. (1996) state for 
example that it may be more cost effective to carry out repairs than to design to these 
requirements. In the design of concrete dams in Norway, ice thickness of 0.5 m is to be 
considered. Transferring this design criteria to embankment dams with the consideration of 
the above-mentioned laboratory findings, would result in riprap diameter of 1 to 1.5 m. 
However, it must be considered that the riprap on dams in Norway is not randomly placed 
and thus it is not reasonable to apply the findings by Sodhi et al. (1996). Sodhi et al. (1996) 
found that smooth riprap surfaces resist the ice forces better in the case of the randomly 
placed riprap. McDonald (1988) also stated that smooth slopes of graded riprap resisted ice 
load better than rough uniformly graded riprap. Additionally, McDonald (1988) emphasized 
the importance of well keyed stones. 



 
Daly et al. (2008) conducted laboratory tests considering ice shoves on riprap layers, using 
selective placement of armor stones (well keyed stones). The selective placement was 
described as carefully placing individual stone to maximize interlock and support between 
the stones. This was found to have a significant and positive impact on the stability. For 
example, a selectively placed 3600 kg (35 kN) armor stone (calculated to ca 1.3 m in 
diameter with r = 27 kN/m3, but Daly et al (2008) refer to larger diameter of 2 m (unit 
weight not given)) resisted ice shoves (of about 1.5 m thick ice sheet) very well on a 1.5:1 
(H:V) slope. It is important that the riprap is selectively placed, and due care is taken in the 
design and placement of the toe stones. The results from Daly et al. (2008) can be simplified 
to indicate roughly that the diameter of the armour stone that is selectively placed into a 
riprap layer, should be 0.86 to 1.35 times the ice thickness. Considering an ice thickness of 
0.5 m, this leads to a stone diameter of approximately 0.45 to 0.65 m. 

Minimum weight requirements in dam engineering guidelines 
In the Norwegian guidelines (NVE, 2012) the following minimum weight of the riprap stones 
are recommended to resist ice action: 2.5 kN for slopes of 1.5:1 (H:V), while for flatter slope 
such as 2:1and 3:1 (H:V), minimum weights of 1.6 kN should be used. For a stone r = 27 
kN/m3, this gives a stone diameter of 0.55 for a slope of 1.5:1 (H:V). NVE (2012) does not 
provide a reference for this minimum weight requirement. 
 
In the Canadian guidelines, SEBJ (1997), the use of a minimum design wave of 1.0 m is 
recommended for the riprap sizing, unless there are other special reasons. Furthermore, SEBJ 
(1997) considers “that the influence of ice on the riprap is at the most marginal and that the 
minimum stone size resulting from the design wave calculations is adequate to resist ice 
forces“. However, it is interesting to calculate minimum weights from the minimum design 
wave recommended. Using the minimum design wave value, Hs = 1 m, into the Hudson 
formula as presented in SEBJ(1997) (same as the Norwegian guidelines (NVE, 2012)) with 
the SEBJ (1997) recommendation of K = 1.75, and additionally selecting the steepest slope 
recommended, 1.8:1 (H:V), and r = 27 kN/m3, results in Wmin= 1.7 kN. Similarly, using this 
value, Hs = 1 m, into the Hudson formula as presented in the Norwegian guidelines (NVE, 
2012), with K= 2.5, and the common upstream slope in Norway with n = 1.5 and r = 27 
kN/m3, results in Wmin = 1.5 kN. 
 
In the US dam guidelines, USBR (2012), design situations including items such as ice or 
extreme freeze-thaw conditions are among other items mentioned as an examples of situation 
that may influence the design of riprap. However, no guidance is provided on how to design 
for these conditions other than these should guide the designer‘s judgment when selecting 
design parameters. USBR (2012), gives values for both minimum and maximum median 
weights of well graded riprap although these do not consider ice action. The minimum value, 
W50, min, is set to 160 Pounds (or 0.7 kN) and the maximum value, W50, max, is set to 2000 
Pounds (or 8.9 kN). The maximum value is based on a research presented in an appendix to 
the guidelines indicating that 2000 pounds would have been adequate to avoid riprap failure 
by erosion for all the historical cases studied. The Rock Manual (CIRIA et al., 2007) 
discusses structural response related to ice, but does not specify additional sizing 
requirements due to ice action.  

3. Simple comparison of methods 
The methods above on riprap sizing due to wave and ice action are compared in this section 
with numerical examples (Fig. 3 and 4). A simplified comparison is to assume the same wind 



wave prediction (value of Hs) and use this in the stone sizing formulas. Thus, the method of 
calculating the significant wave height will further influence comparison between methods, 
but the different guidelines present different approaches and formulas for calculating this. For 
a given reservoir the different methods would result in different significant wave height. The 
minimum requirements considering ice action in the case of NVE (2012) and minimum wave 
height of 1 m in the case of SEBJ (1997) are also included in the figures.  
 
 

a)  

b)  
 
Figure 3. Riprap sizing – comparison of formulas- Hs and Hd. Unit weight of riprap 27 
kN/m3. a) Slope of 2:1 (H:V). b) Slope of 1.5:1 (H:V). 
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The comparison in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 assumes constant unit weight of the rock. The upstream 
slopes are 2:1 (H:V) and 1.5:1 (H:V) in Fig. 3 a) and b) respectively. The comparison for 
slope of 2:1 (H:V), is selected since all the guidelines, except NVE (2012), emphasise that 
the formulas and coefficients were not derived for steeper slopes than 2:1 (USBR, 2012) or 
1.8:1 (H:V) (SEBJ, 1997). Slopes of 1.5:1 are common on rockfill dam slopes e.g. in 
Norway. Regarding the legend in the Fig. 3 and 4, it is important to note the notations IMP 
and PER for impermeable and permeable core respectively, refers to the core of a rubble 
mound breakwater.  
 
Regarding Fig. 3, it is important to note that the significant wave height on the horizontal axis 
is multiplied with 1.27 into the USBR (2012) formulation, and that this effect is included in 
Eq. (2) from CIRIA et al. (2007). Furthermore, the USBR, (2012) method of predicting the 
significant wave height results in lower values than the methods associated with the other 
guidelines. To comprehend the difference, the same curves are plotted in Fig. 4 for a slope of 
1.5:1 (H:V), however with the significant wave height into all the formulas (i.e. the value H 
on the horizonal axis). This entails for example, that the Eq. (1) from CIRIA et al. ( 2007), is 
divided by 1.27 to obtain the value for the significant wave height (the Eq. (1) as presented 
includes the design wave as 1.27 Hs). The CIRIA et al. (2007) curves in Fig. 4 are in the 
following referred to as modified CIRIA et al. (2007) curves. 
 

 
Figure 4. Riprap sizing – comparison of formulas- Hs and Hd. Unit weight of riprap 27 
kN/m3. Slope of 1.5:1 (H:V).  
 

4. Discussion 
The comparison of the different riprap stone sizing methods as carried out here (Fig. 3 and 4) 
is a simplified comparison. The simplification relates to the different formulas employed for 
stone sizing to resist wave action, for this the following must be considered: The definition of 
the wave height used into the Hudson formula Eqs (1) to (5), is neither the same in all 
guidelines discussed here nor calculated with the same formula. The method of defining the 
fetch in the calculation is also different. In addition to the different calculation methods and 
definition of the wave heights, different criteria are given for the stability coefficients and 
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damage levels. Thus, one cannot compare directly from the Fig. 3 and 4 the curves for the 
different damage levels since for a certain reservoir, different wave heights (return periods of 
the design event) will correspond to the different damage levels. 
 
The riprap size required to resist the wave action increases with the wave height (Fig. 3 and 
4). Furthermore, the significant wave height, and thus the wave action, increases with 
increased wind speed as well as with increased fetch. Similarly, increased wind speed and 
fetch should have effect on wind-driven ice actions. Such ice forces can develop as a strong 
wind blows during both freeze-up and breakup periods of the ice on a reservoir. The ice 
action on the riprap arise from the thrust of wind driven ice riding up the riprap slopes. Still, 
the dam engineering guidelines reviewed here, provide stone sizing strategies for the ice 
action; either with fixed values of minimum stone weights, regardless of both the wind 
conditions and the size of the reservoir influencing the fetch; or assume that a stone sizing for 
a certain minimum wave height is sufficient also for the ice action. For example, the 
consideration of ice with minimum requirements on the stone weight in the NVE (2012) 
guidelines for the rock density (27 kN/m3) employed corresponds to a stone size to resist a 
wave height of 1.2 m for 1.5:1 slope, but roughly 1.1 m (1.13 m) in the case of 2:1 slope. 
This can be compared to the minimum wave height requirement in SEBJ (1997), i.e. 1 m high 
wave. The minimum weights requirement for the 1.5:1 slope and the density considered will 
result in a stone diameter of 0.55 m. This is within the range (0.45 to 0.65 m) obtained when 
considering beforementioned experimental results from Daly et al., (2008) and an ice 
thickness of 0.5 m. Thus, the minimum weight requirements seem to compare reasonably to 
conclusions drawn very roughly from experimental research on the impact of ice shoves. 
However, impact of ice thrust from movements of large ice floes due to wind and potential 
effects of the fetch is an additional consideration that would be interesting to investigate 
further for dams in artic regions. Furthermore, investigations relating to ice plucking of riprap 
from upstream slope of dams, might be relevant for dams on reservoirs with large or rapid 
water level variations during the winter period. 

4. Concluding summary 
Stone sizing formulas given in different dam safety guidelines and a rock manual have been 
compared. All the formulas base on the empirical Hudson formulae, which relates wave 
action and properties relevant for stability of the upstream riprap protection. The stability is 
important also for ice considerations and depends e.g. on the stone size (weight), upstream 
slope inclination, placement of the stones and more. The relation is established through 
experimentally determined stability coefficients. The guidelines considered here are issued in 
USA (USBR, 2012), Canada (SEBJ, 1997), Norway (NVE, 2012) and the manual is the 
European Rock Manual (CIRIA et al, 2007). Of those only the Norwegian guidelines define a 
specific minimum requirement considering ice load, while the Canadian guidelines specify 
design against minimum wave height, and the US guidelines specify minimum and maximum 
weight for general consideration (not particularly considering ice).  
 
A comparison of the methods was conducted of the different riprap stone sizing method. 
However, the comparison is a simplification due to several reasons pointed out in the paper. 
The method of calculating the significant wave and the wind conditions are important in 
defining the conditions for which minimum requirements for ice may govern. In this the size 
and shape of the reservoir defining the fetch length is of importance. However, such site 
conditions may also influence the ice action and investigations into that are of interest.  
 



Enhancing the current design procedure entails further research with combined evaluation 
from experiments and field surveys. This is required to compensate the uncertainties relating 
to the stone sizing, arising from both the action of ice and the reaction or resistance of the 
riprap protection. The assumption of minimum weights and/or that the stone sizes required to 
resist the wave action will also resist the ice action needs further investigations for 
embankment dams in artic regions. 
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Grounded and other remnants of ice in rivers influence flow and alter instream conditions in 
the period the ice is left in the river channel. Modelling the flow effects of ice have been 
difficult in the past due to difficulties in measuring the ice geometry both with regards to time 
needed to cover the ice formation and since moving on the ice for measurements can be difficult 
or even dangerous. The detailed river geometry could also be a challenge to find. Recent 
development in remote sensing from aerial vehicles have changed this and new technologies 
exist to capture such data. Here we show how the combination of a green LiDAR based river 
bathymetry can be merged with drone-based ice measurements to form a new river geometry 
suited for hydraulic modelling. The LiDAR bathymetry is collected from a plane and processed 
into a digital elevation model (DEM) covering the riverbed and the adjacent areas. The drone 
geometry is captured using a simple quadcopter with camera and processed into a DEM using 
structure from motion. Ground Control Points and randomly placed control points are 
measured with an RTK-GPS and used for georeferencing and to control the accuracy of the ice 
model. Using the drone for measurements provides a simple and efficient way to capture ice 
without the need for entering the ice to do traditional measurement campaigns using total 
stations or GPS software. The DEM representing the ice is merged with the LiDAR bathymetry 
in a GIS system, and the combined elevation model is used as input to the HECRAS 2D 
hydraulic model and the flow patterns for typical late winter discharges is simulated with and 
without ice to compare the impact of the grounded ice formations on the flow 
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1. Introduction 

Development and release of river ice can have large impacts on several important processes in 
rivers related to physical and ecological factors (Prowse 2001b; Prowse 2001a). Of this, 
breakup of ice with the associated transport and potential jamming of ice can lead to flooding 
and changed hydraulic conditions in rivers with potential damage to infrastructure, altered 
morphology and severe effect on instream flora and fauna (Prowse and Culp 2003; Beltaos 
2009). Establishing a relation between how ice behaves during the breakup period and the river 
hydraulics is therefore necessary to quantify important processes for understanding the 
dynamics and environment of river systems. 
 
To understand and model the effect of grounded ice in rivers it is necessary to find the extent 
and the amount of ice. Field measurements of ice jams and grounded ice is difficult due to 
access and the complexity of the ice formations (Beltaos 1995). Working on grounded ice can 
also be dangerous due to unstable ice floes and crevasses in the ice. Therefore, remote sensing 
methods are an option to measure ice formations. There exists a number of examples where 
imagery and radar data from satellites have been used in mapping various forms of ice and ice 
dynamics, e.g. (Chu and Lindenschmidt 2016; Kääb et al. 2019; Lindenschmidt and Li 2019). 
For smaller streams and rivers, the resolution available in satellite data can be to coarse to be 
able to identify and quantify river ice at a scale relevant for the analysis of grounded ice, and 
it is also necessary to move from a qualitative assessment of ice types to a quantitative 
assessment of volumes which are not common in satellite analysis today.  
 
An alternative approach to map geometry remotely that has seen increased use in aquatic 
systems is Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry (Carrivick and Smith 2019). Through 
SfM, precise digital elevation models and orthophotomosaics can be built from aerial imagery. 
The imagery used in the SfM process can be collected from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) 
which simplify the process of collecting ice data in rivers. Related to applications in cryosphere 
science, both fixed wing and rotor wing devices are used with most applications so far in the 
areas of glacier and snow analysis (Gaffey and Bhardwaj 2019). In studies of river ice, 
Alfredsen et al. (2018) used a low cost drone to map an ice jam remnant and anchor ice 
formation in two Norwegian rivers. In a study on ice jams in the Mohawk river, Garver et al. 
(2018) used drones and SfM to map extent and topography of an ice jam.  
 
Incorporating ice in hydraulic modelling can be done using different methods. Dedicated ice 
models have algorithms to predict and simulate the effect of ice formations on flow 
(Lindenschmidt 2017; Blackburn and She 2019). In such cases, SfM generated ice maps could 
probably be used to estimate extent and volume of ice jams for comparison. It is also possible 
to simulate the effects of ice jams of flow in the much used software package HEC-RAS 
(Beltaos and Tang 2013) and this requires data on the ice location and size as input (Beltaos 
and Tang 2013; Timalsina et al. 2016). A last option is to merge ice geometry into the 
bathymetry in rivers e.g. to see how flow patterns will change around a grounded ice mass. 
This would allow studies of water level rises, changed velocities and potential erosion around 
the ice. A drawback is the consideration of the ice as a fixed bed structure since melt, hydraulic 
forces and erosion processes will alter and eventually remove the ice over time. But for shorter 
duration analysis this method is interesting and ice erosion could be incorporated in the 
computation. 
 
Here we show examples on how drone-based measurements of grounded ice formations can 
be combined with ice free river geometry and used as input to a hydraulic model to simulate 
the effect of the ice constrictions on river flow. Results will be relevant for assessing the impact 



of grounded ice on e.g. morphological changes, flooding potential and for assessment of 
instream ecological conditions by linking results to a habitat assessment strategy. 
 

2. Materials and methods 

Study site 
The study site is located at Haga bridge (63.06º N, 10.29º E) on the river Gaula south of 
Trondheim (Figure 1). The site at Haga bridge often accumulates drifting ice during break-up, 
and stranded remnants of ice jams are common. For this study we collected data from two 
different situations, one ice run in December 2016 that lead to an ice jam and subsequent 
grounded ice covering parts of the river section, and a breakup event from January 2020 that 
left grounded ice that narrowed the river cross section. The drone flights were carried out in 
February 2017 and in January of 2020, under similar conditions with light winds and cloudy 
conditions.   

 
Figure 1The Haga bridge study site in river Gaula. 

Ice mapping and river geometry 
Aerial images for the 2017 case were collected using a DJI Phantom 3 Professional drone 
(www.dji.com) using 11 Ground Control Points (GCPs) measured with a Leica VIVA RTK 
GPS system (www.leica.com) for georeferencing. A total of 82 images were used in Agisoft 
Photoscan v 1.3.0 (www.agisoft.com) to create a digital elevation model (DEM) of the 
grounded ice and a orthophotomosaic of the reach using the SfM technique. For further details 
of measurement setup and processing see Alfredsen et al. (2018).  
 
The second data set were collected in January 2020 using a DJI Phantom 4 RTK drone using 
the Norwegian C-pos system over a mobile phone connection for differential corrections for 
the GPS. A total of 435 images were collected and of these 408 were used in creating a DEM 
and an orthophotomosaic using Agisoft Metashape v.1.6.1. Using the RTK Drone precise 
location data can be transferred from the EXIF information for each picture and thereby 
potentially eliminate the need for GCPs. The SfM process from images to DEM followed the 
same steps as outlined in (Alfredsen et al. 2018) involving image matching, the generation of 
a dense point cloud and computing the DEM from the dense cloud. As a control of the quality 
of the DEM, we evaluated the precision by comparing the positioning of visible objects 
(railroad tracks and electricity poles) in the drone orthophotomosaic with digital maps of the 
same objects. We used this method mainly since measuring control points on the freshly 
grounded ice was not considered safe in this case.  



 
River bathymetry for the reach was downloaded from the Norwegian mapping authority 
(www.hoydedata.no) as a DEM with a 1 by 1 meter resolution based on a flight using green 
LiDAR to collect below surface geometry data. Processing and merging of the digital elevation 
models were done in ArcMap v.10.6. Discharge data for the reach was collected from the Haga 
bridge gauge located 100 meters downstream of the study site.  
 
Hydraulic modelling 
The hydraulic modelling was carried out using the HEC-RAS 2D software version 5.0.7. The 
model was established for a 1500-meter long reach containing the areas with the grounded ice. 
We used a grid resolution of 1 x 1 meter and ran the model in the diffusive wave mode using a 
constant flow as the upper boundary condition and normal depth as the lower boundary 
condition. The lower boundary was placed well below the area with ice. We calibrated the 
model by adjusting a map of Manning n values along the reach. The basis for the calibration 
was an aerial image of the reach (www.norgeibilder.no) taken at a discharge of 45 m3s-1 during 
ice free conditions. By simulating the same discharge in the model, we compared the observed 
wetted area with the simulated wetted area and adjusted the Manning n to obtain a matching 
water surface area.  

3. Results 

The model DEM and the calibration run overlaid the observed water surface area is shown in 
Figure 2. The observed area measured on the map was found to be 111800 m2, while the 
simulated area after calibration is 108666 m2 a difference of 2.8%. We therefore consider the 
calibration of the model to be good. The manning numbers ranged from 0.06 – 0.1 with the 
highest numbers for the lower end of the reach. 
 

 
Figure 2 Bathymetry data for the model (A) and simulated water surface (red) compared to 
observed wetted area (green) for a discharge of 45 m3s-1 (B). DEM and aerial image ã Statens 
Kartverk, Geovekst og kommunene.  



For the case in 2017 we used 82 images and generated a dense point cloud of 27 million points. 
For the 2020 case we used 283 images and made a dense point cloud of 82 million points. From 
this we generated the DEM and the orthophotomosaic (Figure 3). The error estimates for the 
cameras are shown for both cases in table 1. 
 

 
Figure 3 Dense point cloud with camera positions marked as blue squares (A), generated DEM 
from the dense point cloud (B) and orthophotomosaic showing the grounded ice (C). 

 
Table 1 Errors reported from SfM processing 

Field campaign North (m) East (m) Altitude (m) 
2017 GCP errors 0.048 0.051 0.013 
2020 Camera position errors  0.006 0.009 0.012 

 
The DEM representing the ice was then clipped and merged with the LiDAR bathymetry, and 
two different grids were made representing ice free conditions and conditions with the 
grounded ice in place (Figure 4).  



 

 
Figure 4 River bathymetry without ice (left) and with grounded ice (right) 

We ran the model for different discharges. In Figure 5, the results from a simulation of a 
discharge of 90 m3s-1 is shown. This represents the mean discharge of the river Gaula measured 
at the Gaulfoss gauge 1 km downstream of the study site. The figure shows the changed 
velocity profile where the ice blocks the river profile. 

 
Figure 5 Simulated velocity for the 2017 case. River without ice in the left panel and river with 
grounded ice in the right panel. The discharge is 90 m3s-1. 



A further evaluation of the depth and velocity distribution in the area influenced by the 
grounded ice for the discharge presented in Figure 5 shows changes in velocity (mean ± sd) 
without ice 0.85 ± 0.26 ms-1 and with ice 0.94 ± 0.27, and the max velocity increases from 1.29 
to 1.49 ms-1. Another observation related to velocity is a reduction in low velocity areas along 
the bank (see Figure 6) which could have effect on habitat availability for juvenile fish or on 
bed erosion. For depth the changes are from 1.7 ± 0.6 for the situation with ice and 1.58 ± 0.59 
for the situation without ice. Here the max depth does not change since the depth in the 
downstream areas are not influenced by the ice. 
 

 
Figure 6 Relative frequency plot of velocities for the situation with and without ice. The 
velocity interval is 0.1 m/s. 

The change in water level in front of the grounded ice is shown in Figure 7. We see that ice 
raise the water level compared to ice free conditions. 
 

 
Figure 7 Water levels in front of the ice formation. 



4. Discussion 

In this study two different small unmanned drones have been used to map remnants of two ice 
runs in the river Gaula in Norway. The DEMs from the drone mapping have been merged into 
the river bathymetry and a two-dimensional hydraulic model have been used to simulate the 
impacts of the grounded ice on hydraulic conditions. The presented method is a potentially 
useful method of data collection from an environment that is notoriously difficult to access. 
The procedure can be used to investigate how changed hydraulics due to ice influences e.g. 
flooding, morphological changes and in-stream environmental conditions as outlined here, or 
to provide ice data for other forms of analysis and for ice model testing and verification. 
 
In the example shown above we see changes in bankside velocity when ice is present and also 
an increase in depth along the ice edge. The loss of slow velocity habitat can be an issue in 
winter since this habitat is utilized by juvenile salmon and trout (Huusko et al. 2007) which is 
the species present in the Gaula river. The formation of ice ridges along the banks with deeper 
and faster water along the side can also block the access to suitable habitat for fish. Increased 
velocity due to a constricted channel also has a potential for erosion of the riverbed.  
We found both drones to be efficient tools for data collection, and the study site could be 
mapped with relatively low effort. In the first case, two persons (one flying the drone the other 
measuring GCPs) used 35 minutes to cover the study site. The second flight in 2020 one person 
used 40 minutes to cover the study site with the RTK drone. In this case we did not collect any 
GCPs, but experiences from other applications of the same drone is that measuring a few points 
on the ground can be useful for the verification of the precision of the drone. Both the DEM of 
the ice structures and the orthophoto mosaics are useful data in analysis and modelling ice in 
rivers. Further, it is recommended to collect data on as low discharge as possible to capture as 
much of the dry riverbed as possible and to minimize the interaction between water and the 
ice. Weather conditions is another issue worth considering since the drone will be affected by 
wind and rain, and the quality of the images will be dependent on light conditions. This is 
particularly important for collecting ice data since this is often done in winter under low light 
conditions. Another factor to take into account is the GPS connection since the position hold 
and ease of flying requires good positioning. 
 
 The bathymetry data collected using the green LiDAR (LiDAR with the ability to penetrate 
the water surface) provides a very precise basis for modelling and for incorporating the ice 
DEMs into the hydraulic model. Previous experience working with LiDAR shows that the 
accuracy of the bathymetry provides a very good foundation for modelling river hydraulics 
(Mandlburger et al. 2015; Juarez et al. 2019). 
 
Here we have assumed grounded ice based on the observations from the field for both cases. 
If the ice is bridged or floating on water this complicates the evaluation of ice volumes 
particularly under water, even if estimates of floating ice could be made by assuming the 
thickness of ice below the water surface.  Garver et al. (2018) used the water level observed by 
the drone to estimate the topography of the ice above the water level. From our 
orthophotomosaic we clearly see the water surface elevation and also layers of fresh ice formed 
after the ice jam was established which could be used to find the level of water related to ice. 
Measuring during the jam formation, this could also be used to assess backwater effects and 
flooding related to the ice jam. The water levels established from analysis of the orthophotos 
could also be used in an evaluation of the hydraulic simulations with ice present.  
 
The drone-based DEM also offers other possibilities to investigate the ice. Cross sectional 
profiles could be extracted from the drone-based DEM to compute the shear wall height along 



the banks. Further, from the orthophotos we can also identify and measure floe sizes and 
thickness and floe size distributions. The size and volume of floes is useful information for e.g. 
estimating loads on structures that should withstand the forces from the ice run during break 
up. Further, building on the Large Scale Particle Image Velocimetry (LS-PIV) methodology 
drones can be used to collect data to determine velocity fields in streams e.g. (Lewis and 
Rhoads 2018). This could also be utilized in rivers with ice, which allows for velocity and 
potentially discharge measurement from a safe location related to the ice formations. Another 
potential application relevant to ice assessments is mapping distributed water temperature. 
Dugdale et al. (2019) shows how drones with thermal imaging cameras can be used to collect 
temperature data distributed over the stream area in an efficient way, even if the current 
technology is better suited to assess relative differences than reporting the exact temperature. 
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Abstract 
There is mounting evidence that ice phenology influences the biogeochemistry of aquatic 
ecosystems. For under-ice eutrophic aquatic ecosystems in saline environments, it is critical to 
delineate key parameters and processes for long-term management of such systems. Such 
systems are saddled with anoxic and bloom risks, with under-ice nutrient cycling being a 
precursor for spring and summer blooms. In this study, a novel top-down modelling and 
posteriori identifiability analysis in a Monte-Carlo framework is employed to highlight key 
parameters and processes contributing to rising eutrophication in the Prairie region of the North 
American Great Plains, Qu’Appelle River Basin. Landscape nutrient export processes and 
main stem in-stream processes were hypothesized and linked in VENSIM system-dynamics 
model and in-stream Water quality Analysis Simulation Program (WASP) models. Model 
integration was achieved using a python wrapper. Sensitivity metrics were estimated from an 
ensemble of 10,000 simulation runs. The interaction and cross-correlation of landscape and 
instream processes were inferred from these metrics. Results from the study showed that winter 
warming is critical to eutrophication in the studied system and the need to explicitly incorporate 
overwintering nutrient mechanisms in new generation integrated water quality models. 
 
Key words: integrated catchment modelling, identifiability, uncertainty, cold region, ice 
processes, 
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1. Introduction 
Incremental eutrophication is currently an issue in the Qu’Appelle River Basin (QRB). 
However, biogeochemical drivers required for effective nutrient management are unknown. 
The catchment is located in a Prairie ecozone and biogeochemistry is characterized by low N:P 
ratios, low iron, high sulphate, making it susceptible to algal blooms and anoxic risks. 
Furthermore, the river is heavily regulated with a chain of lakes under ice for almost half of 
the year (Orihel 2017, Akomeah et al., 2019a). 
 
Data and knowledge gaps of catchment biogeochemistry, especially in Prairie cold regions are 
limiting the effective representation of eutrophication mechanisms in integrated models. The 
end results are unclosed mass balances with either simple structures or system un-identifiability 
(Beven, 2006; Fu et al., 2019; Frassl et al., 2019). The gaps have risen as a result of lack of 
appropriate measurement techniques, catchment heterogeneity, and the need to synchronize 
monitoring campaigns.  
 
Single physical models and bottom-up modelling are current strategies employed in the 
development of integrated models (Eckhardt et al., 2003; Weiler and McDonnell, 2004). All 
feasible future states are still not delineated by these approaches and impacting model 
identifiability (Young and Parkinson, 2002). The gains of complex models are also only 
marginal (Perrin et al., 2001; Carpenter et al., 2001; Reed et al., 2004). It is therefore imperative 
to balance data needs and model complexity in the development and identification of catchment 
scale models. In this study, a stepwise model development and multi-stage practical 
identification framework is proposed for the development and improved identifiability of large-
scale water quality models of data-poor catchments. 
 
The framework combines systematic deduction of internal processes from catchments’ overall 
responses to available measured data (Klemeš, 1983; Sivapalan et al., 2003) and phased 
screening of uncertain processes and parameters in the development of large-scale water 
quality models and their parameter identification. Model development progresses from the use 
of very simple structures to complex ones, optimizing system processes description based on 
available data. Bayesian inference and multi - Monte Carlo simulations are then applied to filter 
and highlight key processes and structural deficiencies for a more focused sampling campaign 
and model structure improvement.  
 
The internal behavior of an aquatic ecosystem shapes the speciation and ultimate fate of fluxes. 
These mechanisms can be traced in water quality samples. The samples represent an 
aggregation of random processes over space and time. Consequently, the random behavior can 
be assigned to probability distribution parameters. Observation models are typically used to 
hypothesize and validate the functional relationship between water quality data and parameters. 
Bayes’ axiom can also be used to estimate feasible parameters appropriate for the relationships 
and predict the behavior of the aquatic ecosystem (Kak, 2009). To this end, a new framework 
was developed to systematically deduce and identify integrated water quality models for 
complex catchments with scarce data. The approach was applied to delineate the internal 
mechanisms of the QR, especially for the under-ice conditions which is a knowledge gap. The 
framework was applied to identify critical controls on under-ice eutrophication in the QRB in 
Saskatchewan, Canada. The study is a synthesis of published and papers in submission: 
Akomeah et al. (2017), Hosseini et al. (2018), Akomeah et al. (2019a and 2019b), and 
Akomeah et al. (in submission). The reader is therefore encouraged to visit these publications 
for the details. 



2. Study area 
The Qu’Appelle River (QR) drains a 52,000 km2 catchment area with mainly agricultural land 
use. Mixed farming, annual crop production, wetland drainage, and winter cattle feeding near 
river banks are some of the farming practices in the catchment (Fig. 1). The river is used to 
supply potable, irrigation, and industrial water to Saskatchewan. It is also used for fishing and 
recreation (Hassanzadeh et al., 2019). Mean annual flow is estimated as 6.5 m3/s (Pomeroy et 
al., 2005). Incremental eutrophication, internal loading as a result of warming temperatures, 
high pH, and anoxia are persistent water quality issues in the Valley (Hall et al., 1999; Orihel 
et al., 2015). Typically, the coldest month is in January (a mean temperature of -20.1oC) and 
the warmest month in July (28.5oC). 
 

 

Figure 1. Qu'Appelle River basin showing the upper and middle Qu'Appelle River. The yellow 
box shows the upper Qu'Appelle River and the red box, middle Qu'Appelle River. Water 
quality monitoring stations are represented as red dots. Map is modified from Akomeah et al. 
(2018). 

3. Methods 
The proposed framework combines Bayesian inference techniques and global sensitivity 
analysis to identify the reliable expanse within which an unmeasured parameter falls, given a 
prior probability. Bayes theorem combines known information about ungauged parameters and 
typical system response for a target variable to improve the estimate of parameter distribution 
(Benjamin and Cornell, 1970). For a given model with a single unobserved parameter, the rule 
is given as: 
 

 𝑃(𝜃|𝑥) = 𝑃(𝑥|𝜃) 𝑃(𝜃)
𝑃(𝑥) =  𝑃(𝑥|𝜃) 𝑃(𝜃)

∫ 𝑃(𝑥|𝜃)𝜃 .𝑃(𝜃)𝑑𝜃
                                                                    [1] 

 where  
𝑃(𝜃|𝑥) = Posteriori distribution (probability that an estimated 

parameter is accurate for the given measurement)  
𝑃(𝑥|𝜃) = Likelihood (probability of observed behaviour occurring 

given an accurate parameter) 



𝑃(𝜃) = Preliminary estimate of the probability of each parameter 
value being accurate 

𝑃(𝑥) = Probability of the data occurring 
 
According to Eq. (1), the probability of an ungauged parameter estimate being accurate 
depends on the probability of that parameter causing the observed behaviour of a target variable 
and the probabilities of the parameter and observed data occurring. That is, the rule is 
interpreted as:  

 
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖 = 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 ×𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟

𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
                                                                                   [2]  

                                                                                                                        
where the likelihood distribution = observation model. 
 
𝑃(𝑥|𝜃), thus, represents the mechanistic model, which in this study is an integrated catchment 
and instream water quality model. The Monte Carlo simulation solves the integrands with 
probabilities. Samples drawn from a probability distribution P(θ) are used to estimate the 
integrals.  
For a given input I(x, t) and output M(x, t), a model (M) is globally identified if a unique 
solution exists (Ljung and Glad, 1994). That is: 
 

𝑓(𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡), 𝜃) = 𝑓(𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡), 𝜃∗) ↔    𝜃 =  𝜃∗                                                                  [3]                                                                                                                              
 
This means that, for any given input and time, a model with a vector of parameters has the 
same output as a model with the true parameter set (𝜃∗). 
In this study, a stepwise filtering strategy was applied to screen for error, noise, and bias 
associated with the identification of environmental models (Akomeah et al., in submission). 
 
3.1 Application of the framework to the QRB 

The top-down and identifiability framework was applied in the development and identification 
of an integrated model for the QR (Fig. 2). Catchment and instream nutrient cycling, 
stoichiometry, and eutrophication were hypothesized using two established models: the Water 
quality Analysis Simulation Program (WASP) and Vensim. Model development progressed 
from simple structure (Streeter-Phelps; catchment nutrient export) to complex structure, 
instream advanced eutrophication. Details of sub models and integrated model development, 
calibration, and identification can be found in (Akomeah et al., 2017, Hosseini et al., 2018, 
Akomeah et al., 2019a, Akomeah et al., 2019b, and Akomeah et al., in submission). 

3.1.1 Under-ice variation in sediment oxygen demand 

Aquatic ecosystems in the Prairies are prone to anoxia, bloom risks, and fish kills due to their 
unique biogeochemistry (Orihel et al., 2017). Biogeochemical processes at the sediment water 
interface and in the sediments play a key role in these issues. Sediment oxygen demand (SOD) 
was sparse in the study site. Meanwhile, SOD constitutes a number of microbial and biological 
processes within the sediments that draw dissolved oxygen (DO) from sediments and overlying 
water column. The drawdown rate is typically a precursor to anoxia, internal loading, and 
bloom risks in the aquatic system. SOD was therefore inferred from available water quality 
data. 



Akomeah et al., (2017) discusses details of model development and calibration. The seasonal 
variation of SOD was modelled in the study. This study focuses on the variation of SOD in the 
winter and its implications. 

To enhance the accuracy of SOD estimation, WASP model processes and parameters were 
constrained to a low complexity structure with few parameters to optimize. The modified 
Streeter and Phelps DO balance in WASP was utilized to improve SOD estimation. The model 
structure consists of the transport and transformation kinetics of biochemical oxygen demand 
and dissolved oxygen. Processes involved in these kinetics include atmospheric reaeration, 
total oxidation, SOD for DO balance, influent total biochemical oxygen demand, and settling 
of oxidizable organic material for biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) dynamics. In addition, 
the effect of ice on reaeration was incorporated in the model setup. Output of a verified 
Hydrologic Engineering Center River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) hydrodynamic model was 
used to drive the BOD-DO kinetics. Model forcings included temperature, flow, and dissolved 
oxygen (Wool et al., 2006). 

 

 
Figure 2. Conceptual model of the integrated catchment-surface water quality modelling 
framework including WASP and Vensim model structures and linkages. Map is modified from 
Akomeah et al. (in submission). 
 

The estimation of SOD and its temperature coefficient included iteration within reasonable 
bounds of the parameter space derived from the literature using the dynamically dimensioned 
search algorithm of OSTRICH optimization software (Matott, 2017). The optimum parameter 
set and verification included those that closely predicted available DO data for typical summer 
and winter months for the period 2013 to 2015. Model bias and prediction error were assessed 
using mean error and mean absolute error (Akomeah et al., 2017). 

3.1.2 Eutrophication model structure selection, setup, and seasonal controls for instream 
and in-lake 

Phytoplankton, nitrogen, phosphorus cycles, and DO balance in the river and lake were linked 
in WASP (Akomeah et al., 2019a). The organic matter in the BOD-DO model structure was 

Vensim nutrient export 
model

Under-ice chained river -lake 
WASP model

Identifiability analysis Critical parameters/
processes



separated into carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand, organic nitrogen, ammonium, 
nitrate, organic phosphorus, orthophosphate, and phytoplankton. Some of the transformations 
include photosynthesis, reaeration, respiration, grazing, death, dissolution, mineralization, 
nitrification, adsorption, desorption, settling, denitrification, and nitrogen fixation. Model 
calibration and validation were undertaken for the period 2012 to 2016, measuring predictive 
power with the mean absolute error metric. Global sensitivity analysis was then carried out to 
assess controls on eutrophication in the components of the QR: riverine, lake, and river-lake 
configuration (Hosseini et al., 2018). 

  

3.2 Development of catchment nutrient export model and identification of integrated 
model 

Seasonality was incorporated into the base structure of an existing model to allow its 
integration with the instream WASP model. The model includes hybrid statistical-process base 
mechanisms including nutrient mobilization, decaying, and delivery (Hassanzadeh et al., 
2019). The two models were integrated using a python wrapper. The VENSIM model is first 
called and ran in Monte Carlo settings. Model outputs are then reformatted and parsed to 
WASP at specified segment locations. The wrapper then calls WASP’s executables for a 
second Monte Carlo simulation. The framework was then used to constrain uncertainty 
propagation and to identify critical parameters and processes impacting nutrient enrichment in 
the integrated water quality model. 

First, to limit the propagation of error with respect to model structure, parameters, and forcing, 
physically plausible parameter space for the Prairies was determined for the sub-models 
(Akomeah et al., in submission). Credible regions within which unobserved parameter values 
fall were identified given an a prior probability. A multi-stage Monte Carlo simulation was 
then undertaken to generate feasible ensemble loading. The ensemble loads were then parsed 
to WASP for a second Monte Carlo filtering simulation. Performance of the posteriori 
distribution generated from this global sensitivity analysis was then ranked from best to worst 
and grouped into 10 sets. A cumulative distribution pertaining to the probability of each 
parameter was then generated for all parameters in each set (Akomeah et al., in submission). 
Low error margin (α=0.001) was applied to further filter simulation results using the two-
sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) statistic test to two cumulative distribution frequencies 
(CDFs). 

The test is given as: 

𝑆𝑖 = max𝑖,𝑗 (max𝑥 (|𝐹𝑖(𝑥) − 𝐹𝑗(𝑥)|)),                                                                                    (4)                                                

where Fi() is the CDF of x in the i-th group and Fj() is the CDF in the  j-th group. 

Thus, the double screening phases that the procedure affords provide a robust estimate of 
unique parameters for each target response observation in the integrated model (Akomeah et 
al., in submission). 

 



4 Results and discussion 
 
4.1 Under-ice sediment oxygen demand and eutrophication mechanisms in the 
Qu’Appelle catchment-river-lake system 

Akomeah and Lindenschmidt (2017) provide details about model development, calibration and 
verification of the WASP’s BOD-DO complexity module. Model calibration and validation 
covered typical winter months (November – April) for the period 2013 to 2015 using the 
OSTRICH software. Estimated mean error and mean absolute error ranged from 0.62 to 0.62 
(mg DO/L) and 0.35 to 1.78 (mg DO/L), respectively.  

Modelled SOD rates across the system (river and lakes) levelled off under ice conditions but 
marked up during ice breakup conditions (Fig. 3). Estimated SOD rates in the river ranged 
from 0.30 to 0.94 g/m2/day compared to 0.83 to 0.95 g/m2/day in the lakes (Akomeah and 
Lindenschmidt, 2017). Estimated SOD rates for 11 ice-covered lakes with similar trophic states 
in Alberta, Canada, also ranged from 0.243 to 0.848 g/m2/day (Babin & Prepas, 1985). 
Accumulation of nutrients in the lake during the winter may have accounted for the higher 
SOD rates in the lakes. Ice breakup is often characterized by large deposition of organic matter 
in rivers with ensuing oxidation several days after the deposition (Elwood & Waters, 1969).  

 

 
Figure 3. Winter sediment oxygen demand rates in the river and lake (middle Qu’Appelle). 
 

The transport and biogeochemistry of the river and lake were linked in one framework using 
WASP. Model calibration and validation covered the period, 2012 to 2016 (Hosseini et al., 
2018; Akomeah et al., 2019b). Estimated mean absolute error for DO, NH4

+-N, and NO3
--N 

ranged from 0.23 mg NO3
--N/L to 1.45 mg DO/L. The model was able to capture the seasonal 

and spatial dynamics in nutrients and phytoplankton. Detailed results can be found in Hosseini 
et al. (2018) and Akomeah et al. (2019a). 

Under-ice mineralization and nitrification were active as nutrients pooled while ON, DO, and 
Chl-a declined (Akomeah et al., 2019a). Organic substrate tends to accumulate in the sediment 
during the winter from summer bloom collapse and reduced microbial activities in the fall as 
the temperature declines. The substrate gets utilized during mineralization in the winter which 
is mediated by heat supply from sediment. During the process, ON and DO decline. Although 
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nutrients abound in the winter, decreased illumination due to ice covers and low temperatures 
hindered phytoplankton growth (Akomeah et al., 2019a). Results from other studies are in 
harmony with these delineated winter mechanisms (Nürnberg et al., 1986, Hampton et al., 
2017).  

Posteriori identifiability analysis of the integrated model further showed that the water column 
nutrient pooling is also borne by episodic diffuse loading during the winter (Fig. 4). Warming 
winter accounted for the catchment nutrient export (Akomeah et al., in submission). 
Accumulated nutrients from fertilizer application, livestock farming areas, and plant residues 
are discharged into the river from meltwater during above zero temperatures in the winter. A 
grade is formed in snow crystals with ensuing fractionation and densification during this 
condition. As ions are separated from the snow crystals during the process, elution occurs with 
sporadic loadings to the nearby receptors (Pomeroy et al., 2006). A warm winter corresponds 
to NO3

--N export in the winter (Casson et al., 2012). Elsewhere, external N flux has been 
attributed to the riverine accumulation of NO3

--N in the winter (Knowles & Lean, 1987; 
Pettersson et al., 2003; George et al., 2010). In another study, NO3

--N export in the winter 
contributed up to 40% of annual exports (Eimers et al., 2007). This was mainly due to events 
such as rain-on-snow and flow over frozen ground. In the winter, snow cover and frozen ground 
limit NO3

--N contact with the soil and retard denitrification rates. 

 

Figure 4. Sensitivity of NH4
+-N, NO3

--N, DO, and Chl a to variation in parameters in the winter 
(December) (Akomeah et al., in submission). 
 

Microbial activities and temperature in the sediment play prominent roles in DO availability in 
winter (Fig. 4) (see also Hosseini et al., 2018). External mechanisms such as reaeration become 
limited due to the presence of ice cover. Thus, biogeochemical processes such as diffuse 
loading, organic matter mineralization, nitrification, and nutrient uptake are prevalent in the 
winter. 

4.3 Controls on under-ice eutrophication in the Qu’Appelle catchment-river-lake system 

Characterizing under-ice eutrophication in a river-lake system was a novel approach employed 
during the model development (Akomeah et al., 2017; Hosseini et al., 2018). The approach 
was therefore benchmarked against existing river only and lake only eutrophication modelling 
approaches. The comparison showed that, parameters in the river-lake system had the greatest 
control on eutrophication than those in either the river- or lake-only model. The ability to 



accurately characterize the transport (riverine, backwater, and ponding) in the river-lake model 
accounted for this (Hosseini et al., 2018).   

Table 1 provides the results of a global sensitivity analysis carried out to delineate controls on 
under-ice eutrophication with the components of Qu’Appelle River system as objective 
functions. Some of the key winter sensitive eutrophication parameters included: dissolved 
organic nitrogen mineralization rate (K71C), phytoplankton nitrogen to carbon ratio (NCRB), 
phosphorus-to-carbon ratio (PCRB), maximum phytoplankton growth rate (K1C), and 
phytoplankton death rate (K1R) (Table 1). In a similar study by Hosseini et al. (2016) in a near-
by catchment, sensitive parameters included K71C, K1C, and K1R.  

 

Table 1. sensitivity of river (only), lake (only) and river and lake (together) models to 
eutrophication variables in the winter  

 

 

Critical under-ice winter parameters identified using the developed framework for the 
integrated model included nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer export coefficients (CNfert and 
CPfert), catchment temperature coefficient (CT), wetland decay coefficient (CW), temperature 
coefficient (PT). Sediment temperature further regulates microbial activities (SOD and 
phytoplankton growth) in the winter (SODT and K1T). 

From the foregoing and pending field validation, the above parameters are potential critical 
considerations in the development of eutrophication models in the region. 

4 Conclusions 
A new top-down and phased screening methodology is proposed for the development and 
improved identifiability of integrated water quality models. The approach combines systematic 
and judicious increments in the complexity of the model structure and filtering of uncertainties 
based on available measured data to develop and identify integrated models. Rather than 
engaging in detailed model development from the onset, low complexity model structure is 
adapted and gradually verified and increased to characterize system internal behaviour and 
Bayesian inference techniques and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test are applied to highlight 

Parameters Description river lake lake_river
SOD_r Sediment oxygen demand for river

SOD_l Sediment oxygen demand for river -
SOD_temp Sediment oxygen demand temperature coefficient

K12C Nitrification rate at 20oC
K20C Denitrification rate 
K71C ON- mineralization rate at 20oC
K83C OP- mineralization rate at 20oC
NCRB Nitrogen-to-carbon ratio

PCRB Phosphorus-to-carbon-ratio
CCHL Carbon-to-chlorophyll-a-ratio
K1C Maximum phytoplankton growth rate

K1R Phytoplankton respiration rate

K1D Phytoplankton death rate
KMNG Half-saturation constant for phytolankton nitrogen uptake
KMPG Half-saturation constant for phytolankton phosphorus uptake
fON Fraction of dead and respired phytoplankton recycled to ON
fOP Fraction of dead and respired phytoplankton recycled to OP



crucial parameters and processes of the system. The methodology was applied to the 
Qu’Appelle River Basin in Saskatchewan, Canada. Land-based activities and soils of the 
Qu’Appelle are increasing the trophic state of the river. Drivers of this eutrophication are, 
however, not known. 

A modified Streeter and Phelps BOD-DO model structure was used to constrain and optimize 
SOD estimation for the system. The structure was gradually increased from intermediate 
eutrophication to advanced eutrophication. Global sensitivity analyses of upstream and middle 
reach model setups prompted model integration of the entire catchment. Two sub-models, one 
for the catchment and the other for the river, were then loosely coupled using a python wrapper. 
A multi-stage Monte Carlo simulation, global sensitivity analysis, and KS test were then used 
to screen and identify critical parameters and processes. 

The proposed approach provides a platform for continuous improvement in model 
development for reliable and precise predictions through focused monitoring and the 
incorporation of new hypotheses. In the Anthropocene, where sub-components of aquatic 
systems are co-evolving due to altered and coupled biogeochemical cycling and rising mean 
temperatures, the approach provides a way to manage aquatic systems sustainably by tracking 
and incorporating new trajectories into model development. 
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This paper provides insight to one of the first fully operational ice-jam flood forecasting 
systems that has been implemented to forecast ice-jam floods in real-time. The system was 
developed for and is operated by the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador to forecast 
ice-jam floods along the lower Churchill River in Labrador, Canada. The system consists of a 
river ice model to simulate possible ice-jam backwater levels, for the next three days. The 
model is embedded in a Monte-Carlo framework to provide ensembles of backwater level 
profiles, from which exceedance probabilities are derived. A hydrological model of the basin 
upstream of the Churchill River’s lower reach forecasts the runoff used as an upstream 
boundary condition for the river ice model. Space-borne remote sensing imagery provides an 
indication of the remaining extent of the ice cover along the reach upstream of the potential 
ice-jamming stretch. This provides an estimate of the volume of ice that is available to form 
jams. All data acquisitions and feeds and model runs are fully automated and synchronised to 
provide daily forecasts of the ice-jam flood hazard, always three days ahead of time. The model 
was tested successfully for the spring 2019 breakup event. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Background and motivation 
Major ice flooding occurred along the (Atlantic) Churchill River in Central Labrador on 17 
May 2017 which caused extensive damages in and the evacuation of residents from riverside 
communities of Mud Lake and areas of Happy Valley-Goose Bay, particularly along Mud Lake 
Road (KGS, in prep.). The evacuation had to be performed using helicopters as water levels 
and ice conditions were not amenable to evacuation by boat. The flooding caused great stress 
to the residents of both Mud Lake and Happy Valley – Goose Bay and had a devastating effect 
on the community and surrounding area (KGS, in prep.). 
 
The flooding prompted an independent review (Lindenschmidt, 2017) of the causes of the flood 
event. It was speculated that construction of the upstream Muskrat Falls dam and hydro-power 
generation plant may have contributed to the flooding, but the review found that "the high 
freshet discharge that occurred during May 2017 was caused by natural events, particularly the 
rain-on-snow event in the middle basin of the Churchill River and the high rainfall event just 
prior to and during the May 2017 flood in the Churchill River’s lower basin" (Lindenschmidt, 
2017, p. 29). The review recommended that "modelling capabilities [be developed] to make 
predictions regarding potential ice jamming and flooding along the lower Churchill River. 
Models should include those that can simulate the hydraulics and river ice behaviour along the 
lower Churchill River and estimate the runoff from the Churchill River watershed, particularly 
the middle and lower basins" (Lindenschmidt, 2017, p. 30). 
 
In response to this recommendation, the Government of Newfoundland/Labrador issued a 
request for proposals for the development of a flood forecasting service for the Churchill River 
(NFLD, 2018). The award went to the proposal submitted by KGS Group in Winnipeg (KGS, 
2018). A large portion of the work encompassed the development and testing of an automated 
and operational forecasting system to predict open-water and ice-jam floods in real time. This 
paper focuses on only the ice-jam flood forecasting component of the forecasting system. The 
flood forecasting system was based on the HydrologiX web platform developed by 4DM Inc. 
and advanced for ice-jam flood forecasting through the project. To date, it is the first fully-
operational fully-automated real-time ice-jam flood forecasting systems in the world. 
 
Ice-jam flood forecasting 
Forecasting riverine floods caused by ice jams is more challenging than forecasting open-water 
floods due to the stochastic nature of ice jams and their backwater staging effects. For example, 
small changes in the volume of ice that forms the jams, the location of the ice-jam lodgements, 
the properties of the ice or the hydraulic conditions can lead to large shifts in the ice-jam 
morphology and backwater staging. Figure 1 shows simulation results from a river ice model. 
The parameter and boundary condition settings are the same for each model run, except that 
the ice-jam lodgement (toe) is 200 m apart. Notice the difference in the ice-jam morphology, 
with maximum ice-jam thicknesses being respectively 3.94 and 4.41 m for the upstream and 
downstream lodgement locations, a difference of almost ½ m. Slight differences in the location 
of the ice jam compared to its fluvial geomorphological setting can be very sensitive to the 
outcome of water-level staging and ice-cover extent and thicknesses. 
 
The use of computer models is a convenient way of representing and analysing ice jams and 
their flooding outcomes. Although river ice hydraulic models are generally set up in a 
deterministic modelling structure (one set of parameters and boundary conditions yields one 
output), the stochastic nature of ice jams and ice-jam floods can be represented in a 
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probabilistic context by placing the deterministic model into a Monte-Carlo framework. Within 
the framework, the model is run many hundreds of times with each simulation having a 
different setting of the parameter and boundary condition values. The values are chosen 
randomly from frequency distributions that reflect the possible changes that may occur in the 
hydraulic and ice regimes of the jam during the ice-jam flooding event. Probability 
distributions of flood level threshold exceedances can then be derived from the resulting 
ensemble of backwater level profiles along the flood hazard area of interest. 
 

Figure 1. Ice and backwater level profiles of an ice jam along the lower Churchill River, with 
the same parameterisation and boundary conditions except for the ice-jam lodgement location 
being 200 m apart. 

 
The stochastic characteristics of ice-jam formation and impacts may be an important reason 
why many river managers shy away from including ice-jam flooding in their flood forecasting 
tasks and portfolios. Forecasting “stochastic” ice-jam flooding is far more difficult than 
forecasting the more “deterministic” open-water flooding, increasing risks and liabilities for 
the forecaster. However, in northern cold-region rivers, the most extreme flood events and 
ensuing damages are often caused by ice jams (Rokaya et al., 2018a). For example in New 
Brunswick, approximately 40% of all floods and 70% of direct damages are caused by ice-jam 
events (Humes and Dubin, 1988). Past ice-jam flood events have led to hundreds of millions 
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of dollars in direct damages, such as the ice-jam flooding along the Susquehanna River in 1988 
(Jeffries et al., 2012) and the Yukon River at Galena, Alaska in 2013 (Kontar et al., 2015). 
Rokaya et al. (2018b) predict that flood magnitudes and severity could increase in the future 
for some areas due to climate change. Additionally flooding from ice jams can be much 
“flashier” than open-water flooding for the same river system with jam formation and 
subsequent rapid rises in backwater levels occurring in a very short period of time (Das and 
Lindenschmidt, 2019), sometimes within minutes (Lindenschmidt et al., 2019a), making it 
challenging to coordinate emergency response such as the implementation of flood mitigation 
measures or initiating evacuation procedures. Hence, forecasting ice-jam events and their flood 
hazard and risk is pertinent for many northern riverside communities. 
 
To the authors’ knowledge, very few attempts have been made to place ice-jam flood 
forecasting capabilities in an operational context. We stress “operational” since there are many 
studies in which ice-jam occurrences have been predicted through hindcasting exercises or in 
the context of climate change research. This paper introduces the implementation of a novel 
ice-jam flood forecasting methodology, based on the Monte Carlo analysis technique, into the 
operational real-time flood forecasting system for the Churchill River in Labrador. 
 
2. Study site 
The (Atlantic) Churchill River basin (see Figure 2) is approximately 95,000 km2 in size and 
can be delineated into three subbasins: upper basin with the outlet at the Churchill Falls hydro-
electric generating station, middle basin with the outlet at the Muskrat Falls hydro-electric 
generating station and the lower basin with the outlet at tidally-influenced Lake Melville. The 
areas of upper, middle and lower basin are respectively 72,100 km2, 20,300 km2 and |2,500 
km2. The length of the Churchill River from Churchill Falls to Lake Melville is approximately 
335 km with an elevation difference of about 138 m (average slope = 0.0004). 
 

 
Figure 2. (Atlantic) Churchill River basin delineated into the upper, middle and lower 
subbasins. 

 
The reach of interest for this study is the lower Churchill River which extends 47 km from 
Muskrat Falls to Lake Melville (see Figure 3). The average discharge recorded at Muskrat Falls 
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is 1,747 m3/s (data from 1948 to 2015 extracted from Water Survey of Canada). The river ice 
modelling domain extends immediately downstream of the falls to Lake Melville. Due to its 
low slope of the bed, widening of the channel and numerous islands and sandbars, this stretch 
is prone to ice-jam formation during ice-cover breakup in spring. The area at the mouth of the 
river is an inland delta making the settlements at Mud Lake and the Mud Lake (boat) access 
point particularly vulnerable to ice-jam flooding. The most extreme ice-jam flood event on 
record occurred in May 2017 which saw many properties at the settlements flooded requiring 
its residents to be evacuated. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Lower Churchill River with modelling domain (adapted from Lindenschmidt, 
2020) 

 
3. River ice hydraulic model 
The river ice hydraulic model RIVICE (Lindenschmidt, 2020) was used to simulate wide-
channel ice jams along the lower Churchill River. RIVICE is a one-dimensional hydrodynamic 
model with river ice processes loosely coupled to the water flow simulations. For wide-channel 
jams, the forces exerted on the ice jam are tracked throughout the simulations. The forces 
include (refer to Figure 4): 

- thrust FT of the water flowing against the ice-jam cover front,  
- drag FD created as the water flows along the underside of the ice cover, 
- component of the jam ice weight FW in the sloping direction, 
- friction FF between the ice cover and the river banks and 
- internal resistance FI created by the thickening of the ice jam. 

When FT + FD + FW > FF + FI, the ice in the jam shoves in the downstream direction to thicken 
the ice (telescoping). The shoving and thickening increases FI and persists until FT + FD + FW 
< FF + FI. Shoving ceases and the rubble ice arriving at the ice jam abuts against the ice-cover 
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front and accumulates to extend the ice cover in the upstream direction, a process known as 
juxtapositioning. 
 
 

w  

Figure 4. Forces applied to a wide-channel ice jam. 

 
Several parameters (Figure 5) control the formation of the ice jam and cover including: 

- porosity of the incoming ice floes and the ice-jam cover, respectively PS and PC,the 
thicknesses of the ice floes, ice-jam cover front and the intact ice cover downstream 
of the ice jam, respectively PT, FT and h, 

- coefficients describing the roughness of the underside of the ice cover and the river 
bed, respectively n8m and nbed, 

- thresholds of the flow velocity above which ice erodes from the underside of the ice 
cover ver or below which ice in-transit deposits onto the ice cover vdep and 

- coefficients controlling the transfer of longitudinal forces laterally to the banks 
K1TAN (determines the magnitude of the friction forces along the bank FF) and 
vertically through the thickening ice of the jam cover K2 (determines the magnitude 
of the internal resistive force FI). 

Boundary conditions (Figure 5) also influence the formation and morphology of the ice jams. 
These include: 

- flow of water Q into the upstream boundary of the model domain, 
- flow of ice Vice into the upstream boundary of the model domain, 
- water level elevation W at the model domain’s downstream boundary and 
- location of the ice-jam lodgement x along the model domain. 

 
4. Stochastic modelling framework 
Once calibrated, the model was inserted in a Monte-Carlo framework to allow stochastic 
simulations in which the model can automatically be run many 100s of times with each 
simulation having a parameter and boundary condition setting randomly selected from 
appropriate frequency distributions (Lindenschmidt et al., 2019b, Lindenschmidt, 2020). This 
yields an ensemble of backwater level profiles from which probabilities of backwater staging 
exceedances can be determined.  
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Figure 5. Parameters (normal font) and boundary conditions (bold font) controlling the 
formation and morphology of an ice jam. 

 
Figure 6 depicts this Monte-Carlo methodology. At the top of the figure are histograms 
representing probability frequency distributions of the boundary conditions: upstream inflow 
Q, downstream water-level elevation W, location of the ice cover front x and the inflowing 
volume of rubble ice accumulating at the ice-jam lodgement Vice. Either extreme value or 
uniform functions are used for the distributions, depending on the data richness. Parameter 
values (not shown) are typically extracted from uniform distributions. Many model runs are 
executed with parameter and boundary condition values extracted randomly from the 
frequency distributions. Many simulations produce an ensemble of backwater level profiles, 
shown in the bottom of Figure 6. The 10th, 50th (median) and 90th percentiles are then extracted 
to determine probabilities of overbank spill and hinterland flooding. 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Conceptualisation for the ice-jam flood forecasting component. 
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5.  Model Forecast Implementation  
Ice-affected forecasts were carried out with RIVICE daily. Discharges for the next three day at 
Muskrat Falls, simulated from the HEC-HMS hydrological model, served as input for a range 
of discharges in the RIVICE model. Ice thicknesses were extracted from field surveys and 
instrumentation and, along with ice-cover extent extracted from satellite imagery, provided 
estimates of the volume of ice that could form an ice jam along the lower river stretch. RIVICE 
was then executed 50 times with different boundary conditions and parameters settings, 
selected randomly from frequency distributions. This provided an ensemble of 50 backwater 
level profiles, from which exceedance probabilities along the river banks could be placed 
within a probabilistic context. 
 
6. Flood forecasting system 
Screen shots of the Churchill River Flood Forecasting System (CRFFS) are shown in Figure 7 
and Figure 8. The shots were acquired on 11 May 2019 during operational forecasting of ice-
jams during the 2019 spring breakup event.  Figure 7 shows the dashboard with real-time 
information in the top row “Process Status and Notification” providing current water levels 
(stage), flows and temperature and ice thicknesses at the time of the forecast. The middle row 
indicates the “Forecast Data” with predictions on water levels and flows over the course of the 
next three days (11, 12 and 13 May 2019). The bottom row provides a suite of “Watershed 
Environmental Maps” with total accumulated precipitation over the past 48 hours, air 
temperature forecasted 48 hours in the future and the ice coverage along the lower river reach.  
 

 
Figure 7. Dashboard of the Churchill River Flood Forecast System for operation forecasting 
on 11 May 2019. 

 
Figure 8 shows forecasted model results for the following three days (11 – 13 May 2019). The 
top right window panel labelled “Flow Forecast” displays the forecasted flows for the lower 
Churchill River acquired from the HEC-HMS hydrological model. Different gauge locations 
can be selected from the dropdown “Select” button at the far left – the results are displayed for 
gauge 03OE017 at “Mud Lake Community”. The window panel “Station Forecast Ice Affected 
Water Levels” indicates the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles of the backwater level elevations 
summarized from the RIVICE ice-jam model ensembles. Juxtaposed for comparison are the 
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observed water levels at the selected gauge, the elevations of the right and left bank at that river 
station, along the lowest levee crest elevation at the immediate vicinity of the river station. 
Longitudinal profiles of the percentile water levels are superimposed with the profiles of the 
left and right bank levee crest elevations on the bottom window panel, providing a quick 
overview of potential overbank flow and hinterland flood sites. 
 

 
Figure 8. Forecast window of the Churchill River Flood Forecast System for operational 
forecasting on 11 May 2019. 

 
7. Conclusions 
The first worldwide fully-operational fully-automated real-time ice-jam flood forecasting 
system was successfully developed and implemented. The system has also been successfully 
utilised to form flood maps for annual exceedance probabilities of 1:20 and 1:100 years for ice-
jam floods (not open-water floods, which are calculated separately).  
 
In additional to flood forecasting, “expressing potential flood outcomes as exceedance 
probabilities provides many opportunities for flood management applications. Probabilities 
define flood hazard and are an important basis for flood risk assessment, in which expected 
annual damages can be quantified for communities prone to ice-jam flooding. A prediction in 
terms of a probability can also flow into cost-benefit analyses to better distinguish between 
cost-effective flood management and mitigation options. Expressing professional opinions in 
probabilistic terms ... allows better management decisions to be made ... for flood forecasting 
and mitigation. For example, a 20% exceedance of a flood level threshold may concentrate 
personnel and resources to focus on flood mitigation measures, whereas a 90% flood 
exceedance prediction may require these resources to be diverted to carry out evacuation 
protocols of the flood management plan.” (Lindenschmidt, 2020, pp. 6-7). 
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The Laxá Power Plant III is a 14 MW run-of-the-river plant from 1973, that uses the dam
constructed in 1939 for the Laxá Power Plant I. The power plant experienced severe
operational and abrasional problems due to ice and sediment transport. In 2016/17, the dam
and intake were rebuilt to reduce the operational problems.

During the problem analyzing phase, it became clear that the sediment transport is most
likely highly linked to the ice slush transport, or more precisely, the resulting ice formations
that increase sediment transport capacity considerably. This showed the importance of
keeping the intake pond clear of ice formations.

The new design features a new outer intake with ice skimming spillway above it and two
small sediment traps at the bottom. This paper covers the design considerations for the ice
skimming spillway, the velocity within the intake pond, the location of the ice skimming
spillway, the formation of the design and areas chosen for supercritical flow. The design time
was limited, and no physical model tests were carried out. The design relied on observation
of photos and videos of ice transport at the site, as well as knowledge on ice behavior and
information from various papers and experience from other sites on ice skimming. Due to this
the paper also covers a comparison of the ice skimming facilities at Búrfell Power Plant (built
1969) and the new ice skimming spillway at Laxá Power Plant III (2017).

The experience after the first two years in operation was good, even though the ice skimming
did not always function due to ice accumulation upstream of the spillway. No operational
problems due to ice and sediment around the intake area affected the power production
during the first two winters. Some sand and stones still passed through the machinery but
very little compared to before. The winter 2019-2020 was extreme in north Iceland, including
conditions where the Laxá became porridge like due to ice slush. Such conditions were
outside the design scope.
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Figure 1. Aerial photo of the intake
pond for Laxá III before 2016. Blue
arrow: discharge to Laxá III. Red
arrows: paths possible for ice flushing.

1. Background

The Laxá Power Plant III, here after called Laxá
III, is a run-of-the-river plant that uses a dam
constructed in 1939 for a smaller power plant,
Laxá I. Laxá III was commissioned in 1973 as the
first phase of a bigger hydropower scheme. The
second phase, including a big dam that should
have raised the water level some 45 m creating a
reservoir of 60,000,000 m3, was never constructed
due to the first major environmental protests in
Iceland. This resulted in continuation of already
well-known operational problems due to ice and
sandtransport. The old dam only raised the water
level about 3 m upstream of the dam. Under most
operating conditions the top of the outer intake for
the intake tunnel was above water. The dam was
located within a relatively steep and narrow
canyon, see Figure 1, creating a very small pond
with volume of about 30,000 m3. The sand
transported to the Laxá by its tributary, the Kráká,
is of the same order of magnitude (volume) per
year and accumulated ice produced and carried by
the river to the Laxá III site, can, during very cold
spells, reach the same order of magnitude in only
a few hours. The climate in Iceland is more
temperate than would be expected this far north due to the North Atlantic Current and the
landscape is very barren. The winters are relatively mild in temperature and there are
continuous cycles of freeze-up and break-up periods throughout winter. The wind plays more
active role than in most places as it both influences the temperature when ice starts to form in
the rivers and adds huge amounts of snowdrift to the rivers. For this reason the operation of
hydropower plants in Iceland can be challenging throughout the winter.

Following the environmental protests, the Laxá and Lake Mývatn, where the river originates,
were protected by special laws in 1974. These laws allow no discharge or water level changes
within the river. Attempts had been made a few times to get an exemption from the laws to
heighten the old dam by a few meters (10 to 12 m) as it would improve ice and sediment
conditions. In 2014 further attempts were considered futile and work started on finding ways
to lessen the operational problems within the law’s framework. The main aim was to lower
the sand transport through the machinery and to implement the changes parallel to scheduled
work on the turbine, starting in May 2016. The budget for research and new construction/
equipment was limited so all available sources of information had to be used. Many
operational problems had been documented at the station and some research papers are
available on the Laxá and Lake Mývatn. Before the construction of Laxá I in 1939, the mayor
of Akureyri visited numerous farmers along the river in July 1936 to document their
knowledge of the ice in the river (Steinsen, S., 1936). Useful information was also found in
the documentation of modelling work made for two other Icelandic projects; the Búrfell ice
skimming facilities (commissioned in 1970) (Carstens, T., & Tesaker, E., 1966) and the
surface flow outlet at the planned Urriðafoss plant (Ágúst Guðmundsson, 2013). The only
research made specifically for this study was recording of ice accumulation on the intake
pond in the form of pictures taken every two minutes during the winters from 2014 to 2016.

N



2. The Laxá and the Þjórsá  -  Laxá III and Búrfell  -  Similarities and difference

The rivers in question are steep enough to prevent ice cover formation resulting in continuous
ice production during cold spells. The frazil slush is not necessarily a problem per se, but it is
a building material for other ice formations like wide river ice jams and hanging dams, and
they cause head losses and influence sediment transport and can cause clogging of intakes.
For this reason, the main aim with the ice skimming at both locations was to tackle the frazil
slush during “normal” winter conditions. Other ice induced problems are present but not of
the same magnitude.

On average, the ice skimming facilities, upstream of the Búrfell intake pond, worked well in
the past. If, though, ice cover started to form upstream of the ice skimming facilities, it grew
quickly as a combination of wide river ice jam and hanging dam. The formation narrowed the
usable cross section for water discharge. This increased water velocity and soon the frazil
slush was transported into the diversion canal and into the reservoir. There, it became a
building material for a hanging dam within the reservoir, reducing the available stored water
for diurnal fluctuations and increasing the possibility of blocking the path to the intake for the
Búrfell power plant. Upstream of the diversion structure, ice jam formation sometimes grew a
few kilometers upstream. If severe, the river bypassed the power station completely
(Maríusson, Freysteinsson & Elíasson, 1975).

In Laxá III the problems are slightly different. The amount of sediment transported to the
Laxá, mainly sand grains, is relatively stable throughout the year. The average velocity from
Lake Mývatn to the intake pond is 1.3 m/s so the sand is steadily transported downstream.
The bay, Birningsstaðaflói, is an exception. It is a shallow basin over 1 km in length located
about 5 km upstream of the intake pond with estimated water volume of 100–200,000 m3. It
is a known location for ice jam formation according to both Sigurjón Rist (1979) and
Hólmgeir Hermannsson (2014). The velocity is low enough for ice and sediment
accumulation; thus, it must act as a big sediment trap when no ice is present and then change
into a “flushing bay” when ice formations change the flow regime. This interaction between
the two medium, sand and frazil slush, is caused by the difference in settling/erosion velocity,
which is around 0.5 m/s for the sand and likely to lie in the range of 0.6–0.9 m/s for the frazil
slush according to Ashton (1986). The same interaction between sand and ice should also
take place within the intake pond and tunnel for Laxá III as the water velocity within the
tunnel is low enough for accumulation of sand and frazil slush. The volume available for
sand and ice accumulation within the intake tunnel and intake pond is relatively small, but the
effects are very important. A fully formed ice accumulation forms quickly allowing the
incoming frazil slush to flow under the upstream end of the ice formation. It, along with
transported sand from upstream and the additional sand eroded from the bottom due to the
increased water velocity, is then transported through the intake, into the tunnel and through
the power plant, including the turbines. This shows the need for keeping the intake pond and
tunnel free of ice formations.

Despite the difference between Laxá III intake pond and Búrfell diversion structure, the
purpose is the same and the small pond in front of the diversion at Búrfell is actually not so
small when compared to the narrow Laxá Canyon. The average discharge is about 44 m3/s in
the Laxá and tested discharges in the model with ice for Búrfell ranged from 100–300 m3/s.
The width of the rivers at the sites in question, is mostly in the range of 35–70 m in Laxá and
in the range of 300–340 m in the Þjórsá, so the unit discharge covers a similar range.



b)a)

Figure 2. The diversion structure at
Búrfell. a) Plan view; b) section through
the diversion inlet. (Gunnar Sigurdsson,
1970).

3. Lessons learned from model tests for Búrfell

Búrfell was designed by Harza Engineering Company International, and the model tests were
made at the River and Harbour Research Laboratory at the Technical University of Norway
in Trondheim. A schematic drawing of the final layout of the diversion structure is given on
Figure 2 along with a section through the diversion inlet. The original design from Harza was
slightly different. Carstens and Tesaker (1966) report that polyethylene grains, 2–6 mm in
diameter, with specific weight of 0.92 were used and “the material was found to reproduce
the motion of “passive” ice to satisfaction.” According to Gunnar Sigurdsson (1970) the
model tests showed a tendency of an ice bridge formation if the water level was too high
upstream of the intake. The prototype was not as vulnerable to this behavior as the actual ice
formed shear zones, allowing the movement of thicker ice flow than could be modelled. The
bridging tendency in the model was mainly due to the interlocking between the polyethylene
grains that prevented the formation of shear zones. Still, in the prototype the balance was
very delicate so the tendency for ice bridging was always lurking.

Carstens and Tesaker (1966) gave some
general design rules that emerged from
the model tests. They include; not too
low velocities to avoid irregular ice
movement or ice bridging; not too high
velocities where suspension of ice
particles into the water is dis-
advantageous; sudden changes in flow
direction tend to pile up ice and should
be avoided at the inlet; sudden velocity
reductions increase the risk of ice
bridging; accelerations usually improve

ice conditions, except when obtained by a sudden decrease in the depth; the necessary flush
water to pass ice over the crest is dependent on the rate of ice to be transported, the necessary
depth to prevent ice lumps from sticking to the crest, and the need of sufficient surface
currents to carry the ice towards the gates.

The original design of the diversion structure from Harza aimed at keeping the upper part of
the openings as deep as possible. This is commonly accepted as a good design for intakes
leading water from a large reservoir, which is neither the case for Búrfell nor Laxá III.



Figure 3. A winter view of the intake pond.

According to Carstens and Tesaker (1966) the model tests showed that this was not an
important design feature for the diversion structure for Búrfell. Different openings were
tested without the ice sluice. The original openings were only 2 m heigh. Increasing the
height by raising the upper crest by 4,6 m, did not make a difference. The main issue was to
prevent ice accumulation upstream of the wall. If ice started to accumulate it did not matter
how deep the openings were, the inevitable intrusion of frazil slush was only slightly delayed
if the openings where deeper. This is very understandable when the accumulation is
connected to the buildup of a hanging dam.

The original design did not include an ice sluice (colored blue on Figure 2), only a diversion
wall above the intake openings (colored red on Figure 2). It was supposed to divert the ice
towards a flap gate located at the end of the wall, leading into the Bjarnalækur canal. Two
processes proved difficult; firstly, diverting the ice along the wall towards the ice flushing
gate and secondly, getting the ice that moved to the gate to pass over it. Regarding the
former, the flow path was the main issue. “A velocity component perpendicular to the wall
causes the ice to accumulate and gradually build up an ice float in front of the wall, […] Even
a nearly parallel flow direction along the wall does not completely remove the ice
accumulation as long as a plain wall like the original design is maintained.” (Carstens og
Tesaker 1966). Regarding the latter, the depth in front of the gate caused a problem. The
sudden decrease in depth drew water from the depth to the surface and the vertical
component excluded the surface flow from the flap gate. Adding the ice sluice made all the
difference as long as enough water was used (Carstens og Tesaker 1966).

The streamlines within the intake pond were extremely important. Moving the openings away
from the ice skimming flap gate (30–40 m) removed a vortex formation in the corner between
the two main parts of the construction. The vortex had the ability to suck ice through the inlet
(Carstens og Tesaker 1966). A rockfill jetty parallel to the intake wall improved the flow
conditions considerably. Both the ice skimming flap gate leading to the Bjarnalækur canal
and the gates on the dam were intended for ice flushing even though the ice skimming flap
gate was considered the main canal for frazil ice flushing. The gates on the dam worked best
if the streamlines were perpendicular to the gates and the depth upstream was kept small to
prevent vertical upward water movement (Carstens og Tesaker 1966).

4. The design of the new intake for Laxá III

The old layout of Laxá III had three locations were ice skimming was possible. The first one
was the spillway marked 1 in Figures 1 and 3. It was located some 60 m upstream from the
outer intake. A good portion of the frazil slush passed over the spillway (26.8 m long) as it is
ideally located in the outer bend of the western branch, see Figures 1 and 3. The second was
located in the old intake for Laxá I,
marked 2 in Figures 1 and 3, were a 4 m
wide flap gate for ice skimming had been
added. Ice skimming never worked there,
most likely because it has a “dead zone”
upstream of it as it is located in a corner
some 20 m away from the main flow as
can be seen on Figure 3. The third is
located adjacent to the inner intake but at
a 90° angle to the main flow direction,
marked 3 in Figure 1. The opening is
relatively small, 1.9 m × 2.1 m, with a



flap gate to control the flow. The reason why a sudden turn does not work for ice skimming
comes down to the law of conservation of momentum. It explains why a part of the ice is
always transported over the spillway at location 1 (an outer turn and secondary currents
induced by momentum) and why the ice is more likely to hit the intake than to take a left turn
at the intake at location 3.

During the brain storming time of the refurbishment of Laxá III different designs were
considered. Some were too expensive, including flap gates, other focused on deepening the
intake pond to create more space, but the amount of frazil slush produced by the river was too
much for that idea to work. After consideration of various options, the only solution left was
continuous ice skimming as in Búrfell.

4.1 Location

The location of the skimming facility is important. In Búrfell the ice skimming was taken to
the upstream end of the intake pond which is not an option within the narrow Laxá canyon.
Tuthill (1995) reports that experience from Norway, at Rygene and Fiskumfoss plants,
indicated that the key is to locate the ice flushing as close to the intake as possible. The
opposite was true for Búrfell, where the conditions were improved by moving the ice
skimming some meters away. This indicates that the flow conditions in the pond upstream of
the facility play a vital role. The videos of the ice formations on the intake pond of Laxá III
were studied. The flow seemed well formed within the branches. Locations where sand
settled were mapped as well as locations where frazil ice collected at the surface. The cost
was also considered, and it was decided to use as much of the old structures as possible.
Based on these studies it was decided to locate the ice skimming as close to the intake as
possible. It was also decided to keep the old spillway as a secondary skimming location to
lessen the load, keeping in mind that its performance might be enhanced later by adding ice
booms or walls to help diverting ice towards it.

4.2 Ice skimming layout and hydraulic design

The first ideas focused on either a diversion wall or an ice sluice channel in front of the
intake that would divert the ice towards a spillway north of the intake. The old structure had
to be considered and access ensured both to the intake cave and the new construction. Based
on the modelling work for Búrfell, a diversion wall was quickly dismissed. The idea of an ice
sluice channel, similar to the one at Búrfell, was considered but still considered risky as the
ice sometimes stopped within the ice sluice channel and at Laxá III there would be no
additional gates on the spillway as backup to help get rid of ice. Two things were considered
to be the main cause of ice accumulation in the ice sluice channel at Búrfell. Firstly, the flow
took a 90° turn (between intake flow direction and the direction within the ice sluice channel)
and secondly, the surface opening through the channel end was much shorter than the length
of the surface inflow to the ice sluice channel (the narrow blue line in Figure 2a), increasing
the risk of congestion within the ice sluice channel. Similar layout was though chosen for
Laxá III but with a huge difference. Instead of using an ice sluice channel above the intake
with an apron and similar water level across it, a spillway crown was used instead, that
diverts the flow into a side channel, similar to the one used in Búrfell but with much lower
water level. The channel then leads the water back to the river. During normal operating
conditions, the spillway ensures a transition from subcritical (Froude number, Fr < 1) to
supercritical (Fr > 1) flow at the spillway crown. This transition ensures that the water
upstream of the spillway is not affected by the flow downstream of the spillway crown. The
approaching frazil slush laden water flowing over the spillway will only be affected by the
width of the spillway and the approaching flow, not the narrower channel downstream nor the



Fr > 1

turn the water is forced to take. To ensure that the ice would not pile up within the channel,
the slope of the channel was kept steep enough for a supercritical flow to form in the
direction of flow behind the hydraulic jump, see the arrow in Figure 5. The hydraulic jump
and the collision with the back wall are intended to smash the ice to pieces and mix the frazil
slush well with the water so it can be flushed on with ease. The side channel also has a slight
side slope towards the back wall to increase the depth along the wall and facilitate the
passage of ice. The river reach from the dam to the tailrace channel is very steep and narrow
so all ice passing through the ice skimming facility should be carried on with ease.

Figure 4. The new outer intake at Laxá III. Flow from left to right. Note: the crown of the
spillway is not flat at the top. The longitudinal section of the intake cuts the spillway at 43°
angle rather than 90°, skewing the section through the spillway crown.

Figure 5. The new construction. Large picture: summer conditions. Corner picture: ice
skimming during winter conditions.



Figure 4 shows a section through the new intake and Figure 5 shows a picture of it.  The ice
skimming spillway is located above the intake and the spillway side channel passes the ice
back to the river through the openings in the old dam. The intake opening is 10 m wide,
which was considered too short for the ice skimming spillway. Using the path (approximate
streamlines) of the main flow in the old intake pond as a guidance and by drawing a line
across it from the opening planned for passing the flow back to the river to the opposite side,
the length was taken as 22.5 m.

4.3 The formation of the ice skimming spillway crown

Downstream of Búrfell three new hydropower plants are on the drawing table. There, salmon
migration is an issue. A specially designed structure called surface flow outlet (SFO) is
intended to facilitate the downstream migration of juvenile salmon at the most downstream
plant, Urriðafoss. Model tests, (scaled physical model test, carried out at the hydraulic
laboratories of the Icelandic Marine Administration, collaboration between Landsvirkjun, the
University of Iceland, the Reykjavík University, the Icelandic Marine Administration and the
designers; Mannvit and Verkís consulting engineers) and a computer model, have been
carried out to optimize the design (Ágúst Guðmundsson 2013). Some design aspects
important to the fish also apply to the frazil slush. The juvenile salmon is known to locate
itself in the middle of the stream where boundary effects are at a minimum and flow
velocities are high. This is not the case for the ice but still the bulk of the ice flow tends to be
transported with the main current even though part of it ends up elsewhere due to boundary
layers or momentum involvement. The juvenile fish is surface oriented and is known to
locate itself in the uppermost part of the water column, just like frazil slush that has been
allowed to surface. Dams in rivers can make the salmon disoriented and if their migration is
delayed it can affect their mortality (Ágúst Guðmundsson 2013). Similarly, frazil ice can
accumulate on the surface if the streamlines or the velocity is unfavorable.

Figure 6. Streamlines. Flow from right to left (Ágúst Guðmundsson 2013).

After studying the report for the SFO it was decided to adopt a part of it for Laxá III, i.e. the
design of the spillway crown and the upper most part of the wall/floor/roof separating the
side channel and the intake. The spillway crown was scaled down and has a radius of 0.45 m
upstream and 0.65 m downstream. The main reason for using this design is that the computer
model tests showed very promising streamlines above and under the form, see Figure 6.



These smooth streamlines are likely to minimize risk of accumulation of frazil slush at the
spillway, assuming the water level is high enough for the ice to pass over. The upward
component of the flow should also help lift the frazil slush over the spillway.

4.4 Design aspects upstream of the ice skimming spillway

Two design aspects are left to discuss for Laxá III; water depth needed at the spillway and
how to insure the passage of the frazil slush through the intake pond and to the spillway.
Information on the former was not found. Based on videos of the frazil slush in the Laxá,
both in the intake pond and downstream, it was estimated that 0.2 m depth on the ice
skimming spillway was likely to be sufficient. It was also assumed that a learning period
would be needed to find the optimum water level.

Regarding the latter, not much was available except; the idea of smooth streamlines, not too
high and not too low velocity, no abrupt changes in direction, velocity or acceleration. The
focus was first put on the velocity within the intake pond. The velocity must be high enough
to prevent bridging of the incoming frazil slush. This velocity is dependent on the matureness
of the ice, the weather or how quickly ice particles at the surface might freeze together, and
other factors. In the intake pond for Laxá III the frazil slush is not “developed” as the river is
steep just upstream of the intake pond and the ice has only about 200 m to float to the surface
and develop before reaching the ice skimming spillway. According to Perham (1983) an ice
cover will grow out across the river as if on a small lake if the mean velocity is low (0.15–
0.3 m/s), mainly by the horizontal propagation of ice crystals. This of course would not be the
case on the intake pond as the frazil slush would be the building material. Still, the same
principles could apply, i.e. the ability to bond by freezing between frazil slush particles if the
velocity is this low. Some might argue that the distance is short, only 200 m, but this velocity
range over a distance of 200 m means a passing time of 11–22 minutes. If the air temperature
is below freezing and the wind is blowing, that might be enough time for bonding. This
velocity range is unlikely to create strong enough downstream force on the underside of the
ice cover to carry the main ice cover downstream (sheer zones).

Perham continues, adding that if the mean velocity is 0.38 m/s or higher, ice cover is formed
by accumulation upstream from an ice cover or other obstruction. Furthermore, if the ice
floes, here the frazil slush, are numerous and the water velocity not too high the floes will
jam mechanically in a neck or narrows of the river and form a stable ice arch. From there, the
ice cover will proceed upstream until the velocity becomes about 0.69 m/s or greater, which
happens before it would grow up to the upstream end of the intake pond. Based on this it was
decided to keep the velocity within the intake pond over 0.38 m/s.

4.5 A deviation from the design criteria

Deepening of the riverbed at the intake entrance was necessary for sediment trapping and
sluicing equipment. A smooth excavation was designed from the riverbed down to the trap in
both branches. The excavation in the eastern branch was also used as access ramp for the
contractor. The ramps became too large to keep the velocity within the design limits.
Additionally, they were not as smooth as intended due to difficult tuff layers within the lava.
This was not thought of as a major problem as sand would settle on the ramps, smoothen
them and bringing the velocity back up to around 0.5 m/s within a reasonably short time.
Similarly, for the sediment and ice collection locations identified within the old intake pond,
sand is expected to settle at the bottom and frazil ice to cover the surface. Then sheer zones
are estimated to form between the stationary ice and the main flow. The velocity needed for
the sheer zones to form was though not known.



5. Experience since 2017

No operational problems due to ice and sediment around the intake area affected the power
production during the first two winters. The winter 2019-2020 was extreme in north Iceland,
including conditions where the Laxá became porridge like due to ice slush. Such conditions
were outside the design scope. The ice skimming spillway and the spillway side channel have
functioned as intended. The corner figure on Figure 5 shows how the ice skimming spillway
works. This was taken during the last phase of construction when a cofferdam covered half of
the intake pond allowing only the use of the eastern branch. After the work was finished and
both branches were back in operation it happens that ice starts to accumulate on the intake
pond. Two different processes causing the initiation of ice cover formation have been caught
on video. Based on those the problems are most likely as follows:

· Sometimes the water level is left too low, much less than 0.2 m above the crest, so the
incoming ice strands on the spillway. This can be fixed by changing the automation of
the turbine.

· Sometimes the surface velocity within the intake pond becomes too low resulting in
frazil ice not reaching the spillway. This scenario was caught on video during a
northern storm with wind blowing strongly against the flow. At first the frazil slush is
carried towards and over the ice skimming spillway. Later, the frazil slush came to a
halt some 0.5 to 2 m upstream of the spillway, indicating that the surface velocity
became too low.

6. Conclusion

The ice skimming spillway and the spillway side channel have functioned as intended, but
more research and some adjustments must be made to the intake pond. Firstly, the water level
on the ice skimming spillway must be kept heigh enough for ice skimming at all times.
Secondly, the surface velocity within the intake pond has to be increased as it becomes too
low during northern storms. It is possible that simple diversion structures, that would divert
the flow into the eastern branch in the intake pond, would increase the surface velocity
through the intake pond sufficiently. At present no additional work or research has been
scheduled since commissioning of the new structure in 2017.
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Abstract 
Coanda screen intakes has proved to be a reliable and cost-effective low maintenance 
solution for numerous small hydro (SHP) intakes in the past two decades. In Norway 50 
intakes are installed since 2012, the first intake was at Dyrkorn SHP in western Norway. The 
concept is based on a fine meshed screen with transverse bars with a spacing from 0,5 – 3 
mm, most of installed intakes have a space of 1 mm. The narrow spacing prevent most kind 
of floating debris to approach the real intake which is placed downstream of the screen. Due 
to the steep inclination of the screen all floating debris like leaves, grass, branches, ice floes 
etc will slide on the screen and be deposited on the downstream side of the screen structure. 
Sediments will be trapped or flushed over the intake screens like debris. 
 
International experience confirms that frazil ice accumulates on the screen itself in various 
different physical processes. Depending on the details of the screen ice accumulate in 
different ways and may cause blocking of the intake. This paper describes first the freezing 
process progress at the intake and how the ice by natural processes release from the intake 
after some time. Several winters with monitoring at the Dyrkorn intake give unique 
operational data from the ice accumulation and consequences for the hydropower production. 
Secondly, this paper describes how a general modification and two new innovations have 
reduced the ice accumulation on the screen. The innovations concentrate the flow on the 
intake in periods with low discharge, but the effect from siphoning water from the bottom of 
the pool may have even more positive effect to the reduced ice problems at the intake. 
 
In the end limitations for Coanda screen intakes will be discussed based on extreme climate 
conditions. 
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1. Background 
With more than 50 Coanda screen intakes installed for SHP in Norway in the last decade 
(Lia, 2019), a lot of experience with winter conditions is gained. Modifications like the 
‘Fossekallen’ and the Grizzly intake has been developed, in parallel with smaller 
improvements developed locally. The Coanda screens cleans themselves with the spilling 
water and both debris, sediments, fishes etc will pass over the screens. The ‘cleaned’ water 
will be dropped down through the horizontal and transverse bars in the screen and enter the 
main intake basin beneath the screen, se typical layout in Figure 1. Coanda screens have in 
those years proved to be reliable in most conditions, but still there are challenges to overcome 
in steep rivers, unregulated discharge and shallow intakes. Field observations indicate that the 
most severe conditions that create water loss for the intake occur during winter, especially in 
situations with rapid changes in temperature and discharge. In long periods with low 
temperatures there is also a tendency that the entire intake may be covered by solid ice and 
stop functioning. The loss of income in such situation is not significant since the events are 
corresponding with extremely low discharge in the rivers. This situation is not unique for 
Coanda screen intakes, also other SHP intakes will experience blocking from solid ice. 
 
With the Coanda intakes approach with self-cleaning and no-maintenance philosophy, extra 
focus must be made to ensure problem free winter operation. The performance and winter 
behavior is presented in Wahl (2001) and Nøvik et.al (2014) respectively and little other 
literature is available on this topic. Thus, monitoring, verification, innovations and proposals 
presented in this paper is a contribution to make the Coanda screen intakes more efficient 
during winter times in small and steep rivers.  
 

2. Coanda screen effect in intakes 
The Coanda screen effect is well documented and for SHP intakes most recently by Wahl 
(2001). The horizontal rotated steel bars force the water to be shaved from below, as shown 
in Figure 1. The Coanda effect will not occur without a required water velocity, and all 
Coanda screen are constructed with an acceleration section upstream of the screen, as seen in 
Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Water extracted by a Coanda full 
size screen in the laboratory, bar spacing 
is 1,0 mm. 

Figure 2 Water flowing through the screen into 
the intake basin, full-scale intake at Dyrkorn 
SHP. 



 
Coanda screens are commercially available from several global suppliers. The screens are 
made from stainless steel manufactured by robotic welding in narrow sections. For intakes, 
sections are attached side by side by flanges commonly constructed onto a frame of concrete, 
as seen in Figure 2. 
 
The distance between the bars may vary from 0,5 – 3,0 mm by various steps. Most commonly 
used for Norwegian intakes is 1,0 mm. With increasing discharge more and more of the 
available screen is taken into use and the intake capacity is reached when the entire screen is 
covered by water, but due to operational issues the intake normally have larger capacity than 
the power plant, and the intake will start spilling before the screen capacity is fully utilized. 
As seen in Figure 1 and Figure 4 most Coanda screens are protected by ‘Boulder bars’, 
vertical steel bars between the screens in the flow direction. Those bars will prevent debris 
like wood, ice floes, large stones etc hitting the screen. 
 

3. Winter effects and freeze-up 
Winter effects are described in detail in Nøvik et.al (2014), where the freezing is divided into 
two processes: 
 
Type I clogging occurs when soft and wet ice slush clog by adhesion to the intake screen, as 
seen in Figure 3. The ice particles stick to the top surface of the screen and do not enter 
between the screen wedge wires; hence the screen is more or less open underneath the soft 
ice cover. Type II clogging is when the screen is so cold that solid ice forms between the 
wedge wires, Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Frazil ice accumulation onto the 
Coanda screen. 

Figure 4 Type II freezing from the boulder 
bars. The connection between two sections 
is visible as the double bar to the left. 

 
The cooling of the screen itself is a contributor to the icing processes. With the screen 
exposed to low air temperatures Ta, wind and radiation from clear sky, cooling of 300 – 400 
W/m2 is to be expected, Ashton (1986). With temperatures in the water upstream of the 
intake of Tw = -0,02oC, from Sæle (2019), the frazil ice will be supercooled and sticky along 
with the intake screen cooled down to temperatures below zero. 
 



Clogging occurs when soft and wet ice slush clog by adhesion to the intake screen. The ice 
particles stick to the top surface of the screen and do not enter between the screen wedge 
wires; hence the screen is more or less open underneath the soft ice cover 

 
Figure 5 The photos prove that any frazil ice discs penetrated the screen with d = 1,0 mm. 
 

4. Thawing processes on the screen 
Approximately half of the Coanda-effect intake screens in Norway has experiences clogging 
of the intake at least once each winter, NVE (2020). Detailed studies presented in Nøvik et.al 
(2014), Aal (2018) and Sæle S.D. (2019) verify that the clogging of the intakes is temporary. 
Most clogging events with drop in energy production have according to Nøvik et.al (2014) a 
duration of 12 – 24 hours. All nine events recorded from Dyrkorn SHP intake in the winter 
2012/2013 ended with a natural thawing process (‘self-healing’) where the accumulated frazil 
ice on the screen converted itself to passive slush and water started flowing under the ice 
cover and into the intake. The phenomenon with reopening is showed on the photos in Figure 
6. 
 

  
Figure 6 Coanda screen intake when active frazil clogs the intake (left) and the frazil 
converts to passive and water is flowing into the intake (right), photo: Tafjord kraft 
 
Frazil ice eventually led to a reduced intake capacity or complete blockage of the Coanda 
screen, but the structure reopened without any intervention after all events of freezing. When 
the air temperature is low enough, accumulated soft ice on the wedge wires will freeze to a 
solid ice cover over the screen, and after a while, the water will start to flow under the ice.  
Since there are no ice particles between the wedge wires, the intake will reopen without any 
intervention.  In Figure 6 the Coanda-effect screen is completely clogged with frazil ice and 
the water is flowing over the ice. In the picture taken two days later, a solid ice cover is 



protecting the screen, and the water is flowing beneath the ice blanket and a full flow 
capacity of the intake is re-established. The cause of the reopening of the screen is not fully 
understood but a combination of melting caused by the heat flux from the water to the ice 
particles, mechanical erosion of ice particles by the water flow  momentum  and  the  shear  
forces  and  uplifting forces from hydraulic pressure on the ice particles seems likely. Based 
on the data  collected  in  field,  the  reopening  of  the Coanda screen, which is confirmed by 
the startup of the SHP, took place without any intervention for all the complete ice blockage 
events, and for most of the complete ice blockage cases, 1−10 h after the last measurement of 
supercooled water.  For some of the ice blockage events, supercooled water was measured up 
to 10 hours after the screen was reopened. It can therefore be deduced that once the frazil ice 
production stops, after an event of ice clogging of Type I, the screen reopens without any 
intervention since the spacing between the wedge wires are free from ice. The intake may 
also start performing again if an ice cover protects the screen from more approaching 
suspended ice and the clogging ice particles are removed by erosion or melting underneath an 
ice cover. The ice may also be washed away by an increased water discharge in the river 
exceeding the screen capacity. Detailed studies at Dyrkorn SHP intake has led to detailed 
knowledge about the winter performance, Nøvik et.al. (2014). Time series with simultaneous 
development of different parameters were studied, an example is shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7 Overview of the hydrologic parameters at Dyrkorn SHP during the winter 
2011/2012. Subplots shown in order from top outdoor air temperature and in the chamber, Ta 
and Tac [oC], water temperature upstream and in downstream chamber, Tw and Twc [oC], 
temperature on the Coanda screen, Ts [oC], ice coverage [%], precipitation [mm], discharge 
[m3/s] and Energy production [MW], from Nøvik et.al. (2014). 
 
These events costs energy production and should be avoided. On the other hand, none of the 
recorded events in the winter 2011/2012 required any kind of manual cleaning or 
maintenance. Any damages were registered to the intake structures or to the screen. In 
practical engineering this will lead to a compromise situation between manual work and loss 



of energy production. As long as water is spilled, the motivation is there to improve winter 
performance of the intake. 
 

5. Correspondence between temperature and frazil ice production 
To monitor frazil ice accumulation in accordance with temperatures Ta and Tw and energy 
production P [MW] a SWIPS (Shallow Water Ice Profiling Sonar) from ASL Environmental 
Sciences is used. The SWIPS profiler is placed on the bottom of the pond and ‘shoots’ sonar 
waves under the water surface. The SWIPS records the frazil ice passing in the water column 
over the unit. A photo of the equipment and a screenshot of one recorded period is shown in 
Figure 8 and Figure 9. 
 

 

 

Figure 8 SWIPS equipment Figure 9 The SWIPS recording shows how  
particles are fully distributed in the water 
column from 4. March 2019 – 5. March 2019, 
from Sæle (2019). The range in the y-axis is in 
[Feet]. 

 
The recording from two winters 2017/2018 and 2018/2019 shows correspondence between 
temperatures, continuously camera recording, SWIPS data and operation of the power plant. 
Volumes of ice recorded from the SWIPS will be accumulated at the intake, recorded by the 
camera. Volumes over a specific amount leads to blocking of the intake and loss of energy 
production in specified time will be recorded in the power plant governing system. The 
methodology is presented in Sæle (2019). This methodology is the main content in a warning 
system for SHP operation with Coanda screen intakes in cold climate. 
 

6. Coanda screen intakes with extreme low temperatures 
In regions with low temperatures in long periods low discharge and stable ice covers will 
follow. In the beginning of the freeze-up period there will be a gap with free water surface 
between the ice cover and the weir on the Coanda screen. When the discharge is reduced and 
ice cover in the intake pond reach the weir, solid ice may forms onto the screen. If the 
discharge in the river/brook still decreases the ice will in few days cover the entire screen. 
Examples from two different intakes are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 
 



  
Figure 10 Solid ice cover the intake at 
Nybuelve river, 2017, the ice is around 300 
mm thick 

Figure 11 Solid ice cover the intake at 
Tverråne river, 2017, the top of the boulder 
bars can be seen in the ice 

  
Formation of solid ice cover onto the intake pond is normally an advantage for a hydropower 
intakes, preventing further cooling of the water body. For Coanda screen intakes it represents 
a potential situation for permanent blocking of the intake. Rapid melting of the ice is not  
expected in melting periods, when the solid ice cover is 0,1 – 0,5 mm thick. Experience 
through several winters at Nybuelve and Tverråne in Hallingdal has highlighted the risk by 
using Coanda screen intakes. Severe challenges with ice through the first winters led to a 
reconstruction of the Tverråne intake, converted into a conventional intake for lower 
discharges. With higher discharge the Coanda screen will come into use. It is not verified 
how the reconstructions has increased its winter performance. 
 

7. Innovations to prevent icing 
One general principle and two different devices are developed to reduce ice problems: a 
narrowing of the intake, a snorkel device and a device for the release of environmental flow. 
All three innovations have been tested at the Dyrkorn SHP intake in the western part of 
Norway. The innovative solutions are developed by the engineers at Tafjord kraft power 
company but tested and verified in laboratory and field in cooperation with NTNU. 
 
Narrowing the flow is a commonly used measure to prevent ground icing/aufeis on most 
structures, channels and natural rivers. On the Coanda screen intake narrowing the weir 
during wintertime may have two positive effects: 

- Reducing the net heat loss from the screen and from the flow over the screen, by 
using just one specific length of the weir for the same discharge, e.g. increasing the 
unit discharge q [m3/s∙m]. 

- Introducing stronger current in a narrow section for cleaning of the screen after an 
icing event. 

The disadvantage of the narrowing is that when there are rapid changes between low and high 
discharges. Ideally the narrowing equipment should be removed before a time period with 
high discharge, e.g. regular spring floods. 
 
The innovation of the Snorkel has been a great contribution and inspiration to improve the 
performance of the Coanda screen intake during winter time, and is previously described in 
Lia et.al. (2019). The idea of a Snorkel came up in Opaker (2012) and the Snorkel is a 
siphoning device to discharge water from the depth in the intake pool, where there should 



ideally be less super cooled water and frazil ice particles than in the upper part of the water 
column. The Snorkel should also protect the upper part of the intake screen from snow and 
ice, Opaker (2012). The power company Tafjord kraftproduksjon AS developed and installed 
a prototype of the Snorkel at Dyrkorn power plant in 2016. The prototype was manufactured 
from 10 mm thick sheets of PE (polyethylene). Further, monitoring of the prototype showed 
that the snorkel fetched water from 1.8 meters depth, and that it fully covered the crest in the 
crest length of 0.9 m. The Snorkel covered 0,5 m of the intake screen, of which 0,25 m was 
acceleration zone without spaces and 0,25 m was the bar section. To achieve the necessary 
difference in pressure, a 100 mm high wooden stop log raised the level that would allow 
water to flow through the snorkel over the weir. This was done along the entire weir, except 
for the part were the Snorkel is located, Sæten (2016). The Snorkel is shown in Figure 12 and 
Figure 13. 
 

  
Figure 12 The Snorkel from the upstream 
side, reservoir drowned down, from Sæten 
(2016). 

Figure 13 The Snorkel in operation at Dyrkorn 
intake, Norway, from Sæten (2016). 

 
It was demonstrated in Opaker (2012) that the intake screen made in stainless steel could 
become supercooled itself. Adequate insulating properties are therefore a necessary 
requirement for the material used in the Snorkel. 
 
Previously conducted laboratory tests showed that the Snorkel partly functioned as a siphon. 
The capacity could increase, and in some cases discharge more water than desirable. Later 
studies in both model and prototype scales, have shown that the Snorkel does not function as 
a siphon, but it is important to construct solutions that does provide this feature, Sæten 
(2016). 
 
Measurements from November 2018 to May 2019 showed that the difference in temperature 
in the water column were minimal in a shallow intake basin, like the one at the Dyrkorn SHP. 
It is therefore possible to assume that the flow of water through the Snorkel would contain 
supercooled water. This could indicate that the Snorkel, as it functions and is constructed 
today would require certain size compared to the 100 mm opening in the prototype version, 
Sæle (2019). The measurements done by the SWIPS showed that there were frazil ice 
particles in the entire water column; however, it is not possible to determine if these particles 
were able to enter the Snorkel, Sæle (2019). Nevertheless, both this study and the work 
presented in Aal (2017) concludes that the Snorkel does not fully prevent the power plant 
stops in periods during the winter, were the discharge should indicate electricity production. 
Deformation of the prototype forced by the under-pressure in the siphoning part may also 



have reduced the discharge capacity significantly. Optimized design for the Snorkel will may 
improve the performance. 
 
Release of environmental flow from Coanda screen intakes may impose various challenges. 
Most of the intakes in Norway are remotely located and advanced regulation or labor-
intensive systems are not preferable due to costs and winter condition operational issues. 
Environmental flow must be documented for legal reasons, this is normally done by V-
notches and pressure cells, causing even more challenges during wintertime. In many Coanda 
screen intakes, the environmental flow is released from the intake by a level-controlled pump 
from the lower intake chamber. The upstream intake pool is in a Coanda screen intake always 
full and the special PK-Slipp devise solves this by a rectangular tube section, which diverts 
exactly the specific discharge above the Coanda intake crest. The devise is shown in Figure 
14 and Figure 15. 
 

  
Figure 14 A 3D illustration of the 
rectangular tube, from Lia et.al (2019) 

Figure 15 The PK-Slipp installed at Dyrkorn 
SHP intake, photo: Tafjord kraftproduksjon 

 
The device appears similar to a siphon but behave as a regular pipe. If the device is placed at 
the same level as the screen, no build-up of under-pressure will be encountered. The device 
can be closed in periods during wintertime to ensure that all available discharge is diverted 
through the intake chamber before release in the river, to avoid freezing in the chamber. The 
device can be constructed employing different material. However, PE (polyethylene) is 
generally preferred due to production cost, heat exchange properties, reliability and abrasive 
strength. 
 

8. Conclusions 
Winter operation of Coanda screen intakes introduces two main challenges 

- Frazil ice accumulation and temporary loss of water 
- Development of long-term solid ice cover and loss of intake capacity. 

The Coanda screen intakes has proven an impressive performance with reopening of the 
intake beneath the accumulated frazil/anchor ice. For removal of solid ice covering the intake 
screen no natural processes are observed. 
 
Further research will be done in this project 

- Modifications and improvements of the innovations presented in this paper 
- Post-processing and development of SWIPS-data as a comparison with ice 

accumulation 
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Ice gouging is mechanical plowing of bottom ground by ice features. Hydrometeorological 
conditions, changing from year to year, determine the intensity of ice features (ice 
hummocks, ice ridges and stamukhi) formation. In this paper, we consider the conditions of 
the ice gouging of the Northern Caspian seabed by ice features in winters of various severity. 
We used the cumulative freezing-degree days (CFDD) over a winter period as a criterion for 
dividing winters by severity. We used data from several nearshore meteorological stations to 
divide them into mild, moderate and severe. The analysis, based on aerial reconnaissance and 
modern satellite data, showed the variability of the number of stamukhi, their distribution and 
depths of grounding over recent years. We created charts of different ice gouging intensities 
for the different types of winters. The charts are consider not only analysis of stamukhi 
distribution, but also ice cover dynamics, typical position of fast ice rim and features of the 
bottom topography. The charts showed changes in the conditions of ice gouging at the 
Northern Caspian from year to year. The results allowed estimating the influence of the 
winters severity on the intensity of the ice features formation and ice gouging in different 
years. The results of this study must be considered when conducting economic activities in 
the Northern Caspian. 
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1. Introduction 
The Caspian Sea is partially freezing every year. The ice conditions of the Caspian Sea are 
complex and variable. They vary from year to year depending on hydrometeorological 
conditions. The ice conditions determine the number and spatial distribution of ice features 
(ice ridges, hummocks, etc.). Ice features are a factor of the bottom microtopography 
dynamics. Grounded hummocks, named stamukhi, can move and plow the bottom. Ice 
gouging (ice scouring) is the process of mechanical plowing of the bottom ground by ice, 
associated with the ice cover dynamics, acting under the influence of hydrometeorological 
factors and the topography of the coastal zone (Ogorodov, 2011). Information on the 
stamukhi distribution and ice gouging processes is most important for pipeline design from 
offshore structures to shore, marine operations, including tracing and navigation of ships and 
air-cushion vehicles during the period of ice formation and melting. Along with changes in 
ice conditions in the Northern Caspian, the conditions for the ice gouging of the bottom by 
ice features change from year by year. 
 
Earlier P.I. Bukharitsin (1984) suggested that the largest number of ice features form in 
moderate (normal) winters. The first chart of intensity of ice gouging by ice features in the 
Northern Caspian was created by Ogorodov (2017). Climate change should be considered 
when studying the conditions of bottom gouging by ice features. Under the conditions of 
climate warming, the character and intensity of ice impact on the coasts and seabed change 
significantly (Ogorodov et al., 2018). Due to the decrease of the ice thickness, ice ridging 
increases. The width and stability of fast ice also become lower. We analyzed the 
hydrometeorological conditions in the Northern Caspian and created charts showing how the 
ice gouging conditions vary depending on the severity of winters. 

2. Materials and methods 
 
Ice scours at the Northern Caspian were first discovered by B.I. Koshechkin (1958). The 
scientific research of the ice scours and gouging started along with exploration of oil deposits 
on the shelf (Ogorodov, Arkhipov, 2010). Now many researchers, prospectors and 
stakeholders pay attention to ice gouging processes (Ogorodov et al., 2019; Sigitov et al., 
2019). 
 
Ice conditions in the Northern Caspian strongly depend on the thermal type of winter 
(Kouraev et al., 2004). We classified winter seasons of the Northern Caspian by their severity 
to show, how ice-gouging conditions change depending on meteorological conditions. This 
classification reflects the interannual dynamics of winter temperatures, which define the 
formation of ice in the water area. Determining the types of winter seasons is a key 
parameter, both when analyzing the ice regime of the seas and assessing climate change.  
 
The most common method of classification of winters by severity is calculating the 
cumulative freezing-degree days (CFDD). A similar approach for winters typing in the 
Northern Caspian was used by Tamura-Wicks et al. (2015). CFDD is usually calculated as a 
sum of average daily degrees below freezing for a winter season. Then we determine the type 
of winter season according to the preferred gradations. Dumanskaya (2013) classify moderate 
(normal) winters as winters with CFDD corresponding to the interval from “average minus 
20% amplitude” to “average plus 20% amplitude”. Winters with CFDD in the interval above 
are classified as mild and in the interval below are indicated as severe. Moreover, two 
extreme abnormal winters (the coldest and the warmest) are excluded from statistics. 



P.I. Bukharitsin (2008) and A.V. Fedorenko (2011) perform similar technique for winters 
typing of the Caspian Sea. 
 
In this research, we summarized negative air temperatures of winter seasons (from December 
till March) from four hydrometeorological stations of the Northern Caspian – Astrakhan, 
Atyrau, Makhachkala and Fort-Shevchenko. The annual sums were used to classify 1950-
2019 winter seasons according to their severity. 
 
Two main sources were used to identify stamukhi distribution in years with different severity 
of winters: 
1) aerial reconnaissance data from 1959 to 1974 (Bukharitsin, 1984); 
2) stamukhi observation data from satellite imagery deciphering (mainly Sentinel-1, usable 
Sentinel-2 and Landsat) from 2014 to 2019 acquired by LLP ICEMAN.KZ (Sigitov et al., 
2019). 
 
The distribution of stamukhi and ridging zones are largely dependent on the bottom 
topography. Therefore, a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) of the bottom of the 
Northern Caspian is required. The DEM, developed in the laboratory of geoecology of the 
North, Faculty of Geography, MSU, is based on the bathymetric navigation map of 1998, 
reduced to an average level of the Caspian Sea minus 28 m below sea level. In 2017, 
Ogorodov was the first to publish a chart of the intensity of ice gouging in the Northern 
Caspian, based on this DEM. This chart considered only aerial reconnaissance data from 
1959 to 1974 for moderate (normal) winters. 
 
Using the analysis of ice ridges and stamukhi locations, the distribution of various types of 
ice conditions for different types of winters (Terziev et al., 1992) and the bottom topography 
(DEM), we created charts of the ice gouging intensity distribution for mild, moderate and 
severe winters. 

3. Results 
 
The winters of the Northern Caspian were divided into three categories according to their 
severity: mild, moderate and severe (Table 1). For the period from 1950 to 2019, moderate 
types of winters prevail with 59.4%. The number of severe and mild winters is the same and 
amounts to 14 of each type (20.3%). Fig. 1 shows their temporal pattern. From 1950 to 1985 
severe winters in the Northern Caspian occurred every 2-5 years, but from 1985 to 2019 only 
3 severe winters took place (2002/03, 2007/08, 2011/12). 
 
Considering the aerial reconnaissance (Bukharitsin, 1984) and satellite data (Sigitov, 2019), 
we created charts of different ice gouging intensities for the different types of winters 
(Fig. 2). The charts are consider not only analysis of stamukhi distribution, but also ice cover 
dynamics, typical position of fast ice rim and features of the bottom topography. 
 
According to Ogorodov, 2011 we divide all the ice gouging area of the Northern Caspian into 
four zones: 1) fast ice zone; 2) zone of fast and drifting ice interaction; 3) drifting ice zone 
within deep areas; 4) drifting ice area within banks and shoals. 



Table 1. The Northern Caspian winter seasons classification 
Winter 

type Number % CFDD���ɋ Seasons 

Severe 14 20,3 ��1862,05 

1950/51, 1953/54,1955/56, 1959/60, 
1963/64, 1966/67, 1968/69, 1971/72, 
1976/77, 1979/80, 1984/85, 2002/03, 

2007/08, 2011/12 

Moderate 41 59,4 from -1862,05  
to -858,25 

1951/52, 1952/53, 1954/55, 1956/57, 
1958/59, 1960/61, 1962/63, 1964/65, 
1967/68, 1969/70, 1970/71, 1972/73, 
1973/74, 1974/75, 1975/76, 1977/78, 
1978/79, 1981/82, 1983/84, 1985/86, 
1986/87, 1987/88, 1989/90,1990/91, 
1991/92, 1992/93, 1993/94, 1994/95, 
1995/96, 1996/97, 1997/98, 2004/05, 
2005/06, 2008/09, 2009/10, 2010/11, 
2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15, 2016/17, 

2017/18 

Mild 14 20,3 ��858,25 

1957/58, 1961/62, 1965/66, 1980/81, 
1982/83, 1988/89, 1998/99, 1999/00, 
2000/01, 2001/02, 2003/04, 2006/07, 

2015/16, 2018/19 

 

 
Figure 1. Winter severity timeline of the Northern Caspian 

 
Fast ice zone is characterized by limited scour impact of ice features, mainly ice ridges and 
grounded hummocks. The intensity of ice gouging is determined by immobility of fast ice. 
Bottom scouring by ice floes with frozen ice ridges occurs only during the fast ice breack-up. 
The zone of fast and drifting ice interaction is characterized by intensive scour impact on 
seabed by keels of ice ridges on fast ice rim and ice hummocks frozen into drifting ice floes, 
rarely by stamukhi. Drifting ice zone within deep areas is characterized by intensive scour 
impact on seabed by keels of ice ridges frozen into drifting ice floes. Drifting ice zone within 
banks and shoals is characterized by the most intense scour impact on seabed by keels of ice 
ridges frozen into drifting ice floes and large stamukhi. 
 



 
Figure 2. (Continued below) 



 
Figure 2. Charts of ice gouging intensity of the Northern Caspian: 1) fast ice zone; 2) zone of 
fast and drifting ice interaction; 3) drifting ice zone within deep areas; 4) drifting ice area 
within banks and shoals; 5) ice hummocks and ice ridges; 6) stamukhi. 

4. Discussion 
 
Severe winters in this region are caused by meridional activity, bringing cold air from the 
Arctic often. Surge of air far to the south leads to a cold snap and prolonged cooling. Mild 
winters occur when latitudinal activity takes place in Europe, the East European Plain, the 
Caucasus and the Caspian Sea (Solovjev, 1973). The winter season of 1953/54 was the most 
severe in the North Caspian region, the CFDD for Astrakhan station amounted -��������ɋ��
The mildest was the winter of 1999/00, the CFDD for Astrakhan station amounted minus 
78.7 °C. 
 
Depending on the temperatures, the beginning and the end of freeze-up can be shifted earlier 
or later. The ice coverage of the Caspian Sea also vary significantly - from 30% to 85% of the 
area of the Northern Caspian (winters 1999/2000 and 1953/1954, respectively) (Magaeva, 
2017). 
 



The classification of winter severity shows that in recent years (after 1985) severe winters 
occur less frequently, while moderate winters predominate. Earlier Bukharitsin (1984) 
supposed the largest number of ice features is formed in moderate (average in ice coverage) 
winters. In severe winters, landfast ice is more stable, and the width of the ridging zone is 
less. Ogorodov (2011) suggested that in mild winters, ridging is also low due to the limited 
fast ice extension. 
 
The intensity of ice gouging depends primarily on the number of ice features scouring the 
seabed and the general ice coverage. Previously, the conditions of bottom scouring were 
considered depending on level fluctuations and ice coverage (Bukharitsin et al., 2015). The 
charts (Fig. 2) show that, the ice-gouging areas of various intensity change along with the 
number of ice features. The comparison of the ice-gouging intensity patterns showed the 
difference of them from year to year. The area of low intensity of ice-gouging (1) related to 
the extension of fast ice is reduced in mild winters both absolutely and relatively. We 
suppose that, during mild winters, fast ice is thinner and brasher, which favor to more active 
ridging in this zone. This fact is confirmed by modern data from 2014-2019, showing many 
ice features in fast ice. According to Sigitov (2019), the majority of stamukhi in mild years is 
formed in proximity to the coastline, and the most intense ridging and stamukhi formation is 
observed in the zone of fast ice. This provides a greater intensity of bottom scouring in this 
zone compared to moderate and severe winters. 
 
At the same time, in mild winters, the area of the intensive ice-gouging (2) expands either 
relatively or absolutely. However, in mild winters, the intensity in this zone decreases 
significantly compared to the same zone for moderate or severe winters. Ice features in mild 
winters consist of weak ice, which reduces ice impact. 
 
Moreover, the area of drifting ice in mild, moderate and severe winters remains almost 
unchanged both in relatively deep waters (3), and in banks and shoals (4). In severe winters, 
the fast ice area is maximum; it occupies about 75% of the Northern Caspian. Fast ice in 
severe winters is extremely strong, which prevents active ridging. The example cases show 
that, depending on the severity of winters, the ice-gouging conditions change. From year to 
year the ice-gouging intensity patterns vary significantly, but also the degree of intensity in 
different zones are diverse. 

5. Conclusion 
 
The study shows that in recent years the number of severe winters in the Northern Caspian 
decreased significantly, moderate winters predominate. The created charts of the ice-gouging 
intensity revealed changes in the conditions of bottom scouring depending on types of 
winters. Despite the climate warming, the intensity of bottom scouring in the Northern 
Caspian does not decrease. In moderate winters, the intensity of ice-gouging processes is 
highest, but in mild winters the intensity is also high. Studying the changes in ice-gouging 
intensity depending on the severity of winters allow us to predict the formation of ice scours 
in certain zones during ongoing climate changes. The results of this study must be considered 
when conducting economic activities in the Northern Caspian. 
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